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PREFACE
volume completes the series of commentaries on
the Minor Prophets originally undertaken by the late

THIS
William R.

Harper. The order of arrangement differs
from the traditional one only in the case of Jonah, which is
placed at the end of the series, not only because it was composed
at a much later date than the traditional order suggests, but
also because

it is

This volume,

volumes bound

of a different character

like the

composed of three little
seemed best on the whole to

previous one,

in one, because

it

from the other prophets.

is

publish the work of the three authors under separate sub-titles
in this

way.
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COMMENTARY
ON

HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH
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HINCKLEY

G.

MITCHELL,

PROFESSOR OF HEBREW AND OLD TESTAMENT EXEGESIS
IN TUFTS COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION.
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF
THE PROPHECIES OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH.
CYRUS.

§ I.

The career of Cyrus was watched with the intensest interest
from the beginning by all the peoples of western Asia. The boldness and success of his invasion of Media in 550 B.C., and the vigour with which he enforced his sovereignty over this great kingdom, drove Croesus of Lydia and Nabonidus of Babylonia to

an alliance with each other and with Ahmes of Egypt

common

The

protection.

degree of interest

among

for their

the Baby-

lonians appears from a chronicle of the period in which there is
an account, not only of the Median campaign, but of one, three

years later, in another direction, as well as of that which in 539
B.C. resulted in the occupation of Babylon and the submission of
it was the capital.*
When the conqueror
took
different attitudes
invaded
the
inhabitants
finally
Babylonia
toward him. The king and his party, including the crown prince,

the empire of which

Belshazzar, of course, did what they could to withstand him.
priests, on the other hand, whom Nabonidus had oflfended

The

by neglecting the worship of Marduk and bringing the gods of
other cities in numbers to the capital, favoured him.
In fact, they
their
his
and
him as its
into
hands
welcomed
betrayed
country
deliverer. I

There was a similar

tled in Babylonia.

of the

Some

of them,

division

much

among the Jews setmay have heard

as they

magnanimity of the Persian king, dreaded
*

KB.,

t KB.,

iii,
iii,

2,
2,

128

124

ff.;
ff.,

Pinches, OT., 411.

132

ff.;

3

Pinches, OT., 415

/.

his approach.
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It is they,

of the

in the second part
perhaps, to whom certain passages
of Isaiah were addressed, notably the following:

book
«.

"Woe

to

that striveth with his

him

Maker,

—

the potsherds of the ground!
"Doth the clay say to the potter, What makest thou?
or his work, Thou hast no hands?

a potsherd

".

"Thus

among

Yahweh,

saith

the Holy One of Israel, even his Maker:
" Of future
things ask me,
and concerning the work of my hands command me.
«*.

».

"I myself made the earth,
and man on it I created;
"My hands stretched out heaven,
and all its hosts I commanded.
"I myself aroused him in righteousness,
and all his ways will I direct;

"He

shall build

and

"Not

my

city,

captives shall he release;
for hire, and not for reward,
all

saith

my

Yahweh

of Hosts." *

There was, however, another party. At any rate, the author oi
the lines just cjuoted was enthusiastic in his faith, not only that
Cyrus would succeed, but that his success meant deliverance to
the Jews in exile.
He recognised in the Persian king an instru-

ment

of

Yahweh.

^Cf. Is. 41^

^^

46".

Indeed,

—and he

must

—

thereby have greatly scandaHsed many of his countrymen, he
went so far as to identify Cyrus with the Ideal King for whom
the Jews had long been praying and looking.
CJ. Is. 44^* 45'.
He was so confident of victory for this divinely chosen champion
that he boldly foretold the fall of Babylon and exhorted the exiles
^-

^-

^-

to prepare for their departure.

Cf. Is. 46*

Finally, he predicted that Cyrus,

having released them from cap-

tivity,

47'

48^''

52"-

would rebuild Jerusalem and restore the temple, its chief
This last prophecy is so important that it deserves

ornament.
to

be quoted
*.

*

Is.

SBOT.

4s'

"'.

entire.

It

runs as follows:

"Thus

On

saith Yahweh, thy Redeemer,
and he that formed thee from the womb:

the changes

and omissions

in the passage as here rendered,

c/.

Cheyne,

CYRUS
"I am Yahweh,

made

that

5

all things,

that stretched out heaven alone;
when I spread out the earth who
'6.

'That thwarteth the signs

and maketh diviners

was with mer"

of the praters,

foolish;

"That

confuteth the wise,
and turneth their knowledge into folly;

25.

"That
and

establisheth the

word

of his servants,

fulfiUeth the counsel of his messengers;

"That

saith of Jerusalem, It shall be peopled
(and of the cities of Judah, Let them be rebuilt),

and

ruins will I restore;
saith to the deep, Be dry,

its

".

"That

«8.

"That

and thy streams

and

all

"That
and

Cyrus seems

my

says,

Be built,
Be founded." *

saith to Jerusalem,
to the temple,

have more

to

"He

dry up;

My

shepherd,
pleasure shall he fulfil;

The

Babylonian partisans.

made

will I

saith of Cyrus,

gave peace

than, fulfilled the expectations of his
chronicle to which reference has been

to the city;

Cyrus proclaimed peace
he appointed governor

his lieutenant

to all Babylonia.

Gobryas
adds a most

It
significant item, namely, "From
Kislew onward to Adar the gods of Akkad, whom Nabonidus had
brought down to Babylon, returned to their cities."! Cyrus, in

of Babylon."

an inscription of his own, refers

to the

same matter and claims
and the people of cer-

further credit for restoring both the gods
tain districts

on the Tigris

to their

homes.

He

adds a prayer

may daily remind Bel and Nebo to
his
and
bestow
lengthen
days
upon him their favour.^
These interesting records must not be misunderstood. They
that these gods in return

do not mean that

at this time the Persian

conqueror abandoned

the rehgion of his fathers and adopted that of the Babylonians;

but that, being magnanimous by nature, he made it his policy
If, however, such was his disposition,

to conciliate his subjects. §
*

Is.

44^

Duhm

*•.

and Cheyne omit the next to the last line and transfer the last to
line of that verse makes any further pruning unnecessary.

but the omission of the fourth

the minor changes in the text,

t KB.,

iii,

2,

KB.,

iii,

2,

t

134
126

c/.

Chej-ne,

v.

*,

On

SBOT.

I/.

Pinches, 07"., 422.

this point Noldeke has some remarks that are well worth quoting.
He says: " If in
two inscriptions (the Chronicle and Cyrus's Cylinder) Cvrus appears as a pious worshi{>per of the Babylonian gods, and indeed, according to the Cylinder, Merodach himself led him
§

On

these

I
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is in this fact a warrant for supposing that, unless there were
reasons for a different course, he favoured the return of the Jews
to their country.
He does not mention them among the bene-

there

clemency, nor is there, among the known relics of
any record concerning his actual treatment of them.

ficiaries of his

his empire,

The

only direct testimony on the subject

Scriptures and works based on them.*

is

found in the Hebrew

The

Chronicler, in a

passage a part of which is preserved at the end of the second book
of Chronicles and the whole at the beginning of the book of Ezra,
recites that, in the first year after

assuming the government of

Babylonia, Cyrus issued a formal proclamation announcing that
"Yahweh, the God of heaven," had given him "all the kingdoms
of the earth"

and commissioned him "to build him a house

Jerusalem"; summoning the Jews

who were moved

in

so to

dof to
return to their country and assist in the project; and commanding
the neighbours of those who responded to the call to provide them
with "silver, and gold, and cattle, together with a freewill offerThe author adds
ing for the house of God ... in Jerusalem."
(vv. ^^•) that these instructions were loyally fulfilled, and that a
company of exiles under Sheshbazzar "were brought up," with
"the vessels of the house of Yahweh," "from Babylon to Jerusalem." The number of those who took advantage of this opportunity to return to Palestine is said to have been 42,360, besides
their servants

The

and a company

of singers.

CJ. Ezr. 2^^-.

release of the Jews, with permission to rebuild their temple,

the policy of Cyrus that one is
the
Chronicler's
account without question.
disposed
accept
one
it
examines
more
When, however,
closely, there appear reais

so thoroughly in

harmony with

to

bccause he (Mcrodach) was angry with the native king for not serving him properly, sacerdotal
diplomacy of this sort should not deceive the trained historian. The priests turned to the rising sun without regard to their previous relations with Nabonidus.
Cyrus certainly did not
suppress the Babylonian religion, as the Hebrew prophets expected; the splendour of the ritual
in the richest city in the

world probably impressed him.

When, however,

the pricst.s (by

whom

the inscriptions were prepared) represent him as an adherent of the Babylonian religion, that
diK'S not make him one, any more than Cambyses and some of the Roman emperors are made
worsliii)ix'rs of the

Egyptian gods by being represented on some of the monuments of the land

of the Nile as paying
I

Esd.

t There

from

V. '

them due reverence

2; Jos.*"'-, xi,

just like

Egyptian kings."

APC,

22.

I.

no such modifying clause in the Massoretic text of Ezr. i', but it is
and must be restored to complete the meaning. See Guthc, SBOT.
is

easily supplied
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sons for more or less skepticism.
Kosters, as the result of his innot
doubts
the
vestigations,
only
historicity of Cyrus's decree, but
declares that "in the history of the Restoration of Israel this return must take, not the

temple was

first,

but the third place"; and that "the

and the wall of Jerusalem restored before the
returned from Babylonia."* Meyer is less radical, but he,

exiles

built

while he contends for the historicity of the return under Cyrus,
characterises this account of it as a fabrication.!
There are several reasons for suspecting its authenticity:

i.

The language used

document emanating from
composition from the hand of the

in the decree is not that of a genuine

the king of Persia, but of a free
Chronicler, as in the verses describing the fulfilment of

its

re-

quirements.
2. The
thought dominant in the decree does not properly represent Cyrus as he appears in undoubtedly genuine contemporary
records.
Thus, at the very beginning he is made to call Yahweh

"the

God

and claim that he (Yahweh) has given him
amounts to a confession
the Jews is the ruler of the world and the only

of heaven,"

"all the

kingdoms

that the

God

true

God.

of

Now,

of the earth"; which

it is

such announcement.

improbable that he would have made any
could not have done so without seri-

He

ously offending the Babylonians. Had he not, in the inscription
already cited, given to Marduk the title "king of the gods," and
said that it was this Babylonian divinity who predestined him to

"the sovereignty of the world"? J If, therefore, he issued a decree permitting the return of the Jews, it must have been in a different form from that which has been preserved by the Chronicler.
3. Those who deny that the Jews returned to Palestine, in any

such numbers as are given in Ezr. 2, in the first year of Cyrus, call
attention to the fact that, in chs. 5 and 6, where this decree is
cited, the erection of the

temple and the restoration of the sacred
which it is represented as referring.

vessels are the only matters to

C/. 5^^ff-6^ff-.§
4. Although the document reproduced in Ezr. 2, with its various classes and precise figures, reads Hke a transcript from a de-

tailed report of the
* WI.,

2.

t EJ.,

number and
72, 49.

character of the exiles

t KB.,

iii.

2,

120

ff.

§ Kosters,

who
WI.,

re26.
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turned to their country under the terms of the decree attributed
The
to Cyrus, a critical examination renders this view untenable.
opinion are: (a) that in the title (Ezr. 2^)
the persons enumerated are described as "children of the province" who "had returned to Jerusalem and Judah," that is, were

reasons for a

dififerent

settled in the country

when

somewhat
document,
called
"a book
it
is
(v. ^)
in a

the census

that the

is,

7,

same

where

a genealogical

"of them that came up at the

first,"

an interpolation,* and the list of leaders in both
and Ne. 7 also evidently an afterthought ;f (d) and that, if

here found,
2

(b)

found in Ne.

of genealogy," that

register; (c) that the phrase,

Ezr.

was made;

earlier form, is

this list

is

were retained,

it

could be used as proof of a great return

Cyrus only on the mistaken supposition that
Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel are different names for the same

in the first year of

person. J

These considerations oblige one

to

confess that the

document in question was not intended for its present connection, and that therefore it cannot be used to prove that any great
number of Jews, by permission of Cyrus, returned to their counsoon after the capture of Babylon. §

try

It

5.

appears from Zc.

to return to

6'" that

Jerusalem when

it

the

was

Jews of Babylonia were

free

written, but neither this prophet

nor Haggai betrays any knowledge of so great a movement as
that described in the first two chapters of Ezra.
I1 fact, Zc.
2io/6fF.^

where Zion

is

exhorted to "flee" from Babylon, indicates

no such movement had taken place when

that

written.

Cf. also Zc. 6^^ 8^

These are the most serious objections

passage was

to the Chronicler's ac-

count of the return of the Jews under Cyrus.
cannot be construed with the preceding context.

It

this

^•.

C/. Guthe.

They do not

lie

SBOT.

t CI. Guthe, SBOT.
t This view was formerly

common, and there are some who still hold it. So Ryle, on Ew.
van Hoonackcr, PP., 343. The following points, however, seem conclusive against it: (1)
The Chronicler, who alone has the name Sheshbazzar, gives his reader no hint that it is intended to designate the same person as Zerubbabel. (2) In Ezr. 5'" he represents the leadi';

Jews as using the name in such a way that it cannot fairly be understood as a designation for one of their own number.
(.^) If, as Meyer (EJ., 77) and others claim, the Shenaz-

ers of the

zar of

Ch.

3'* is Sheshbazzar, the author must be reckoned a positive witness against the idenCj. DB., art. Sheshbazzar.
Esd.
§
s the same document appears as a part of an account of a return with Zerubbabel at the beginning of the reign of Darius.
I

tity of

In

the p<Tson so called with zerubbabel.
I
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against a less spectacular view of the matter, derived, not from
the prophecies of the Second Isaiah,* but from more nearly con-

temporary sources,

In the

i.

first

place, as has already

been sug-

gested, the liberality of which Cyrus gives evidence in his memorial
inscription would prompt him to favour the return of the Jews to
2. It would also suit his plans against Egypt to
have them reestablish themselves on the western border of his

their country.

empire under his protection. 3. Again, the decree cited in Ezr.
5"^-, which makes the impression of a genuine document, although there is no mention of the release of the captives, implies
that they were by the same instrument, or had been by another,
permitted to return to Palestine, since it would have been mockery
to order the restoration of the temple without allowing them to go
to w^orship at its altar.

Finally, since most,

4.

of the better class of inhabitants

had been

if

not quite

all,

carried into captivity

by Nebuchadrezzar, the fact that at the beginning of the reign of
Darius there were princes of the house of David as well as priests

and prophets resident at Jerusalem shows that a royal edict
permitting them to return had then been in operation for some
time.
Taking these factors into account, and remembering that,
according to Ezr. 6^, the record of the alleged decree was finally
"f"

found

in

Ecbatana,

it

seems safe

to

conclude that, after settling

the affairs of Babylonia, the king, early in 538 B.C., retired to
Ecbatana, whence he issued orders releasing the Jews from captivity and instructing Sheshbazzar to rebuild their temple and re-

sacred vessels; and that from this time

store

its

and

did, return, as they were

moved

onward they

could,

so to do, to their native

land.J

The

Chronicler does not say when the Jews started from Babywhen they arrived in Palestine; but in Ezr. 3 he informs

Ionia, or

the reader that,
in the cities,"

"when

the seventh

and that on the

first

month was come," they "were
month Joshua and Zerub-

of the

babel had rebuilt the altar at Jerusalem, so that they could offer
*

Compare

t Hg.

ii

the phraseology of Ezr.

i'

^-

with that of

Is.

41-

and

44-'.

2' '•, etc.

Andre (83 if.) supposes two distinct expeditions to have been organMeyer, EJ., 47
which left Babylonia under Sheshbazzar soon after the decree was issued, the
second under the twelve elders, among whom were Zerubbabel and Joshua, somewhat later.
t Cj.

ispd, the first of

'

•
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the daily sacrifice and observe the feasts in their seasons.
there is nothing surprising in this statement, so far as its
features, the restoration of the altar
ship, are concerned, but

the

first

some

of

place, note that Ezr. 3*

is

its

Now,
main

and the resumption of wordetails seem incredible.
In

evidently an adaptation of Ne.

and 8^% M^hile the date for the resumption of worship (v. ")
seems to have been borrowed from Ne. 8^. Again, observe that
7^^*^

Sheshbazzar, at this time governor of Judea, who had been commissioned by Cyrus to rebuild the temple, and who, according to
Ezr. 5'", actually "laid the foundations of the house of God," is
not mentioned in this connection.

Finally, consider

Jews should be described

how

strange

by the fear
of "the peoples of the countries," although they must have had
the protection of the governor and a considerable force of Persian
it is

that the

(v. ^)

as urged

These discrepancies,

especially in view of the phraseindicate
that
here, again, the Chronicler is reology employed,*
this
time
in the interest of his favourites,
constructing history,
soldiers.

Joshua and Zerubbabel, the truth being that the great
rebuilt

ing to
Ezr.

from

was

altar

by Sheshbazzar, and that this is what is meant by
him the foundation of the temple in Ezr. 5^*'.'t'

ascrib-

*

onward, is devoted to a description of the layof
the
foundation
of the second temple.
In this passage, also,
ing
the Chronicler is composing freely, aided to some extent by ex3,

v.

tant materials, including the prophecies of

Haggai and Zechariah.

The

is

leader in this case
that Zerubbabel

his J

is

phraseology

is

had

and the content

Zerubbabel.

Had

The

characteristic.

not Zechariah

house?

laid the foundation of the

(4®)

He

said
is

as-

one would expect, by Jeshua (Joshua), son of Jehosadak,
the high priest, whom the prophets named associate with him.
sisted, as

The

date given was probably suggested by that of the actual
foundation in the prophecies of Haggai and Zechariah. It is the

second year, not, however, of Darius, but, that the prophecy of
Is. 44^^
might be fulfilled, of Cyrus. The names of the heads
•

The

expressions characteristic of the style of the Chronicler are the following: set up and
'
each day, lit., day with day, v. < willingly offered, v. ' cj. Driver, LOT.', 535 ff.

(ounlries, v.

;

;

t CI. Meyer, EJ., 44 /•
t Cj. hnuse oj God and appoint,

and giving thanks,

v.

"
;

v.

'
;

;

have the oversight, vv.

further. Driver,

LOT.^, 434

ff.

"

'•;

'"
ajter the order, v.

;

praising

CYRUS
of the Levites (v.

^)

were taken from

the fact that, on his

own

11

2'*'',*

interpretation,

the author overlooking
was not the persons

it

bearing these names, but their sons, who were contemporaries of
Zerubbabel. The functions of the Levites are the same here
as in other passages in which the Chronicler deals with affairs of
Cf. 2 Ch. 24^-

the temple.

him

"
34°-

^^.

It is characteristic, too, for

music "after the order of David," whenever
an opportunity. CJ. i Ch. 15'" ^^ 2 Ch. s^^-.f His

to introduce

there

is

idea seems to have been to

when

significance to that

make

this occasion

the ark

correspond in

its

was brought from Kirjath-

Finally, the
jearim to Jerusalem by David. Cf. i Ch. 16.
Chronicler describes the effect produced upon "the old men who

had seen the

house" when the foundation of the new one

first

was put into place the cries of joy and sorrow mingled in a great
and indistinguishable "noise." This is a clearly an enlargement
:

upon Hg. 2^. The whole account, then, is simply the product of
an attempt to bring the facts with reference to the restoration of
the temple into harmony with an unfulfilled prediction on the subject, and has no historic value.

The

made it necessary for the Chronicler
the
why
completion of the temple was so long delayed.
had no data for the purpose, but, fortunately, the history of
prolepsis just noted

to explain

He

the restoration of the wall of Jerusalem suggested a means by
which he could fill the embarrassing interim. Cj. Nc. 3^ ^' /'^ ^'
ff.

^iff./7f[. 51

(Ezr. 4*

^•),

turn,

just

4^/".

He

^as thg "adversaries" of his people, he says
the work begun the year after their redid that of Nehemiah.
afterward
CJ. Ne.
they
jt

who hindered
as

does not at

first

divulge

who

these "adversaries" are,

but finally he identifies them with the descendants of the heathen with whom the king of Assyria, here Esarhaddon, colonised
northern Palestine after the overthrow of the kingdom of Israel.
Cf. 2

K. 17^^-.

It

was they who "frightened" the Jews "from

* For Jitdah read
Hoduyah.

The

fourth name, Henedad, seems to be a later addition sug-

gested by Ne. lo""'.

t In 2 Ch. 3412, where, according to the Massoretic text, the repairs on the temple would seem
to have been made to the sound of trumpets and cymbals, the latter half of the verse has prob" also
ably been added by a thoughtless scribe.
Cj. Nowack. who thinks the latter half of v.
is

ungenuine.
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building,

and hired counsellors against them,

to frustrate their

the days of Cyrus, king of Persia, even to the reign
The animus of this story is apparent.
of Darius, king of Persia."
It breathes the hatred and contempt with which the Jews regarded

purpose,

all

their northern neighbours.

Its unreality is

the mouth

equally evident.

The

of these "adversaries" contradicts,

request put into
not only the term applied to them, but all that is known with reference to their attitude toward the Jews and their sanctuary.*

The

passage, therefore, does not add to the trustworthiness of
the preceding account of the foundation of the temple.
The general statement of Ezr. 4^ might have sufficed to bridge

and that at which,
work on the temple was resumed,

the interval between the date there mentioned
to the Chronicler,

according
namely, the second year of the reign of Darius. The author,
however, was not content to leave his readers without details.

One

of the incidents he cites

is barely mentioned, the other is
certain
Rehum
in
and others, of Samaria, it
extenso.
given
seems, made a formal complaint against the Jews, setting forth

A

that

it

would be dangerous

to allow

them

to

proceed with the

The king, after an inoperations in which they were engaged.
vestigation, issued the desired decree, whereupon Rehum and his
companions "went in haste to Jerusalem unto the Jews, and made
them cease by force and power. Then," says the writer, "ceased
the work of the house of God which is at Jerusalem and it ceased
;

until the

The

second year of Darius, king of Persia."

natural inference from the last clause

is

Cf. Ezr. 4^^

'•.

that both incidents

to the completion of the sanctuary, and that both
occurred before the reign of Darius. This, however, is not the

were obstacles

^^

^-

clear from vv.
that it was the rebuilding of the
wall
city
against which the Samaritans protested, and it is
expressly stated that the first complaint was made in the reign of
Xerxes, the son of Darius, and the second in that of Artaxerxes,

case; for

and

*

C/.

it is

its

Meyer, GA..

lead one to infer that

There

iii,

loi

tlir

Samaritans

/.

documents recently discovered,

it is

is

a similar case in Nc.

liad ofTcrcd to assist

Elephantine.

Revue

C/. Sachau, Report of the

Btbligue, 1008, 325

f].

where the Chronicler would
in his work; whereas, from

from recognising the pretensions of the
and recommended the restoration of the one at
Smithsonian Institution jor 1907, 003 fj.; Lagrange.

clear that, so far

Trnts-ilemites, they favoured local sanctuaries,

in

2'",

Nchcmiah
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In other words, the Chronicler, for the purpose of
his grandson.
enriching his narrative, here introduces incidents that had nothing
to do with the temple, and happened, if they are authentic, many
years after

it

was completed.

They may be of

value for the period

which they belong, but they have no place in an introduction

to

Haggai and Zechariah.*
no reliable information concerning
condition and relations, for the period from the

to the prophecies of

The

Chronicler, then, has

the Jews, or their
first year after the

The

Darius.

fall

of

to the

Babylon

second of the reign of

annals of Persia are almost as completely silent

with reference to them and their country.

probably at the instigation of the

Gaza,
but it, like the Phoenician

Their neighbours gen-

had promptly submitted

erally, as vassals of Babylon,

cities, finally

to Cyrus.

king of Egypt, hesitated;
accepted the

new

order. f

A

show of force may have been necessary, but soon, so far as Palestine was concerned, the king was free to devote his energies to
a war with the Scythians by which, although it cost him his life,
he greatly extended and firmly established, in the north and east,
the boundaries of his empire.

The death of Cyrus took place in 530 or 529 B.C. J By this
time a considerable number of Jews must have returned to Pales*
is

A

It
suggestion with reference to tne text of Ezr. 4*-"', however, may not be out of order.
'
^^ the author is reporting the transmission by a higher Persian official of the

that, in vv.

The

substance of a letter received from a subordinate.

In

V.

interpretation will then be as follows:

the author says that, in the reign of Artaxerxes, Mithredath (Mithridates), originally the

'

only person named, wrote a despatch to the king, of which there was an Aramaic translation.
"
In V. * he gives the words with which Mithredath introduces the matter of the letter:
Rehum,
the commandant, and Shimshai, the scribe, have written this letter against Jerusalem to Artaxerxes the king, to wit." Then (v. ') follows the list of complainants with which the letter be-

gan:

"Rehum,

etc.

"And now,"

is

the

commandant, and Shimshai,
says Mithredath

(v. "),

the copy of the letter that thy servants, the

the king";

was an

and he gives

official

fifth satrapy,

CI. G.I.,

ii,

The

and

the rest of their associates,"

of introduction to the letter proper, "this

men beyond

the River, have sent to Artaxerxes

that Rehum
It appears fro«i v.
Mithredath, therefore, was probably the incumbent of the
i"

his master the contents of the letter.

resident at Samaria.

According to Meyer his residence was at Aleppo.

which included Palestine.

137.

t Noldeke,
t

the scribe,

by way

A PC.

23-

Prasek,

CMP.,

latter is the date usually given.

i,

232

/.,

235.

So Wiedemann, GA.. 224/.; Noldeke, APC, 26.
death in 530, and the contract tablets of the latter

The Ptolemaic Canon, however, places his
part of that year bear the name of his successor.
C/. Prasek, CMP., 20c,
ble, however, that, when Cyrus started on his unhappy expedition against
placed the regal authority in the hands of Cambyses, who thus began to
before his father's death.
C/. Herodotus, i, 208; vii, 4; Prasek, GMP.,

i,

246

/.

It is

proba-

the Massagetaj, he

reign
242.

some months
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tine.

Their condition was not an enviable one.

Of

this

one can

assure one's self without the help of the Chronicler.
In the first
even
if the great altar had been rebuilt, it cannot but have
place,

emphasised the desolation by which it was surrounded. Moreover, those who lived at Jerusalem were constantly reminded by
the prostrate walls of the present weakness as well as the former
strength of their city.
Finally, some of the returned exiles were
suflfering actual

was founded,

want;

it

according to Hg. 2^"/.,

for,

had been a long time

when

since there

the temple

was a normal

Zechariah (8'°) bears similar testimony, referring also to
the constant annoyance his people had suffered from hostile neighbours.
The discouragement that these hard conditions would natharvest.

had doubtless found frequent expression. Persome scholars incline to believe,* Is. 63/. are among the

urally engender

haps, as

At any rate, the sufferers could
have
their
hardly
put
complaint into more fitting or forceful
The
language.
following lines from ch. 64 are especially approliterary products of the period.

priate:
'/9.

"Be

not, Yahweh, very wrot'.i,
nor remember iniquity forever:

"Look,

see, I

we

all

pray thee,

thy people.

holy cities have become a desert;
Zion hath become a desert,
Jerusalem a waste.

9/10.

"Thy

'"/".

"Our

"/'2.

are

holy and beautiful house,
where our fathers praised thee,
hath been burned with fire,
"And all that was precious to us

hath become a.ruin.
wilt thou still restrain thyself, Yahweh?
be quiet? nay, greatly afflict us? f

"And

§ 2.

CAMBYSES.

The successor of Cyrus on the throne of Persia was Cambyses.
His chief exploit was the conquest of Egypt. It is probable that
Block, F.inl.. 346.
t Racthgcn, with more or less confidence, refers to this period the following Psalms
S6, S7, 59i 64, 79, 8s, 120, 123, 124, I2S, 127, 131

and

137.

:

i6, 41,
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Cyrus had planned the subjugation of this country, and that, at
he had bequeathed to his son the duty of punishing
Ahmes for joining Croesus and Nabonidus in a league against him.
his death,

A

second reason for undertaking this enterprise was that the king

Egypt had shown a good degree of vigour and prudence in the
He had compelled the island of Cyprus to pay him
recent past.
and
contracted an alliance with the Greeks of Cyrenef
tribute,*

of

and Polycrates the tyrant of Samos,J thus threatening Persian
dominance in Asia Minor. Finally, there was the Acha^menid lust
for dominion, which only the conquest of the world could satisfy.
The immediate cause of the breach between the two powers is
unkno^vn.§

Whatever

it

may have

been,

must have

it

arisen early

he was ready for the conby
Cambyses,
flict.** In that year he set in motion his army, which, as it neared
PhoeEgypt, was supported by a fleet of Greek, Cyprian, and
nician vessels that had been collected at Akka.
for

in the reign of

526 B.C.

The Jews must have been deeply interested in this expedition,
and equally impressed by its magnitude, as it passed through
If any of them were disposed to disparage its strength,
Palestine.
routed
they were speedily disillusioned, for at Pelusium Cambyses
the Egyptian army, and shortly afterward, at Memphis, he captured Psammeticus III, the son and successor of Ahmes, thus

completing the conquest of the country.ff

There is wide disagreement among the authorities with reference to the treatment of the Egyptians and their religion by the
conqueror.

A

nearly contemporary record, the inscription on the
when Cambyses had established him-

statue of Uzahor, says that,
self in

Egypt, he took an Egyptian praenomen, Mesut-ra, received

instruction in the religion of the country, recogni.-ed the goddess

Neit by purging her temple, restoring

its

revenues and worship-

* Herodotus, ii, 126.
t Herodotus, ii, 181.
§ For the stories with reference to the subject current in the
iii,

I

t Herodotus,
fifth

century

B.C., c/.

iii,

30 #•

Herodotus,

#.

** PraSek,

GMP.,

i,

252.

There

is

difference of opinion with reference to the date.

Brugsch

Egypt took place in 527 B.C., but Wiedemann (G.4.,
226 ^.) seems to have shown that he misread Scrapcum 354, the inscription on which his conDuncker's {HA., vi, 145)
clusion was based.
Petrie, HE., iii, 360, supports Wiedemann.
{Hist.,

date

is

ii,

312 #.)

insists that the invasion of

525 B.r.

tt Herodotus,

iii,

10

ij.
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to all
ping at the renovated sanctuary, and finally made ofiferings
the other gods that had shrines at Sals * The story told by HerodHe pictures Cambyses as torturing Psamotus is very different.

meticus by cruelty to his children, abusing the mummy of the dethroned king's father, fatally wounding the bull in which Apis
had recently manifested himself and making sport of the images
in the temple of Ptah, the tutelar divinity of Memphis.f The
truth seems to be that at first he was disposed to respect the cus-

toms and prejudices of the conquered people, but that, after his
return from his disastrous expedition against Ethiopia, he treated
them and their gods as if they were responsible for its failure.

Then, according to Uzahor, there happened "a very great calamwhich he (Uzahor) "proity" affecting "the whole land," during
and this stateHe
tected the feeble against the mighty."
adds,

—

had thereby
was comhe
of
accession
suffered seriously,
Darius,
that, on the
their
the
names
of
the
missioned "to restore
temples, their
gods,
that the religious interests of the country

ment shows

—

endowments and the arrangement of their feasts forever."^
The reign of Cambyses was not so unfortunate for the Jews.
He seems to have continued toward them the policy adopted by
his father, a policy

which was prudent as well as liberal, in view
When he had conquered that coun-

of his designs against Egypt.
try

he gave proof of his favour by sparing their temple at Elephanof independence
If, however, they were cherishing dreams

tine. §

and
suggested by the earlier prophets, his reputation for jealousy
from
them
and
deterred
their
ardour
have
chilled
must
cruelty
could be interpreted to their disadvantage.

activities that

More-

on the route by which the Persian army entered Egypt,
and by which it had to be re-enforced, they must more than once
have been obliged to meet requisitions that sorely taxed their
It is not surprising, therefore, that there is no
slender resources.

over, being

evidence, in the Scriptures or elsewhere, that, during the reign of
* Pctric, HE.,
t Her.xlotus,
X C}. Pctric-,

the g(xls "f
1807, 603
§

iii,

iii,

360

14

//£.,

fj.,
iii,

Egypt were

)f.:

Rnue

fj.

27

^., 37.

362.
all

Jedoniah, in his letter to Bagoscs, says that "the temples of

overthrown" by Cambyses.

Report

oj

Smilhsonian Insliluiiov

Bihlique, 1008, 32.S D-

Report oj the Smilhsonian Institution. 1907, 603

jj.\

Rei'uc Biblique, 1908, 325 #.
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IJ

Cambyses, they made any attempt to complete the temple or even to
put their city into a defensible condition. If there are any psalms
or other literary remains of the period in the Old Testament, they
cannot, for obvious reasons, be distinguished from those of the
latter part of the reign of

The

reckless

ways

of

Cyrus.

Eygpt made the name of

in

Cambyses

Persia hated in that country.
The murder of his own brother,
in concealing, now bore
which
he
had
hitherto
succeeded
Bardes,

people by the impostor Gomates,
and proclaimed himself the missWhen the news reached Egypt the king, aling son of Cyrus.
he
at
first
shrank
from a contest in which success, however
though
fruit in the alienation of his owTi

who

seized the throne of Persia

he achieved

it,

meant

by the urgent adhead of his army and

lasting infamy, at length,

vice of his counsellors, put himself at the
started for Persia.

When

he reached

Syria, however, his cour-

who attended him,
confessed the assassination of Bardes and appealed to
them to dethrone the usurper, and then committed suicide.^-^

age failed him, and, calling together the nobles

he

first

Thus, the Jews must have been among the
of the greatest significance for

them and

DARIUS

§ 3.

I,

first

to learn of

an event

their interests.

HYSTASPES.

Cambyses, who had no son, was

finally

succeeded by Darius

Hystaspes, representing a collateral branch of the Achsemenids.
The story of the method by which he obtained the crown, as given

by Herodotus,t
self,

is full

of romantic details.

The new king him-

in the inscription already cited, gives this concise

and simple

account of the matter:
"There was not a man,

either Persian or

Median, or any one

of our family,

who

could dispossess of the empire this Gomates, the Magian. The State
He slew many people who had known the old
feared him exceedingly.
Bardes; for this reason he slew the people, lest they should recognise him as
* The statement of Herodotus (Hist.,

iii,

64), that the death of the king

was

accidental,

is

contradicted by the Behistun inscription, in which Darius says expressly that "Cambyses,
killing himself, died."
KP.^, i, 114.
t Hist.,

iii,

71

ff.
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not being Bardes, the son of Cyrus. There was not
any one bold enough to
say aught against Gomates, the Magian, until I arrived. Then I prayed to
Ormazd. Ormazd brought help to me. On the tenth day of the month
Ragayadish, then it was that I slew this Gomates, the Magian, and the chief

men who were
of

the fort

called Nisa;a, there I slew him.
the grace of Ormazd I became king.

By
It

At

his followers.

named

Media

was one thing

byses had wielded.

to get possession of the

One

him

of the empire.
the sceptre."

Ormazd granted me

Gomates, and quite another, as

to dispose of

Darius soon discovered,

Sictachotes, in the district

I dispossessed

power that Cam-

after another the
principal provinces

whole of the eastern half of the empire, under
various leaders, was in arms against him.
The following is his
catalogue of the insurgents he had to suppress before he could
call himself, as he does at the
beginning of this Behistun
rebelled, until the

inscrip-

tion,*

"the great king, the king of kings, the
king of Persia, the

king of the provinces":

"One was named Gomates,

He was an impostor; he said,
threw Persia into revolt.
"One, an impostor, was named Atrines, a Susian. He thus said, I am the
king of Susiana. He caused Susiana to revolt against me.
"One was named Nadinta-belus, a native of Babylon. He was an imI

am

the Magian.

Bardes, the son of Cyrus.

He thus said, I
caused Babylon to revolt.
postor.

am

He

Nabochodrossor, the son of Nabonidus.

He

"One was an impostor named Martes, a Persian. He thus said, I am
Imanes, the king of Susiana. He threw Susiana into rebellion.
"One was named Phraortes, a Median. He spake lies. He thus
said, I

am Xathrites, of the race of Cya-xares. He persuaded Media to revolt.
"One was an impostor named Sitratachmes, a native of
He
Sagartia.
thus said, I am the king of Sagartia, of the race of
Cyaxares. He caused
Sagartia to revolt.

"One was

an impostor named Phraates, a
Margian. He thus said, I
He threw Margiana into revolt.
was an impostor named Veisdates, a Persian. He thus
I

am

the king of Margiana.

"One

said,

am

He headed a rebellion in Persia.
an impostor named Aracus, a native of Armenia. He thus
said,
Nabochodrossor, the son of Nabonidus. He threw Babylon into revolt."

Bardes, the son of Cyrus.

"One was
I

am

The courage and

vigour that Darius brought to his herculean
are amazing; yet these essential
qualities would hardly have
availed him, had he not been
'loyally supported by several able
ta.sk

generals,

among whom was

his
•

own

RP.^,

i.

father, Hystaspes.

126.

He

him-

DARIUS
self,

HYSTASPES

I,

I9

having apprehended and punished Atrines for claiming the
of Susiana, turned his attention to Babylonia, where, after

crown

two

fighting

battles,

he took the capital and put to death the imWhile he was thus engaged the rest of the

postor, Nadinta-belus.

provinces revolted.

As soon

was

as he

free to

do so he hurried

to

Hydarnes against Phraortes, whom he overthrew
in battle and finally executed.
While here he sent a force into

Media

to assist

Sagartia under one of his generals,

who

defeated Sitratachmes, the

usurping king, and brought him back a prisoner. Meanwhile,
with some assistance from him, Armenia had been subdued and

Hystaspes had restored order in Parthia and Hyrcania.

The

satrap of Bactria had also suppressed the uprising in Margiana.
Finally, Darius himself saw the end of the second in Persia and

Arachotia, while Intaph ernes was subduing the second in Babylonia.*

The above outline, which is intended merely to indicate the
probable order of the events mentioned, might convey an erroneous impression with reference to the duration of the struggle between Darius and his adversaries.
years.

There ought

to

be no

It really lasted

difficulty,

about three

with the data given, to

construct a chronology of his victories; but, unfortunately, although

he gives the month and the day of the month in almost every case,
he does not mention the year to which these belong, or arrange his
narrative so that the omission can always be supplied.
Still, it is
with
the
of
the petablets
to
possible,
help
Babylonian
belonging
;iod, to

determine approximately a number of important dates.

Thus, the impostor Gomates must have set up his claim to the
throne of Persia in the spring of 522 B.c.f The death of Cambyses occurred late in the summer of the same year. J In the
following
*

autumn Gomates was overthrown by Darius, § who

be-

116 #.; Noldeke, APG., 31 /.
i,
time of year is determined by a tablet dated in " Aim [April-May], the year of the beginning of the reign of Bardes, king of Babylon, king of the lands." KB., iv, 294 /. The year
can hardly have been 523 b.c, as Prasek (CM P., i, 26G) asserts, since Cambyses must have been
t

RP.'-,

The

informed of the event within a few weeks after

it occurred, and must have taken steps to meet
the usurper very soon after the receipt of such information.
He did not, however, according
to Prasek himself (GMP., i, 267) leave Egypt until the spring of 522 B.C.
This, therefore, was
the
of
the
probably
year
beginning of Gomates's usurpation.

X Prasek,

GMP.,

i,

275.

§ Pragek,

GMP.,

i,

282.
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gan his reign before the middle of March, 521 B.C.* Toward the
end of this year occurred the first revolt in Babylon, which probably occupied him until the summer of 520 b.c.,"|" when he went

Media

to

to finish the subjugation of that

The second

inces.

and the adjoining provwhich seems to

revolt of the Babylonians,

latest of these protests against the authority of

have been the

Darius, was probably not suppressed before 519 B.c.J
If Cambyses died in the summer of 522 B.C. and Gomates was
overthrown before the end of the year, the first full year of the
reign of Darius began with Nisan (March-April) 521 B.C., and the
second with the same month in 520, before he had taken Babyfirst time.
Now, "the second year of Darius the king,"
"the sixth month," and "the first day of the month," or about the
middle of August, is the date on which Haggai approached Zerub-

lon the

babel and Joshua, the then leaders in Jerusalem, with a message
from Yahweh requiring them to rebuild the temple, and it was
Cf.
only a few days later that the work was actually begun.

Hg.

i'- ^^.

In other words, the movement

among

the Jews to

rebuild the temple took place just when the latest news from the
East seemed to warrant them in expecting the speedy collapse of

the Persian empire.

dence.

It

means

This can hardly have been a mere coinciwhatever may have been the policy of

that,

Cyrus, that of his successor had been

who, having one of

more or

less repressive,

and

own

race for governor,
had now begun to think of autonomy, took the first favourable
opportunity to provide a rallying-point for patriotic sentiment in
the growing community.
that the Jews,

There

is

no intimation

riah that the project they

their

Haggai or Zechawere urging met with any opposition

in the prophecies of

from the Persian government. The Chronicler does not claim
that anything was done to hinder it, but he says that the Jews had
* This statement
in

"

the

Wginning

"

is

based on a tablet dated the twenty-second of Adar (February-March)

of his reign.

t According to Herodotus
months.
X

So Meyer, GA.,

revolt until the

i,

613

autumn

#.

(iii,

A'B.,

iv,

152), the

302

/.

siege of

the

city

C\.

a

year

and seven

Duncker, following Herodotus, prolongs the first Babylonian
making it necessary to suppose that the second was not

of 519 B.C.,

suppressed until 517 B.C.

lasted

HA.,

vi,

239

fj.,

249

ff.,

270

ff.
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no sooner begun work than Tattenai, the governor of the satrapy
west of the Euphrates, and certain others, appeared and inquired

who had

given them authority to rebuild the sanctuary.* They
had done so in the first year of his reign, and

replied that Cyrus

had actually

that Sheshbazzar

laid the foundations of the build-

Thereupon the governor reCJ. Ezr. 5"- '".
an
examination
be made to ascerthat
the
to
king, asking
ported
tain whether such a decree had ever been issued.
Cf. Ezr. 5^^.

ing at that time.

The

was

result

that a record to this effect

was found

at

Ecbatana,

and the governor was instructed not to interfere with the Jews in
their work, but rather to assist them from the revenues of his district,

that they might "offer sacrifices of sweet savour to the
and pray for the life of the king and his sons."

of heaven,

Ezr.

God
CJ.

6' «•.

The authenticity of this account has been disputed by Wellhausen, but the tendency, even among the more radical authorities, is to admit that, whether the Chronicler, to whom it owes its
present form, composed (Schrader), compiled (Kosters) or only
edited (Kuenen) it, it contains more or less material of a genuinely historical character.

This opinion

is

favoured by the

fol-

lowing considerations:
1.

The

general impression made by the story, as compared,
i^ ^-j 4^'^- or 6^"^-, is that it is temperate and

for example, with
plausible.

The

shown the Jews, first by the governor, and
harmony with the demands of the historical
The whole East had revolted against Darius; but as
situation.
yet there had been no trouble in the western part of the empire,
and it was very desirable that this state of things should continue.
That the king reali'^ed this is clear from his treatment of the case
of Oroetes, the satrap of Lydia, who was not removed, although
he was known to be secretly disloyal, until the eastern provinces
had been reduced to submission. f Probably Tattenai had re2.

consideration

then by the king,

* Ezr.

5'.

The

text

is

in

adds a clause rendered

but the vocalisation of

*<^'^B'S<

(after

indicates that the

& 21)

Haupt (S50r.) regards it as the Aramaic form of
RV. is correct, the whole clause is probably an accretion.
t Herodotus,
2

iii,

120

fj.

in

RV. "and

to finish this wall";

Jews read ^''y^', foundations, as in v. "•
If
axru, an Assyrian word for sanctuary.
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ceived instructions to keep a close watch upon his district, but not
When the case came before Darius,
to create unnecessary friction.

he would naturally make

it

a point to honour a decree of his great

predecessor, knowing that, once firmly seated upon his throne, he
could easily check any abuse of his hberality by the Jews of Jeru-

salem.
3.

The mention

of Sheshbazzar (5^^) is significant.

that the Chronicler,

when he introduced

it,

It

shows

was borro\^^ng from an

older source, a source from which, in ch. 3, he found reason for
differing, and in which, on this account, the reader should have

the greater confidence.
4. When the Jews began
bellion;

but,

work on the temple. Media was

by the time the report

in re-

of Tattenai reached Darius,

he had regained control of the province, including Ecbatana,
where the edict of Cyrus was finally discovered. Cj. Ezr. (?.
5. There are certain features of the rescript in reply to Tattenai (Ezr. b**^-) that speak for its genuineness.
Thus, the request
for an interest in the prayers of the worshippers of Yahweh (v. *°)

gods that he had restored to
their shrines to intercede for him and Cambyses with Bel and

reminds one of Cyrus's appeal

Nebo;* while

to the

the warning against tampering with

the decree

(v. ") has a parallel in the conclusion of the Behistun inscription
where Darius himself says:

and these figures, thou shalt injure them,
them as long as thy seed endures, then may
Ormazd be thy enemy, and mayest thou be childless, and that
which thou mayest do may Ormazd curse for thee."
"If, seeing this tablet

and

shalt not preserve

The

curse in v.

^^,

however,

is justly

suspected of being an inter-

polation.!
It

must have taken some

time, several months, for Tattenai to

Meanwhile the Jews proceeded with their
work. At first they wrought with feverish, fanatical energy. On
the twenty-fourth of the ninth month (December, 520 b.c), the

get his instructions.

enthusiasm seems to have reached

its height.
This is the date
on which Haggai prophesied the destruction of "the strength of
the kingdoms of the nations."
Later the work began
CJ. 3^^

• KB.,

iii,

2,

126

/.

t Meyer,

EJ

.,

51.

DARIUS
At any

to drag.

I,

HYSTASPES
^-

rate, Zechariah, in 4^

tures the task before Zerubbabel

and

23

of his prophecies, pic-

his associates as a

"moun-

they finally received any assistance from the governmust
have been delayed many months, as such grants
it
ment,
are apt to be, for, according to the Chronicler (Ezr. 6^^) the temple
tain."

If

,

was not completed

until the third of

Adar

in the sixth year of

Darius, or February, 515 B.C.
For some time after the suppression of the great uprising in
the East Darius was employed in strengthening his hold on his

To

vast dominions.

this

end he removed ambitious satraps,

like

Oroetes, occupied strategic points in India and Asia Minor and
thoroughly reorganised the empire. In the course of these activ-

he had to devote some attention to Egypt, where Aryandes,
an appointee of Cambyses, was usurping royal functions and provoking disorder. Perhaps he had already sent Uzahor, an official
ities

already (p. 1 5) mentioned, to repair
the country by his predecessor.*

some

of the

Finally

damage done

to

he himself visited

Egypt. There is no direct evidence bearing on the date of this
visit, but Wiedemann,f by combining an inscription recording the
death of an Apis with a notice by Polys-nus | of a reward offered
by the king for the discovery of another, has made it appear that
was, or began, in his fourth year, that
to depose and execute the satrap.

it

was

is

517 b.c.§

His

first

Then he proceeded

act

to re-

store order, institute necessary reforms, and otherwise
display his
wisdom and efficiency as a ruler. The greatest of his undertakings was the canal by which he planned to connect the Nile with
the Red Sea, and thus open communication by water between
Persia and the Mediterranean.**

The

presence of Darius in the West was a boon, not only to
Egypt, but to Palestine. He may have visited Jerusalem as he
passed through the country and, having personally inspected the
rising temple,
*
iii,

The
362),

made

further provision for

its

completion.

At any

country from which Darius sent Uzahor on this mission, according to Petrie {HE.,
Syria, but, according to Brugsch {Hist., ii, 305), Elam.

was Aram,

t GA., 236/.
**

X

GA

were opened the

vii,

The

II, 7.

§

So also Noldeke,

APC,

41.

was abandoned because Darius's engineers told him
Red Sea was higher than that of Egypt and that, therefore, if the canal
country would be flooded.

Wiedemann,

that the level of the

.,

241

/.

project
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rate, the latest of Zechariah's prophecies,

fourth year of Darius
proved conditions. It

Jews,

who had

which

is

dated in the

and content indicates imevident that, when it was written, the

(7^), in its tone
is

previously been almost entirely confined to Jeru-

salem, and constantly annoyed, as they went and came, by the
"adversary," had begun to occupy the surrounding country and
enjoy the fruits of order and security. Cf. 2>^^^-. Their ideas
had meanwhile changed with their circumstances. They had laid
aside, for the time being, their political aspirations,
is

not mentioned, — content that Jerusalem should

—Zerubbabel

be, not the capi-

a great, independent kingdom, but, as in the visions of the
Second Isaiah, a sanctuary for all nations. Cf. 8" ^•. Note, too,

tal of

the emphasis the prophet, in chs. 7/., lays upon justice, mercy,
and the clearness with which he teaches that the practice

etc.,

homely virtues is the condition of the continued enjoyment
by the individual and the community of the favoiur of Yahweh.

of these

HAGGAI AND

THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF THE PROPHET.

I.

§

The prophet Haggai
he

is

HIS PROPHECIES.

known

is

mentioned with Zechariah

only through his book. True,
and 6", but the state-

in Ezr. 5^

ments there found are so clearly based on the book attributed to
him that they are of no value except to show that a writer about
the beginning of the third century B.C. believed him to have been
a historical character. Nor is there any direct information in the

book of Haggai with reference to the origin or personal history of
its author.
In most other cases the name of the prophet's father
i^), or that of the place of his birth or residence
both
or
This fact,
(Am. 1^)5
(Je. i^); but here both are omitted.
with
the
further
circumstance
that
the
word
Hebrew
together
haggay"^ may mean my feasts, gives some plausibility to the hypoth-

is

given

(Is,

was

esisf that this book, like that of Malachi,

mous work, and
was given
on

to

it

that the

because the prophecies

it

in that, as will

be shown in the comments,

numerous

having the same form.

that the

on the

class

first

first

an anony-

correctly,

contained were

The name Haggai, however,

feast-days.

originally

name Haggai, more

it

differs

Haggay,
all

dated

from Malachi

can be referred

Moreover, while

it is

to a

true

Haggai was delivered
and the second on the seventh day of

of the prophecies attributed to

of the month,

the Feast of Tabernacles, J there is, as Andre himself admits, no
evidence that the twenty-fourth of the ninth was ever celebrated
as a festival by the Hebrews.
There is, therefore, as good ground
for accepting the historical reality of

of

Habakkuk.
There was current among the

Haggai as

that, for

early Christians a

example,

more

or less

*
'^-^.

X In the earliest references to this feast
it

began on the

fifteenth of the seventh

Nowack, Arch.,

ii,

t Andr^, 8.
not dated, but from the time of Ezechiel onward

it is

month.

i8o.

25

C/. Ez.

45®

;

Lv. 2;^^

;

EB.,

art. Feasts, §

n

;
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distinct tradition to the effect that

Haggai was of

priestly lineage.

whom De-

appears in a statement of a certain Dorotheus,
litzsch * identifies with a bishop of Tyre of the same
It

name, that,
"he was buried with honour near the sepulchre of the priests, where the priests were customarily buried;" t
but it is given in a more complete form by Hesychius, who says
that the prophet "was buried near the sepulchre of the priests
with honour, like them, because he was of priestly stock." J It

when Haggai

died,

should also be noted as in harmony with this tradition that, in the
name of Haggai appears in the titles of some of the

versions, the

This external testimony

Psalms. §

but

it

is

not in

itself of

would deserve more serious consideration

so

much

value,

there were

if

pose of

There are those who claim that
it, first, in the tone and purthe book, which seems to them to betray the personal in-

terest of

a priest in the restoration of the worship by which his or-

internal evidence to support

there

is

such evidence.

it.

They

find

der had subsisted before the Exile;** and, second, in the prophet's
familiarity, as displayed in 2"^-, with matters on which he himself

These

represents the priests as the recognised authorities.

reasons, however, are not convincing, especially in view of the fact
that Jewish tradition, although

it

highly honours Haggai, attrib-

him and Zechariah and Malachi, with whom he

uting to

is al-

most always associated, various important services, ff does not
reckon him a member of the sacerdotal order. On the whole,
it seems safest to
ignore the Christian tradition and rethe
gard
prophet as a patriotic Jewish layman of unusual zeal for,
and therefore, perhaps, unusual acquaintance with, the religion

therefore,

in

*
t

which he had been born and reared. |J
Dc Habacuci ProphelcB Vila alque /Elate,
Maxima Bibliothcca Velcrum Palruni, iii,

larum, ed. Pctavius,
% Critica Sacra,

ii,

viii,

235

54

ff.

422

ff.

Cj. also Epiphanius,

De

Vilis Frophc'

if.

Pars,

ii,

col. 33.

137 (138) and 145-149 (146-149); in &, 125 /. (126 /.) 145-148 (146-148); in H,
** Andre, 08 ;?.
64 (65); in B, III (112) 145 /. (146 /.).
tt They are said to have transmitted the Law to the men of the Great Synagogue, assisted
§

In

<5,

Jonathan ben Uziel
ters into the
cj.

in the

composition of his

Targum on

Hebrew alphabet, rendered various sage

the prophets, introduced the final let-

decisions, etc.

For numerous

Andr^, 13 fj.
XX Marti claims that 2" ", so far from indicating that Haggai was a

trary opinion.

priest,

citations,

favours the con-

HIS
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The Christian writers above cited agree in teaching that Haggai
was born in Babylon. Dorotheus, Epiphanius and others say
that he was still a young man when he came to Jerusalem.* Aulearned that both Haggai and
gustine, however, had somewhere
Zechariah had prophesied in Babylon before they and their countrymen were released from captivity.! The Jewish authorities,
a man of mature, if not
also, seem to have thought of Haggai as
advanced, age when he arrived in Palestine. Otherwise they

would not have attributed to him the wisdom and influence for
which they gave him credit. Ewald and other modern commentators think he may have been among those who had seen the
If so, he must
of Solomon before its destruction.
CJ. 2^.

temple
have been between seventy and eighty years of age when his
Perhaps his age explains why his
prophecies were uttered.
it seems to have been
prophetic career was so brief. At any rate,
sancbrought to a close shortly after the foundations of the new
of
still
Jerusalem.
governor
tuary were laid, while Zerubbabel was

THE BOOK OF HAGGAI.

§ 2.

The book

of

consists largely of a series of four

comparatwo on the same day. It
is evidently not, in its entirety, from the prophet's own hand; for,
both in the statements by which the several prophecies are introduced (i' 2^- ^°- '*') and in the body of the third (2'' ^•), he is re-

Haggai

the last
tively brief prophecies, all dated,

ferred to only in the third person.
Moreover, the first prophecy
is followed by a description of its effect upon those to whom it was

addressed

(i^^^^)

throughout which he

is

treated in the

same ob-

There are similar passages in Zechariah; a fact
jective
which has led Klostermann to conclude that the book of Haggai
and Zc. 1-8 originally belonged to an account of the rebuilding
of the temple in the reign of Darius, chronologically arranged and
manner.

probably edited by Zechariah. J

This

thesis,

however, cannot be

shown in the commaintained;
ments on 1^'% the point on which Klostermann bases his supposition,
for, in

the

first

* t or the text of these references,
t Enarraliones in Ps. cxlvii.

c}.

place, as will be

Kohler, 6

/.

X

GVL,

212

/.
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that the

combined works of the two prophets once had a chrono-

logical arrangement, is mistaken, and, second,
it

Budde has made

pretty clear that the narrative portions of Zc. i-8, in their pres-

ent form, were not written by the author of the prophecies.*
fact,

it is

possible to

go

still

and say

farther

rect in his analysis, Rothstein's less definite

if

that,

Budde

form of

this

is

In
cor-

hypoth-

becomes untenable, the difference between the narrative
of
the books of Haggai and Zechariah being so marked
portions
that they cannot all be attributed to any single author.
While,
therefore, it is necessary to admit that the book of Haggai is his

esis t also

only in the sense that

it

necessary to insist that

contains his extant prophecies,
it is,

and was intended

it is

equally

to be, a separate

literary production.

The book
its unity.

is

so brief that

it

seems almost ridiculous

to suspect

Yet some have not only raised the question, whether

all the prophecies it contains are correctly attributed to Haggai,
but actually found reasons for answering it in the negative. The
most ambitious of these critics is Andre, who claims (24^/".) to

have shown that
delivered by an

2^°"*® is

an interpolation, being, in

fact,

a prophecy

unknown person on

the twenty-fourth of the ninth
month, not of the second, but of the first, year of the reign of Da-

The following is an outline of his argument for this contenThe passage interrupts the development of the preceding
2. The
discourse, the conclusion of which is found in vv. ^^^.
rius.

tion:

I.

point of view in this passage is different from that of the rest of
the book. 3. This message is addressed to Haggai, not, like the
others, to the leaders

and the people tJirough him. 4. There are
and other portions of the book.

palpable contradictions between it
5. The vocabulary of these verses
of the book.

These statements,

is

if

different

they were

from that
all

correct

of the rest

and

rele-

vant, would be conclusive against the genuineness of the passage

In fact, in every
This, however, is not the case.
instance either the allegation or the inference from it is mistaken.
^' ^•
Thus, although 2^^ repeats a clause from v. ", the fact that vv.
in question.

makes it a distinct prophecy,
which, moreover, could not have been attached immediately to
are addressed to Zerubbabel alone

*

ZAW.,

1906,

I j}.

t AV., 4O

/

BOOK
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The second

without producing confusion.*

statement

is

based

on an exaggerated notion of the subtlety of the illustration used in
ff..
2^2
which, according to Andre, betrays the priestly legalist.
It is really, as will be shown in the comments, a figure that might
have occurred to any Jew zealous for his religion in the days of

The third point touches the style, not of Haggai,
the prophet.
but of the editor by whom his prophecies were collected. More^\^ll be shown, the original reading in 2^ was to, not by
Haggai, and, when this correction is made, the alleged discrepancy has disappeared. The contradictions to which Andre re-

over, as

fers

under

and the

i^°

the

difficulties, see

as Andre,

head he finds in

'his fourth

compared with

^-

^^

on the

on the one hand,

^*,

comments on the passages

fifthly, asserts,

rest of the

2^''-

For the solution of these

other.

book, but there

is

There

cited.

differences of phraseology

are,

between

2'°'^''

not a case having any

sig-

word or phrase employed cannot be better
explained than by calling it a mark of difference in authorship.

nificance in which the

There

is

really

no necessity

for discussing the thirteen specifications

under

should be done for the sake of showing how little
The following are the words and
science is sometimes mixed with criticism.
phrases cited, with the reason, when there is one, for the use of each of them
but perhaps

this head,

it

in the given connection:

The

a.

house, of

use of ^3^^, temple, in
i^-

14

has no

is

2'5-

for the
It

critical significance.

connection, and exclusively, four times in Zc.
b.

In

2^*

yj'',

which means wearisome

is

6'-'*,

and,

toil,

more general term

used

n^J,

a precisely similar
and with no in Zc. 8'.

when

in

the instrument

is

to

always followed by ']d, palm, as in i", would not have been
general enough; hence the use of S^'<'\> nt'y::, work of their hands, c. In
2" oil is called pc', and not, as in i", nnx\ because it is regarded as a combe expressed,

is

modity rather than a product of the

soil.

to the use of J", wine, for U'nv"', must.

The same explanation applies
The use of mur, granary, for

d.
e.

is explained by the fact that the author is here
and not, as in i', on its way from the field or the
threshing-floor. /. The word "ija is the proper one for a single garment.
Hence it, and not E'nS, which generally means clothing, is used in 212, and

the n'3, house, home, in 2''
thinking of grain in storage,

often elsewhere, even in connection with the verb C'jS, clothe, of

i^.

Cf. Zc.

needed for
This is not the case anywhere else in the book.
D>', people.
Cf. Ex. 33I'.
"• "• " 2*. h. If in 2" the writer had had a verb
Cf. i'denoting fear, he would
3'.

g.

In

2i* nj,

• Andr^ claims that
inserted.

nation,

v^-.

'"'•

°'',

is

used of

as well as

Israel,

v. '",

because a synonym

were added

to the text

is

when

v^'.

"-i'

were
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he does in i".
probably have uspd ""JOD instead of ^JoS for before, just as
is is due to the fact that here the verb
i. The omission of D3''3m"':'JJ in 2>5.
1'
has another object. Cf. i^- '.* k. The use of nin^ without riN2X in 2'<-

would have more significance if the last clause of v. " were undoubtedly
genuine and Haggai did not employ the simple name three times (a*"'"'- ^)
outside the passage under consideration. See also i'', an interpolation.
in 2" f is just what
/. The omission of his title after the name of the prophet
•

ZAW

.,
1887, 215.
one would expect in a passing reference. Cf. Bohme,
Elsewhere the tide is used; except in 220, and there, on the testimony of <&,
' 12 2'. m. The priests appear in 2" 5-, because the
it should be.
Cf. i'-

of his associates, ought
question is one that not only the high priest, but any
In all cases where the high priest is introduced, he,
to be able to answer.
'2. h 22.
n. The case
Cf. i'like Zerubbabel, is a representative figure.
under point 3, p. 28.
of, ':'X, to, for T'3, by, has already been discussed

In \aew of this showing it is not strange that Andre's hypothesis
has met with Httle favour from biblical scholars.*

There

is

one other extended passage,

has been questioned

He

2^°-^,

by W. Bohme {ZAW.,

whose genuineness

1887, 215/.).

mentions incidentally the omission of the tide after the name of the
in v. =", laying the stress of objection upon (i) the use of the con-

prophet

to (Sn) for by (T13; lit. hy the hand of) in the same verse, and (2)
the unnecessary repetition in v. " of a prophecy found in 2^^- '", which, according to 22- i, Zerubbabel had already heard. These objections, however,

struction

are easily answered. The missing title is found in <S; the construction with
one that was originally used in w. i- '"; and the repetition of v. «b^
is simply a device for
v.'" is not so literally reproduced,
or rather, v. 6°",
the fortunes of Zerubbabel with the same events for which the

to is the

—

—

connecting

prophet had sought to prepare the people. The weakness of Bohme 's argument is apparent. This, however, is not all. He has overlooked the fact
that Zerubbabel was removed soon after Haggai ceased to prophesy, and
that, therefore, his theory, as Marti remarks, implies that this final prophecy
was added by a writer who knew that it could not be fulfilled.

§ 3.

THE TEXT OF HAGGAI.

The book of Haggai, then, as a whole, may be regarded as a
genuine collection of the words of the prophet whose name it
It can hardly contain all that he said on any of the four
bears.
occasions on which he is reported to have spoken, much less all
that he said during the months when he was labouring for the
The meagreness of the
restoration of the national sanctuary.
* For a more severe criticism of

it,

sec

G. A. Smith on Haggai

in

The

Expositor's Bible.
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remains of his teachings, and the setting in which they have been
preserved, may be explained by supposing that he himself did not

commit his discourses to writing, but that a friend or a disciple,
who had treasured his most striking or important utterances, soon
after his death* put them into nearly the shape in which they have
been preserved. It is necessary to use some such qualifying term
as nearly in any statement with reference to the book, because,
although, as has been shown, its unity as a literary production is
perfectly defensible, there can be no doubt that, like other parts
of the

Old Testament,

it

has suffered more or

less in the

course

of the centuries at the hands of careless or ignorant readers or
transcribers.
Some of the resulting additions, omissions, and corIn other cases
ruptions can easily be detected and remedied.
changes that have taken place reveal themselves only to the trained

and by signs that

critic,

pecially
is

if

he

is

will

not always convince the layman,

interested in a diverse opinion.

not the place for a further discussion of the subject.

in the exegetical, but

more

es-

This, however,
It

belongs

especially in the critical, notes,

where

the renderings of the great Versions, as well as the readings of
the Hebrew manuscripts and editions, will be cited and compared

and the conjectures
ent, considered.

of the leading biblical scholars, past

The most

that can be

done in

this

and

pres-

connection

present in tabular form the results reached in the notes for
the purpose of indicating the condition of the Hebrew text.
In
the first column of the following tables are noted the additions that

is to

seem

to

have been made

to the

book since

it

was

written, in the

second the words and phrases, so far as they can be recovered,
that appear to have been omitted, and in the third the cases in

which the original has been wittingly or unwittingly distorted in
the course of transmission.
* The fact that all the
prophecies are carefully and, so far a can be determined, correctly
dated indicates that the book was compiled within a few yeai s at the longest, after they were
•.

delivered.
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ADDITIONS.
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§ 4.

THE THOUGHT AND STYLE OF HAGGAI.

has long been the fashion to disparage the book of Haggai,
of the later biblical scholars are almost as severe in

It

and some

their criticism of

it

as were, in their day, Gesenius

and de Wette.

Thus, Marti says of the content of the prophecies: "The temple is to be
and salvation is near. From this fundamental thought, especially
when combined with the prophecies of the Second Isaiah, all of Haggai's
It is clear that he does not belong to the origideas may easily be derived.
inal men who were able by interior illumination to comprehend the world
built

condition in their judgments, but to the feebler descendants to whom
streams from the words of the earlier prophets." Reuss has a similar
opinion of Haggai's literary ability. These are his words: "He generally falls

and

its

light

most colourless prose; and

he a couple of times, at the end of the
a higher key and rises to poetically flowery language, one sees that this does not flow from a living spring."
into the

second division, and

The

mi.xture of figures into

tracts

from

if

in the fourth, strikes

which the

critic

himself here "falls" rather de-

his authority in matters of style.

He says: "The little book

Cornill

is

more

appreciative.

occupies but a modest place in the prophetic
It rises hardly above plain prose, but in its very simliterature of Israel.
plicity and unpretentiousness, becau.se the author speaks from a deeply

moved
ive

and

.

.

.

heart in an affecting situation, it has something
*
affecting that should not be overlooked."

uncommonly

attract-

The truth is that there is hardly a sufficient basis for a very
defmile and decisive opinion with reference to Haggai and his
In the first place, let it be noted, the book that bears
prophecies.
his

name, next

to

Obadiah,

is

the smallest in the

Old Testament;

secondly, small as it is, only about two-thirds of it can be attributed to the prophet; and, thirdly, these brief fragments, in passing

through the hands of an editor,

may have

lost

more or

less of the

impress of Haggai's personality. This being the case, criticism
should confine itself to the more salient features of the book; for
the

more minute the analysis the further

it

is

likely to

be from

the truth.

The

central thought of the prophet

He was

is

too prominent to be over-

inspired with the irrepressible desire to see the
and
he set himself the task of persuading his peotemple rebuilt,
to
In
restore
it.
the pursuit of this purpose he used the same
ple

looked.

*

Einlfi, 213.

'
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that his predecessors had employed, tracing past misfortunes to neglect of a, to him, plain duty, and thus by implica-

means

if this neglect continued, but
the
most
tempting blessings if the opposite course were
promising
it
is
taken.
true, is a rather narrow program for a prophet,
This,

tion threatening further calamities

but

as can doubdess be shown, in Haggai's time the future of

if,

the litde

community

in Jerusalem

and

their religion

was involved

in the question of the restoration of the national sanctuary, he
and more for movcertainly deserves some credit for seeing this,

He was not an Amos
ing the people to take appropriate action.
or an Isaiah; but must not Amos or Isaiah, in his place, have atwhat he undertook? and would either of them have been
tempted

more

successful?

The
will

style of

Haggai

is

Reuss,
usually regarded as prosaic.
No doubt, it
it "colourless."

be remembered, pronounces

it

is

if the brilliancy of Isaiah or the polish of the great
Yet, Haggai was not
poet of the Exile be taken as the standard.
are
his prophecies as
without the oriental liking for figures, nor

somewhat tame,

his
unrhythmical as they have been represented. In describing
the
to
been given
frequent restyle prominence has sometimes

"Thus saith Yahweh of Hosts" and "saith Yahweh,"
"Yahweh of Hosts," and it has been interpreted as a sign of

currence of
or

"the disappearance of the immediate consciousness of inspiraIn
tion."* But these expressions are not peculiar to Haggai.
fact,

when

the instances in which they have been interpolated (6)
it will be found that he does not use them as many

are deducted,

times in his whole book as Jeremiah does in the twenty-third

chapter of his prophecies. f It is even more incorrect to represent the use of interrogation as characteristic of this prophet. t
There are in all six cases. But in the second chapter of Jeremiah,

which contains only thirty-seven verses, there are nineteen, or,
proportionately, twice as many. There is one expression that may
be regarded as peculiar to Haggai, namely, "take thought"
"set
(lit.,
your hearts"), which occurs no fewer than five times,
and, being found in the third as well as the first prophecy, is a
safely

* So Nowack, in the introduction to his commentary on the book of Haggai.
t Andre, 115.
t The exact figures are 14 to 21.
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an interpolation.
proof that the former is not, as Andre contends,
See pp. 28/". It seems to be characteristic of Haggai, too, where
an opportunity,

there

is

Such

series

In the

occur in

first

16 (freely

extended

to introduce

" and

lists of

particulars.

2^"- ^^.

three cases, however,

In

polated.
follows

i''-

it is

possible that the text has been interitself is as

rendered) the arrangement that suggests

:

Ye have sown much,
Eaten -without

satisfaction,

hut Jmrvested

little;

drunken u'itlwut exhilaration, clothed

yourselves without comfort;

And

the hireling earned,—for a leaky purse.
In 1" a similar arrangement is possible:
Yea, I summoned a drought upon the land:

Even upon

And

and

the highlands,

the grain,

and

the must,

and

the oil;

all that the soil

produced.
In 2" bread, or pottage, or wine, or oil sounds like another list of specificaThis
tions, but it precedes instead of following the general term any food.
Even more so is the
fact seems unfavourable to the theory of interpolation.
case of 2>', for here the series appears to be necessary to the expression of the
prophet's thought. It is probable, therefore, that he actually wrote:
Is the seed yet in the garner?

—

Nor

liave the vine,
tree

From
If

home:
this

he did, perhaps

—

and

day will I

the fig,

and

the pomegranate,

and

the olive

bless.

much

to say that he was apt to express himthat he did not sometimes put his thoughts into a
Take, for example, 1'° (omitting the evidently super-

it is

not too

Not

self in this fashion.

more regular form.
be
BJ'*^;'), which might

freely rendered:

fluous

Therefore heaven withheld the rain,
and the earth withheld its fruit.
It is interesting as
is a fairly good specimen of Hebrew parallelism.
showing that he had caught the measure, as well as adopted some of the ideas,
of the Second Isaiah.
It is also important, since it furnishes a warrant for

This

correcting

some

of the irregularities in his prophecies, when other considerasame direction. Applied to 2^-2 the metrical principle con-

tions point in the

firms the following analysis. The words in plain type are accretions:
«. For thus saith Yahweh
of Hosts :

Yet once a

And

and the

while,

sea,

and the dry land;

yea, I will slmke all nations;

'.

A nd

the treasures of all nations sliall come,

and I

will fill this Iwuse with wealth,

saith
>.

little

I will shake heaven and earth,

For mine
saith

Yahweh

of Hosts:

is the silver,

Yahweh

and mine

of Hosts.

the gold,
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Great shall he the wealth of this house,
the future above the past,
saith

And

Yahweh

of Hosts:

I will grant peace,
saith Yahweh of Hosts.*

Other
difficult,

in this place

illustrations might be cited, but it would probably be
without more or less violence to the text, to reduce the

whole book, or even the prophecies,

much

to a poetical form.

Still,

too

metrical to justify the distinction made by Kohler
(31) that, "while the method of presentation preferred by the
older prophets was the poetical, that of Haggai, on the other hand,
of

it is

bore an oratorical character."
to say that the compiler of the

himself at

first

It would be more nearly correct
book uses prose, and the prophet

speaks the language of common life, but that, as
to a varying extent poetical forms of

he proceeds, he adopts
thought and expression.

* In
every case the ungenuineness of the word or words omitted can be established without
reference to the metre.

For

details, see the

comments.

COMMENTARY ON THE PROPHECIES
OF HAGGAI.
Most

of the prophetical

books have proper

titles.

They

are of

com-

and most
varying length, that of Jeremiah being the longest
as is fitting, the shortest.
of
that
and
Obadiah,
prehensive

The

Jonah and Zechariah, has
none, the opening verse being merely an introduction to the first
of a brief series of prophecies of which the two chapters of the work

book

of Haggai, like those of Ezekiel,

The contents of these chapters naturally
are mainly composed.
fall into four sections, each of which has prefixed to it the date of
The general subject is the restotherein reported.
the
prophecy

The

ration of the temple at Jerusalem.

§

first

subordinate topic

is

THE MOVEMENT TO REBUILD THE
SANCTUARY (i^-^^^).

I.

This topic occupies the whole of the first chapter, in its original
extent, but the prophet is the speaker only in w. '"'\ the rest of
the passage being an account of the efifect of his message on those
to

whom

it

was

delivered.

Hence

the chapter under two heads, the

a.

it

first

will

be advisable

to discuss

being

THE MESSAGE OF THE PROPHET

(l'"")'

It begins abruptly with the citation of the adverse opinion among
the Jews with reference to the question of rebuilding the sanctuary
Haggai argues for the contrary, presenting two reasons
(v. -).
were
*") calculated to appeal strongly to those to whom they

(vv.

addressed.

he

Taking the

validity of these

arguments for granted,

proceeds to exhort his people to act in the matter (vv.
40

^

^)

;

but,

I^-'^

41

instead of resting his case at this point, to make sure that his exhortation will be heeded he repeats the second of his arguments
(vv. """), giving it a form so direct and positive that it cannot be

who ignores it must take
the attitude of defying the Almighty.
All the prophecies of Haggai were delivered in the second
1.
misunderstood, and so forcible that he

year of Darius.

There are two, possibly

Darayaya'ush) in the

three, persons, real or

name (Heb. Dureyawesh; Per.
Old Testament. The first is "Darius the

imaginary, mentioned by

this

Mede," the mythical conqueror who, according
"received the kingdom" of Babylon after the death
The third is "Darius the Persian" (Ne. 12").

to

Dn.

675^*,

of Belshazzar.

"

In Dn. 9' Darius is called the son of Aliasuerus," that is, Xerxes; but, since
Xerxes belongs to a period (4S5-465 B.C.) considerably later than that of the
Persian invasion (539 B.C.), it is impossible that his son, who, moreover, bore
the name Artaxerxcs, had anything to do with that event. It is probable that
the author of Daniel, having but a confused traditional knowledge of the his-

and being influenced by earlier predictions (Is. 13" ^- 21^ ^
ff- 27 ff
) to the effect that the Mcdcs would overthrow Babylon, like the
51"
author of Tobit i4'5 identified the best-known of the Medo-Persian kings with

tory of the East,
Je.

Cyaxares, the destroyer of Nineveh, and then
Babylon twice during his reign, a son of this

made Darius, who actually took
Median ruler and gave him the

credit of overthrowing the

Babylonian empire. Cf. EB., arts. Darius; PerDaniel, 53 ff. Winckler (KAT.^, 288) thinks that Cambyses
meant. On the older views, see DB., art. Darius; Prince, 45.
Winckler (A'^ T.^, 2SS) identifies Darius the Persian with Darius Hystaspes.

sia, 13; Prince,
is

The more common

opinion

is

that Darius

Codomannus, the

last of the Per-

the one so designated.
So Meyer, £/., 104; et al.
The author of Ne. 12'" s- begins with a genealogy of the high priests of the
Persian period (w. "• f), which is followed by a list of the names of the heads
sian kings,

is

of the priestly houses for "the days of Joiakim."
Cf. w. '2-2'.
Finally he
asserts, v. ^, where all reference to the Levites should be omitted, that, in the

source from which he drew, there were similar lists for the period of each of the
high priests mentioned "until (i;- for ^;') the reign of Darius the Persian."
In other words, he makes Nehemiah a contemporary of Eliashib and the king

he has

in

of Darius
interpret

mind a contemporary of Jaddua, three generations later, the date
Codomannus. This conclusion is not affected however one may

Ne.

1328, that

passage being by a different author.

Cf. JBL., xxii,

97/.

The
This

is

whom reference is here made is Darius Hystaspes.
from Zc. f, where the prophet, who was a contempo-

king to
clear

rary of Haggai, in a message delivered in the fourth year of Darius,
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represents the period of affliction as having lasted seventy years;
for Darius Hystaspes came to the throne, as has already been described (p. 20), in 521 B.C., so that his fourth year v^^as the sixty-

He is
ninth after the destruction of Jerusalem.
CJ. also Zc. i^^.
here called simply the king, not, as he is by later writers, "king of
Persia."

Cf.

Ezr.

Dn.

i^

i^°.

His second year corresponded

520 B.C., and the sixth month, according to the Babylonian system, which was adopted by the Jews during the Exile,*
It was
to the latter part of August and the first part of September.
roughly to

day of this month, then called Eltd (Ne. 6^^), when the
were
enjoying a holiday (Am. 8^ Is. 66^^), that the word of
people

on

thejirst

Yahweh came, lit., was.^ See also v.
The message came by, lit., by the hand
Hitherto
that

it is

has not been clear

it

^

2^-

of,

%

^°- ^°

Zc.

Haggai

i\

et pas..

the prophet.

who was writing. It now appears
own utterances, but some one

not Haggai recording his

else reporting

what the prophet

becomes more evident

said

on various occasions.

in the next section,

This

where the same author,

The

presumably, describes the effect of Haggai's preaching.

when

book was compiled, had already closed
his career.
His message was intended primarily for two persons
at that time prominent in Jerusalem.
The first was Zerubbabel.
His name, whatever may be its first component, evidently has for
prophet,

its

it

seems,

the

second the Hebrew designation for Babylon. The person so
is described as a son of Shealtiel, who, according to i Ch. 3^^,

called

was the eldest son of the captive king Jehoiachin
and governor of Judah.

(2

K.

25")

24^^

" The name
Haggai was not borne by any other person mentioned in the
Old Testament, but there are many other names of the same class. Cf.
Ezbai, Amittai, Barzillai, Zakkai, etc. It is commonly interpreted as a derivi''*
So Ew.
Ols. ^ '"'' Gcs.
ative, in the sense of festal, from .ir}, feast.
>

M

§ 89. 2. 6_

;

;

—

may, however, be a mutilated form of ."i^Jn, i Ch. 6'^, like
of which there is a feminine n''jn. Cf.
^jnn, Ezr. 10^, for n':.->n, On. 46'^,
2 S. 3*.
The Massoretic vocalisation is supported by Gr. 'Ayyaios and Lat.
jt

—

or Aggceus.

Haggxus

* CI. DB., art. Time;
EB., art. Year; Benzinger, Arch., 199 /.
t This form of expression is frequent in the prophecies of Jeremiah and later writings.
especially the book of Ezekiel, where it occurs about fifty times.
t This, also,
tt

pas.; also C.

is

a late idiom,

common from

and HB., Hex.,

i,

219a.

the Exile onward.

C'j.

Ju.

3' i

K.

See

12'^ Jc. 37',

(-'

Of

attractive

the various etymologies for Zerubbabel thus far suggested the most
is that which makes it a Hebrew modification of Zer-babili, seed of

Babylon, a

name

that actually occurs in inscriptions of the time of Darius.

Cf.

DB., art. Zerubbabel; Kohler, 11/. The
Hebrew vocalisation is explained by van Hoonacker (PP.), who translates it
"Crush Babylon" Q^22 37;) as an instance of paronomasia, intended to
Pinches, OT., 425.

express at the

For others,

cf.

same time "the hopes that his compatriots based upon the
and the resentment that they cherished against

scion of the Davidic dynasty

Babylon."
<"

Mt. i'2 makes Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, but according to i Ch.
was the son of Pedaiah, a younger brother of Shealtiel. A deal of in-

3", he

genuity has been expended in trj'ing to harmonise these conflicting genealogies. Thus, Aben Ezra explains that Zerubbabel was reared by his uncle, and

So Dru.,

therefore called the son of Shealtiel.

et al.

Ki. prefers to think that

Pedaiah was a son, not a brother, of Shealtiel, and that 2^rubbabel was called
the son of his grandfather because the latter was held in higher honour than
the father. SoHd.,e/ al. Some Christian exegetes have undertaken to harmonise this passage and i Ch. 3'^, not only with each other, but with Lu. 3-', where
the son, not of Jeconiah, but of Neri, a descendant of David
line of Nathan.
Koh. on 2"^ does it as follows:
Cf. i Ch. 3'.
Jeconiah, as a result of the curse pronounced upon him by Jeremiah (22'"),
had no grandsons, but his son Assir had a daughter who, in accordance with

Shealtiel

is

through the

and bore him, first Shealtiel,
and was reckoned his son, then six others,
Next, Shealtiel died, leaving a widow but no children;
whereupon his brother Pedaiah took his wife and begot Zerubbabel, who, in
accordance with the law of levirate (Dt. 25^ s), was the legal son and heir of
the law for such cases (Xu. 368

who became the heir
among them Pedaiah.

the deceased.

f

), married Neri

of Assir,

Thus Zerubbabel

is

made

to

appear the son of both Shealtiel

and Pedaiah, the grandson of Neri, and a remoter descendant of Jeconiah.
The flaw in this ingenious scheme is that it is based on a mistaken interpretation of a corrupt passage.

It falls to pieces at

once when i'Dn in

i

Ch.

3''

properly rendered, not as a proper name, but as an adjective used adverbii'^- ^ «^).
It is therefore
Cf. Ges. 5
ally in the sense of when imprisoned.
necessarj' to recognise in Shealtiel a son of Jeconiah, and abandon the attempt
is

make the Chronicler agree with Luke. The discrepancy between the
Chronicler and Haggai, however, can be removed by substituting Shealtiel
for Pedaiah, as (& does, in i Ch. 3"
which, moreover, makes the Chronicler
to

;

consistent with himself.

The

natural inference

Cf. Ezr. 3- 52 Ne. 12'.
is

that Zerubbabel

was a prince

of the

house of Da^'id who had not only been released from captivity,
but, in accordance with the practice of the Persian kings, appointed
to administer the affairs of his
official called in

conquered country under the higher

Ezr. 5^ "the governor beyond the River."

How

long he had occupied this position when Haggai began to prophWith him was
esy, there seems to be no means of discovering.*
* For an
apocryphal account of his selection for

it,

see

i

Esd.

4'^ ^•'
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associated Joshua,^- son of Jehosadak.
The father, according to
I Ch. 5'"'/6'^, was a son of Seraiah, the chief priest who was
put

by Nebuchadrezzar at Riblah after the destruction of
Ezra the scribe, accordCf. 2 K. 25^^^- Je. 52^^^-.

to death

Jerusalem.

ing to Ezr. 7\ was his brother.
Jehosadak, as well as Ezra, was
carried into captivity to Babylon (i Ch. 5^76'^), where Joshua

seems

have been born and reared.

to

Kosters (IVI., 41/.) ques-

whether he was the grandson of Seraiah, and therefore
whether he was ever in Baljylonia. The Chronicler, he says^
tions

holding the mistaken opinion that there had been a continuous line
of high priests from the Exodus to his own time, took for granted
that Joshua was a lineal descendant of Seraiah and used Jehosa^
dak as a link to connect them. This may be true, but there are
some considerations that make it possible to believe the contrary,
(i) Although the Jews had no high priest, in the sense in which

the term
as 2 K.
priests,

used in the Hexateuch, before the Exile, such passages
11'*, as well as 25^^, show that they had a chief over their
is

and other passages,

prove that the

like i S. 14^,

ularly descended from father to son.

Cf.

EB.,

office reg-

art. Priest, 5;

Ben-

Since the high-priesthood proper was
(2)
but an extension of this hereditary office, it may be taken for

zinger. Arch., 413 /.

granted, unless there is proof to the contrary, that the former was
the heritage of the family that had enjoyed the latter.
(3) The
importance of the succession was such that there must have been

records with reference to

from which the Chronicler was able

it

to obtain reliable information.

In Ne.

12"^

a source of this sort

not necessary to decide the question
cf Joshua's pedigree, the important thing
being that he was the
is cited.

high

Fortunately,

priest

it is

when Haggai

prophesied, and that this is perhaps the
title in the Old Testament. f

oldest instance of the use of the

2.

The

[)rophet, after a formal

announcement. Thus

iveh of Hosts, introduces the
subject of his discourse

prevalent opinion with reference to

it.

The

very

sailh

by

first

Yah-

citing the

words are

* In Ezra and Nchemiah,
Jeshua, whence the Greek 'ItjctoC? and the English Jesus.
t It occurs in Lv. 21"' Nu. 35=^ 28 Jos. 20'= (all P.); as a gloss in 2 K. i2'V'"22<- 23^ and in
2 Ch. 34''Nc. 3'- "'1328. In the books of Chronicles and Ezra its place is
supplied by u\N-\.-i
i>

jn;,

the chiej pnest, or its equivalent.
25'*

= Je.

52«.

C/.

i

Ch. 27*

2

Ch. 19"

246-

" 262"
3i'o Ezr. 7^; also 2 K.

i^-^^

ominous, tor here, as in

Is.

8"
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and often elsewhere, the phrase

this

The reason for Yahpeople betrays impatience and disapproval.*
weh's displeasure is that the people say, have said and are still
The time hath not come for the house of Yahweh to be built,
At first sight this objection would seem to mean
rebuilt.

saying,

that

is,

who made

were waiting for the expiration of the sevThe answer
Cf. Je. 25".
enty years of Jeremiah's prophecy.
which
maniwas
dictated by selfishness,
given to it shows that it
that those

it

fested itself also in absorption in comparatively trivial personal
affairs to the neglect of the larger issues that

members

the

the ruined house.

The

in favour of rebuilding

ought

to interest all

Nor

did they simply neglect
words cited breathe resistance to an appeal

of the community.

it.

It is

probable that the proposal had been

or strongly supported by Haggai himself, and that therefore
the prophecy here recorded was not the first to which he gave ut-

made

—3.

terance.

The

tone of

v.

*

leads the reader to expect an indig-

The present text
the
v.
as
if
of
the
announcement
^,
prophet, having
repeats
made the statement of v. ^, did not proceed until he had received

nant and immediate reply to the excuse given.
first

Any such supposition, however, so weakens
the force of the prophet's message that it is better to omit this
See the textual notes. 4. Thus it appears that
verse altogether.
further instructions.

—

"

v.

was

The

desolate?

to

ceiled, or panelled,

were finished in cedar.
temple

(i

K.

Jeremiah.
costly

by the question, 7^ it a
dwell in ceiled houses, while this house is

originally immediately followed

time for you yourselves

6^);

houses elsewhere mentioned

The same wood was used

in the first

also in the dwellings of the rich in the time of

Cf. Je. 22".

wood was found

—

It is

in

hardly possible that this or any other
of the houses of those whom Hag-

many

was addressing; most of them must have been miserably
poor; but they all had roofs over their heads, while Yahweh as
The temple had now been desolate about
yet had no habitation.
sixty-seven years, and it was nineteen years since Cyrus had re5. The people had now for some
leased the Jews from captivity.
gai

—

—

*

The words

Ges.

^ i!2.

by being placed in a semi-independent
which might be indicated by the rendering, This people, ihcy iay.

are rendered additionally forcible

tion before the verb,

rela-

Cj.
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time been suffering, how and to what extent will appear later.
Perhaps they had made this an excuse for not rebuilding the temple.
It had not occurred to them that their misfortunes might be due to

Yahweh. Haggai was decidedly of this opinion.
therefore follows the question of the preceding verse with the
This, in view of the use of
exhortation, take thougJii on your ways.
their neglect of

He

the

same expression

in v.

^,

Wellhausen, Consider how

seems a better rendering than that of
ye have fared. Cf. also 2^^- ^^. 6. The

—

prophet might next have reminded his people how often and how
widely they had departed from the path of loyalty and righteousness.
Perhaps he did so in the original discourse, and these de-

In any case, they do not appear in his
them
for granted, he proceeds to recite
but
here, taking
book,
some of the results of, or, as he would have put it, the penalties for,

have been omitted.

tails

and especially for their neglect of the sanctuary.
Ye have sowed mtich, he says, and harvested little. He is reminding
them of the repeated failure of their crops. This is in itself a great

their conduct,

It is therefore not probable that, in the details which
calamity.
the
follow,
prophet intends to convey the idea sometimes attrib-

uted to him (K()h.), that food, drink and clothing were deprived
of their natural properties to increase the suffering
He means simply that so small were the returns

who lived from
hunger; when they drank

when

those

it

ate, there

was

from

scarcity.

from the

not enough to

still

soil,

their

wine, they could never drink their ^//,

drunkenness (Gn. 4f*); and when they dressed themselves,
their clothing was so scanty that none of them was warm.
Cf.

lit.,

V.

®

to

2^^.

This was the condition of the husbandman.

That

of the

labourer was equally, if not more, wretched; for he who wrought
for wages earned for a leaky purse; that is to say, when he could

—

secure employment, which, according to Zc. 8^**, was rare, his pay
was so small, in comparison with the prices he had to pay for the
necessities of Hfe, that

it

seemed

to

him

as

if

his

wages had disap-

peared through holes in his purse as soon as he had received them.
There

is

another interpretation that deserves mention, if for no other
It is that of Andre.
He takes nns in the
its ingenuity.

reason on account of
sense of

a

little

little

stone

and renders the clause in question, the hireling wrought for
This he interprets as an allusion to a custom that ex-

pierced stone.
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Babylon, where, he saj's, one who had bought a slave at the market
about the neck of the newly acquired chattel to indicate that he
"
or she was his property. He says that as "put in irons" is equivalent to imso "a pierced pebble" means nothing more nor less than "slavery."
isted in

his seal

hung

prison,"

Hence to work for a pierced pebble is in the end, in spite of one's work, to become a slave. The following are some of the objections to this interpretation
niii is bag or purse.
(2)
Cf. Jb. 14I' Gn. 42^5.
(i) The usual meaning of
If the prophet had wished to express the idea attributed to him by Andre, he
Cf. 2^ Gn. 381*
would probably have used c.-'n, the proper word for seal.
:

Ct. 86.

(3)

Although

'^N is

used in the sense oi for the sake of

more natural interpretation
verb.
Cf. Gn. ig^'.

The

7.

is

that

representation of the

ills

K.

(i

ig'), the

denotes destination after a pregnant

it

had suffered and were
was calculated to
secure the favour of Yah-

the Jews

suffering as chastisement for their shortcomings

move them to ask what they could do to
weh and different treatment from his hands. Haggai next answers this question; and first, if the text is correct, in general terms,

by repeating the exhortation of v. °, Take thought on your ways;
by which he means that, as they have offended, so they can appease,
their

God by

their behaviour.

He

does not, however, stop with

one thing above all others that
this general suggestion.
Their first duty
have
left undone.
but
they cught to have done,
he
Go
this
omission.
is to make good
up,
says, speaking for Yah-

There

is

weh, into the mountains and cut timber, and build the house. It is
not clear to what mountains* he refers. The hills both of Judah

and Ephraim seem
Cf. the

name

to

Kirjath-jearim (Jos.

Carmel was noted

of Ezr.

had

in

evddendy thought

3''

17"

so,

^-

Cf. Mi. f^ Ct. f.

mind Lebanon, whence

temple was procured.

first

9^^; also Jos.

for its forests.

ble that the prophet

the

have been well wooded in ancient times.
S. 14-^

i

^O-

It is possi-

the timber for

K. S^^^Vs^'. The author
Cf.
since he says, apparently on the
i

when they first attempted to
rebuild the sanctuary, employed "the Sidonians and the Tyrians
to bring cedars from Lebanon to the sea," and thus "to Joppa."t
basis of this passage, that the Jews,

Still it is

doubtful

if,

under the circumstances, Haggai would have

directed his people to seek materials for the
*

The noun

is

tainous region.

t

On

singular in the original, but in such a case
C/. Dt. i'

Is.

11'.

the authenticity of this passage, see pp. 9

/.

it

new

frequently

structure at so

means a

hilly or

moun-
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It would have involved too much time and exand
too much attention.
attracted
Nothing is said of stone,
pense
because there was plenty of this material in the ruins of the city,

great a distance.

if

The motive for the action
not in those of the former temple.
is a double one; first, ilial I may take pleasure in it*

required

The

second clause

that

I

may

may be

rendered, as

be glorified, namely,

I

it is
by the great Versions,
by the worship of the sanctuary,

i. e.,
by a display of glory inSo Koh., We.,Now., Marti, ctal. The
prophet makes no reference to the political situation, but, as has
been shown elsewhere, his proposal synchronises too closely with

or, better, that

may

glorify myself,

augurate the Messianic era.

the disturbance in the East at the beginning of the reign of Darius
to permit one to doubt that he intended to take advantage of it to
attain the object he

had

—9.

In presenting to the Jews
the prospect of pleasing Yahweh the prophet was appealing to a
powerful motive, the universal desire for life and happiness, peat heart.

in Deuteronomy.
He does not, however, rely
but again recalls their past experience to show what
are the consequences of disregarding the divine will.
Ye have

culiarly

on

prominent

this alone,

makes Yahweh say, and lo, it became, or had
Nor was this all, for he adds, as ye brought
become,
Cf
this little Iwme, I blew upon it.
At first thought it seems as if the
in
had
a
mind
sudden
and
prophet
powerful gust of wind, "a blast

looked for mucli, he

2^°.

little.

of the breath" of the
to the superstition

duce a magical

Almighty

still

(Ps. 18^"/^^), but

perhaps he alludes

current in the East that the breath

It is not,

upon anything toward which
however, necessary, with Wellhausen and

pose that

effect

Haggai

The

thought of

it is

may

pro-

directed. f

others, to sup-

Yahweh

as actually using magic.
in effect a simile illustrating the surprising

expression used is
See the
rapidity with which the scanty harvest disappeared.
of
v.
".
answers
asks
and
Yahweh,
"leaky purse"
Wherefore?

own question, for the first time expressly connecting the misfortunes described with the neglect of the temple: Because of my
his

*

The

rendering, 7 will be gracious in

it, is

less defensible, since,

if

the prophet

had intended

to express this thought, he would not have omitted the object you.
"
t It is in the highest degree disagreeable to Moslems if any one whistles over a threshingfloor

heaped with grain.

harvest."

— L. Uauer,

in

Then comes
Millhcilunxcn

the devil, they say, in the night
u.

and takes a part

of the

Nachrichlen dcs aeutschcn Palaslina-Vcreins, i8o5,

9-
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house, that is desolate, or Because

my

house

is desolate.

Not

that

would be unpardonable under any circumstances.
It is, however, to use the words of the text, wJiile ye make
The complaint is the same as in
haste each about his own home.
V. 4, but here it seems to be directed against a considerable numthis state of things

ber of persons who, perhaps because they had recently arrived
were engaged in providing themselves with dwell-

in Jerusalem,

—

—10.

Therefore because his people were more eager to
get themselves well housed than to provide him with a worthy
abode Yahweh set in motion the secondary causes that produced

ings.

—

Heaven

the condition just described.
rain.

The

that this

is

text has dew,

at his

command

withheld

but there are good reasons for believing

One

a copyist's error.

of

them

is that,

although there

are several passages in which the dew is described as refreshing the
earth and vegetation (Dt. 33^^- Gn. af^- ^^), there is no other in

which the suspension of

phenomenon alone is represented as
the other hand, the production of a
drought by withholding rain is repeatedly threatened or recorded.
If in this case it was
Cf. Dt. 11^^ I K. 8^, but especially Am. 4'.-^
producing a drought.

the rain that

this

On

was withheld

the earth withheld

its

in great measure,

produce.

The rainfall

been irregular and unreliable.

It is

it is

not strange that

of Palestine has always

almost entirely confined to

months from November to April inclusive, but it varies greatly
from year to year in amount as well as in its distribution through
the rainy season.
The lowest figures for the years from 1861 to
for
were
1880,
example,
13.39 inches, and the highest 32.21 inches,
the average being 23.32 inches. f Whenever the amount threatens
the

to fall

below 25 inches the people become apprehensive;

below 20 inches, they expect

and

if,

as

if it falls

was the case

in

a shortage for two or three years in succession,
of them are forced, like the patriarch, to migrate or starve.

1864-66, there

many
—
11.

to suffer;

The

is

rainfall varies, also, for different parts of the country,

sometimes to the extent of several inches.

above

cited, tells of cases in

which

it

Amos, in the passage
rained upon one city and not

* For other reasons for the emendation
proposed, see the critical notes,
t DB., art. Rain ; where, however, the average rainfall for the period is incorrectly given as
"about 20 inches."
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upon another, or even upon one of two adjoining fields. The
drought^ to which Haggai here refers was summoned upon the
That is, as in the preceding verse, the ground. The
earth.
at all

phrase, even upon the mountains, which follows, might be interpreted as meaning the more elevated parts of the country, where
as in
ordinarily the rainfall is heaviest ;t but it is probably here,

a more exact designation for the Holy Land as a whole.
The grain, the mustX
genuineness, see the critical notes.
and the oil were then, as they still are, the principal crops. Cf.
Ez.

33-'*,

On

its

Dt.

11'^

The drought

etc.

i8^

the soil produced, thus robbing

not only affected these but all that
men and cattle of all the labour oj

and expected from tilling
and sowing the ground and tending the orchards and \dneyards. §
their hands, the results that are desired

1. D^-iB^ nju-3]

ins avj]

For

The word

ably a later addition.
occurs also in v. i*.

Sm. accordingly

n^ju-n r\iz-2.

Cf.

which

(B S"

ov, for

Cf.

2^-

'o-

Cf. Ges.

inserts

-ic}<

=0,
^

icn*?.

where

"-i-

'R.

So

—

Gn.

4718;

Nrd.

^

it is

omitted.

N>a:n] (g

also We.,

The

\—

^^-

have no equivalent,

is

problater idiom

adds \i-nov

'EittSi'.

Now., Marti. Wrongly,

This reading is not supported by the other great
words, as Bu. [ZAW ., 1906, 7 jf.) has shown,
are unsuitable with 1^3, which requires that the agent be immediately
for these reasons: (i)

Vrss.

The added

(2)

followed, as in the present text, by ':'n with the names or titles of the perOtherwise the agent is made to
sons for whom the message is intended.

address himself, saying, say, etc. This, to be sure, is what he does in 2";
but only because in that passage tij has been substituted for Sn to bring
If
be restored, the two passages will
it into harmony with this one.
'I'vS

represent two ways of describing the transmission of a divinely inspired
message; in one of which Yahweh speaks by or through the prophet to
others

(i'),

while in the other he says

the former

to

what he wishes him

to

communicate to the latter (2')- The adoption of ^'s reading in this
case would require the change of -i':] to Sn; but if this change were made
it would be impossible to explain how 10, which is an error for Sn in 2'"
as well as in 2', found its way into either of these passages. It seems necThe prophet
of Yahweh

house

here indulges in paronomasia.
to lie

jin

English, Because the temple

ZDPV.,

{harcbh), the penalty

was a

ruin, the land

The
is

offence consisted in permitting the
It is as if one said in

3"\n (liorebh).

was denied

rain.

80^.
The former is only potentially
t On the distinction between must and wine, see Mi. 6'^.
intoxicating or injurious.
Cf. Ju. 9" Ho. 4", and, on the latter passage, Marti.
§ That the labour is the labour of the cattle as well as their owners appears from the fact
i

that the

animal.

xxxii,

word 13 (kaph) means not only

the

human palm

but the sole of the foot of a

man or an

essarv', therefore,

also,

hati, lord of

a

emendation proposed. —
— phd] Assy, pahatu,
or more

to reject the

and frequently,

^3311:.

district.

(6,

Written

''33ni]

here and in vv.

i^-

"

fully, bel

has iK

2>''- 21,

(pvXrjs,

pathe

translators apparently taking nna for the equivalent of, or an abbreviarnDZ'-z-:.
So §•". 2. icn] Lit., hath said, but, since the mestion

—

for,
is

sage
\

106.

2_

now

—

'iji

first

it may properly be rendered saith.
Cf. Ges.
The text as it stands is not unintelligible. It

delivered,

ny X3 ny

n'?]

would naturally be rendered, It is not a time to come, the time, etc. So
Marck, Koh., Klo. Many, however, regard this as unnatural. The
emendations suggested are of three classes. In one the consonants of the
some rd.,
present text are retained but the vocalisation changed. Thus,
with AV., N3 for n3, i. e., The time is not come, the time, etc. So Dru., Hd.
Others change saTV to N3 n^:, producing. Not now is the time come,
So Hi., We., Now., Marti. Neither of these suggestions can be pronounced
In the former, however,- if the first n>' were the subject of
indefensible.
while in the latter
NJ, it would naturally have the article, as in Ez. 7'- ",
etc.

r\-;_=

7^:^-;_

A

seems superfluous.

second method of improving the text

Thus, Oort reads
and Andre 'ui nx N3-n>:.

Na r; a^, The

involves consonantal changes.

'ui

time

nS, the latter simply

is not yet

come,

etc.,

r;;.

uses nS
eliminating the second r;; but for yiot yet Haggai
as for Andre's device, it does not touch the real difficulty.
tions noted

do not

lie

i;-

(2>5),

The

and

objec-

of the first ry
against a third method, the omission
result is a simple, straightfor-

and the substitution of N3 for Ni. The
ward text meaning, The time is not come,

the
etc., which, moreover, has
occasioned
support of the Yrss. The case, then, is apparently one of dittog.
by the resemblance between Na and r^a. nin> ro] A case of attrac-

—

—

"^ °.
3. Hi. exFor the regular construction, see Gn. 29"; Ivo. ^
tion.
of the prophet in
clumsiness
the
to
a
device
this
verse
as
remedy
plains
Bu.
of the prophet.
citing (v. -) the words of the people instead of those
replies,

and

justly, that the

fore rejects as ungenuine.

clumsiness
Cf.

is all

ZAW.,

which he there-

in this verse,

1906, 10.

Contra, Hi., Now.,

And. It was doubtless inserted by some one who, like Ki.,
what follows as a message to the people as distinguished
from their leaders. The phraseology (^'2) was borrowed from v. '.
'35. 2 (o.
Houb. rd.
4. DPN] Emphatic.
Cf. Gn. 273^ Zc. 7^; Ges.
nrs. D3\-'D] So (§^ S>; but CS'^Q 21 13 S appear to have had dv-^.
ISIarti,

interpreted

—

^

—

The adoption

of the latter reading

makes an explanation

of the article before the adj. following unnecessary.

—

of the omission

For the opposite
oIkos viiCiv, but M.

^ 'i'- ^
Ko. ^ ^'='. nrnni^n] (^^,
<*';
cf. Ges.
§, On the construction with 1, cf. Ges. ^ "'• 2
supported by (gxAQL
§ i''^. 2 (o.
6. N3ni] Inf. abs. in
5. C333^] For ^T2±'.
(a).
Cf. Gcs.
continuation of the finite construction. Cf. Ges. ^ ns- « <'^). aye] In

view,
is

—

^

^ 29.
pause, with a lighter distinctive, Ges.
^ «. i
(*)j Bo.
lowing fem. inf., cf. Ges.

—

4.

— nyau^S]

^9»«-

*

—

On

this

and the

^.— on'^] Many

fol-

mss. and
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edd. rd.
§

144. 2
J

Din'^.

—

\

j;_5.

Indef. after an impersonal vb.

i':']

324 e_

—

Kenn. 150

-ijnu":]

—

^

rd. i3nt;-\

Cf. i

K.

i'

Ges.

;

The

SoAnd.,Bu.

This verse has received special
who is followed by Now., Marti,
om. the latter half of it. The reason given is that the expression used
is
is not applicable except to past action or experience; but in 2i6prac-

SI favours ffl.
use of the prtc. in
attention from recent critics.
We.,

same expression

tically the

It

clearly used, first of the past

is

on the supposition that

future, just as,
section.

7.

has also been proposed

and then

this verse is genuine,

to relieve the difficulty

it is

of the
in this

with the pres-

'
ent text by rearranging it.
Thus, Van H. transposes vv. and s, while
Bu. inserts the latter after v. ". The objection to these devices is that
'
On the other hand, if
they both leave v. meaningless and indefensible.
' '•
to their conthe present arrangement is preserved, the relation of w.

text will furnish a striking parallel to that of vv.
8.

1"';]

^><c. bAQ^ dvd^Tjre

necessarily, since
17'" Dt. 3".

—

iiri,

itri.

like ets,

=

2*

«

of

Am.

5 to theirs.

—

Kenn.

i; yet not
h';^^•;,
in 05 sometimes represents the ace.
Cf. Ex.

the reading of

Ktti Kbipare. (n, K6\peTe); iC, et cadite
D.-^N^ni] (g

=

anNi^i.

making anxani onNiai, a reading which is favoured
by Bu., but should be explained as one of the numerous cases in (B in
has been added to the original
which a second rendering based on
(&^ adds Kal otcrare

M

This original rendering, on the other hand, since it is easier
to mistake aPN-13 for zirii^n than ur^a^n for cnt<n2, probably repro-

translation.

duces the genuine

Hebrew

rd. nx-ixi.

Qr. maDNi.

—najNi]

Cf. Zc. 18

;

Bo.

^

8" s.

text.

^

^se.

i

e^
Cf. Jos. 1715.— nxisi] Bo.,
is explained by the ^! following.

Kt.

The Jews saw

in the

omission of the n

(5)

that, as Ra. puts it, "there are five things that were in the
the
sanctuary, but not in the second, viz., the ark, urim and tummim,

reminder

—

a

first
fire,

Houb. would supply n. t:n]
The first of three cases in the book in which this word is used instead of
There are only three more in Zc. 1-8, i' 7" 8'«. In
on:.
Cf. 2'- K
the shekinah,

and the Holy

Mai., on the other hand,
(once), that

that book.

Spirit."

it is

so frequent (22 t.) as compared with dn:
the prominent characteristics of

may be reckoned one of
Now, it can be shown that
it

in 2'-

^

the clauses in which this

word is used are interpolations. It seems fair, therefore, to conclude that
the same is true in this case, unless icn is here simply a mistake for dn:.

—

9.

hjd]

The

recurrence of the

inf.

abs. does not necessarily indicate an

immediate connection between this verse and v. ^ since this form of the
Wn. 4 <*> (e). Houbivb. may also begin a new paragraph.
Cf. Ges.
rd.
if the original had been n^m ((g'^,
as
pjd.
g>
®
rd.
(§
njni]
gant
if the
following be revni), and this reading is said to be required

—

'^

So Dm., We., Now., Marti, Kit. It is clear, howin place of the
ever, from Gn. 18' that '^iri can properly be employed
^'^'-^
also
Ges.
U;
vb. even before a preposition.
anx^ni] Note
Cf.
tained in the text.

—

the tense.

The

pf . with

1

is

often used in the course of a narrative to in-

^

S3

troduce a customary or repeated action. Cf. i S. i^. WTien, as in tnis
case, there are two such verbs, the first may be subordinate to the second,

denoting an act done while another was in progress. Cf. i S. 27^, but es'>2- *
<«).
So Hi., Ew.; co7ilra, Koh., We.,
pecially Am. 72- 4ff-; Ges.
Now. rio ];• (S, Sia TovTo; an error, but in the right direction. The
^

—

vocalisation of

Koh.,

nr:

more

or,

is

best explained, not as due to the preceding prep.,

specifically, to dissimilation, Ko.,

For
\-u

clearer

—

Ko.

Cf.

^°

^

;

Dr.

^

>".— s^i";]

D^xnn (Che.) no more, expressive.
(B

7>*,

21

o:3''^>.

being natural and
on your account, is

1

(f).

Om. B.

—

into ju'jin

150 and

(S,

The

— 10,

C' i-n

with 3 (Marti) is less, and
So U; but g» om.
p

cd^'^;?

':>>•]

evidently the original reading, jo hy
necessary, while aj^^-;, whether rendered over you or
The latter's position indicates that it is
superfluous.

an imperfect

either
it

^37.

construction chosen for the sake of emphasising the subj.
introduction of Nin after the relative further enhances the desired

effect.

p

nx^-i]

^ut to

y^

Cf. Ges.

A

y;^]

The

is- 2 b.

5

i,

word from the principal accent.
cases of dissimilation, cf. Gn. 4'° Zc. 7^.

the distance of the

'7^1^,

B'-sr.!.

last

is

JT expands
dittog.. We., or a gloss on the conj.
on account of your sins. s^cu ] Rd., with Kenn,

Cf. inxn.

—Sjs

—

The

text has its defenders,

some

treating D as partitive (Ew., And.), others as privative, de D., Koh.,
Now. but the later authorities mostly incline to emend it. The readings
;

suggested, San, We., and, as in Zc.

S'^, a'^-j Bu., Now., Marti, are grammatically defensible, but there is no positive evidence for either of them.
A better one was long ago suggested by Dru., viz., tjd, rain, which has
the support of ©, needs neither art. nor sf. and, moreover, suits the He-

brew way

of thinking.

mistake so natural that

— 11.

V.

Com.

it

has no

31-] <& pofifpalav;

critical significance.

21,

—

gladium; a

;>-i.i,-i

S;-i]

Of

doubtful genuineness.
Om. Kenn. 150 and a few Gr. curs. 21. V.
Com.— -\u'n] Rd., with 30 mss., (§'- ®, irx Sd. So We., Now., Marti.
So Bu., Now., Marti.— Bu. finds the
a>BD] Rd., with (S 24 §>, DH^ijD.
conclusion of this prophecy abrupt. He concludes, therefore, that it

&

—

must

originally

have been supplemented by another exhortation

build the temple and, in addition, a
corresponding promise.
ter he thinks v. "t a fragment.

b.

The

THE RESPONSE OF THE PEOPLE

leaders,

Zerubbabel and Joshua, and

all

Of

to re-

the lat-

(l*^^^*).

the people, being

impressed by Haggai's message and especially assured of Yahweh's
assistance in any eflFort they may make, are
encouraged to begin
work which they do within a few days of the date of the prophet's
;

first

recorded appearance.
4
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12. Then hearkened, listened with attention, interest and suband Joshua. There has been no further
mission, Zenibhahel
.

.

reference to

.

since they were introduced in v.

them

^,

the prophet's

whole discourse having been directed over their heads to the people.
Perhaps these leaders had already been won for the project of
Inrebuilding the temple before Haggai appealed to the people.
the
that
is
not
it
deed,
prophet acting
they originated it,
impossible

and mouthpiece in securing for it popular approval and
However that may be, all the rest of the people
now recognised the voice cf Yahweh their God in the words of HagKosters, seeing in tlie rest the remnant of the population left
gai.
as their ally

necessary assistance.

in the land

men," uses

by Nebuchadrezzar "to be vinedressers and husbandthis passage to prove that no great number had at the

time returned from captivity. It is more natural, however, to
suppose that the writer here and in 2^ has in mind the people as
If he thinks of
distinguished from the leaders just mentioned.
them as a remnant, it is because they, the actual inhabitants of

the country, without reference to the question whether they have
ever been in Baljylonia or not, are few in number compared with the
earlier population.

in v.

" are

called

In either case the same persons are meant

tlie

people,

and

voice here takes the place of the

in 2* the people of the land.

more common word

of

who
The

Yahweh.

Both are distinguished from the words of the prophets, who, although they claimed to be moved by the divine Spirit, are careful
not to
Cf. Je.

make Yahweh
i^

^.*

responsible for the details of their messages.
In this case the people Hstened a.nd feared before

Yahweh, took a

new

reverential attitude toward him, the

—13.

first

step in

a

Haggai's vivid review of the situation in
his
insistence that it was the fault of the people themJudah, and
selves that they were not more prosperous, naturally disposed them
to

experience.

do something; but there were obstacles, of which, as one may
from 2"^ ^-j the most serious was their poverty. This being the

infer

one would expect that the next thing would be a note of encouragement. It is forthcoming, but whether this verse belongs

case,

to the original book, or

was supplied by a reader who felt that someis disputed.
There is room for two opiu-

thing had been omitted,
In Am. 8" the

pi.

words

is

a mistake for the

sg.

Cj. v.

'^

and

Vrss.

In the first place, Haggai is here called, not "the prophet,"
ions.
as in every previous case in which his name has been mentioned
(w. ^^^'), hut the messenger (angel) of Yahweh. This is not a rare
In fact, it is quite common, especially in the earlier portitle.

Old Testament.

tions of the

ever, like the rarer

learned from
of the Deity.

Cf.

"messenger

Is. 63®,

Gn.
of

Regularly, howdenotes, as may be

i6^, ei pas.

God,"

it

the manifestation of the personal presence
but a paraphrase of one of the

It is therefore often

The same

divine names.*

interpretation

must be given

to

"my

messenger" and "his messenger," except in one instance (Is. 42"),
where "my messenger" evidently means Israel as a prophetic peo-

This exception

ple.

the Exile,

is

not before

if

interesting as indicating that as early as
it,

the

title

"messenger of Yahweh" had

acquired a human, as well as a divine, connotation, while Mai. 2^
furnishes a concrete example of this broader usage, for there the
priest is expressly called

"the messenger of Yahweh of Hosts."

must therefore be admitted that the compiler of the prophecies of Haggai might, without exciting comment, have called the
prophet the messenger 0/ Yahweh. Still, it is not probable that,
having adopted the title heretofore used, he would, without apIt

It
parent reason, have employed another so strikingly different.
seems safe, therefore, to conclude that the whole verse is an inter-

—

polation.! ^14. The special message brought by the prophet had
the desired effect. Yahweh thereby aroused the word is the same
that

is

—

Cyrus and others (Is. 42^ Je. 50^ Ezr. i'^),
represented as having chosen to execute his pur-

used in the cases of

whom Yahweh

—the

is

here again called governor to
the
the
to
emphasise
importance
Jews of having the enthusiastic
of
the
civil
of
head
the
support
community in their enterprise.

poses

spirit of ZerubbabelfVfho is

For the same reason Joshua
this connection.

The

is

given his

people also

were

title,

the high priest, in

stirred, all

of them, so

and did work, gave effect to their
house of Yahweh. % The idiom here em-

that they came with their leaders
zeal in service, on the
*

a.

t

Jer. notes the fact that

Zc. 12*

angel, but

;

Davidson, Theol., 296

Piepenbring, TheoL, 144 fj.
this passage as teaching that Haggai was an
given to him as a synonym for "prophet."

ff.

;

some had interpreted

he himself interprets the

title

X Calvin finds in this passage support for his doctrine of the will.

merely confirm a free

volition,

God, he

says, did

but produced the "willing mind" among the people.

not
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ployed does not imply that the temple was already partly built, or
even that the foundations had been laid. The preposition ren-

dered on

is

the

same
This

that

is

found in Zc.

6^^,

where the English

the literal meaning, but the particle is
frequently used in constructions in which but a part of the object
is affected,* and both of these are constructions of this sort.
version has in.

is

Hence the passage in Zechariah may be rendered, "they shall build
or, more freely, "they shall take part in the

on the temple,"

building of the temple"; while this one may be translated as above
or paraphrased so that it will more clearly include such operations
as the removal of debris from the site or the accumulation of the

Indeed, in view of the fact that a date im-

required materials.f

would seem allowable to suppose that the
say that they began work on the house on the
it

mediately follows,
writer intended to

day

specified.

—15.

The

date given

is

the twenty-fourth

day of the

was therefore only twenty-three days after Haggai's
exhortation when the people responded to his summons; which
was perhaps as early as they could have been expected to commence
For a fuller discussion of the date, see the textual
operations.
month.

It

notes.

12. Baer

makes no break, but

there is ms. authority for beginning here
Cf. Gins., Int., 17.
>""U'm] Kijh. prefers nr^ii'M, but it
On the construction with a, cf. Ges. ^"' <'' <2'.
anticipate v. '^.

—

a new section.

would

—

—

Here and in v. '* 2^ some mss. have the full form. Add, with
mini rno, as elsewhere, except in 2", where it would not
be in place. Cf. vv. '• " 2'- ". S;"!] § iH have V, (5 U the same construction as for 3.
The original must have been SwSi, for which S"i is a
frequent mistake of copyists in the later books, and one easily made after
writing it eight times in v. ". Cf. 2 K. 18" Is. 36'=.— nu'sr] So (6 ffiBS,
while § omits the prep.
So also 10 Heb. mss. Cf. 2 K. 19^. This passage is noted in the Mas. as one of twelve in which nu'xD = irx; which
means that it is a rare and perhaps a corrupt reading. arr'n'^x^] Hi.,
'^x\-iS'i:']

(& 31, the tide

—

—

We., Marti

rd. bhi'^n;

repetition of cn>n^N.

Yahweh seems to require the
therefore, as Now. claims, oh^Sn is

but the recurrence of
Cf.

Ne.

9'.

If,

even more essential, it follows that the original must have been an^nSs
a.T>'?N, which is actually found in 5 mss. and reproduced in the Vrss.
Cf.
Je. 43'.

—13.

The

This

* BDB.,

omission of on^Ss

verse,

is

easily explained as a case of haplog.

whose genuineness seems

art. 2, I, 2,

\>.

to

have been seriously ques-

f So Ki., Dru., Grotius, Koh.,

We.

tit/oed fust

by Boh. (ZAW., 1887, 215/.),

13

now

generally treated as

an

Ko. {EitiL, 363), however, defends it, and Bu. {ZAW.,
interpolation.
1906, 13), as already noted, recognises in v.*" a fragment of the lost (?)
The reasons for the prevailing
conclusion of w. ".
Cf. note on v. ".
(2) It is
opinion are: (i) It disturbs, without reinforcing, the narrative.
not in the manner of the compiler of the book. See nini inSc for
N'2:n ii- 12 2>- I'- " ((6) and ayS for nyn Sx ji 2 2, etc.
(3) The words

attributed to

—

Yahweh seem

inconsistent with the situation.

Cf.

Com.

by the same hand as the
Houb.
rest of the verse, it only adds to the evidence of ungenuineness.
reads n^oN'^ra or r^a ros'^cj. i-tn^ Om. ^.
nin^^] ^ adds nxai-.
14. nn-rNi=] Some edd. accent with sag. gatf.;
^^2\ Cf. note on i'.
n-,.T'

Om.

nijN'^c^]

&".

(6-\^J™k-

which, however, seems as

verse

is

the

first

of ch. 2 in

is

—

HP A., 83.—oyn nnsr S3] (&

but see Baer, Notes, 80; Wickes,
KaraXoliruv iravrbs rod XaoO = c;"n
iravrbs;

it

—

—

—

If

'?d

tCiv

(ICl!!)

nnxu'; but (S^'^Comp., Aid. om.

much

in place as in v.

'-'^.

—15.

This

^ IJ 13 ^, also in the ^ of the Comp., Ant., Par.

and Lond. polyglots, and some separate edd. This arrangement follows
the more ancient division of the text into sections, which, however, since
it brings together two dates that conflict with each other at the beginning
Nor is
of the same paragraph, cannot represent the mind of the author.
the arrangement approved by the great exegetes Jewish and Christian,
which

is

follows

found
^Z'Z-z

is

in iH,

more

satisfactory'; for, as

a useless appendage."

ISIarti

Bu. remarks, "all that
pronounces the whole

verse an accretion, the attempt of Klo., et al., to account for it as the date
hint of the solution of
of a lost or misplaced prophecy being a failure.

A

the question might have been found in RoshHasshanah (Rodkinson, BT.,
2, pp. 4/., where, however, for ii, 10 one should read i, 15), where
the latter half of the verse is cited as belonging to both chapters, and a

IV, Part
still

clearer indication in "rra, a solecism that can only be explained as
If, however, this word be dropped, the preceding clause

an interpolation.

naturally attaches itself to v. ", while the one following as naturally introduces the next chapter. This is the arrangement adopted in Kittel's
text,

and without doubt the correct one.

the note on

•'U'uo,

It

seems only

with the exception of the

fair to state that

last sentence,

was written

—

tefore the second volume of Kittel's Biblia Hehraica appeared. av3]
Kit. and Now., without ms. or other cited authority, rd. Dvc; but,
although the construction with D after N3 in the sense of Snn is unthat with 3 is equally good Hebrew.
doubtedly allowable (Ezr. 3
Ezr. 38 2 Ch. 32.
^t-z-i\ (& iC have the equivalent of 'ux'n, but U
support M, and there is no ms. authority for any other reading.

—

•>)

,

Cf.

& (3
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§ 2.

THE RESOURCES OF THE BUILDERS

(i''^-2').

This prophecy was designed to meet an emergency arising from
the despondency that overtook the builders as soon as they
realised the magnitude of their task and the slenderness of their

The prophet admits that they cannot hope to produce anything like the splendid temple some of them can remember, but he bids them one and all take courage, since Yahweh,
whose are all the treasures of the earth, is with them and has
resources.

decreed the

new sanctuary

a glorious future.

would have been sufficient, in dating this second prophof the month, but the writer
ecy, to give the month and the day
A scribe, mistaking
as
in v. ^
here
same
formula
the
chose to use
his intent, connected the first item. In the second year of Darius the
1^^^. It

king, with the preceding date of the

commencement of work on

the

It is only
error has only recently been discovered.
such
was the
with
2*
to
see
that
to
the
words
read
quoted
necessary
seventh
was
connection.
It
in
the
2^.
month, Tishri, on
original

temple, and the

—

the twenty-first of the month, that

is,

early in October, less than a

work on the new temple was begun, that Haggai received another message from Yahweh. The date was well chosen,

month

after

being the seventh day of the Feast of Tabernacles, when the people
were released from labour and assembled at Jerusalem. Cf. Ez.
45^^.

—2.

He

is

and Joshua, the

again directed to address himself to Zerubbabel
civil

and

ecclesiastical

.

.

.

heads of the community,

but this time he
people.

—3.

It

is expressly instructed to include all the rest of tJie
doubtless cost a deal of labour, even if the ancient

had been sufficiently cleared to permit the reconstruction of
and the resumption of sacrifice, to remove the remaining
While they were
ruins of Solomon's temple and its dependencies.
thus occupied the Jews must more than once have admired the
stones that they were handling, and their admiration must have
site

the altar

when the plan of the original complex in its generous
dimensions was revealed. This feeling, however, was succeeded
by an almost overwhelming discouragement, when they began to

increased

plan the

new

structure

and

realised

how unworthy

it

would be

to

ii5b_2

9
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take the place of the one that preceded it. The disparity was most
been only sixtykeenly felt by a few who were old enough it had
seven years since it was destroyed to have seen the house of Yah-

—

—

weh
are

in

its

left,

former wealth*

It is

these aged

men and women who

having survived the lamentable catastrophe in which the

David was destroyed, whom the prophet now adThe wealth to which he refers is not the original glory
dresses.
of the national sanctuary, for it had been plundered more than
once before any one then living was born.

kingdom

of

1. Those who identify the Darius in whose reign Haggai prophesied with
Darius Nothus are obliged to interpret the first question as implying that there
was no one present who had seen Solomon's temple; which makes the second

question meaningless.
2.

When

Shishak came up "against Jerusalem" in the reign of Rehoboam,
"
treasures of the house of Yahweh" as well as of the king's
K. 142s '•). A century later, when Hazael threatened the capital,

"he took away the

house" (i
"
and Jehoram, and
Jehoash took all the hallowed things that Jehoshaphat,
Ahaziah, his fathers, kings of Judah, had dedicated, and his own hallowed
in the treasures of the house of Yahthings, and all the gold that was found
wehand the king's house, and sent it to Hazael king of Syria." C/. 2 K. 12I' ••
'

Ahaz, having become a vassal of Tiglath-pileser III, sacrificed the
oxen that supported the great sea in the court of the priests and other brazen
2 K. 16" '•. Finally Hezekiah,
objects "because of the king of Assyria." Cf.
to appease Sennacherib, "gave him all the silver that was found in the house
Still later,

Yahweh." Moreover, "at that time Hezekiah stripped the doors of the
temple of Yahweh, and the pillars that Hezekiah, king of Judah, had overCf. 2 K. iS's f-.
laid, and gave (the gold) to the king of Assyria."
of

'

The

reference

chadrezzar took

is
it

rather to that which

the

first

it

retained before

time and doubtless emptied

Nebu-

its coffers,

although he spared some, at least, of the sacred utensils. Cf. Je.
The statement of 2 K. 24^^ to the effect that the temple
27^*^-.
was then completely stripped, is contradicted, not only by this passage from Jeremiah, but by

2

K. 25"

^•.

It

was

then, however, in

an impression
enough
on these old people which made the structure now begun seem but
the last stage of its history, still rich

to leave

a sorry imitation. Haggai, therefore, is only voicing their disappointment when he says, And how do ye see it now? what think ye
of its successor? Is
*

The

it

Chronicler (Ezr. 3'"

this passage.

not as naught in your eyes?

^) has an

—

4.

The prophet

affecting description of their disappointment based

on
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did not by these questions intend to increase the prevailing discouragement. They are simply a rhetorical device by which, as

he sought to bring himself into sympathy with his people,
It is
that he might comfort them in their unhappy condition.

in

i^,

not strange, therefore, to find that he has no sooner put the questions than, with the words But now, he completely changes his
tone and proceeds to bid them be strong, take courage, in spite of
the gloominess of the present prospect, and work, carry the work
Cf. i Ch. 28'** Ezr. 10^.
they have undertaken to completion.

He

adds

to the impressiveness of his exhortation

by mentioning
and Joshua, by name, and supplements it
with the assurance, / am with you, saith Yahweli. For the peoa phrase which
ple of v.^ the prophet here uses people of the land,
the leaders, Zerubbabel

were no returned cap-

implies, not, as Kosters claims, that there
tives

among them (WI.,

—

17), but that as yet these persons were not
^^
is immediately followed by
5. In (g v.

recognised as a party.
The parallelism
the words, and my spirit abideth in your midst.
between the two is complete, abundantly warranting the conclusion that this

was the original

which now intervenes

is

relation,

and

that therefore the clause

an interpolation.

This opinion is conitself, which thing I

firmed by the prosaic character of the clause

promised you when ye came forth from Egypt. The glossator, as
he read v. ^^, was evidently reminded by the words of Haggai of

something similar in the history of the Exodus, and made

this comwas afterward, by a copy'' ""
f'"\ etc. There
ist, incorporated into the text.
Cf Is. 6' 7'are several passages any one of which he may have had in mind,
but, as there is none that corresponds closely in its phraseology
to the prophet's statement, and the Jews have always allowed

ment on the edge

of his roll;

whence

it

themselves great liberty in the matter of references to their Scriptures, it is hardly possible to identify the particular passage or
passages here meant. The one that most naturally suggests it-

Ex. 33", but the covenant between Yahweh and his people
more prominent in Ex. i(f' and elsewhere. V. Ex. 29'*'' ',

self is
is

where Yahweh promises to dwell in the sanctuary concerning
which and its worship he has just given directions. This would
strike a Jewish reader as a particularly appropriate citation under

The

the circumstances.

idea of the prophet, of course, was that

Yahweh would be

present, not to glorify the temple, when
completed, but to assist the people in rebuilding it, an idea

simply repeated in the second

is

therefore, the Spirit of

Yahweh

Old Testament (Gn.

the

Is. 11^),

was

which

member

is

of the distich.
Here,
not an emanation, as often in

41-^ Ex. 31' Ju. 13-^

but, like "the angel of

it

16"

S.

i

i

K.

Yahweh," a manifestation

10'"

of his

personal presence.*
6. Thus far the prophet has been speaking of internal conditions and the means by which they may be improved. The people
are sufifering from repeated failures of their crops.
The prophet
explains the situation as a penalty for neglecting to rebuild the
ruined temple. He therefore urges them to restore the sanctuary,
,

promising them the assistance of Yahweh in the undertaking.
this point his vision is so extended that he is able to see the
structure, not only completed, but enriched

dreams
a

of his generation.

Yahweh has

At

new

beyond the fondest
it, and he will in

decreed

while begin to put his benign purpose into execution.
idea
seems to be that there will be a startling display of
Haggai's
the divine omnipotence in the realm of nature. / will shake heaven
yet

little

The prophets all
earth, he represents Yahweh as saying.
believed in the power of God over the physical world.
They saw
a special manifestation of that power in any unusual phenomenon,
and

and,

when

it

was

destructive, interpreted

it

as a sign of

Yahweh 's

The imagery

here used was evidently suggested by
displeasure.
It is found in
the storms that sometimes sweep over Palestine.
the very earliest

prophets adopted

The

later

Hebrew
it.

For

literature.
fine

prophets employed

it

Cf. Ju.

5"*

^•.

13'^

earlier

^•
Cf. Ez. 33^^

pictures of the inauguration of the Messianic era.
Is.

The

examples, see Is. 2^"^- Na. i^^-.
with other similar material in their

24*^^- Jo. 4/3'^^-, etc.

The

extravagance of some of

these representations makes it probable that they finally became
merely a literary form for the assertion of the divine omnipotence.

See the "visions" of these same prophets. The phrase, and the sea
the dry land, must be treated as a gloss by a prosaic copyist.

and

* C/. Ps. isp'/', but especially

156/.

Is. 63'-'''

;

also Davidson, TheoL, 125

/.

;

Piepenbring, TheoL,
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This

an improvement in more ways than one.

is

In the

first

"^

place,
permits the transfer of the first clause of v. to this one,
to form a distich both members of which receive additional sigit

The first has alnificance through their union with each other.
The
I
will
shake
all nations,
been
discussed.
second,
yea,
ready
introduces
to

the ultimate purpose of the convulsion predicted,
humble the nations. These words were uttered in

namely,
October 520

B.C.

cannot, therefore, be taken as a predic-

They

tion of the uprising in the East against Darius;

the preceding year; —but

—

it

had begun

in

they must be interpreted as indicating
the expectation of the prophet with reference to the war then in
He had probably not yet heard of the capture of Babyprogress.

and the energy that Darius was displaying in a second campaign in Media. He therefore, apparently, hoped and believed
that the conflict would result in the disintegration of the Persian
lon

empire and the complete liberation of the Jews as well as the other
For a more detailed description of the catastrosubject peoples.

—

A

second advantage from the removal of the
7.
phe, see V. ^^
^
first clause of this verse to end of v.
is that it loosens the connection between the clause in question and the following context.
It surely cannot have been the idea of the prophet that the treasures

Yet

this is the

from them

from a

tree.

impression that one gets from the text as

now

of all the nations were to be shaken

like fruit

Make

Nowack.

the change proposed,
arranged.
Cf.
oreak between the verses will prevent such an inference

and the
and per-

mit the reader to supply an important omission in this brief outfine of

Yahweh's purpose.

The

prophet, of course, must have ex-

pected that, after the present convulsion, the nations liberated

by
would be so impressed by the power of Yahweh that they would
He knew that this was
recognise him as the Ruler of the world.

it

the oft-avowed object of Yahweh in his government.
Cf. Is.
^^- ^^
etc.
He
as
therefore
the
^•,
45^represents
Deity
saying that
the things in which the nations defight shall come,
tary offerings, to the temple

by

this

means he

will

fill

this

now

i.

e.,

in process of erection

house with wealth.

The

as volun-

and that
com-

older

mentators, following the Vulgate {venial desideratus cunctis gentibus), interpreted this verse as referring to the Messiah, citing the

incidents recorded in Lk.

2"-

^^

as the fulfilment of Haggai's

prophecy;* but this interpretation
it is

clear

from

the last clause

v.

is

^

is

now

that the wealth, or, as

that of silver

and

gold,

generally abandoned, for
EV. has it, the glory, of

and

that therefore, as above

not a delightful person, but precious things, that
explained,
are destined to come to the new sanctuary.
8.
CJ. Is. 6o®- ".
it is

—

There can be no doubt of Yahweh's ability to fulfil
Mine, he says, is the silver, and, mine is the gold, i.
store of these metals,

whether current among

in the bowels of the earth.

many and valuable that
the Vulgate has

The

e.,

or

the whole

still

offerings brought

—

expression this house here, as in

hidden

will

the future wealth of this house

it,f the wealth of this latter house

The

than the past.

—9.

men

this promise.

be so

—not,

as

will

be greater

v.

means the

^,

temple regarded as having a continuous existence (Pres.), in spite
of its ruined or unfinished condition.
By its past [former) wealth,

meant the wealth it possessed before it was burned.
promises, not only to enrich this his abode, but to bless
Jerusalem. In this place, he says, I will grant prosperity. The

therefore, is

Yahweh

word rendered

prosperity % is used in the Old Testament in the
sense of quiet, especially as opposed to the unrest of war. Thus,
by the Prince of Peace (Is. 9^'^), as appears from Is. 11^ ^-j the

prophet doubtless meant a ruler who would introduce tranquillity.
It more frequently, however, signifies
Cf. Ez. 34^^ Is. 32" ^•.

This is the sense of it in
Cf. Ps. 122^^-.
the familiar salutation, lit., 7^ there prosperity? which is translated,
7^ it well? Gn. 29^, et pas., and probably in the corresponding

welfare, prosperity.

benediction.
tion is

Cf.

i

used antithetically.

miah

S. 25®,

but especially Nu.

6'®.

This

significa-

most noticeable in passages in which the Hebrew word

in 29",

Cf.

i

S. 20^-

^^

Is. 45'' Je.

where he foretold the return from

in this latter sense, assuring his people that

23".

exile,

Now,

is

Jere-

used the word

Yahweh was

cherish-

* For an elaborate defence of this
view, see Pusey, whose quotation from Cicero's letters

is

entirely unwarranted.

t So, also, Luther, AV., Marck, Cal., Dm., Grotius, Hd., Reuss, And., van H., et al. This
would require that ]nnxn come bejore, and not, as in the text, ajter nrn. Cj. Ex. 3^, etc.,
Ges. k '^- '. In 2 Ch. i'", where the two attributives appear in the reverse order, the text, as
one may learn from (S, should be emended to make it conform to the rule.
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of welfare, and not of evil" in a hopeful
view of the preceding references to wealth, is
probably the thought that Haggai here wishes to convey.*

ing toward
future;

them "thoughts

and

this, in

lo] This form of expression

1.

is

not in

harmony with i^n

must be

of v.

-.

If,

account for the \^yuv
eiTrbvoi i' in (^, the former, in spite of the adverse testimony of themss.
and Vrss., must be changed to '^n. Cf. the notes on i'; also Bu., ZAW.,
2. -\tN] Notan Aram. impv. (And.), but the regular Heb. form
1906, 9.
therefore, the latter

retained, as

is

it

to

—

as usual before an

appended no. Cf. Ju. 12^ Je. 18", etc.
So lU H; but, since there is no reason
why the same formula should not be used as in i'^- '«, and ^ iC §> actually
have it, it seems safe to conclude that the original reading here also was
nnNC* S^. So Now., Marti, Kit.; contra, And. 3. isrjn] Om. 05 5J.
shortened

— rnc]

(o),

Cf. note

on

— rnwsr]

i'.

—

H

genuineness is not unr__
On the art. cf. Zc. 7«; Ges. 55 "s- ^ (o r. 1; 126. 2
questionable.
On riD in the sense of how, cf. Gn. 441^ i S. 10", etc. 4. The omission
of Sn-tiSnu' p is as noticeable as the occurrence of Snjn jnjn in direct
address; yet there is no evidence to warrant the insertion of the former

Hence, although

it

has the support of

S»

51, its

o

—

or the omission of the

latter.

Cf. v.

^^^

Zc. 3*.

We.

in his translation

but the two names; inconsistently, since in v. " he retains p
To nw' (&^ adds n-avTWKpdTwp=
Sn^hSnu', and in Zc. 3* Snjn \7\-2T\.
On the other hand, (S^'<^-'' aq
PMiDTS, and 21 11 do the same for nin>2.
^^ omit the mN3S that follows
mrr'S; but since the prophet seems to
have followed no rule in the use of the divine names, and the verses con-

omits

tain

all

many

—

evident errors

made

in translating or

copying them,

seem

The

it

does not

—

5.
safe in either case to reject the Massoretic reading.
Cf. v. ".
first half of this verse is certainly a gloss,
(i) As already explained

in the

comments, it breaks the connection between two clauses which were

evidently meant for a parallelism. (2) No attempt to construe it with the
context has proven satisfactory. It will not do to make i3i pn the obj.
of it7, expressed,l!I,or understood, Rosenm.; for this vb. does not need an

and; if it took one, the thing commanded would
Yahweh's promises, but work on the temple. It
is equally objectionable to couple "i2T rx with either dopn, Marck, or tii,
Hi., Hd., Koh., since in either case the balance between the parallel
clauses is destroyed and ">3-i invested with an unnatural meaning.
(3)
The whole clause is wanting in (B (exc. a few curss.) H &". These reasons seem convincing. When, however, the relation of the clause to the
context has been determined, there remains room for difference of opinion about the construction of 13t pn. Some would supply a vb. like -i3t,
obj. (Ezr. 10'

I

Ch.

3'"),

be, not the fulfilment of

* If this interpretation is correct,
at length in the textual notes.

it

has a bearing on a question that

will

be found discussed

Ew., others treat the noun as an adverbial ace, EV.; but, as there are
serious objections to both of these methods of disposing of it, the better

way

it as an appositive of the preceding prom"'• '•
the case of the following rel.
Cf. Ez. 14"; Ges. 5
6.
also the precisely similar construction in the Greek of Ac. 10^^.

with de Dieu, to regard

is,

ise attracted into

•

';

N\T D>'D rnvX

ii;-]

—

The

text

of the present reading.

is

We.,

is

The best explanation
evidently corrupt.
that it is the result of the confusion of two

^

51 &.
Cf. Heb.
"phe emendation proposed by We., following Sm., however, is
not completely satisfactory. The original, as he suggests, doubtless had

idioms, one of which
1225

is

represented by the Yet once of

f._

the idiom with ->s.

In that case, however,

it is

not enough to omit rns.

pron. N^n, which refers to it, and in fact has no other function, must
The original, then, must have been i2>D ii;', which
also be eliminated.

The
is

regularly followed

by

CJ. Ex.

1.

plained by supposing that

Greek

L:>'a

ly'',

etc.

was mistaken

That

may be

of HJ

for E"d (Ne. 18-")

and that rnx with N^in arose from an attempt to corby the use of the idiom of Ex. 30'°, etc. 0''n tni
Evidently a gloss, for (i) it not only unduly lengthens one of

translators,

rect iH

ex-

by the

from

—

(S

n^-inn nsi]
the members of a parallelism, but (2) introduces details inconsistent with
the context ^\hich belong to the field of the later apocalypses.
CJ. Jo.
34f./23of.
(&

m

Is.

have ihe

24'ff-, etc.
pi.,

—

which

must have been mrn.

7.

Cf.

On

v.^ v.

Com.

also required

is

Gn.

2715.

by

—

ni:;r,]

So

T3 g*

Hence

in3.

®; but

the original

So Houb., Seek., New., We., Now.,

—

Marti, Kit.; but Che., CB., suggests nnjs. riNOX mn'' -i::n] The rarity
of this form of expression in Hg. and Zc, as already noted (i *), excites suspicion.

Here and

in v.

^

the fact that

it

disturbs the

—

rhythm

is

an addi-

pronouncing it an accretion. 8. cnj]. Three mss.,
Kenn., have nrsN, but in this case it is an error for 2nj. 9. r-'Z^y nr:
msax mn< -\r.i-]
F. Com.
pinN.-i n:.-i] "S, gloria domus isiius nmnssimcs.
tional reason for

Cf. v.

'.

—

—

(S

adds at the end,

—

elprjvt)v \j/vxv^ els irepnrolijaiv Travrl ry
tovtov= even peace of soul unto preserva-

/cat

ktI^ovti, tov dvacrrijaai. rhv vdov

=

n>n::'? t'sj mS::'i
tion toevery one that layzth foundations to erect this temple
n?n hD^'nn ns DnpS noi h^^.
These words, however, cannot be a part

of the original prophecy. Jer. gives the reasons for rejecting them when
he characterises the passage as "superfluous and hardly consistent,"

and notes that they were not regarded
or by any exegete."

as genuine

"among

the

Hebrews

The

inconsistency consists in this, that, while the
thing predicted by Hg., as has been shown, is prosperity, that here
promised is inward and spiritual tranquillity. It is not probable that
the prophet went from the one to the other of these conceptions without
warning and within the brief limits of a single sentence.
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§ 3.

A

THE NEW ERA OF THE RESTORED
TEMPLE (2*"-^').

few weeks after Haggai's second discourse there was occasion
The people were disappointed that Yahweh did not

for a third.
at

testify his appreciation of their zeal in the restoration of

once

The

prophet, after an illustration calculated to
of the complaint, promises that
henceforth they shall see a difference.
10. It was the twenty-fourth of the ninth month, that is, in Dehis sanctuary.

show them the unreasonableness

little more than two months from the preceding date,
when Haggai was again moved to address his people. The date is
not that of any of the regular festivals. Nor is there ground for

cember, a

supposing, with Andre, that it was an occasion for special offerings;
certainly not in v. ^^, for the sacrifices there mentioned belong, not

—

but to a preceding period. 11. This
time also he begins abruptly, as if interrupting an opponent,
leaving the reader to imagine what had given rise to the discussion,
to the date of the prophecy,

and what had previously been

said by each of the disputants.
The people, if
general situation can readily be conceived.
they had been stimulated to renewed activity in their work on the
temple by the inspiring picture of its future glory which the

The

prophet had presented to them, were again beginning to lose inFrom the first utterance of Zechariah

terest in the enterprise.
(i^ ^•),

who had meanwhile begun his career, it appears that some,
among them were not in a condition to appreciate the reThe excuse that all
significance of the new sanctuary.

at least,
ligious

gave for their indifference or discouragement seems to have been
that, although it had now been three months since they began operations,

Yahweh had

This seemed

to

as yet given

them

them no token

of his approval.

unjust, but Yahweh, speaking through the

prophet, defends himself, using an illustration that his hearers

would readily understand. He takes it from the sphere of ceremonial, concerning which one would naturally ask the priests for
instruction.

referred to

Cf. Zc.

f

^-

Lv. 10^"

^•.

The

fact that the matter is

them shows, as Wellhausen observes,

that the fountain

2'"-'"
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from which flowed much of the Pentateuch was in Haggai's time
12. The case is a hypothetical one: If a man, not necstill open.
has been offered to
essarily a priest, carry holy flesh, flesh that

—

which, if not already
touch with his skirt,
and
rendered
holy (Lv. 6"'^'^),
holy, is thereby
The question
offered.
not
in
flesh
with
the
not
it, bread, etc.,
yet
In
is whether in such a case the food so touched will become holy.

Yahweh

(Je. ii^^),* in the skirt of his robe,

is the hoHness imparted by a sacred object to another
transmitted by this second object to a third, when the last two are
to
brought into contact? Thus far the command of Yahweh

other words,

be followed
Haggai. Cf. v. ^^. For completeness' sake it should
thus
that
the
statement
a
instructed,
put the preprophet,
by
to the priests; for it was the prophet, and not
scribed
cjuestion

Yahweh,

to

whom

the priests answered

and

said,

No.

There was

a reason, and a good one, for this decision, but, since the prophet
omits it, and it has no importance in the present connection, it
does not deserve special attention. 13. The lesson Haggai wished
His first question was meant to throw
to teach has two sides to it.

—

He proceeds to illustrate the posiside.
a
Ifo?ie unclean from contact with,
corresponding
question:
by
or proximity to, a dead person, lit., a sonl,\ touch any of these, will
light

upon the negative

tive

it,

To

the bread or other food, become unclean ?

reply,

//

will

become unclean.

Cf.

Nu.

19-I

this the priests

In other words,

uncleanness imparted to a given person or object communicates
a third person or object by contact. 14. A glance at this
verse is enough to convince one that the application of the prophet's

—

itself to

parable was meant to convey disapproval.
people and this nation give it a sinister tone.
ever,
is

one looks a

Httle further,

to encourage his people.

one

This

The
Cf.

expressions this
i^.

When, how-

realises that his ultimate object
conflict of ideas

must

in

some

way be adjusted. It cannot be done by rendering the verse as a
description of the actual condition of the Jews when the prophet
was addressing them,
* In later times

it

was

for in that

way the contradiction is made even

largely reserved for the priests (Lv. 6^^ 7«), but the worshipper always

Cj. Lv. 7'^ *.
t The earliest reference to the uncleanness of the dead is found in Ho. o^ Cj. also Dt. 26'^
For the later laws see Nu. 19" ff-, and for a fuller discussion of the subject, DB., art. Unclean-

had a share

in the peace-offerings.

ness; Benzinger, Arch.,

480

/.
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more apparent. The only other alternative is to make it refer to
the past and explain the previous experience of the people. Translate, therefore, So hath it been with this people, and so with this
It is clear that the prophet here
nation before me, saith Yahweh.
confines
himself to a direct applicahis
and
first
neglects
question,
If so, what he means is that the Jews in some
tion of the second.
way, he does not here say how, brought themselves into a condition similar to that of one who has become unclean from contact

had

said that uncleanness

It is natural, therefore, to

expect that the prophet
and the next

with a dead. body.

was contagious.
will here

make an

Now,

application of this important fact,

work of their hands, seems to meet this
meant by the work or for this is a
works of their hands? This expression in

clause, yea, so with all

tJie

But what

expectation.

—
rendering

possible

the priests

—

is

earlier prophetical books would be understood as a reference to the conduct or practices of those who were addressed.

one of the

Cf.

Am.

8^ Je. 25".

in this connection.

Such, however, can hardly be the thought
In the first place, since Haggai nowhere else

alludes to the sins for which his predecessors arraigned their conit is not probable that he does so in this connection.
such an interpretation in harmony with the evident purpose of the prophet, which is to apply the law of the transmission
of uncleanness.
There is another and better. The phrase "work

temporaries,

Nor

is

of the

hands" occurs several times

in

Deuteronomy

in the sense of

human

Cf.
undertakings, and especially agricultural operations.
The transition from the operation to the product
24^® 28'^ 30^.
"
natural

is

of your

and

easy.

It is actually

made

in v.

^^,

hands" can mean nothing but the crops.

where

the

works

Cf. also i".

It

therefore probable that in this passage the prophet intends to
say that the people have in some way defiled themselves and com-

is

municated

their uncleanness to the products of their labor, the

grain they have sowed and reaped and the cattle they have raised.
Thus it came to pass that what they from time to time offered on
the altar already erected was unclean.
Haggai does not say how
the people defiled themselves, but it is easy enough to learn what
he thought on the subject. Their great fault in his eyes was that
they had neglected to rebuild the temple and thus prevented the

2^"-*"

return of

Yahweh and

charged them with

69

the introduction of the Messianic era.

He

and he alludes to it again in
had defiled them and rendered

at the start (i^),

it

was that
Yahweh. Haggai does not return to
If he had, and had undertaken to complete
his first question.
the twofold thought vdth which he began, he would doubtless have
said in effect that the meagre worship his people paid to Yahweh
had been more than neutralised by their selfish and short-sighted
the next verse.

This

it

worship offensive to

their

indifference to the

supreme duty of restoring the national sanc-

tuary.

There have been various attempts to apply Haggai 's parable in greater deOne of the most elaborate is that of Andre, the result of which is as follows: The man bearing the- holy flesh =Israel. The garment in which it is
tail.

=

= Palestine.

The skirt of the garment Jerusalem. The holy flesh
bread, etc. =the products of the soil. The altar sanctified
The man defiled =Israel. The corpse =the
the land, but not its products.
ruined temple. The bread, etc. =the products of the soil. The ruined temple
borne

= the

altar.

The

defiled the sacrifices offered

And

15.

on the temporary

now, says the prophet, as

if

about to introduce a con-

He

trast to the previous state of things.

altar.

but not until he has

is,

shown the unhappy results of the failure of the people to please
Yahweh. The subject is an important one. Hence the impressive warning, take thought, as

he approaches

his people of their condition before a stone

in the temple of Yahweh, that

is,

for

it.

was

He

placed

first

reminds

upon another

an indefinite period before

—

work was begun on the new temple.* 16. During that unhappy
period, when one came to a heap of twenty measures, a pile of unthreshed or unwinnowed grain from which one would ordinarily
get this amount, the yield was so light that there were actually only
ten.

The

returns from the vineyards were

when one came

still

less satisfactory;

winevat expecting to dip off fifty measures
of must, he found that there were only twenty.
Cf. Is. 5^".
Disapfor,

to the

pointments of this kind are still so frequent in Palestine that they
have given rise to the proverb, "The reckoning of the threshingfloor does not tally with that of the field."
Cf. Wilson, PLHL.,
309.
*

The
5

phrase rendered in AV. jrom this day and upward

is

purposely ignored.
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The wine-presses in southern Palestine were excavated in the limestonf
which underlies the soil. CJ. Ju. 6" Is. 5^. They consisted of two vats on
different levels, the one larger and shallower for the grapes, the other smaller
and deeper for their juice. They were separated by a partition of native rock
pierced by a hole by which the juice flowed from the one to the other. There
was no uniformity in the size of either receptacle. Nor was the number of
vats always two. There were sometimes three, or even four.
Cf. EB., art.
Wine; PEF., QS., 1899, 41/.; ZDPV.,

x, 146.

17. There follows a careless or corrupt quotation from

The

with additions.

object of

it is

Amos

to explain the failure of the

It was due to the direct intervention of
crops as just described.
Yahweh. I smote yoii, he says, with blight and decay. These
are the precise words of Am. 4^.
Haggai, if the next clause is

genuine, adds in a more prosaic style, and with hail all the work 0}
your hands, that is, as in v. ", the crops for which they had toiled.

appropriate enough; but the remainder of the verse,
an imitation or a corruption of the famihar refrain, "yet

All this

which

is

is

ye returned not unto me, saith Yahweh," used by Amos, 4*'^", no
fewer than five times, is out of place in this connection, the object
of the prophet being to emphasise, not the stubbornness of the people,

but the unhappiness of their circumstances. It is probable,
is a late addition made by a

therefore, that this part of the verse

who thought it necessary here, as in the prophecy of Amos,
complete the thought. 18. Now, at length, comes the transi-

reader
to

—

tion indicated by the And now of v. ^^.
The prophet, therefore,
seeks to revive the impression then produced by repeating the
warning, take thought. It is the future, however, on which he now

wishes to focus attention, the period, as he describes it, from this
The exact date of this turning-point is given. It

time onward.
is

the date of the present discourse, the twenty-fourth of the ninth

month.
to

Cf. v.

whom

^*'.

So great precision was not necessary for those
was originally addressed or those for whom

the prophecy

the book of Haggai was finally compiled.
Moreover, this date
rather disturbs the balance of the verse and emphasises an avoidable difficulty.
It is, therefore, probably an interpolation.
When

removed the phrase just used is brought into close connection
with the clause which was evidently intended to define it. This

it is

clause

is

usually translated

from

the

day when the temple was

the foundation of the new
founded, which naturally means that
structure was laid on the twenty-fourth of the ninth month; as the
glossator expressly teaches.
this inference and the statement of Ezr. 38 « is evident.
method of adjusting it is to suppose that the prophet here refers,
not to a first movement to rebuild the temple, but to the renewal of one begun in the second year of the reign of Cyrus and after a litde suppressed

The conflict between

A

•

favourite

So Dru., de D., Hi., Koh., Or., et al. It is not, however, necessary to adopt
such an explanation, much less to torture familiar idioms for the sake of bringing this passage into accord with one that has been shown to be unhistorical.
On the historicity of Ezr. 38 s- v. pp. 10/.; on the idioms n'^yci and is*^, the

There is more in the objection that, according to I'S", work
the temple three months before the date of this prophecy, and
that, according to 2', at the end of about a month the builders seem to have
made progress. The usual explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that
critical notes.

was begun on

the

work begun on the twenty-fourth of the sixth month was that of clearing
and providing materials for the new building. So Dru., de D., Marck,

the site

etal.
Now. objects that it could not have taken three
the preparations named, and argues therefrom that the clause
above quoted, as well as the date, is ungenuine. The objection is a fair one
and the conclusion valid against the clause as translated, but there is room

Hi., Koh., Sta.,

months

to

We.,

make

—

for

doubt whether the rendering above given does

WTiat

is

wanted here

is

a parallel to

justice to the original.

v. ^^^.

Now,

in that clause

not a date, but a period and the condition of things during that
Moreover the condition is presented
period, which are described.

it is

as a reason or explanation for a given result.

It

was when (and

because) a stone had not been placed upon another in the temple
The construction in this
of Yahweh that the crops had failed.
case is the same and the connection perfectly analogous. The passage should therefore be rendered, from the time when the temple
hath been Jounded, that is, now that the temple has been founded.

That

this is the prophet's

meaning appears because the passage,

so rendered, (i) furnishes a perfect parallel to v.

^^^, (2)

presents

^^

and (3) harmonises
a reason for the blessing promised in v.
i'^^ and 2^.
19. There was danger that some of those whom

—

Haggai was addressing would take his words too hterally, supposing that Yahweh would at once give them a convincing token of a
change of attitude toward them. The prophet took pains to prevent them from falling into this error. The divine displeasure
had been manifested by a blight upon agriculture. The prophet
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Yahweh would manifest his favour by giving rain in
and, as a result, abundant harvests. It was now, however, too early, December, to look for tangible evidence to this
effect.
The grain, to be sure, had been sown, and the fields were
expected that

its sea.son

already green vnth it, but there would be some weeks before any
one could tell whether the crop would be great or small, and the
harvest for the vineyard and the orchard was still further in the

This

future.

in his abrupt

the thought that the prophet has in mind when,
manner, as if again answering an objection, he asks,
is

7^ Ihe seed, here, as in Lv.

27^^*

and elsewhere, the return from the

A

negative answer
grain sown, the crop, already in the granary?
is expected.
In the following clause the negative is found in the
prophet's statement, nor have the vine, and the Jig, and the pomeIn
granate, and the olive tree yet home, that is, had time to bear.
other words, there has been no harvest since

work on

the temple

This being the case, the prophet sees no ground for
discouragement. Indeed he proceeds to transform this negative
inference into positive assurance.
He believes, not only that Yah-

was begun.

weh has been

propitiated, but that he has already decreed a satisHe therefore closes the discourse by putting into

factory harvest.
his

mouth

the promise.

The

10.

From

this time will I bless.

transfer of i"*" to this chapter brought the date at the

head of

At the same time it indithe chapter into conformity with that in i'.
cated the type that the author might be expected to follow. The fact
that the date here given has a different form warrants a suspicion that

fimS

the phrase,

been adfied.

—Sn]

d^t^u

njra, which, moreover,

is

unnecessary, has

Here there has been a struggle between Vn and

t'3.

authority for both of them, but the former is the one required by
the context. Cf. Snb', v. ". It is also the reading of 80 mss., and, among
the earliest edd., Sonc. "«• '"s, Bres., Pes. '"s. isn, Ven. '^u. 1521,
pj.

There

nally

is

it

has the support of (8 iC

13 &^'.

Cf.

Baer Gins.
,

— 11

.

There

is

one

adopted, Yahweh is here made to appeal
to his own authority.
This, however, is not serious. Here, as in Zc. 8",
niN3:j nin> irx riD was used by the prophet or inserted by a copyist as

objection to Sx,

viz., that,

if it is

a mere formula, without a second thought with reference to its appropriateness in the connection. If it is an interpolation, its history is probably
involved with that of no.
this

word

Aramaism,

as

if it

were

—
— 12.

Sni:']

pi.

but, as used here,

#, which has

n^o, consistently

p] The word

is

it is

renders

usually treated as an

not properly a hypothetical particle.

2"-»
Its force

is

73

rather that of a demonstrative calling attention to an act the
is to be considered.
So Ex. 4' 8-/26 (both J) BDB. On

which

result of

30 has nj3
able,

—
;

the accentuation, v. Baer, Notes, 80; Wickes, iifP/1., 118.

So also

qjD.

C5 51 ;

and Bu. adopts

Kenn.

ifl:a]

It

this reading.

is

prob-

usually omitted, that the repetition of the full
due to dittog. Cf. Dt. 23'/225<' Ez. 16* Zc. 8^^, etc. pr]

however, since

"ij3 is

—

expression is
Rd., with 18 mss., Kenn., t::rn. Cf. anSn, etc. 13. •'jn] On the omission of NOjn, see p. 30.
nn tPiJJ, lit., the soul of one dead. Cf.
i;'dj] For

—

—

Lv. 21" Nu. 6^ and on the construction, Ges.
is

preceded by

S.

Cf Nu.

5^ 9'°.

—

^22]

On

'•>

"*

^

t"^).

Sometimes rsj

the preposition,

Ges.

cf.

"'•
^

Sd in the sense of any, Ges. 5 121. 1 co r. 1 (o.— n'^] For
(2)j
^ '^o. 3.
14. nrn Dj?n p] Boh. om. this clause
r-ip'' nS.
C/. v. "; Ges.
£is
superfluous, forgetting, apparently, that Hebrew writers often
3

on

(A)

—

resort to repetition for emphasis.

dependent

pi.,

may

itself

Cf

Is

have the force of

i*.

of the verse, eveKev tQiv \TjfxpidTuv

awb irpocwTTov

cstr. sg.,
124

5

.

2

®

Cf

Ges.

5

'"J.

1

— (^

the whole clause Kal Ss iav iyyia-ri inei ixiavd-qaeraL.-

end

A

Cf. Ges.
to account for the pi. in
21 S>
pi.

not necessar)' to rd. 'U'jrn
impf., to denote customary action.

it is

The

—nfyc]

(<^)_

(Si)

(f )_

JH.

—

with a

Hence

—nnpn]

(g

renders

adds at the

avrQv

irbvtav avrOiv, Kal ifiLceiTe iv

rCjv opdpLvuv oSwqBrfcovTai.
vvXais iXdyxofras; on account

of their early gains they shall suffertfrom their labours, and they hate in gates
one that reproveth. This gloss, the last words of which are from Am. 5'^,

seems

have been translated from the Hebrew, TWfdp^ptvtDv being eviresult of mistaking inu', bribe, for inu', dawn.
It has no fitthis connection.
15. nSyci nin nrn jc] This phrase, when ap-

to

dendy the
ness in

—

always elsewhere refers to the future. Cf. i s, 16" 30^.
the older exegetes, taking the words that follow as an explanation,

plied to time,
Still,

felt

forced to interpret

date of this prophecy.

it

as referring to the past, the period preceding the
So Jer., Ra., Dru., Marck, Hi., Ew., Koh.; also

Reuss, Sta., Per., Kau., BDB., et al. An ingenious modification of this view
"
is that of van H., who renders the whole verse,
Portez voire attention de ce
et au dela, depuis
qu' on ne plagait pas encore pierre sur pierre dans
temple de Jahve," i. e., as he explains, "depuis le premier jour de la
periode durant laquelle on differa constamment d'elever les murs sur les
fondements deja prets." In other words, he claims that the prophet would

jour-ci
le

minds of his auditors backward to the date on which operasupposed to have been begun under Cyrus were discontinued, and
thence onward over the period between that date and the one on which
he was speaking. The objections to this interpretation are: (i) that it
first

lead the

tions

takes for granted the historicity of Ezr. 3^ s-; (2) that it gives to nS>'m
a meaning for which there is no authority and (3) that it makes the whole
phrase a hinderance rather than an assistance in any attempt to under;

stand the prophet's message. These objections are avoided by giving to
nSjjDi, with Seeker, the meaning that it has elsewhere.
If, however, it
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refers to the future, how can this interpretation be harmonised with the
fact that in the latter half of the verse the prophet is evidently thinking of

Pressel meets this difficulty by putting a full stop after •"I'^yci,
the past?
So Now., Matthes, Marti, Bu.,
thus making vv. "i"'^ a parenthesis.
And. The result thus obtained k no doubt in harmony with the prophet's idea,

but there

whole phrase,

is

7\•;^::^

obvious advantages:

a simpler

nin

uvn

(i)

of reaching it, viz., by treating the
as an interpolation.
This method has
prophet is thus relieved of responsibility

way

jc,

The

an awkward and unnatural construction.
reader is called first to the past and then to the

for

(2)

The

attention of the

future, just as

it is

in i'-

'.

much more

reasonable to suppose that a careless scribe intentionally or unintentionally inserted the phrase, because it occurred in
V. •*, than that the prophet himself introduced it before he had any use
(3) It is

for

it.

— mar] The only case

by the

—16.

On

inf.

Zp.

in

which ana

Kit.— Sn]

2', cf.

is

(g, iirl;

preceded by

^

©,

'7-;;

C

p

or followed

3, supra =S-;.

anvnc] The text is clearly corrupt, but it is not so plain how it
should be emended. Matthes (ZAW., 1903, 125/.), following (S {rives

an^n
more

How

was

with you ? So Marti. Bu. prefers
Ru. 3" Am. 7'- ^. Neither of these
readings is favoured by the other Vrss., which render D"'N3 onvn:; as if it
were a^xa Donvnc; a form of expression that actually occurs in Gn. 34^5.
^re)

21, rds.

on^n

>D as

Thus

31

has

nr,

it

idiomatic.

Cf.

accaderetis,

&, ^o£w*coi

cum

t\)^ fS and

S, p.-iMmn

required by the context. The following is suggested as the original reading: 'D> rvna, while the days were,
during the time when. The changes made are all justifiable. The prep.
2 is required, because the prophet is dealing with a period, and not a
]'''^>'.

Something

point, of time.

to this effect

The

is

construction in which a

cstr., especially of

ar or ny,

followed by a descriptive clause is a familiar one. Cf. Ges. ^ 155. 2 <*> (S)
'•
In 2 Ch. 24", as in this case, the vb. has an indefinite subj. Cf.
'.
also Lv. 7^5 Dt. 32'^, etc. Finally, it should be noted that the reading sugis

gested has the support of several good authorities to the extent that these
scholars interpret the sf. D as meaning av or "rrv
So Dru., Mau., Hi.,
a^TJ7 rr.-\j ^n n3] (S, ^Ve ive^dWere els KV\pi\-r)v
Koh., Hd., et al.

—

KpiOijs etKoffi crdra,

where

KpiOrjs,

which

been suggested by the resemblance of
miB] The word has been interpreted

is

wanting

in L,

seems

to

have

ant';', twenty, to on;'!:', barley.

—

two ways: First, as a measure.
So probably®, p"'3J, and explicitly Ra. and some later commentators.
Cf. Mau., Hd., et al. If this interpretation were correct, there would still
be room for doubting the genuineness of the word, since there is no more
need of a measure here than in the first half of the verse. Cf. Ru. 3";
Ges. ^ 134. 3. r. 3, Jt is clear, however, from Is. 63^ that nni£3 is not a
measure, but practically a synonym for 2p\ The same objection holds
good against a modification of this view according to which nn''-', although

it

properly

in

means wine-press, here has

the derived seiiae of troughs

2'"-'"

ful.

Cf. Hi., Koh., Ke., And.,

required by
text,

have

van H.,

et al.
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The second

interpretation

is

that

Those who adopt it, if they retain the word in the
supply 3 (Dru.) or ic Cf. AV., Cal., Sm., We., Now.,
The latter, which is now the favourite reading, must be

Is. 63'.

to

et al.

as is alleged, this is a case of
rejected for the following reasons: (i) If,
been
have
must
the
since
miDic, not hiidc, Sm., the
original
haplog.,
the
still to show miDn.
text
(2) There is no reason for emphasising

ought
and if there
thought that the wine was to be drawn /row the wine-press,
is no support for either of
were, ij::2 would answer the purpose. There
and
these views in the Vrss.
(g, to be sure, has /xerpriTds, 21 amphoras,

H

first half of the verse also, not
lagenas, but they have a measure in the
because iH had one, but because the Greek and Latin idioms require
it.
Their testimony, therefore, is valueless. That of 8> is to the effect
that rniD, for which it has no equivalent, is a gloss to JP'' which has

So ARV., Matthes, Marti,
in the text in the wrong place.
Houb. rd. noio in the sense of jar. The Standard Revision, also,
omitted niic; but, to use the
originally had "vessels" in Italics, i.e.,
been inserted
Kit.

words

"the mistake

of Per.,

]^p-\>^

]

(!)

has

now been

the parallel clause, which should begin with T\30i,
to

lU

17. "T^an

not, as in

have the

—The
(i)

—

interpolation, since

and

SU

be original.— nu-?=] Cf. v. ". C5
word is in the same construction, ace, as oarx.
was borrowed from Amos, but not by Haggai; for
TN, seems

corrected."

Taken from Amos, but not necessarily an

M, with
The

pi.

last clause, also,

it is

more carelessly

a
reproduced than the first one, and (2) it gives to the prophet's thought
new and unnatural direction. In any case the text must be emended,
Dorxi'S being indefensible; Ko. 5 "«»; cojitra, Ew.5«2d; and, since t'X
can hardly be explained except by supposing it to be original, it seems
better to rd. Z22V ps, Gins., or Eia;^ CjrN, Bu., than sr^v n'^. Kit. The

—

omitted by We., Now., Marti, Bu., Kit. 18. The
same authorities reject the date in this verse, and the last three the clause
The date is no doubt superfluous, p. 70, and the omisthat follows.

whole verse

is

pS would relieve the apparent discrepancy between
on the one hand, and ji^-isa and 2^ on the other; but, as has
been shovra in the Com., this latter clause is required to explain why Yahsion of

7\^n^>

this passage,

bless his people, and, when it is properly understood, its
is here so clear that
genuineness can be defended. The force of nSvci
" has et
So
B, which in v.
supra, renders it this time et in futurum.
Marck, Seek., de D., Hi., Koh., et al. Those, however, who maintain

weh should now

—

that the foundation of the temple was laid in the second year of Cyrus,
and that the last clause of this verse refers to that event, are obliged to

So (B, RV., Dru.,
it here, as well as in v. '^ and backward.
New., Rosenm., Mau., Ew., Ke., Per., van H., et al. Moreover, they must
do violence to p'^, either, with Ew., giving it the force of ^•;^, or practireader to the past and
cally making it do double duty, first pointing the
translate
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from a certain date in the past, turning his attention toward the
The former of these methods of treatment entirely ignores Hebrew usage, according to which pS and ^ji:, so far from being interthen,

present.

On the second,
Cf. Ex. ii' 2 S. 7^.
best represented by van Hoonacker, see v. '5, notes. The position
taken in the comments is that isV without li'i marks the beginning of a

changeable, are direct opposites.

which

is

period extending to the present, and that the foundation of the temple disFor other examples, cf. Dt.
tinguishes and dominates the whole of it.
If the preceding clause is retained, it is not necessary, with
4^^ 2 S. 7".

—

connect O^^^S icr with

05 S", to

niNDS.

— 19.

^

v.

>'.

—

adds vavrwKpdTojp

nin^] (g^

adds a*T^,2S.Lal^ JJ^.^*-., of Hosts

nnuDJ] Zeydner {Th.

St.,

1900, 417

ff.) rds.

offear, the ^ being a essentice; but Matthes objects,
meaning garner suits the context, and that 3 essentia:
Cf. De.

article.

meaning

of nS

on

Ps. 35^^.— i;li] Rd., with (S^QL
Je. 40^ 2

cf.

ij.',

Matthes, Marti, but

& 01

51

the regular construction.
citing

&, which adds

Ch. 20".

—

vSE'j]

<&,

have the equivalent of
Cf. Ges.

at the

i

'*«• ^

^"K

rnijs^,

and
is

Cf.

an

=

i'.

object

justly, that the

not used with the

g^

fg,

ivs-j-j,

On

^jj,.

(p^povra

—T>3n]

end of the verse

be built.

to

=

nc'j.

So

which would be

Houb.rds.

]-^'fi^

the

a3-i3N,

J^l ^ool^

=

DKi oniN.

nirT>

THE FUTURE OF THE LEADER ZERUBBABEL

4.

This prophecy

addressed to Zerubbabel alone.

In it Haggai
which
will
be
overthrown
catastrophe by
kings
and kingdoms destroyed, but after which the prince, unharmed,
will receive new honours from Yahweh.
is

foretells a great

20. In the preceding prophecy Haggai confined his attention
to internal conditions

soon after he delivered
his

and the prospect of improvement.
it, something must have happened

thoughts a different direction.

Very
to give

Perhaps there came news from

the East, the report of a new outbreak or a battle unfavourable to
the Persians, which tended to confirm the opinion current in

Jerusalem that the days of the empire were numbered. At any
on the twenty-fourth of the ninth month, the word of Yahweh

rate,

—

him a second time, and he prophesied. 21. The message
is a private and personal one.
Even Joshua, who, in the first two
cases, was recognised as one of the pillars of the new community,
came

is

to

now

ignored.

This

fact

might give

rise to

many

vain theories;

2"-"
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that Zerubbabel and Joshua had become esand Haggai had espoused the cause of the governor. A
simpler explanation, and probably the correct one, is that the
prophecy was directed to Zerubbabel because he was the one most
as,

for example,

tranged,

concerned in

its fulfilment.

It

begins with a repetition of the an-

—

'
nouncement of V. ^, / will shake heaven and earth. 22. In v.
the prophet was content with merely indicating in a general way
what Yahweh meant by threatening to shake heaven and earth,
Here he is bolder. / will overturn, he
viz., political commotion.

makes Yahweh

say, the rule,*

lit.,

the throne, of the kingdoms,

This

and

a very sweeping prophecy.
might
It seems to mean that the prophet expected the commotion then
rife to result in the total abolition of the absolute power exercised
of the nations.

destroy the

by the kings of the earth and

King

of Kings.

Yahweh
shall go

will

First,

their

is

submission to

Yahweh

as the

however, there must be great carnage; for

overturn chariots and them that ride therein, and horses
their riders, to Sheol.
Cf Is. 5'^ It must not

down, and

be supposed that the Jews are to have any part in this conflict.
will merely be witnesses while Yahweh is destroying their

They

enemies;

or rather, while, by his decree, these enemies are de-

stroying one another; for they will fall each by the sword of his fellow.
23. The prophet closes this his last
Cf. Ju. f"^ Ez. 38"\

—

discourse with the boldest of
it

by a phrase, very common

all his

predictions.

He

introduces

in other books, which, however,

he

in that day, by which he means
the now rapidly approaching time when the divine plan concerning Israel will be consummated and the Messianic era inaugurated.
The solemnity of the announcement is noticeable. The phrase

has not hitherto employed.

It is

quoted is followed by a saith Yahweh of Hosts. The same
expression is used at the end of the verse, while the intervening
statements are separated by the briefer saith Yahweh. There
is only one other passage in the book (v. ^), in which the
prophet
just

appears so anxious to be recognised as a veritable ambassador
Zerubbabel is directly addressed: / will

from the Almighty.

* The word nDD is
frequently used in this signification. Cf. i K. i", et pas. The rendering
above given seems required by parallelism with pm. Otherwise it might be regarded as an
example of a common Heb. idiom, the use of the sg. for the pi. in the cstr. before a pi., and translated thrones.

Cj. Ges. h^'^-^ 10.
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take thee, says

Yahweh. The expression implies selection for an imThus, Yahweh "took" Abraham, that

portant service or mission.

he might be the father of a chosen people (Jos.
they might be his people and he their God (Ex.

24^)
6^')

Israel, that

;

;

the Levites,

him at his sanctuary (Nu. 3^^) David, that
he might be a prince over Israel (2 S. 7*) and Amos, that he might
All these, in so far as they fulrepresent him at Bethel (Am. 7'^).
that they might serve

;

;

filled

the missions for which they were selected, were

Yahweh's

Yahweh

here calls

servants.

Cf.

Gn.

26^* Is. 41^ 2 S. 3^^, etc.

Zerubbabel, partly in recognition of past faithfulness, but also in
anticipation of greater usefulness in the future, his servant,

and as

such promises him unique distinction. / wiU make thee as a signet, he says.
Now, the signet, or seal-ring, was not a mere ornait was sometimes
highly valued by the
importance lay in the fact that it was engraved and was used when its owner wished to sign a letter or
other document.
It represented him, and, since
Cf. i K. 21^.

ment, although as such

Hebrews.

at

Its peculiar

it might be needed for this purpose, he rarely parted
but wore it, either on a cord about his neck (Gn. 38^*), or

any time

with

it;

on one

of the fingers of his right

came

the signet

Cf. Je. 22^*

hand

(Je. 22^^),

everywhere.

Thus

be a symbol for one's most precious possession.
Ct. 8^.
Such is its significance in this connection, as
to

appears from the causal clause, for thee have I chosen. There can
be no doubt about this statement. It means that Haggai, forgetting the inspiring idea of the Second Isaiah, that Israel had now
inherited the promises made to David (Is. 55'), and become the
servant ordained to carry the salvation of Yahweh to the ends of

the earth

20.

had revived the doctrine of the ideal king and
Zerubbabel with the long-expected son of David.

(Is. 49*^),

identified

On

the genuineness of this

Add, with Kenn. 250 (B,
would retard the narrative.
^jn]

and the following

verses, see p. 30.

N'^jn, as elsewhere, exc.

Cf.

!•

2'-

'o.

—21.

w. "

h2:i-\i]

—

—

where it
adds, and

'^•,

(§

doubtless correctly, t6v toO Xa\adi7i\==hii''r\hi<v p]. ^The words Kal ttjv
6d\a(T<Tav Kal tjjv ^-qpdv (?Cj, at the end of the verse, on the other hand,

seem

to

have been borrowed from

The omission of the art.

v. ^,q.v.

— 22.

moScD']

(B,

^acriX^uv.

suggests that perhaps this word was originally followed by D'c>n; but since the line is already long enough, it is better to
supply the art. mjScc^] Om. with Boh. as unnecessary to the sense and

—

The whole

disturbing to the rhythm.

omission

— ^o^^1]
TO. 8pia

is

clause

is

Greek or Heb.

^'^ adds Kal KaraaTpi^ui Tracrav Tr]v dvvafiiv avrQv Kal (cara/SaXw

avrdv

/xoO- doubtless a marginal gloss
Gratz suggests mni; van H. m;i.
easily defensible if the vb. be taken in

Kal iinffx^^ tovs iKkeKTovs

incorporated into

its

text.

The

— mM]

present reading, however, is
the natural sense of descending into Sheol which
etc.

omitted by (l^*, but the

evidently due to the carelessness of a copyist,

—We.

supplies

1*^3^;

it

has in

but, since both the sense

Is. 5'^

Ez. 32",

and the rhythm are

complete without it, it is better to treat the whole clause as a mistaken
Bu. adds "''; but it is possible that the prophet purposely
a.iin:;]
gloss.

—

omitted

it,

thus avoiding an anthropomorphism to which Je. aa^*, saw

no objection.

ZECHARIAH AND HIS PROPHECIES.
The book

of Zechariah consists of fourteen chapters.

The

first

eight are universally recognised as the work of the prophet to whom
they are attributed. The authorship of the last six has long been
in dispute, but most recent authorities on the question refer them

some other author or authors. This opinion, the reasons for
The
will in due time be given, is here taken for granted.
would
more
this
of
stated,
be,
exactly
chapter, therefore,
subject
to

which

Zechariah as he reveals himself in the

book

called

§

There

I.

is

his

by

first

eight chapters of the

name.

THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF THE PROPHET.

not

much

to

be learned about Zechariah outside of his

him in
prophecies.
Ezr. 5^ 6" simply reflect an acquaintance with these utterances in
the time of the Chronicler.
When, however, Zc. i^ is combined

As

in the case of Haggai, the references to

with Ne. 12^ the result

is

the interesting item of information that

Zechariah was a priest as well as a prophet. The fact is so patent
that it is not necessary to cite internal evidence in support of it
(3'^-), for

example, where one might perhaps detect a special inter-

est in the priesthood.*

in citing 7^

^'

On

the other hand, there would be no use

or 8^^ to the contrary.

Any

objection based on

them

once be overruled, the answer being that some of the
severest criticisms of the priests and the form of religion they rep-

would

at

resent are

The

by members of

their

own

order.

Cf. Je.

5^^

7*,

recognition of Zechariah as a priest, then, is based

etc.

on

his

But what, precisely, was this relation ? AccordI*
the
former
was a grandson of the latter. In Ez. 5^
to
Zc.
ing
and 6", however, the one is called a son of the other, and this also
appears to be the meaning of Ne. 12^*^ compared with v. *, where
relation to Iddo.

• The casual reader would naturally think 6" more convincing, but, as will be shown in the
it cannot be cited for the purpose named, for the excellent reason that in its

proper place,
Qresent form

it

does not represent Zechariah, but a sacerdotal reviser.

See the comments.
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Zechariah takes the place of Iddo among the chief priests under
Joiakim the son of Jeshua (Joshua), presumably in the next generIt has been taken for granted that these discrepant data
could be adjusted to one another, and various means to that end

ation.

have been suggested. A favourite conjecture has been that Zechariah was sometimes called a son of Iddo because Berechiah, who

was dead or was a person of comparatively
importance. Now, it is true that the word son is sometimes
in the Old Testament used to denote a descendant of the third or
an even later generation. Thus, for example, in Gn. 29^ Laban

really

was

his father,

little

is

Nahor, instead of the son of Bethuel as in 24^*.
Ezra is called the son of Seraiah, although there

called the son of

and

in Ezr.

f

must have been

at least three generations between them.

Cf.

In the present instance, however, there is a
and
It is found,
more
reasonable
solution of the difficulty.
simpler
1

Ch.

5*"

^y6^*

^•.

in the fact that the Jews, disregarding chronological considerations,

identified Zechariah, the

son of the same
it is

more than probable

tion of Jeberechiah, the

and

prophet of the Restoration, with the perIn view of this fact
in Is. 8".*

name mentioned

that the Berechiah of Zc.

name

i* is

a corrup-

of the father of Isaiah's associate,

that therefore the phrase "the son of Berechiah" is an inter-

by some one

polation inserted

later

who

than the Chronicler

accepted the above identification and took this means of spreading his opinion. The omission of these words makes Zechariah
the son of Iddo here, as he
is

is

in all the other passages in

which he

mentioned .f

Tradition, as represented by Pseudo-Epiphanius, Dorotheus,
and Hesychius, has several items with reference to the life of Zechariah which would be interesting if they could be substantiated.
Thus, it says that, when he came from Babylon to Palestine, he
was already well advanced in years and had given proofs of his

prophetic ability by foretelling various future -events and performmany miracles. J The fact is that these statements are not in

ing

harmony with

more

the

credible evidence- of the

Old Testament,

according to which, as already noted, the prophet
*

Cf. Furst,

KA T.,

t Knobil, Proph.,
j

For the

44

ii.

came

to Pales-

/.

173

/.;

Bleek, SK.. 1852, 312.
by these three writers, see Kohlcr, 10

text of the accounts of Zechariah

f.

HIS PERSONAL HISTORY
tine with his father

and probably
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lived until after the death of the

high priest Joshua. CJ. Ne. 12^- ^*. The safer opinion, then, is
that Zechariah was a comparatively young man when he came to

and that he was by no means "advanced in years" when
he published his prophecies. He was doubtless younger than Haggai, since he seems to have survived that prophet and to have taken
Palestine,

the second place in the

movement

to restore the temple, his first

prophecy being delivered in the eighth month (i*), while Haggai's
is dated the first of the sixth, in the second year of Darius.
On the
other hand, he continued to prophesy some time after his associate
had ceased, his last dated utterance being his reply to the men of

Bethel in the fourth year of Darius. Cj. f^-.
In fact Ne. 12^^,
is among the chief priests under Joiakim the son of

where he

pretty good evidence that his
siderably beyond that date.
is

Joshua,

was prolonged con-

life

The Versions give Zechariah the credit of being a poet as well as
a prophet, associating him with Haggai in the authorship of several pieces in the book of Psalms.*
The

Christian authors above cited agree in reporting that Zechand died a natural death but one copy of

ariah lived to a great age

;

Epiphanius (Cod. Augustanus) says that he was put to death by
Joash, king of Judah, in other words, identifies him with Zechariah the son of Jehoida, the story of

whose martyrdom

is told

in

Ch. 24^"^-. It seems incredible that any one should make so
The Targlaring a mistake, but this is not the only trace of it.
2

gum

to

La.

Iddo."

the martyred prophet "Zechariah the son of
appears in the New Testament, for when, in

2^° calls

Indeed

it

Mt. 23^, the Evangelist represents Jesus as using the expression
"from the blood of Abel the righteous to the blood of Zechariah
the son of Berechiah," he falls into the
There

is

no escape from

this conclusion.

same

error.

In the

assailable, the phrase uioO ^apaxiov being as clearly

first

place, the text

is

un-

genuine as any other part

There is only one ms. (n) of importance from which it is wanting, and
had it originally. As for the conjecture that Jehoida was also called
Berechiah (Luther), or had a son, the father of Zechariah, of that name

of

it.

that

* The Greek Version has his name
I.atin in that of iii (112); the

those of 125

/.

(126

/.)

in the titles of 137 (138)

and 145-140 (146-149); the Old
/. (146 /.); and the Syiiac in

Vulgate in those of iix (112), 145
and 145-148 (146-148).
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(Ebrard, Krit. der evang. Gesch.^, 422), or that Zechariah the son of Iddo
same fate as his unhappy predecessor of the same name,
in which many have taken refuge, there is not the slightest foundation for
actually suffered the

them.

The

evangelist

is

followed, not only

by the author

of the inter-

polation in Epiphanius, who quotes from Matthew the phrase "between the temple and the altar," but by Jerome, Chrysostom and
many others.* It is clear from the above discussion that nothing
is

known

of the

end of Zechariah.

The

discussion

itself,

however,

by showing that the ancients confounded him with the son of Jehoida, has also given to the conjecture that they also mistook him
for the son of Jeberechiah,

?..

§

namely, in Zc.

i',

increased plausibility.

THE STRUCTURE OF CHAPTERS

The genuine prophecies

of Zechariah

1-8.

form a tolerably consistent

There is, first, a hortatory introduction (i^'^),
originally, to judge from the date prefixed to it, an independent
prophecy. The main body of the collection (1^-6^^) naturally falls
into two parts, the first of which consists of a series of eight visions,
and

intelhgible whole.

by a supplementary descripwhich the prophet is commanded to perThe second part, chs. 7/., contains only an account of the

each with

interpretation, followed

its

tion of a symbolical act

form.

mission of the

men of Bethel and

the oracle that the prophet

was

in-

structed to deliver in response to their inquiry, the last paragraph
of which furnishes a suitable conclusion for the entire collection.

§ 3.

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS

These chapters have suffered much
and copyists than the writings

revisers
ets.

Still, it

throughout

1-8.

less at the

of

some

hands of

editors,

of the other proph-

cannot in strictness be said that they have preserved
form and meaning. There is proof of

their original

this at the very outset.

It

was

evidently a habit with Zechariah to

introduce his utterances with a statement frequent in the book of

"The word

Jeremiah, namely,
saying."
it

was

At any

rate, it

appro{)riate.
* Luke

(11'')

of

Yahweh

(of Hosts)

can be shown that he used

Now, however,

came
it

to me,
whenever

in certain cases, the first

omits any reference to the parentage of the prophet

has
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One of them is in i*, where the
given place to the third person.
editor of the collection, instead of prefixing a title giving the name,
date, etc., of the prophet, and then leaving him to present his own
credentials, as did the editor of Jeremiah, has

of his

own

where the familiar statement
an imitation of

is

woven a statement

and f, on the other hand,
neither necessary nor appropriate,

into that of his author.

In

i^

with the third person, has been inserted, much to
the confusion of the thoughtful reader.
In one case (7*) the same
it,

has been inserted into the middle of a paraseparates a formula of citation from the words
c[uoted, the editor being misled by the familiar "Thus saith Yah-

sort of a statement

graph, where

it

weh," with which the next verse begins, into supposing that he had
reached the beginning of a new prophecy. These changes seem
to have been made when theprophecieswereaddedtothecollection

known

as "The Minor Prophets."
There are others of a different character, to say nothing of mere mistakes that may have been
made at any time since these oracles became public property.

them are purely explanatory. A simple example of this
which is the month Shebat, in i^. More important is the explanation of the filthy garments with which Joshua
was clothed in 3^, and that of the ephah in 5®, both of which are

Some

of

class is the clause,

There is another class of cases in which
expanded by the addition of details or other matter sugcertain connections.
There are a number of examples.

clearly exegetical glosses.

the text

is

gested in
See the phrase, mounted on a hay horse, in i^, and the parenthetical
clause, and the spirit was in their wings, of 5^, but especially in 4^^
the entirely

new

feature introduced into the vision of the golden

lamp. Finally, there are a few cases in which the changes or additions are of the nature of corrections representing the ideas of the
reviser rather than of the original author.

See 2^/1^^, where Israel,
an interpolation, but especially 6^°, where the name of
Joshua has been substituted for that of Zerubbabel. These are
but specimens. The following table is an attempt to show to what
at least,

is

extent the deliberate modification of the text has been carried, also
in

what degree

it

has suffered from additions, omissions and dis-

tortions through the fault of careless or
ignorant transcribers.
reasons in each case will come later.
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§ 4.

The analysis, the results of which have been presented in the
foregoing table, was necessary to a correct and defensible opinion
with reference to Zechariah as a writer and thinker. Now that it
has been made, the next step

The

is

the discussion of the literary form

one on taking in hand
those of Haggai, they are all dated.
True, in two cases the dates are defective, but this, at least in the
of his prophecies.

these utterances

first

instance,

no reason

for

first

fact that strikes

is that, like

not the fault of the prophet. There seems to be
doubting the correctness of these dates, which are

is

confirmed by incidental references found in the several prophecies.
in i'^ the period during which the Jews have suffered from
the indignation of Yahweh is seventy years, probably, as explained
in the comments, a round number for the sixty-seven that had actuSee also 4^ and
ally elapsed since the beginning of the Captivity.

Thus,

6^', from which it appears that, when these passages were written,
work on the second temple had been begun, but the structure had
not been completed; and f, from which it seems fair to infer
that it was nearing completion, as would have been the case in the
fourth, if it was finished in the sixth, year of Darius.
Cf. Ezr. 6^^.

It is also

noteworthy that the prophecies of Zechariah, unlike
all written in the first person.
This

those of Haggai, are, or were,
fact is

somewhat obscured by

are easily detected.

Thus,

editorial additions, which,

it is

evident that in

i^

and

f

however,
the

and parentage of the prophet are secondary. So also 7^
In 8\ on the other hand, to me has evidently been omitted.
direct, personal

mode

of discourse

may

name

entire.

This

therefore be regarded as

quite as characteristic of Zechariah's style as
chiel.*
It is calculated to excite the interest,

it is

of that of Eze-

and secure the con-

fidence, of the reader.

A more important feature of the prophecies of Zechariah is the
number of visions they contain, there being no fewer than eight
in the first six chapters.
Not that this was by any means a new
method of conveying religious instruction. Amos, the oldest of
* In Ez.

SBOT.

I

vv. -5='

have been added, and in

v.

^'^

"

upon me

"

changed

to

"upon him."

Toy,
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the writing prophets, employs them; nor was there a time in the
history of the chosen people when they were not more or less popular.

Thus

Cf. Is. 6.

the

word "vision"

actually

became a syn-

—

This method of presentation for it finally
became a purely literary device is found in its most complete development in the book of Ezekiel. It is not Ezekiel, however, from

onym

for prophecy.

whom

Zechariah learned to use visions, but Amos. This is clear
in which he uses them, namely, in
groups, and for

—

from the way

the purpose, not of stimulating in his people great expectations for
the future, but of impressing upon them the lessons of the past

and the urgent demands of the present. Therefore, much as he
taught by visions, it would be a mistake and an injustice to call him
a visionary.
In fact, there
sane and practical.

The

literary

is

none

of the later prophets

who is more

form chosen by Zechariah, in spite of his fondness
most of the other prophets.

for visions, is not so poetical as that of

In fact

it is

generally that of ordinary

then, however, especially

from Yahweh, he

when he

falls into

is

Hebrew

prose.

Now

and

delivering an express message

a rhythmical movement, and most freIn some cases the rhythmical

quently that of the second Isaiah.

passage is so short, containing only one or two lines, that it is doubtful if the prophet was conscious of employing the metrical form.
In

^-

i^

there are two such bits of poetry:

Be not like your fathers, to whom
Thus saith Yahweh of Hosts,
Return, from your evil ways,
yea, from your evil deeds;

the

former prophets

but they did not hear, nor did they listen to me, saith
our fathers ,~<ijhere are they ?

Y

The

first

and the prophets, —do they

cried,

saying:

Yahweh.

live forever?

of these distichs naturally detaches itself

from the con-

but the second seems to be a part of the discourse that merely
happens to be rhythmical. Like this latter are the parallel clauses
text,

in 1^°

2^''^

4^ 8^--

is

sort are

found

Those

There are other cases

-".

rhythmical, or meant to be.

passage

cited

in 2^-'^ 8' (distichs)

from

8^

^-

differ,

i"

in

which the whole

Brief specimens of this
(tristrich) 8^

(tetrastich).

not only in length, but in measure.
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Moreover, the tetrastich is not as symmetrical in form as it is in
content.
In 8^ the author seems to have abandoned the attempt
^'

to be poetical; but a tristich of long lines could be produced by
dropping the phrase playing in the streets from v. '. There are
three other passages in which he seems to have intended to follow

the

same measure.

They

are i"b-i5 ^i

g^j^^j

6^^^'".

Each

of

them

contains three lines, with a caesura in the middle.
sage,

omitting

2^^'^^'^""^^,

and a

v. i^/ub^

In one pasthere are three rather tame tris-

thus the longest of the poetical pashowever, in its original form is the
sages noted.
best example of this form of composition from the hand of the
prophet.* There is not, however, sufficient difference in the qualtichs

final distich.

The one in

ity of the last four

It is

6^' ^,

examples

to

warrant one in attributing them,

or either of them, to any other than Zechariah.

Finally, there are

not enough of these passages of all kinds and qualities to give him
a claim to be called a poet. The speeches in Hebrew prose are
frequently cast in a metrical form.
Cf. Gn. 24^- ^.
even
the
most
Every writer,
prosaic, has his favourite forms of

Sometimes they are original with himself, but they
are often borrowed from other authors.
In the former case they
become the trade-mark of the originator, distinguishing him from
expression.

all

others; in the latter they

The prophet

l)oses.

may

be equally useful for

critical

pur-

Zechariah had words, and phrases, and con-

structions that he preferred to others.

The

following are

chiel.
in

17

some

of them:

Yahweh came {was) to me is frequent in Jeremiah and EzeThus sailh Yahweh of Hosts occurs sometimes
Originally 6 times.

The word

of

Jeremiah, but is comparatively more frequent in Haggai. Here it is used
In i'^ and 8' rivS^s (Hosts) has wittingly or unwittingly been
times.

Ye

omitted.

shall {thou sliall)

know

that

Yahweh

of Hosts hath sent

me

to

you {thee). Cf. v. '5'" 4' 6'5. The infinitive -\CN^ {saying) is noticeably frequent in these chapters, occurring 29 times. The Lord of the whole earth is
used only twice, but not at all in the other prophetical books. The rhetorical
question

is

participle

frequent in Jeremiah and Haggai. Here it is used 1 1 times. The
used in certain constructions; with njn, 10, without it, 11 times;

is

Among the words regarded as characteristic of Zechapronoun of the first person; only in its briefer form, >:«;
of Yahweh, 3 times, cf. Is. 14'; purpose, ocr, of Yahweh,

adverbially, 7 times.
riah's style are: the

take pleasure, in::,

all the passages cited, except 2"""
as falling outside the metrical scheme.

In

"•,

such expressions as sailh Yahweh must be neglected
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3 times,

cf.

Je. 4^8; appease, nSn, 3 times,

c/".Is.4o'- S;remnaw/,ri^-iNr, 3 times, c/.

in the sense of

once,

cf.

Ex.

again 3 times,

29^5. midst, ^i-,

cf.

doubtful numbers, see Eckardt,

It is

clear

from the above

Je. i8^;

8 times,

list

cf.

Hg.

c/.

ZAW.,

lOI
Jc. 26"3; proclaim,
i'-; re/Mrw,^"^:', is

rftt'e//,

pu', of

Yahweh,

For a

Hg. 2^
1893, 103

4 times,

n-\,->,

used adverbially

fuller

twice, of

list,

men

with some

ff-

that the language of Zechariah can-

not be called original. His favourite modes of speech are almost
without exception very familiar to the student of the Old Testament.

He

them from preceding prophets, being, like Haggai, most
indebted to Jeremiah. Indeed, he owes his predecessors more
than these characteristic expressions. He himself more than once
got

reminds his people that he is only repeating the message of "the
^^
former prophets" to their fathers, i^ f8^, and his prophecies
show that he was acquainted with nearly all the prophetical books

and borrowed

liberally

from several of them.

The following are the passages in which there is evidence of more or less
dependence on his predecessors: First there are some in which the prophet reproduces to a greater or less extent the language of others: iS Return from your
evil ways, yea, from your evil deeds, cf. Je. 25^.
i'',As Yahweh of Hosts purso liath he done with us, cf. La. 2". 1'', Yahweh will
posed to do to us,
.

.

.

2'"/", Silence, all flesh, before Yahweh/ for he hath
comfort Zion, cf. Is. 51'.
roused himself from his holy abode, cf. Hb. 2^".
3^, Is not this a brand plucked

the fire? cf. Am.411. 3'", Under the vineand the fig tree, c/.Mi.4^. 8^, They
shall be to me a people, and I will be to them a God, cf. Ez. 11-° 36=8 3723. 27. gi^,

from

The earth shall yield its produce, cf. Ez. 34". 8», I purposed to do you evil
and did not repent, cf. Je. 42*. It is plain from these examples that Zecharir.h
took no pains to reproduce the exact words of earlier writers. There is not a
.

precise quotation among them.
In the passages that remain to be cited he pays

still

less attention to

.

.

phrase-

Some of them are merely allusions to previous utterances, i'- he reology.
fers to the seventy years of Jc. 25", cf. Zc. 7'. i'^ the zeal of the nations is condemned as in Is.47^,c/'. Is. 10 '-. I'^isin substance Is.47'8,but there seems also
to be

4919

or

2'.

is

Is.

to Je. 3i38/39_ g^'^ expands the thought of Je. 3138/39 ^nd Is.
also Is. 542. 2"^ seems to have been suggested by Is. 4' and Hg. i'
2""5t' is a gloss suggested by Ez. 5'", and 2'2'8, after the glory he sent me,

an allusion

'•; c/".

another gloss suggested by Ez. 2'. 2"", on / will wave my hand, see
11" 19'^. 2'5"i, the phrase, many nations, points to Mi. 4^, cf. Is. 2'.
Ae will find pleasure in Jerusalem seems to be an adaptation of Is. 14'.
the reference to the SIwol is a gloss, but in 6'2 there is a genuine one which

216/12^

38,

6', on
46 is a variation on Hg. 2^.
wrath by punishment, see Ez. 513, etc. 7' ••, the prophet
for the
has in mind such passages as Am. 524 Ho. 6^ Is. i" ' Mi. 6^ Je. 7^
phrase true justice, see Ez. 18*. 7", a stubborn shoulder may be a reminiscence
of Ho. 4'6, and stopped their ears of Is. b'".
S^, on the faithful city, see Is. i'^,
is

evidence of acquaintance with Je. 23^.

the idea of assuaging

ff

,

7
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8' is a

2^

reminiscence of

8'",

Is. 43^

a reference to Hg. i^

the promise of

Hg.

2'^

f-

is

8'- ",

'•.

2""

repeated,

in mind Jc. 311-"'.
8-°
of putting the thought of Is. 45'^

have had

The number
but

let

your hands he strong, see Hg.
8" ,

cf.

Hg.

8", the prophet

i'".

again recalls Mi.

^-

of passages noted does not at

must be remembered that

it

on

or the conditions there described.

'-,

chs. 4-6,

8-' is

^-.

first

owing

sight

well

another way

seem

large,

to the character

be expected to furnish many.

of their content, could not

'

may

In point
as a

The showing

of fact, there are but three to represent them.

whole, therefore, justifies Kohler's remark (25), that "Zechariah
got his schooling, not from the culture or religion of the Babylonians, but from the prophets of his

own

people."

THE TEACHING OF ZECHARIAH.

§ 5.

The

indebtedness of Zechariah to his predecessors must be recognised, but the extent of this dependence may very easily be
overestimated.
clear

That he was not a mere

from the frankness with which he

plagiarist or imitator

cites

is

"the former proph-

ets" and the freedom with which he adapts their language to his

own taste or purpose. It becomes still clearer when an attempt is
made to master the content of his prophecies.
Take first the visions. They were apparently, as has been observed, suggested

by those of Amos.

of the elder prophet, not

by any

They remind

one, however,

similarity in the scenes portrayed,

but by the methodical way in which they are handled, the first
three, as will be shown, picturing the restoration already partially
accomplished, the next two the organisation of the

and the
even to

last three the
its

those of

sin as a

The

who employ this means of instruction.
weh appears

new community,

menace

to its prosperity,
individual visions differ decidedly from
and, indeed, from those of all the other prophets

existence.

Amos,

removal of

to his servant

In the ordinary vision Yah-

and addresses him directly, with or with-

out the aid of symbols. Of the former class are those of Jeremiah,
as well as those of Amos.
A good example
Cf. Jc. i" ^-j etc.
In Ezekiel, also, Yahweh is
the impressive theophany of Is. 6.
sometimes his own interpreter(i''*), but in the latter partof the book

is
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an angel, according to Kraetzschmar the angel of Yahweh, appears
in the vision and explains his own movements.
The
Cf. 40'' ^\

mark

visions of Zechariah

a further development in the

same

direc-

In them also the angel of Yahweh represents the Deity, but
there is another angel, described as "the angel that was speaking
tion.

me," who takes no part in the action, his sole function being the
explanation of what goes forward. This interpreter, who is presto

ent in

all

and speaks in

the visions,

all

but the fourth

(3'

^O)

is

orig-

inal, so far as can be determined, with Zechariah.

The

interpreter

In the

visions.

is

first

condition of the earth
of

Yahweh (3^) and
;

only one of many angels
there are the messengers
(i'-)

;

who appear in
who report on

the
the

in the fourth the attendants of the angel

in the others additional

enly host, each with his peculiar functions.

members of the heavNot even in the book

of Daniel are these celestial beings so constantly in evidence.

In

they constitute an order of intermediaries between a transcendent Deity and his mundane creatures, and, as such, are con-

fact,

stantly

employed

in the execution of the divine will.

in the fourth vision,

Among them,

appears the Adversary, a being of

of ver}- different character.

He, also,
found here

prophecies, being, in fact,
in the prophetical literature.

On

is

like

rank but

a feature of Zechariah's

for the first and only time
the development of the idea that

he represents, see the comments.
There is another feature of these visions that deserves attention:
there

them.

is

nothing intentionally mysterious or enigmatical about
not hesitate here, as elsewhere, to men-

The prophet does

tion

names.

and

in the fifth

Thus,

in the fourth (3^)

(4") the only reason

Joshua

is

expressly

named,

why both Zerubbabel and

Joshua are not named is that it is perfectly clear from other pasIn thus dealing openly with the men and
sages who are meant.
events of his o-wn time Zechariah follows the example of the earlier
prophets and differs from some other biblical authors.

In the direct teaching of Zechariah there is nothing very surprisIndeed, perhaps the most noticeable thing about it, as a
ing.
is its
simplicity and sobriety: which is equivalent to saying
that the prophet, though not as great as some of his predecessors,
was well adapted for the task to which he believed himself com-

whole,
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In such circumstances
It was a day of small things.
some would have been provoked to extravagance, as if it were a
virtue to look for that which there are no grounds for expecting.
He looked for greater and better things, but he did not allow himself or his people to expect them to come over night, or remain, except on very prosaic conditions, and it was his sobriety that fitted
him for leadership during the Restoration.
missioned.

His sobriety
territory

seen in the modesty of the dimensions he assigns
kingdom. There is no mention of Israel or the

is

to the restored

once occupied by the Ten Tribes, for, although the name
in the Massoretic text, in both cases it is

appears twice (2-/1'^)

an interpolation. He seems, therefore, to have thought of
kingdom as about coterminous with the former kingdom of
Judah. He saw room enough there, however, for Jerusalem to
clearly
this

expand into a great city, to which "many peoples and mighty
nations" would come to worship the true God. Cf. 8".
Zechariah follows Haggai in recognising Zerubbabel as the Messiah

and the

restorer of the Davidic dynasty.

He

differs

from

his

however, in his treatment of Joshua. Haggai seems disposed to exalt Zerubbabel at the expense of the high priest, while
Zechariah assigns to the latter a position and dignity little less than

associate,

royal; for although, as will be explained,
6^^, is

to "receive majesty

and

sit

it is

and rule on

Zerubbabel who,
his throne,"

in

Jcshua

occupy a place "at his right hand." This concession was
required by the increased importance of the priesthood after the
Exile, but it is one which, to judge from the general tenor of his
will

prophecies, Zechariah would have made, even

if

he himself had

not belonged to the sacerdotal order.
The good time coming is described by some of the prophets in

One

them in Is. 65"° promises that
then every one will live at least a hundred years. There is nothing
There are old men and
of this kind in Zechariah 's j)rophecies.
but
women in his picture of the future,
they are as natural and
the most extravagant terms.

of

recognisable as his "boys and girls playing in the streets."
8*

^•.

Their happiness,

shall yield its fruit,

shall grant its

too,

is

and the earth

dew."

Cf.

8'-.

perfectly intelligible.
shall yield its produce,

Why,

"The

Cf.
vine

and heaven

then, should not "the house
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Judah" even change the fasts of the Exile into occasions
"joy and gladness, even pleasant feasts"? Cf. 8*'.

of

of

Enough has already been said on the subject of Zechariah's
teaching to show that, in spite of his fondness for visions, he is not
There
to be classed with the apocalyptists of the Old Testament.
It is found in his constant
is further evidence to the same effect.
regard

and emphasis on,

for,

ductory message, he
fered for their sins

tells his

He, unlike

ethical considerations.

Haggai, makes them prominent from the

start; for, in his intro-

people bluntly that their fathers sufwill be held strictly

and that they themselves

He

accountable for their conduct.

announces the basal doctrine

a fundamental principle of the divine
government when he says, "Return unto me, saith Yahweh cf
Hosts, and I will return unto you."
of his prophecies as well as

This doctrine underlies the
teaches that, although

last three visions,

Yahweh may not

by wholesale banishment from

the

first

of

which

again punish his people

their country,

he

will see to

it

that

In the second the thought is
will not tolerate a rival in his own land, and in the

the individual sinner gets his deserts.

Yahweh

that

third that the ultimate fate of such rivals,

wherever worshipped,

is

destruction.

One point more. It concerns the ethical precepts that Zecharich
They are not by any means new.
lays down in the hst chapter.
"The former prophets" also taught them. It is interesting, however, to
^-

7^

to

compare those here taught with those which Zechariah

attributes to his predecessors.

some extent due

to

The

ia

difiference is doubtless

changed circumstances. The Persian govseems to have been able to pre-

ernment, in spite of its remoteness,

vent the cruelty to widows and orphans and strangers of which the
Be that as it may, the emphasis is
earlier prophets complained.
In 8'^ he
here placed on loyalty to truth and simple justice.
truth
and
all
in
"Love
the
brief
maxim,
comprehends
duty

peace," a

maxim

when, as he says

in perfect
in

3^**,

unity, will "invite every

the

harmony with

his ideal of the future,

his people, blessed with perfect peace

man

his

and

neighbour under the vine and

lig tree."

The primary

object of the above discussion

was

to

prepare the
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reader for the sympathetic and appreciative study of the prophecies
universally attributed to Zechariah; but it is evident that it will
serve the further purpose of providing the basis for a comparison
between them and those whose genuineness is questioned in the

Introduction to the last six chapters of the book called by his name.

COMMENTARY ON THE PROPHECIES
OF ZECHARIAH.
The book

of Zechariah has

no proper

title,

but the

verse

first

contains, in addition to the date of the opening prophecy, the subIf it had been fully and definitely expressed,
title.
would probably have taken the form of that of the book of Joel,
namely. The word of Yahweh, which came to Zechariah, the son oj

stance of such a
it

In that case, however, the

Berechiah, the son of Iddo, the prophet.
first

would have

verse

been, in part (the

word of Yahweh was

to),

a repetition of the title.
probably the reason why the edibook
was identified chose to insert
the
of
the
author
tor by whom

This

is

name and pedigree of the prophet into the first verse and thus
make it answer the purpose of a general title as well as a date for the
this
introductory prophecy. The fact that the verse actually serves

the

double purpose makes
it

in this preliminary

it

proper to discuss further some features of

The most important

paragraph.

is

the

name

This name, meaning Yahweh refuembereth,^ is of
in the Old Testament.
occurrence
According to the
frequent
Chronicler it was borne by at least five persons belonging to the time
of David,f but, since there are only two other names of the same

of the prophet.

form mentioned
this

one

is

much

in the earlier literature, J
older'

than the date of

latter half of the eighth

century B. c.§

however, like the rest of

its class, it

it is

its first

From

became

not probable that

appearance

increasingly

Indeed
especially among the priests and Levites.
been the prime favourite among the names of the
* For a discussion of rejected etymologies, see Kohler,

i

» 27^. So Gray, HP.V., 288.
t Cf. I Ch. 15IS 242s 262seven so designated in this early period. Cf. 1 Ch. 9^' 15^.

and Shephatiah,
K. 14' 18-. There

t Benaiah, 2 S. 8'^
§ Cj. Is. &-

also 2

it

common,

seems

to

have

Old Testament,

ff.

McPherson (DB.)

distinguishes

2 S. 3*.
is

another related class of names, that in which the

pf.

preceded, instead of being followed, by n' or ^7^\ examples of which occur in the earHebrew records. C/. Jehoiada (2 S. 8"), Jonathan (Ju. 8^), etc. These disappear as the

of a verb
liest

;

in the

that time onward,

is

others increase in frequency.

Cj. Gray,

HP.V., 176

107
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being borne by no fewer than twenty-nine different persons*
identity, personal history and the Hterary characteristics of

The

the one here meant have already been discussed in the Introduction.
It is hardly necessary to add that it is he, and not his father
or grandfather,

The

Title.

who

—

1.

here described as the prophet.

is

The reasons for believing that the verse has been reOne of the peculiarities of these chapters is the use of

cast are as follovi^s:

the

first

person.

appears repeatedly in the introductory formula,
In i^ and 7^- ^, as
C/". 6' y^ 8'- '^.

It

ThencamethewordofYahwehtome.

be shown, it is an interpolation. In this case, therefore, it is fair to
suppose that the original reading was ^'^n, and that the name and lineage
This is a
of the prophet were substituted for the pronominal suffix.
simpler and more natural explanation than to suppose, with Bu. {ZAW.,
will

1906, 5/.), that a once independent
verse.

where a

Cf. Ez. i- ',

thing and

made a botch

possibility of

of

harmonising

it.

—

title

less skilful
n^j-i^]

this

has been absorbed in the

hand has attempted

Sometimes

';;

passage with Ezr.

;

v.

'^

11^13.

5' 6'^

the

first

same

The im-

Ne. 12 '6, as ex-

plained in the Introduction, makes it necessary to attribute the phrase p
VTon2 to a careless reader who identified the prophet of the Restoration

—

^
Is. 8'.
Ne. I2<- ^^), as
n;*] Elsewhere in Heb. (v.
Aram. (Ezr. 5' 6"), nt""; here also, according to 19 Kenn. mss.
The form here found, however, is used of other persons (i Ch. 6^ 2 Ch.

with the Zechariah of
well as

j2'5 13").

(g

has vibv'ASdw; Jer. Jilium Addo.

Lowe explains

vibv as

a

perhaps tov /Sapax'ou is a correction based on
in which case vibv must have been the original read-

scribal error for utoO; but

the gloss n^oia ]a;

—

The Mas. are responsible for the identification
ing.
N''2jn] Om. ^•^.
of the prophet with Iddo, since they accented the text so that it could not
be interpreted otherwise.

The

contents of these eight chapters, as already intimated, natinto three parts. I. The introduction (i^""). 2. A series
urally
of visions, with their interpretations (1^-6^^).
3. A new era (7-8).
fall

THE INTRODUCTION

I.

It consists of

(i'"').

an exhortation backed by a reminder of the past

experience of the Jews, the result of their disregard for the warnings of former prophets.
*

The

popularity of the

name

is

equally evident, even

imaginary persons, for he would not have used
common in his generation. C/. Gray, HPN., 188 /.
icler to

if it is
it

sometimes applied by the Chronif it had not been verv

so frequently

l'-'

1. This introduction, like the
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main

divisions

by which

it is

fol-

lowed, has a date. The date here found, however, differs from
the other two in being incomplete; for, while the year and the month
are given, the day is wanting. It may have been omitted intentionally, as in Ezr. 3* 7* and elsewhere; but the more common opinion
is, either that it is implied in the word rendered monlJi, VIU, which
is

sometimes, for example, 2 S. 20^ ^•, properly translated new moon,
The former
it has been lost in the process of transcription.

or that

by Kimchi and other scholars, must
be rejected as being entirely without real foundation in Hebrew

of these views, though adopted

usage.

On

that the

first

by a

the other

distinct

hand there are repeated examples showing
month was indicated

as well as the other days of the

number.

Cf.

Gn.

8^

Hg. i\

etc.

therefore, Zech-

If,

ariah intended to say, as the Syriac Version says he did, that this
opening prophecy was delivered on the first day of the eighth month,

the
the

month originally called Bui (i K. 6^*), but later Marchesvan,
word or words indicating the day must have been lost in trans-

mission.

So We., Now., Marti, Kit.

dated the

first

of the sixth

Darius Hystaspes.

If,

month in

Haggai's

first

prophecy

is

the second year of the reign of

therefore, the Syrian reading is correct,

Zechariah began his prophetic career just two

months

later,

namely, about the middle of October, 520 B.C. In any case it
was not three months before this his first prophecy was delivered.
In recording it he did not, as is done in the present text, use
the third person, but, as has been shown, the first, so that the
latter half of this verse should read, came the word of Yahweh to

me, saying.*

The

reading suggested is not favoured by the immediate conZechariah actually used the language just attributed to
him, in this second verse Yahweh should be the speaker and the
2.

text.

If

prophet the person addressed. This is not the case, the statement
being made, not by, but about, the Almighty, and addressed

made

It will not, however, do to reject the
on
that
as appears when one passes
accoimt,
proposed reading
from this verse to the one following. It then becomes clear, not

apparently to the people.

* Cf. 6'

7^ 8'- ".

responding

»jotes

On

the passages that

and comments.

do not follow

this

formula

(i'

and

7'- '),

see the cor-

1
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^
only that there is no connection between the two, but that v. has
The natural
precisely the form that this one should have taken.

inference

was very wroth with your
not so easy to explain why it
Perhaps a copyist, finding the text

that the statement YaJiweh

is

an interpolation.
should have been inserted.

fathers is

It is

defective, supplied the place of the missing

words as well as he

could from f', where the prophet refers to the wrath of
against the fathers.

Yahweh

3. In AV. this verse begins with Therefore say, etc., this being
the only way in which the present text can well be rendered; but
so rendered it can hardly convey the thought that the prophet had
in

He would not have represented Yahweh

mind.

him

to deliver the

people to return to

Nor

their fathers.
for the

V. ^;

commanding

is

the connection improved by the omission of
Yahweh came to me contains no

statement the word of

reason for the

something that
result is

as

message that follows, a message requiring his
him, because he (Yahweh) had been wroth with

command given. It must have had its ground in
Yahweh himself had previously said. The same

reached

if

the connective

is

translated literally and.

In

other words, as has already been intimated, the text here lacks
several words,

which must be supplied to make it completely infirst place, there must have been at least one

In the

telligible.

preceding verb having the sense of speak, or perhaps, as Budde
*• "• "
suggests, cry (preach), a favourite with Zechariah (w.
7^);

and

this, if

rect,

the present text, so far as

must have been followed by an

it

has been preserved,

is

cor-

indirect object, perhaps this

"•
^-), the antecedent of the
people or the remnant of this people (S''them.
The
would
thus be, Preach {cry)
pronoun
original reading
to the

alent,

remnant of this people and say to them, or something equivwhich would appropriately follow the statement of v. ^ and

introduce the message he has to deliver. Return to me, and I will
return to you, saith Yahweh.
It does not at once appear what is

meant by this message, in what respect the people have departed
from God and how they should return to him. The fact that the
prophecy

is

dated a

little

after the appeal

by which Haggai, with

the aid of the Spirit, brought the Jews to undertake the restoration
of the temple,

would lead one

to expect

such an arraignment for

III

l'-«

absorption in private affairs as is found at the beginning of
It appears, however, from
the preceding book.
Cf. Hg. i''- ^.
what immediately follows (v. '^), but more clearly from later utterselfish

ances

himself was a
^^), that, to Zechariah, although he
a temple was not the only, or the greatest, need from which
^-

8^"

(7^

priest,

^'

nor was its splendour his measure for
Here, therefore, the return to Yahweh must
be interpreted, not merely as the restoration of the national worship at Jerusalem, but as the resumption of the practice of the social

were

his people

suffering;

their future welfare.

virtues, justice,

laid

by the

mercy, and the

earlier prophets.

like,

CJ.

on which the main

Am.

-^

5^^-

Is.

i^^,

stress

was

The
Yahweh

etc.

promise by which the people are encouraged to return to
must be interpreted to correspond to the exhortation; not, therefore, as

of

a means of exciting visions of material splendour, but
in a divinely

wakening an expectation of universal well-being

ordered community. CJ. 8^.
4. Yahweh, not content with taking the first step toward a reunion between himself and his people, next seeks, in the most persuasive terms, to

Be

show them the

folly of rejecting his overtures.

he pleads, as your fathers, and then proceeds to describe
those whose example he wishes to prevent them from following.
not.,

were wanderers from Yahweh, and Yahweh sought
His agents were the former prophets. It is possible to inThere would be an apparent
terpret these words too broadly.
warrant for so doing if v. ^® were throughout genuine. It is not,
They,
them.

also,

the

name

8^^,

being without doubt an interpolation.

"Israel" in that passage, like "the house of Israel" in

text in these

The

correction of the

two passages leaves the prophecies of Zechariah with-

out recognisable allusions to the northern kingdom. It is J\idah
and Jerusalem over whose past he grieves (i'^- ^^) and for whose
future he cares.

2^^

8".

must, therefore, be those

who

Cf.

The prophets to whom he refers
laboured in Judah, especially those

It was their preachwhose
burden
Return
evil
was.
ing
from your
ways, yea, from your
evil deeds.
He seems to have had more particularly in mind Jere-

of the closing years of the Jewish monarchy.

miah,

who

quoted.

several times uses almost exactly the language here

In 25*

^-

the setting also

is

the same.

The

passage reads,
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"And he

all his

sent to

servants the

sent

prophets,
—but ye did not you
hear, neither did ye incline your ears

them

early,

to listen,

—

saying, Return, each from his evil way and from the evil of his
deeds, and dwell on the soil that Yahweh gave to you and your

and ever."

fathers for ever

Cf. also 35^^.

are found in 18^ and Ez. 33'^
too,

Less exact parallels

The remaining words

of this verse,

were evidently borrowed from Jeremiah, but they are here ap-

own

generation rather than to any that had preCf. especially 36^ '^•.— 5. One naturally expects the
of the fathers to be followed immediately
characterisation
prophet's
more
or
less
a
vivid of the fate that their flagrant and
by description
plied to Jeremiah's

ceded

it.

incorrigible neglect of

Yahweh brought upon them; and

verse seems to answer that expectation.

he were about

at first this

Your fathers, he

says, as

make

a statement concerning them, then suddenly changes the construction and asks, with a brevity that is very
if

to

dramatic, where are they? This question reminds one of Is. 51'^,
"When he taketh his aim to destroy, where is the fury of the oppressor?" the author of which, as appears from the next verse,

—

meant to convey the idea that the oppressors of the exiled Jews
would themselves speedily be swept out of existence. A similar
interpretation in this case would suit the preceding context and

was therefore adopted by some
and Christian.* It is forhalf of the verse, and the prophets,
do they
incredible that Zechariah would have repre-

accord with the facts of history.

It

of the earlier commentators, Jewish

bidden by the

latter

—

live forever? for it is
sented Yahweh as destroying his messengers with those

who

ig-

Jerome attempted to meet this objection by
the
identifying
prophets here meant with the false prophets, who
an
played
important part in the later history of the kingdom of
but
it is clear that in the
Judah
preceding and following verses they
nored their message.

;

are the predecessors of Zechariah, and the connection requires that
the term here have the same meaning.
Nor is it
Cf. also 7^- ''.
necessary, as in the

mouths

Targum,f

of the people.

to

The two

put the second question into the
can be harmonised by supposing

that the prophet is here thinking of the fathers and the prophets
as merely two classes of men, alike mortal, in comparison with Yah* So Theod. Mops.,

Dm., Marck.

t So also van Hoonacker.

I'-°

weh and

his eternal purposes.

—6.
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The

mind

contrast in the

of the

prophet
strongly expressed by the adversative But, with which
this verse begins.
It is not a contrast between men and God, but
is

between men and the ivords and

decrees, or the

words as embodied

Yahweh promulgated through his servants the
The
words
of Yahweh seem to be personified here, as is
prophets.
"
"
the word of Yahweh in other parts of the Old Testament. Thus,
Ps. 147^^ reads, "He sendeth his command upon earth;
swiftly rimin the decrees, of

A more significant example is found in Is. 55^^,
where the great prophet of the Exile puts into the mouth of the
neth his word."

Deity these words:
So

shall

it

be with

my

word,

that goeth forth from my mouth:
It shall not return to me empty;

nor until

it

hath done what

and prospered

in that for

I

willed,

which

I sent

it.

Zechariah pictures these punitive decrees of Yahweh as intelligent agents, like the angels, sent forth to execute upon offenders
the decisions of the divine will.
At any rate, with another
Cf. 5^*
of his rhetorical questions he asks, did they not overtake your fathers? referring, of course, to the calamities, repeatedly predicted

by Jeremiah and
their

others,

which

befell the

government and the banishment

Jews

in the

overthrow of

of the better classes of the

Here, having reached a climax, he might
Indeed, it is only so far that the conduct of the
reprehensible, and therefore not to be imitated. The rest

country to Babylonia.

have stopped.
fathers

is

of the verse, however, has its justification.

giving

Nor

it

It

adds an item, then

which enlarges the scope of the narrative, thereby

they returned,

the character of a positive rather than a negative lesson.
The words put into the mouths of the fathers are

is this all.

same time an evidence of a changed attitude toward Yahweh
and a vindication of Yahweh himself as a God of truth and the
at the

prophets as his messengers. This is their testimony: As Yahweh
of Hosts purposed to do to us, according to our ways and according
to our deeds, so hath he done with us.
It is calculated to produce
*

Cj. Piepenbrine', TheoL, 250;

cp.

Dillmann, Tkeol., 345/.
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the conviction that, as Theodoret of Mopsuestia puts it, "the truth
of the divine words is beyond question, and these words cannot be

neglected with impunity."

^

1.

V

but

258;

number

inserts after the

This

-rh.

of the

month

\-k»f^s

=inK3

»'"'

|

an allowable arrangement, being actually found in 2 K.
had been that of the original text, the missing phrase would

if it

is

hardly have been lost. On the other hand, it is comparatively easy to
account for the present text on the supposition that the day preceded
The first word of a Hebrew book is
the month here as well as in v. ^
easily overlooked.

In

this case the loss of

7'

inxa would

—

make

it

neces-

change uhnS to cnna to render it intelligible. rv-n':'] Add as in
Hg. I'- '% with 13, I'^cn. 2. Bu. attempts to save this verse by re-

sar)' to

—

moving
ing

it

'•>

f\'ip

and

inserting it before nr, at the same time changto \~3i,^; but the result of such an emendation would not be
to the next

satisfactory; for the troublesome clause

construe with

'

v.

as in

its

would be almost as

ning of that verse would be more apparent than it now is.
with (3 g-, ^ni. On the construction, cf. Ges. "' 2- R. ».
^

The

with

pf. of i::n

mNU", would

ntn aj;n

suggests

1

The Heb.

in the imv.

(-\?:nS)

—
—

fixp]

Add

3. picni]

implies a preceding declarative, like "»a"i or Nip
of the clause supplied in the comments, Ss n"\,i
fill

just

the space now occupied by v. 2. Blayney
-i^n, as in 7'.
zn^x] For dh^Sn, the

—

yiNn sy So Sn

—

reading of many mss. 'x
a prtc, but a noun. Cf.
i-r-) is

difficult to

present position, while the lacuna at the begin-

'•<

dnj]

BDB.

Om. with

Ace. to Ko.

due either to a virtually doubled

The

in a familiar expression.

—

(S^''=-

'•

Q <S" &".

Hao, d

".

tj^g

—

3Nj]

Not

vocalisation

frequency of the word
more reasona-

a or the

latter is evidently the

Without n, ace. to Bo. '^« e_ on acct. of a fol:iiu\xi]
This explanation is mistaken, since, in all other cases
the word takes n, even before a guttural.
Cf. Ex. 4'8 Ho. 2' Mai. 3^

ble supposition.

**

lowing guttural.
(6),

—

iCN^] The rarity of this word as a substitute for cnj has already been
noted.
It occurs only three times in these chapters, and in
Cf. Hg. i'.

one at

them (7") it is a part of an interpolation. It is therefore
Kenn. 249, which has cnj, has preserved the original readKenn. 150 has both, as if it had been corrected. nxax'] Om. (S"
least of

possible that
ing.

g*".—4.

>?}<]

—

Rd.. with

<S S>,

Sxi.—DD>S>Syc]

S'iSj.'d;

ace. to Koh., Ke., Wri.,

Kenn.

mss..

Cf.

Lowe,

Hi.,

Baer (Notes,

81),

ei

which, since v;dv

(T^axov rod

elcrrjKouffal fxov, is

•Sn

&^

of n'^^^y.

Rd., with 21

We., Now., Marti, Kit.

elffriKovcrav,

not strange that in

al.

irr. pi.

(g-^'«."- it

Ace.

—

to

Qr.

BDB.,

orjr'^y.n.

mss., <g

&

lyciy n'?i.]

GI,

pi.,

of

So 32

s'^'^ilDC.

(S^^, kuI ovk

is represented in the final clause, Kal ov irpoprobably a duplicate rendering. Hence it is
should be wanting. Cf. 7" {(&). For o^u'pn

has wuJoZ. by mistake for

—

v^o^.

.

—&a

j-g^d

mxax

at the

i^-^

—

IIS

In &, and sometimes in (m, both subjects are inquestion; so also, in Jerome's commentarj', in his
Such a division of the verse,
translations from the Greek and the Heb.

end of the

verse.

cluded in the

5.

first

however, does violence, not only to the accentuation, but to the symmetry
of the passage.

Gn.

cf.

2o'2

—

1 S.

&

D''S3jni]

29'.

— ipm]

=

.^.'-^^m

-i<^2:y.

—

a mistaken rendering for ipm, taken for inpn,
later correction.

ner of

ST.

—

^^<]

adds iv

irveiixarl

An

adversative,

however,

may be

being a
'nna, after the man-

kclI to. p6/jLifxd fxov

=

/jlov

—Accent, not, with Gins., — ncN^i, but, with Baer, accordtj'r

ing to the sense, u*?

2.

(S

v^'ii".

6.

(^ supplies Mxe(TGe, which,

.

.

.

ncNM.

A SERIES OF VISIONS, WITH THEIR INTERPRETATIONS (i^-6'=).
There are eight

Some

of these visions.

of

them are described

very briefly, others with considerable detail.
equally distinct
follows: the
217/13^

;

from one another, but

first

three, depicting

the fourth

Yahweh

and

fifth,

of

The

They

are not

all

into three groups, as

return from captivity (i^—
is The anointed of

which the theme

(chs. 3/., exc. 4^ab-ioa^. ^^^^ ^j^g \^^^ three,

grouped under the general heading,

They

fall

The

are supplemented by a section on

which may be

seat of wickedness (5^-6*).

The

prince of Judah

(6*"^*

^6ap-i0a)_

The Return from Captivity

a.

The visions of

the

first

(1^-2"'"^).

group, three in number, present successive
and prepare the way for an

stages in the history of the Restoration

appeal with which the section closes.
is

In the

first

vision the scene

laid in
(l)

THE HOLLOW OF THE MYRTLES

In this vision the prophet sees a person to

(l^'^O-

whom

a troop of di-

vinely commissioned messengers report, thus furnishing an occasion for an appeal to Yahweh in behalf of his people and a response

assuring them of speedy deliverance.
7. To this vision is prefLxed a date, doubtless, as is generally
admitted, the date of the entire series. The prophet saw these
visions in the

same (Jewish) year

in

which he uttered the preceding
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prophecy, the second year of the reign of Darius Hystaspes, in the

day began in the evening, the night
before the twenty-fourth day of the month, or toward the middle of
February in the year 519 B.C.
eleventh month, and, since the

In this case some one has added the Babylonian name, Shehat, to the numOn the names of the rest of the months, cf. Benzinger,
Arch., 200 f., DB., art. Time. Six more of these names occur in this and other
ber of the month.

books: Nisan, the

late

(Ne.

6'5);

first

(Ne.

2');

Sivan, the third (Ezr. 8"); Elul, the sixth
Tebeth, the tenth (Ezr. 2>«); and Adar,

Kislevv, the ninth (Zc. 7');

the twelfth (Ezr. 616).

Koh. is disposed to think that the appearance of these visions on the twentyfourth of the month was a recognition by Yahweh of the devotion of his people in beginning work on the temple on the twenty-fourth of the sixth, and
laying the foundation of the new structure on the same day of the ninth month.
i'^ 210.
Too much, however, should not be made of this coincidence,
some one should make the point that it stamps the chronology of the books
It should also be reof Haggai and Zechariah as artificial and unreliable.
membered that, as was shown in the comments on Hg. 2'^, it is by no means
certain that the foundation of the new temple was laid on the twenty-fourth

Cf. Hg.
lest

of the ninth month.

Dru. justly criticises Jerome for saying that the month Shebat was"jM
acorrimo tempore hyemis"; for, although in February the rainy season is not
yet ended, the weather is often very warm and pleasant and other tokens of
spring are abundant.

This date,

in the Massoretic text,

is

immediately followed by the

introductory clause found in v. ^, the word of Yahweh came to ZechIn this case,
ariah, the son of Berechiah, the son of Iddo, saying.
the
first for the
it
is
not
to
recast
it, substituting
however,
enough
third person.

The

result, to

style of Zechariah, but

be sure, would be a formula in the

one that would here be as useless as that

for

was substituted; for it also, if fairly and naturally interwould
give the reader the impression that it was Yahweh
preted,*
who saw the vision to be described, which surely was not the

which

it

The only remedy is in dropping
^
the disturbing clause altogether and connecting v.
directly with
the date of the vision, as is done in Is. 6^t 8. On the given date
thought of the original author.

—

Zechariah says he saw certain things.
Cj.

t

If

graph

82-

3.

7.

The word

used J

is

the one

".

Neumann had done
to explaining how a

this, it

would not have been necessary for him
word of Yahweh."

vision can be called "the

to devote

a long para-

I^-^^

commonly employed

to denote perception

A literalist might regard

of vision.
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by means of the organs

this fact as

a warrant for hold-

ing that the things and acts described presented themselves as objects to the physical senses; but there are features of this vision that
its objective reality, and, when the attempt is
series as literal scenes, the inadequacy of
the
whole
to explain

are inconsistent with

made

method of interpretation becomes increasingly apparent. Note
the angels mounted on horses in this, and the various symbolic objects or actions in the other pictures, especially the fantastic figure
that

of the

woman

in the ephah.

Cf.

5^.

It is

spite of the fact that Zechariah says the time

impossible also, in

was

at night, to

main-

he saw the things described in his sleep. A sufficient
reason for this assertion is found in the fact that he not only does
not say, but apparently takes pains not to say, that he was dreamtain that

Even

ing.

if it

were necessary

to

admit that he intended

sent his visions as inspired dreams, the ease with

to repre-

which he passes

from the language of the vision to that of ordinary prophetic discourse would dispel the illusion.* There are considerations, also,
that

make

it

improbable that these visions were produced in an

by the direct influence of the divine spirit f or
under the stimulus of an intense and overpowering conviction.
ecstatic condition

There are too many of them, and they too clearly betray forethought and invention. They must, therefore, be classed, with
those of Am. f ^- Je. i" ^- and Ez. 8 ^•, as literary forms in which
the prophet clothed his ideas, whatevier their origin, for the purpose of securing for them prompter attention among those whom

he sought

to instruct

and

influence.

It is

only just to add that, as

appear in the course of these comments, for attractiveness and
effectiveness the visions of Zechariah fall below the average of
will

those used by his predecessors. The first is rather obscure, but,
is laid in the night, the indistinctness of the various

as the scene

figures introduced

figures the
* Koh. cites

dreams.

first to

Ew. and

Hi. in his

seems natural, if not intentional.
appear is a man. Who the man

Among
is,

these

Zechariah

Hi. as holding the view that the prophet is reporting a succession of
is rather ambiguous.
Ew., although he refers to the visions

commentary

"

Traumgebilde," adds that they are not really dreams, much as they resemble them, but that
they were devised in their order for a deliberate purpose.
as

t So Koh., Ke.,

8

VVri., Or., et al.
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does not explain, l)ut the reader at once suspects that he, like the
man in Ez. 8"* 40^*^-, etc., is a superhuman being, and therefore

" he is identified with
not surprised to find that in a gloss to v.
"the angel of Yahweh." This view has been questioned,! but it

is

is

a natural inference from the language used, and, as the evident
whose identity is in question over all the

superiority of the person

others mentioned points in the same direction, it has been widely
On the title "angel of Yahweh," cj. Hg. i^^ and the
accepted. J

In this book it evidently denotes a visible manifestaYahweh. He is described, in a gloss which seems to have
been added by some one who thought it beneath the dignity of the

comments.

tion of

angel of the divine presence to be on foot while his attendants were
Jiorse,§ but in a genuine clause
as standing, or better, in the present connection, waiting, among

on horseback, as mounted on a hay
the myrtles.

The

myrtle (Myrliis communis) is not, as one would suppose from the EngIs. 55", a tree, but a shrub that seldom attains a height of

rendering of
more than eight

lish

white flowers.

among
41"

It is an evergreen, with fragrant leaves and delicate
was a favourite among the Hebrews. Hence it is mentioned

feet.

It

the trees that testify to the prosperity of the Messianic age.
Cf. Is.
From it, as from the palm and other trees, they cut branches to

55'3.

make booths

for the Feast of Tabernacles.

Cf. Ne.

low takes the places of both the myrtle and the

much of the
The myrtle is

In Lv.

22,'^"

the wil-

which favours the

its final shape outside of
throughout Palestine, growing wild

opinion that

priestly legislation took

Palestine.

still

common

S'^.

olive; a fact

on the slopes of the
122;

iv,

hills and along the water-courses {cf. Vergil, Ceorg., ii,
Cf. DB., art.
124), as well as in the gardens of the inhabitants.

Myrtle; Tristram,

NHP.,

365/.

The myrtles the prophet has in mind are in a locality especially
favourable to their growth, a hollow. This depression has been
* In

this

ance of a

passage the correct reading

man"

(btin).

C/. Toy,

t Koh., Ke., Klie., Wri., Now.,

is

not

"

the appearance of fire

"
(u'n),

but

"

the appear-

SBOT.
et al.

So Ra., AE., Cal., Dru., Marck, Lowth, Bla., Ew., Hd., Pres., Or., Reu., et al. Some of
these at the same time hold that the man is the son of God. This doctrine was widely current
among the earlier commentators, but it did not pass unchallenged. Theodoret of Mopsuestia
"
says in criticism of it, Full of error and folly, nay, little short of impiety, is the teaching by some
that he saw the son of God "; and again, in a passage that seems to have been mutilated by a
more orthodox reader, he declares, "None of the prophets knew anything about the deity of the
i

Only Begotten."
§ The word rendered bay (Q1N) is used of various shades of colour from pink
brown. C/. Ct. s'" 2 K. 3=2 Nu. 19^ Is. 63= Gn. 2520,

to reddish-

l'-^^
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Kidron, and that part of it about its
Hinnom; and there is something to be
This spot is the lowest near the city, and

identified with the Valley of

junction with the Valley of
said for this opinion: (i)

therefore most likely to be called "The Hollow."
(2) It has always been a garden, being the site of "The King's Garden" of
2

K. 25^ and even

ished there.
(6*^-) is the

(3)

time the myrtle must have flour-

in Zechariah's

same as

nificant, for there is

some

as

If,

claim, the setting of the last vision

that of the

no other

this

first,

locality

circumstance also

is sig-

near Jerusalem that would so

well suit both cases.

not a
said

Since, however, the prophet is describing,
but an imaginary scene, perhaps the most that can be
that the familiar scenery about the Kidron furnished him

real,

is

some

In this imaginar}' hollow he
himself
as
the
seeing
angel of Yahweh, and not only
represents
since
the
but
behind
him, or,
him,
angel must be conceived as facof the materials for his picture.

now one way and

ing

horses,

him, a number of

then the other,

beyond
—he does not say how many, —some
of which are of a bay

colour, others chestnut'^

and

still

others white.

The mention

of

these colours indicates that the horses were divided into troops.

That they had

riders

is

taken for granted.

explained in the next verse.

—0.

Who

these riders were

The

explanation is given in
the
by
prophet apparently addressed to the
introduced.
There
are those who hold that it is he
person just
who now makes answer, f and this opinion, besides being a natural
is

answer

to a question

presupposition,

two

in V.

^°.

is

favoured by the seeming identification of the

There

are,

however, serious objections,

descriptive phrase that follows

is

superfluous as a

(i)

means

The

of identi-

(2) Nor does it fit this person; for,
fying the angel of Yahweh.
as he has thus far not said anything, he cannot be described as one

speaking with the prophet. On the other hand, a description is
necessary for a new character, and this one suits an interpreter,
especially if it be rendered an angel that was speaking with me.
Indeed, in the form the angel,
The

derivation of the Heb.

word

etc., it is

piTJ', sarok,

capable of a similar inter-

from p^ir, shine

brightly,

would indicate

denotes a bright reddish colour; but whether, with Ges., one should render it as above,
or, with his latest revisers (BDB.), sorrel, it seems impossible to determine. The rendering
speckled or dappled, in which the Vrss. agree, has no warrant in SIthat

it

t SoTheod. Mop?., Ra., Marck, Rosenm., Mau., Hi.,

et al.
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pretation, for, thus translated, it is at the same time a description
of a second person and an allusion to the familiar figure of the inIt is
terpreter in the visions of Ezekiel.
Cf. 8"^- 40^^-, etc.
therefore fair to conclude that the angel here meant is as distinct

from the one of the preceding verse as he is from the second to appear in 2"^, and that he has a different function. He immediately
declares his office.
/ will show thee, he says, what these are. He
is

here, as elsewhere in these visions,* a monitor

and

interpreter

prophet from missing anything that he should see
or failing to understand its meaning. 10. It is not he, however,
to prevent the

who

—

The

actually gives the promised information.

from

the

man

that

was standing among

the myrtles.

reply

comes

Here, at

first

be a discrepancy indicating either that the idea of
distinguishing two angels is mistaken, or, perhaps, that this verse is
wholly (We.) or in part an interpolation. Neither of these infersight,

seems

ences

is

to

necessary, as will appear,

if

due regard be paid to the folto show what the vision

The promise

lowing considerations: (i)

means does not require that the interpreter should do so by a
and personal demonstration. (2) It is clear from the other
visions that the prophet intended to make them as far as possible
explain themselves.
(3) A notable instance of the indirect method
direct

found in the third, where the interpreter, instead of addressing
the prophet, as he would have been expected to do, shows what he
wishes the prophet to know by a message sent to a third person.
In view of this example it ought not to seem strange for the prophet
is

to put the

answer

to his

own

question into the

pal figure in the scene described.

These, he

mouth

of the princi-

says,

referring, not

to the horses of various colours, but, as appears
riders,

—

these are they that

Yahweh

—

from v.",

to their

sent to traverse the earth.

Here

are two or three points that deserve attention.
In the first place,
it is noteworthy that the angel of Yahweh, the
speaker, here as in
'"
v.
and 3" distinguishes between himself as a divine manifestation to his people

and Yahweh the God

of the

whole

earth.

Ob-

messengers were apparently all despatched together, and that at the time to which the vision refers they have
serve, too, that the

accomplished their mission.

It is

Cj. 27l'S '/3

1.

4I.

therefore clearly useless to seek
*

6.

55.

10 (,t.
6,

7-17
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key to the vision in the book of Daniel, or try, as some have
done, to find in the colours of the horses symbols of any succession
for the

of events,* or empires.f

Finally,

it is

significant that these horse-

men, unlike those described in the Apocalypse (6), all had one and
This fact forbids the interpretation of the colthe same mission.
ours of the horses as intended, to use the language of Newcome,
"to intimate the difference of their ministries."! Their mission

was not

burn and conquer, as Kohler explains, but, as apthe
next
verse, to reconnoitre the earth § and report on
pears from
its condition.
Now, a mission of this sort can evidently be exeto slay,

much more expeditiously by a given numare
divided into detachments and sent in
they
It is therefore probable, especially in view
different directions.
cuted quite as well and

ber of persons

if

of the unsatisfactoriness of other interpretations, that the prophet

thougKt of these scouts as operating in this way and gave the horses
detachments from one another.

different colours to distinguish the

He made

the number three, if this is the original reading, perhaps
because the sea to the west restricted his vision in that direction.
See, however, 6"

11.

being

^•.

The horsemen do
introduced, make

not wait for a direct

command,

their report to the last speaker,

again described as the one

who was

standing

among

on

but,

who

is

the myrtles.

perhaps through a spokesman, We have traversed the
more exactly the population of the
earth, and lo, the whole earth
various countries of the earth restethin quiet. This statement at

They

first

say,

sight

seems intended

—
—

to describe the state of things at the date

of the vision,** but this can hardly be the correct interpretation.
It is

not probable that the adversaries of Darius were

all

subdued,

and the Persian empire reduced to a state of complete tranquillity,
by the month of February, 519 B.C.; or that, if the struggle for the
throne was still in progress, the Jews, including Zechariah, were
so

ill

informed with reference to matters in the East that they sup-

* For
example, the varied fortunes of the Persian empire; Grot., Hd., et al.
t The Jews of Jerome's time saw in these colours symbols of the Assyrian, Babylonian and

Medo-Persian, or the Medo-Persian, Macedonian and Roman empires.
t So Bla., Koh. Ke., el al.
§ Not, as Luther and others render it, the land.
** So Dm., Grot., Marck, Lowth, Hd., We., Now., Marti, et al.

So Cyr.,

Klie.,

et,

al
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posed

had been decided.

it

There are equally valid objections

view that the prophet is here describing future conditions.
Jews in his day were not groaning in bondage and looking for

to the

The

deliverance from

it,

as such an interpretation would imply, but

their fetters had been broken by Cyrus and they had since been
free to return to their country and labour for its economic, if not

for its political restoration.
ecies of

Haggai; also

This

from the

is

last

perfectly clear

from the proph-

chapters of this collection, es-

A

reference to the present and the future being imno alternative but, with van Hoonacker,
there
remains
probable,
The use of visions as
to regard the vision as a picture of the past.
pecially 6® ^•.

a means of representing historical facts or truths is not without
precedent in the Old Testament. There is a notable example in
the book of Amos. The seventh chapter of that book begins with
a series of three visions one object of which was effectively to portray to the sinning children of Israel the long-suffering of
his dealings with them.

therefore, Zechariah

Yahweh

in

here attempthe
is
to
a
historical
situation,
ing
depict
simply following the exof
his
of
one
of
the
greatest
predecessors in the prophetic
ample
office.

That

If,

appears from a comparison

this really is his object

of the language he uses here

and

is

in the following verses with that

The impression thus produced is only
deepened when the next two visions are taken into account, for
2io/6ff. j^Qj. Qj^jy g^jj-g ^Yie Babylonian period, but cannot well be
of the Second Isaiah.*

understood as referring to any other. For details, see below.
There is one objection to the view proposed, namely, that accord^^

the angel of Yahweh refers to the indignation of Yahing to V.
weh as having endured seventy years; but see below. The only
way to avoid the adoption of some such explanation as is there sug-

gested

is

to reject the date given in v.

^

and

refer this

and the

fol-

lowing chapter to the period of the Exile; but such a course is forbidden by the organic relation between these chapters and the next
four and the evidence that these last were written after the accession of Darius Hystaspes.
On the whole, then, it seems best to
a picture of the past, that is, of the
this
as
first
vision
interpret
a time previous to the appearance
was
of
the
Exile.
There
period
Cp.

V.

" and

Is. 14'i

v.

" and

Is. 40';

v.

'*

and

Is.

42";

v.

" and

Is.

44^^ 51'.

j7-ir

Cyrus as a conqueror when Babylon was apparently so powerit could fitly be called "mistress of kingdoms" (Is. 47-^),
and its dominion so generally recognised that the Jews could be
of

ful that

of their prophets with the
represented as meeting the promises
taken from the mighty? or the capsceptical questions, "Is the spoil
tive of the terrible

delivered?" and

Zechariah had in mind when he

it is

probably

put into the

this period that

mouths

of the re-

wherever they went, they found

turned horsemen the report that,
undisturbed quiet. 12. There are various places in the Old
Testament in which the condition just described is plainly repre-

—

sented as desirable.

Thus, when, in 3" and elsewhere in the book
have "had rest" so or so many years,

of Judges, the land is said to

means that a more or less serious conflict had been brought to a
more or less satisfactory issue and the Hebrews permitted an interIn this case the result was not faval of peace.
Cj. also Is. 14^.
vourable to them, but disastrous; and the peace that followed was
The Jews themselves, to be siure, had
the prize of their enemies.
it

a kind of

They
come

rest,

to see that

condition.
bility,

but

was the rest of a pygmy in the hands of a giant.
it, however clearly they might
were
to blame for their helpless
themselves
they
it

could not be satisfied with

the

Indeed, the more keenly they realised their culpaeagerly they longed, and the more earnestly they

more

prayed, for the future favour of Yahweh. All this finds expression
in the pathetic appeal, how long wilt thou not have compassion, or,
to

put

it

more

idiomatically,

passion, on Jerusalem

and

how

long wilt thou refuse

the cities of

Judah?

to

have com-

The words might

^
His curiosity led him in v.
It would also
to ask about the horsemen and their significance.
have been natural for him, on hearing the report that there were as

well have

come from

the prophet.

no signs of the interference of Yahweh in behalf of his afflicted
people, to inquire how much longer they must wait for deliverance.
Or, the interpreter might have acted as his spokesman. There
yet

are those

who maintain

that

it

must have been he who made the

appeal, and that, therefore, either he is identical with the angel of
Yahweh,* or the angel of Yahweh has been substituted for him,t
because he is the one to whom the answer is addressed. Cf. v. ^^.
* So Theod.
Mops.. Ra., Marck, Rosemn-. Mau., Hi.,

el al.

t So Marli, Kit.
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There

are,

sion.

In the

however, good grounds for rejecting any such conclufirst place, although, it must be confessed, Zechariah

does not always express himself as clearly as one might desire,
he seems to have intended to represent the angel who spoke with

him as a mere interpreter. One would therefore hardly expect
him to address Yahweh. On the other hand, there are reasons why
the angel of Yahweh should be the next speaker,
(i) It was he to
whom the report of the horsemen was made. (2) A more convincing argument

is

found

in the character of this angel as the

prophet

He

appears again, and very disin
the
fourth
where
he
rebukes Satan and rescues
vision,
tinctly,
Joshua and his people from serious danger; in other words, he
acts the part of a champion and defender of the Jewish people.

seems

have conceived him.

to

In the book of Daniel this office

whom another angel

Michael,

for the children of thy people."

ever,

The

on

performed by the archangel
"the great prince who standeth

is

calls

Cf.

Dn. 12^

It

must

not,

how-

account be supposed that the archangel is intended.*
most that can be said is that Zechariah seems to have adapted
this

a conception of the angel of Yahweh which prepared the way for
the later doctrine according to which each people had its guardian
This, however, is enough to warrant one in believing that
angel.

Yahweh the place he now occupies
angel of Yahweh, then, is the spokesman
of Zechariah and his people, voicing their plea for mercy on the
Zechariah gave to the angel of
in this first vision.

The

Yahweh has cursed with ruin and desolation now seventy
The number seventy, as already noted, seems to contra-

land that
years.

dict the suggestion that this vision relates to the past, being con-

siderably too large for the period from the fall of Jerusalem to any
date before the close of the Exile, an interval of only 586-538
48 years. This objection, however, can be answered by supposing

=

either that, since the prophet evidently

had

in

mind

the passage

from Jeremiah in which the Exile and its duration are predicted
(25'^), he reckoned from 605 b.c, the date of that prophecy,
or that, starting from the fall of Jerusalem, he inadvertently
included the nineteen years that had elapsed since the capture of
Babylon and the end of the Exile. In either case the result would
So Theodoret, d Lap., Grot.,

el al.
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be near enough
enty.*

Cf.

13.

The

warrant him in using the round number sev-

to

7^

appeal is answered, and, as it seems, by Yahweh in
for
the prophet can hardly have meant to represent the
person,
speaker as acting two parts in so close connection. f How,
Does he mean to convey the imthen, is he to be understood?

last

pression that at this point the Deity made himself more directly
manifest than through the angel who had thus far represented him,

thus adding another to the

A

number

of supernal beings present?

more

satisfactory explanation is found by comparing this vision with the eighth, where Yahweh seems to be present, but unseen, namely, in the palace before which the chariots

not.

Probably

are mustered. Thence he gives his agents the command to depart,
and thence he addresses the interpreter. Cf. 6^. It is easy to

imagine that in the present instance he speaks from the darkness
round about him to the interpreter, and through him to the prophet,
the cheerful, comforting words that follow.
14. They
Cf. Is. 4o\

—

are given in the form in which the interpreter reported

commanding him

prophet,

to deliver

them

them

to the

/

to his people.

am

Jealousy implies special interest on the part of one
person for another. It often presupposes a bond between the
The Heparties that gives each of them a claim upon the other.
very jealous.

brews represented Yahweh as having a peculiar interest in them; J
as having, in fact, entered into a covenant with them
by virtue of

which he became, in a peculiar sense,
chosen people.§

and

They

therefore

felt

their

that they

God and they his
owed him exclusive

might claim his special proSometimes, however, a sense of their imworthiness inclined them to renounce this claim and throw themselves
upon his
allegiance

that, in return, they

tection.

Hosea goes almost too

mercy.

far

in

this direction.

Cf. 8",

* For some of the earlier
attempts to explain the number seventy, see Bla. and New. Koh.
and others reckon from the third of Jehoiakim, when, according to Dn. i' ' , Nebuchadrezzar
took Jerusalem the first time; but the passage on which their opinion is based is generally
discredited.

t This

is

Stonard's idea.

men,

for they

"
Those comfortable words certainly did not proceed from
says:
him they were addressed; nor from any of the company of horse-

He

the interpreting angel, for to

were only the messengers sent by Jehovah;

come from Zechariah

still

less

can they be imagined

to

have

no other person but the angel intercessor is described
to be present, they must have proceeded from him.
But he is no other than Jehovah himself."
a'•
'•
Dt. 4"
Dt. zg'o/s i- Je. i^, etc.
X Cj. Am. 32 Ho. ii'
7^ f-, etc.
§ Ex. 34'"
himself;

and

since
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In

etc.

V.

'"

the appeal

fore, the jealousy of

is

not for justice, but mercy. Here, thereregarded, not as a hostile af-

God must be

fection,* but as something in

him analogous

to the feeling en-

human beings for sufferers and against those who afflict
them. The object of his ardour on its tender side is Jerusalem,
even Sion. The name Sion was first, without doubt, applied to
kindled in

the comparatively low hill, pierced by the Siloam tunnel, on which
the ancient city had its beginning. ] The application of it was

afterward extended over the whole of the ridge of which this hill
is a part, including the site of the temple (Jo. 2^ etc.), and finally
over the larger city covering other eminences to the west and the
north.
In v. ^^ and elsewherej Zechariah
CJ. Is. 52^ ^•, etc.
it as a synonym for Jerusalem.
It is therefore probshould here be interpreted as meaning the city rather
than the sacred mountain, and that in the ruined and desolate

seems to use
able that

it

was left by the Babylonians. CJ. Is. 44"^
other side of Yahweh's jealousy reveals itself
to the oppressors of his people.
But I am very wroth, he continor
the
ues, against
careless,
They are the same
arrogant, nations.
condition in which
54", etc.

—15.

it

The

" as
resting undisturbed, enjoying the
The strength by which they won their success

that are described in v.
fruits of conquest.

has given them a reckless confidence that shows

This

spirit is

10"

the one that Isaiah

condemned

itself in

boasting.

in the Assyrians.

is thinking of the Babylonians as porTheir arrogance would in itself be offensive
to Yahweh; but the immediate cause of his anger is that, when he
was only a little wroth with his people, and therefore disposed to

Cf.

^•.

Zechariah

trayed in Is. 47®^'.

punish them but lightly, these nations, being employed for the purThe idea is a familiar one. Thus,
pose, helped, but /or harm.
Isaiah (10" ^) rebukes the Assyrian for planning to exterminate
whom he was commissioned only to chastise, while the

those

prophet of the Exile accuses the Babylonians of treating the Jews
with such cruelty that in the end they paid double the divinely
prescribed penalty.

Cf. 47^40^.

Zechariah

is

here but repeating

this accusation. §
* So New., Bla.,

X 2""-

§

in its

et al.
t 2 S. s' i K. 8'- \ etc.
There are several exegetcs who see a discrepancy between this passage
meaning and v. -, to avoid which they interpret "a little" as a limitation of

""o

32

'•.

most obvious

the duration rather

l'-^'
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16. Therefore introduces the divine purpose based on the facts
Because he has a special regard for Jerusalem, and
has already received from his hand double for all its sins, he

above given.
it

will return to the city, the place of his

former abode.

The

Sec-

ond Isaiah describes the return of Yahweh as a triumphal procession, for which a highway is to be made through the desert, and
It would have been folly
at which all the world will wonder.*
for Zechariah in his vision to

copy

this

glowing prediction; for

knew

those for whose instruction and encouragement he wrote
that

it

had not been

fulfilled. f

They

felt,

however, that Cyrus was

as really an instrument of the divine will as Nebuchadrezzar, and
they were prepared to believe that Yahweh had at last relented,
so that he

would henceforth reveal himself among them

in

com-

Indeed, the prophet could, and did, go further. Haggai
had accomplished his mission, and the foundation of the temple
passion.

had been

laid.

It

that this structure

did not, therefore, require great faith to believe
would be completed and the city restored; in

other words, that the prediction of Is. 44^^ would be fulfilled. The
prophet, at any rate, believed it, and, in testimony of his confidence,

put into the mouth of Yahweh the remaining words of this verse:
My house shall be built therein, and a line, the line used as a

measure by builders, shall be stretched over Jerusalem. Cf. 2'^' ^•.
Note that the emphasis is here on the material blessings resulting
from the presence of Yahweh. In 8^ it is on the spiritual. VJ .
Here was an excellent opportunity for extravagant language such
as even Haggai (2^) could not altogether repress.
Zechariah, how-

—

ever, as V.

^^

has shown, was more temperate than his contempo-

He

therefore omits any prediction with reference to the
rary.
future splendour of the new sanctuary. The most he permits himself, if

the text

—

in v.

'^

is

correct, is a general

"the

cities of

"

of prosperity.

—prophecy
he makes Yahweh

Judah,
again overflow with good, the temporal blessings which
cities,

The

sa.y, sJiall

all

men

than the severity of the divine wrath. So Ki., Grot., Marck, Lowth, Ston., Pres., Wri., el al.
however, as has been shown, v. is an interpolation, there is no need of resorting to such

If,

violence.

*C/.

Is. 4o3ff- 43-", etc.

t They knew, too, that the overthrow of the Babylonian empire was n^t so spectacular an
event as had been expected, and this is the reason why one (GASm.) does not find it predicted
in this passage.
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God

bestows upon those who please him. This
followed
general promise
by another for the capital in particular: YahweJi will yet, in answer to the petition implied in v. ^^,
have compassion on* Sion, and again, as in the days of its proscrave and which

is

perity, lake pleasure in Jcrusalem.-\

Here ends the first vision. It is a picture of the past. At first it
was not clear what Zechariah meant by it; but in the course of the
above discussion his purpose has become more apparent. The
Jews had been raised to the highest pitch of expectation by the

The results, to them, of the
triumph of Cyrus had fallen so far short of their hopes that they
were grievously disappointed. Some of them must have wellprophecies of the Second Isaiah.

It was therefore
nigh lost their faith in the God of their fathers.
time for some one who was sane, sober and practical to put the

whole matter

in

Yahweh had

after all really intervened in their behalf,

a

less tragical aspect,

showing his people that
and en-

couraging them to expect his continued assistance.
have been Zechariah's object in his first vision.

This seems

The

to

practical

he doubtless foresaw, would naturally

effect of the saner view, as

be an increase of interest and energy in the enterprise which he,
as well as Haggai, probably regarded as the

first

duty of the

restored community, the rebuilding of the national sanctuary.
Cf. V. '\

The

which occurs only in Gn.
reasons for regarding this
clause as an interpolation are: (i) that neither Haggai nor Zechariah, in
V. ', adds the name to the number of the month; and (2) that the practice
7. lU'j? \->u";]

32^3 2y9 Dt.

i'^;

idiom for

later

cp. Dt.

i'.

— —
'C2t

11:7 ins,

Nin]

The

of so doing seems to belong to a much later date, being confined, except
in one instance that requires special consideration, to Est. Cf. 7'.
xny]
For ny, V. '; like Nn->, Ez. 2^\ for ni, i Ch. 29', and n\ij, Jo. 4' 3, for ipj,

—

Ex.

23', etc.;

Ew.

^

'5°.

—

8.

o-<n

— 331]

omitted by We., Now., Marti, Kit.

First suspected

by Ew.,

it is

The

objections to its genuineness
are hardly compatible with each

are: (i) that the predicates odt and -<?:;'
other; (2) that the introduction of this clause produces the impression

that the angel of
in V. ", the

one

to

Yahweh

the subsequent narrative;
* The text has comlorl, but see the
t Cj.

2'^''2 3^ Is. 14'.

is

the leader of the celestial scouts,

whom they

On

report; (3) that there

and

(4) that,

if

is

and

not, as

no use made of

the clause were genuine,

it

critical notes.

the rendering take pleasure, see esDccially

Is. 56''

58^

'•

in

Nini,

63'" 66'.

1^-''
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later critics without warrant omit, would precede it, the secbeing introduced by the simple i
coinn] (^'^^\ tQv bp4wv =
D-'inn »ju'.
The former
onnn; (§t^Q and some curss., twc 5i/o opiwv

which the

ond

is

=

adopted by Theod. Mops., Theodoret, Che., Marti, van H.,
al.
It is easier, however, to explain these readings by 6' than it
to account for that of the text on the supposition that it is corrupt.

reading
et

—

prtc.

is

—

nSxca] So Houb., Norzi, Baer, Gins.; for n'?ixcD.

Other readings

are:

nSp3,Furst, nSsD3,B6.,and nSi!;3,Ew.,BDB.,an with the general sense
*
The rendering in
^ V?.
Cf. (&, KaTaffKlwv; &,

of in the shadow.

—

W

.

the hollow is evidently preferable

if

the correctness of

cDinn

is

maintained.

Marti suggests vjdS; but that would naturally mean that the
horsemen were between the angel and the prophet, which can hardly be
what the latter intended. 2''pir] ^^abq have /cat <papol /cot irot/c/Xot, a
r-\nN]

—

M

reading which, at first sight, favours the view that
originally had
liorses of four colours; but the similarity of the two here named, and the*
omission of the former by (S^' " *>, some curss., &", make it probable that
this

one

is

a gloss to the other.

=

If,

therefore, CS has preserved a fourth

one represented by D-'pit:'. For
nnc', thus bringing this passage into accord with
6^ '•.
It does not, however, seem necessar)' that the two
passages should
so perfectly agree, or natural that, if Zechariah wrote nnnr, this comparatively familiar word should have given place to the &. \. of the prestolour in ttolklXoi

am:},

it

has

lost the

the latter Marti rds.

ent text.
Asada, following C5 &, reads D^p-iri; but the ^ need not be
supphed unless omji is added. Cf. Ges. ^ "- •• J^- '. 9. '3 icnm] ^
^»iik
J^)c ^fcO '^ VlV> j-sjiiC )jJiO = ^'I'N -ICNM >3 •\2-\n InScH }J,'M,
and this reading seems favoured by w. ">"; but v. " has the precise for-

—

—

mula here

used.

that the angel

—

is

with

whom and

Ges.

^»26.

iN'?cn]

one

to

The art.

whom

is

properly used whether the thought be
is called for the first time or one

attention

his function the reader

is

to

supposed

be familiar.

Cf.

4._,3] Not in vie, with (g i, Jer., Theod. Mops., Marck, Pu.,
but, as in Nu. 1268 Hb. 2', where the most intimate communion be-

et al.,

tween

God and man is

mentality, Ew.
is not, as Ges. ^

the copula, but,

^

2w

i.
s^

'"

described, with me; the prep, denoting, not instru-

but proximity.

Cf.

BDB. ^

a,

— ncn] The pron.

and Wright expressly asserts, a substitute for
"
as Dr. puts it, an imperfect anticipation of the
subject,"
»

implies,

which here has the force of an appositive. Cf. Dr. ^
a direct question n':'^ might come first. Cf. Is.

201

(2)
;

49^1.

j^o.

— 10.

k

s^s d_

lyi]

jn

This

verb naturally introduces a speech by one who has been
direcUy adit may also introduce a
speech by any one interested in

dressed, but, since

a given subject {cf. v. " Gn. 23'" Ju. i8>«, etc.), its use here
proves nothing with reference to the question whether the man among the myrtles
and the interpreter are the same or diflferent persons. We., who regards

them

as distinct, finds in the fact that the former answers a
question put
genumeness of the whole verse;

to the latter a reason for suspecting the
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but such "interference"
D'Dinn]

(gj

Twv

Yahweh,

We. is
reading was

original

Traaav rijv

—

was standing among the myrtles would hardly have
therefore probably correct in the surmise that the
^•'HT\ here as in v. '".
So also Marti, Kit. Now.,

on the other hand, following
(gNAi3(j^

occurrence to an oriental.

*.

but,

descriptive clause that

been added.

common

a

person to whom the horsemen report is no doubt
if he had been so called in the original text, the

The

11. nvT' tn'?c]

the angel of

is

as in v.

opiuiv,

yiji>;

but

(S'-

Hi., omits the descriptive clause.

om.

iraaav, which, moreover,

—

— V^^-J

easily ex-

is

repz'i] A pred. adj. with the
plained as a loan from the next clause.
an adverbial phrase, like niSiri in 7'. 12. mn^ '\^^^'\ A reason

—

force of

for retaining this reading additional to those given in the comments is
that the insertion of the same words in v. " is more easily explained on the

supposition that the angel of Yahweh was expressly named in this verse.
nrx] The separate pron. here seems to be used rather for rhythmi-

—

—

than for emphasis. Cf. Ges. § ''s. 1, nncyt] For ncyr. Cf
^^Not a pron., as (5 U, Lu., EV. render it, but an
3.
,-i;]
'^e. k. 3 (*).—
adv.
Ges.
13. nin^] (S^^abq ^dd vavTOKparup, which,
Cf.
however, Comp., ^}"-, Chrys. omit. o nain] Ace. to Now. an in-

cal effect

Ges. H<-

—

2-

5

—

terpolation; but, since it is the interpreter who delivers the message, it
would seem most natural that he should receive it. onji^^ (6
prefix a

connective.
124.

I

—

—

a^cnj]

131. 2

<./>):

(i)j

^^

are transposed.
Cf. V. ".
T>Ty

—

An
Dr.

— nSij

a''jj>srn]

&

abstr. pi. used appositively for gen.
^

'»9

(I).— 14. jvxSi

nN:p] Cf.

Houb.rds.

w. -

nitjNrn,

";

D'?B'n>':]

Ges.

k

'"• =(«).

That despise

he would give the force of Ar.
»yft

iv.,

it

Cf. Ges.

In (6^ the names

— 15.

Snj

(Jerusalem).

multiply.

—

»ii-|ii]

To

Here a

iu'n]

">\
Cf. Ges.
So (S-^ &, and, since it occurs in
16. nin^i] Kenn. 195 adds riN3x.
17 out of ig similar cases, this may well be the correct reading.
na]
the daghesh, cf. Ges. ^ 20. 2 (a) (2).
rip] So also i K. 7" Je. 3128/39.

conj.

^i

—

On

—

17. I^j;] <S transfers this word to the preceding
ip.
and puts into its place Kal elirev irpbi fi^ 6 &yy{\os \d\wv iv ifiol.
" ^- ^.
Cf. Ges.
njsifln] For njixion, the reading of 24 Kenn. mss.
Houb. rds. njxiDn. aian >-\-;] Rd., with (B &, 3io cnyn or, as in v. ",
aiBD mm'' ^-^>•.
So
anji] Rd., with 05 {Kal AcTjcret) ami, as in v. '=.

but always Qr.
verse

—

—

Kit.
has )j.£iJo = '"ijai, which, however,
= onji,
probably correct in regarding as an error for {.tnlo

Oort., We.,

Sebok

(2)

The

is

^

—

Now., Marti,

&

THE HORNS AND THEIR DESTROYERS

(2*"Vl'*-2*).

second vision attaches itself naturally and closely to the first.
the
In
prophet sees four horns, and, when their significance has
been explained, as many workmen commissioned to destroy them;
it

the whole being a picture of the process by which
to fulfil the promise of the first vision.

There

2Yl^**.

no

is

date.

this vision to the first is

None

is

needed.

Yahweh

The

intends

relation of

such that the date of the one must be the

date of the other, the twenty-fourth of the eleventh month of the
second year of the Persian king Darius.
Then, says the prophet,

meaning after the first vision had passed, I lifted up my eyes. Here,
as in the former case, the language is figurative, since the vision is
only a literary form for the thought that the prophet washes to conThis time there appear,

vey.

to indicate the

manner

first,

four horns. There is nothing
whether as attached or

of their appearance,

separate members, but the absence of any reference to animals or
their movements favours the latter alternative.* They at once re-

and small, of the book of Daniel; but, since
without doubt a product of the Maccabean period, as
between the two its author, and not Zechariah, must be regarded as
call the horns, great

that

book

is

The

the imitator.

To

the

(Ps. 22^^^^"),

and

traced.

Dt.

Cf

origin of the sjTnbol

Hebrews the
its

common

to

them

is

easily

ox, like the lion, typified strength

horns were the feature that they emphasised.
it was natural that Amos (6'^) should repre-

Hence

23^^.

sent Israel as boasting of having taken to themselves horns,
that Zedekiah, the son of

and

Chenaanah, should wear a pair in the

tableau by which he pictured the triumph of the allied forces of
Israel and Judah over the Syrians.
This, however,
Cf. i K. 22".

seems to be the

earliest instance in

which the horn

is

used to sym-

bolise, not power, but, as will appear, a power, that is, a powerful
nation.
Therein, perhaps, lies the reason why Zechariah is so

careful to explain the figure.

2'/V^.

The method

of question

and answer

prophet inquires of his angelic interpreter, Sir,
scattered

import.
*
of

Judah.

that there

The

is

contrary

oxen in grass so

is

The
re-

The

any difference of opinion concerning

agreed that the

It is

continued.

what are these?

angel rephes. These are the horns that
These words have been variously interpreted.

ferring to the horns.

Not

is

Targum

is

their general

correct in interpreting

maintained by J. D. Mich. {Lex. Heb.), who thinks the prophet saw a uair
that their horns only were visible.
Ston. insists that there must have Deen

tall

four animals, " bearing each a single horn, high and pointed, like that of the he-goat in Daniel."
Similarly Pres., Pu., Wri., Per.,

el ai.
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horns as meaning kingdoms, that, in other words, these horns represent political powers.
The disagreement arises when an attempt is
made to identify the powers. Now, it is clear that, since the horns

are described as those that produced a dispersion, the first thing
to do is to fix the date and circumstances of this event, or series of
events.

The

text

seems

to furnish the necessary data.

that these horns scattered, not only Judah, but Israel.

when used

in

It

But

says

Israel,

conjunction with Judah, regularly denotes the northfrom the southern, kingdom and it is regularly

in distinction

em,

so used even

by the

right to expect,

it is

later prophets.*
If, therefore, as one has a
used in that sense in this connection, the dis-

persion to which the prophet refers must include that of the northern as well as the southern tribes; in other words, one must reckon

Assyria as well as Babylonia among the powers involved. f TLis
is the natural inference from the text as it reads, but such an inference does not harmonise with the impression derived from the
preceding chapter. The dispersion to which allusion is there made
is

the dispersion of

Judah

salem by Nebuchadrezzar.

only, the result of the capture of Jeru-

This

fact excites

doubt concerning the

genuineness of Israel in the passage under consideration, and the
where the horns are again
doubt thus excited is confirmed by v.
"*,

introduced, but the
also, the

name

Israel is omitted.

prophet had the Judean dispersion

It

in

follows that here,

mind, and that he

used the horns to represent the power or powers instrumental in
that catastrophe. J Rashi recognises only one power, "the Babylonians at the four winds of heaven ";§ and his view is not without

a semblance of support in the wide extent of the Babylonian empire under Nebuchadrezzar, by virtue of which he, like the kings
before and after him, called himself "king of the four quarters." "i^*
Still, it must be rejected, because the Babylonians, though the
strongest,
*

were not the only people that helped the Jews

to their

"• '8
5" Ez. 99 27I'. etc.
Cyr. Ki. Dru. Klie., Ston., Pres., Pu., Wri., et al.
It will prevent any further vioX The adoption of this emendation is greatly to be desired.
lence to the troublesome name, which has been interpreted, not only as an honorary title, Ke.,

a.

t So

Je. 3'-

Jer.,

but as a collective
noble,

title

Neumann and

for rural as distinguished

even

§ So van Hoonackcr.
** KB., iii, I, 108 /.;

2,

from urban. Or.,

faithless, as contrasted

96

/.

common

with faithful Jews, Klie.

as compared with

destruction,* as the use of the plural in v.
is

equally good ground

for rejecting

*

clearly indicates.

There

any interpretation which makes

the horns represent four distinct powers including Babylonia. The
reply is that, as the Jews had more than four adversaries, but no

others of the

same

class with the Babylonians,

identify the other three,

becomes meaningless.

and

The

powers that the prophet can

makes

it is

impossible to

that, this being the case, the vision

impossibiHty of finding a power or

safely be

supposed

to

have had

in

mind

necessary to give to the horns a broader interpretation.
Theodoret of Mopsuestia does so. He says that they designate
"those who from many sides attacked" God's people, "and sought
it

way to injure them," the number four being chosen, because the Hebrews, like others, divided the world into four quar-

in every

ters and naturally represented anything coming from all directions
as coming from the cardinal points.
Cf. "the four winds of

heaven," 6\t This seems to have been nearly the thought of the
prophet; but in developing it care must be taken to avoid the mistake of including, as many have done, the enemies of both kingdoms, or those of the Jews after the Babylonian period, for these
horns symbolise the power only of the peoples, especially the Babylonians,

who by

their hostility contributed to the final

cf the Jewish state

and the banishment

overthrow

of the Jewish people

from

their soil.

The

is not yet complete.
Yaliweh, says the
the
of
Amos
in
the
first four of his
prophet, imitating
phraseology

2^/1"'',

visions (i^-

vision

^-

'^8'),

showed me four workmen.

point, Yahweh

called his attention to

fore noticed.

The

figures were now

Not

that, at this

something that he

had not be-

brought upon the scene.
and strength, fitted, therefore,
for any task, able to build, but no less, to use the words of Ez.
On the number of the workmen, see
2j36/3i^ "skilful to destroy."

They were figures of men of

below.

—2Y1"^

The

first

skill

prophet seems to have conceived of the work-

men

as having something distinctive, either in the dress they wore
or the implements they carried, which made them at once
recog* Cj. Je. 12" Ez.

25'-

8

28«

355, etc.

t Similarly, Lu., Cal., Ribera, Marck, New., Rosenm., Hi., Koh., Hd.. Burger, Per., We..
Now.. Marti, et al.

9
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nisable.

At any

rate,

he does not ask who they are, but only, What
The reply, doubtless from the interpreter,

are these coming to do?

repeats the explanation just given. Those are the Iiorns that
Judah; adding a clause descriptive of the thoroughness
with which the hostile forces did their destructive work, so that he,
first

scattered

meaning Judah, did not, because he could
condition thus described
Exile,

when

not, uplift his head.

The

the condition of the Jews during the
they dared not believe that they could be taken from

their

mighty conquerors.

Am.

5^.

is

Cf.

Is.

^'^

49

^•.

For a similar

figure, see

Turning now to the workmen^ the interpreter explains,
These are come to cast down. Here again it is easy to mistake the

prophet's meaning.
Just as the prominence of the Babylonians
in the dispersion of the Jews seems to mark them as the power

symbolised by the horns, or one of them, so their overthrow by
the Persians seems to require that these latter be regarded as the
power, or one of four such powers, represented by the work-

men.
sion

is

In this case, however, as in the preceding, the first impresIndeed, it will be found, not only that the work-

erroneous.

men do

not represent Persia alone or with any

number

powers, but that they have a clearly different function.

of other

The

only

satisfactory explanation for

them

clearly indicated in 6^^-.

In the latter passage there is evident
In alluding to it, how-

is

suggested by

i^"

^•,

and more

reference to the conquest of Babylonia.

Yahweh ignores human instrumentalities. It is his angelic
agents who have appeased his spirit in that region. Now, since
ever,

the passage under consideration appears to be a forecast of the
event described as accomplished in the vision of the chariots, it is
fair to

conclude that here also the prophet, like Ezekiel in his de-

Gog and his followers, is employing the apocalyjjtic
method, and that therefore these workmen, as Jerome perceived,
represent the supernatural means through which Yahweh acscription of

complishes his purposes.*

They

that the penalty for the injury
sive as the offence

was

are four in

done Judah

general.

They

number

will

to indicate

be as comprehen-

will cast down-f the horns,

utterly destroy the power, q/all the nations that uplifted themselves,
* Similarly, Theod.
Mops., Cyr., Theodoret, Lu., Cal., Dm., :1 Lap., Koh.,
t Elsewhere boms are "cut off." Cj. Je. 48* Ps. 75" La. 2'.

GASm.,

et al,

used violence, against the land cf Judah,
strictly

speaking,

its

to scatter

or,

it,

more

inhabitants.

The tameness

of the prophet's language is even more noticeable in this than in the preceding vision.
The reason is the same
in this case as in the other.
He is dealing with comparatively re-

cent history, especially the conquest of Babylonia, an event which,
although it had great significance for the Jews, was anything but
spectacular.

The

city,

it

from

capital, so far

queror, yielded without a blow.

greeted him

as

resisting the Persian con-

In fact,

its deliverer.

It

when Cyrus entered the
would have been worse

than useless for the prophet, in this vision, to enlarge upon the
simple fact that the conqueror of Judah had been punished.

Hav-

ing presented this to the best of his ability, he passes to the third

and

final

phase of

his present subject.

2'/!". In ($ H^'-'-', as in English, this verse and the three that follow
^
are reckoned to ch. i.
s^ni] Here and in v.
59 for nxnxi, which is

—

"

found

^ '*>=
5' 6'; here also ace. to 4 Kenn. mss.
Cf. Ges. ^i"(".—2. nSx nc] Add, with (g 0, «J^^•, as in i' 4< t^.—^n-^t'-^ rx]

most convincing reasons
that

it

does not

for

pronouncing

the context,

fit

and

this

name an

(2) that it is

^-

f'-

The

interpolation, (i)

wanting in v. \ have alis not found elsewhere in

Note in addition, (3) that it
book except in 8'^, where it is as much out of place as in this passage.
The omission of rx, also, is
D'?u'n'i] Om., with Kenn. 180, (S-^Q &''.
Both names are disregarded by We., Now., Marti, Kit. 3.
against it.
C'U'in] According to ]Mich. and others to be pointed a^unh and rendered
ready been stated.
the

—

—

—

plowmen; but such a rendering requires too much explanation in v. *.
Some mss. have nbxi. nifj'S] (6'- adds Kvpie = ^j-ix, as in
i9 44 6^.— -^cn'-] Rd., with Kenn. 178, (S'^Q ^, ,Sx.—
nSx^] Ace. to We. a

—

4. ncNi]

scribal error.

Without

it

the words that follow

these, etc.

would read, The horns
to terrify came

Judah, so that he did fiot uplift his head, them
This rendering, however, is not satisfactory,

that scattered

struction 1.S3M requires that a complete sentence precede

phrase nnx
is Itself

i'->nn^,

on which

an interpolation.

The

and

con-

(2)

the

based, as will be shown,
pron., therefore, must remain if the words

this

The

emendation

(i)
it;

is

Marti omits them as far as 'U-x-i,
following are recognised as genuine.
also n''N2, at the same time substituting a'X2 for in3>i, and, at first
sight,
he seems justifiable in so doing; but there are contrary considerations.
clause, These are the horns that scattered Judah, is not a mere repe-

The

tition of the angel's first

from a statement

answer.

of fact into

The

addition of the next transforms

an explanation and a

it

justification of the
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The

workmen's purpose.

latter clause,

however, should be emended by

inserting tj'n before U'^x, with Koh. and others, or, with We., substituting
the former for the latter. Cf. Mai. 2 ^ If the former method be adopted,
Nt": might be pointed as a prtc.
U's per singulos viros. Et nemo
appears to be a case of free expansion. (6 takes greater liberty with the
.

text,

adding the irreconcilable

(gNB

jer.

d^vvai;

DPN.

whence

T>"inn'5,

gloss,

kolI

—
—DPN nnnn^]is2m]
^,

eia-TJXdov.

122) suggests ariN

'\r\ri'^.

coulter.

The

coulter,

able instrument for the purpose of casting

probable that innn'?

is

M

was
Gunkel {Schopfung u. Chaos,
however, does not seem the suit-

Bla. conjectures that the original reading in

sharpening (heir

.

Kal rbv 'IffparjX Karia^av.

but CS^Q,

j^ave Kal iiT)\eo<jav;

.

down

the horns.

Nor

is it

a mistake for jnnn'?
annnS
(CJj.^, Houb.),

(Marti). A verb with any such meaning would come
The same is true of the one
naturally after than before nniS.
found in the text, and this is one reason for suspecting the genuineness of
(Seeker) or

3''-\nn'^

more

the whole clause.

Another

is

the use of the masc. for the fern. suf. in

Cf. Ex. 27= Ps. 75"''"'.
Finally, note the absence of 1 before nn^S.
The clause can best be explained as a gloss to D''ijn mj-ip pn ptt'S, the
antecedent of the sf. of pn being a>vr\. Perhaps, however, the vb. was
D.iN.

originally T'linS.

—

(3)

The word sounds strange with num, the regular
Rd., therefore, D''NE'jn, that uplifted themselves,
01, "r?.
Ss] Rd., with (S H

]ip]

idiom having a^in.
and omit this word.

—

&

THE MAN WITH THE MEASURING LINE

In this his third vision the prophet sees a

measure the

site of

Jerusalem, to

whom

{l^'^'^^'-")

man on

his

.

way

to

he afterward hears the

message foretelling the limitless growth and
under the protection of Yahweh.
There
has
been
some difference of opinion with reference
5/1.
to the identity of the man with a measttring line.
Thus, Rashi,
Maurer and others think he is the same with the interpreter, iginterpreter send a

prosperity of the city

noring the obvious fact that the prophet does not introduce the
latter until the former has answered his question.
It is also a mistake to identify

him with the angel

and others have done.

of

Yahweh

as Jerome, Keil

The

angel of Yahweh, although he, also,
in 1* is called a man, always takes the leading part in any scene in
which he appears. Cf. i" 3^ ^•. This is a subordinate figure, like
the horsemen of the

first

vision,

casion for the promise that

whose part

is to follow.

it is

—6/2.

to furnish

A

an oc-

line like that

2^/'-"/^

man

which the

is
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represented as carrying had various uses among
as a symbol, therefore, it might

When employed

the Hebrews.

have one or another of several different meanings.
vision (i'"), to be sure, when Yahweh said, "A

In the

first

line shall

be

stretched over Jerusalem," the words were a promise that the city
should be rebuilt; but no Jew could forget that Amos had used the

same

figure of the partition of

author of

2

K.

fact that the

Judean capital. The
symbol was thus ambiguous, perhaps, is one of the

reasons

why

Whither

art thou

ative style.

Samaria among foreigners, and the

21'^ of the destruction of the

the prophet pictures himself as asking the man,
going ? Another is his fondness for the interrog-

The answer is not precisely

the one that

i^"

would lead

the reader to expect; for, instead of repeating the promise of that
passage, the man says he is going to measure Jerusalem, to see how
wide it is, or is to be, atid how long. Nor is it at once apparent what

he means by these words.

Marti sees in them an expression of
"impatient curiosity" concerning the dimensions of the future

There is, however, little ground for asserting the existence
city.
of any such sentiment in Zechariah's time.
better interpretation is suggested by v. ^.
In view of the prediction there made it

A

to regard the man with the measuring line as
representthe
narrower
and more cautious Jews, who, in spite of the
ing
preaching of Haggai, formed an influential practical party. They

seems best

were

patriotic in a way.
They wished to
They were perhaps doing what they could
insisted

upon caring

first

for the material

see Jerusalem restored.
to rebuild

it.

But they

needs of the commimity,

and planning in this or any other direction only so far as tangible
resources would warrant. They were the people who, when Haggai
began his agitation, said that the time had not come to build the
house of Yahweh. Cf. Hg. i^. They doubtless thought it much
more important that the city should have a wall than a temple,-^
but they would not have approved of a wall of unnecessary dimenThey might have been called "the party of the measuring

sions.

—7/3.

At this point the interpreter is again introduced,
according to the Greek Version, as standing near the prophet.
At the same time another angel is described as coming toward
line."

him, namely, the interpreter.

This

is

not the angel of Yahweh,
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—

man among

the myrtles of the first vision; he would hardly be
but
called "another angel" or assigned to an inferior position;
apparently a third whose only function is to act as messenger for
the

—

—

the interpreter.
8/4. The second of the points just made takes
for granted that the speaker in this verse is the interpreter, and the

This has frequently been denied.*
extent on the further inquiry with

angel his messenger.

some

The
refer-

question hinges to
ence to the person in the command, Run, speak to yonder youth.
Many have taken this youth for Zechariah himself ,j- and drawn im-

portant conclusions from the term by which they supposed him to
be designated. The more defensible opinion, however, is that he
should be identified with the man with the measuring line; for the
fits him, employed as he was, better than the prophet, and
the message, though intended for the prophet, would naturally be
addressed to the one who was making the useless measurements.

term

The

If the
bearing of this result on the main question is evident.
is the man with the measuring line, it must be the interpreter
youth

who sent him
had

the message, and not the other angel, who would have
from the prophet's side for the purpose.

to take the interpreter

should be observed that the contrary opinion makes the
interpreter dependent on the other angel for the very knowledge
Finally,

it

which his

office implies.

the other angel

who

It is

the interpreter, then,

carries, the

message, f

It is

who

sends,

and

a rebuke of the

opportunism that the youth represented, and a
protest against permitting "the day of small things" to determine
the future of Jerusalem. Zechariah,
for, of course, it is he who
selfish

and

faithless

—
—although, as has been shown,

speaking through the interpreter,
he could not ignore facts, had imagination.
is

He

shows

it

here by

refusing to set a limit to the growth of the city, predicting that it
will burst all bounds, extend itself indefinitely, and lie open like
the villages of the country
cattle

in

it.

on account of

Cf. Je. 49'^ Ez. 38'^

—0/4.

the multitude of

The

men and

prophet did not, in

the preceding verse, give the ground of his confidence. It now appears that he based his prediction concerning the future of the city
* So Jer., Theod. Mops., Dru., Pem., New., Bla., Ston., Ew., Kc, Pu., Rcu., van H., cl nl.
t So Jer., AE., Cal., Rib., Dru., d Lap., Pcm., Bla., Lowth, Roscnm., Kc, Koh., Pros., Pu.,
;/ al.

X So Marck, Mau., Hi., Klie., Or., Wri., Per., We., Now., Marti,

ct al.

2^/1-9/5

j^^

on the promised presence of Yahweh. The temple was already
When it was completed, and the service therein rein building.
sumed, he saw that Jerusalem would no longer be merely a little
mountain town, the refuge of a few struggling Jews, but would inevitably become the religious shrine and capital of a race; and he

God

expected that the

them

to

there.

of their fathers

would again reveal himself

""^'^

Then, as truly as in the days of the
be a wall of fire^ round ahoiit, a sure defence.

Cj. vv.

8^.

Exodus, he would
^'"'^^
8" ^'
any were needed, against their adversaries. Cf. v.
The prophet also makes Yahweh promise to be a splenIs. 26^

if

dour in the

Haggai had seen a similar vision (2''), but the
gifts of silver and gold brought to

city.

splendour he saw was that of

That seen by Zechariah is the splendour of the
the new temple.
divine presence symbolised by the fiery cloud which Ezekiel saw
enter the sanctuary (43^ ^), but more gloriously manifested in the
reign of truth

the future

city.

and holiness among the fortunate inhabitants

of

Cf. 8\

In the foregoing comments it has been taken for granted that,
while, in the first two visions, Zechariah was dealing with the past,
There is
in this third he was attempting to forecast the future.

nothing in the text to contradict this supposition. It is confirmed
by the fact that the prophecy here made, unlike those that have pre-

ceded

does not harmonise with conditions either before or after

it,

The

the time of the prophet.

and Nehemiah,

city did

not prosper as he expected,

after nearly three-quarters of a century,

was moved

means

of preser\'ing the inhabitants
The three visions thus far ex-

to rebuild the wall, as the only

from dispersion or annihilation.
amined, therefore, form a series the object of which was, by a review of the past, to prepare the reader for increased faith in Qod
for the future.
in

Am.

For

7.

was evidently constructed

It

and the interpretation
5/1.
glots.

(&

* Ex.

and

—

14-"

of ch. 11 of the

Here begins ch. 2, ace. to C5 H,
xiwXi] 2 Kenn. mss. rd. hnini.

&, v^x.

in imitation of that

later parallels, see the visions of chs. 7/. of Daniel,

— n^nx

should read,

.

"When

ry^r^-^l

it

S>

also ace. to 1^ in the great poly-

—

6/2.
Cf. v. '.
reverses the order.

became dark,

the Egyptians, "lighted the night."

same book.

it,"

the pillar of

-\c>si]

—7/3.

fire

Add, with
n"J'] We.,

between the Hebrews

Cj, We., He.v.; Baentsch, £*•.
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following C5

(lo-r^m), rds. in?.

with Asada,
mss. rd. ''^n.

axj.

—

— 8/4.

i^n]

Rd.

So also Now., Marti, Kit.
v'^n.

—

Cf. Ges.

^AJjyr add Xi'iuv. r^-n] For
= ni:-iDO. Cf. Ges.
.line] Adverbial ace.
as

icara/cdpTTws,

phatic.

Cf. Ges.

(4)

from

if
^

"5.

-"I'-iij,

fruitful.

rw'^Ty.
^

\

"•

2.

e^';

19'".

Dr.

—

^

9;'5.

Better,

4

1.

Cf. Ges.

"^-^

Cf. Ez.

';

^

^-

Kenn.
'•

'" «).
'jsi]

i^».

^,

Em-

1.

AN APPEAL TO THE EXILES

(ii^/^-i'/ia^^

The rest of the chapter has usually been treated as a part of the
preceding vision, but this arrangement must be abandoned. The
reasons are as follows: (i) The speaker is not the same as in v. ^,

now takes the place of the interpreter. This ap^' ^also from the fact,
pears from his references to himself in v\'.
itself another reason for making these verses a
separate parabut the prophet

;

graph, that

(2)

the persons addressed are no longer any of those
in the visions, but the Jews who still remain in

who have appeared
Babylonia.

Finally, (3) these verses are not

an enlargement upon

the third vision, but an appeal based upon the whole trio, in which
the prophet exhorts his people to separate themselves from the

nations destined to perish and return to Palestine, there to
enjoy in
a restored community the presence and protection of Yahweh.

10/6. The prophet does not at first designate by any name those
he is addressing. He simply exhorts them to flee from the
" to find that
north
but it is
to turn to v.
the

whom

country;
only necessary
north country is Babylonia and those
thence exiled inhabitants of Jerusalem.

who

arc exhorted to flee

This summons does not,
as Kosters* claims, imply that previous to this time no Jews had
returned from Babylonia. The prophet would hardly have presented the past as he has in the preceding visions if the promises
there

made had not

that, although, as

to

6^''

some

extent been fulfilled.

It

clearly shows, some of those

carried into captivity, or their descendants,

means merely

who had been

had returned,

their

number was comparatively small, and that those who had the interests of the new community at heart felt the need of further reinforcements from the same direction, especially in the work of
rebuilding the national sanctuary.

The

exhortation, as already in-

* Die
Wiederhcrslellung Israels, 20.

is repeated in v. ", but these two members of a parallelism
are separated by a parenthetical clause which seems to have been
One
intended to explain the presence of the Jews in Babylonia.

timated,

rendering for

it is,

you.

Now

—11/7.

for lo the four winds of heaven have I dispersed
follows the second member of the parallelism.

This time, however, as in Is. 51*'', the Jews, although they are in
Exile, are addressed under the familiar name Sion,
perhaps originally daughter of Sion, which occurs Is. 52^ and La. 4^^ in the same

—

sense.

That the

exiles,

and

not, as

one might

at first sight think,

the actual inhabitants of Jerusalem, are meant, is clear from the
added phrase dwellers in Babylon. The language used was calcu-

remind them of

lated to

their birthright.

12/8. The speaker next proceeds, as if about to give a reason for
the summons he has issued, but interrupts himself, or is interrupted,

by a parenthetical statement that has never been
It reads, literally, after

plained.

satisfactorily ex-

glory he sent me.

The

subject

is

The object, who is undoubtedly the same as
evidently Yahweh.
^^''^
in w.
and ^^''", must be the prophet. There is great difficulty
with the phrase after glory. The EngUsh words would naturally
be taken

to

denote the purpose of the speaker's mission, namely,

to obtain for himself or another glory in the sense of renown.

It

does not seem to have occurred to any one to take the word in another meaning frequent in the Old Testament, that of splendour,
which, when it refers to the Deity, becomes synonymous with the
manifestation of
it

Yahweh.

Cf. Ez.

3^^.

If this

sense be given to
become a

in the present instance, the troublesome clause will

simple statement, apparently by the prophet, that Yahweh gave
him the message he is delivering after the vision, or series of visions,
previously described. It seems to have been suggested by the resemblance between the experience of Zechariah and that of Ezekiel as

recorded in the

first

two chapters of

his book.

In

fact, the

words here used were evidently borrowed from that book. In i^*
Ezekiel describes the theophany he has just witnessed as having
the appearance of a rainbow.
"This," says he, "was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of Yahweh." Then he proceeds
(2^ ^•) to tell how, after this vision, the Spirit set him upon his feet

and Yahweh

said to him,

"Son

of

man,

I

send thee,"

etc.,

which
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he might have condensed, and Zechariah did condense, into the
brief statement, After the glory (vision) he sent me.^
The next fol-

now be

lowing words must

construed with the verb preceding the
^^'^

Yahweh speaks, not to, but conparenthesis, and, since in v.
cerning, the nations, the prophet probably intended to say. Thus
saith

Yahweh

He nowhere

of Hosts concerning the nations that plunder you.
which of the nations he refers.

clearly indicates to

The

only other hint of their identity is in v. ^^'^, and this is easily
misunderstood. It reminds one of the references in Is. A°ff- to
Babylon and its cruelty. Cf. 47" 49'^ ^-j etc. This, however, can-

not be the prophet's thought; for the oppression and deliverance
of which he is now speaking are subsequent to the fall of that city.

The key

to the

problem

found

is

in Ezekiel.

In chs. 38 /. of

that book the prophet describes an invasion of "a land restored
from the sword" and inhabited by "a people gathered from the
nations," meaning Palestine, by Gog, the great prince of the North,
at the

head of a polyglot horde of plunderers (38"- *• '") but by the
Yahweh, he says, the chosen people will finally triumph
;

help of

and "plunder those who plunder them." Cf. 39^''. It is these
nebulous followers of Gog on whom Yahweh is about to pronounce
sentence.f The decree, however, is again delayed, this time by
a reason for it inserted, apparently, by the prophet, for he that
In other
toucheth you toucheth the apple of his (Yahweh 's) eye.X
of
that
"will
do
it
is
"the
of
Yahweh
Hosts"
words,
jealousy
Cf. Is. 9"/^ Zc. i"

this."

On

8^

the figure, see Dt. 32'" Ps. if.

finally permitted to speak, announces his purwith
7 will wave my hand
reference
to the nations described.
pose

13/9. Yahweh,

over them, he says.
This gesture by the king of Assyria (Is. 10^")
denotes a threat; when attributed to Yahweh (Is. 11^ 19"), like that

which

of stretching forth the hand,

is

a favourite with Ezekiel (6",

symbolises the exertion of his omnipotent power.
the result being that the nations over whom he waves his
etc.), it

* Of course,
is

the speaker

t

It is

the text

Ufxm

it.

if

is

this clause

is

a gloss,

intereslinc to note that

and

its

somewhat diminished.

among

value as evidence that in this paragraph Zechariah

C]. v.

"''^.

these nations, according to 38*, were the Persians; but

interpretation of that passage being in dispute,

C/. Ez. 27'°.

X Not, as Ki., Bla.,

el al.

render

it,

So here,

hand be-

his

own

eye.

it is

not safe to lay

much

stress

come spoil for

their servants, especially the Jews.

For an extended

description of the terrors of that day, see Ez. 38"^-.

Note,

also,

At this point there
the parallel passage (Ez. 39^°) already cited.
The prophet takes advantage
is a shght break in the paragraph.
of

it

to speak for himself

He
When it

and claim divine

expects that the prediction just

fulfilled.

is,

his people,

he

is

He appeals

inspiration.

to the future.

made

will

be

confident, whatever they

think of him, will recognise him as a genuine prophet.
Then, he says, shall ye know that Yahweh of Hosts sent me. This
^^'"
form of appeal is peculiar to Zechariah. See v.
4® 6*^, and

may now

compare one very common

in Ezekiel,

"Then

shall ye (they)

know

etc.—14/10. The prophet takes for
granted that his summons will be heeded, and that his scattered
compatriots will return to their coimtry. In fact, he goes much

am Yahweh"

that I

further

and

calls

(6'^- '°),

of Sion to sing and rejoice at
First he puts into the mouth of Yahweh the

upon the daughter

the inspiring prospect.

promise, / will come and dwell in thee. Here, as in Is. 10^^ and
elsewhere, the daughter of Sion seems, strictly speaking, to be the

Jerusalem, rather than its inhabitants; hence the rendering
in thee; but, since in such cases the writer must always have had
city of

the people in mind, the exact appHcation of the figure
first

ment

importance.

The

of the vision in

weh come from

prophet

is

is

not of the

looking forward to the

which Ezekiel

(43' ^•)

the east and, entering the

saw the glory

new

fill

of

fulfil-

Yah-

the whole

temple,
house; and heard a voice from the house, saying, "The site of my
where I A\'ill dwell in the midst of the children of Isthrone
.,
.

.

rael forever."

meant more

The

residence of

Yahweh

in Jerusalem, however,

to Zechariah than a splendid spectacle, or even the

richest material blessings that

he could imagine;

for in 8^

he repre-

sents the divine presence as manifesting itself in the transformation
of the city into the likeness of his faithfulness and holiness.
Cf.

—

The
withal.
15/11. This is a lofty conception, but narrow
Second Isaiah had taught a larger doctrine, especially in those pas-

8*.

sages in which he sought to enlist his people in a mission to the
world.
Cf 42® 49*^, etc. His teaching found a faint echo in
Hg, 2^ Zechariah boldly adopts it. Many nations, he says, as
if

he were reproducing Mi.

4^ ^•, shall

join iliemselves

to

Yahweh

in
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This means more than the homage, tribute or service of

that day.
^-

It means, as the next verse
49^ 55* '•.
clearly teaches,
the acceptance of the invitation of Is. 45^- and the unlimited extension of the Abrahamic covenant.
And
the
Cf. Is. 4^.
Is. 45'*

tJiey,

other nations, as well as the Jews, the prophet

him a

sliall be to

makes Yahweh

say,

Zechariah, however, is not a thoroughgoing universalist, for he adds, always in the name of Yahweh, and
he will dwell, not among them, but in thee.
In other words, al-

though

all

people.

nations

may now be

received into the covenant with

Yahweh, he cannot be every^vhere worshipped; but

made
is

Micah— the new
one, of the God of

as clear in 8^°^- as in

the shrine,

and the only

—and

this is

temple at Jerusalem
the whole earth.
It

therefore not strange that in 6'^ the most remote
peoples are to
share the labour and honour of rebuilding the
This,
sanctuary.
the attainment of Yahweh's purpose, will also redound to the
is

honour of the prophet, as he, thereby disturbing the course of
own discourse, reminds the reader.

his

is

16/12. That the interpretation above given is the correct one,
way in which Zechariah dwells on the thought of a

shcwTi by the

Yahweh and Jerusalem. When Yahweh
he
he
will
take
returns,
says,
possession, or, supplying the adverb
from the next clause, again take possession, of Judah as his
peculiar relation between

portion
in the holy soil of Palestine, the rest
having been alienated through
the fault of Israel, and again take
pleasure in its capital, and the
seat of its sanctuary, Jerusalem.
Is. 14^
Cf.
17/13. The retiu-n of Yahweh to his
as
Ezekiel
describes
it (43' ^), is
sanctuary,
a spectacle calculated to fill the beholder with wonder and rever-

—

f

ence.
The prophet says that, when he saw the earth aglow with
the divine splendour, and heard the voice that
proceeded from it
"like the sound of much water," he fell on his face.
as has
If,

been suggested, Zechariah had this
passage in mind, as he was
writing, it was natural that he should close the paragraph by requiring that men should greet with awful attention the great event that
he had predicted. The words he uses are an
of Hb.
adaptation

2^**.

The

first

clause. Silence all flesh before

a repetition of the original, but the second
the change being that, while

Yahweh,

is recast,

Habakkuk was

is

virtually

the reason for

thinking of

God

en-

throned in heaven, Zechariah wishes to represent him as issuing,
after a period of inactivity (Is. 42"),

from

his heavenly temple to

occupy the earthly sanctuary that his people have prepared for

Hence he

him.

Yahweh hath

says, not

"Y.ahweh

is

in his holy temple," but

On

roused himselffrom his holy abode.

temple, see further Dt. 26'^ Je. 25^'' Ps.
That Zechariah was interested in the

29^

the heavenly

etc.

movement

to rebuild the

temple appears on the surface of his prophecies; but the casual
reader would probably think of him as second to Haggai, both with
further it.
respect to his zeal for the enterprise and his abihty to

The
that

study of the first two chapters of his book ought to have shown
any such estimate of him is mistaken. He was thoroughly

sympathy with his (presumably) older contemporary. The
thought of the temple dominates these visions throughout. His
influence on the more thoughtful among his people must have been
in

greater and more lasting than that of Haggai, because he appealed
His mesto that which was noblest in those whom he addressed.

sage was. Seek

first

Yahweh and

his vivifying presence,

An

these things shall be added to you.
bear unlimited emphasis and repetition.

and

It is

therefore probable

that it was the preaching of Zechariah, rather than that of
held the
gai, which, after the first enthusiasm had subsided,
to their sacred

10/6.

Jews

was completed.

—

yo^No] (&, iK iGiv Teaaapoiv
Rd., with (5 H &, idij.
which would have no sense with \-irifl in this connec-

iDr.]

r3"iNr:,

Hag-

but laborious task, during the four years that

elapsed before the temple

=

all

appeal of this sort will

= 'PXjp (We.) or >ncDX
are
as
be
they
by the later critics, the
(Che.).
adopted,
whole clause becomes a parallel to the one that precedes it. But the latter
has its proper parallel in v. ". This being the case, the one now under
consideration may pretty safely be regarded as a gloss and interpreted
tion.

For the

latter,

therefore, <& has (ri/fd^w

If these readings

with the greater freedom. It seems necessary, however, to emend the
ciurent text unless it may be supposed that the glossator had in mind 6^,
its present form, and meant to make Yahweh say he had dispersed his
to
people as he was wont to despatch his messengers. The alternative is
adopt a reading, y3"»N3, found in 23 mss. and several of the earliest edd.,

in

So Dathe, New. This reading, whether
Tf and g*.
In Je. 49'8
the prep, be rendered into {to) or hv, has a familiar sound.
Here the rendering to seems the more suitthe two ideas are combined.

and supported by
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able.

— On

the

of

meaning

Ets Zeiwv dvaffw^ecrde (IC)

(g,

voc, however,

is

certainly

this construction.

back as usual

\ni:ni3,

—11/7.

vj'^m ]rx]

'Sen njvi. So We., Now., Marti. The
more natural after Mn, and B ^ 01 all have

Cf. Je. 22'8.

—

Cf. Ges.

in pause.

see Ps. 68'^'".

=

iB'j'cn]
5

"•

"

The
c^'

accent not being thrown

"°'«.

—

n::]

Hi.

et al.

cite Je.

in defence of this

word, but the passages are not parallel, for Jeremiah addresses the people of Egypt, not those who are sojourning with

46'

5

—

This seems a pretty clear case of dittography. 12/8. The rendering given to -ins is the only one permissible, the attempts to make it
denote aim or purpose being forbidden by Hebrew usage. So AE., who
has the excellent paraphrase, "After sending his glory to me he sent me."
them.

This explanation renders the emendations of Houb. {•'irhu 1U3 rnx),
Oort (ijnSc' '^^2:h irN) and Che. {"^rhv nna V"*^) unnecessary. nns]
Better inrn.

The

etc.

*?>'

connection.

—

— On
of

&

Sn in the sense of concernitig, see Is. 37" Je. 22",
51 represents a prevalent mistake with reference to the

— naaa] Some mss. have naa, a reading that may have been

suggested by Ps. 17'; where, however, as in La. 2'8, n^ is probably a
iJV is one of the 18 so-called anpb ^o.v.n, or corrections of the

gloss.

—

scribes,

a

list

and again
^JV,

of

which

is

at Ps. 106^°.

given at the beginning of the book of Numbers
Tradition says that the original reading was

but that the scribes, thinking

it

derogatory to the Deity so distinctly

him bodily parts, substituted this one. The implication
is that the word should be rendered his own eye, but this rendering, which
has no support in the Versions, except in the sui of some mss. of 21 U, is
to attribute to

neither necessar)' nor natural.
If, however, the clause is parenthetical,
the natural antecedent of the sf. of this word Yahweh, the tradition

and

is clearly mistaken.
See Nu. 12 '2, where it
believe that, as tradition asserts, the original text had ucn

above cited
the D^Jipn,

cf.

Gins.'"'-,

particle introduces the

347

ff.

— 13/9.

•;]

words of Yahweh.

is

impossible to

and

mi:'3.

On

After the parenthesis this
'" <*'.
Cf. Ges. §
an>i3j.i'?]

—

Kenn. 96 has annpiyS, and this is the reading favoured by (8 U & ®;
but most of the mss. de Ro. cites 38 and nearly all of the earliest edd.
treat the word as a noun.
So also Norzi, Baer, Gins., Kit. The final
His reason for this opinclause, ace. to Marti, is an editorial addition.
ion is that it implies doubt concerning Zechariah's commission, which
would hardly have arisen in his lifetime. There are, however, considerations that make for genuineness.
This appeal to the future, as has already been noted, is more than once repeated, but not at random. Cf.

—

V.

'*

—

In every instance it occurs in a passage supplemental to the
a vision or other revelation, constituting a feature of such pas-

4' 6".

recital of

sages.

if the given passage has the marks of Zechawould seem safe to recognise this feature of it as genuKenn. 150 adds dd^'Sn probably because it, or T'Sn, appears

This being the case,

rian authorship,
ine.

—

—

i:n'?r]

it

in all the parallel passages.

— 14/10.

ij"»]

On

the accent, milra',

cf.

Ges.

9 07.

8.

R.

&, pUM.

d

u (*).— 15/11.

§, iV, and for >r:3'i\ »vith
^V] Read, with
has the clearly mistaken, but easily explained, reading Kal

(g

KaTaffKTjvwaovffiv

=

MDZn, the

pi.

for the

nounced secondary by Marti, and there
the future here than in v.

'3;

but too

— The whole of

sg.^

is

v. ^^^ is

pro-

be said for the appeal to
stress must not be laid upon

less to

much

the abruptness with which it is introduced, for in Ezekiel the similar ex"
I am Yahweh," is repeatedly used with
pression, and ye shall know that
'^
little regard to the connection.
139- n, etc.— 17/14.
Cf. Ez. ii'"Ges. 5"- '• ^^- '• '.—
On the
(g, (k vecpeXQv

MP]

^:y;z;

Niph.,

E, de nubihus;

h.

The

=

pj;c=]

cf.

l^cj^ =

g-^-"

The anointed

of

ons; but

Yahweh

^^ =£g^

(3^-4^^

4''^^"")-

They have

second group consists of two visions.

to

do with

the persons and fortunes of the two leaders who represented the
Jewish community in the time of Haggai and Zechariah.

(l)

In this vision

Yahweh by

THE ACCUSED HIGH PRIEST

me

(CH. 3).

high priest Joshua, haled before the angel of

the Adversary,

is

acquitted (vv.

^"^),

and endowed anew

with high functions and privileges (vv. ^^'^).
The prophet first sees the high priest,
(a) The acquittal (vv }'^).
as a culprit, before the angel of Yahweh. The latter rebukes the

—

Adversary for his complaint, and then, having released the accused,
has him stripped of his soiled garments and clothed in becoming
apparel.

The same form of expression is used in introducing this vision
Then Yahweh shmved me. The place where the scene
One is reminded of similar scenes at the
is laid is not mentioned.
court of heaven; for example, that described by Micaiah, when he
was summoned by Ahab to advise him with reference to a projected
expedition against Ramoth Gilead (i K. 22"^-)> in which Yahweh
1

.

as in 2Yi-°,

appears seated, "on his throne,

^\^th all the

ing by him on the right and on the

host of heaven stand-

left"; but especially of that por-

trayed in Jb. i^^-, in which "the sons of God" come "to present
In both
themselves before Yahweh," the Adversary among them.
of these scenes, however,

all

the persons represented are celestial
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beings, while in this one of the principal figures
it is

Moreover,

priest.'*'

not, in this instance,

is

Joshua

Yahweh

the high

before whom

the other persons are assembled, but the angel of YaJiweh, a (or
the) manifestation of the Deity in human form, which might be,

and, according to various passages in the Old Testament, often
was, called a man. So in i**. Now, since the human form was

assumed

for the

purpose of communion with men, the presence

Yahweh

Hence,
implies mundane surroundings.
the prophet must have conceived of the scene here described as
taking place on earth, and, indeed, in or near Jerusalem. Wher-

of the angel of

ever

it

was, the angel of

Yahweh

was, so to speak, holding court,

and Joshua was before him.f Cf. v. ^. Not in the unfinished
temple, as Theodoret and others have supposed, for there the
high priest would have been before Yahweh, and hardly in soiled
clothing.

Present also was the Adversary, who was standing at
hand. The rendering Adversary is much

his (Joshua's) right

preferable in this connection to Satan (EV.), although the latter
is a literal transcript of the original.
In fact, "Satan," in the

modern world has learned from the New
would be misleading; for the conception
Satan as a definite personality hostile to God and the good
the result of a development which had hardly begun when

sense in which

Testament
of
is

the

to use

it,

Zechariah prophesied. The process can be traced. Thus, in
the first of the two scenes cited the deceiver is not an angel distinguished from the rest by a peculiar title or character, but the

one who, when Yahweh asks, "Who shall deceive Ahab?" seems
to him to have the best plan for so doing, and goes by divine direction

on

his mischievous errand.

Cf.

i

K.

will of

for all physical evil.

Cf.

the corresponding figure has acquired a
and a sceptical and censorious character.
his
for

I

K.

This immediate

"the Adversary,"
Moreover, he acts on

title,

own initiative (Jb. i^ 2-). Still there are limits to his activity,
Yahweh does not allow him to do serious or irretrievable harm

* For details with reference to
t

22'" ^•.

Yahweh makes the latter responsible
Am. 3" Is. 45^, etc. In the book of Job

dependence upon the

On
3'».

him and

his office, see

Hg.

i'

and

the expression sland hejore, of a defendant, see further,

comments thereon,
Nu. 35'- Dt. 19" Jos. ao*

the

149

3'-'

to those v>ho r-re temporarily placed in his power.

Cf. Jb. i'^ 2^.
the time of the Chronicler the final stage seems to have been
"
"
reached for, in i Ch. 2 1\ the title the Adversary has become the

By

;

name "Satan," and

proper

the character thus designated employs
tempt man and thwart the purposes

his supernatural faculties to

God.

of

LB. (Gray),

art.

Satan; Smend, AR., 431^.; Marti,
SK., 1892, 207^.; Toy, JBL., Lx, 17^.* The Adversary of this
vision is certainly not the malicious power just described.
He is
more nearly akin to Job's tormentor, but, as will appear, he beCf.

longs to another period and performs a different function. The
prophet describes him as standing on Joshua's right hand to accuse

There does not seem

him.

mention of the right hand.

hand

in parallelism with

to

be any special significance

The Hebrews

in the

frec[uently used right

(Ps. 21^*^^^ 89"'''^ i39'°> etc.), or as the

equivalent of, unmodified hand.
Cf. Ps. 45^''' 48"/'° 6o^^^ etc.
Hence it is best to interpret at his right hand here as only a more
definite

and

pictorial

way of saying at his side.
Yahweh is represented as

used in Ps. 109^^ where
right

2.

hand

The

of the

needy"

to

It is clearly

so

standing "at the

defend him.

prophet does not go into unnecessary

details.

He notes

the positions of the parties, and leads one to expect that the next
thing will be the com.plaint; but he does not even state that the com-

was brought, much less recite the offence or offences of which
the high priest was accused.
Indeed, he seems to have intended
to convey the idea that the Adversary was interrupted, not, as in
the received text, by Yahweh, but by the cngel of Yahweh, as he
plaint

was about

to present his case.

This interpretation certainly har-

monises with the tone and apparent intent of the vision as a whole.
In any case, the angel of Yahweh silences the Adversary with an
indignant objurgation, Yahweh rebuke thee, which furnishes another example of the care the Hebrews sometimes took to distinguish between

*

Yahweh and

the angel of his presence.

Cf.

An

idea of the change t'.iat had taken place in the views of the Jews on the subject of evU
be obtained by comparing i Ch. 21' with the parallel passage 2 S. 24', where it is not
Satan, but Yahweh, who incites David to number Israel.
Wright cites Ps. log' as another in-

may

stance of the use of JJU" as a proper name; but the parallelism shows that it is there a synonym
for ""l;—!. Wicked. For a still more complete doctrine concerning Satan, see Jude ' Rev. 12' ^-j
in both of which passages there is evident allusion to the scene here acscnbed.

10
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The ground

of the indignation expressed is found in a
sentiments that have already shown themselves.
reappears in connection with the repetition of the just

2^/1"",

mixture of

The

first

tv/o

quoted words, where Yahweh is described as the one who delighteth
in Jerusalem. In other words, it is the partiality for the Judean
capital asserted in i".

The

other betrays

itself in

the question,

Is not this a brand plucked from the fire? The figure is borrowed
from Amos (4"), who used it of the remnant of Israel after one of

The Jewish exegetes find here
miraculous escape of the high priest from a furnace into which he and the false prophets Ahab and Zedekiah
Yahweh 's

destructive visitations.

an allusion

had been

to the

cast

by Sennacherib

(sic)

but there

;

no ground

is

believing that he ever had any such experience.*
that the high priest here represents the survivors

It is

for

probable

from the over-

throw of Judah, and that the question put into the mouth of the
angel of Yahweh, like the declaration of i^^, is an expression of

sympathy with them
said,
40^.

in their excessive suffering.

It is

as

if

he had

"Hath he not already suffered beyond his desert? " Cf. Is.
3. Meanwhile Joshua, clothed in filthy gannents, was stand-

—

-j-

ing before the angel of Yahweh. The filthy garments signify, not
grief, but iniquity, as the nature of the figure would lead one to
expect and an explanatory gloss in the next verse expressly teaches.
The guilt thus symbolised has been supposed to be that of the high
priest himself as an individual or an official J but if, as has been
;

shovm, he here represents the Jewish people, or at least the Judean
community, the garments he wears must be interpreted as setting
It is
the character and condition of those represented.
therefore safe to conclude that the prophet in this vision intended
to represent Judah as still, in spite of the penalties endured, guilty

forth

before God, and so evidently guilty that, as the high priest's silence
* For the details of the
story, see Wright, 51 /.
t The likeness of the part here taken by the angel of
in

Dn.

lo'^-

"'

Yahweh

12' naturally led to their early identification.

There

indeed, a

Michael
com-

to that assigned to

Cj. Rev. 12'".

Of

the later

between the two

mentators Wright has adopted this view.
is,
figures,
it is not one of identity; the truth being that Michael represents a later development than
a
of
of
and
further
differentiation
and
tlie
the angel
Yahweh,
personification
powers and
relation

but

attributes

by which the Deity was brought into a helpful relation with man.

Cj. DB.,a.'c\..

Michael.
X

The Targum says

hood."

that Joshua

"had sons who took

to themselves wives unfit for the priest-

/

would suggest, an express accusation was unnecessary' and a successful defence impossible.
What, then, are the function and sigThe answer to this question must be
nificance of the Adversary ?
inferred from the attitude of the angel of Yahweh toward him
in his relation to Joshua.

Now,

in v.

-

the angel of

Yahweh

is

of the high priest against the Adclearly depicted as the protector
be explained by supposing that
that
can
best
versary, an attitude

mind of the prophet, was not to
as to recall the iniquity of the former and insist
In other words, he
the infliction of the appropriate penalty.

the function of the latter, in the

prove so

upon

much

with refrepresents, not, as Marti claims, the doubt and hesitation
erence to the possibility of the restoration of Judah current among
the people, but the justice of Yahweh as<:ontrasted with his mercy.
the
reproof of the Adversary by the angel of Yahweh signifies

The

triumph of the milder attribute, that is, that Yahweh has determined to save his people, because they are his peoiple and their suftheir
ferings appeal to his sympathy, by an act of grace in spite of
is from this
^^
It
Mi.
Is.
IIo.
ii^
unworthiness.
43'^
7*^'
Cf.
to the
standpoint that the vision becomes, on the one hand, a rebuke
for those
a
solace
on
the
Zechariah's
of
other,
and,
day,
sceptics

who, much as they nad suffered and were suffering, as they felt,
imder the divine displeasure, had retained their faith in Yahweh
and still cherished an ardent hope that he would speedily forgive
their iniquities

and rescue them from

The

destruction.

angel of Yahweh, having silenced the Adversary, turns
to those standing before him,
not, as Blayney explains, the fol4.

—

members of the heavenly
remove from Joshua the filthy gar-

lowers of the high priest, but the other
train,

— and commands them

to

ments, the sign and symbol of the people's unworthiness, and
clothe him in robes of state befitting his office as the religious head

and representative of a chosen people. In the Massoretic text
these two commands are separated by an interpretative passage,
which, however, as has already been noted, is evidently a gloss.
It betrays its origin by the disturbance it creates in the order of
thought.

The

interpolated statement, See, I have caused thy infrom thee, may have been intended to mean that the

iquity to

pass

iniquity

was personal.

This

is

the opinion represented by the

j
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Targum, which

command

a

substitutes for a translation of the

to the attendants to direct

Hebrew

original

"bring forth the
unfit to be the wives of

Joshua

to

wives unfit for the priesthood," that is,
priests, "from his house." This interpretation seems to have been

suggested by Ezr. 10'* ^-j but, if it is correct, since the passage thus
paraphrased is a gloss, it only shows how greatly Zechariah was

misunderstood.
attendants to

—5.

ptit

The

Yahweh

angel of

finally

a clean turban on his head.

In

commands
v.

his

where the

^,

appearance of Joshua is described, there was no reference to a
turban, but the use of the word clean here shows that the prophet
did not intend to represent him as without a head-dress. The one
named,* which is mentioned only five times in the Old Testament,
was worn, not only by priests, but by other persons of rank or
In Exodus the
wealth, women as well as men.
Cf. Is. 3^^ 62^.
head-dress of the high priest, which, since it had a related name,f
must have been of a similar form, is described as made of fine
linen and ornamented with an inscribed plate of gold.
Cf. Ex.
30
f._

2^28.

last

rpi^g j.ggj

two commands.

ment

is

in the

^£

^j^g

verse describes the fulfilment of the

In the Massoretic text the order of

Greek

it is

the same, and

it is

fulfil-

commands were

given; but

more than probable

that Zech-

the reverse of that in which the

ariah wrote that they clothed him in goodly garments and put a clean
turban upon his head. The adjective goodly is not in the text, but it

required to distinguish the garments now put upon the priest
from those that had been removed, and may therefore properly be
suppHed. It is to be noted that there is nothing to indicate that the
is

garments in which Joshua has been arrayed are official robes, as
Drusius and others have held. The emphasis is all on the fact that
they are clean, and, as such, signify that Yahweh has for his own
sake, "independently of any sacrifice or offering whatever" (StonThe
ard), at last blotted out all the transgressions of his people.
account of the ceremony might have ended with the words last

quoted; but the prophet, for the purpose of giving the scene a more
adds that, while the attendants were reclothing

vivid reality,

Joshua, the angel of

were obeyed.
*

TJ*.

Yahweh

Cf. Gn.

18**

stood by to see that his

Ju. 13^^
t PDJSD.

commands

1.

Add, with

'jNi-i]

(S TH, nini, as

in

i-"

2\

It will

then be im-

Henderson and
possible to make the mistake of supposing, as Blayney,
others have done, that the subject of the verb is the interpreter. The invisions.
terpreter explained, but he did not produce,

isation

(/),

Ges.

cf.

5'-

i

We., Now., Marti, Kit.
Ges.

"2.

^

1

R.

i/')

—

ijar'?]

On the vocal-

^-

'

—

'.—2. mn^i] Rd., with &, nin> inVd.
3. 'ji j-u'in^] A circumstantial clause.

i,_-,x^::n] Rd., with (&'i

adds, for the sake of defmiteness, ]^\tiO.

&, nim inSc.

—V^"—

n-N-i]

A

—

4.

So
Cf.

]•;-^]

S>

good reason

words has already been given in
that they disturb the connection of thought
to such a degree that the situation can easily be made to appear ridiculous;
for Joshua is left standing unclothed, not only while the angel of Yahwch

for suspecting the genuineness of these

The

the comments.

truth

is

makes this explanation, but until the prophet himself has suggested the
Omit this passage, and the
addition of a turban to his new apparel.
rest of the verse can easily be brought into harmony with itself and the
which has been adapted to the gloss, must
appears from v. ^ was originally addressed to the attendants. This can easily be done with the help of ©,
which reads, Kal iuSvaare avrbv, i. e., inx VJ'iaSni, So also 51. Most

The

context.
still

final clause,

be emended, for

mss. of C6 om.

T''^>^,

it

also, as

but

L

has air6

crov.

It

is

interesting, as

throwing

upon the origin of glosses like the one here found, to note that (S'^'<1and a few curss. have expanded this one into a parallelism:
light

\5oii d<pTJpy]Ka

ras

dvo/j-ias <rou,

Kai Tas diJ-apTias <rov TrepiKadapl^ui.

\'an H. removes
13

&

have the 3

with Kal

iirldire,

it

from

p.;
i.

its

present position to the end of

v.

'\

—

5.

iSNi]

but (& more correctly om., commencing the verse
e., not iD'tr'"'!, but iD^ri, without doubt the original

reading. So also 21. The removal of nss'i, a corruption of idnii, which
was inserted to bring the discourse back to the direction of the attendants,
V.

*,

makes
to

the following clause, emended as above, a continuation of
We. regards the word as
it should be attached.
-iin-j]

—

which

superfluous; but the omission of

it

would

affect the

meaning of the

vision,

—

reducing the emphasis on the previous impurity of the high priest.
Dnj3 13'U'm] The order of fulfilment, as here described, is unnatural

—

commands given. In ^'^Q the arrangement is reversed, and the excellence of the Greek readings throughout this paragraph speaks strongly for this one. D''^j3] Add, with &,
c^arj, or, with We., nmnj.
icy] We., et al., point this word as a pf.
and connect the whole clause to which it belongs with v. ". This method
as well as inconsistent with that of the

—

—

of disposing of the clause, however, is certainly mistaken, (i) The vb.
icy is very rare in the sense of anftreten, which these scholars give to it.

BDB. (2) The thought that they find in the sentence, if this verb
were employed, would have been expressed by nini in^o nr""i. (3) If,
Cf.
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however, for the sake of emphasis Zc. had adopted the present arrangement, he would hardly have repeated the subject which We. and Now.

—
suppress

—

struction.

(5) It

is

a

common

(4) S* ul

Gn. 18" i K. 8"< i^-^K Of these objections (2) and
hold against van H., who attaches v. ^'"' to the end of this verse.

prtc. of
(5)

have the participial conone, and there are several cases with the

in the following sentence.

Cf.

i::;-.

See above.

The angel of Yahweh, addressing
(i) The charge (vv. ®'^'').
Joshua, promises him personally, on condition of loyalty, an exalted position,

and

and

his people forgiveness

prosperity.

The

symbolical ceremony completed, the angel of Yahweh
turns to Joshua and speaks to him for the first time. The prophet
6.

says he charged him, that is, addressed him in the solemn manner
This exbefitting the occasion.
Cf. Dt. 8^", etc.

and language

pression in itself would lead one to expect an utterance having a
personal rather than a symbolical significance. 7. This expecta-

—

does not, however, at

appear that the lanused
a
has
The
first condition, for
guage
personal application.
thou
in
is
one
that
example, if
go
my ways,
might be required of any
tion is fulfilled.

It

first

Nor

Jew, and therefore of the whole people.

the second, if thou
keep my charge, really
explicit; for, although the word charge
oftenest denotes the office or function of the priest, it is also used in
is

more

upon others by the Deity (Gn. 26^ Nu.
and the relation between the two conditions

the sense of a behest laid
23

^19.

j^^^ jg3o^ etc.),

requires that

it

There

stance.

should have the latter meaning in the present inthus far, then, no certain indication that Joshua

is

has ceased to be a symbolical figure and resumed his personal character.

The

promise
is

it

loyal to

conclusion, however, removes

contains

is

one personal

Yahweh, the God

the divine precepts, this

keep

my

courts.

The

is

to

him

all

uncertainty, for the

as the high

of his fathers,

and

his reward: thou shall rule

house, of course,

is

})riest.

If

ho

careful to

my

obey all
house and

now

the temple,

being

and the courts the enclosures by which, when completed,
it will be surrounded.
The declaration here made, therefore,
amounts to a charter granting to Joshua and his successors a sole
rebuilt,

and complete control

in matters of religion

the head of the hierarchy at Jerusalem.

never before enjoyed by
Cf.

i

K.

2^^ 2

K.

16'"

^-

3
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In fact, it is an advance upon the pro22^^-; Benz., Arch., 410.
of Ezekiel (45) in the direction of the
priestly legislation of

gram

the Pentateuch.*

should be noted, however, that the high

It

temple and its precincts.
added another promise of great sig-

priest's jurisdiction is here confined to the

—To

this grant of authority is

nificance to the community.
The passage has been variously understood.
In the great versions it is rendered as if it referred to

descendants of the high priest.f

It has also been
interpreted as a
that
himself
shall
be given angelic guides to direct
promise
Joshua
and defend him J or messengers to keep him in communication mth

There are, hov,-e\-er, reasons, which will appear, why
these interpretations must be rejected and the clause be translated / will give thee access among those that stand here.
But who
heaven. §

all

are the persons

meant? and when

among them?

The

shall the high priest enjoy access

question seems to be answered by v. *,
where, as has been shown, angels are intended. In reply to the
second it has been taught that the prophet here has in mind the
future life.** Zechariah, however, nowhere else presents any such
first

motive for faithfulness.

Hence

the chances are that, as most

mod-

ern exegetes agree, in this case it is the privilege of direct and immediate communion with Yahweh vnXh. which he is dealing:. This
a privilege not granted
corded to a faithful high
is

all

men

priest.

(Je. 30'^),
It is also

but

it

may

fitly

be ac-

one that has great

sig-

nificance for the community, as will appear later in the
paragraph.
8. At this point the prophet returns to the symbolic
Cf. V. ^.

—

method. Yahweh, addressing the high priest, says Tliou and thy
fellows that sit before thee are men of omen. There can be no doubt
that the persons here called the fellows, or companions, of Joshua
are his associates in the priesthood. The only question is whether
Zechariah thought of them as present in his vision. It has some-

times been answered in the aflSrmative,f f but the description given
certainly calculated to produce the impression that the high

is

* CI. Ex. 28^5

f-

Xu.

/., 422 /.; WRS.o"C2._ 4^5 /.
moving among them thai stand by ; which Theod. Mops.
explains as meaning that Yahweh will permit Joshua to transmit the honour conferred upon
him to successors. Similarly H &.
X So Cyr., Lu., Grot., Ston., Hd., el al.
§ Baumgarten.
** So ®, Ra., Ki.,
Pem., Dru., Marck, Lowth, Pu., el al.
tt So Lowth, Hi., Ew., Brd., van H., el al.

t

Thus

(S,

/

mil

27I8

ff.;

Benz., Arch., 318

give thee those
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and peculiarly pathetic figure. His associates
are mentioned here because they are a part of the priesthood which
he primarily represents. On the expression sit be/ore, see 2 K. 6^,
priest is a solitary

The

description of the priests as mcft cf omen recalls a saying of
"I and the children that Yahweh hath given me are signs
tokens in Israel." Now, Isaiah in this passage doubtless re-

Isaiah,

and

ferred to the

names he and

his children bore,

and

their significance.

no means of learning the names of Joshua's friends.
if
not
Some,
many, of them must have had names expressive of
That of the high priest
faith in God and hope for their people.

There

is

himself, according to the current interpretation of
help,
itself

it,

Yahweh

is

was practically the equivalent of Isaiah; a fact which in
was sufficient to suggest to Zechariah an imitation of his great

predecessor.* In any case, the idea seems to be that these men, the
priests as a class, are prophetic of good to the community they are
This thought was not developed as it might have been
serving.

by Zechariah. A reader of a later time, feeling that it was incomplete, and not taking pains to examine the context, to see if he understood the drift of the passage, added, as a gloss, /or (or that) I will
bring my servant Shoot.'\ This is Alarti's explanation of the ap-

pearance of the Shoot in this connection; and there are good reasons for accepting it.
In the first place, as Marti says, for Zechariah the Shoot is Zerubbabel. This, as will appear, was the original
teaching of 6'^, which has been recast to make it a prediction of the

But Zerubbabel was already

elevation of Joshua.
fact, for

had, in

two months been actively engaged

tion of the temple.

It

was

in

Jerusalem;

in the restora-

therefore impossible for Zechariah to

—

speak of him as yet to be brought thither by Yahweh. Indeed,
and this is a second point, there is no place for him in this con-

—

The

nection.

prophet

is

here dealing with the priesthood and

its

The Shoot represents political power and glory.
6'^.
The
omission of the disturbing clause leaves Joshua
9.
CJ.
in the centre of the scene.
To him Yahweh now directs especial
significance.

—

attention.

Lo, he says, the stone that I have delivered

also Ez. 126- " 242^-

*

d.

t

The word

Si whence

the

nr^'S,

to

Joshua.

2'.

here translated Shoot,

"Dayspring"

of Lu.

i''.

is

incorrectly rendered dcaToAij in <8,

and

oricns in

The
ous.

opinions with reference to this stone have been many and variIt has been interpreted as meaning material for the new

temple,* the corner-stonef or the topstone:{: of the edifice, the plummet of 4^*',§ a precious stone for the prince,** or a number of such

To

stones for the high priest.ff

the

first

four of these interpreta®

common

^-j it is
objection that, according to 4^Zerubbabel, not Joshua, under whose direction the temple is to be
erected, and that therefore it would be inconsistent for Zechariah

tions there is the

to represent

Joshua as receiving material

third

it

structure or a

for the

In considering the second and the
should also be remembered that the corner-stone had al-

plummet by which

to build

it.

ready been laid, and the topstone was not to be put into place until
a long time after the date of this vision. An additional objection
to the fourth is that the stone in question is to

The

be engraved.

be in the parenthetical clause

key to the prophet's meaning seems
rendered in AV. iipon one stone shall be (RV. are) seven
to

of a stone, according to Ez.

But

eyes.

the gleam from

the "eye"
it,
and, since a gleam can only come from a precious stone, and seven
gleams from as many facets of such a stone, the stone in question

must have been a

i^"- '^, is

This

single stone with seven facets.

is

the in-

terpretation proposed by Wellhausen, but he sees in the stone an
ornament for Zerubbabel. Cf. 6^^^-. To the latter feature there

are strong objections: (i) it destroys the unity of the paragraph and
(2) renders the final clause of this verse unintelligible, there being
;

no discoverable connection between the

stone, or the

Zerubbabel, which, according to Wellhausen,

graved on
It is

it,

much

and the promise, / will remove

better to regard the stone as

was

to

name

of

have been en-

the iniquity oj that land.

an ornament

for the cos-

The paraThe next
desired
and
thus
the
(2)
expected unity.
graph
acquires
clause, / will grave its inscription, becomes especially significant.
The word rendered graveXt is used almost exclusively of engraving
tume

of the high priest, for the following reasons: (i)

on precious stones.

In Ex. 28, where the costume of the high

* So Stah., Lowe.

t So Ra., Ki., Marck, Ston., The!., Rosenm., Hi., Pres., Hd., Wri.,
t Lowth, Mau., Ew., Burger, Stei., Per., Marti, et al.
** We., Now.
§ AE., Ki. (alt.), Grot.
Jt nnfl.

el al-

ft Bredenkamp.
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priest is described,

graved stones,

two

mention

is

made

of

no fewer than fourteen entwelve for the
"), and

for the shoulders (v.

Now, while it would be unsafe
breastplate (v. -^), of the ephod.
to claim that this chapter describes the ornamentation of the ephod
before the Exile, there seems to be reason for supposing that
reliable so far as the character of the

tume

of the chief priest

of the priesthood then

is

concerned; in other words, that the head

and afterward actually wore an engraved

stone (or stones) on his vestments.

On

quoted becomes intelligible.
In v.
tion of Ex. 28 is helpful.
to

"make

it is

ornamentation of the cos-

this

The promise

(3)

already

point, also, the descrip-

^^

of that chapter Moses
a plate of pure gold, and grave upon it

is

directed

Holy to
Yahweh." There follows (v. ^*) an explanation in which Yahweh
says that Aaron shall wear this plate on his forehead in token that
.

.

.

he bears "the iniquity of the holy things" offered by his people,
"that they (the people) may be accepted before Yahweh." Here,
it would doubtless be too much to say that the law attributed to Moses reflects the practice even of the time of Zechariah
the plate of gold seems to forbid such an assumption;
but, if
this law, like others in the Pentateuch, is the outcome of the devel-

again,

—

—

opment

of the

Hebrew

ritual,

one must suppose that

the idea embodied in the law had found
pression,

and admit the

in the passage

possibility that

now under

Scllin {Stud.,

ii,

more or
it is

less

;

at that date

adequate ex-

the idea of Zechariah

consideration.

jSff-) cites as a parallel to this vision the record of the in-

Nebo at Borsippa. It is found in a black stone tablet,
dimensions, containing an inscription of a hundred lines. This

stallation of a priest of

6x8^

in. in

inscription is to the effect that the goddess Nana and the god Ae have, in their
good pleasure, inducted Nabu-mutakkil, son of Aplu-etir, into the sanctuary
of Nebo at Borsippa, and granted him a share in the revenues of the temple
of Ezida, and, "that the appointment may not be contested, have sealed the
same and delivered it to him forever." Sellin further reports that there are
engraved on the tablet the figures of the gods who protect the same from violation, and, among these pictures, "in the middle of the narrow upper edge, the

seven eyes, evidently a representation of the seven planets, including the moon
and the sun." He concludes that in this tablet "we ourselves have a stone

with seven eyes similar to that which Zechariah

The tablet

in the vision

saw delivered

to

published in Mittheilungen dcrdeutxchen Orient-CesellThere can be little doubt that the figures described
schaft, Jan. -Mar., igoo.
were intended to represent seven heavenly bodies, but they are not in the shape

Joshua."

of eyes, the

first

is

being plainly a circle and the third a star inscribed in a

circle.

159

3"""
It

hardly safe, therefore, to identify them with the eyes Zechariah had in
since, as the next clause implies, the stone in question was yet

is

mind, especially
to be engraved.

On

the supposition that the stone delivered to Joshua was inoflBcial costume, there are one

tended for the ornamentation of his

In the first place,
or two other points that should be mentioned.
the inscription on the stone would hardly be the name of either of
the Jewish leaders, but the name of Yahweh, or the "Holy to
Yahweh" of later times, or something similarly appropriate.

Note, however, secondly, that, while the stone has been pro^^ded,
it seems, when delivered, not to have been engraved; which probably means that, although Joshua is the chosen head of the religious establishment at Jerusalem, he has not entered into complete
possession of his office, for the reason that there is as yet no temple
to

Yahweh.

for the

ISIeanwhile,

this

would be a strong argument
the land was still suf-

speedy completion of the sanctuar)',

fering for its iniquity.

ished the curse can,
iniquity of the land

habit

—and

it,

is,

inherited in

Cf.

and

—

i^ 2".
When the temple is finbe removed in one day. 10. The

Hg.

will,

—

of course, the iniquity of the people

part from

own

neglect of the obvious duty of
account of which the land was cursed with drought
their

fulness.

Cf.

8^".

who

in-

and augmented by
rebuilding the temple, on

their fathers

WTien the people,

and

unfruit-

in response to the appeal of

Haggai, laid the foundation of the new structure, he promised them
Zechariah repeats this
the favour of Yahweh.
Cf. Hg. 2^^.

promise in 8^^ ^•. He could not, however, guarantee the entire
removal of their guilt until the sanctuary was completed. On that
day, that is, from that day onward, they may expect the continuous blessing of Yahweh. The Hebrews pictiured this happy con-

which every one would sit "under his own vine
Zechariah enlarges the figure
Cf. i K. 4^ Mi. 4^.
as will later become more
which
shows
a
touch
that,
by adding
interested
in
the social as in the ecowas
as
much
he
apparent,
nomic condition of the community. In the good time coming he
dition as one in

and

fig tree."

says his people will invite ez'ery one his neighbour tinder the vine
and under the fig tree. This idyllic condition is more fully described in ch.

8.
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A good example of the method used by the older commentators is seen in
Stonard's note on this verse, in which he finds an intimation of "the strenuous endeavours of the apostles and other primitive Christians to convert the
heathen world.
They are here figured, while resting in the tranquillity
.

and plenteousness
faring

.

.

of evangelical peace

men who needed such

blessing, as calling to all the

way-

in the

journey through life to partheir ease and comfort in the meat and drink that endure

take with them in

unto ev'erlasting

and

refreshment

life."

—

The accentuation requires that the apodosis of
7. riN2-.] O^ om.
the conditional sentence begin with \irji.
This is in harmony with the
Jewish interpretation of the verse, according to which the final clause is a
promise for the future life. So Ki.; also Or., who, since he does not follow the Jewish interpretation, should, with B # and most modern exe-

main pause after the first i-u-r. 05 divides the verse
and reads dji as if it were csi, thus wresting asunder two parallel clauses and making a second conditional sentence.
ai^Sn:;] Those
who render the word concretely explain it as an Aramaised form of the
""^Ko. '• "^ If, however, the prophet had
Hiph. So Bo.
prtc.
wished to use the causative of I'^n, he would naturally have employed
the regular form here, as he does in 5'"; and if he had sought an intransitive form, he would have found the Pi. or the Hithp. ready to his hand.
Ols. '^°'' derives the word from a supposed noun TjSnr.
Cf. Ec. 4", etc.
getes, place the

after

'P''3

—

5

'>;

^

This conjecture takes for granted
be ignored, there is no diffithe
form
with
in
connecting
given
culty
i^np which actually occurs in
'•
Ez. 42^ The pi., however, would be
the required sense.
Cf. Jon. 3'
So Sta. ^^s. i. Qes. ". 3. r. \ So, also, Marck, Houb., Hi.,
D'p'^nn.
So, also, Ew., Koh., Wri.,

Lowe,

et al.

the correctness of the vocalisation.

^

If that

^

—

We., Now., Marti, Kit., et al. 8. The accentuation
would require that n.-N and y;-\ be construed as vocatives, and the following ''0 seems to reinforce this requirement. So C5 B 8> 01. Since,
however, as has been shown, there is no ground for supposing the prophet
to have thought of Joshua as accompanied by other priests, ''j is probKlie., Pres., Brd.,

ably a dittog., and T'j.'ii nnx are pendent subjects and the antecedents of
and g» has this
ncn. This pronoun should properly be in the 2d pers.,
but the use of the third for the second is sufficiently attested to
reading,

—

—

warrant
2";

its

retention in this instance.

Ko. 5"8b.

h.

this clause, see the

given to
shine.

see Ges.

n::x in 05

W8.

Dr.

obs.

comments.

HB

S",

2.

!)

".

!

co

R..

and

—

it

9.

On

It is interesting, in

that the root

21 simj)ly substitutes Nn^u'D.

inal sentence,

Cf. Mi. 1^ 3', but especially Zp.
the genuineness of
'2'].

— ncs—

from which

On

view of the rendering

comes in Syr. means
the accentuation of the word,
it

The accentuation makes

has oftenest been so treated.

v."

a

compound nom-

So the

\'rss.,

Dru.,

de D., Marck, Hd., Koh., Wri., et al. If, however, the seven eyes are
seven facets, as above argued, the mention of them is of so little impor-

tance in comparison with the announcement that follows, that it should be
thrown into a parenthesis. So New., Ew., Ke., Pres., Or., We., Now.,
Marti, et al. The absence of the connective before "Jjn favours this

arrangement.—D^j'>] The du.
gender, see Ges.
^HB'C'] 05, Kal

'22-

3-

it

&, UiA-oicl©,

—

ss. a.

R.

is

Qn

the

seems to be masc; also 4".
as if from t"cr:, touch, examine.

—
—

—

&, ©oi = Ninn. 10. Ninn Dra]
a late hand; but it was common
with which Zechariah was familiar.
Cf. Is. 4' Je. 4'

=

iracrav

This expression seems
in the literature

Cf. Ges.

for the pi.

Here

(o.

\prt]\a(pri<7u),

C5 prefixes

P"]

5

to

V3.

Marti

invs]

to betray

Ez. 24". Moreover, it introduces a description of the good time foreseen entirely in accord with ideas of Zechariah. Cf. 8'-.

(2)

THE SYMBOLICAL CANDELABRUM

(4'-''^''- 10b-14^_

The fourth chapter, in its present arrangement, does not admit
^^
be removed, there remains a simple
of analysis, but, if vv. "^^-i"and coherent account of the fifth of Zechariah 's visions. In it he
sees a

lamp with seven

ceives

from

flanked by two olive trees, and rean interpretation of the things thus pre-

lights,

his attendant

sented.
1.

The prophet gives

interval

understand that there was an

his readers to

between the fourth vision and the one about

which he

scribed, during

to

be de-

into a state of unconsciousness to his

fell

surroundings. This seems to have been the case, also, to some
extent, after each of the first three visions; for, it will be remembered, he

had

toward, each

to concentrate his attention

new

vision.

Cf.

2^-

confirm one in such an inference.

was speaking with me again
for a second,

(lit.,

^-^

upon, or have it directed
The terms here used

3^

Then, he says, the angel that

returned and) roused me, that is,
Not that he was asleep, as

not for a fourth time.

if

others explain the comparison he employs, like a
roused
mati
from sleep, forbids such an interpretation. Perhe
have
said that he had fallen into a reverie over the
would
haps

Aben Ezra and

;

that is

Be that as it may, he was thoroughly
things previously revealed.
are
to show, when the interpreter
calculated
as
his
alert,
questions
addressed him.

—2.

has spoken at

all,

interpreter

is

In the preceding visions the prophet, when he
has opened the conversation. This time the

represented as stimulating his curiosity by asking,
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What

thou?

seest

precisely,
its top,

In reply the prophet describes a lamp, or, more
It is all gold and has a howl for oil at

a candelabrum.

that

is,

at the top of the upright shaft that supports the

There are seven

structure.

on

lights

The prophet

it.

whole

does not

say how these lights are arranged, but it is clear that they could
not have been placed in a single row, like those of the candelabrum
described in Ex. 25^^ ^•, without crowding the bowl out of position.*

The

simplest and most natural arrangement would be that in a
about the bowl, on arms of ecjual length branching at regu-

circle

lar intervals

from the central

shaft,

and

this is

probably the one

that the prophet had in mind, since he seems to have thought of
the lamp as shedding its rays, not, like that of the tabernacle, in

only one direction, but toward all the points of the compass. Cf.
^^^
V.
The lights themselves must have been very simple,
E!x. 40^^.

—

—

small, shallow vessels of the shell shape still seen in Palestine, with
a more or less developed lip at the narrower, outer end, from which
the wick projected.
The lights of the candelabrum of the taber-

nacle were individual receptacles for the oil they burned. The
one that Zechariah saw had seven pipes for the howl at its top, by
which this reservoir was connected with the seven encircling lights,

and these pipes were independent of the arms on which the lights
3. Finally, there were two olive trees hy it, not,

were supported.

—

as in the Massoretic text, by the bowl, for the purpose of supplying
^^
it with oil, as the later author who inserted v.
also teaches,

—

—

an interpretation forbidden by vv. ^^^- ", but, as in v. ", by the
candelabrum, one on the right of the lamp, and one on the left of it.
does not appear whether these trees, also, were made of gold or
In any case, they were probably but diminutive images of
the things they were intended to represent; for it would not have
It

not.

done

to

make them overtop the candelabrum,

picture.

4.

The

do

in Wright's

makes a simple and

intelligible

as they

Cf. v. ".
vision, as just explained,

The

object of the prophet, however, was not to enterHence he represents himself as saying to the
tain, but to instruct.
picture.

interpreter, Sir,

what are these? not the olive trees only, but the
What do they mean? 5. Hith-

various features of the vision.
• See
Wright,

who

places the bowl

—

on an arm extending backward from the top

of the

shaft

-l-6aa. lOb-14

jX^

responded at once to the prophet's
This time he delays his answer, thus in-

erto the interpreter has always

desire for information.

creasing the suspense, by himself asking a question which perhaps
implies that the prophet should have been able to discover the

meaning of the vision without assistance, Knowest thou not what
But the prophet protests his ignorance. G'^*". Then
These words should inhe, the interpreter, answered and said.

—

these are?

troduce the explanation desired by the prophet. What follows
In fact, it has no apparent connection
is not such an explanation.

a more direct and explicit message on a difOn
ferent subject, received under entirely different conditions.
Yahweh
came
to
of
"the
word
note
the
first
the
expression,
point
with the vision, but

me,"

in v.

^,

the visions.

which

is

regularly used to introduce messages outside
f 8^- ^*. On the second observe that, while

is

Cf. 6^

this vision was evidently intended to strengthen the hands of both
^'^^-^''a,
^j^g former comthe governor and the high priest, in vv.
omitted
latter.
On
the
the
verses, see pp. 190 ff.
pletely eclipses

—10b.

The

reply of the interpreter is not lost. It is contained, as
at the beginning of the chapter, in the latter half of

was suggested

this verse in the

words, These seven are the eyes of Yahweh wanThe seven to which the interpreter re-

dering through the earth.
fers are, of course, the

seven lights on the candelabrum.

They

take

the place of the horsemen on "horses bay, chestnut and white"
"sent to traverse the earth," that appear in the first vision, i^^-,

symbolising, like them, the omniscience of Yahweh.
of divine things? xlv.) and Josephus {Ant.,

is the heir

saw

in the lights of the

candelabrum

Philo {\Vho
iii,

6, 7; 7, 7;

in the

temple
symbols of the planets, including the sun and the moon. Gunkel
and others adopt this view, finding here another instance of the

Wars,

V, 5, 5)

same symbolism and in both evidence
Hebrews on the Babylonians.* The

of the

dependence of the

difference between them,

they say, reflects a variation, otherwise well attested, in the rank
of the planets in the Babylonian system; the sun sometimes being

placed in the middle, and sometimes at the beginning, of the list.f
Now, it may well be that the candelabrum with seven branches

had

its

origin as a symbolical representation of the planets in
* Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos, 130.

t Ibid., 127.
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Ionia,

— the

fact that

any means follow
the ideas that

it

that,

did not appear among the Hebrews until
favour that opinion; but it does not by

—

to

when

they borrowed

it,

had previously represented.

may be found

trary

it

seems

after the Exile*

in the place they

gave

it

they adopted with it
hint of the con-

A

in the temple,

among

the furniture of the ante-chamber of their Deity.
CJ. Ex. 40^^^-.
Note, also, that Zechariah's candelabrum represents, not a multiple subject, but a single personality in the manifold exercise of one
of his attributes.
It is therefore probable that, if the prophet was

conscious of using a symbol for the planets, he thought of them as
objects or powers subordinate to, and dependent on, Yahweh,
the God of Gods.
He certainly gives no hint of their rank as related to one another, for, as has been shown, he must have thought
of the lights as forming, not, as
line,

Gunkel seems

to suppose, a single

but a circle about the main shaft.

11.

brum.

The interpreter has thus far confined himself to the candelaThe olive trees on either side of it remain to be explained.

The prophet
right of the

therefore asks.

lamp and on

once, as in the case of the

formation be delayed.

What

the left?

In

are these two olive trees on the

—12.

A

reply should follow at

question, even if the desired inplace the Massoretic text has a sec-

first

its

ond question by the prophet containing elements not
^

in the de-

place, there are two branches oj
The introthe olive trees to which special attention is directed.
duction of this detail, in itself, is enough to excite suspicion with

scription of vv.

^•.

In the

first

This sus{)icion is
reference to the genuineness of the passage.
confirmed by the evident divergence in thought between it and
the context. The interpolation seems to have been suggested by
"
a mistake concerning the olive trees. In v.
they are called "sons
The author of this verse, either ignoring the prophet's
of oil."
own explanation, or misunderstanding it, apparently took these
trees for the sources of the oil for the lights of the candelabrum.

Then, seeing that there was no connection between them and the
lamp, he remedied this supposed oversight by describing two
branches, one from each of the trees, as held hy,
* In Solomon's
temple the
Cj.

I

K. I'K

lit.,

in the hand

of,

Holy Place was lighted by ten separate and independent lamps.

.I-6aa. lOb-14

_/;^

4
the

t-^vo

sult is a

105

The regolden spouts that discharge into the golden howl.
automatic
contrivance
which
probably seemed
completely

a great improvement on the original, but which, as
appear, really reverses the thought that Zechariah intended
to illustrate.
13. This verse is the proper and natural continuato the glossator
will

—

tion of v. ", corresponding, except in the introductory clause, to
V.

^.

On

the text, see the critical notes.

—14.

The prophet

hav-

ing again protested his ignorance, the interpreter proceeds to exThese trees, then,
plain the significance of the two olive trees.
are symbolical, as well as the lamp.
that they are sons of

The

interpreter says, literally,

This expression belongs to a class of
the Bible. See "son of might," i K, 14^^,

oil.

orientalisms frequent in

"sons of tumult," Je.

48^^, etc.

In these cases the person or thing

an example of the state or quality denoted by the dependent noun, the "son of might" being simply a
mighty man, etc. In Is. 5^ a hill is called a "son of fatness,"
in question is conceived as

doubtless because

it

was

The

peculiarly fertile.

phrase sons of

oil, therefore, would naturally mean producers of oil; but a Hebrew could use it of any thing or person with which or whom oil

was associated

in his

secrated, as kings

mind.

and

priests

In this case

it

refers to persons con-

were among the Hebrews,

to the exe-

The intercution of high functions By being anointed with oil.
not
tell
Zechariah
who
these
two
does
anointed
ones are,
preter
but the prophet had no difficulty in identifying them.

modern

The

Nor has

the

two immediately sugthe
names
of
the
Zerubbabel,
gests
hereditary prince, and Joshua,
the hereditary high priest, both of whom had been, or were to be,
reader.

fact that there are

The descriptive clause, also, fits them,
be remembered, Joshua was promised access to
the immediate presence of Yahweh, and certainly Zechariah did
anointed for their offices.*

for in 3^,

it

will

not regard Zerubabbel as any less worthy of the divine favour.
^
Cf. vv.
Hg. 2-^. The olive trees, then, symbolise the associated
''•

and their position on either side of
means that they enjoy the special

lamp with

seven

leaders,

the

lights

favour, protection

its

and

* Mention should be made of the
interpretation adopted by Baumgarten and a few others,
according to which these two sons of oil are the prophets Haggai and Zechariah, since
pears to be the basis of the allusion to the olive trees in Rev. li^^-.
I I

it

ap-
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assistance of

to

Yahweh,

whom

The

well as omniscience.

is

here ascribed omnipotence as
such teaching can easily be

effect of

It must have greatly encouraged the leaders themselves
and greatly increased their influence with their followers, thus

imagined.

doubly affecting the enterprise then

in progress, the restoration of

the national sanctuary.

1.

So

au'M]

(gsBr If
Cf. Ges.

=

On the adverbial use of

An

(S'^'3.

^
i

jij_

'30

this vb., see Ges.

5

120.

2

(a)_

—

2.

•^\r:H-^]

Qr., with a multitude of mss., irr.si. So
constr. before a dependent nominal sentence.

evident mistake.

— nmjc]
—

<*).

The

This form has been derived from a hypothetical

n'^j]

Sj

So Ki., Mau., Ke., Hd., et al.; but, since ^i does not occur, and
does, not only in v. =, but in Ec. 126, it is more than probable that a

n?:.

nS:

form

was intended. The fact that (6 S> neglect the sf ., which,
not essential, favours the conjecture that the original readnSj.
So Ew., We., Now., Marti, Kit, et al. Cf. Ges. ^=1.1. R. 2.

of the latter

moreover,
ing

was

is

On

the other

the

sf.

hand

it

should be noted that, while to the occidental ear

sounds superfluous, the Hebrews, as a precisely similar passage

It is therefore better, with
(Ex. 253' ^) teaches, preferred to use it.
Massoretic tradition that the prophet meant to say

15 S, to follow the
its
is

bowl, but there

is

no reason for perpetuating the reading

probably a scribal error for

nrj'jJ.

—The adoption

n'^3,

which

of the reading just

suggested requires the retention of the sf. of nTinj, which is reproduced
and therefore omitted by modern critics.
in
S, but neglected by (6

&

B

—

So We., Now., Marti, Kit. It requires, also, that nipxi^ be made definite, i. e., that mpxra nj'ari be changed to mpxinn yauh in accordance with the law for numerals. Cf. Ges. § ''• 1. Thus far no essential
change has been made in the text, but now it becomes necessary to do

—

something with n>'3r'. This word has caused "great searchings of
heart" among the commentators. Thus Koh. renders r^•;2•C'^ rf;2Z- fourteen and explains this number as meaning that the lights were connected
with the reservoir by seven of the pipes, one for each, and with one another by the other seven. This interpretation is rejected by Ke., who

shows

that, in 2 S. 21'"

=i

Ch.

2o«,

on which

it is

based, the numerals

it i K. 8",
where, however, as appears from 05, and indeed from v. ", the words
"and seven days, even fourteen days," are an addition to the original

should be taken distributively.

text.

Ston. cites in support of

Ke. says that a lamp constructed on Koh.'s plan would be "a

wonderful and useless contrivance," but what should be said of one with
seven pipes from the central reservoir to each of the surrounding lights,
Yet this interpretation is
as required by the critic's own exegesis?

adopted by Ra.,

Ki.,

Mau.,

Klie., Pu.,

Lowe,

et al.,

and followed

in

RV.

To

avoid

but

Hi. omits nv^u'', and

it

makes

a predicate adj. after

njrau-'

So Wellhausen. This is, in itself, a permissible construction,
is doubtful whether the prophet, if he meant to say what Hi. at-

n^mj.
it

tributes to him,

would have brought the numerals

in the

two clauses

into

so ambiguous proximity. This objection applies also to the view of Pres.,
that nyaty* is but an emphatic repetition of n;'3U''.
A better method of

emendation, and one by which such objections can be avoided, is, with
(& B, to omit the second :';nz', leaving the first and third as attributives
So Rib., AV., Dathe, Houb., Ew., Hd.,
before their respective nouns.

Now., Marti, Kit., van H., et al. New., following ^comp.
numeral before rnj; but this is forbidden, since
rnj'?, if the relative clause that follows is genuine, is an error for n'?jS.
van H. inserts h^jt js after r"\-\:'^. 3. ri^^n y::'z\ This can hardly be the
original reading, which must have been either n-njcn {'o-r: or simply
nr"^c. The change was probably made when v. '- was inserted.
4.
Or., Reu.,

§, would

insert the

—

—

—

On

I>Ni]

=

the form, see Ges.

"-NrNi.— 5.

§

JV"]

cm. —

(gA

•'Sn]

i!!

on-,

<'• '

.

<*'=

".

R.

3

(e).

(^^ Kal fTnjpdiTrjcra

add \iyo}v.—n-r)]

(gsEQ

^ om. —6a;3-10a.

i-vn'^]

e.

The view

Cf. i^.— 6ao.
that these verses are

foreign to this connection, suggested by We., is adopted by Now., Marti,
GASm., Sellin, Kit. All agree that the passage is from the hand of Zechariah,

but Smith thinks

— 10b.

-

For

This division

it is

somewhat

is

of £1 makes n'^s nyiu- the subject of incun
clause of the verse without a proper apodosis.
&, but by SI and the leading
rejected, not only by (5
first

U

Jev/ish commentators,
also, Cal., Grot.,

Marti,

earlier, Sellin that

details concerning the text, see pp. 193 /.

The punctuation

leaving the

1N-I-,

somewhat

it is

than the context.

later,

el al.

—

who connect

these

words with what

follows.

So,

Pem., Dathe, Lowth, New., Theiner, Ew., We., Now.,

--^L'jiu-r.]

The change

in the punctuation required

by the

makes this word an adverbial ace, which does not need the art.
Nu. 16" I S. 2'8, etc.; Ges. "s- 6 (M._^J^;•] Masc, as in 3'.— nin^]
om. 12. i>"Ni] Cf. V. ^. r.'js"] An editorial device to introduce an

sense
Cf.
(^^

!>

—

—

—

Tir-nc] The tr raphe with the silent shewn. Cf.
"• "? i
^'^jr] Fem., with a masc. termiJon. 4";Baer, Notes, 82; Ko.
o^^'ic is therenation, while rnrjs is masc, with a fem. termination,

addition to the text.

fore properly construed

—

by

®

§> J5

with the

latter.

uo-rpi'Sas =ri|-ixin; It, rostra; g* ^i-,- * til; 01, iViOinpciN;

with

niJ"i,

pipe,

is

too obvious to be mistaken.

terpretation for this

word

is

that

it is

—

2nrn]

—

."^npjs]

but

its

The

used by metonymy for

(g iira.p-

connection

favoiu-ite injtru', oil.

So,
following the Jewish authorities, Dru., Pem., Marck, Bla., Hi., Ke.,
Others take the word literally:
Pres., Wri., Lowe, Or., GASm., et al.
e. g., who says, "The
lamp itself is represented as arising, developand growing, and the gold from which it develops and grows flows to

Klie.,

ing

through the spouts," etc. It is only necessary to recall the object of the
interpolator to perceive that something is wanting and arrive at a pretty
it
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words

be supplied. Now, the object
and, since this could only be
done through the bowl, it is necessary that this receptacle be mentioned.
The original reading, therefore, seems to have been, not that of QI, {oil)

safe conjecture concerning the

was

to

connect the lights with the olive

into the

bowl

=

=

&, as

(&

third

'.

''^n

— nr]

—

Some

(9)

mss. add n-n, as in

—

and final group, like the first, consists of three visions.
do with the subject of sin and the purpose of Yahweh

The

it.

first is

(l)

that of

THE FLYING ROLL

In this vision the prophet sees a flying

(5'"^).

roll of

which he asks the

Whereupon the interpreter explains
sent forth by Yahweh to exterminate the

nificance.

jurer

'.

to

concerning

a curse

v.

as in v. K

Tlie seat of wickedness (5^-6^).

c.

The

in v.

Add, with &,

-icN-'i]

They have

trees,

antn nnj Sn (jcr), but (oil) into the golden
lamps of gold
3nin nSj Sn (rcr). Van H. prefers anm nipsic'^ nrii-in.
13. icx'^]

Om., with
14.

to

him that
thief and the
to

sigit

is

per-

from the land.

after the usual interval, the prophet again lifted up
and looked, he saw afying roll. It was what is elsewhere
the Old Testament called "a roll of a book," or simply a "book."

1.

When,

his eyes
in

It

Cf. Je. 36^ ^•.
its

width, but

its

was open,

length,

—

'

for in v.

the prophet gives, not only
it passed through the air,

—presenting, as

There was writing on
could hardly have had the meaning attributed
to it by the interpreter; but whether, like the symbolical book that
Ezekiel ate, "it was written within and without," there is no means
the appearance of a great sheet of leather.

it,

too, otherwise

of determining.

it

— 2.

In answer to the usual question.

thou ? the prophet further describes the

dimensions; whose length
or,

is

roll

by giving

twenty cubits and

its

What

seest

its

apparent
width ten cubits,

roughly speaking, thirty by fifteen feet. These figures are the
the area of the porch of Solomon's temple.
Cf.

same as those for
I K. 6^.
Hence,

som.e of the commentators, Christian as well as
have
supposed that they were intended to recall that
Jewish,
structure and through it teach an important religious lesson; but,

i69

5'"

unfortunately, the most ingenious among them has not been able
to furnish an interpretation that is sufficiently obvious to commend
It is therefore hardly probable
itself to any one but the inventor.
of the temple in mind when he wrote
he had, that he adopted its dimensions for
any other reason than that they appealed to him as a sort of standard for size and proportion. The Holy Place in the tabernacle,

that Zechariah

had the porch

this description, or,

it

if

be remembered, had the same dimensions.

will

Cf. Ex. 26* ^•.*

—3. The interpreter, without waiting to be requested so to do, now

•

explains to his charge the meaning of the
curse thai goctli fcrtli.

This, he says,

roll.

is the

This explanation, as already intimated,

is

more or
intelligible only on the supposition that the roll contained
Nor can there be any doubt about the character of
less writing.
its

contents.

that "there

Ezekiel (2^") says of the one that appeared to him
were written therein lamentation, mourning and woe."

This one, as Zechariah conceived
a curse,

or,

it

may

it,

was doubtless inscribed with
Cf. Dt. if"^-.

be, a series of curses.

Hebrews, as appears from Nu.

The

most baleful

5'^^-, attributed the

such instrumentalities.! The prophet, taking advantage
of this superstition, represents the penalty for sin as an inscribed
effects to

curse that executes

he may
curse
erto

itself

upon the

be, over the face cf the

marks a new departure

it

been

has

offender, seeking

The

whole land.

him wherever
mission of the

in the divine administration.

Hith-

too lenient; /or every one that stealeth,

— how longapparently
now hath he gone unpunished

The

?

thief is cited as

an example, and the one that swear eth falsely as another. These
two represent the two great classes to one or the other of which
sinners

may

be referred, those

who have

and those who have dishonoured
the covenant.

None

their

injured their neighbours
See the two tables of

God.

of these has in times past received his just

deserts, and, because sentence was not speedily executed, they have
all been confirmed in their evil ways.
Cf. Ez. 8".

4.

Thus

He now
*

far the interpreter

has been speaking in his

introduces an utterance of

It is this

sacred area, according to

Kc,

Yahweh

in

Klie., Brd., WrI.,

which

own
is

person.
described

from which the

figures

were

borrowed.
t The modern inhabitants of Palestine have the
Tales Told in Palesline, 138 /., 220.

same

fear of written curses.

C/. Hanauer,
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the fatal effectiveness of the winged curse.
When it comes to the
house of one of the offenders it shall abide in his house and con-

sume,

i.

e.,

until

it

has consumed,

it

with

its

wood and

its stones.

The complete

destruction of a house, of course, implies the destruction of its inmates.
Cf. Am. 3^^*

In the comments on v. ^ it was noted that the mission of the curse
was a new departure in the divine administration, and the words
of the prophet were quoted to show that, for one thing, the change

meant an increase

in severity toward sinners.
That, however, can
be
the
whole
of
the
lesson
the
that
vision
was intended to
hardly
A hint of something further is found in the fact that the
teach.

prophet represents the curse, not only as commissioned to destroy,
but as attacking the sinner in his own house. The doctrine thus
suggested

more or

is

when Zechariah was prophesying, had been
among the Jews for at least a hunThere had been a time when they could, and did,

one

that,

less boldly professed

dred years.

believe that a family or community might justly be punished for
the sin of any of its members ;f but later they first doubted, and
The great problem of the Exile
finally repudiated, the doctrine. |

was the

reconciliation of the

was during

new

view, in

its

turn, with the facts of

some one sought to
comfort his fellow-captives by making a new application of Gn.
g2i
"This," he represents Yahweh as saying, "is like the matter
It

experience.

this period that

f-^

of

Noah

to

me;

for,

as I swore that the water of

Noah

should not

again pass over the earth, so I have sworn that I will not (again)
be wroth with thee or rebuke thee"; that is, again inflict such a
penalty as the one they were then suffering. The prophet Zechariah seems to have had the same thought.
The gist of the teaching of the vision, therefore, is that Yahweh will not again punish
the Jews as a people by any such universal calamity as the Exile,

but

will henceforth inflict

upon each individual sinner

for his personal offences.
*

The

In other words,

lesson of this vision has a parallel in the story of

it is

the penalty

an announcement,

Glaucus as

told

by Herodotus

(vi,

when Glaucus inquired at the Delphian oracle whether
he might safely perjure himself to avoid restoring a sum of money that had been placed in his
"
Oath hath a nameless son, who, though handless and footless,
keeping, the priestess replied,
86, 3).

That

story

is

to the efTect that,

swiftly pursueth until, seizing,

t Cj. Jos.

7=2

I Cj. Je. 3i29

he destroyeth a whole race and an entire house."

8- 2 S.
24'" "•, etc.
'•
Ez. 18' I- Dt.

24".

^71

5"'

Jews are concerned, of an era of individualism. Comthe vision refers to the past.
pare van Hoonacker, who thinks
so far as the

1.

Cf.

3rc-Ni]

S^ om.

4'.

—

nSj::] (g,

here and

v.

',

Sp^-rravov

=

Sjc;

Ace. to Ko., ^'»% an object
Aq.O,Si<pd^pa; ^, falcem.—2. noj; n'?jc]
with that without the
alternates
This
idiom
a
roll
nnxa]
clause,
flying.
^

—

K. 6/. and Ch., but it is used elsewhere only here and in Ez.
21
Ges. «• 3. R. 3 for "otherwise" rd. elsewhere. 3, nra
In
473.
^qs.
rendered by the \'rss., but there is no
nic3] The words are variously
reason for supposing that even <& (ews davdrov) had a text different from
M. The meaning depends on the force of npj. This vb. has usually
prep, in P.,

i

—

is

been regarded as a prophetic pf. and translated will be putiished ((5 TS,
Dru., et al.), cut offiKl, de D., New., Mau., ei al.), swept away (Pres.,
et

Or.,

al.),

purged out (Marck, Hi., Koh., Ke., Pu., Wri.,

ct

al), etc.

There is, however, no warrant for such a rendering. The word is a Niph.
from npj, be clear (&, jal), and since to say that the thief and the perwould evidently not be the prophet's
jurer shall go unpunished (Lu.)
idea, the only alternative

to translate, with Ra., hath

is

So We., Now., Marti.

ished.

a proper

pf., refers to

We. was

the

first to

the npp

better,

n;,

Houb.rds.DpJ.

I^,

gone unpunhowever, the vb., as

the past, there is ground for the suspicion that, as
suggest, ni33 n:-; is a corruption of ni2^ nic, or

how

already

long, of

So Now., Marti, Kit.

73.

—

to the Law it was not a sin to swear (Gn. 22>«
yaE'jn] Since, according
Dt. io'°), but only to swear by other gods than Yahweh, or by him to a
falsehood (Dt. 6'3 '• Lv. 19'^), it is plain that the original text must have

So We., Now., Marti,
om.; but the omission is without significance. 4.
xal i^oLirca, but wrongly, for the
iTinxxin] Three mss. have nipsxini. So (B,
curse has already gone forth.
hndi] Pf. with 1 in the sense of the impf.

had

Kit.

-^pt^ •'cr3 here as well as in the next verse.

—

after

ni::D2]

a

Cf. Ges.

pf.

stead of __.

Cf. Ges.

\ 164. note

(W_

(2)

this,

^

—
—

>'2- *

'a'.

Here only; Ges.

inn'^Di.

In

—

(^^

5

".

e.

R.

19.

%

With__

nj^i]

"•

—

«•

^-

.^xi']

'.

The

in

a toneless syllable

Dathe
i

is

THE V/OMAN IN THE EPHAH

rds. njS.

—

explicative.

inSsi]

Cf.

in-

For
Ges.

(5^'").

the seventh vision, the prophet sees an ephah which,
is lifted, is found to contain a woman sym-

when the cover

bolising wickedness.

two other

women

She

is

thrust

back

into the

measure and

with wings bear her away to deposit her in

Babylonia.
5. This paragraph

is

sometimes connected as a supplement, or
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further development, with the preceding, and the number of visions thus reduced to seven.* Zechariah, however, notwithstand-

ing his partiality for the perfect number, does not seem to have
meant that it should be so treated. If he had, the interpreter

would hardly be represented as returning to the prophet, as if
after an absence, and, when he came forth, reappeared, commanding his charge to lift up his eyes and see, just as at the beginning
of the other visions.
See, the angel says, what this is that cometh
as
a new object of attention. Whence it came
itself
forth, presents
Certhe prophet does not say, and it seems idle to conjecture.
time
from
the
for
at
this
some
have
as
held,
temple,
tainly not,
there

was no temple.

what

it is

The

at

interpreter

ephah.
ties in

—6.

which he
is

is

The prophet

does not at once recognise

Hence

looking.

obliged to give

it

his question.

a name.

It

What

proves to

is

it

?

be an

The ephah, like the bath, according to the latest authorisuch matters, contained 36.44 litres, that is, 32.07 English,

or 38.86 American quarts. f A receptacle of this size would hardly
It is probable, therefore,
satisfy the requirements of the vision.
that the prophet intended to represent the object in cjuestion, not as
an ephah, but as something of the same cylindrical shape, and not

noticeably larger than the familiar measure. | The text has a second answer to the prophet's question but, because it is a second
answer and anticipates, not only the explanation in v. ^, but any
;

mention of the

woman

to

whom

in the present connection.

inserted here

by a careless

it

out of place

refers, it is clearly

must therefore be a
7. This verse
copyist.
It

—

gloss to v.
is

^,

not a con-

tinuation of the speech of the interpreter. § If it were, there would
be no need of the introductory And he said at the beginning of

the next.

Moreover,

for

it

is

not properly explanatory, but merely

ephah and
himself that the measure

descriptive of the

this disk,

enough

The prophet now sees
content.
When
covered by a disk of lead.

its
is

whose weight is calculated to excite curiosity, is lifted
one to look within, but not so far as to allow

to permit

anything to escape,

it

appears that there

* So Ke., Klie., Wri., Or.,

5

a woman,

art. Weights and Measures; Novvack, Arch.. 202
So New., Ston., Koh., Or., el al.
So de D., Koh., Prcs., Lowe, el al.

t CI. EB.,
t

is

el al.
{).

lit.,

one

woman,

sitting in the cphahfi'

By whom

was

the lid

lifted the

prophet does not take the trouble to inform the reader. It can
hardly have raised itself (Brd.), but was probably lifted by the
since, according to v.

interpreter,

^,

it

was he who put

it

back

into its place.

8. This

the interpreter

woman,

now

explains,

is

Wickedness.

unmodified, except by the article, as required by Hebrew usage. This is probably the reason the author of the gloss
His explanation, however, is not
in V.
felt moved to explain it.

The term

is

''

very helpful, the word iniquity being quite as inclusive as "wickedThose who regard this vision as supplemental to the preness.

ceding naturally claim that the prophet is here speaking of sin in
which is to be banished from Judah, but permitted to

general,

continue its destructive work in Babylonia; but this view makes
both visions teach too nearly the same lesson. There is a better
one, namely, that the prophet here has reference more particularly
to idolatry.

It is
-j-

favoured by several considerations:

(i)

Idolatry

a form of wickedness to which the Hebrews were always addicted, and for which they believed both of their kingdoms had been
is

first

punished,

ff-

Cf. Je. 442"

with minor calamities, and finally by overthrow.
Ez. 23^^-. (2) It was practised by the inhabitants

of Palestine, including
Cf.

Ezr. 9^ff-

Is.

some

sf^- 65'^-

of the Jews, even after the Exile.
66'^

Mai. 2".

(3) It is

frequently

in the Old Testament represented as the evil especially offensive
to Yahweh.
(4) It is the form
Cf. Dt. 4-' 17-^-1 K. 21^ ^, etc.

of offence that a

Hebrew prophet would most naturally
4*' i S. 26^^ Am. s^" f-.
(5) Ezekiel

think of

foretold
banishing.
that on their restoration his people would be cleansed from it.
Cf. Dt.

Cf.
is

Zi"^' Zf^^'-

easy to explain

Zechariah actually had idolatry in mind, it
why he represents it as a woman. In so doing
If

he simply follows the practice of the older prophets, who repeatedly
this offence under the figure of prostitution.
Cf. Ho.

denoimce
* Prcssel

"awkward"
weight

thinks
one.

oj lead

was

that the picture presented

He

in

the

vision

as

above explained

"And

therefore suggests that this verse be rendered,

carried, the

same being carried by a woman who

lo,

is

an

a hundred-

sat in the ephah."

De

gustibus, etc.!
'

Jerome in his commentary uses the expression, iniquilas, quam
t So Ston., Hd.
"
but this is probably an allusion lo Col. 3'.
namine idolilriam possumus appellare
;

alio
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2^^- Je. 23^^* Ez. 16^ ^'j etc.*

very active figure. No
than she attempts to escape.

sooner

—The woman here pictured

is

a

the cover lifted from the ephah

is

The

interpreter, however, intercepts

back into the ephah and

casts the leaden weight
When
the
woman
Wickedness has
mouth.
9.
not
upon its,
her,]
thus been securely imprisoned in the ephah, the prophet sees two
more women coming forth. Much ingenuity has been expended

her, thrusts her

—

in attempts to discover their significance.

variety of opinions,

some

The outcome

one another.

Thus, for example, Kohler finds

gers of Satan,

Neumann

angels of

Yahweh.J

to be regarded as the necessary adjuncts of

They have wings

When

in Palestine.

a great

in

them messen-

They

an

are probably

effective picture. §

wings of the stork, that is, long and strong
and prolonged flight. Storks are very

like the

ones, suitable for rapid

common

is

of which are diametrically opposed to

they are migrating they pass over
this season the fields are

and during

the country by thousands,

often thickly dotted with them.

A

full-grown stork of the larger,

and commoner, white variety measures more than three and a half
feet in length and twice as much from tip to tip of its black wings.**

Mounting on such wings, these two women hore the ephah conup and away between heaven and earth. The
last phrase, like the "in heaven" of Je. 8^, is an allusion to the fact
taining Wickedness

that the stork always

10.

The

flies

very high in

prophet, whose curiosity

is

Whither are they moving the ephah?
*

On

this point

it is

its

now

of interest to note further that the

He

migrations.
fully aroused, inquires,

says

tJie epJiaJi,

but, of

word here used for wickedness (nyuh,

queen Atbaliah is called
"the wickedness" (nyu'ion); and that the consonants of the root from which both of these
names are derived are found in the reverse order in Ashtoreth (mPU'J,'), Bab. Ishlar, the name

rish'ah)

is

a favourite with Ezekiel;

that in 2 Ch. 24' the idolatrous

by whom the Hebrews were seduced from their alK. 23" Je. 7" 44'* "J-.
t So Theod. Mops., Theodoret, Ra., Rosenm., Wri., et ah, who do not seem to have seen
the ridiculousness of throwing such a mass of lead at so small a mark.
X Neumann's comment on this passage is a good example of his florid style of exegesis. He

of the

most popular

legiance to

says,

"How

Vahweh.

full

of the false divinities

C/. i

K.

11^ 2

of surprising beauty

is

the thought in this simple picture!

The women who

go forth from the Lord to banish Godlessness raise themselves on bright pinions, wings full of
love and kindness, wings that care for their own with loving faithfulness and with a devoted
passion of inspired watchfulness."
§ So New., Mau., Brd., Or., et al.
** Tristram (NHB., 246 /.) seems to teach that the date at which the storks
appear in Palestine is always in the latter part of March.
At any rate, in
This, however, is not correct.

1902 immense flocks of them passed over Jerusalem on the ninth of that month.
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5'"''

course,

it is

the

woman

rather than the measure in

—11.

whose

destina-

The

interpreter does not, strictly speakto
answer
the
him, but replies as if the prophet
question put
ing,
had asked, not whither, but why, the winged women were moving
tion

he

is

interested.

To build for her a house. The proper
sheds great light upon this passage, for, if
the personification of idolatry, the house to be built

the one in the ephah, saying,
*

interpretation of v.

Wickedness

is

probably not an ordinary dwelling, but a temple more or less
imposing. Now, it is an interesting fact that the Babylonians
is

called their zikkurats, the towers of

from three

to seven stories

which they erected in honour of their deities, houses. Thus, the
one at Nippur they named "E-kur,'" the house of the mountain,
"
the one at Agade, E-an-(kidia," the house reaching to heaven,
the one at Babylon,
of

"

heaven and earth,

E-temen-an-ki," the house of the foundation

etc.*

These zikkurats were the most

notice-

able feature of the great cities.
Cf. Gn. ii^^-. When, therefore,
the interpreter adds that the house is to be built hi the land of

Shinar, the question naturally arises whether
of these zikkurats.

There

—

certainly

is

it is

not to be one

nothing in the passage to

Finally, the interpreter says that when
the house, is prepared, lit., set up, they, presumably the women,
will deposit her, with the ephah in which she is now confined, there

forbid such an inference.
it,

in her place, lit., upon her base. Here, perhaps, is an allusion to
the little room or shrine, which stood on the platform at the top
of the zikkurat.-\

nothing in the vision as above interpreted incongruous
with the teaching of other and earlier Hebrew writers. The puri-

There

is

fication of the

Holy Land from idolatry, as has been noted, was
That the false deities should be deported,

Ezekiel.

predicted by
and not destroyed,

is in

harmony with

the doctrine taught in Dt.

which the worship of other gods was perThat their destination should be
missible in foreign countries.
one remembers how long the
when
is
not
surprising
Babylonia

4^® 29^''^^, according to

capital of that coimtry

Cf. Rev.

14^, etc.

To

had been the centre

be sure, Babylon had

of the heathen world.

now

* Cj. Jastrow, RBA., 638 #.
t Cj. Jastrow, RBA., 621 /.; Peters, Nippur,

ii,

lost

122.

her suprem-
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Of this the prophet is perfectly aware. Hence he does not
with
the deportation of Wickedness, but adds another vision
stop
to the series.
Compare van Hoonacker, who refers this vision
acy.

also to the past.
5. n-.] So (S^ic-^'L g,H. (g.-;*ABQK om.
We. would add hd^nh. That,
however, would make the question a request for information, which
should come from the prophet. Cf. i' 2V i''. This is a parallel to the
"What seest thou" of 42 5^. Marti, followed by Kit., substitutes hd^n.-i

for

Both suggestions are based on the assumption that

r\-:.

It is not v. «ba^

interpolation.

—

may

word understood.

Strictly rendered, the question

Who

is,

is this goer-

—

Cp. Ct. 3^ 6'", where the prtc. is used adverbially. 6. -i!:n\i
The whole is omitted by the later critics. If, however, the rest
]

forth?

nSiiM

an

the interpolation.
Consequently the present reading in
be retained. rvNXvn] The gender conforms to that of the

v. ^^^, that is

this verse

v. ^^<^ is

however, but, as has already been noted,

—

of the verse

omitted, this part must be retained as an answer to the pre-

is

—

ceding question. no^sn] An cphah, although it has the art. Cf. Ges.
"«• \
\
Ace. to de D. the prtc. has the art. because it is construed

—For the reasons for regarding
a gloss
—2rv] Rd., with &,
So Houb., New.,
— rxn]
Furst, Or., We., Now., Marti,

with HNt.

'ji icn"'i2

comments.

(&

z:v;.

7.

Kit., et al.

Hi.,

g>

to v.

see the

',

Bla., Burger,

om.

rxr.

Rd.

with (& U, Dathe, New. and the later critics, or better, nixi.
"« i^- 3- °°".— nnN] Not, as Ko., ^s'd^ teaches, the
Cp. Ges. 5
equivalent of the indefinite art., but a numeral emphasising the solitariness of
n:ni,

5

the subject.

—

Cf.

Gn.

22'^ Ex. 16^', etc.

Better, with ^,

"^n]

whether the
mated, a
native.

—

sf.

little

9.

clause has

—

refers to the

reflection

Some

all

^;\

the

n^s]

It

is

—

8.

;:in]

^'-, t6

impossible to

rakavTov

tell

=

ephah or the woman, but as already

ought

to result in

-i:r.

by inspection
inti-

a decision for the former alter-

—

mss. begin here a new section. an'fljDj nni] This
of a gloss,
(i) It interrupts the natural flow of

marks

(2) It introduces an incidental reference to wings before the
thought.
statement that the women were provided with them.
(3) It betrays, in
the masc. sf. of an>oj3, a more careless hand than that of the original au-

thor,

Cf.

who

."i:nS.

takes pains to use the proper gender in referring to the women.
For these reasons it is best explained as a marginal gloss,

suggested by Ez.
copyist.

It

i^o

'•,

would be

which was inserted
less noticeable

if

it

into the text

by a thoughtless
followed the next clause.

—

—

B, milvi; <3, N-iu*j; Aq. SO, epusdiov. njuTi] Rd., with
many mss., njNU-.-ii. Cf. Ges. ^ '<• =• '^- 2. 10. nnn] Rd., with Kenn.
11.
250, de R. 545, njn.
nir^ic] Rd., with many mss., niD^^ic.

m-Dnn]

(g, tTroTroj;

—

—

n'^]

Raphe before an accented

syllable.

Cf. Ges.

—

^^23, ^.

103.

2

(.n.

—

We., after 05 (xal iroLiiAcrai), \''3'r\'^\ Now. and Kit. omit it
as a dittog., but the resemblance between it and the next word is not sufpini]

6'-^

ficiently close to

good sense with
for

warrant such a disposition of it. Moreover, it makes
for a subject. On the construction, see Ges. 5 m- ^ (o.

n>:}

\'an H.rds.irn

form

177

for

Akkad.

i:n,

which there

is

Gn.

Cf.

So Klo., Or., We., Now., Marti., Kit.
even in the pi. with sfs.

—

A

nn^jni]

mongrel

Rd., with (g &, nn^jni.

— nrj^T] Elsewhere the word has

THE FOUR CHARIOTS

(3)

lo'".

no reasonable defence.

i

(6^"^).

In this, the eighth and last, vision the prophet sees four chariots,
each with horses of a peculiar colour, equipped for the cardinal
Especial attention
points, whither they are finally despatched.
is

called to those that

have gone northward, as having assuaged

the spirit of Yahweh in that region.
1. When next the prophet lifts up his eyes he sees four chariots.

The Hebrews did not have chariots in the earlier centuries of their history.
Their country was so rough that they could not use them to advantage at home
and they were not strong enough to venture on military expeditions beyond
their own borders.
When, however, they became united and
Cf. Ju. i'^
powerful under David, they began to be more aggressive, and, coming in conwho used chariots, they added this feature to their equipment. Cf. 2 S. 8< I K. 10=6 ff-.

tact with peoples

The

fact that -chariots

them a symbol

were almost exclusively used

for strife

appearance of chariots in

and bloodshed.

Is. 22'^

^-

in

war made

Zc. 9".

this vision, therefore, leads

one

The

to sus-

pect that, to the Jews, it signified war and destruction for some of
The chariots are represented as comthe neighbouring nations.
between
mountains. Where these were, the
two
(the)
ing forth from

prophet does not

tell

Moriah, the temple

his readers.

hill,

They can hardly have been

and the one

either to the

west* or the

them as mountains of bronze. There
it,
where the interpreter speaks of
is a hint of their location in v.
The
the chariots as coming forth from the presence of Yahweh.
natural inference from the two passages combined is that these
mountains were ideal mountains in front of the abode of Yahweh.
Cf. 2^^/^^.
Perhaps, however, Zechariah gave them some such apeastf of

since he describes

'",

*

The one often incorrectly called Zion. So Dm., Marck. Mau.,
Mount of Olives. So Ki., Pu., Wri., Brd., Or., el al.

t The

Pres.,

el al.
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pearance as that of the hills with which both he and his readers
were familiar. So Marti. If the Greek reading, "mountains"
" is
the scene of the first vision was
in i^for "myrtles,"

correct,

probably the same that

is

here described, and equally imaginary.

The prophet seems here to be borrowing from a popular mythological representation according to which the approach to the dwelling of the Deity was
guarded on either side by a brazen mountain. Had the brazen pillars, Jachin
and Boaz, in front of Solomon's temple (i K. y'^ * ) any connection with these
fabled mountains? It seems possible even if, as W. R. Smith (Sent., 468/'.)
maintains, these pillars were originally used as "altar candlesticks," like
those in front of Phoenician sanctuaries.

—2 /.

was drawn by horses, probably, since
this was the custom in Egypt and Assyria, two in number,* which
The first had bay, the secdiffered in colour from all the others.
and
the
fourth
third
wliiie
ond black, the
spotted (or speckled)
horses.
On the significance of these colours, see vv, " ^•. There
no

is

They,

Each

of the chariots

reference, here or elsewhere, to drivers for these horses.
like the

horsemen

of the first vision,

seem

to

be taken for

granted.

The prophet makes the
The great Christian Vrss.

4.

5.

—

usual inquiry, ^^V, what are these?
agree in rendering the first words of

the reply to this question, These are the four winds of heaven, and
many of the commentators have adopted this translation,! citing
Ps.

104'' in

point.

support of

The

it.

Psalmist,

The

it is

passage cited, however,

true, says that

is

not to the

Yahweh makes "winds

employs the expression the four
the
addition of heaven, is a familiar
with
or
without
winds, which,
the compass. Thus, in i Ch.
of
the
cardinal
for
designation
points
his messengers," but the prophet

9^^

the four winds are defined as "the east, west, north and south.

See also Ez. 37^ 42-" Dn. 8^. There is only one passage outside
this book in which it is used in any other sense, and that (Je. 49^"),
being later than Zechariah,J was probably influenced by a mis-

taken interpretation of

this passage.

There remains the paren-

Arcording to Jerome these teams were quadriRas, but he probably had no better authority
who doubtless, like AE., got it from i K. icP, where
the price of a chariot is that of four horses.

for this opinion than his Jewish teachers,

t So Marck, Mau.,
X Gicscbrecht.

Hi.,

Koh., Klie., Brd., Or., Reu.,

et al.

6-«
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however, unless emended as sug-

must be pronounced another example of the same sort.
The expression used, then, indicates that the prophet was not

gested,

thinking of the winds themselves, much less of spirits,* but of the
This being the case,
principal points from which the winds blow.
it

necessary to translate, with Kimchi, These to the four winds
This rendering is confirmed by other

is

of heaven are going forth. -^

considerations, the most weighty of which

is that,

in the following

where the interpreter is evidently developing the statement
here made, his language *^mplies that the four winds are the four
Its adoption relieves
directions in which the chariots are going.

verses,

the reader from the necessity of supposing that the prophet is here
using figurative winds to explain imaginary chariots instead of
the chariots, or their drivers, agents of Yahweh correspondbut
not identical with, the horsemen of the first vision.
ing to,
The prophet does not here give the destinations of the several

making

he informs the reader whence they have come.

chariots, but

are going forth from standing before, that
the

Lord of

the

whole earth; from

structions concerning their

a

command

to depart,

6. In the preceding verse

nent.

From

there being

this point

no way

whom

movements.

each on
it

its

They

from the presence
they have received

is,

They

are

now

of,

in-

awaiting

mission.

was the chariots that were promiit is, and necessarily, the horses;

onward

to distinguish the chariots

except by the colours

Note also that the order in which
There the
the teams are mentioned is not the same as in w. 2 /.
bay horses came first; here the black ones lead. There seems to
have been no reason for the first arrangement, for the Hebrews

of the animals attached to them.

had no stereotyped order for the points of the compass. Cf.
Ez. 42^"^- I K. f^ Nu. 34^^- 35^, etc. The change was probably

made because

further mention.

the black horses are the only ones that receive
In this case one can also see a sigCf. v. *.

nificance in their colour.
cates that

it

it is fitting

was conceived

The Hebrew word
as a dark

for the

and gloomy

northj indi-

region.

Hence

that the black horses should be assigned to the north

* So Cal., Lowth, New., Hd., Pu.,
t So We., Now., Marti.

et at.

J J10S (.saphon), dark.
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country; which

is here, however, not the remote north, but, as in
The same cannot be said of the
the region of Babylonia.
second pair, the white ones. Indeed, there is a difference of opin2*"^",

ion on the point of the compass to which they are to be despatched.
The text has a word that is generally rendered after them. It is

probable, however, that this should be translated to the west of
It might then be
them, or emended so that it can be so rendered.
interpreted as referring to Asia Minor and Europe, the home of the
fair peoples.

Cf.

The

Gn. lo"^-.*

spotted ones go to the south

—

country, but why, there seems to be no means of discovering.!
7. The statement with reference to the fourth team has been

only partially and imperfectly preserved, but it can easily be recovered. The horses, of course, should be, not, as the Massoretic

has

text

the strong,

it,

but the bay ones, since they are the only

whose destination has not been

Moreover, the
given.
statement that they shall go forth should be followed by an in-

ones

now

dication of the direction, which,

that

all

the other points

have been pre-empted, must be that of the east country. Cf.
Gn. 2 5^. J Thus far the interpreter. The prophet adds that the

—

horses, as

is

the

manner

of spirited animals, all sought to go to

traverse the earth, or the parts assigned to

them

;

that

some one, who

can hardly have been the interpreter, finally gave the command,
Go traverse the earth; and that, in obedience to this command,
Cf. i^** ^•.
they traversed the earth.
There is an interval between this scene and the incident described

The length of the interval it is difficult to deThe prophet can hardly have meant that the chariots,

in the next verse.

termine.

with their horses, not only disappeared, but actually traversed the
earth before anything further happened within the sphere of the
At any rate, he proceeds as if almost immediately, while
vision.

he was yet gazing after them, the same person who had given the
command dismissing them addressed him. 8. Now, the prophet

—

*

The

labhan)
close

t
for

U

only son of Yepheth (Japhclh) whose name at all resembles the word for while (]2^,
Yawan, the progenitor of the Greeks, and in this case the resemblance is hardly

is

enough

to justify suspicion of

in place of the

t

an attempt

at

paronomasia.

The Hebrew word for spoiled {-\^-\2, barodh), to
the south (am), but, if the prophet had this word
one

("n*"',

The Hebrew word

leman) found

lor red

be sure, has an inverse likeness to one
in

mind,

it is

strange that he did not use

in the text.

(jnx, 'adhom)

is

from the same root as Edom.

:i-8

l8l

would not have put such a command into the mouth of any one
but Yahweh. Hence, it is probably Yahweh of whom he here
This inference is supported by
says, he called and spake to me.
introduction of

Yahweh

as a

not unlike Zechariah.

In the

first

the following considerations: (i)

speaker, though unexpected,
will

is

The

be remembered, the Deity interposed with comforting

vision,

i<-

words

for the

encouragement of

his servant.

Cf.

i^^.

(2)

The

prophet says that the speaker, whoever he was, called ia the sense
This imof cried, when he spoke, that is, spoke in a loud voice.

he was at some distance and points

to Yahweh, who, acwas within the sacred precincts before the entrance
which the prophet saw the chariots. (3) The prophet cannot

plies that

cording to
to

V.

^,

have intended

had gone

that

to represent the interpreter as saying of the horses

to the north country, tJiey shall assuage

my

spirit

This is admitted by Marti and others, who,
in the north country.
however, instead of adopting the obvious alternative, change the
The ementext to give it the form of a speech by the interpreter.
dation suggested

and

(2), it is

then,

is

is

The

unnecessary and, indeed, inadmissible.

Yahweh, and the
is

shown under

ingenious, but, as has been

spirit, or,

as Ezekiel* puts

it,

(i)

speaker,
"

"the wrath

But why should Yahweh be angry with

his wrath.

assuaged
the north country alone or vent his anger only upon that region?
This question is answered by van Hoonacker by saying that the
prophet here again, as in 2^/1^* ^-j reminds his people of the past,
this time of their deliverance from the Babylonians by Cyrus. f

and

The

make

following considerations, however,

that he

is

thinking of the future:

visions dealt with the past,

would lead one

(i)

The

it

more probable

fact that the first three

and the next two

vidth

current interests,

to expect that in the last three the author

would

further progress.
(2) The sixth and seventh, as has been
shown, are capable of an interpretation in harmony with this ex-

make

pectation.

(3)

The

teaching of the prophet in this series of visions

would be incomplete without a glimpse into the future of Wickedness.
(4) He would naturally find in the second revolt of the
Babylonians against their Persian conquerors, which occurred
*

CI. 5" 24", etc.
t So also ScUin, Slud.,

12
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about

an occasion

this time,

On

1. ni33-i;;]

Om.

C'X^n]

word got
a^ii:;n,

V.

The

with &.

into the text

its

So Houb.

ann.

it is

—

omission of the

3. Dn-\3]

S

ts

^s.

^

9,

c*,_

-ireXidvol.

How

art. is significant.

—
—

the

imagine, unless it is a corruption of
63') taken from the margin of v. 2. Cf.
is meaningless.
Houb. rds. o^pax, in the

difficult to

a synonym of a^DiN

In

'.

the vocalisation of the sg. see Ges.

Better, with <S,

onnn]

for the display of the continued dis-

Yahweh.

pleasure of

(Is.
it

present position

—

—

sense of parti-coloured.
5. lN':'Dn] Add, with (S g>", '3 nam.
iSn] So
(6^; om. ^'<ABQi\
yj-ix] Rd., with We., et al., JJa-ixS, or better, since in
V. ^ iSk is used to indicate destination, Jianx Sn.
Note, also, that it is

—

easier to explain the omission of

The

than of S after

*?{<

The

predicate of n'rx representing niacin.

prep.;

^

both

and

it

—

niNXV.

—

6.

—nixxv]

accentuation, there-

have pashta. as^nnc] 05 13 om. the
na "iu\s] Bla. ingeniously suggests that

DiDt'n should

fore, is incorrect.

h'tn iSn.

be prefixed to the relative and both words thus attached to v. ^; but it
is better to explain them as a mistaken addition which defeats the prophet's purpose, viz., to bring the horses with their colours into prominence,

a

1

The

context requires that this prtc. have the force of an impf
It
iNi"'' in both cases should be
replaced, as in #, by the prtc,
^'"- '• ^- 2.
or, as Ew. suggests, be pointed as the impf.
Cf. Ges.
onnns *?>!] These words would naturally be translated after them, but, so
ovsi'^]

.

follows that

—

rendered, they are unintelligible in this connection, owing to the improbability that the prophet would represent two chariots as having the same
destination.

We.

infers that the text

is

corrupt,

and suggests

vi*<

"^t*

however, as he himself admits, one of the chariots was despatched to the west, this seems to be the place to find a statement to that
effect.
Ew. claims that the present text may be so rendered, but his exVi'\^^n.

If,

The sf of Dnnns* refers, not to the
is not entirely satisfactory.
Hence the destination of the former is
white, but to the black horses.
planation

.

west, not of the starting-point, but of the region to which the latter have
7. DiXDxn] Rd., with
gone.
Aq., as in v. ', a^'Disn. The text seems to

—

&

have been corrected

to

make

Ew., Pres., Or., Marti,

et al.

it

—

conform to v. '.
ins'] Here also

So Dathe, Houb., Hi.,
rd. either a\ss> or inx",

and add, as the destination

of this team, aip Y-\n Sn.

Now.

Kit.

supplies

-jSnnnS]

layn

y-Mi Sn,

Twelve Kenn. mss.

dveBolrjcrav.

—

\nN]

Om.

rd. ^S^n^|.

with C5&.

follows the co-ordinate vb.

13;?d V"ix

—

inijn]

So

The usual

*?><•

(S'^Q^.

Cf.

Om.

Gn. 25^
CS^ &".

8. pyrn] (S°, koI

construction

We. would

&

—hdSS]
—

rd. inij^,

is •'Sn,

and

which

the fact

have a connective here seems to favour this; but,
that both ^" and
since the pf. is frequently used for the impf. of acts that are imminent, a
change in the text seems unnecessary. vin] Marti, who insists that the
>
speaker can only be the interpreter, sees in an abbreviation for nin\

—

\
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The

d.

The

rest of ch. 6,

although

it

Judah

v.

^

The

begins.

{6'-''

4«aP-ioa)_

has a certain connection with the

outside of the series.

visions, falls

with which

prince of

This

is

clear

from the formula

instruction here given

is

received,

not through pictures explained by a third person, but directly from
Yahweh. The same is true of 4''a-ioa^ which, as has been shown, is
foreign to

present context, but which finds a

its

The only

ting after 6".

objection to this

more

arrangement

suitable setis

that there

connection between these two passages and the
context.
On the other hand, they would quite naturally
preceding
It is possible, therefore, that 5^-6** once
follow the fifth vision.

seems

to

be

little

preceded the third chapter.

In either case these passages would

close the first division of Zechariah's prophecies,

The

paragraphs.

subject of the

(l)

The

prophet

is

forming two

first is

A SYMBOLIC CROWN

instructed to take with

(6®'").

him

certain persons to

the hous6 of Josiah, the son of Sephaniah, and there fashion a
cro\\Ti and predict the appearance of the Messiah.

The prophecy is introduced by the famihar formula, The?i
word of Yahweh to me. Cf. 4* 7^ 8^- ^*. In the third and
fourth of these passages "Yahweh of Hosts" takes the place of
"
Yahweh." The implication is that the message came soon after
9.

came

the

the last vision; but, since the visions, as has been explained, are
but literary forms, the point is of no importance. 10. It is important that this verse be correctly vmderstood, but not easy in

—

the present form of the text to discover the prophet's meaning.
very first words provoke discussion. The prophet is directed

The

to take

something/row

Who —for
What

is it

captivity

Ez.

it

i',

that

is

to

commonly

etc.

the captivity.

At once two questions

evidently consists of persons

arise:

—are the captivity? and

be taken from them?

The word

refers to exiles in Babylonia.

rendered

Cf.

Je.

29'

In the book of Ezra, however, "the captivity," or
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"the children of the captivity," means those who have been in
but have returned to their country (4^ 9^, etc.), and this is the

exile

But what

is it

directed to take from these returned exiles?

In

interpretation that best suits the present context.

that Zechariah

is

the next verse the object of the verb is "silver and gold," and, as
it is taken for granted that the
prophet is there simply repeating

the thought here expressed, the commentators generally supply
the same object in this connection. There are, however, objecIn the first place, if the prophet
tions to such an interpretation.

what he is supposed to have said, he could
have arranged the sentence so that the verb and its object
would come together, and this would have been the natural ar-

really intended to say
easily

rangement.

The

that he did not adopt this arrangement

fact

upon the interpretation suggested. Secondly, if
had intended to repeat for emphasis or any
other purpose the thought of this verse, he would not have said
"take silver and gold," but "take from them silver and gold."
casts suspicion

"
the prophet in v.

The

clause, as

it

now

but to what follows.
necessary to look

reads, attaches
Cf.

Is. 47^.

itself,

not to what precedes,

These considerations make

elsewhere for the object of the verb take.

it

It

can only be found in the first three names given. As Blayney says,
"The prophet is not required to take silver and gold from the persons named, but to take them." True, the text must be emended
to bring these

since

it is

names

into direct subordination to the verb; but,

agreed that emendation cannot be avoided,

and since the

this interpretation are less radical

changes required by
that have been proposed,

this is

not a serious objection.

than those

The

read-

ing recommended is, Take jrom the (returned) captives Heldai,
and Tobiah, and Jedaiah. Neither of these persons is mentioned
The
in the Old Testament outside of this passage.
Cf. v. ^\
further instructions given to the prophet, so far as they are con-

tained in this verse, with slight modifications, read, and come with

them

to the house of Josiah, the son of Sephaniah, wJio (also) halli
come from Babylon. Rosenmiiller suggests that the Sephaniah
(Zephaniah) here mentioned may be the "second priest" put to

death by Nebuchadrezzar after the destruction of Jerusalem
2^18

ff.). i)ut^ a^s tha^t

^as nearly seventy years

earlier

(2

and there

K.
is

tl-H
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no intimation

that Josiah belonged to the priesthood, this sugges-

tion is improbable.*

11. The question now arises why the prophet was directed to
take the three persons first mentioned to the house of the fourth.
There are three possible answers. The first to suggest itself, and

would probably have given, is that Heldai and his companions were to furnish the gold and silver for the
work in hand; but, if this were correct, the materials would have
the one that the reviser

been mentioned in

v.

tion that, as Josiah

home and

a shop in

trade, but, being

is

more

to

be said

for the supposi-

have been a goldsmith who had a
Jerusalem, the other three were of the same

among

themselves in the

There

^^.

seems

city.

to

had not yet established
that they were all to be em-

the recent arrivals,

The

idea

is

ployed to make a crown, that it might be the sooner completed, also
that they might share the honour of having made it.
This, how-

A

ever, is pure hypothesis.
is

that Zechariah took these

more

men

reliable explanation (Blayney)
with him as witnesses to the sym-

was about to perform. | Isaiah (8^^-), at the
Yahweh, took witnesses when he posted his prophecy
destruction of Israel and Syria, and Jeremiah (32"^-) when

bolic act that he

command
of the

of

he wished

to publish his faith in

means

a future for his coimtry.

If,

and transmit the
memory of his predictions concerning Zerubbabel, he was only
doing what the greatest of his predecessors had done. The Mastherefore, Zechariah took

to preserve

—

soretic text represents the

the crown,

prophet as further commanded to place
the head of Joshua the son of Je-

when completed, on

hosadak the high priest. This, however, cannot have been the
original reading; for, if he had fulfilled this command, at the same
time pronouncing the words he is here instructed to speak on the
occasion, he would in so doing have contradicted his own teaching and Haggai's, which clearly

was

that the Messianic prophecies

Zerubbabel, and that it was he who should build
the temple of Yahweh.
Cf 4'- ^. If, therefore, a name was mentioned here, it must have been that of Zerubbabel.
Perhaps, as

were

fulfilled in

Wellhausen maintains, the

latter half of the verse entire is

* See further, on the Zephaniah of 2 K. 23''

t So also van Hooaackcr,

^'i Je. 21'

29^-

^9

37'.

an addi-
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which means that the prophet

readers to supply
present reading is a clumsy atan
anxious
to
scribe,
tempt, by
bring the prophet into harmony
with history.
Neither Zerubbabel nor any other descendant of

tion;

the

name

left it to his

The

of Zerubbabel.

David ever again ruled as king in Jerusalem,
time, the high priest became the head of the

but, in process of
entire

community.

condition of things, unforeseen by Zechariah, which the
changes in the text were intended to justify.*
12. The crown was expected to create a sentiment for indepenIt is this

dence and stimulate

effort

toward

tion that follows is calculated to

its

achievement.

emphasise

its

The

explanaLo.

significance.

name is Shoot. There was a similar
announcement in 3*, but, as the appearance of the Shoot in that
connection seemed unnatural, the discussion of his identity was
a man, says Yahweh, whose

postponed.

The word

first

occurs as a Messianic term in

Is. 4^,

an appellative denoting the marvellous produce
of the Holy Land under the blessing of Yahweh.
In Je. 23^, on
the other hand, it is used of a scion of the house of David with a
where, however,

it is

well-defined character.

and execute

prince so

and righteousness

justice

that Zechariah

The

had

named

"

shall deal wisely,

in the land."

It is

evident

passage in mind, his Shoot being
There follows a clause that
Cf. Je. 33^^.
expressly called a man.
has been variously understood. There are those who take it imthis latter

—

it a
prediction of prosperity like that in
or of the rise from the man in question of a flourishing dynasty;! but there are objections to both of these views,
(i) It is
doubtful if the compound word which would be literally trans-

personally, finding in
Is. 4^,f

lated/row under him can properly be interpreted as meaning either
under his reign or from his root. (2) The following verbs all have
personal subjects, and the one in this clause would naturally have
the same construction.
Those who construe it in this way, however, differ in their interpretation of the rest of the clause, the ques-

tion being whether

it

refers to the region

from which the Shoot

spring,§ his lineage** or his condition. ff
*

The

will

difficulty in this

t So Lu., Mau., Hi., Ew., Pres.,
Cj. Wcllhauscn, JJG., 140 fj.
t So We., Now., Marli.
§ So Ki., Dm., W al.
** So Ra., Pcm.,
Rosenm., Burger, Koh., Klie., Ke., Wri., Brd., ct al,
tt So Marck, Pu., Or., el al.

et al.
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question arises from the fact that most of those who have attempted
to solve it, ignoring the context, have taken for granted that the

looking into the remote future, in fact predicting the
appearance of Jesus of Nazareth. Now, it is only necessary to

prophet

is

consider that there

is

but one definite thing that the Shoot

is

ex-

Yahweh, to see that he
must be a contemporary of the prophet, and when one again re^
members that this is precisely the task which in 4^- is assigned to

pected to do, namely, to bicild the temple of

Zerubbabel,
tion of

him

it

becomes

is simply a recognihowever, Zerubbabel is the Shoot,

clear that this passage

as the Messiah.

If,

the prediction that he shall shoot can, under the circumstances, have
nothing to do with the place of his birth or his lineage, but must

from a comparatively humble position to one
of greater prominence and influence.
Hence, the whole clause
The result is more imhe
shoot.
may be rendered. Upward shall
refer to a rapid rise

portant than at first appears; for, if the interpretation proposed is
correct, the clause is a mere play on the name Shoot,^' the thought
of which is more worthily expressed in the proper connection in

In other words this clause, like the next one, which

the next verse.
is

wanting

in the

Greek and Syriac

versions, is

an interpolation.

The removal

of the interpolated clauses brings the intro13.
duction of the Shoot into immediate connection with the more
suitable of the

two statements with reference

beginning of this verse.

to his mission at the

He, says Yahweh, emphasising the subYahweh. Not that the governor has
The expression here used must
the work.

ject, shall build the temple of

thus far had no hand in

be interpreted in the light of 4^- ^. Thus interpreted it means that
he will complete the task on which he and his people have now for
Thereafter he shall assume majesty,
five months been engaged.

and honours of royalty, not, apparendy, at once,
but ultimately, as his reward for building the temple of Yahweh.
Then he shall sit and rule on his throne, exercise the various funcattain the rank

tions of a king.

—Now, before the Exile the king was supreme in

Judah, not only in

civil

controlled the temple

and

and

military, but in religious matters.

its services;

* Sellin finds here a play, not only on Shoot, but on the actual

Babylonian

Zir-babili.

He

the officiating priests, like
name

of the governor, in
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^the soldiers on guard, being his servants.
21^^Cf. 2 K. 16^**
etc.
was
When
the
after
the
22^^-,
community
reorganised
cap-

the religious interests being predominant, the priests natIn the vision
urally acquired a considerable degree of authority.
of the lamp (4^^ ^•) Zechariah recognises this change by giving to
tivity,

Joshua equal importance with Zerubbabel as a servant of Yahweh.
In this passage, also, although he promises the crown to the latter,
he makes ample provision for the former, for it is Joshua whom he
has in mind when he says that there shall he a priest on his (Zerub-

This

babel's) right hand.

Shoot.

There

is,

as clear as that Zerubbabel

is

therefore, as

little

is

the

need of supplying here the

" that of the
governor. The position at the right hand of the king means power and honour second
But two persons so nearly
only to those enjoyed by the monarch.

name

of the high priest as in v.

equal are liable to become jealous of, and in the end openly hostile
The prophet does not anticipate any such rupture
to, each other.

between Zerubbabel and Joshua.

There shall be peaceful counsel

between the two; they will plan in perfect harmony for the best interests of those whom they have been divinely chosen to govern.
14. There is nothing to indicate that, if Zechariah was instructed

—

to

crown Zerubbabel, he was

in the governor's possession.

to leave the token of future authority

He would naturally make some other

if this verse in its
presNot that there is anything susent form correctly represents him.
picious in the idea of preserving the crown as a memorial, even

disposition of

it.

It is

doubtful, however,

There exposed, it would serve as a rein the temple of Yahweh.
minder to disheartened patriots of the glorious things it symbolised.

It is strange,

however, that

morial to Heldai and

nished the materials for

was imported

into v.

^^

it,*

by a

this verse, or at least the

—The omission of

it

his associates.

should be described as a me-

This implies that they

fur-

a thought which, as has been shown,
reviser.

names

it

It is

therefore probable that

contains, are

by the same hand.f

this verse leaves the question of the disposition

of the crown unsettled.
Perhaps it was never made. The prophet
does not say that it was; and, if he did, there would still be room for
doubt whether he meant to be understood literally; for, although
* Cj. Ex. 3o'6 Nu.
31M

t Cf. Now., Marti, Kit

;o-i4
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in

some instances it may be taken
was performed,* Je. 13^ ^-

for granted that the action de-

scribed

be others in which the narrative

an exception, and there

is

is

may

only a parable. f

9. The removal of 46 »-•<•» from its place in iM leaves this the first clear
case of the use of the introductory formula, Then came the word of Yahweh
'" *
to me.
10. mp'^] The inf. abs. for the imv.
Cf. Je. 32i«; Ges. ^

—

Perhaps, however, since 9 Kenn. mss. have np'^, the imv. should
be substituted for the present reading.
~st] In the sense of out of.
(A)

a.^

—

—

The emendation

suggested in the comments requires
•'-hn nx, and nxi, instead of .^s-i, before each of the other names.
For n^n van H. rds. ann. C/. Ezr. 2^^ These names are all treated as
Cf. 14''.

'i'?nc]

appellatives in ®,

by Tiapa tuv

••-I'^n::

being rendered by

xPV'^^f^'^" o,vTijs,

and

r>^';^'>

ircpb. tCov

,~n::

apx^vTuv, nnvj tn^d

by irapa

tCiv iTreyvusKbTuv

—

but some mss. ((6^) add a second, correct rendering of ffl. nsai']
We. rd. nx3i and omits all between it and n''i:'N\ Similarly Now.,
Marti, Kit. It is difficult, however, to explain pxai^ except as a dittog.
Besides, r.N^i' is needed with n-N, for which the original seems to have
a{>TT)v;

been

a.^s.

Qes,

§112. 3

—
—

^_

—

On

So Houb.

Cf. Ex. 17^.
(r)

xi-in ziV2]

The

phrase

is

the

tense

of

rx^i',

see

unintelligible in this connec-

&

It was not
ST, n3, the subject being Josiah.
1S3] Rd., with (8»
So
necessary to say that the other three had come from Babylon.
Houb. The verse, as above emended, reads, ^'\hr\ nx nSun nxD n(i)pS
tion.

S30D X3 lu'x

n>j:3i-

p

n^u-xi

ro

orx rs3i

n^;-ii .-ixi

This

n^avj nxi.

not be a perfectly correct restoration of the original text, but

may

so great
the traditional
it is

an improvement, both linguistically and exegetically, on
reading that there can be no disadvantage in provisionally adopting it.
11. Pn-jy] Rd.,withg'SI,n-);;:; SoTheod. Mops., Houb., Bla., We., Now.,
Marti, Kit., et al. The same mistake is found in Jb. t,i^^, .isu'i] Per-

—

—

—

haps for nn::i;'i. As already explained in the comments, the name of
Zerubbabel must be substituted for that of Joshua or v. entire omitted,
the latter being the more defensible alternative.
So We., Now., Marti,
Kit.
The attempt of van H. to emend by substituting 'JoS for rxna is not
commendable. 12. v'?.n] If v. "b be omitted, this word must also be
•>

—

dropped or changed to Dn^':'x.
word is not needed after -i::x.

So We., Now., Marti, Kit.
It

is

—

idnSi-2]

The

therefore omitted in these chapters,

except in this passage and another (7') in which it is clearly an interpolation.
So (S &. The reasons for regarding this verse from vnnnsi on-

—

ward

as of secondary origin, so far as they are exegetical, have
already
been given. There is one further point that deserves mention in this

connection.

The speech beginning

to be peculiarly rhythmical, but

• Cj.

I

K. 22"

'•

Is. 20'

ff-

Je. 19'

ff-

its

272, etc.

with this verse was evidently meant
is disturbed by the words

symmetry
t Cj.

ii< a.

Ez.

4'

°-

*

^5'

«• 12'
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in question.

—At

first

sight

it

seems impossible

to tell

last clause of this verse or the first of the next that

whether

it is

the

should be dropped.

&

favours the former, (S the latter, of these alternatives. The use of the
emphatic pron. Nin, a frequent means of connecting clauses in Heb., at
the beginning of v. " speaks for the genuineness of the clause that follows.

—

So also in vv. "• '' •*; in 8^ only,
Sj'h] 05, "^^v oIkov.
Cf. Ju. 13^ etc.
Ew. supplies i'VL:-in\ So also We., Now.,
va6i.
13. ]n2] SI, 3"> ?^3.

—

Marti, GASm., Kit. The prophet no doubt had the high priest in mind,
but he did not need to say so, and the absence of the art. with jno is

—

proof that neither Joshua's name nor his title was mentioned. 1ND3 Sy]
14. A sufficient reason for beRd., with (& {iK Se^tQv avrov), ir:D> S>.

—

lieving that this verse
forth.

The

is

not from the hand of Zechariah has been set

variations in the

names from those

in v.

—

'", if

they could be

be intentional, would be significant. .-nayni] This word, in
" should
spite of the fact that 36 mss. have pn-j>'m, like the ^^•\^J•; of v.
be pointed as a sg. See r\inr^; also (S S". ® has xnn^u'n = isrr, a

shown

to

musical term found in the superscriptions of many psalms. Cf. Ps. 3',
etc.
ohnh] There seems to be no ground for supposing, with AE., et al.,
that Heldai had a second name, or, with Ew., that his name was changed.

—

It is therefore

probable that

&

is

correct in reading here, as in v.

'",

II cl-

So Houb., New., Bla., Koh., Or., We., Now., Marti, Kit., ct al.
In I Ch. ii'" the same name is corrupted to n'^n, and in 2 S. 23" to 3':'n.
Van H. here, as in v. '", rd. a''in. jn'^i] Many, following 05, render the
nominal part of this word as an appellative. So Theod. Mops., Theododai.

—

Mau., Hi., Ew., Koh., Klie., Ke., Brd., Wri., Or., GASm., e< al.
Others explain it as another name for Josiah. So AE., Ki., Dru., Pern.,
Lowth, Rosenm., et al. Still others, with g", rd. n>rN^'^i. So Houb., Nov/.,

ret,

We., Now., Marti,
is

Kit.,

easier to explain

^

et al.

The objection to
how

than to understand

this

emendation

is

that

it

M could have been mis-

it.
This objection would not hold against ]2^^ for p ]n^\
an alternative suggested by Houb., or against n'U'N^'?i DnSi, from which
'=<• '°'°
<'^).
both § and
might easily have arisen. On Dn'^1, see Ges. ^
=
rots
i/Zots
a palH.
om.
pijos
entire.
Van
]2 ]^h^
•'ja'^;
]2] 05^*3^,

taken for

M

—

pable error.

(2)

ZERUBBABEL AND THE TEMPLE

"^^"'^

(4*-""'-

6^').

Zechariah receives a second message, in which the governor is
assured of the divine assistance and promised ultimate success in
the difficult task of rebuilding the ruined temple.

The

prophet

is

so confident of his inspiration that he stakes his reputation on the
fulfilment of this prediction.

—

On

9. In the preceding
the introductory formula, see 6^.
paragraph, as has been shown, the central figure was originally
Zerubbabel. Here, also, the high priest is ignored. It is the hands
8.

of Zenibbabel that have laid the foundation of this house, the prophet
He doubtless means to give the governor credit also for
declares.

the whole conduct of the enterprise since

he expects him

it

This prediction is
found in 2^^/^, which, although

finish
first

its inception.
Moreover,
he says that his hands shall
punctuated by an appeal to the future

to continue to direct

point,

it.

may

Indeed,

yet, as

was

is difficult

it

said in

to

;

seems superfluous at this
commenting on 2'"/", be genuine.
it

one

understand

prophet should have added

it.

else

than the

any
—10a. why
The prediction concerning

the completion of the temple implies the prevalence of doubt among
the Jews on the subject. They knew that their available resources
felt so deeply that Yahweh was displeased
with them that they hardly dared expect his assistance. The
prophet understands the situation. When, therefore, he asks, Who

were slender, and they

hath despised a day of small things? he does not mean to reproach
them. The question, in its very terms, admits the complaint. It
is

a day of small things.

Cf.

Hg.

granted that they

who have most

most gladly

above

them.

To

rise

this

2^.

The prophet

deeply

felt their

He

their circumstances.

end he pictures a time when they

course, as loyal Jews, rejoice to see, the

is

also takes for

poverty would
trying to help

shall see and, of

plummet in the hand

of

The thought is perfectly intelligible, and, on the supw. ^^^'^ are to follow, perfectly appropriate in this
that
position
connection. The governor is represented as a builder. The plumZerubbabel.

met

in his

hand

is

not only the sign of his calling, but an indication

To see him, thereactually engaged in the practice of it.
fore, with the plummet in his hand is to see the walls of the temple,
that he

is

now

hardly begun, rising from day to day vmder his direction.
Thus, the verse marks a stage between the beginning and the end
of the work that Yahweh has commissioned him to do. 6a/3-b. At

—

need of a warning. There
danger lest the flathas
should defeat its
uttered
just
tering assurance that the prophet
more
think
own object by making Zerubbabel
highly of himself

this point there is

is

than he should or inducing his people to put too great confidence
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human ability. To prevent any such mistake the prophet introduces another word of Yahweh, not to, but concerning, Zerub-

in

babel,

Not by force, and

not by strength, but by

my Spirit. Not

that,

on the other hand, he intends to teach that in the present instance
He merely wishes to
there is nothing to do but trust in Yahweh.
remind

his compatriots that, as

Haggai

also taught (2^), the surest

guarantee of success in the undertaking they have at heart is the
It is hardly necessary
presence of the divine Spirit in their midst.
to say that, since this passage is not properly a part of the vision of

the lamp, the attempt to establish a parallel between the Spirit and
oil in the lamp by Kohler and others is mistaken and fruitless.

the

—7.

The prophet

Hence, he

expects the condition of success to be fulfilled.
believes, as he said in v. ^, that the temple will be com-

He recognises that there are difficulties, but he does not
consider them insurmountable. Who art thou, great mountain ? he
pleted.

apostrophising them; before Zerubbabe! become a plain, disappear! then shall he, or that he may, bring forth the topstone with
shouts, Grace, grace to it! The word here rendered grace may mean
cries,

beauty as well as favour, acceptance. Cf. Pr. i® 17^, etc. Hence,
the cry with which the topstone is greeted has been interpreted as
an expression of admiration, It is beautiful, beautiful! * This interpretation, however,

from the
tion for

would imply that the stone was

different in

kind

ornamented, an assumpbe any authority. It seems

rest in the building, or very richly

which there does not appear

to

suppose that the prophet meant to represent the
as
their interest in the occasion by appealing to
showing
people
Yahweh to bless the ceremony of laying the last stone with success

better, therefore, to

and thus
tuary.
it,

setting the seal of his acceptance

—6*\

There remains the

will serve as

left

where

it

a conclusion to this paragraph.

stands because

it

It

which, or a part of

seems to have been

contains no reference to Zerubbabel,

and therefore does not betray the
It

upon the completed sanc-

last verse of ch. 6,

reviser of the preceding verses.

adds a thought necessary to the completion of Zechariah's

pic-

ture of the restoration of the sanctuary.
Haggai (2^) predicted
Zechthat all the nations would bring their treasures to enrich it.

ariah has not hitherto said anything so definite on the subject, but
*

So Ra., Now.,

et al.

.

Ca^-7

^8-lOa.

he

in 2^^/"

foretells that

Yahweh, and

j^2

nations will attach themselves to

many

this prediction

^15

warrants one in supposing that he ex-

pected the nations to assist the Jews in their enterprise, and in at-

from afar and
There
Cf. 8"^

the prophecy, tJiey shall also come

him

tributing to

build on, assist in building, the temple of

Yahweh.

follows a fourth appeal to the future which provides a fitting close
The rest of the verse is but a fragment of a
for the paragraph.

what precedes, which appears

sentence, having no connection with
to

have been copied from Dt. 28\
In the paragraph on the symbolic crown no account was taken of 6".
reason for neglecting it was that no connection could be found be-

The

It has, however, features in comnot only deals with the subject of the
temple, but contains a repetition of the appeal to the future found in 4'.
It is therefore at least possible that the two passages belong together, that,

tween

it

and

mon with

the preceding context.

For example,

4«!'^-"'».

it

in fact, 46^3-101 once occupied the place

But 46^3"'a apparently

consists of

now

only partially

two parts which

filled

by 6'^

some reason have

for

new setting,
Thus arranged the three fragments
8. The Massoretes recognised the sigyield a very satisfactory sense.
nificance of the formula here used by beginning a new paragraph with
been transposed.
the order will be

this verse.

—

—

nc] This word has always been

9.

Sellin {Stud.,

therefore, these verses be given the

If,

48i»'»- 6^3-7 g's.

ii,

makes

treated as a Pi.

but

pf.,

a Qal impf., like ix^ for iS", overthe prophet had meant to use the impf. he

92 /.)

it

looking the objection that if
would have put this as well as the next vb. into the proper gender. .-'^n]
nj;;x3r] On the retention of _^ in
Rd., with 10 Kenn. mss., r-'an rs.

—

—

pause, see Ges.

^

".

4

t^a)

erly be followed, as

§72.

—ppiM]

jj,^
Rd., with 3 Kenn. mss., S"- ]j
10a. t.] The question is equiv-

(«)

<.

—

Ko.

7.K.8_
6

Qes.

^106.

Ges.

^'^o- 2 {«).

'^'=

^

as

---,

rd.

t3';

if

It

7', etc.

in this instance,

it is

With

-2]

—

Cf. Ex. 241^ Ju.

alent to a condition.

§112.5

r._

So We., Now., Marti, Kit.

E^i'Ti.

from

but the

by the
Tia.

pf.

may,

Cf. n:,
is

therefore, prop-

with

pf.

more

Cf. Ges.

1.

Is.

44'8;

— A co-ordinate vb. with the force of an
—Snan pxn] Ace. We. the object here meant

(«)_

Cf.

inf.

i(<-ii]

to

same as rsin pxn

Ges.

expressive.

of v.

'.

So Now., Marti.

There

is less

is

ground

Cf.
the
for

the text be transposed so that v. ' will follow instead
this
one.
On the construction of Snan, see 2 K. 16";
of preceding
Ges.'""- * <"> fi"- T'3] g», pi. The oriental reading is 'jo'^. 6a;3-b.

any such opinion

-I2N"']

&

om.

—

—

S'na] (&

it

The

adds

fj.eyd\ri.

— nn] & om. —

voc. regularly takes the art.
be omitted on account of a preceding n.

as in i3.— 7. in]

Nor need

if

sf.

—

tin] Rd. axj,

Cf. Ges.
Cf. 2

'i'"-

K. 6".

'

<".

Per-
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haps other changes should be made. Lambert {ZAW., 1902, 338) for
the first three words rds. -\nn pn \-icu'i; but the present text could be

more

"ynrt pn jpn 13.
Houb. rds.
accentuation requires that iir^c'? be treated as a separate clause, rrin being understood; and this division is followed by

n.'N

easily explained as a corruption of

•'3.

many

—The

So

exegetes.

Bia.,

Mau.,

Klie., Ke., Pres., Brd., Or., et al.

If,

however, the present text be retained, the first of four lines should close
with '^nn. So 13, followed by Lu., Alarck, Pem., Lowth, Ew., Hd.,
Either of the emendations sugPu., Wri., We., Now., GASm., et al.

—

gested would permit a similar arrangement.
nu'Nin] Om. the final
with van H., change it to a 3 and attach it to the following word.
u-Nin -jn^n, 2 Ch. 31'°.

Houb.

rds. u'NnS.

—

ni.su-r]

From

nmu';

n, or,

Cf.

without

^"*- ^ c^).
ace. of manner.
The Vrss. diverge more or
Cf. Ges.
from the thought of fH, but there is no good reason for supposing
that they had a different text.
6". Why the latter half of the verse was
3

an

less

—

inserted at this point, there seems to be no means of determining. Marti
thinks it may have a bearing on the promises of chs. 7 /.
It is more prob-

ably a reminder by a pious scribe that such blessings as are promised in
the preceding context are conditioned on the faithfulness to Yahweh of
those

who

desire them.

3.

A

NEW ERA

(chs. 7/).

This part of the book consists of the recital of an incident that
gave Zechariah an occasion for resuming his prophetical activity,

and a

series of oracles setting forth

people and what he purposes

to

do

what Yahweh requires of his
them in the given circum-

for

stances.

a.

The

An

inquiry

from

Bethel

(7^"^).

people of Bethel send to Jerusalem to inquire of the priests
shall continue to observe the fast of

and the prophets whether they
the

fifth

month.

was

in tJie fourth year of Darius, that is, the year 518 B.C.
king had some time previously overthrown his most troublesome enemies and was now engaged in strengthening his hold on

1. It

The

Perhaps, as has been suggested, he was in Egyi)t
the prophecies that follow were written.
More
Cf. p. 23.
precisely, it was the fourth of the ninth month of the given year, or
his vast empire.

when

I
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f'^

more than two years

after

work was begun on the temple, when the
The ninth
Cf. Hg. i^'.

incident to be described took place.

month was

later called

The

in a gloss.

Kislew (Ne. i^), as the reader is informed
word of Yahweh came to Zechariah, by

clause, the

which the month and the day of the month are separated from the
year to which they belong, is also an interpolation. 2. On the day
named a person, or persons, sent one or more others on a certain

—

mission.

The

satisfactorily.

verse has been variously translated, but never very
It is doubtful if the present text can be so rendered

as to avoid objections.
Thus, if Bethel be made the subject,*
there is the objection that places were n6i personified by the HeIf, on the other hand, this word, cither
brews, except in poetry.
as a proper name or an appellative for the temple at Jerusalem, be

treated as the destination of the mission, f the criticism

was

was

is

that there

at this time no sanctuary at Bethel, and the one at Jerusalem
called the house, not of God, but of Yahweh.
Cf. Hg. i" Zc.

This being the case, the later exegetes have resorted to emendation, but thus far they have not proposed a reading that has found

f 8^.

general acceptance.

The most

promising place to look for help

is

in 8^*^-, where Zechariah gives his answer to the specific question
that had been propounded.
Now, it is interesting to note that,
^^ ^of this passage, a clause of the verse under consideration
in w.
This repeated clause, however, is not the most
is twice repeated.

important feature of the passage.
tion that in the future

God

men

Hebrews by

of the

will

cities

More

come

to

significant is the predic-

Jerusalem to worship the

and nations;

for this indicates that

those addressed were representatives of a place, and that therefore
the name Bethel is correct and genuine. Moreover, it suggests that
the original reading was, the

men of Bethel sent.

The verb

does not

It is possible, therefore, that
object be expressed.
The Massoretic text gives two names
the prophet left it indefinite.
which, if they are genuine, must be interpreted as designating the

require that

its

persons chosen to represent the little city. The first, Sarezer, which
to be an abbreviated form of a Babylonian compound,t

seems

• So Bla., Klie., Ke., Hd., Pres., Brd., Pu., Or.,

t So

« B & S,

X Cf. 2

K. ig"

Jer., Lu.,

Je. 393.

el al.

AV., Marck, Grot., Seek., Lowth, Rosenm.,

et al.
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would imply that the bearer of it, if a Jew, was born
the second that its owner was of Palestinian birth.

These two, or others unnamed, were

sent, as

in Babylonia;

Cf.

i

Ch.

2^^.

taken for granted,
to Jerusalem, first of all, according to the Massoretic text, to entreat
Yahweh, that is, to seek his favour by the presentation of the cus-

tomary

offering.

Now,

it is

is

altogether probable that the offering

was brought. It would please the priests, if it did not affect Yahweh. But the absence of a connective at the beginning of v. ^
leaves room for doubt whether the prophet is responsible for this
Perhaps, however, the missing connective, since the Syriac
Version has one, should be supplied.
item.

3. The ultimate object of the mission was to say to the priests
of the house of Yahweh, the unfinished temple at Jerusalem, and to
the prophets.
Haggai and Zechariah are the only prophets of the

time whose names have been preserved, but, according to 8^, there
must have been others. These prophets are apparently here placed
on an equality with the priests. The passage implies also that
the two classes were on as good terms with each other as they were
the Deuteronomic law was promulgated, and that therefore

when

they could unite in a decision. The question to be decided is,
Shall I the little city speaks through its envoy or envoys as a unit

—
—weep in

the fifth month, or abstain, as I have done now how many
This question was a natural one. The fast of the fifth
month commemorated the destruction of Jerusalem and its temple

years ?

K. 25* ^- Je. 52^" ^•.* It had been observed ever since the Jews went into captivity (v. ^), a period of
by the Babylonians.

Cf. 2

nearly seventy years. Now, however, the captivity was a thing of
the past, and, although their city as yet had no wall, it was begin-

ning to grow and the temple was well on the

way

to completion.

and gratitude; feelings inconsistent with the continued commemoration of former misfortunes. The
people of Bethel appear to have been the first to realise what had

These

facts called for recognition

taken place.

At any

rate,

they were the

first

to

move in

the matter;

* These two passages do not exactly agree on the date of the destruction of the city, the
former putting it on the seventh, the latter on the tenth of the month. The Jews explain the
discrepancy by saying that the Babylonians entered the temple on the seventh and profaned it
until the ninth, when they set it on fire and left it to burn until the tenth.
Cj. Rodkinson,

Babylonian Talmud; Taanilh, 80.
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7'"'

which was greatly to
pearance of a

new

their credit, for this

movement marks the apYahweh and the future

Judah, a faith in

spirit in

which the prophet had long been trying to kindle. The question,
therefore, though in form a request for instruction, is really a proposal for the abolition of the
In

1.

I' it

was found

Yahweh came
and
the

now

that, for

meaningless

fast.

some reason, the formula, "The word of
had been inserted between the date

to Zechariah," etc.,

This verse has been expanded in
the incident to which it belonged.
same way, but not to the same extent; for the pedigree of the prophet

has been omitted, also the meaningless inf. icn*^. The clause betrays
origin, however, not only by its position between the items of the date,

its

form, the name of the prophet taking the place of the pron. of
•
vSddj.
8'- 's.
1^^033] Sometimes (20 mss.)
CJ. v.
person.
For the reasons for regarding this word, like the a^u' tyin Nin of i', as
an interpolation, see the critical note on the latter. In Now.'s transla-

but by
the

its

—

first

tion the latter half of this verse appears in Italics, as if it were of secondary origin; but this is doubtless a printer's error, for the author recog-

comments

nises in his

the genuineness of the entire date.

—2.

Ssn'-a]

most mss. and edd. There is no sense or construction
in which the house of God could be used in this connection.
Cf. BDB.
On van H.'s suggestion, SN-it'> no, see 2 V i" 8". -'The difficulty of construing the word, even as a proper name, has given rise to an attempt to

Not

Sn-H''^, as in

explain it as the name of a god and, as such, a component of the name of
the first of the individuals here mentioned. There was, it seems, a god

worshipped
ai-ti-ilL
fies

in

western Asia under a

AF.,

Cf. Winckler,

him with

the divinity

ii,

whom

name that the Assyrians wrote BaZimmern {KAT.\ 438) identi-

10/.

Philo Byblius calls ^alrvXos, the second

takes for granted that, since the name ixnie',
Ass. Sar-usur, lacks a subject such as it has, e. g., in Nabii-Sar-usur and
in other words,
Nergal-Sar-u.sur, Ssn^a must be the missing component;
So also Peiser. This conjecthat the first name was Bailil-iar-usur.

son of Oiipavos and

ture at
cial

first

sight

document

We.

Tij.

seems

to

be supported by the occurrence

in

of the reign of Artaxerxes I of the (Phoenician)

ili-nuri (Hilprecht,

Babylonian Expedition,

ix,

60, 76),

and

a commer-

name

it is

Bit-

adopted

DB.

There are, however, weighty objections
assumes that the name Sareser is defective;
whereas, ace. to Schrader {KAT.-, 329/.), names of the class to which
this is supposed to belong were sometimes abbreviated by the Assyrians
and Babylonians, and ace. to 2 K. 19"= Is. 37^8, this one was believed
by Marti and
to

it.

In the

Kittel.
first

Cf.

place,

it

in
by the Jews to have been in actual use among the Assyrians. Even
the two are not written as one name
Je. 39'- ", where Nergal precedes,
like Nebuzardan and Nebushazban.
If, however, secondly, it be granted

13
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name

that the

is

defective, there

is still

good ground

for denying that

the missing component; for, although it seems to be true that
the people of the West used Bitili just as the Babylonians did the names

'rxno

is

of their gods in the formation of personal names, it has not been
that they made such hybrid compounds, half Phoenician and half

shown

Babytwo words are retained, they
must, apparently, be treated as separate names. The case is put hypothetically because there is some ground for suspecting the genuineness,
not only of ixniu", but of i^d DJI.
(i) They have the position of oblonian as Bil-ili-Sar-usur

.

If,

therefore, the

but not the sign (rx) of the definite ace. Cf. Je. 26''^.
no better than the preceding context. (3)

jects,

suit the following

(2) They
They are

not necessary to an intelligible rendering for the rest of the clause. There
is only one objection to accepting the conclusion to which these indicait seems impossible to account for these names except on the supposition that they are genuine. The key to the difficulty
Jn 3"', the title given
is found in &, which, for hSd dji, has

tions point, viz., that

^.^loci

from a

=

This reading suggests that these names arose

to Sareser in Je. 395- ".

by some one who believed, as did the Jews of the time of

gloss

Jerome, that the inquiry concerning the fast came from Babylon and was
brought by proselytes, the name and title used being borrowed from Je.

When this gloss, originally i^cn jd 31 isntj', was inserted other
changes seem to have been made. The original text was probably n^u'il
Sn.t'J tjn.
3J^] If the original gloss had J:2 ai (van H., 31) perhaps

39.

—

(& (B, kp^€(xdp; A, Ap^ecrfffip), which, ace. to Marti, represents

IB'JJ

n>'3ix

(Aram., iD'a-iN), may have come from the similar title D—\D a-'.
.no'^] Rd., with Kenn. 150, 155, (S
iCN^'i] Rd., with &, -\cnSi.

noo.

—

—

D\s'3jn S«i] It

is

—

&

words are an addition

possible that these

3.

®,

to the

did not need any warrant from men for replying to a
Cf. v. ^
icn^'] Om. with (&^ &.
question addressed to the priests.
cD5e = nj n^-i, an evident,
.-iDasn] (^ has el {AT), or ^ (Q.), eicreX-^Xvdev

The prophet

text.

but none the
Ace. to Ges.

but ®''

"B

&

^

—

—

less interesting error.

1", an adverbial inf. abs.
JF all seem to have read

See also

iiroirjcrev

for viify.

^s"
Similarly Ew.
So Houb.
-iT:Nn.
;

(a';

—

n:]

—

Ko.

\

—

^102.

2

Cf.

id),

b.

They

*<>^';

Adverbial,
Translate

but not in this case, as Ges. ^ "«• ^- ' <*' puts it, an enclitic.
now or already. Cf. Nrd. ^ s'"- '. nc:] With -7- in close connection.
Qes.

^^u~]

A

series of oracles (7^-8"').

are four in number.

All of

them but the

third are intro-

duced by the characteristic formula, "Then came the word of
Yahweh of Hosts to me." The general subject is the restoration
of

Judah

to the favour of

Yahweh.

The

first

deals with

7""

THE TEACHING OF THE PAST

(l)

The

prophet holds that fasting

and

the social virtues,

banishment of

of the

The

199

is

(f'^*).

valueless as

compared with
was the cause

that the neglect of these latter
his people

from their country.
and, came the word of

Yahweh of
me, would naturally be interpreted as meaning that this
oracle was delivered soon, if not immediately, after the arrival
4.

Hosts

statement, Then,

lit.,

to

of the deputation

from Bethel, that

There are

ninth month.

is,

on or about the fourth of the

those, however,

who

hold that the ques-

must have been suggested by the approach of the fast mentioned and laid before the priests and the prophets previous to the
tion

date on which
fifth

it

was

to

be observed, the seventh or the tenth of the

So Wellhausen, who therefore treats the given date
not of the appearance of the deputation, but of Zechariah's

month.

as that,

reply to their inquiry. To this interpretation there are at least two
serious objections: (i) It is forced and unnatural; and (2) it is easier
to explain the

months

appearance of the deputation from Bethel four
than the discussion of their mission by Zech-

after the fast

ariah that long after it had been accomplished.
The prophets were
usually the first to express themselves on any matter that interested

the community.
If further explanation is needed, perhaps it will
be found in the supposition (Nowack) that there had arisen at
Bethel, on the occasion of its last recurrence, a dispute over the
propriety of longer observing a fast
of the temple,

and

that, after

commemorating the destruction
discussion, the parties had

much

—

agreed to submit the question to the authorities at Jerusalem. 5.
the prophet is addressed, not to the priests

The message received by

alone, or the inhabitants of Bethel, but to all the people of the land.
It runs like a passage from one of the older
When ye
prophets.
have fasted and lamented in the fifth month, and in the seventh

now

me, pray, that ye fasted ? The
month, according to tradition, was observed on
the second of the month* as a memorial of the bloody day on which

month,

seventy years,

was

it for

fast of the seventh

*

The

tradition

feast-day, the fast

is

that Gedaliah

was appointed

was murdered on

the

This

first

of the

month, but, as

this

was a

evidently based
on the inference that, because in 2 K. 25 and Je. 41 the day of the assassination is not given,
B'ln is to be rendered "new moon." C/. 1'. The Karaites are said to have celebrated this fast

on

the twenty-fourth of the

for the second.

month, basing

their

tradition,

custom upon Ne.

however,

g'.

is
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Gedaliah, v/hom Nebuchadrezzar had appointed governor of Judea
was assassinated and the Jews

after the destruction of Jerusalem,
fled to

CJ. 2

Egypt.

K.

25-^ Je. 41^^-.

This

fast, also,

seems

to

have been mentioned here because, ha\ing occurred during the
progress of the discussion at Bethel, it could not well be overlooked.

—Both of these

fasts

had been observed since the beginning

of the

Exile, or since Jerusalem was taken in 586, and the date of this
This fact, however,
oracle is 517 B.C., now about seventy years.

—

did not

commend

the fasters to the favour of

Yahweh, because the

abstinence they practised and the lamentations they uttered showed
no promise of betterment, being an expression, not of godly sorrow
for past offences, but of selfish regret for the loss cf their country

and

their liberty.

They

learned to fear Yahweh.

pitied

—6.

themselves, but they

had not

This being the case, it did not matter
whether they ate or refrained from eating. This verse completes
The prophet, speaking for Yahweh, has just said
the thought.
in substance,

when, or

"Ye have

fasted for yourselves"; he

now

adds, and

and whenever, henceforth, ye eat and drink, instead of
it not ye that are eating and ye that are drinking ? and

if

fasting, is

he might have added, for
bellies."

Cf.

1

it is

what he meant, "to

your own

fill

Cor. 8'^

7. This, as has already been remarked, is a familiar doctrine. It
not strange, therefore, that Zechariah should cite the older prophets in this connection.
Are not these, he asks, the things that Yah-

is

the former prophets ? The things in question are
one might carelessly infer, the things already said, but those
he has yet to say. Cf. w. " ^•. They had been said many times

weh proclaimed by
not, as

when Jerusalem was peopled and secure, also its cities round about
The period to which the prophet refers is, of course, that beit.
fore the destruction of Jerusalem

and the devastation

of the sur-

rounding country by the Bal^ylonians. Indeed, it is probable that
he was thinking of conditions some time before that melancholy
it was when the SJiephelah, the hilly region that separates
the Judean highlands from the Philistine plain, and the Negeb, the
rolling country south of Hebron, belonged to Judah and were in-

event, for

habited.*

—8.

The message

of the former prophets should

* For a graphic description of the Shephelah aad
Negeb, 278 S.

its history,

see

GASm.,

HC,
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immeff.;

of the

20I

y4-14

diately follow, as, without doubt,

did in the original oracle.

it

Now,

however, there intervenes another introductory clause inserted by
some one who was misled by the "Thus saith Yahweh of Hosts"
of the next verse to suppose that the prophet
his

own

only by
in

which

but

to

was

still

speaking in

secondary character, not
person.
the interruption of the prophet's thought, but by the form

This clause betrays

Zechariah would have said, not

it

me.

its

—appears.
9. Nowack and others regard the Thus

to

Zechariah,

saith

Yahweh

an addition to the
of Hosts with which this verse begins, also, as
with
and
retains
but
Wellhausen
reason, for the ciit,
original text,
tation from the prophets here, as in i^ needs such an introductory
formula, as a part of it, to give it the desired solemnity. The mes-

—

sage proper consists of two parts.
justice, especially in the

First, certain duties

The

of social relations are enjoined.

first

growing out

of these is tkie, equal,

conduct of judicial proceedings; the least

that could be required of

members

of the

same community, yet

a requirement which, to judge from the denunciations of the prophthe Hebrews.
ets, was almost always flagrantly disregarded among

The second is

kindness, the good-will that prompts one to meet one's
The third is compassion, active sym-

more than half-way.

fellows

—

pathy with those in any species of misfortune. 10. These positive injunctions are followed by a pair of admonitions. The first
is

equivalent to a repetition of the injunction concerning compasan application of it to dififerent classes of imfortunates.

sion, with

Oppress not a widow, or an orphan, or a stranger, or a sufferer, the
The second is more genlast term including the poor, the sick, etc.
eral,

but at the same time more radical, nor devise

another in your hearts.
the observance of which

one toward

is

This, according to Zechariah, was the teaching of
He does not pretend to say that all or any of
in the precise language that he employs,
themselves
expressed
8^^.

Cf.

ity.

evil

a negative putting of the Golden Rule,
the sum and substance of social moral-

It is

the former prophets.

them

but that this was the

gist of their instruction

on the subject with

He

now

could easily have substantiated such
dealing.
a statement; for there is hardly one of the prophets before the Exile who does not condemn the tendency to ritualism among his peo-

which he

ple

and

is

insist

*

C/.

on the practice of the

Am.

26 9- 5"J

ff-

Ho.

6< S-

I-s.

iio

«

social virtues.*
•

Mi.

2' ^- 6^ S- Je. 7' O-

The same posiEz. 18^

«•.
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tion is taken

—who,by
doctrine,

the author of

Is. 58^"^^

—

vv.

"

^-

teach a different

like Zechariah, gives especial attention to fasting

as a religious exercise.

11 The prophet, having indicated what his predecessors taught,
proceeds to describe the way in which their instruction was received.
This he does in a succession of figures which produce a
.

In the

climax.

an

first

place,

he says the people refused to listen, took
This is the first stage in the
Cf. 1*.

entirely negative attitude.

development of obstinacy.*
backs,

showed

They next

stubbornly turned their

positive disrespect to the messengers of

Yahweh.f

Thirdly, they stopped, lit., dulled their ears, so as not to hear, rendered futile the best efforts of the prophets to instruct them. J 12.
These manifestations, at first the occasional and temporary ebul-

—

litions of

of

an

an unstable temper,

became the uniform expression
words
as adamant.^
It was their de-

finally

utterly rebellious character, the people having, in the

of the prophet,

made

their hearts

and unchangeable purpose not to hear the instruction that
Yahweh of Hosts had sent them. The text unnecessarily identifies
this instruction with the words of v. ^, saying that these words

liberate

were sent through his (Yahweh's) Spirit. No doubt Zechariah believed that his predecessors were divinely inspired; but since, like
Haggai (2^), he elsewhere (4® 6*) seems to refer to the Spirit of

Yahweh

as

if

he were thinking of Yahweh himself, and, except

in

Yahweh

the visions, represents
with his messengers (i" 6^

etc.),

as communicating immediately
one is warranted in suspecting the

also, and reading, as in v.
simply by,
hand of, the former prophets. When it became evident
people were only confirmed in their evil ways by his efforts

genuineness of this phrase
lit.,

—

by the

that his

'',

through these successive messengers to save them, his patience, to

speak after the manner of men, became exhausted, and there was
^13. The result was disasgreat wrath from Yahweh of Hosts.

—

trous to the objects of this wrath.

when he (Yahweh)

It

came

called, they (the fathers)

to

pass that, because,
did not hear, There

—

follows as an apodosis in the Massoretic text, so shall they call, and
I will not hear, said Yahweh, but there are several reasons for re-

garding these words as a gloss, two or three of which
»C/.

Je. 53 85 0^/6 ii'o.

§ Cj. Ex.

8"

t C/. Ho. 4" Je.

Ps. 9s' '; also of the neck, 2

K.

J C/.

s'^ 6^'.

i;'* Je. ig's

may

Ne.

9'«=5.

be given

Is. 610 Je. s^.

7""
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(i) They obstruct the natural course of thought
without adding anything essential to the passage; (2) they are by
Yahweh, and not about him; and (3) they can easily be explained
For further
as a reminiscence of Pr. i^^^-.
Cj. especially v. ^*.

in this connection,

—14.

The original apodosis is found
not "I," like the preceding, for the subject
should be the same as that of the verb cdl^ but he, scattered them

details, see the critical notes.

in this verse.

It reads,

to all the nations,

the

—

—

many

nations, that they

had not known,

in the

foreign countries to which they were deported by the Babylonians.
On the phraseology, see Dt. 28^^ Je. 16^^, etc. Thus the land be-

came

so desolate behind them, after their removal, that none went to

and fro, and they made a pleasant land a waste.

Cf. Ju. 5® Je. 12***
did
not
expect to be taken liter35''.
in the country;
have
been
a
few
who
remained
must
there
ally;

Ez.

but

The prophet probably

—

clear

it is

from

Je.

that

40 ff.

—

was

it

pretty nearly stripped of

its

inhabitants.

&

—

5. ^^2D^] The inf.
4. niNax]
51 om., as in 48 6=; but see 8'- '«.
abs. for the impf. with V Q". Ges. 5 '"' «".
nn] Rd., withg Kenn. mss.,
So We., Now., Marti, Kit. ''jrrx] For •'ji.icx, the read®, nr.

—
—

B&

One of three cases of the use of a sf. with pf. 2
ing in 25 Kenn. mss.
1
ci).
On the construction, see Ges.i'"- <• ^- '. jn]
C/. Ges. i".
pi.

An

2
emphatic addition to the sf. Cf. Ges. ^i^sthe relation of a nominal predicate to the subject

is

—

—

a^VsNn] When
that of the general to

(a).

6.

the particular, it wants the article; but when, as in this case, the two are
of equal connotation, the predicate may take an art. or a sf. to mark its
^
as emended; Ges. 5'"- 2 («> ^, Dr. i '^s (J).— 7.
dcfiniteness.
Cf. v.

pn] This

word has been

this opinion,

and

So

treated as a sign of the emphatic nominative.

de D., Dru., New., Rosenm., Lowe,

The

et al.

passages cited to support

however, are mostly of doubtful application. Those in this
" Zc. 8", can all be explained in other
Hg. 2^-

the preceding book,

ways.

Nor

or PCS', as

is it

necessary in this case to supply a vb. such as J't", nf ;•
done. So Marck, Pem., Mau., Hi., Ew., Koh.,

many have

Ke., Pres., Pu., Brd., Wri.,

et al.

So Seek., We., Now., Marti, Kit.
the regular construction.

It

is

better,

Cf. Ges.

Cf. Ges.

§'<«• ';

5

ht.

Ko.

with (& &, to rd.
i.

r.

5'^''.

-'-n.

i.—^u^] For z^2t-\

—

8.

This verse

is

omitted also by Oort, Or., We., Now., Marti, Rothstein {Jojachin, 38).

—

Note that msax is omitted, as in v. '. Cf. 8'- ". 9. On the genuineness of mN2X
HD, see the comments.
icn^] Om., with Kenn. 4, 201,
^NAB ^^ here as in 6'2, the only other place where it appears in Zechariah

—

—

after

ncN

nj.

—iror,

\p-;t-T'\

Pausal forms.

Cf. Ges. §"•<

(*>.

—O'snn]

zech:a.riah
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On

the

see Ges.

pi.,

— rnN

§

R- (*).— 10.
ij] Rd., with 22 mss., (S

124- i-

1 g-

ST,

'
u'^n] This idiom has already occurred twice (v.
3'"), but both
times in so simple a form that it did not require explanation. In both
cases u-^N was used distributively in apposition with the subject of the
clause in which it stood; the most frequent construction.
There are

1J1.

cases in which

"He

laid

relation to the context

its

the most difficult

is

in

Gn.

each (animal),

is

its

probably to be regarded as

struction

is

after jn^

and

the result

difficult to

determine.

One of

which Bu. {Urgeschichte, 285), translates,
one part over against the other." The con-

15'",

is,

"He

elliptical.

Supply the

pi. suf.

placed (them) each with one part over

r^'N being an appositive of the
object of the vb., as in
peculiar construction found here occurs only once elsewhere,

against the other,"

The

81°.

viz.,

hand

Gn. 9\ where thn t-^a. 10 is generally rendered, as in AV., "at the
of ever>' man's brother."
So De., Di., Wri., Dr., et al. Bu. ob-

he says, it means only that all men are
on the reciprocal significance of the idiom, explaining it as only a later and more compact form of vnN i<n r^N. He
therefore translates the whole clause, " From everj^ beast will I demand it
(your blood), and from men, from one another (from men reciprocally)
will I demand the soul of men."
Cf. Urgeschichte, 288.
Similarly
Gunkel, Holzinger. This translation, in spite of the parenthetical parajects to this rendering because,

He

brothers.

phrases,

is

insists

The

not entirely clear.

men reciprocally" is
that the reciprocit>' is
to be among men, the

phrase "from

It cannot, of course,
especially perplexing.
to be between God and men.
If, however,

mean
it is

only idea suggested is that men are to require of one another the blood
of a slain fellow, the parties being the avenger and the murderer.
Now,
this

may have been the thought of the Heb. author, but, if it was, he contra-

=

eflfort to express it; for, if rnN E'^n n^s
rns ts c'n
says in the main clause that he will make requirement for blood,
but in the phrase in question that men will do so. In other words the

dicted himself in the

Yahweh

distributive r\x

is

treated as

if

iuni% they (men) will demand.

the vb. were not r-ns, I will demand, but
The contradiction can be remedied, on

the supposition that the above equation is correct,
by removing the phrase
to the end of the clause, or
treating it as a marginal gloss to the whole of
it.

Then

and

the whole will read, "

r^N will be an appositive of onsn^, and, like

men

From

it,

in the gen.;

men will I demand the lives
another)." The object of the gloss-

the hands of

(one's life from the hand of
was to call attention to the fact that, while in the first instance the
slayer and the slain are widely unlike, in the second they belong to the
same species. The construction of v^a is that in which it is found, without vnN, in Gn. 422s, which should be rendered, not as it is
by Bu. (/. c,
of

ator

285), "to return their

money to each one into his sack," but, "to return
money, each one's (money) to his sack." The object of this discussion was to determine whether rnx r^s n>s could be treated as the
their

equivalent of vns -i»3 r'X, If, as has been shown, it can, in the proper
that Zechariah, although in 8" he
position, there is reason for supposing
uses inpT r>"i PN r''N, here preferred the more concise vnN r''N ry"\.

There can be no question but that the meaning is the same in both cases.
The difference between the two is no greater or more significant than that
between "evil one against another" and "evil against one another."

Nor can one

find any
form were substituted

as

it

frequently

fault with the construction, since,

for the

one actually used,

v-^a

if the regular
could be construed,

as an appositive of the subject of the clause.

is,

Cf

^

has the equivalent of, vnn Sy r-is r;->, but (&'s renSee also ®.
dering favours iK.
''
11. inj] Rd., with (S'ul, =d.-^3.— yi::::--:] So as not.
Cf. Ges.
'

Ges.k'^^-

"J).

B

— 12.

A

'"•

second ace.

^

5

—

(o.
Cf. Ges. ^
nni.-n] QJ,
To\) v6fjLov /J.OV, a case of dittog. in the translation.
Cf. irvtv/xaTa aiiroO.
2nann pn ] The object of this gloss evidently was to prevent the reader

3.

(d)

CI).

-I'cr]

—

from interpreting minn in the sense of instruction, and require him to distinguish between "the Law" and "the Prophets"; which, of course, is
imio] This expression, too, must
contrary to the teaching of Zechariah.

—

be considered a gloss because

it,

like the similar additions of

<S,

removes

—

Yahweh further from his people than Zechariah represents him. 13. <n•'^']
The Gk. and Syr. translators were misled by the gloss at the end of
the verse, the former into rendering this vb. by the fut., and the latter into
See also the Eng. \'rss. It is
translating N-'p as if it were in the i sg.
is here giving the result of the obduthat result, as appears from v. ", when the
a matter of histor}-. Hence ^^M must have its usual

evident, however, that the prophet

racy of his people.

prophet wrote, was

Now,

meaning, while the vbs. that follow should also refer to the past. Those
of the latter part of the verse cannot be so rendered.
Contra New.
This fact in itself is sufficient to confirm the opinion already expressed

comments, to the effect that the passage to which they belong is
an interpolation. See also i"« for cn:, which, as has elsewhere been
noted (i' 4^), is an indication of ungenuineness. Nip] & adds a proin the

—

nominal object

to this vb.,

and

(S'^'AQ^'l jJq

t^g

same

additions are not required by the Heb. idiom.
vocalisation of the latter vb., see Ges. ^ ='• * (*>.

— 14.

next vb.

is

a

pf.,

On

the

i

The person was changed

to bring this vb. into

harmony

of the interpolated passage preceding.
There is, therefore,
necessity for discussing the peculiar vocalisation of jH.
Cf. Ges.

with

no

0"\>D''i.

i'^

myDN-] Since the

of this one should be pointed as i cons., and since
speaker was the prophet, the original here must have

the

in the protasis the

been

for i>ru", but such

Cf. Pr.

jrcirx

J (c
R. 2.—
'-s.— ::i;"i'] Bu. justly
^^23. 3. R. 2; SI.
''y] Rd., with (5 (eis),
claims that the main dichotomy of the verse should be at this point.
•"• ' ^d) o.
-\3"c] On JD privative, see Ges. §
ncrV] On the use of
)

—

"^

instead of the ace, see Ges.

^

"'•

'

<c>

<»).

—
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(2)

THE PROMISE OF THE FUTURE

(8^"^).

The prophet announces that Yahweh will presently return to
Jerusalem to bless it with wonderful prosperity, and that thenceforth there will be an unbroken covenant between him and its inhabitants.

The paragraph

consists of five declarations, each of

introduced by a Thus saith Yahweli of Hosts.
The
usual introductory foimula is followed by a very em1/.
assertion
of the divine jealousy.
In i" ^- this sentiment was
phatic

which

is

found to have a twofold reference, manifesting itself in sympathy
or compassion on the one side, and in anger or vengeance on the
Here, also, both sides appear, but they are not so clearly
First Yahweh says, / have been very jealous for
distinguished.
other.

Sion; by which he means that he has been anxious and eager to
help it because it is the home of his chosen people. At the same

time his indignation has been stirred against the unnamed oppressors who have devastated it.
Very furious, he declares, has been

my

it.

jealousy concerning

Yahweh,

Cf.

i^'\

—3.

From

this point

onward

forgetting his indignation, reveals only the tender side of

He begins by saying that he will now, after an absence of seventy years, return to Sion, and the form of the verb indicates that he intends to do so speedily, that, in fact, his return is as
his jealousy.

good as accomplished. Moreover, this is to be a final reunion between him and his people, for he is careful to say that he will abide,

make

his

permanent home, in Jerusalem.

The

latter half ot the

verse describes in the briefest terms the character

and condition of

the Jerusalem of the future.

it

First, says

Yahweh,

shall

be called

(i^^) described the faithful city as "full of
where
Zechariah, to judge from the
righteousness dwelt."
justice,
doubtless
had
the
same
idea.
Neither of them,
chapter,
preceding

the faithful city.

Isaiah

however, considered this a complete definition. The latter would
have included all the virtues the lack of which had brought the
wrath of Yahweh upon the fathers. In vv. *" ^^ he specifies truth^-

fulness

and peacefulness as additional requirements.

therefore, to infer that,

when he put

Yahweh, he was giving expression

this

name

into the

It is safe,

mouth of
was

to his faith that the time

8*-«

coming when the people
worship

of

207

Jerusalem and Judah would not only

Yahweh

given them

alone, but loyally observe all the precepts he had
for the regulation of their conduct toward one another.

There follows another name the application of which is easily misunderstood. The sentence in which it occurs, so far as its structure
is

concerned,

evidently parallel with the one just discussed.

is

If,

were complete, it would read, the motmtain of Yahweh
therefore,
Hosts
shall
be called the holy inountain. It is not so clear what
of
is meant by the mountain of Yahweh.
At first sight one might take
it

it

as

on which the new temple was being erected;
much to be said for this interpretation as might
The name given to the mountain cannot be cited in

meaning the

but there

is

hill

not so

be expected.

"

By the holy mountain," or its equivalent, is generally
not
Mount
meant,
Moriah,* as it is sometimes called, but either
favour.

i-s

Jerusalem, as a hilly city
region of Judea.
to take

it

in

Cf.

Hebrews

able that the former
it

27"

Gt'^,

37",

etc.

one of these senses in

the fondness of the

that

(Is.

Is. 11' Je.

is

should be taken.

or the whole hilly

etc.)

It is therefore

necessary

this connection, and, in

for parallelism,

it is

view of

more than prob-

the one in which the prophet intended
His idea, then, is that, when the temple

has been completed and Yahweh has returned to it, the whole
city will be sanctified and preserved inviolate by his presence.

Thus
iar

the two

promise of

names are only another way
v.

*,

"they shall be

my

of putting the famil-

people,

and

I will

be their

God."
4.

The

prosperity.

presence of

One

Yahweh

people peace and
be that there shall

will secure to his

result of such conditions will

again, as in the best period of their history, sit in the streets cf
Jerusalem, enjoying the ease as well as the respect to which they are
entitled, old men and women, each with his (or her) staff in his (or
her) hand, a sign and symbol of that best of Yahweh's blessings,
from the Hebrew's stand-point, multitude of days. Cf. Ex. 20^"

Dt. 4^" Is. 65*" Pr. 3^ etc. The picture is true to the habits of the
inhabitants of Palestine, both ancient and modern.
Cf. i Mac.

and always have been, so dark that they
have been accustomed to do their work and seek their pleasure in
14^.

Their houses

So

are,

Jer.,

Dm., Rosenm.,

Ke., Brd., Wri.,

cl al.
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The prophet completes the peaceful picture by
describing the city as full of boys and girls playing in the streets.
It is clear that he is here predicting an era of large families.
This,
the open

air.

not the whole thought. There will not only be many
will be such that they will be able to spend
Meantheir early years in ideal freedom from untimely burdens.
their
time
of
middle
will
divide
to
those
while, according
age
3^",

however,

is

children, but conditions

between labour and the enjoyment of the

—6.

was

fruits of their exertions.

the people of Zechariah's time, pinched as
and
harassed by their neighbours, to believe
were
they
by poverty,
It

difficult for

were

that such blessings

in store for

them and

their country.

Yah-

lit., wonIf
he
in
this
in
the
the
remnant
my eyes
of
people,
says,
derful,
eyes of
The last clause is usually treated as a
also it will be difficult!?

weh rebukes them

for their lack of faith.

it

is difficult,

simple question, but in the original the construction indicates that
See further the
the prophet intended to give it an ironical turn.
critical notes.

—7.

In his

final declaration

Yahweh more

veals his plan for increasing the population of Judea.

He

fully rewill

not

and daughters, but he will
reinforce them from the regions to which he scattered their fathers.
/ will save my people, he says, from the country of the rising, and

only bless those already there with sons

from
is

the country of the setting sun.

Babylonia.

etc.

—8.

The

western

From both he

is

The

eastern country, of course,

probably Egypt.

will bring

*
27^^
Cf. Is. 11"

back the exiled Jews and they
and he with them,

shall abide, dwell without further disturbance,

in Jerusalem and the surrounding country. f A guarantee for the
permanence of the new order is found in the renewed covenant to

which reference has already been made. They shall be to me a
Yahweh, and I will be to them a God, in faithfulness

people, says

and righteousness. X
parties.

now

They

Note that the terms are the same for both
bound to remain steadfast to the relation

are both

established forever, and, that

plies.

it

may

never be severed, to ob-

the requirements that this relation imThis, whether in God or man, is Righteousness.

serve without ceasing

all

* In this passage only the first two names belong to the original prophecy.
In both Assyria
must be interpreted as meaning Babylonia, the then world power.
J C/. 2»/10 g' Ex. 2Q«
t CI. Ho. 223, Ez. Il20 3628,
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&

3, ^'"n, as in all the other instances of
1. riN3x] Add, with 42 mss.,
2. riN3x] Omitted, but wrongly, by #.
the use of this formula.
Cf.
Kal from i".
word
yy_ 4. 6. 7. 9.
ncni]
\~Nj|i] (6 adds TT]i> 'l€pov(r\i]iJ.

—

—

—

A

kindred meaning substituted for the proper internal object. Cf. Ges.
.m. 2. K. (a). 3. nvT] Add, with 8 Kenn. mss., (^^•^"'p- B, mN3X,
4. r^Ni] The 1, which is unnecesas in all similar cases in this chapter.
of

—

—

&

In
it is retained and a vb.
very
5. ^s'--:-] Masc. after a
properly inserted in the clause which follows.
^
'•b) ^<- 3.
On the gender of the subj., cf.
fern. subj.
Cf. Ges. ^"^BDB. 2''p!^"'^""] Masc. with nouns of both genders. Cf Ges. ^ '" 1. R. 3_
is

sar}',

omitted by Kenn. 150,

(S.

—

—

—

t] a conditional particle, comparatively frequent in legal pasAccording to BDB. it usually represents the case supposed as
more likely to occur than ex. Cf. Ex. zi^- '• 's, etc. ZT^n 2^:2^2] These
words can only be rendered in those days; but, so rendered, they have no
6.

sages.

—

meaning in their present setting. They must therefore be regarded as
a gloss, perhaps, to the next clause. zi\ Ew. ^ '^la ^nd Ges. 'so. explain the omission of the interrogative particle in this case as due to the

—

i

i

emphatic arrangement of the sentence. This, however, is a mistake,
since it can be shown that the ratio of cases in which the arrangement is

among sentences usually classed as questions, is as great for
The
those that have the particle as for those from which it is omitted.
truth is that, when the particle is intentionally omitted, the clause which
irregular,

would introduce is generally not a simple question, but contains an element of incredulity, irony, sarcasm or repugnance which it would not so
much denote as conceal. Cf. i S. 21^^'^^ 22'' Hb. 2^^ Jb. 2'" ii' 37'8 38'*
There are many passages equally ironical, however,
40"'/4i' La. 335.
Cf.
especially in the book of Job, in which the particle is employed.
Nrd. '""• * *; also Old Testament and Semitic Studies, ii, 115 ff. 7.
rsrn nuc ni;r:] We. would read xnr u-rrn nit::. Cf. Mai. !•'
Ps. 50' 113'. This, no doubt, would be more elegant, but, since mr:: is
it

5

—

—

—

often used alone in the sense of the east, the present reading
defensible.

C/.

Am.

C5, KaraffKrjvuxrw,

(3)

8'- etc.

as in v.

—

';

8,

u.~s]

^"-adds

e/s

is

perfectly

t7jv7^j'ovtwv.

—

i:ri:'i].

but Comp. KaTaaK-rjvwaovffiv.

THE PAST AND FUTURE IN CONTRAST

(8^").

The prophet recalls the want and suflFering through which his
people have passed, assuring them that henceforth Yahweh %\dll
bless them with abundance and happiness, yet only on condition that they contribute to this end, not by observing fasts and
other formalities, but by ©beying faithfully the demands of right-

eousness.
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The

section begins with

It

strong.

reminds one of Hg.

an exhortation, Let your hands he
and the work on which the Jews,

2*

under the leadership of Zerubbabel, were then, and had for many
months been, engaged, the erection of the second temple. Zecha-

had

riah, too,

this in

mind;

for those for

whom

the exhortation

is

intended are addressed as ye that hear in these days these words, the

words above written,/row
prophesied, at the time

of Hosts

was

the

when

This

mouths of the prophets

that were,

the foundation of the house of

and

Yahiveh

an unmistakable reference to Haggai
and the glowing predictions by which
they sought to encourage the people, first to undertake, and then
to continue, their sacred task.
These inspiring
Cf. Hg. 2°^-.

and

his

laid.

unknown

is

associates

—

utterances Zechariah claims merely to be repeating. 10. There
more detailed presentation of the reason why the work

follows a

hand should be courageously and vigorously prosecuted. It
in the contrast between the conditions preceding the commencement of these operations and those that are now promised.
in
is

found

Before those days, in those former days, before the foundation of
the temple, hire for men was not paid, lit., did not become, and hire
for cattle there was none, because, as Haggai puts it, Yahweh had
commanded a drought that fell like a blight "upon men and cattle,
and upon all the labour of their hands." Cf. also Hg. 2^" ^•. There

were other troubles

community

to

which Haggai does not

then, as in the later days of

refer.

Nehemiah

The

(Ne. 4*/^),

little

was

almost constantly harassed by gentile neighbours; nor was there
peace for one that went or came, on account of the adversary. Moreover, there
selves that
sent, all

was so frequent and general strife among the Jews themit seemed as if Yahweh
by an evil spirit had moved, lit.,

men one

against another.

Thus

they were rendered less

capable of enduring the other ills by which they were afflicted.
11. It was Yahweh who sent all these misfortunes. He was

angry with his people, and this was his way of showing his disBut now that a new temple is rising on the site of the
pleasure.
old one, the prime cause of his anger has been removed.
He says,
therefore, / am not as informer days, before the new structure was

begun, toward the remnant cf this people, the little colony in and
about Jerusalem. Here, again, Zechariah follows Haggai, who,

8"-"
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will be remembered, predicted (2*^) that a new era of
prosperity
would begin with the foundation of the house of Yahweh. 12.
There is further evidence of the dependence of Zechariah on his
it

—

predecessor in the language in which Yahweh now describes the
effect of the change in his attitude toward his people.
Thus, the

promise of
is

Yahweh

that he will

the original reading, has

says,

"In

3"°/4^.

sow

peace, or prosperity,

its parallel in

Hg.

2®,

Perhaps the

details
first

that

follow

also

this

Cf. Mai.

this place (Jerusalem) I will grant prosperity.

The

if

where Yahweh

remind one

clause, the vine shall yield its fruit,

of

Haggai.

was not sug-

gested by the earlier prophet, but the next two are an adaptation of
Hg. i*°. The future, according to Zechariah, is to differ from the
recent past in that the earth shall yield, not withhold, its produce,
because heaven, instead of refusing, shall grant its dew. These are
great blessings, but the best of all is that they are to be permanent.
/ will cause the remnant of this people, says Yahweh, to inherit, as

—

a lasting possession, all these things. ^13. Finally, Zechariah expands the brief sentence with which Haggai closes the parallel
passage (2*^) with an antithetical statement in which he again sets
the past

and the present over against each

Yahweh reminds
Ye were a

curse

other.

In the

first

place

his people of their late unfortunate condition.

among

the nations.

This does not mean that they

were a source or occasion of misfortune to their neighbours, but that
the other nations, seeing their unfortunate condition, recognised in
the hand of Yahweh, and, as they would have cast a stone at the

it

grave of a malefactor, added to the divine penalty their reproaches
and execrations.* The other member of the antithesis must be

This is clear from the clause, / will help
by which it is introduced. The fact that the Jews are to be
the object of Yahweh's help makes it necessary, when he adds, and
similarly interpreted.

you,

ye shall be a blessing, to understand this as meaning that they will
henceforth be blessed by him, and universally recognised as the
special objects of the divine favour, so that when men wish for

themselves or others, they will be able to conceive of no greater
For a similar
felicity than that which the Chosen People enjoy. f
antithesis, see Dt. 28®^ Je.
C/. Dt. 21=3 Je. 25'8 266, etc.

31"

^•.

The

prospect of so complete a
t C/. Gn. 12^ ' Ps. 72".
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in their fortunes is

change

Yahweh

good ground

for

Hence

encouragement.

repeats the exhortation with which the paragraph began,

Fear not;

let your hands be strong.
14. In this verse and the next

Yahweh repeats the assurance
the
same
means
as before, antithesis, to give it
just given, employing
first
In
the
he
recalls
the past, including the dark
place
emphasis.
/
in
of
the
gap
history
Judah.
purposed to do you, as a people,
evil,

he says, referring to the threats of which the messages of the

earlier

prophets largely consisted, when, and because, your fathers

provoked me, by neglecting the instruction they had received. The
provocation was so serious and persistent that, although, even at

moment, he would gladly have spared them, he did not rebut
gave them into the hands of their enemies. 15. This
pent,
purpose having been fulfilled, Yahweh has conceived a new purthe last

—

pose, suggested by love rather than anger
tion instead of destruction.

and fraught with

salva-

So, he declares, have I again in these

to do good to Jerusalem and the house of Judah.
To
the parallel between these two verses and the one preceding
complete, he adds the reassuring words, fear not. 16. At

days purposed

make
more

—

^®

^-

seem a useless repetition. They are, indeed,
sight vv.
a repetition, but by no means one devoid of significance. The
prophet wished to add an important modification to the thought of
first

vv. ""^^, but,

if

he had attached

it

immediately to

v.

^^,

the effect

weaken the impression already made without
It was
obtaining for the new thought the attention it deserved.
better, therefore, to take a fresh start and make the added thought

would have been

to

the principal one in a new connection, repeating the one to be qualiThis latter is the restoration of Yahfied by way of introduction.

weh's favour.
pose that his

His people, however, must not be allowed to supis arbitrary, and its fulfilment uncondi-

new purpose

tioned; or that the only condition

is

the maintenance of the temple

worship. To prevent any such mistake he again reminds
them, as in 7® ^•, that they have duties to one another which they

and

its

These, he says, are the things that ye shall
do; and he proceeds to enumerate them. The first of these requirements, that they speak the truth one to another, is not mentioned in

may not

l"^

',

leave undone.

but the second, deal peaceful justice in your gates,

is

found

8-^
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there in a slightly different form.
By peaceful justice
meant a justice so impartial that none can quarrel with

doubtless

is
it.

"peaceful counsel" of 6^^

The

always been the place where

men were most accustomed

See the

reference to the gates recalls the
fact that in an oriental town the gate, or the open space near it, has

and therefore where

to gather,

a pretence of it, was administered.
Gn.
Am.
etc.
17.
The prophet could hardly have
Cf.
19^
5"- ^^,
omitted the broad principle enunciated in f^. He therefore again
adjures his people. Do not devise evil one against another in your
hearts.
Finally, he adds a new precept, which, however, is familiar

enough

—

to the reader of the

third of the
clause,

justice, or

if

Old Testament, being embodied

Ten Commandments,

nor love a false

interpreted strictly, would

oath.'^

refer only to the last

in the

The

final

two items

enumeration; for, of course, Zechariah did not intend to say that Yahweh hated truth and justice.
It is probable,
that
the
when
he
this
added
however,
statement, was
prophet,
not
of
these
but
the
of
virtues,
thinking,
them; otherwise he
neglect
in the preceding

would hardly have used the word all of the things hated. Three
mentioned are among the seven "abominations"

of the things here

6" ^- but there does not seem
tion between the two passages.
The prophet
borrow from the sage.
enumerated

in Pr.

9. nuan':'

;

—irx] The

whole clause

is

be any conneccertainly did not
to

rejected as

an addition

to the

by Marti; but there are good reasons for retaining all but the last
two words, (i) It seems necessary to make the reference to the prophets
original

and (2) it is required by snn a^c^n of v. 1°, which would
be meaningless without it. There is room for doubt, however, about
CV2, for which (S S> seem to have had ars, a reading which some critics

easily intelligible;

have adopted. So Ew., Hi., Now., Marti. On the other hand, iH is
supported by the fact that the words in question are evidently those
spoken by Haggai and others at or about the time when the movement to
rebuild the temple was started.
The last two
Cf. Hg. i^s- a'^ s-.
words, nuanS "^o^nn, seem to have been added by some one who, following the Chronicler, wished to remind the reader that this was the sec-

ond attempt
but he

is

of the kind.

forced to

— 10.

emend by

ann a^'cn] Marti would read

7^^}<r\

his rejection of the latter part of v.

a^n^n;
'.

If

the alleged gloss be retained, it will appear that the prophet distinguished
three points or periods of time, these days, the time when the foundation,
*

Cj. Dt. 5' Ex. 23' Dt. igisff

,

etc.
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and here

etc..

gun.

—

some

the period before those days, i. c, before the temple was behas the future here and throughout the verse, except in

ninj] (g

curs, mostly of L.

— nSrsi]

Dr.

the exceptions to the rule that 1 cons, takes

be simply a mistake for
vb. may be a frequentative.

may

nS'^r'Ni,

2)

Da.

or, as

'2

classes this

__ before the

The former

Now., Marti, Kit.— 11. d^d^j] For
Some mss. have the pausal form un.

n°io

"5.
{\

51.

r.

alternative

+ 0.

— 12.

^

i sg.

CJ. Ges.

aiSrn

y-\?]

e

.

;

but it
the

suggests

favoured by

is

"s-

^

among

impf

e

(*),_,j(,-j

These words can

only be rendered, as in U, the seed of peace or prosperity. The phrase
has sometimes been connected with the following context, jdj being conSo Ew., Hi., Ke., Koh., Wri., et al.
strued as an appositive of yii.

There seems
tinguished.

to be no reason, however, why the vine should be so disHence, others have preferred to emend by reading n>ii

oiSr, its seed, or, more exactly, the increase of its seed, shall be sure, prosperous. So Klo., Now. To this suggestion there is the objection that it
is not sufficiently evident to what the sf. of the subj. refers, and when one
is

informed that the antecedent

is

nnxr

of v. ", the combination thus

It is much better, with We., to change i'l: to
confusing.
np-\TN, thus getting the intelligible thought, I will sow prosperity.
Cf.
Ho. 2"/2i Je. 3127 f.. So also Marti, GASm., Kit.— 13. Ssnt;-] This

produced

is

name has occurred once

before in these prophecies,

viz., in

It

2V11''.

was found, however, by a comparison of that verse with 2V1-' that it (the
name) was an interpolation. The same is the case here. In the next
four verses the persons addressed are the same as in this passage. But in
V. "j where the prophet has occasion to give them a name, he calls them
"

simply

the house of Judah."

the return of Israel, but

In other words, Zechariah did not predict
familiar with such passages as Je. 23* ^

some one

•

Ez. 37'^ *•, missing any reference to the northern kingdom, supplied the
name here without noticing that from his stand-point v. '^ also needed
emendation. Both names are omitted by We., Now., Marti, Kit. 14.

—

12x2]

and

A

third case of this use of the

word where one would expect

in a passage that only disturbs the connection.

—

&

Cf 1^

7".

in Par. and Lond.
15. \inct]
negative is omitted by
connective, but the fact that both have the pf. shows that it
in the original.

On

Seven mss. have

Om.
gested by 7'.
Two mss. prefix i.

this construction, see

^r^•;-\

So also

'•7^.

d^QL

(gii 5j g,it.

So also

g».

(S.

Ges.

—

—

120. 2

A

(.i>)_

cnj,

The

n'^i]

® g>

have a

was wanting

— ig.

in>-\

pn]

gloss to DiSiT sug-

So New., Now., Marti,

Kit— aiSr.

It is possible that the original

which would practically be a synonym of pen.
See note on

5

.itn^]

—

Cf. 7' Dt. 25''

was

Ru.

D^;v,

2'^.

—

Om., with 5 mss., <S g>. So Bla.,
We., Now., Marti, Kit. This method of disposing of the word relieves
one from the necessity of attributing to tn^ entirely unwarranted mean17.

'ji

B'''n]

7'°.

it;'N]

"

'^n?- i- i'^^
The insertion of
'; Da.
Cf. Ges. ^
ings or functions.
the relative was probably due to oversight of the sign of the ace.
mn^]
•".

—

8'*-='

($

&

add

riN3i,

cide, since

215

whether correctly or incorrectly, it is impossible to deni.T' alone, even at the end of the verse.
Cf.

Zechariah writes

I* 2"'- ".

(4)

The

THE REIGN OF JOY AND GLADNESS

fasts will all be

(8^^^).

transformed into seasons of rejoicing, and

the nations, seeing the blissful change in the condition of the Jews,
will come to worship their God, that they may share his favour.

The

18.

two

first

priests

introductory statement

—

oracles.

is

regular, as in the case of the

The people of Bethel,

in their

and the prophets, mentioned only one

month.

Cf. f.
seventh month.

the

^19.

first

of

Zechariah in

f

fast,

message

to the

that of the

fifth

refers to another, that of the

now appears that there were no fewer than four,
which fell in the fourth month, Tammuz. It also comIt

memorated an incident in the final struggle at Jerusalem, for it was
on the ninth day of the fourth month, that is, toward the end of
June, when the breach was made in the wall and the Babylonians
entered the city.* On the origin of the fasts of tJie fifth and seventh
months, see 7^- ^. That of the tenth, Tebeth, was instituted as a
reminder of the date, the tenth of that month, that is, toward the
end of December, on which the forces of Nebuchadrezzar arrived
Jerusalem and began the siege of the city.f These days may
be celebrated, but not, as heretofore, with fasting and mourn-

at

still

ing.

They

are to be transformed into occasions for joy atid gladness,

even cheerful festivals .%
for whom the message

The prophet

suffering.

This picture was calculated

was intended

it
might make them
That they may not he adds an exhor-

obedience to which will insure the fulfilment of their most

sanguine expectations, But love truth and peace.
course, includes the things that

The

come when

for peace.

The

latter, of

Cf. v.

^''.

—20.

(2^^/") intimated that the time would
other nations would participate in the blessings prom-

Chosen People.

purpose of

making

C/. 2

X Cj.

make

prophet has already

ised to the

*

make those

e\idently feared that

forget their responsibihties.
tation,

to

forget the past with all its

K.

Am.

25='- Je. 39^
8'" Je. 3112/13.

it

'•.

He now

resumes

this

thought for the

the climax of his presentation of the divine
t Cj.

2

K.

2S' Je. 39'.
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Speaking for Yahweh, he

program.

peoples, peoples

habitants of
Cf.

Is. 2^

now

many

Mi.

4^.

says,

There shall

yet

come

hostile or indifferent to the Jews, even the in-

cities,

—21

.

the cities of the just mentioned peoples.
will be so general eagerness among

There

these peoples that the inhabitants of one city shall go to another,
The final words
saying. Let us by all means go to entreat Yahweh.

are not a continuation of the

same speech, but apparently the reply

of the one addressed, / also will go.

The

22.

result of this universal interest will

be that

many peoples

and mighty nations shall come to seek Yahweh of Hosts in Jerusalem,
and to entreat Yahweh. The means by which they will seek to
appease him and secure his favour

is no doubt the presentation of
temple; which, indeed, they are to assist in
23. Zechariah concludes with a picture that seems to

new

sacrifices in the

building.

—

have been suggested by Is. 45" ^•. The great exilic prophet, also,
looked forward to a time when the gentiles would recognise Yahweh as the true God and the Jews as his peculiar people, and he
undertook in the passage cited

The

tion.

result

to portray

was hardly worthy

them

in their

new

rela-

His Egyptians, Ethi-

of him.

opians and Sabaeans, as they come, bringing their costly gifts and
casting themselves in chains at the feet of the servants of Yahweh,
too evidently betray racial pride and resentment in the delineator.

Zechariah is less extravagant. The events of the last twenty years
have taught him respect, if not friendliness, for the nations. Still,
he cannot deny his religion or abandon his faith in the final triumph
of

Yahweh

all the

over

all false deities.

In those days, he

says, ten

men

of

tongues of the natiotis shall seize the skirt of a Jew, saying,

We will go with you, for we have heard that God is with you. Note
the pains he takes to use the name God in this connection.
In
Is.
this he imitates his exilic teacher.
The
is
a
Cf.
45".
speech
confession by the gentiles that they have finally found the Power
after whom they have hitherto been blindly and vainly groping,

the only Saviour, in the

—

(S^""

have the

a''3vr]

om.

of the

Hebrews.

— n\T]

Probably the correct reading. Only 2
the sg. after a pi. subj., see Ges. 5 us. 2 (.0.
So &", but there seems to
(6 adds Kal tvippavdriaeade =cnnoi:"i.

18. idnS.

mss.

God

pi.

be no warrant for

On

this reading.

—20.

n;?]

B rds.

i;;,

(S

# St ly.

(S^ ignore

2J7

gl8-23

which,

lu'N,

if

must be construed as introducing a subject, not
v."
Ec. 5^; BDB., art. nu-x, S.— D>sr] Kenn,
Cf.
So <&. or^i] &, by omitting \ makes the prtc. an

retained,

an object

clause.

150 adds

D'3-i.

—
—21. PHN']
avveXevaovre KaroLKoivTaii
—
vb.
Cf. Ges.

appositive of

(&^Q, ir^vre 7r6X£ts, <&^*, wdXis irdXas Kal

D''DJ?.

ir^vre ir6Xeis.

finite

h

nin> "JD

nc''

"2-

=

HN both here and

}nS

<*).

li^n]

has

—

The
toi)

inf.

abs. after a

irpo<rwirov Kvplov

=

introduces this reply by
hd'^n]
Ew. divides the verse after
thai one.

in v. ^.

owe w/// say to
making the second

p-i, T/t/:?

—

nini nx] (S
'Ji

—

01

rpaV dependent on hd^n. The
nin'>,
whole clause rixax 'CT2^\ which should precede ni':'n'^, is probably a
22. DTIXJ? DMJ] ^, e^va TroXXa; QI, 10121 psSn, as in
Cf. V. ".
gloss.
23. nc's] See note on v. "o.
ipnnni] Resumptive, after
Je. 25'* 27'.
thus

—

—

—

inf.

—

"7- ''°'°.—
the long intervening subject.
aoo"] (g g- render
Cf. Dr. ^
the sf. as if it were sg., but at the end of the verse (exc. (6^) have the pi.

—

ij;-cr]

Add

':,

with 2 mss. and (6

13

^

(3.

THE DATE AND AUTHORSHIP OF THE
SECOND PART OF ZECHARIAH.
The book

of Zechariah, so called, contains, besides the eight

six the
chapters universally attributed to the prophet of that name,
The
been
in
which
have
of
and
dispute.
long
authorship
origin

must therefore be
questions when and by whom they were written
discussed and, if possible, settled; but first it seems necessary to
take a preliminary survey of the content of the chapters as a whole,
and especially to inquire into the condition of the text as it has been
transmitted by the Massoretes.

§ I.

The ninth

THE STRUCTURE OF

chapter begins with a word,

CHS. 9-I4.

Ntl'?2,

sometimes rendered

more correcdy utterance, which frequently appears in
It has
Cf. 13^ i5\ etc.
especially in the book of Isaiah.

burden, but
tides,

since another
generally been regarded as so used in this case, and,
Thus it has
1.
of
chs.
occurs in i2\ as the title, or a part of it,
9-1

been customary to divide Second Zechariah, as it is called, into
two parts, each of which has three chapters, and, probably by accident rather than design, the same number (46) of verses.

The

now

pretty generally questioned.
genuineness of 12^ however,
In its present form it is quite indefensible. Moreover, since the
time of Ewald there have been those who have claimed that 13^"*^
is

is

the conclusion of

1 1^ ^•.

One

cannot, therefore, take for granted

the correctness of the Massoretic arrangement, but

the case and
It

make

one's

must be remembered

must reopen

own

analysis.
that the question concerns the arrange-

If this distincment, and not the authorship, of these chapters.
tion is kept in mind, there will not be much difficulty in deciding
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whatever

may be the case with the others, or any part of them,
three chapters form a group with noticeable points of conThus the "also" of 9" clearly indicates that,
tact and connection.
that,

the

first

whoever may have written the preceding verses, the author of this
one intended to connect them with what follows. The connecbetween 9"^- and lo^-ii^

tion

is

immistakable;

for,

besides the

references to Israel in both passages, there is the peculiar metrical
form in which they are cast to mark them as parts of one composi-

The

tion.
is

rest of ch. 11

—

has not the same form, in fact, most of it
is room for doubt whether it is the work

—and there
plain prose,
same author

of the

as the

first

verses; but

it

evidently owes

its

pres-

ent position in the book of Zechariah to the fact that, like 10^, it
has for its subject worthless shepherds, and 13^'® should be, and no
doubt originally was, attached to it for the same reason.

Thus

far there has

been a traceable unity.

comes a break, and from

there

this point

Here, however,

onward the marks

that

have been noted are conspicuously absent. The author of 12^
therefore, whoever he was, was justified in introducing a new title.
It suggests several questions.
The only one germane to the present
discussion is whether this title covers the rest of the book, 13^'^ ex-

cepted, or, rather, whether there

is

a connection between the parts

which has been traced through the
There seems to be such a connection. At

of this latter half similar to that
first

three chapters.

any rate, Jerusalem is prominent throughout as a cemre of interest
and anticipation. In 13^® this central point is for the time being
but the passage can hardly be explained except as
suggested by i2\ where "the house of David and the inhabitants
of Jerusalem" are expressly mentioned.
This being the case, one
may still separate Second Zechariah into two divisions, the first
lost sight of,

consisting of chs. 9-1

In the

first

1

and

13^"^,

division the

first

and the second

of 12^-13^

and

14.

break naturally comes after 9".

The

place for the second is not so easy to determine. There are
those who find none before the end of ch. 10.
It is usual, however,

make one at the end of ch. 9 or after lo". Hitzig makes one at
each of these two points. So also We., Now., Marti, et al. The
matter is well put by Keil: "The close connection between v."''
to

and

V.

^

shows that with

v.

^

there

commences a new line of thought,
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for which, however, 9^^ prepares the

way." The third

section, then,

It includes 1 1^"^, for
begins with io\
(i) these last verses have the
same metrical form as the preceding, and (2) they lose all significance unless they are so connected. The same may be said of 13^"^

In this case the fact that, as

in relation to ii^-^^

points out,* 11^" is

the inference from form and subject.
transfer of

^13''

v.

Ortenberg

a parallel to Ez. 34* and 13^ to Ez. 34^ confirms
It

is

to its present position in the

suggested that the
Massoretic text was

occasioned by a fancied relation between

it and ch. 14.!
Perthe
reviser
that
the
and
destruction
of
haps
thought
capture
Jerusalem foretold in 14^ was the fiery trial of 13^. Whatever may have

been the reason for

made

is

it,

widely held

after the

among

and

The

biblical scholars.^

removal of 13^^*, naturally divides

tions, 12^-13^

itself

remainder,

into

two

sec-

14.

§ 2.

The

the opinion that such a change has been

THE TEXT OF CHS.

text of the second, like that of the

9-I4.

first,

part of the book of

Zechariah has undergone various changes, intentional or uninThere
tentional, some of which are of considerable importance.
seem to be more of them in the first two chapters than in the remaining four; but this
in

9/

makes

it

may

be only because the regularity of the rhythm
have been made than in

easier to detect those that

the prose, or less regular poetry, of the other chapters.
There are
as
in
First
a
number
of
cases
in
which
more or
here,
Zechariah,
"
less significant explanations have been added.
See the phrase the
"
house of Judah in 10^. The last words of 9^ are of this character,

and probably, also, the phrase "against the sons of Greece" in
9" and the statement "a tiller of the soil am I" in if. The instances of expansion are much more numerous.
In some cases
whole verses have been added. The following are good examples:
which there is no water"; in 10^, "for I have redeemed

in 9", "in

thee"; in 12^

"and over Judah

Jerusalem."

There are not many apparent

will

* Die Bestandiheile des Buches
Sacharja, 53

/.

t

j

V.

Ortenberg, BBS., 55.

So

he be also in the siege against

Sta.,

corrections.

We., Now., Marti,

Kit., et al.

The

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV
most notable
notes,

is in 12^",
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where, as will be explained in the critical
to remedy an error by a copyist.

some one has undertaken

The

following table contains all the changes that have been noted,
arranged in such a way as to show how the text should be restored

when

necessary.
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THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITION'S.

IX-XIV.

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV

THE TEXT OF
ADDITIONS.

9, I.

and

all the tribes

ZECHARIAH.. IX-XIV.

ERRORS.

OMISSIONS.

man

the eye of

of

Israel.
2.
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cities

of

for the

Aram.

Tyre.

34.
S-

6.

of blood for sg.; chief
for family.

7.

8.

pi.

The

from an army

entire verse.

for

an

outpost.
9-

he will, for / will, de-

10.
11.

with no water in

stroy.
it.

12 for trouble ; to-day,
also, I declare.

return
(imv.)
shall return.

13. against the sons of

Thy

.

Yawan.

for

and

sons for the sons of

{Yawan).

14. yea, the Lord.
15.

of Hosts;

and;

like

16.

17.

and they

devour
a bowl.
will he feed ;
they {shall
after crown.

The

entire \4erse.

shall rage

blood.

for for
they

be)

like.

for
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THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV

THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.
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THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV

THE
ADDITIONS.

TE»CT OF ZECHARI^H, IX-XIV.
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ADDITIONS.
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THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV

THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.
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THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.

THE TEXT OF CHAPTERS IX-XIV

THE TEXT OF ZECHARIAH,
ADDITIONS.

IX-XIV.
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THE AUTHORSHIP OF CHS.

§ 3.

9-14.

The object of the above attempt to restore the original text of
the chapters under examination was to furnish a reliable basis for
further inquiry.
There are several questions that demand consideration.

The

first is

whether these chapters are the work of the

same author as the preceding
came from Zechariah the son
the

unanimous

belief

eight.

Tradition says that they

of Iddo,

and

this

among both Jews and

was

all

for centuries

Christians.

In this

impulse to criticism was
given by a defender of the Scriptures. More than a hundred
years before Astruc publ'shed his famous Conjectures, Joseph
case, as in that of the Pentateuch, the

Mede

(f 1638), in explanation of

from Zc.

These

dition.

Mt. 27^

^-j

where a quotation

attributed to Jeremiah, ventured to question traare his words: "Nay, indeed, there is reason to sus-

11'" is

pect that the Holy Spirit [through Matthew] desired to claim these
three chapters, 9, 10, 11, for their real author. For there are a great
many things in them which, if one carefully consider them, seem

not to suit the time of Zechariah as well as that of Jeremiah."*
This modest suggestion did not at once attract attention, but finally,

was adopted and extended by Bishop Kidder, who said
"This is certain, that such things are contained in
these chapters as agree with the time of Jeremiah, but by no means
with that of Zechariah." f He was followed by William Whiston
in a work J denounced as "a monstrosity" by Carpzov,§ who
thus inaugurated a controversy which has had more than two
sides, and still remains unsettled.
There was a time when the title at the beginning of the book of
Zechariah was considered a sufficient guarantee of its unity, but
in 1700,

it

of chs. 12-14,

has been generally recognised that many of the prophecies
to Isaiah were written by another person or persons of a much later period an argument of this sort has ceased to
since

it

once attributed

be convincing.

It is

* Dissertalionum

the internal evidence,

ecclesiast. Iriga,

if

there

is

any, on which

1653.

t The Demonslralion oj the Messiah, ii, igg.
% An Essay Towards Restoring the True Text
§ Cril. Sac, 781.

oj the

Old Testament, 1722.
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therefore, the question

whether the prophet who wrote the first eight chapters of
Zechariah is the author of the last six also, the way to settle it is
arises

compare the two parts the one with the other

to

in

their

most

In this case, since the peculiarities of the

noticeable features.

style and content of the first part have already been noted, it is
only necessary to examine the second to see if the same features,
or any considerable number of them, are reproduced in these last

they are not, that is, if the author who reveals himnot recognisable as the son of Iddo, the unity of the
book called by his name must be abandoned.
If

chapters.

self

there

is

The first thing noted concerning the prophecies attributed to
Zechariah was that, like those of Haggai, they were all dated, and,
moreover, that they contained references to persons and events
which made

no dates

it

possible to verify the dates given.

in the last six chapters, nor

is

Now,

there arc

there an open reference

any person or event by which a date can be fixed. Indeed,
if there be but one, seems at times
purposely to have
avoided the mention of names, thus making his utterances ridto

the author,

dles to his

modern, and doubtless

to

some

of his earliest readers.

See especially 11^ ^.
In view of what has just been said, one does not expect to find
the first person used here as it is in the first eight chapters. There,
it will be remembered, the
regular form of introduction was, "Then

came the word of Yahweh of Hosts to me." Here the first person
occurs only in ii^^-, where the introductory formula (v. ^) is a
strange cross between the one heretofore used and another favourite

with Zechariah, the result being,

See also

The
his
six

"Then

said

Yahweh

to

"Thus

me"

said Yahweh to
in vv. "• ^^.

me."*

fondness of Zechariah for visions was found to be one of

prominent characteristics. There are no visions in the last
chapters, and this fact has sometimes been cited as proof that

these chapters were not written by him; unfairly, however, since
the absence of visions from chs. 7 and 8 is not regarded as a mark
of ungenuineness,

and

their occurrence in chs.

that Zechariah wrote these chapters, unless
* The Massorctic text has

it

"my God."

9-14 would not mean
could be shown that
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the given visions were used in the manner, and for the same purIf they revealed an
pose, traceable in the first part of the book.

was
apocalyptical tendency, since, as has been shown, Zechariah
no means visionary, they would have a contrary significance.
by

The

the literary form in which are
compared with the first eight. It was

next point to be considered

cast the last six chapters as

is

earlier chapters the prophet wrote in rather monotonous prose, only now and then, sometimes apparently almost

found that in the

unconsciously, adopting a more or less regular rhythmical movement. The ninth chapter at first promises little better, but, by

supplying a few words that have evidently been lost and omitting
^'^°
are transmore that have just as evidently been added, vv.
formed into a succession of double tristichs almost as regular as

There are

the lines of Second Isaiah.

six of these stanzas.

The

part of the poem, in form as well as in content, strongly re^calls Am. i^
for, if the introductory phrase and the useless gloss
^
"of iron" in v. be omitted, there will remain in the judgment on
first

;

three trisSyria nine regular lines, or, as Harper divides them,
^'^
In vv.
there are three more.f The remaining judg-

tichs.*

ments are not so regular, in the form in which they have been transIt is this premitted, but each of them has at least one tristich.
of
Zc.
9^"^" follows,
vailingly triple arrangement which the author
and that with a regularity which would probably not have been
attempted by a more original writer.
With 9", as has been explained, begins a new section, and from
this point
if

writer,

onward there

is

a different literary form.

the same, here passes from poetry

Not

to prose.

that the

He

still

measures his words, and, indeed, by the three-toned rule, but he
now puts four lines, instead of twice three, into a stanza, and this
^
arrangement is continued as far as v. of the eleventh chapter.

These are
tion.

and they admit of but one interpretaZechariah wrote the first eight chapters of

significant facts,

It is clear that, if

the book called by his name, he cannot have written the sections
above-mentioned gloss, gets one
Harper, by including the introductory formula and the
irregular stanza of five lines.
t In this case there is another gloss "to deliver to

Yahweh"

at the beginning,

eliminated.

Edom,"

and a "saith the Lord Yahwch"

besides a

"Thus

saith the

Lord

at the end, of the section to be
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(9*-ii') that

have

just

been described.

constitute

They

an

poem; he in his undoubted writings never attempted
together a dozen lines.

orate

The
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elab-

to put

(ii^^^^ and 13'"®) consists mainly of a prose narwhich are added a few lines in a movement somewhat
These lines, which are varidifferent from that of chs. 9 and 10.
ations on a six-toned model, form four tristichs, one at the end of

next section

rative, to

The

ch. II, the others in the transposed passage.

resemble one another in structure shows that
ch. II,

here

is

13^'^

fact that they
should follow

but since the same measure appears in 3^, the use of it
favourable rather than unfavourable to the authorship of

Zechariah.

The

conclusion with reference to chs.

12

and 14 must be

than
that, although they are on the whole more rhythmical
in
chs.
that
like
no
sustained
is
there
the first eight,
movement,
9 and 10, which by

its

regularity forces itself

upon the reader's

attention.
Marti says of i2i-i3«, "It

is

impossible to discover in this section a single

and consistent metrical form. The description of the lamentation in 12""
is a repetition of the same words so stereotyped that numerical prevail over
the prophetic order in
poetical considerations, and the statement concerning
The rest seems modelled after the type
i3'-6 follows in the language of prose.
of the tristich, but the lines in the tristichs are not throughout of the same
and
length.," He then proceeds, by additions and omissions, often arbitrary
sometimes inconsistent,

to adjust the text to his theory.

In point of

fact, al-

possible in this way to produce a succession of approximately equal
for suplines, there are only a few places in ch. 12 where there is any ground
posing that the author consciously measured his words as he wrote. One of

though

it is

these is v. \ where, strangely enough, Marti throws the measure into confusion by including the introductory' formula, and substitutes an evident gloss
See the comments;
for an equally evident parallel to the main proposition.
also

on w. '

^-

'"•

'^

'•.

In ch. 14 Marti discovers a scheme of tetrastichs. Three of these he constructs out of the first five verses by rejecting the whole of v. ', nearly half of
V. * and more than half of v. ^, and leaving a lacuna to be supplied in each of
the last two verses; but it will puzzle most readers to find traces of poetical
form, except at the beginning and the end of the passage, and here it seems to
be unintentional. The same is true of the occasional lines in the remaining

verses of the chapter.

The comparison between

the

first

riah as respects literary form must

and second parts

now

of Zecha-

be supplemented by a more
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minute inquiry, namely, whether the forms of expression characZechariah as the author of chs. 1-8 recur in the

teristic of

last six

chapters under similar circumstances.

The following are the facts:
"The word of Yahweh came

to

me," the formula by which the prophet

regularly introduces his messages, does not occur in these chapters.
the corresponding formula is, "Thus said Yahweh to me."

"Thus

In 11'

Yahweh," with (17) or without (2) "of Hosts," is also
absence, the case just cited not being parallel.
"Saying," which is noticeably frequent (29 t.) in the first eight chapters,
and would naturally have been used in ii< s-, occurs neither there nor elsesaith (said)

conspicuous by

where

its

in the last six.

The

appeal to the future, "Then shall ye know," etc., is used 4 t. in the first
part of the book, but not at all in the second.
"The Lord of the whole earth" is a title for God that would have suited the

Yahweh

thought of these last chapters, but it is not used, "the King,
Hosts," being substituted for it.
Zechariah makes large use of rhetorical questions, but there

of

is only one
question of any sort after the eighth chapter.
The use of the participle, with or without a preceding behold* or in
an adverbial sense, is frequent (29 t.) in chs. i-S. Here it is used in all

only 12

t.

A number of words were found to be characteristic of Zechariah.

They are
the following: >JN, the shorter form of the pron. of the first person singular,
is used exclusively in the first, but only 2 out of 6 t. in the
second, part of the
book, ina, in the sense of take pleasure, is not found where it might be expected, even in ch. 14.

have been used

in i4'6-

D^t, purpose, also,
'«,

but

mnnrn was

sense of proclaim in these chapters.

used in

14^ in its place.

is

ii-\p is

TT'iNr, remnant,

2yc, return,

where

nSn, appease, might
not found in the

wanting.

preferred.

is

wanting, ir^ being

might be used adverbially in
dwell, is used like 3U", of both God
it

the sense of again, is replaced by iiy. jdc',
in chs. 1-8. In chs. 9-14 only the latter occurs, and that 12 t.
"11",
midst, very common in chs. 1-8, does not occur in 9-14, 3"(p being employed
in its place.

and men

Various other words are cited by Eckardt,t but these are enough
to

show

that the vocabulary of chs. 9-14 differs appreciably

that of 1-8 in respects in which they ought to agree,
written by the same perrson.

In the examination of chs. 1-8

it

was noted

if

from

they were

that Zechariah re-

peatedly referred to "the former prophets." There are no such
references in chs. 9-14.
This, however, does not mean that there
* njn.

^ ZAIV., 1893, 104

fl.
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are no points of contact between these chapters and other prophetic
There are, and more of them than there are in the first
writings.

part of the book.

The following is a list, based on those by Stade and others, of passaRcs in
the case of which there may be any kind or degree of dependence, with the
passages to which the first are related (Stade, ZAW., 1881, 41 ff.\ Kuipcr,
Zach. ix-ocvi, -101 ff.\ Staerk, Unlersuchungen, 18 jf.):
of Hadrak, has a parallel in Is.
q', if it is "the word" that is on the land
g2 in its original form contained no reference to Tyre, yet there is evi9S/7.
'• has the same subdently a relation of dependence between it and Ez. 28'. 9^

same measure and the same number of lines as Am. 9' '•. The varifrom the latter passage are in harmony with Ez. 28^'. 9''"^ is just as
The phrase "to deliver them to Edom" in v. ^,
clearly related to Am. i^-*.
like "to Edom" in v. ', is an explanatory gloss suggested by Ez. 35'.
Comp.
Harper. There are also reminders of Is. 20^ Je. 2520. 9' has behind it a long
course of development. The passages of which its phraseology first reminds

ject, the

ations

one are Je. 23* Zp. 3" '• Is. 6110 62". Cf. also Is. 49^ 50^ ff-. 9'°. The
is that of Mi. s'/'", but the thought is more nearly in harmony with

language

On v. '2, see Is. 40'. "For
Is. 42', but especially 6i'a gloss bringing the passage into closer harmony with its parallel.
s- so much
9" describes a theophany, but it does not resemble that of E.x. 19'^
9"

43.

f-

trouble"

recall

''.

is

Yahweh is frequently repreas that of Jos. io"> '• or that of i S. 7"'.
9'^ ^.
sented as a shepherd by the prophets, but the most elaborate of these passages,
and the one most nearly related to this one, is Ez. 34'! ^•. 10'. The succession, lightning, rain,

herbage

found also

is

betrays dependence on Ez. 34'! ',
influenced by Ez. 34^ '-. Cf. also Je. 23' '•.
lo^.

If 9'^

in Jb.

38^ ^•. Cf. also 28=".
probable that this verse was
10' combines Je. 23' and Ez.

it is

At the end one is reminded of Jb. 39'^ ^^ lo^. If the following
3410. 17.
verses betray acquaintance with Is. 11" '^, this one will be only another way
of putting the thought of ii'^.
10^. If 10' was in part suggested by Je. 23^,
must be a reminiscence of Je. 23^ Is. ii'^ '•. lo^ continues the
thought of Je. 233. Cf. also Is. 7'^ 27". 10' '•. The thought is more than
once expressed in earlier writings. Cf. Je. 23' Ho. 11' Is. 11" Mi. 7" '•.
10" has a strong resemblance to Is. ii'^ ii'- ^b. The representation of
this verse

great

men

or nations by great trees

is

a

common

The

figure.

passage most

11' looks like an imitation
Cf. also Ju. 9'^
of Je. 2536- 38.
On the "pride of the Jordan," see Je. 12^.
ii' combines features of
11^. On "the flock for slaughter," see Je. 12'.

resembling this one

is Is.

2".

Ez. 34' Je. 50' Ho. i2'/8. ii7. If ii5 was suggested by Ho. 12^'^, probably
"the traders" of this verse are from Ho. 12*/'. For the "staves," see Ez.
3715
V.

7.

ii9 looks like

ff..

11'-.

an imitation of Ez. 34' '. Cf. also v. '^. 11". Cf.
nis. Cf. v. '.
11".
is the same as in Ex. 21^2.
Je. $0^ ^, but the thought seems to be that of Ez. 30^'.

The amount

The language

is

that of

137 has the thought of Ez. 34^

138 resembles in
48'".
3723.

The
27.

form Ez.

j'^.

s-,

with various additions.

139.

latter half of the verse

"I

will

is

more

Cf. also Is.

smelt thee" recalls
like

Ho.

2»/23.

i'^.

i'^;

also

Cf. Ez.

36"

Is.
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part almost

12', in

"The cup

Is.

of reeling"

is

and

the thought of Je. 51"

12= recalls Is. 9'V20.

28=8.

more

51",

freely reproduces a part of 426.

a familiar figure.
2^^"^-.
128.

12''.

In

12'.

combines
The three nouns are found in Dt.
this case the writer

The thought

is

that of Is. 31'

'•.

Cf. also

Dt. 4"; perhaps Is. 63" "••
12', if it refers to the protection of the city,
i2"'- The Spirit works reformation,
furnishes a parallel to Is. 31' or i7'2 f-.
as in Ez.
36=5.

36-'^

Cf. also Je.

'.

6'^'.

132 recalls Ez. 3625; also

17.

with Dt. 135

13' also

Ho.

2"/'^.

reminds one of Ezekiel.
13^ has points of

Cf.

resemblance

"

peculiar expression "a d: y to Yahweh" occurs Is. 2^^ Ez. ^o'.
14^ There are various features which ch. 14 has in common with Ez. 38.
This verse corresponds to v. '^ of that passage rather than Jo. 4/3'^. Cf. also
14'.

The

This theophany strongly resembles that of Dt. 33'. The
as Ez. 38" '• follow v. '^.
14' is only another way of put'•
14'. Another form of the picture of
ting the thought of Is. 30''^ and 60"
Ez. 47'ff-. C/. also Jo. 4/3'8. 14"'. Like Mi. 4" (Is. 22), but more literal. Cf.
also Je. 3i38.
j^n^ The first clause in a modified form is found in Je. 33'^,
but the thought is more fully elaborated in Ez. 3426-28.
j^i2. ^n enlargement
on the "pestilence" of Ez. 3822. 1413 is the equivalent of Ez. 3821. 14K cor^(Is.
responds to Ez. 39^". 14'^ holds a middle position between Mi. 4'
22 ff) and Je. 3'^, on the one hand, and Is. 6623 on the other.
142" '.. The
Ez. 39'.

14'

'•.

whole follows

V.

'

sanctity of Jerusalem is repeatedly predicted in the earlier prophetical writthe legend quoted, see Ex. 2836. cf. also
ings: for example, Je. ^i*".

On

Jo. 4/3'^
In the remarks

accompanying the above

list

care has been taken to avoid

the question whether the passages cited from chs. 9-14 are dependent
that they more or less closely resemble or vice versa.

This
ters.

on those

not the place to discuss the relative date of these chapproper, however, to note at this point some facts with

is

It is

reference to the

list

as

compared with that

in the Introduction

to chs. 1-8.

The first thing that one will naturally notice is that this list is
This fact, however, has not so
nearly twice as long as the other.
much significance as might at first sight be supposed, since so much
part is occupied by the visions that it really furnishes only
about half as large a field for possible reference to other writings
as the second.
The most interesting feature of this list, therefore,

of the

is

first

not the

number

of points of contact with other books it contains,
which those cited may with

but the distribution of the passages to

more or less reason be regarded as parallels. The facts are as follows: There are none from Haggai. There are relatively fewer from
Micah, Jeremiah and Second Isaiah, and only about as many from
Amos and First Isaiah but there are twice as many from Hosea and
;
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almost three times as

many from

Note

Ezekiel.

also that in this
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list

and Deuteronomy three times. These are interOne of them has a bearing on the present object. It

Job appears twice
esting items.

the absence of any apparent acquaintance with Haggai; which
certainly is not favourable to the opinion that Zechariah is the

is

author of these as of the

first

eight chapters.
the first and second parts of the book
In doing so
can, and should, be carried beyond mere externals.

The comparison between

be necess ry again to refer to the visions, not, however, this
as
time,
literary devices, but as a source of information concerning
In the Inthe ideas directly or indirectly taught by Zechariah.

it

will

troduction to the first eight chapters it was noted that the prophet
not only describes himself as receiving instruction through an angelic interpreter, but that he represents Yahweh as generally hiding himself from human eyes and employing angels to deliver
and execute his decrees among men. In chs. 9-14 there is a differIt shows itself in 9", where, inent conception of God's ways.
deed, "the holy ones" are mentioned, but as the attendants, not

In fact, this chapter is an excellent
the messengers, of Yahweh.
example of biblical apocalyptic, the most prominent features of

which are the sudden and

terrific

his people in their extremity

appearance of the Deity to rescue

and the immediate transformation

existing conditions for their benefit.

in the

first

As such

it is

of

unlike anything

eight chapters.

Charles {DD.,
Apocalyptic has other striking characteristics.
In the first place,
art. Apocalyptic Literature) mentions three.

Such pessimism finds expression es"despises the present."
pecially in ii"- ^, where the writer warns his people that the best

it

of

them must

still

go through

the capture of their holy city

kind in chs. 1-8.

fiery affliction,
is

predicted.

and 14^ where even
There is nothing of

acknowledges that
he
sees hope in it,
day
and expects the change to come, not by an external fiat, but
through internal improvement. Indeed, in ch. 8 he already finds
this

his present is a

it is

true,

of "small things," but

the good time coming,

by

Zechariah,

and encourages

his people to recognise

transforming their fasts into seasons of

C/. v. '\

"joy and

it

rejoicing."
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Another characteristic of apocalyptic
view" than is usual in prophecy. Here

"an

is
it

indefinitely

wider

sees, first, "all the peo-

round"

(12^), and then "all the nations" (14"), gathering
the
against
insignificant city of Jerusalem, only to be repulsed
and overthro^^^l at sight of Yahweh. This also is unlike Zecha-

ples

is no hint of it in any of his recognised prophecies.
the
time the last of them was written, or uttered, he
fact, by
knew that no such riot among the nations as Ezekiel pictures was

There

riah.

In

possible.

He

seems

to

have been content

if

his people

might en-

joy, as they did, the semblance of self-government under the a-gis
of the king of Persia.

Finally, according to Charles, apocalyptic is characteriied by
"ruthless cruelty" in the fate predicted for the enemies of the
Chosen People. He does not refer to the "fire" and the "sword"

with which the prophets generally threaten their own as well as
surrounding nations, but to tortures which are the hideous and
dreadful reflection of the things the Jews suffered from their opThere is a trace of such cruelty in 9^^ and 11^, but it is
pressors.

most apparent

in 14^"-

^^,

where, as in

Is.

66"\ the writer seems to

This certainly is not the spirit
that dictated the twice-given exhortation, "Devise not evil one
against another in your hearts" (7^° 8^^), and which represents
gloat over the agonies described.

the nations as flocking to Jerusalem, not from fear of a threatened
plague (14O, but because they have heard that God has revealed

himself there.

The last point

CJ. 8"^
recalls a

term used in the Introduction to the

eight chapters to indicate one of the
tics of

Zechariah and his utterances.

first

most noticeable characterisIt

was

sobriety.

It certainly

chapters as a whole. The term extravagance would better suit some, at least, of them. Nor is the
It appears in
cruelty displayed the only evidence to this efifect.

cannot be used of these

last

the writer's picture of the future.
In the matter of the extent of
the Messianic kingdom the data are conflicting.
Thus, from chs.
9/.

it

would appear that the writer claimed as the final heritage
was ever promised them, from the land of

of his people all that

Hadrak

in the north to the desert south of

Gaza

a domain, and more, being required because the

(9^'^),

so extended

tribes of Israel as
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well as

Judah are

to

be restored to their country.

Cf. lo"-

241
'°.

In

chs. 12-14, as in the first eight, nothing is said of Israel, but in
14^" the

land of which Jerusalem is the capital is described as exGeba on the north to Rimmon on the south of

tending only from
the city, that

dom

is,

of Judah.

as including only the territory of the earlier kingThese two forecasts are irreconcilable the one

Moreover, if Zechariah wrote chs. 1-8, he can
hardly be the author of either of them.
The teaching of chs. 9-14 dijBfers from that of the first eight with
with the other.

reference to the head of the future kingdom.

Zechariah declares

the promise concerning him fulfilled in Zerubbabel, a prince already born and present in the community. Cf. 4° 6^" ^•. From
9^'",

on the other hand, one learns that he has not yet appeared,
appear until the country over which he is

that, in fact, he will not

destined to rule has been subdued for him.

while in ch. 12

it is

There are no other

anything but a Messianic prophecy,
the whole house of David, and not any particu-

references to him; for ii'*^-

is

member of it, who is to be "like God" and "like the angel
Yahweh" before the people.
The modesty of Zechariah's expectations concerning conditions

lar

general in the future

has been noted.

of

in

He promises his people only

that they shall have a peace and prosperity that permits long and
happy lives. In ch. 9 also peace is promised, but here the promise

includes "the nations."

Thus

far there

has been no serious

divergence, but according to ch. 14 when Yahweh comes to the
The sun will hover
relief of Jerusalem all things will become new.

over Judea, banishing cold and darkness and making an endless
summer day. At the same time the rugged and often barren hills
will

smooth themselves into a plain through which eastward and

westward
if

will flow perennial

this picture is to

be taken

streams to fructify the
figuratively, there is

soil.

still

Even

difference

enough between it and the idyllic description of ch. 8 to warrant
one in hesitating to attribute both to the same author.
remains to compare the emphasis on ethical matters
and the lack of it in the second, part of the book. In
his insistence on justice and other social \artues, as has been shown,
Zechariah in the undoubted prophecies is a worthy follower of
Finally,

in the

first,

it
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Amos and

The same cannot be

Isaiah.

authors, of chs. 9-14.

from which one

may

In

said for the author, or

although there are a few passages

fact,

infer a regard for justice

and kindness,

es-

toward Jews, there are no ethical precepts. On the other
hand, the matter of sanctity, in the sense of exclusive devotion to
Yahweh and freedom from ceremonial uncleanness, is prominent,

pecially

and the motto
It is clear that

would hardly
stress

upon
The

new order, according to 14^° is not mutual
Holiness to Yahweh," even in the bells of the horses.

of the

"

good-will, but

Zechariah, though a priest, after having written ch. 8,
message to his people have put so much

in his last

externals.

conclusion to which this comparison points is unmistakable; yet, beit is only fair to consider the arguments for the Zecharian

fore closing the case,

authorship of chs. 9-14 with which Robinson concludes his discussion. (The
He claims (i) that "the fundamental ideas
j/".)

Prophecies of Zechariah, 87

same," giving certain specifications, (a) "An unusually
deep, spiritual tone." The passages cited from chs. 9-14 are 9' lo'^ 12"
20 f .,
Of these lo'^ is an addition to the text and 14^ a description of one
148.
of both parts are the

of the physical features of the new Judah.
The others reveal, it is true, a
zeal for religion, but in only one of them (12"') is there any indication of spir(b) "A similar attitude of hope and expectation, notably
concerning (a) the return of the whole nation." This, as has been shown, is
a prevailing idea in chs. 9-1 1, but nowhere else is there a genuine reference
to Israel.
(/3) "Jerusalem shall be inhabited."
Note, however, that, as has
been ex-plained, the Jerusalem of 14'", perched aloft over an unbroken plain,
itual experience,

is

not the Jerusalem of chs. 1-8.

in the first

part that the temple

(7)
is still

"The

temple shall be built." It is only
In 13' it is evi-

in process of erection.

dently already completed; nor is there, either in this passage or elsewhere in
the second part, anything to forbid the assumption that worship therein has

long since been resumed.
(5) The "Messianic hope is peculiarly strong."
This is true, but, as has been shown, the "king" of ch. 9 is not the "Shoot"

This also is
(e) "Peace and prosperity are expected."
only partially correct; for 10" has the only reference in chs. 9-14 to the material benefits for which Zechariah looked, and it is an adddition to the text,
of the first part,

(f) "The idea of God's providence as extending to the whole earth."
Note,
however, as has been shown, that the method by which he governs the world
is by no means the same in both parts,
(c) "The prophet's attitude toward

Judah."

See the criticism on (b) (a),
(d) "The prophet's attitude toward
It has been shown that the tone of the second part, especially

the nations."
chs. II

and

whereas

14, is

in ch.

much more

and cruel than that of chs. 1-8, and that,
drawn to Jerusalem, according to ch. 14 they

stern

8 the nations are

are driven thither.
(2)

mon

Robinson claims further that "there are
to

both parts."

The

peculiarities of thought

specifications are as follows: (a)

"The

com-

habit of
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dwelling on the

ju

f./io I. 512.

on them,

13

'•

The passages cited from chs. 1-8 arc
which, however, do not justify the statement based
'/"' ' and 6'2 '• one of the identical clauses is an ac-

same thought."

gi. 6. 21.

for in both

cretion, in 8*
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2'*

22;

the scenes described are not the

same and

in 8^1 the clause

probably a gloss borrowed from v. ", while in this latter
verse the repetition of "to appease Yahweh" is not a peculiarity of Zechariah,
but a familiar feature of Hebrew composition of which there are several ex-

"and

to seek," etc.,

is

amples in the first chapter of Genesis, (b) "The habit of expanding one
fundamental thought into the unusual number of five parallel clauses."
This, too, is entirely mistaken. The first case cited from chs. 1-8 is 6", where
there are indeed five lines, but the last five of a stanza of six, the first having,
through the carelessness of the Massoretes, been attached to the preceding
verse.

In

Cf. 3'.

ii'

the five clauses are not parallel, the first two being
last three a complete tristich.
In 3' the latter

merely introductorj' and the

is a gloss, and in the next verse the arrangement is evidently
In the passages cited from chs. 9-14 there is still less support for
the supposed peculiarity,
(c) "The habit of referring to a thought already
mtroduced" is only another name for the tendency to favour certain ideas
or expressions. It can have no bearing on the question at issue unless the

half of the verse

accidental.

thoughts or expressions are the same. Since, therefore, Robinson makes
this claim in only three instances (3' and 13=; 3' and 14"'; 52 and 14'°), and in
all of them unwarrantably, the point can hardly be regarded as well taken,
(d)

"The

use

made

of the cardinal

number two."

It

is

plain that such a

usage can be called a peculiarity only when it is more or less arbitrarj-, which
it is not in any of the cases cited except 9'^, where the writer is borrowing from

a predecessor, (e) "The resort to symbolic actions"; a favourite method of
instruction with the prophets, of which there are only two examples in each
The
(f) "The habit of drawing lessons from the past."
part of the book,
passages cited from chs. 1-8 which really illustrate this point all contain references to "the former prophets," of which, as has been shown, there is no instance in chs. 9-14.
(3) Another indication of unity in the book of Zechariah, according to
Robinson, is found in "certain peculiarities of diction and style." Under

head he first quotes a list of words common to both parts from Eckardt,
which he adds twelve words and phrases. Cf. ZAW., 1893, 104. Two of
those given by Eckardt, iuj and -yy;, are omitted by Robinson.
Of these
twelve one, tt'^N, with nx, is used only in the first part, one, ni-3, is an error of
the first part, and five, 'in, jn."\j,"L;\nD\-'n.s',are differently used in the two parts,
this

to

while four, pn^ hy, irs na. hdin, Pnc, of the remaining five are so common
that their absence would be more noticeable than their appearance in either
part.

Of

"which

the original

list

are, in fact, not

Eckardt himself says that these points of contact

more numerous than those between Zechariah and

any other prophet, are insignificant in comparison with the differences between him and the author of the second part of the book"; and he follows this
statement with a longer list of words used in different senses or instead of each
other in the two parts. In conclusion he says, "These differences would be
enough to prove that chs. 9-14 cannot have come from the same author as
chs. 1-8."
In this conclusion Robinson refuses to concur; but his reasons are
not convincing. For example, in two of the three cases in which he finds
similar modes of expression in both parts his arguments are based on inter-
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polations; of the fifteen vocatives cited from the two parts only nine are clear
cases of apostrophe; and of the examples of clumsy diction, those (3) of the

second part are all from
in view of the variations

12''-'^,

where formal repetition is in order. Finally,
vowel letters, it is hardly

in the use or neglect of the

safe to regard the occurrence of nine cases of inconsistency in the first
part
of the book and five in the second, all of which
may be mistakes of copyists,

as

"one
(4)

books
which

of the strongest evidences that

The

ne.xt

argument

is

it

was all written by one hand."
shows familiarity with the same

that "Zc. r-8

of

prophecy so often quoted by the author of chs. 9-14"; the answer to
that, as has been shown, although most of the books with which
parallels may be found are the same, the number of coincidences with some
of

is

them

is

very different.

The

final argument used by Robinson, "the variety of critical
opinobviously weak, since the critics, however widely they may differ
from one another on the date of chs. 9-14, are almost unanimous in denying

(5)

ion,"

is

that they can have been written by Zechariah.

Having thus shown the weakness

of the

arguments for the trabook of Zech-

ditional view with reference to the authorship of the

it is time to consider the critical
opinions that have been
reached by modern scholarship.
Mede, the first to break with tradition, attributed chs. 9-1 1 to
Jeremiah, his reasons being (i) that there is really no scriptural

ariah,

authority for insisting that Zechariah wrote them, but (2) that there

such authority in Mt. 27^ for attributing them to Jeremiah, and
(3) that their content is of a character to justify the beUef that he

is

was

their author.

Mede's

from him

earliest followers differed

only in applying his reasoning to the

remaining chapters of the
a new departure, main-

book, but Archbishop

Newcome* made

taining that chs. 9-14

must be divided, chs. 9-1 1 being considrest.
This is his statement:

erably earlier

than the

"The last six chapters are not expressly assigned to Zechariah; are unconnected with those which precede; the three first of them are unsuitable in
many parts to the time when Zechariah lived; all of them have a more adorned
and

poetical turn of composition than the eight first chapters; and they manibreak the unity of the prophetical book. I conclude from internal

festly

marks

in c. ix. x. xi. that these three chapters were written much earlier
than the time of Jeremiah, and before the captivity of the ten tribes. Israel is
mentioned, c. ix. i, xi. 14; Ephraim c. ix. 10, 13, x. 7; and Assyria c. x.
The xiith,
10, II. ... They seem to suit Hosea's age and manner.
.

xiiith,

and xivth chapters form a

.

.

prophecy, and were written after
I incline to think that the author lived

distinct

the death of Josiah; c. xii. 11. ...
before the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians.

The Twelve Minor Prophets,

1785.

See on

c. xiii.

2—6."
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The view

thus stated found a friendly reception on the Contiwhere the way had been prepared for it by Fltigge's more
radical hypothesis, by Doederlein and others.
nent,

Fliigge,

Die Weissagungen welche bey den Schriften des Propheten Sacharjas

beygebogen sind, 1784.

He
10'-'-;

divides chs. 9-14 into nine distinct prophecies, as follows: g; 10' '•;
ii'-3; ii'i-i^; i2'-5; i2"'-i3^; 13''; 14; to which he assigns various dates.

He

explains their appearance in the book of Zechariah by supposing that they
were preserved by this prophet, or given their present place in the collection
to which his book belongs by some one else before Malachi was added.
His
reasons for separating them from chs. 1-8, as compiled by Burger (119), are:
the testimony of Matthew; the absence of dates; the space between chs. 8 and
9 in Kenn. 195; a difference of style; the absence of allusions to the former
prophets; the absence of symbolism, except in ch. 11; the absence of angels,

except in 12': the appearance of parallelism; a difference in content; the rivalry between the two kingdoms; the unsuitableness of heralding a king under
Persian rule; the absence of a motive for predicting evil to Tyre, Sidon, etc.

Later
chs. 9-1

Isaiah

it

was somewhat modified by Bertholdt,* who

to Zechariah, the son of Jeberechiah, a

1

(Is. 8"),

and 12-14

to

attributes

contemporary of

an author of the period

just before the

Judean monarchy; and from his time onward it has had
more defenders than that which attributes chs. 9-14 to a single
fall

of the

Among those who have adopted it are

author.

Gesenius,t Maurer,
Ortenberg,** Davidson,ff Reuss, Bruston,|| Orelli, Konig,§§ and Grlitzmacher.*** The arguments in
support of it are largely drawn from statements and allusions that

Ewald,J Bleek,§

Hitzig,

v.

are supposed to point to the dates above mentioned, or others previous to the Exile. The question now is whether the inferences

drawn from the given data are

correct.

claimed that the appearance of the names Hadrak,
Damascus and the principal cities of Phoenicia and Philistia in
First,

it is

implies that the peoples inhabiting them were autonomous,
that, since they were subdued by Tiglath-pileser III, and
thenceforward formed parts of the Assyrian, Babylonian or Per-

9^"^"

and

sian empire, this prophecy antedates 734 B.C.
*

Einl.*, 1697 i.

440 #.
Tt Inlrod., iii, 329 S.
§§ Einl., 366 S.
J Einl.*,

16

Indeed, Ewald and

t Isaiah, 327.
t Proph., i, 248
** Bestandlheile des Buches
Sacharja, 68 fj.

#.,

%% Hisloire de la Lilteralure Prophetique, lib
»**
UnUrsuc'-vtnzcn, 4.5 fj.

ff.

ii,

52/.
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it as a prediction ot the
invasion of Palestine by the Assyrian king in that year. This, at
first sight, seems a plausible suggestion, but it will not bear exami-

others, including Griitzmacher, regard

nation.
first place, as is proven by the woes pronounced against some of the
here mentioned in Je. 47 and elsewhere, the little states in and about
Palestine were not lost in the shadows of the great powers on which they were

In the

cities

dependent, but, so long as they were of any importance, remained individual
Hebrew prophets. (The clause "before Pharaoh

objects of interest to the

in v. ' is a gloss.
If, therefore, Zc. g'-'", was
Giesebrecht.)
written by a contemporary of Isaiah, the proof to that effect must be sought
elsewhere than in the mere mention of the threatened cities. The truth is

smote Gaza"

cannot be found, but that such evidence as there is points to a later
Note, for example, that, while Ephraim is mentioned in v. '", the
Hebrew capital is Sion, that is, Jerusalem; in other words, that the author
cherishes a prospect of reunion among the twelve tribes for which there was
that

it

origin.

no warrant

until the northern

kingdom had been overthrown.

Again, ob-

serve that the king described in vv. ' '• is not the conquering hero of Is.
Servant
qi/2 ff-, but a composite character with a decided resemblance to the
of

Yahweh

of Is. ^o

ff.

Finally, there

is

unmistakable evidence of develop-

Amos

predicts the destruction of Damascus and
the rest, the author of this passage expects some, at least, of the Philistines to
be spared and incorporated into the new Hebrew commonwealth.

ment

in the fact that, while

A second point on which

stress is laid

by the defenders of a com-

paratively early date, at least for chs. 9-1 1, is that in 10^" Egypt
and Assyria represent the remotest regions to which the Hebrews

" these countries are
have been scattered, and in v.
threatened;
from which facts it is argued that ch. 10 must have been written

before the end of the seventh century B.C., when the Assyrian emThis, if the other indications pointed in the
pire was overthrown.

same

direction,

would be a legitimate conclusion; but when the

Old Testament with reference to the name Assyria is
examined, It becomes very doubtful, the fact being that, as will
appear later, "Assyria" is actually employed to designate, not
only the empire properly so called, but Babylonia, Persia and
usage of the

even Syria.

Thus
to

far attention

as they existed
to

has been given only to allusions in chs. 9-14

contemporary peoples.

when

There are others

to internal conditions

these chapters were written.

The

references

Ephraim, as distinguished from Judah, have been considered
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has already been cited. The others
In the case of 9^" it was

9'^ 10" (Joseph) 10^ 11" (Israel).*

are in

found that Ephraim and Judah (Jerusalem) were not two indepen-

when

the passage was written, but components
kingdom of the future, and this, in view of the

dent states existing
of the Messianic

fact that the references to

Ephraim or Joseph

from

promise of restoration

are connected with a

the interpretation that must
Moreover, those who refer ii^^- to

exile, is

to 9^^ and 10'' ^-.f
same author as 9"-!!^ will have to admit that the "brotherhood between Judah and Israel" of 11" is a bond of the restored

be given
the

community.

The

passages in which mention is made of idols and false prophare cited as proof of the pre-exilic origin of the prophecies

ets, also,

in

Those who thus use them, assuming

which they occur.

Hebrews were cured

of their tendency to disloyalty to

the Exile, claim that lo" reflects the

prophecies,

and

^-

13'

same

that the

Yahweh by

state of things as

Hosea's

that of the time of Jeremiah.

There are several things to be said in reply. In the first place, it is incorHebrews were free from idolatry after the Restoration,
or secure from the mischievous teaching of unauthorised prophets. The hostility of Ezra and Nehemiah to marriages with foreign women and the measures they took to prevent or undo them can only be explained by supposing,
not only that these marriages exposed the husbands to temptation (Ne.
As to
1323 ff), but that they sometimes resulted in apostasy from Yahweh.

rect to allege that the

false prophets,

Nehemiah testifies that one of them, in the service of his enehim from his great work. See Ne. 6'° *; also v.
Nehemiah of having some in his employ. If, there-

mies, attempted to turn
where Sanballat accuses

'',

which only the first two clauses and the last two are original, had
reference to the time of the author, the mention therein of teraphim and difore, 10-, of

viners

would not determine

his date.

It is clear,

however, from the latter

part of the verse that the writer is thinking of the past, and that between him
and the period to which these things belong a dynasty has been overthrown

and a people
At first

dynasty or the peokey to the difficulty, but since the
phrase "the house of Judah" is undoubtedly a gloss, it settles nothing.
From V. ^, however, it appears that the flock of Yahweh includes both
'
Ephraim and Judah, and that therefore the author of v. in its original form
ple.

It is not so easy to identify the

scattered.
sight v.

^

seems

to furnish a

must have written after both of these kingdoms had been overthrown.
Ho. 3*, a gloss of the same period.
* In

0' Israel

evidently includes Judah, while in 12'

meaning.
t In 10^ "the house of Judah"

is

a

gloss.

it

seems

to

Cf.

have practically the same
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Some

who

of those

refer chs. 9-1

1

to the eighth century b.c.

find in 11* a confirmation of their
opinion, claiming that the three
shepherds of that passage are three kings who came to the throne

of Israel during the troubled period that succeeded the death of

Jeroboam

If

II.

they refer chs. 12-14 to the same period, 12" may
for, as will be shown, the most natural in-

be cited against them;

terpretation of that passage

is

that

which makes

it

an allusion

to the

universal grief caused by the untimely death of the good king
In either case it is a valid obJosiah at the battle of Megiddo.
jection that

no one has ever yet been able to name three kings of
them to have been, within

Israel "destroyed," as the text requires

the space of a single month.
Finally, it must be taken into account that, as will be shown, the first clause of 11^ is a gloss and
therefore

may not represent the stand-point of the original author.
reference to the earthquake in the reign of Uzziah, such as is
found in 14^, might, of course, have been made at any time after

A

the death of this king, but, since no one thinks of separating ch.
12 from 14, it is plain that this one cannot be earlier than that to

the death of Josiah in 12".
In point of fact, it is later, being, like
the reference to the three shepherds in 11^, an interpolation.

Those who adopt a pre-exilic date or dates for chs. 9-14 generally
base their opinion on the historical background as they mistakenly
conceive it.
Griitzmacher, however, dwells at some length on the
ideas most prominent in this part of the
ing that they, too, support this position.

book of Zechariah, claim-

Thus, he says (34) that "the representation of the Messiah contained
fffits only the period before the Exile, and is inexplicable if assigned

Zc. 9'

in
to

a postexilic date." With reference to the conversion of the Gentiles he says
(36), "The views expressed in ch. 14 do not suggest a postexilic author, but
find their natural explanation in the

assumption that this prophecy originated
Both of these points were anticipated in the discussion
and the places there enumerated. It is only necessary in this connec-

before the Exile."
of

g'-'"

tion to call attention to the irrelevancy of Griitzmacher's arguments in support of them. He says (:i3) that the idea of the Messiah found in 9^" (more

"witnesses against the postexilic origin of Zc. 9-14, because
view similar to that here expressed, except in Is. 9'/^ "•

correctly, 9'

'•)

we nowhere

find a

and
is

", and Mi. 5' " and 2"." The assumption that the Messiah of 9' '•
same as, or similar to, the one in the passages cited from Isaiah and

11'

the

Micah

is,

based on

as has already been shown, mistaken.
without foundation.

it is

Hence, the conclusion
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The contention that the attitude of the author of chs. 12-14
toward the Gentiles favours the opinion that he wrote before the
Exile is equally baseless. It is not enough to show, as Griitzmacher
undertakes to do, that the idea of the participation of the heathen
in the ideal

kingdom

of the future

The

Isaiah.

is

whether

in Jeremiah and Second
found there in the same, or

found

it is

question
as in the last chapters of
nearly the same, stage of development
The fact that in g\ which Griitzmacher overlooks,
Zechariah.
is,

the stand-point of the author is more advanced than that of any
known pre-exilic or exilic writer shows that even this passage is of
therefore, as Griitzmacher maintains, chs.

If,

postexilic origin.

12-14 are later than 9-11,
in the time of Jeremiah ?
It

chs.

how can

12-14 have been written

chs.

remains to consider the relation of the author, or authors, of
9-14 to the other prophets.

Those who refer these chapters to the period before the Exile, not being
agreed on a precise date or dates, naturally differ also on this question.
Thus, V. Ortenberg (71), who thinks that g'-i" antedates Amos, cannot but
regard

Am.

i^

«

as an imitation of that passage.
Griitzmacher, on the other
is very probable that the author of Zc. gff. had the proph-

hand, says (25), "It
ecies of

Amos

before

count for

all

him and used them."

The

latter

is

no doubt

correct,

the whole story, for the influence of Amos does not acThere is the term "hope" or "exthe familiar features of g'-'".

but he does not

tell

or reliance, in v. \ a term
pectation," in the sense of an object of confidence
used elsewhere only in Is 20^. More striking still is the parallelism between
w. 2 «• and Ez. 28^ '• 8, where the wisdom and wealth of Tyre are described

and

its

fate decreed.

of the Messiah in v.

'

Finally, as has twice already been noted, the picture
is a composite one, as if the spirit of the Servant of

Yahweh were stamped on the features of Isaiah's Ideal King. Cf. Is. y^/' '•
Now, in the first of these three cases, if it were the only one, the di49< 50' s..
rection of the dependence would be difficult to determine; but in the last two it
seems clear that the author of Zc. g'l" is the debtor, it being more reasonable
to

suppose that

in vv.

^

' he borrowed the substance of his

brief oracle

from

Ezekiel than that Ezekiel expanded those two verses into a chapter, and that
in w. 9 ' he combined two familiar ideals than that the Great Unknown of
the E.xile dissected his composite character for the materials from which the

developed. The inference is obvious. If the author
generally recognised as the oldest section of the second part
of Zechariah, borrowed from Ezekiel and the Second Isaiah, neither he nor
the author of any subsequent section can have written before the Exile.

Servant of
of

g'-io,

Yahweh was

which

is

Two points have now been established first, that chs. 9-14 were
not written by Zechariah, and second, that they were not written
:
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before or during the Exile.
They must, therefore, have originated after the Exile. It remains to determine to what
part or
parts of the latter period they belong.

The first question naturally is whether they may not have come
from one or more of Zechariah's contemporaries. This is not

One reason for doubting it is the fact that they are atprobable.
tached to the genuine prophecies of Zechariah, the
example of the
book of Isaiah strongly favouring the presumption that such additions are later,

work.

See also

and usually considerably later, than the original
Amos and Jeremiah. A second reason is found

when Zechariah first began to prophesy the hopes
Jews were centred on the actual governor, Zerubbabel, and
his removal they seem for a time to have abandoned their

in the fact that

of the
after

Messianic expectations.

The first to propose to assign chs. 9-14 to a date or dates later
than that of Zechariah was not, as Robinson (11) tells his readers,
Grotius, who in his commentary repeatedly attributes them to
Zechariah,* but Corrodi, who, in 1792, f as v. Ortenberg puts it,
"took refuge in the desperate assumption that ch. 9 was written
in the time of Alexander, ch. 14 in the time of

A

anes."

view was

similar

finally

Antiochus Epiphadopted by Eichhorn in

i824,t and later by others, the most important being Vatke,§
Geiger** and Bottcher.ft For some years after the publication
of Bottcher's work the view held by the above-mentioned scholars
found no new defenders, but in 188 1 Stade|| undertook an exhaus-

study of the subject, reaching the conclusion that chs. 9-14
work of one author, who wrote "during the second half

tive

are the

of the period of the wars of the Diadochi," or between
306
278 B.C. The influence of Stade soon began to show itself.

and
In

place he kindled a fresh interest and discussion concerning
his Deutero-Zechariah, and secondly, he
compelled a new alignthe

first

ment among those who have
*

Thus, on

God"

9'-,

since written

on the

'

He

Most

subject.

he adds to the statement "I declare" "by Zechariah," and on

ii', to

"my

however, that o* is a prediction of the invasion of
by Alexander the Great, and that other passages have reference to much later events.
Versuch
eincr Beleiichlung der Ceschichtc des jild. u. chrisll. Bihelkanons, i, 107.
t
i.

e.,

Zechariah's," etc.

insists,

Palestine

EM.*,

t

**

iv,

427

#.,

444

« ZAW.,

1881,

1

/?.;

§ Bihlische Theologie, 1834,

a.

Urschrilt u. Uebersetzung, 1857, 55

/.,

1882, 151 a.. 375

;?.

73

/.

ft Aehrcnlese, 1863-64,

ii,

f,

553.

213

/.
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them agree in referring the chapters in question to a period after
Even Kuenen,* who clings to the pre-exilic origin of
"fragments" in 9-1 1 and 13''"', admits that these remains of the
with addieighth century B.C. "have been arranged and enriched
See also
redactor."
a
hand
tions from his owTi
post-exilic
by

of

Zechariah.

The following agree with Stade in mainas the post-Zecharian date of chs. 9-14:
as
well
taining the unity
Staerkf and Eckardt.|

Wildeboer,§ Wellhausen,** Marti, Kuiper,tt and Cornill.tl These
find in

them

Driver, §§

traces of plural authorship during the

same period

;

Nowack and Rubinkam.*** Of recent writers who have

resisted this general drift the

most important are Griitzmacher,

who, as has been explained, contends for a dual authorship before
the Exile, and Robinsonfff and van Hoonacker, who adhere to the
traditional opinion that the

prophet whose name
It is

it

whole of the book was written by the

bears.

not necessary to dwell on the variations from the conclusions
by the authors cited as agreeing with him in

of Stade represented

A

better
assigning chs. 9-14 to a period later than Zechariah.
method will be to treat the question of date and authorship positively in the light of the discussion that

has been aroused, but on

In
the basis of the data which the chapters themselves supply.
so doing it is important, if possible, first to fix the date of 9^"*°.
is a distinct prophecy, as is shown (i) by its poetical form, a
succession of twenty-four three-toned lines divided into four double
The tristich gives place to the tetrastich in v. ", where
tristichs.

This

(2)

commencement

the language also indicates the

new proph-

of a

This second point may have further significance. It may
mean that v. " not only begins a new section, but introduces a new
ecy.

^- has here
preserved
author, in other words, that the author of 9"
it a sort of text
made
an earlier utterance of another prophet and

for his

that

own

some

* Onderzoek,

This suggestion

predictions.

of the features of
ii,

Ouden Verbonds,

** Die kleinen Prophelen, 1892; ed.
tt Zacharia ix-xiv, 1894, 163.
tt E.inl.\ I90s.t
*** The Second Part
•ftt

The Prophecies

^"^°

is

favoured by the fact

are entirely ignored in the

t Unlersuchungen, 72, 100.

411.

§ Letierkunde des

w.

J

ZAW.,

1893, 102, 109.

1896, 417.
3,

1898.

§§ Introd.\ 348
of the

oj

Book

of

Zechariah, 1892, 83

Zechariah, 1896.

/.

fj.
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following context, and, indeed, throughout the remainder of the
book; for example, the coming king and the salvation of the hea-

The possibility that these verses form an independent prophecy frees one from the necessity of seeking a date for them, as Stade

then.

must, between 306 and 278 B.C., and permits one to reopen the
whole subject, inquiring first, not what historical event corresponds to this prediction, but what circumstances would naturally
furnish an occasion for

it.

would create a desire

for deliverance, but the oppressed

There can be no doubt that oppression
would

hardly dare comfort one another with promises of

relief,

unless there

was a

If, however, there can be found
possible deliverer in sight.
a time in the history of the Jews after the Restoration when these

conditions were

fulfilled,

the fact that they were then fulfilled will

speak strongly for that time as the date of this prophecy. Now, a
serious objection to the dates, 301, 295 and 280, to which Stade
restricts himself is that,

although in each case there was a movement

against Palestine from the north by Seleucus I, or Antiochus I his
son, in neither case was the movement formidable or the Jews in a

condition to welcome
of

Egypt

it.

They always

preferred the sovereignty

to that of Syria until, after a century, the Ptolemies for-

got the wisdom and tolerance that had previously characterised
the dynasty* and lent themselves to schemes for plundering their

dependent neighbours. It is more probable that such a prophecy
as this would be written before or after, than during, the period in
question; for before it, when, in 333 B.C., Alexander, having defeated Darius III at Issus, moved southward, and after it, when,
in 220, Antiochus III returned

and resumed
were ready

from the East flushed with victory
his attempt to get possession of Palestine, the Jews

for

a change and really had a prospect of deliverance. f

The former of these dates seems favoured by the description of Tyre
(v. ^), from which one would infer that, when it was written, the
city had never been taken, as it had not been when Alexander at*

Mahaffy explains

this attitude as the result of (i) the

comparative humanity of the Egyp-

when

they occupied Palestine, and (2) the policy of the Ptolemies in accordance with
which they planted Jewish colonies in Egypt instead of Egyptian colonics in Palestine. Egypt
tians

under the Ptolemies, 88 if.
t Of the latter Polybius (xv, 37) says: "King Antiochus, at the beginning of his reign, waft
thought to be a man of great enterprise and courage and great vigour."
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another indication pointing in the same direc-

found in

v.

This

*.

verse, as will

be shown,

is

an

in-

same value as it would have
terpolation, and, as such, has not the
if it were a part of the original text; but it has a value as an indica-

how

tion

Jemsh readers understood the prophecy. The
was doubtless familiar with the story that, when

the earliest

one who inserted

it

Alexander was on his way to Egypt, he not only spared the Jews,
but treated them with great consideration, and he naively added

what seemed
filment into

to him a neglected detail
more perfect harmony.

to bring

prophecy and

ful-

{A?il., x, 8, 4) that Alexander, after taking Gaza, made a
Jerusalem, where, having been received by a great procession, "he
offered sacrifices to God according to the high priest's direction" and bestowed upon the Jews certain important privileges, at the same time promis-

Josephus says

visit to

ing any who would enlist in his army that "they should continue in the laws
of their fathers and live according to them"; and there is nothing incredible
in the story in this

its

unembellished version.

These considerations make

it

probable that Kuiper

in concluding that 9^"" in its original

form was written

is

ih

correct

t^t^^

b.c,

just after the battle of Issus.*

The prophecy

a part of a larger whole,
together
by a common rec13^'^,
namely, 9-1
with
to
the
co-heir
as
of
good things of
Judah
Ephraim
ognition
The other two parts, however, as can be shown, bethe future.
1

in 9^'", as preserved, is

which

and

is

bound

The passage on which
long to a later stage in the Greek period.
an argument for such a date would naturally be based is 9^', where
the enemies over

whom

called "sons of Greece."

the sons of Sion are promised \'ictory are
If this passage could be taken at its face

would be a clear one, for evidently the author, whoever he was, could not refer to the Greeks until they came within
the Jewish horizon, and would not refer to them as enemies until
value, the case

his people

had

not so simple.

suffered at their hands.

The truth

is

The

matter, however, is
with
an ear for rhythm,
that, as any one

* The oppressor to whom allusion is made in v. ^ would thus be Artaxerxes III (3SQ-338
who, within a few years, on the occasion of a revolt in which the Jews were implicated,

B.C.),

had invaded and devastated the country and carried many of
to Hyrcaaia.

its

inhabitants into captivity
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on reading the passage in the original, will perceive, the words "thy
O Greece" are another gloss; that, therefore, they may not
represent the mind of the original author. This fact makes it
sons,

necessary, as in the case of

determine,

if

possible, at

9^"^",

to

what date

examine the original text and
in the Greek period the con-

ditions described or implied existed.

This

at first sight

seems not

once (9") evident that many of Sion's children are captives in other lands. Later (10^°) it appears that they
are not all in the far East, but that some of them have been carried
difficult.

very

to Egypt.

It is at

At the same time one learns that

their case is not hope-

that they expect to be restored to their coimtry, and, indeed,
In other words, one sees a
to some extent by their own efforts.

less,

national spirit asserting
is

From

itself.

a greatly changed tone. Hope not,
it is a "hope deferred," and there
is

onward, however, there

11*
it is

true, entirely

quenched,

mingled with it a bitterwhich there is no trace
of
of
ness, the effect
positive oppression,
cannot be reconciled.
indications
These
1^.
in 9^-1
conflicting
but

is

They can only be explained by supposing

that 11^ ^-

written at a different time, or, at any rate,

and

13^"®

were

by a different author,

from 9"-!!^.
This inference

is

strengthened on a closer examination of the

first

two of these

The most

striking peculiarities in their diction are the substitution
of prose for poetry and the employment of the first person as if in imitation of
Zechariah. There is another reminder of that prophet in the expression

sections.

of the
(v. ^), "Thus said Yahweh," the original of which is the same as that
"Thus saith Yahweh" of the first eight chapters. Note also that in ii"
"Israel" takes the place of the "Ephraim" of 9" and 10^ and "the house of

Joseph" of io«; and that in ii^ the verb "rescue" C^xj, Hiph.) is used instead
"save" (yU'\ Hiph.) of 9* and lo^, while in ii^i the word for "glory" is
different from the one in v. ' ("»1N instead of .Tnx). Finally, there are certain
rare words, forms and meanings that confirm the impression already made:
of the

NXD, Hiph., surrender, ii^; nn3, Pi., crush, ii«; DJJJ, delight, ii^; Spc, staff,
ii'ff-; hn2. loathe, ii'; -Mir, watch, ii»; -\p\ price, ii'^; 2s:, Ni., survive,
ii'^; 2v;,

The

with

1

- compaginis,

11'^; \T'c;? 13J,

my

companion,

13'.

evidence seems conclusive: 9"-!!^ and ii^'^^ with 13^'^
The next step is to inquire whether
different authors.

come from
in the

The

Greek period there are

to

be found corresponding conditions.

history of this period, so far as the relations of Palestine to the
neighbouring countries is concerned, is briefly as follows: Alex-
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to the Jews.
ander, as has already been observed, was friendly
other to
each
with
vied
and
Seleucus
After his death
Ptolemy

and

secure their goodwill

two the

Jews

allegiance.

In the struggle between the
from both parties, but

naturally suffered severely

The reason
they always preferred Egyptian to Syrian supremacy.
took
is obvious.
Jerusalem
Josephus says* that, although Ptolemy
of the country into
inhabitants
of
the
carried
and
many
by guile
captivity,

he treated them so well that "not a few other Jews went

of the
Egypt of their own accord, attracted by the goodness
and the liberality of Ptolemy." This king cannot, however,
have given them all "equal privileges as citizens with the Macedonians," if the historian is correct in saying, as he does in another

into
soil

place.t that many of
reign of Ptolemy II
further

commended

them did not

receive their freedom until the

The

their Scriptures, the first part of which, the

to

latter

(Philadelphus, 285-247 B.C.).
himself to the Jews by taking an interest in

have been translated into Greek under

Law

of Moses,

is

said

his patronage.

The earliest extant account of this translation is found in the famous
in an
pseudograph called The Letter of Aristeas, the text of which is published
For JoseAppendix to Swete's Introduction to the Old Testament in Creek.
of its historical
phus's version of the story, see Ant., xii, 2; for an estimate
value, Buhl, Kanon u. Text des A. T., iii ff.

Ptolemy III (Euergetes, 247-222 B.C.) at first seems to have
followed the example of his predecessors,! but he finally adopted
or permitted a different policy. At any rate, in his reign the taxes
were
paid by the Jews, which had not hitherto been burdensome,
into the hands of
of
them
collection
the
increased
and
put
greatly

an unscrupulous adventurer, Joseph, son of Tobias, who enjoyed
the profits of the
Ant.,

xii,

4,

I

office

for

twenty-two years.

Cf.

Josephus,

ff.

The account of Joseph given by Josephus is chronologically contradictory.
The reigning king of Egypt is first identified with the one (Ptolemy V) to

whom

Antiochus III gave his daughter Cleopatra, and a little later called
It is the latter, as Wellhausen (IJG.) has shown,
(III).
who was ruling at the time. In the reign of Ptolemy V Palestine was annexed to the Syrian empire, and, of course, paid tribute to Antiochus III.

Ptolemy Euergetes

*Ant.,

lii,

21.

t Ant.,

xii,

2, 3.

J Josephus, Cont. Apion,

ii,

5.
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Meanwhile a fourth Ptolemy (Philopator, 222-205 ^-C-) had
come to the throne of Egypt. Polybius says of this king that
"he would attend to no business," being "absorbed in unworthy
The Jews
intrigues and senseless and continual drunkenness."
also give him a bad character.
The third book of Maccabees is
entirely devoted to an account of him and his relations with his
Jewish subjects. It says that after the battle of Raphia (217 B.C.)
he went to Jerusalem, entered the temple and attempted to invade
the Holy of Holies.
Being providentially prevented, on his return to Egypt he undertook "to inflict a disgrace upon the Jewish
He therefore ordered "that those who did not sacrifice

nation."

[according to his directions] should not enter their temples; that
the Jews should be degraded to the lowest rank and to the con-

all

when most of the Jews refused to
obey his mandate, he made proclamation that they should "be
dition of slaves,"* etc.; and,

:onveyed, with insults and harsh treatment, secured in every way
to undergo an inevitable and ignominious death." f

by iron bands,

The

measure
and currency among the Jews cannot be

details of this marvellous story are evidently in large

fictitious,

but

its

origin

explained except on the supposition "that Philopator earned the
hostility of that people and that they looked back upon his reign
as one of oppression and injustice." J
The above sketch does scant justice even to Jewish interests
in the Greek period.
It is sufficient, however, for the present purIt shows that the Jews, fostered and encouraged, first by
pose.
Alexander, and then by the Ptolemies, finally, under Philadelphus,

began to feel their importance and demand larger concessions.
This is precisely the situation to give rise to dreams of a new

Exodus and a

revival of the glory of the Jewish race like those of

explains the "liberality" of Philadelphus, who
never attempted by force anything that he could accomplish by
diplomacy. His successors, as has been shown, adopted a different
9"-!!^.

It also

poHcy, thus creating a situation which would naturally give
to such utterances as are found in ii'*'^^ and 13^'".

There
*

is

one possible objection

to the second of the

t 3 Mac. y^.
3 Mac. 227 9-.
t Mahaify, Egypt under the Ptolemies, 270; History 0} Egypt, iv, 14s,

above

rise

iden-
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tifications.

found

three shepherds in

1

in the oft-cited statement concerning the

Not

1^
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that this can refer to any trio of kings

or pretendants in the history of the
by the same hand as the context, it is

kingdom
still

of Israel.

If

it

is

without doubt later than

it is a gloss, it may have
If, however, as seems the case,
been suggested by Dn. ir°, the three kings being Antiochus the
For details, see
Great, Seleucus IV and the usurper Heliodorus.

Zechariah.

The

the comments.

was

tor

and

question would then be, whether the glossa-

correct, in other words, to

which of two situations

more nearly correspond, the one above outlined

13"'^

somewhat

later

one (220

b.c.) created

ochus the Great and his success

The prominence

Palestine.

11^'^^

or the

by the interference of Anti-

in finally securing possession of

"the traders," apparently tax-

of

former alternative.

collectors, favours the

defenders of the pre-exilic origin of chs. 9-141 as has been explained,
felt themselves compelled to accept the theorj' of plural author-

The

have usually

On

ship.

or at least

who refer them to the postexilic period, benecessity, incline with Stade to attribute the whole,

the other hand, those

ing relieved

from any such

all

but

9'-'°,

to a single author.

So We., Marti, Eckardt, GASm.,

room, however, from their stand-point for a different opinion. It is true, as Stade has observed {ZAW ., 1881, 86), that there
is a correspondence between chs. 9-1 1, with 13'', and chs. 12-14, without
Cor. and others.

i3'-9,

but

it is

There

is

a correspondence with a difference, and the difference

is suffi-

was written by an
author different from either of those who produced the former. There is
not so much difference in language, because all three belong to the same
For a
school and draw largely on the same resources, especially Ezekiel.

cient to warrant the conclusion that the latter division

list

common words and

of

expressions, see Eckardt,

ZAW.,

1893, 100/.

however, some peculiarities: nnix mantle, i3<; in 11', glory, for
12^ has HNncn; ]ii, protect, with -ii*2, 128 but with ':'; g'S; 3U'>, dwell,
of Jerusalem, 126 i4'<'- "; D'^rni C)2t\ inliabitant{s) of Jerusalem, i257not in chs.
7. 8. 10
8, not in chs. 12-14; P'^. Sion, g^- ",
i^i. 1-3^ as, 915 io2-

There
which

are,

12-14;

More

""P^",

gather, 12' 14=- 'S but y^p, lo^- m.

—

the halting,
significant is the difference in literary form,
when there is any attempt at rhythm, compared

uncertain measure,

—

with the regularity in 9"-ii^, which makes the hypothesis that
the same person may have written both divisions at different stages
in his life ridiculous.

These are merely formal
of content.

In the

first

distinctions.

place,

it is

There

is

also a difference

noticeable that in chs. 12-14
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(without

13''*)

the writer, as in the genuine prophecies of ZechaJudah, the northern tribes, never

riah, confines his attention to

overlooked in chs. 9-1 1, being entirely ignored. Indeed, as if he
were afraid of being misunderstood, he gives (14^'') the dimensions
of the

Holy Land

of the future with Jerusalem as its centre.

The

repeated references to David or the house of David, too, are worthy
of notice.
Compare the silence of the author of g^-ii^, after hav-

with reference to the royal family.

At the

ing reproduced g^°

^-y

same time pains

here taken to remind the reader of the claims

is

of the house of Levi.

Nor

is this the only indication of the
symthe priests and their interests.
His last
thought is of the temple crowded with worshippers of all nations.
It is not impossible that sacerdotal jealousy prompted 13^'®.
Be

pathy of the writer

that as

it

may,

-with

order.

passage can hardly be by the same
anything but hostile to the prophetic

this interesting

author as ii^^-, which

is

Finally, the last division of chs.

only from

1-8, but from 9-1 1 and

13^'^

9-14 is distinguished, not
by an apocalyptic tone and

teaching the characteristics of which have already been discussed.
See pp. 239/
It is clear that, if

the relation between the main divisions of chs,

9-14 has been correctly defined, 12-14 (exc 13^'®) must be later
than 9"-!!^ and 13^"^. How much later it is there seems to be

The general impression one gets from readthe
ing it,
especially
similarity of the situation implied in
^that
in
to
indicates
that the interval was not a long
14^
13* ^-j
no means of

learning.

and

it is
possible that these prophecies should be exas
the
differing views of unlike persons on the same situplained
ation, namely, that in the interval between the battle of Raphia

one.

Indeed,

(217 B.C.) and the death of Ptolemy IV (204 b.c), when Antiochus the Great was waiting for an opportunity to renew his
attempt on Palestine.

The

following, then,

is

the result of the discussion of the date

The introductory verses (9^''") are
a distinct prophecy written soon after the batde of Issus (333 b.c).
This was made the text for a more extended utterance (9"-ii^)
and authorship

of chs. 9-14.

which dates from the reign of Ptolemy III (247-222 b.c). A third
writer, soon after the battle of Raphia (217 b.c), supplemented this
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combined work by a pessimistic picture (ii''-'^ with 13^-'') of the
About the same time a fourth with apocasituation as he saw it.
tendencies undertook to present the whole subject in a more
lyptic

optimistic light, the result being 12^-13"

that

g^'^'^

was

were added

originally

an appendix

in their order.

and

14.

to chs. 1-8,

It is

and

Since, however, there is

possible

that the rest

no

clear ref-

seems safer to suppose that
erence in any of them
to the book of Zechariah
added
was
six
no part of the last
chapters
written.
been
all
until they had
to chs. 1-8,

it

COMMENTARY ON CHAPTERS

9-14

OF THE BOOK OF ZECHARIAH.
The

last six

rally fall

of ch. 12, or

chapters of the book called after Zechariah natu-

two

into

by the title at the beginning
has already been explained, consistwith the addition of 13^-'' and chs. 12-14 without

more

divisions, separated

exactly, as

ing of chs. 9-1 1,
the verses specified.

I.

The

The

general subject of the

revival cf the

Hebrew

first

nation (9*-!!^^

division is

13^'^).

This division contains three sections, the contents of which come
from as many authors, writing at different dates and
representing

more or

divergent lines of thought and expectation.

less

The

first

deals with

THE NEW KINGDOM

a.

(9^'").

This section must be viewed from two stand-points.
has been explained, it was probably a separate

nally, as

Origi-

prophecy,
saw in Alex-

written soon after the battle of Issus by some one who
ander the divinely appointed and directed instrument for the deliverance of his people

The

author

who gave

and the

restoration of the

Hebrew

state.

present setting meant that it should be
taken differently, viewed as a picture, not of the time of Alexander,
but of a period still future when the highest
hopes of his people
would be realised. Two thoughts may be distinguished, the first
it its

being
(i)

The recovery of the Promised Land

(9^"*).—''A'hen the

Hebrews

invaded Palestine they were not able to obtain possession of the
whole country. Nor did their kings, the greatest of them, succeed
in bringing

it

entirely

under

ever, that the conquest

their

dominion.

They

would one day be completed.
260

believed,

how-

This proph-

26i

9^"^

a picture of the final occupation of those parts of the country
Hebrews had not been able to subjugate. The general
movement is from north to south, that is, from "the River" Eu-

ecy

is

that the

phrates toward "the ends of the earth" (v. ^°) but the writer does
not follow the precise order in which the points mentioned would
;

in that
naturally be reached by an invader traversing the country
direction.
Thus, Damascus precedes Hamath, and the cities of
Philistia follow

one another apparently without reference

to their

Isaiah's spirited sketch of the

advance

The paragraph

promise

relative location.

Compare

of the Assyrians in lo" ^.

closes with a

not in the original prophecy, that Yahweh will protect his people
in the enjoyment of their increased possessions.
1. The prophecy begins with a word, Sb'I2, literally meaning
something uplifted, and hence, not only burden (Ex. 23^), but, since

the

Hebrews "uplifted"

Cf. 2

K.

their voices in speaking, utterance, oracle.
Jeremiah, in 23^, taking advantage of this ambi-

9""'.*

produced one of the best examples of paronomasia in the Old
Testament.f Here it must be rendered oracle and, since it is not

guity,

used absolutely, connected with the following phrase, thus producing at the same time a title, An oracle of the word of Yahweh, and
the

first

This title being required for the
must always have been connected with

line of the first tristich.

completion of the

tristich,

The
the following context, but it originally covered only w. ^'^^.
in
12^
seems
title
the
who
inserted
editor or compiler
corresponding
to

have intended that

ters.

Cf. Mai. i\

land of
ter is

this

one should cover the intervening chapwords in the

If the title constitutes a line, the

Hadrak must be another, or the remains of one. The latmore defensible alternative, since, although the author

the

evidently intended that this clause and the one following should
The need of
correspond, they are now but imperfecdy parallel.

another word

is

apparent, but

it is

not so clear what should be sup-

* Wrongly rendered in the English version, "the
correct translation being,

"Yahweh

Lord

laid this

burden upon him," the

uttered this oracle against him."

t The figure is greatly obscured by a curious error in M, the words in one place having been
wrongly divided by a careless copyist. For nu'D nc PN, "What burden?" read nU'DH DPN
and translate the whole verse, "When this people, or a prophet, or a priest asketh, sa\-ing_
What is the massa' (oracle) of Yahweh ? thou shalt say to them, Yc arc the maiia' (burden),

and

I will cast

n

you

off."
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The answer

to this question depends on the interpretation
next clause, whether it is Yahweh or his word whose
Stade and others adopt the
resting-place is to be in Damascus.
former view and, in accordance with it, supply Yahweh, but this
plied.

given to the

can hardly have been the thought of the prophet. To say that
Yahweh was about to seek a place of rest in Syria would denote
peculiar favour, whereas, as the next verses abundantly show, the
message of the prophet as a whole menaces violence and destruction for the time being to the surrounding peoples.

fore be the

word

of

Yahweh

clauses, his decree, or,

still

It

must

there-

the subject in both of these
The
precisely, the evil decreed.

that

more

is

missing word was perhaps the one used in a precisely similar case
by Isaiah in 9^'^, the whole clause reading, in the land of Hadrak
shall

it

The land

fall.

of

Hadrak

not elsewhere mentioned

is

Old Testament, but there can be no doubt about its relative location, for from the next verse it appears that it bordered
upon Hamath. This being the case, Schrader is probably correct
in the

in identifying

mentioned

it

with Hattarik(k)a, a city and country several times
cuneiform inscriptions, which Delitzsch, on the

in the

basis of these references, locates

"a

little

north of Lebanon."*

The

country so called must have been one of considerable extent
and importance; otherwise the Assyrians would not have had to

make

three expeditions against

subdue

it

and hold

it

it

between 772 and 755

in subjection. f

Hence

it is

b.c. to

not strange to

here representing the northern part of the Promised Land.
In this land of Hadrak the word of Yahweh will begin its destrucfind

tive

it

work, but Damascus also shall be

its

resting-place,

one of the

This interpretaplaces on which the divine displeasure will fall.
with
the constant
but
the
with
tion harmonises not only
context,
of
the
of
Hebrews
toward
attitude
the
kingdom
Syria, which was
always one of hostility. Cf. Am. i^ Is. 17^ ^^ etc. No Jew of the
time of the author would have entertained the idea that Yahweh

would

find a resting-place at

Damascus.

278
*
We. identifies it with the region of
f.; also KAT.', map.
CI. KAT.\ 482 ff.; Dl. Par..
Antioch the capital of the Syrian empire. Pognon finds the city of Hadrak mentioned under
the Aram, name Hazrak in a proclamation by one Zakir. a king of Hamath.
RB., 1907,

555

fl-

t Cj.

KA r.2,

482

ff.
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any cf the later Jews should have adopted this opinand some later authorities. A quotation from one of
A rabbi says: "I take heaven
these shows how they contrived to defend it.
and earth to witness that I am from Damascus, and that there is there a place
It

seems

ion; yet

stranj^c that

it is

found

in 01

But how do I justify the words, and Damascus shall be his
called Hadrak.
Jerusalem will one day extend to Damascus; for it says, and
resting-place?
Damascus shall be his resting-place, and his resting-place, according to the
Scripture, this is

my

Yalkul Shimeoni,

The

line just

i,

rest forever, is
fol.

none other than Jerusalem."

R. Jose

in

258.

quoted closes the

first tristich.

same

in its original form, carries the

The

next clause,

idea forward to a second and

connected one; for this clause should read, not, as in the Massoretic text, toward Yahweh is the eye of man, which is meaningless
in this connection, but, as Klostermann has acutely conjectured,
to

Yahweh

Aram,

are the cities of

that

is,

Syria.

These

cities

are

his in the sense that they lie within the limits of the territory that

he has promised
of

Yahweh

to

to his people.

Damascus and

expressly set forth because

There was no such reason
actually occupied

it

^^

Gn. 15^^ etc. The claim
the rest of the cities of Syria was
had been, and still was, contested.

Cf

v.

for asserting his right to the territory

by the Hebrews, but some one, mistaking the

of completeness and in defioriginal author's purpose, for the sake
ance of metrical considerations, has added and, or, more freely ren-

dered, as well as, all the tribes of Israel.
2. The continuation, therefore, of the original thought

Hamath.

in the introduction of

claim to this region.
quests beyond
to

Beersheba"

Dan.

They
See

(Ju. 20^

i

found

did not always lay
were never able to extend their con-

2 S. 24^^-

and the expression "from Dan
Ezekiel does not promise

S. 3-°, etc.).

them anything beyond these

is

The Hebrews

limits, for, in his outline of the

boun-

Nu. 13^^ (P), "the entrance
to Hamath" seems to be the southern end of the great valley of
Lebanon. There is, however, a series of Deuteronomic passages

daries of the

in

new

state (47^^^-). as in

which the writer

(or writers) carries the

his country to the Euphrates.*

the words

now under

This

consideration,

is

northern boundary of

evidently the thought of

whose author reckoned Ha-

* These
passages are Gn. 15I* Ex. 23^ Dt. i' ii=< Jos. i* 13^ Ju. 3'. In the last two "the
entrance to Hamath" is clearly located at the northern end of the valley of Lebanon. Cf.

Moore, Judges,

80.
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math

also a part of the

Hamath

in the

Promised Land.

Old Testament

is

that in

The earliest mention, of
Am. 6", where it is repre-

sented as a thriving kingdom; but it appears in an Assyrian inFrom that
scription as an ally of Israel and Damascus in 854 b.c*

time onward, with intervals of revolt,

it

paid tribute to the king of

Assyria until, in 720 B.C., Sargon finally crushed and repeopled it.f
The city of the same name, however, being very advantageously

on the Orontes, could not be lastingly destroyed. In the
Syrian period it had become of sufficient importance to induce
Antiochus IV to rename it, after himself, Epiphania. It still sursituated

under the name Hama, in spite of its unhealthy location,
an important commercial centre with 50,000 inhabitants. There
vives,

were other

cities in

given were deemed
is

northern Syria, but the three whose names are
Phoenicia
sufficient to represent that region.

In the Massoretic text they both appear

represented by two.

in this verse, and, indeed, in the

same

The name

line.

of Tyre,

however,
superfluous, and, as will appear from grammatical
and metrical considerations, an interpolation. Its appearance
is

here

is

explained by the fact that

famed

Sidon, that

is

membering

this,

for its

in.

wisdom.

Ez. 28^ ^-

The

it is Tyre, and not
author of the gloss, re-

doubtless thought that the former name should
latter, or the two cities should divide the

be substituted for the

The original reading was and Sidon, although
The wisdom here attributed to the mother of
Phoenician cities was proverbial. The author might have quoted
the words addressed to the younger city by Ezekiel: "Thou art

contested honour.
it

is

very wise.

wiser than Daniel; there

no

is

secret that is hid

wisdom and thy understanding thou hast won
brought gold and silver into thy coffers."

from

thee.

By

thyself wealth,
It

is

thy

and

the practical

shrewdness of the successful trader, which the Phoenicians also
By its aid they were generally able to bribe
applied in diplomacy.

them one against another, and thus escape
dangerous complications. Sometimes, however, their wisdom
their enemies, or use

failed them.

Thus,

for example,

worn the Persian yoke

for a

when,
hundred and

Rogers, History oj Babylonia and Assyria,

t Rogers,

HBA.,

ii,

154

fl-:

KB.,

ii,

56

fj.

ii,

75

i].;

in 351 B.C., after
fifty

having

years, the Sidonians,

KAT.-, 193

jj.;

KB.,

\,

172

jj.
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seeing that the days of the empire were numbered, headed a movement for independence, they found that they had underrated the

resources of Artaxerxes III and overestimated the courage and

own

loyalty of their

thousands of

its

ruler,

and they saw

The

inhabitants.*

their city destroyed with

writer

may have had

this

un-

His message to the Sidonians is that with
their boasted shrewdness they cannot prevent its repetition.

happy event in mind.
all

3. Tyre, like Sidon, originally stood on the mainland, where the
and courage of its people were constantly taxed to defend it;

skill

but in process of time
half a mile

The new
beautified

it

took possession of a

from the shoref and there

built

little

group of islands

itself

a stronghold.X

according to Menander, was greatly enlarged and

site,

by Hiram the friend of David and Solomon.

It

was

so easily defensible that for centuries the city defied the most powThe Assyrians for five years, and the Babyerful adversaries.

lonians under Nebuchadrezzar for thirteen, besieged

in vain.

it

"Hiram raised the bank in the large place and dedicated the golden pillar
which is in the temple of Zeus. He also went and cut down timber on the
mountain called Libanus for the roofs of temples; and when he had pulled
down the ancient temples, he built both the temple of Hercules and that
of Astarte."

Quoted by Josephus,

viii, 5, 3.

known of the siege by the Assyrians is derived from Menander,
who says: "The king of Assyria returned and attacked them (the Tyrians)
again, the Phoenicians furnishing him with three-score ships and eight hundred
men to row them. But, when the Tyrians sailed against them in twelve ships,
All that

is

and took five hundred prisoners, the reputaTyre was thereby increased. Then the king of Assyria returned and placed guards at their river and aqueducts, to hinder the
Tyrians from drawing water. This continued for five 3^ears, and still the Tyrians held out, and drank of the water they got from wells which they dug."
The king of Assyria at that time, according to Josephus, from whose Antiquities (ix, 14, 2) the above quotation is taken, was Shalmaneser; but since,
according to Menander, the king of Tyre was Elulaeus, and this was the name
of the one that was reigning when Sennacherib invaded the country (KB.,
and dispersed

the enemies' ships,

tion of all the citizens of

go/.), it is possible that, as has been suggested, the Jewish historian "made
a mistake and ascribed to Shalmaneser a siege of Tyre which was really made
by Sennacherib." Cf. Rogers, HBA., ii, 146.
ii,

Josephus

cites (Ant., x, 11, i) Philostratus as his authority for the length

of this siege.

That

it

* Diod. Sic, xvi, 40 fj.
t Thereafter the original city
Sic,
X

xvii,

The

resulted in failure, although Ezekiel at

was

called

Old Tyre.

40.
original has a play

on the name

of the city.

Q.

Josephus, Ant.,

first

(26^

ix, 14. 2;

s)

Diod.
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acknowlit to succeed, is clear from Ez. 29" 3-, where the prophet
nor his army, for Tyre, for the
edges that Nebuchadrezzar "had no wages,
service that he had served against it," but promises him the land of Egypt "as

expected

a recompense."

In fact Tyre was never taken until Alexander connected it by a
to bear upon
causeway with the mainland and brought his engines
its

walls.

their

Meanwhile

manufactures

its

merchants traversed

all seas,

exchanging

for the products of other countries, to the ends
in the words with which Ezekiel closes his

of the earth.

Thus,

description of

its activities

(27^^)

this great

emporium was "re-

The

plenished and made
as picturesque and forcible,
present writer uses language quite
He
Ezekiel's.
if not so elegant, as
says that, when he wrote, the
seas."
very glorious in the heart of the

had heaped up silver like the dust, and gold like the mud of the
4. Tyre was very prosperous when this passage was writstreets.
city

ten,

—

but the author of

it

did not expect

its

prosperity to continue.

Indeed he predicts the reverse. Lo, he says, Yahweh will despoil
The next clause is capable of more than one interpretation,
it.
the crucial word, rendered power in EV., having several meanings;
but the fact that the emphasis, thus far, has been on the wealth
of the city

seems

to require that the text should say, Yea, he will

"^
smite into the sea, not its might, or its bulwark, \ but its wealth, in

the sense not only of gold and silver, but

all

the luxuries that these

This is in harmony, too, with the preprecious metals represent.J
diction of Ezekiel (37"), that the riches of the city shall "fall into
the heart of the sea."

Nor

is this all.

The

city itself, the

temples

of its commerce and the
gods, the factories and storehouses
shall be devoured by
its
inhabitants
of
and
small,
dwellings, great
of its population will be left
remnant
miserable
the
Thus
fire.

of

its

on "a bare rock," "a place
Cf. Ez. 26'

to spread nets in the midst of the sea."

^•

5. Philistia has four representatives, and only four, Gath being
Nor is this the only point of
it is in Am. i"^-.

omitted here as

resemblance between the two passages. There are two or three
that betray acquaintance with, but not slaexpressions in this one
* So Jer., Thcod. Mops., New., Rosenm., Burger, Koh., Ke., Brd., Or., Reu., Sta.,
t SoMau.,Hi.,We.,Now.,Marti,GASm.,
t

So Ew., Hd.,

et

al.

ctol.

et al.
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vish imitation of, the other.

They

Amos

the order in which the cities are introduced.
in the order of their importance.

ment

His

of Je. 25"°.

with respect to
takes them

differ entirely

This author follows the arrange-

He

therefore, is Ashkelon.

first,

predicts

that this ancient city, situated on the coast, about thirty miles
south of Jaffa, shall see and fear, that is, when it sees the devastation

wrought

in Phoenicia, will

be smitten with fear in anticipa-

Gaza, whose position on the edge

tion of a like fate.

of the desert

the most important place in southern Palestine long before
the Philistines appeared in the country, and explains its survival,

made

it

with a population of 35,000,

— Gaza, he

says, will

be similarly and

even more powerfully affected; it shall he in great anguish. Ekron
also, on the northern boundary of Philistia, will share the prevailuse of the same
ing consternation, because its hope, that is, as the

word

in Is.

20'^

^-

would

indicate, the place to

which

This

looking for support, hath been put to shame.

is

has been

it

clearly a ref-

erence to Tyre, which implies that the city was in alliance with
Ekron and probably with the other cities of Philistia when it was

The

written.

fears of these

communities

a king in Gaza; it will lose
a larger political whole.
into
incorporated
shall cease to be

store for Ashkelon, for

that

is,

it

Amos

(i*)

;

be

realised.

There

independence and ho.
A still worse fate is in

its

shall not remain.;^ or better, shall not he,

shall cease to he, inhabited.]

influence of

will

These two

but the order of thought

is

lines betray the

reversed, while

Gaza has taken the place of Ashkelon, and Ashkelon that of Ash6. Thus far no mention has been made of Ashdod, next to
dod.
Gaza the most important city of Philistia, and famous for having in

—

the seventh century B.C. sustained the longest (27 years) siege on
The prediction with reference to it belongs at the end of

record. J

the preceding verse, or rather, it and the last two clauses of the preceding verse should have been grouped together in a verse by themThis city is not to be deserted like Ashkelon, but its native
selves.
inhabitants, or the better class of them, are to be replaced
grels,

lit.,

a bastard.

Cf. Dt. 23^/-.

* So Hi., Ew., Burger, Brd.,
vasion and

al.

Here, apparently,
t

Is. 13=° Je.

i7«

5°"

"

by monan alluEz. 29".

Petrie suggests that this siege took place during the Scythian inrepresents the long struggle in which Psammetichus I finally defeated the barba-

X Cj. Herodotus,

rians.

et

is

HE.,

ii.

331

ii,

/.

157.
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sion to the deterioration of the population of Palestine
during and
after the Captivity, as pictured in Ne.
13^^ ^•, or the mixed char-

acter of the people with

whom

the country had been colonised by

There

follows a stanza, only the first line of
which appears in this verse, describing the discipline by which
Its

conquerors.*

Yahweh purposes

to prepare the

their successors for incorporation

Philistines

his people.

The

and

transi-

marked by a change from the third to the first person.
Yahweh, destroy the pride of the Philistines; not

tion is

Tims

remnant of the

among

will I, says

any object of which they boast (Am. 8^), but a disposition prompting them to follow the "devices and desires" of their own hearts
without reference to the will of Yahweh.
etc.

—7.

The new

Cf. 10" Is. 16" Je. 13® ^^
inhabitants, the despised mongrels, will not be

of this spirit, but will submit to
their mouths, that

from
brews were

commanded

like water,"

but which

is,

it

forbid

have Yahweh remove their blood
them to eat blood, which the He-

(Dt. 12^^-

^^

^•)

was the custom

to

"pour upon the ground
and other

of the Phihstines

Gentiles to eat with the flesh of their sacrifices.
will also

remove

Cf. Ez. ;^f^.

He

their abominations from between their teeth; these

abominations being animals forbidden by the Mosaic law (Dt.
14^^- Lv. 11*^-)) such as dogs, swine and mice, which the Philistines sometimes sacrificed to their false gods and ate at their festi^^.
The abandonment of such meats, with
the
Philistines
is the condition of their conimplies, by
tinuance in the Holy Land. Having accepted this condition, how-

vals.
all

Cf.

that

Is.

65^ 66^-

it

be enrolled among the Chosen People. Cf. 2" 8^^
Yea, says the prophet, returning to the third person, and applying
to these aliens a term full of the tenderest
significance, they shall
ever, they will

become a remnant

to

our God.

"Just as in the case of Israel, after they had by the penalty of deportation
been winnowed, cleansed and refined, there remained a remnant that now
serves Jehovah faithfully, so also the Philistine people, when Jehovah's
punitive visitation has passed over them, will not be wholly annihilated, but
survive in a remnant of its former being, and indeed a remnant for Israel's

God; thus the Philistines also will then have become a
and active servant of Jehovah." Kohler.
*

When

willingly submissive

Alexander took Gaza, the men of the city having heen killed, "he sold the womer
and repcopled the city from the neighbouring SLttlcrs." Cj. Arrianus, ii, 27.

into slavery
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Then there will be presented another instance of a process many
times repeated in the early history of the Hebrews; for the Philistines shall be like a family in Judah, even Ekron like the Jebusites,
the Jebusites being the early inhabitants of Jerusalem, who were
not destroyed, but gradually absorbed by their Hebrew conquerors.* The prophet does not say what will become of the
surviving Syrians and Phoenicians, but he would probably have
admitted them to the same privileges, on the same conditions, as

the Philistines.
8. The plain of Philistia lay on the route between Egypt and the
When, therefore, there was
regions north and east of Palestine.
war between Asia and Africa the armies of the contending powers

passed to and fro over

it,

sometimes made

it

the scene of conilict.

At such times the Hebrews suffered only less than the Philistines.
It would evidently have been for their advantage if they had been
strong enough to occupy the approaches to the plain and hold
them against all comers. The Jews believed that Alexander had

been restrained from attacking them by Yahweh, and that he could
always protect them. This verse was added for the purpose of
giving expression to a prevailing faith as well as bringing the proph-

ecy to which

it is

Yahweh

will I,

attached into closer harmony with history.

is

made

to say,

none

encamp

to or fro.

over against

The words

my

Then

house,

an

betray their sec-

may pass
not only by their prosaic form, but by their con^"
would hardly need even
tent; for the kingdom described in v.
The
most
fortifications.
significant thing about them,
figurative
outpost, that

ondary

origin,

however,

is

the phrase

my

house.

Now,

the house of

Yahweh

is

Cf i^" 3^, etc. In Ho. 8^ 9*^
generally the temple at Jerusalem.
and Je. 12^^-, however, it is the Holy Land, and since the author
mind the protection of the people rather
than the sanctuary of Yahweh, this seems to be what is here meant
by it. On this supposition the next clause, so shall there not pass
of the gloss clearly has in

over them again

noun them
is

an oppressor, becomes more intelligible. The proand the whole clause

refers to the people of the land

an assurance that the hardships which the Jews have endured
* In

I

K. 9^ there

HPS., is8.

is

a different, but

less probable, representation of their condition.

Cf.
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from

masters are ended.

their rival

Yahweh

hardships to which
seen with my eyes.
of the date of vv.

On

'"^,

K.

see p. 253.

some

curss.

Pr. 31' Is.

925 Is. 15'

for

§ om. On the varieties of construction,

13'.— ITin]

have 'A5/jdx, also Aq.

posal to repeat the

name

nini

what seem good reasons,

S

0;

(gxB^ 2e5pcix; (S^Q, 2e5pd(c; but

JH,

Ncm, //je South.

Stade's pro-

has been discussed in the comments and,

The emendation

rejected.

9^/' requires the insertion of

—

these

is

adds, Jor now have I
the relation of this verse to the subject

1. NC-::] (5, X^M/"a; 13, onus;

see 2

It

CJ. Jo. 4/3^^.

when he

refers

'^dji

before or ^s^ after

suggested by

-\-\-\ry

yisa.

—

Is.

innir:]

a serious but natural error, explained by the
text.
The reading is forbidden by the
measure, which requires that this word have two beats. Cf. v. '.
DIN py niniS] These words have generally been rendered in one of two
(S,

Ovffla.

oLVTov

innjp,

absence of vowels in the original

—

ways. The first is that oi (B^iH, which makes them mean that Yahweh
hath an eye on man or something equivalent. So Cyr., Grot., de D., Dru.,

Marck,
Sta.,

New., Rosenm., Mau., Hi., Ew., Burger, Ke., Koh., Reu.,
el al.
This rendering, if it were grammatically
would not suit the connection; for, especially if the next clause

Pern.,

We., Now., GASm.,

justifiable,

be retained,
of

it would
naturally imply a favourable attitude oa the part
Yahweh, while the tone of the prophecy is for the time being hostile to

The

the gentiles.

other rendering, toward Yahweh is the eye of man,
is favoured by Jer., AE., Ra., Ki., Cal., Bla.,

namely, in adoration, which
Rib., Hd., Klie., Brd., Pu.,
jectionable, but

tween rejecting

et al., is

grammatically somewhat

less

ob-

so foreign to the context that one must choose beand pronouncing the whole clause of secondary origin.

it is
it

however, as has been shown, the next line is a gloss, this one must be
retained to complete the measure.
It will therefore be necessary to
adopt the emendation of Klo., D^N n]; for gin ]V, until a better has been
If,

Those

suggested.
tive.

and Ball (ois

of Mich.

r>)
—The metrical scheme on(aiNwhich
the

a;) are less attrac-

rest of the

prophecy

is

con-

structed requires that this verse and the next together have only six lines.
It is therefore
necessary to omit one, and since, as has been shown in
the comments, the last of this verse

omitted.

—2.

rrn] (g^B,

rightly, since this

name,

is

superfluous,

it

is

the one to be

(§^0, however, omit the prep., and
like (original) •'•^>' of the preceding verse, is the
^j-

"Efide.

subject of the sentence, and not the object of a 3 to be supplied.

The rel.

is

to

inits border.

be supplied. Cf. Ges.

—

is]

line is overfilled.

^'

'"

2

c^

)

d

>.

Houb. would

—

'^^jn]

rd. nri^3ja,

The argument against this name runs as follows: The
The vb., being singular, requires but one subject, and

since this one lacks a connective and, moreover, is entirely unnecessary,
it must be the gloss.
On •'2 in the sense of though, cf. Mi. 7^; BDB., art.

—
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b

'3, 2,

(h).

—nc3n]

=

<S, i<t>p6vr\(rav

which We.,

irrrn

—

et al.,

ignoring met-

regard as the original. 3. iwo nx] A good example
of paronomasia, like Tyre a tower.
ynni] (S'^Q insert the vb. ffwriyayev
4 >oin]
after the connective, but there is no room for one in the original.
rical considerations,

—

—

.

19 Kenn. mss., and many others collated by de R., rd. nin^, which,
since the word here found does not occur elsewhere in these chapters,

may

—mstn] In the expression here used the
the
At any
The position
loK —
word, im-

well be the original reading.

word seems

to

is

t.)

always

(5

have been definite without the
omitted.

Cf.

rate

art.

art.

of this

3''o]

mediately after the vb., indicates that it was intended to mark, not the
place where, but the one whither, the wealth will be smitten.

Sometimes pointed

5. N-1-]

the emphasis,

still

n-;.":,

with the accent, which seems to have

Gn. 41" and Mi. 7'°, to distribute
on the ultima] The form is jussive, but the use of the

been thrown forward,

in this case as in

of
simple impf. of the co-ordinate vb., S'nn suggests that the significance
this fact might easily be exaggerated.
Perhaps this form was chosen in

another exanticipation of the co-ordinate ni^p, in other words, furnishes
^ 75. e. rr. 3 (*>
ample of paronomasia. On the form and accent, see Ges.
'
^asi.
Dr. ^ ".—t:;,^^] For
t;
w); Bo.
"; on the meaning, Ges. 5i°'from u'l::. C/. Ges. ^ ". Hiph. in the sense of Qal. For other ex-

»"!

C'on,

—

" 11^ la'" 145. ntaa;;] On the vocalisation
-^ for.—, see
amples, see iqsWe. rds. nna^D; also Now., GASm., but
Ges.^^'- '; "• ' '*' ^- ' <"'.

Marti justly objects,

that, in

view of

Is. 20^

—

'-,

where the same form

is

found, there is no warrant for emendation. -i3ni] Note that with the bethe
ginning of the latter half of the double tristich the author returns to
regular usage with reference to the succession of vbs.
sive.

Cf.

It

Is. 132" Je. i7«- ", etc.

is

2vr^]

Here pas-

i4'».
Cp. v. 2^/'
Cf. Holzinger, ZAW., 1889, 115; Ko. s'.
6. The first clause of this verse, as explained in the comments, be«

^

na.

—

—

a late usage, frequent in the Mish12s

The mention of Ashdod is postponed by
longs with the last two of v. '.
the second references to Gaza and Ashkelon, that it may at the same time
close the
Philistia.

enumeration and the double

—

A

ircc]

contemptible; &,
art. Scribe, § 4.

collective,

?,Jso

—7.

Che. ids.

— vm]

indicate, the blood here

which the

place in

tristich

"^z^p,

devoted to the

cities of

bad; hence something

ire, be

vile,

Ass. mindidu, tax-gatherer ; EB.,

new stanza, the third, on
as the use of ^^xpr in the next line

TTiDm] Here begins a

the Philistines as a whole.

would

from

pi. of ai

is

If,

meant

is

that of animals, this

used in that sense.

is

Yet there

the only
is

no ap-

should not be so used, especially if the writer wished
to convey the impression that there was a large quantity from a great
number of victims. Perhaps, however, the original reading was in as
parent reason

in
pi.

Kenn.

30.

why

See also

occurs in the

has the

sg.

it

(^,

which

Minor Prophets

The

sf. is

collective.

in eight of the eleven cases in which the
follows the Heb. idiom, but in this one

Hence

the

word should be rendered
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Render

not his, blood.

their,

also their mouths, their abominations

and

Cp. EV., where the translators have obscured the sense
'
by following the Heb. idiom. Cf. Ges. ^'"- (^' ^. vxpc] Here only
in the sense of v^.V-', forbidden food, which does not occur in the pi.
-I^n;]

their teeth.

—

—

The noun,

pointed as
pronounced in the sg.,
is

ing chief

and others

it is

here,

generally means

chief, but,

when

thus

always elsewhere has v Moreover, the meannot the one required in this connection. Hence Ort.
it

rd. i'^ns in the sense oi family.

Marti, Kit.

—The

Cf. Ju. 6'^

i S.

10"

•

«.

So

last line, like the third of the first

We., Now.,
stanza, has only two words, but the second has two beats.
Cf. v. '.
van H., because he thinks that the sfs. in this verse refer to itnc, rearSta.,

ranges the lines in vv.

^

'•

—

as follows: vv.

'»

«» ^""^

—

«'>,

but the prophet

would hardly close with a threat of destruction. This verse furnishes
an instance of the way in which the text sometimes lends itself to the
most fantastic treatment. Houb. renders q'^N an ox, and by a slight
change

in

•'Di3>

(ions) provides

him with

his stable.

—8.

naxc] Qr. N3^r;

The prep, supposed to be repmss., U, and many exegetes.
resented by D is sometimes rendered on account of (Dru., Hd.), but more
So Ra., Ki., Marck, Grot., Rosenm.,
frequently against, or the like.
Mau., Hi., Burger, Ke., Pres., Kui., Rub., We., et al. It seems best,
also

some

however, to retain the present
as in

I S. i4'2, na:$n.

GASm.,
(2)

and

et al.

— On arci

The fuHire

his character

text,

So Bo.,
-i3>'-:,

pointing

Ort.,

it,

not with (5 §,

Koh., Brd.,

Sta.,

n^x::, but,

Now., Marti,

see 7".

—

The coming king is announced,
and mission described; also the extent of his

ruler (9® ^).

kingdom.
9. In the preceding prophecy, as originally written, there

no reference
It

to the territory

was taken

was

any time by the Hebrews.
would be restored to them as a

occupied at

for granted that

it

This implies the resumption by Jerusalem of its
united people.
It is natural, thereancient pre-eminence as the national capital.
fore, that

here the scene should be laid in the Holy City,

or, to

adopt

the author's figure, that she should welcome the promised king.
The prophet bids her exult, yes, shout, giving unrestrained expression to her joy.

He

word daughter being

calls her, first, literally,

little

more than a

daughter Sion, the

sign of personification as a

female; which, however, for the sake of greater definiteness may
be rendered /azV or comely. The reason for exultation is found in
the announcement, Lo, thy king shall come to thee, which completes
The rest of the verse conthe sense and closes the first tristich.

*
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He

another the theme of which

is

the character of the king.

This term has various shades of meaning.

is just.

denotes the impartiality that should

Thus,

characteri.-^e the ideal

it

judge;

and at first sight, it seems as if here, as in Is. ii'* and Je. 2f, this
were the quality attributed to him.* The king of this passage,
however, dififers greatly from the one predicted by the other two

The

writer was evidently acquainted with the Servant
as pictured by the Second Isaiah.
Indeed, he seems
here to have undertaken to combine this conception with that of

prophets.
of

Yahweh

a royal conqueror.
was the

combining the two that finally led the Jews to accept
would be two Messiahs, a son of David who would live
and reign forever, and a son of Joseph who must precede the other and "by
his death provide atonement and expiation for the sins of Israel, opening to
the regal Messiah and his people the way to the creation of the glorious kingdom" for which they waited. Cf. Weber, Altsynagogale paUistinische TheIt

difficulty of

the doctrine that there

ologie,

probable, therefore, that, in calling his king just, he had
vindication promised the suffering Servant.
Cf. Is.

It is

in

346/.

mind the

50^ 53"

This

^'-

sort of justness is closely related to

salvation,

45^ 62^ and elsewhere they are treated as subThis being the case, it is not surprising
stantially synonymous.
to find that the second term here used, which is rendered victo-

In

deliverance.

rious, as

it

Is.

should be

example, in Dt. if^,

also, for

is really

a pas-

might properly be
In other words, the person here
not the proud and confident figure

sive participle which, in another connection,

translated saved or delivered.

described, though still a king, is
See
of the earlier prophecies.

Is.

9^/°

Mi. 5^/^

etc.

He

is vic-

torious, not in himself or anything that he personally commands,
but by the grace, and in the might, of the God of Israel. Cf.

Ps. 20^/^ 33^^.

His triumph, therefore,

of the Servant of

Yahweh.

is

the triumph of the faith
triumph of this

Cf. Is. 49* 50^^-.

A

forbids pride, ought not to produce an effect in any
sense or degree unhappy. Therefore, although the third epithet

kind, while

it

generally best rendered by afflicted or one of its synonyms, it is
better in this case, as in Ps. 18'^/"^, for example, following the

is

* So Mau., Ke., Or., Reu.,

et al.
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Targum and

the Greek and Syriac versions, to translate it Immblc.'^
This rendering harmonises with the
following context, where the

king

is

described as manifesting his humility
by making his entry
on a prancing horse suggesting war

into his capital mounted, not

and conquest, but on an ass.f With the picture here
presented
compare Je. 22^ with its "kings riding in chariots and on horses."
The difiFerence between the two shows how great a change took
place in the ideals and expectations of the Jews during and after

A king of the character described could not be
expected to take any pleasure in arms. The writer is consistent,
therefore, in giving him no part in the subjugation of the hitherto
the Exile.—10.

unconquered portions of his kingdom; also in predicting that on
he will destroy the chariot from Ephraim, and the
horse from Jerusalem.
It is a mistake to infer from these words
that the kingdoms of Israel and Judah were in existence when
they
were written; and equally erroneous to suppose that chariots were
his accession

then used only in the northern, and horses
only in the southern,
The words are arranged as they are to satisfy
part of the country.
the Hebrew fondness for parallelism.
What they mean is that the
king will banish both chariots and horses for military purposes

from

his entire dominion.

significance,

in the
Je. 3^^

it

If

the

name Ephraim

must have been intended

to

has any special
remind the reader that

good time coming all the tribes would be reunited. Cf.
23^ etc. In that day not only chariots and horses, the more

imposing paraphernalia of militarism, but the war how, the bow so
far as it is used in war, shall be
In Mi. 5®/^" ^- horses
destroyed.
and chariots are devoted to destruction because they, like witches,

Yahweh. Here, however, as in Ho. 1'
both of which are postexilic, it is because
they are no
longer needed, Yahweh, who has wrought the restoration of his
idols, etc.,

and

are offensive to

2^"/'^,

people, being their sufficient protection.
Cf. 2®/^
reign of peace be confined to the Promised Land.
be,

the Prince of Peace of

nations.

Is.

This statement, in the

* Mt.
2i5, of course, follows the Greek.

Nor

will the

The

king to

9^/", will also

light of Is.
Jn.

12I5

speak peace to the
42^, where the Servant

does not reproduce

this part of the

prophecy.
t Note that the prophet does not, as Mt. 21' would lead one to suppose, predict the use of
asses, but, as Jn. i2'2 puts it, a single young animal.

two

^'
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Yahweh is represented as bringing forth justice for the nations,
to mean that he will act as arbiter among the peoples, and
make appeals to arms unnecessary.
the
by
justice of his decisions

of

seems

"One

nation shall" then "not uplift the sword against another,

neither shall they learn war any more."
CJ. Mi. 4^ (Is. 2^) Is.
The fmal clause further defines the nature and extent of
42'- \

He shall rule, it says, from sea to sea, and
the king's authority.
The terms used are not
^roni the River to the ends of the earth.
without ambiguity. For example, it is not clear whether from
sea to sea has, as

some

assert, the

same

force as

"from the

rising

of the sun to its setting" (Ps. 50^)* or refers to definite bodies of
The latter view has in its favour the following considerawater.
tions: (i) The operations preparatory to the advent of the king,

as described in the preceding prophecy, are confined to a limited
elsewhere taught to expect final posarea.
(2) The Hebrews are
session of a country with definite,
Cf. Ex. 23^*

Nu. 34^^- Ez.

if

47^^^-.

not always the same, limits.
(3) The northern boundary

here given, clearly the Euphrates, being the same as in various
other passages, it is reasonable to suppose that the seas correspond
to those

by which, according

described

was

to the

same

to a great extent enclosed,

passages, the territory
namely, the Dead Sea and

True, on the fourth, or south, side there is
but this is not strange in view of the nature of the

the Mediterranean.

no

definite limit,

country, there being no great obstacle to expansion in that direcThe teaching of the passage, therefore, seems to be that,
tion.

while the coming king, like Solomon

(i

K.

10^

^) and the Servant

an influence upon, and receive homhis proper kingdom will be westthe
nations
of
the
earth,
age from,
For a later and more exern Palestine in its ideal dimensions.

of

Yahweh

will exert
(Is. 49^),

travagant form of this prophecy, see Ps. 72®'".
There can hardly be a question about the relation of this to the

preceding prophecy. They have the same poetical form, and were
As a
therefore doubtless intended to supplement each other.

whole they admirably illustrate the persistence of the Messianic
hope among the Hebrews. The author, apparently, as soon as
Alexander appeared on his horizon, saw in the young Greek, not
forerunner of a ruler
only the conqueror of Asia, but the
• So

Jer.. Thcodoret, RoBenm., Burger, KiJh., Ke., Hd., Brd.,

who would

et ai.
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David and make it the admiration of the
prophecy was fulfilled in a measure
when Alexander took possession, one after another, of the cities
named and many others. The second part was not fulfilled, but
it furnished an ideal, faith in which was
only less comforting and

restore the

kingdom

The

world.

first

edifying than

of

part of the

its realisation.

With the accent on the ultima. Cf. iii; Ges. ^"- '• ^- '.—
not common. Cf. 2 S. i2< Am. 6', etc.; BDB., art. ^,
1. g
This word closes the first tristich, and therefore should have
w).
received athnach.
pns] Not an accusative after no% but, like >'C'iJ a
9.

1^]

•'S^j]

For

i^'^n;

—

—

pronoun Nin. ym:'\ New., following ^ iH ((rwfwv),rds.
form yric; but, as appeared in the comments, the
So <& Aq.
•'j>] In the sense of Ui*.
present text is supported by usage.
The confusion between the two arose
{n-paU) & (] 1 > 1 ^) CI (inu;-).
from the development in the signification of the former. Cf. DB., art.
predicate of the

."U'D,

Kit. the fuller

—

Poor; Rahlfs, 'j;' und UJ? in den Psalmen, 89. There are eight passages in which the Mas. corrected the text, five (Ps. y"/'^ lo'^ Pr. 32^ 142'
16") in which they point D"jy with the vowels of aiuy, and three (Am. 8*
32' Ps. 9'8/") in which they have

Is.
1

A

made

the reverse change.

—

S;ji]

—

The

note
^
^vsc,
Cf. Gn. 4^, etc.; Ges. ^'54.
(*>; Ko.
pupn]
pi. of species best translated by the sg.
Cf. Gn. 38" i S. 17' Is. 50*,

is

explicative.

R-

—

The evangelists in citing this passage
2; Ko. ^2"".
with unusual freedom, as can be seen by a comparison between
Mt. 2i5 and Jn. 12 "^ on the one hand and the Heb. or Greek of Zechariah

etc.;

Ges.

treated

"'24- »•

it

on the other:

Hebrew.

9"-"
It will
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be observed that neither of the evangelists quotes the first (metbut that Matthew borrows an altogether different clause from

rical) line,
Is.

the

62", while John seems to have had in mind Is. 54^ where, although
name does not occur, the daughter of Sion is addressed as clearly

as in 52'

Both omit

"•.

lines 2

and

4,

and John condenses

5

and 6

into a single clause, the result being that Matthew has a stanza of
Note also
four and John one of three lines in the original measure.

that ISIatthew quotes the original as far as he goes, while John follows
10. \tio.ii] The change of subject disturbs the flov/
it nor CS.

—

neither

remains the same.

of thought.

In

and

So Houb., New.,

he, etc.

2D-\]

(S §•

Observe that the

it

art.

Sta.,

with n

is

Rd.,

therefore,

niijni,

—

We., Now., Marti, Kit., van H.
not found in vv. i-'" and that it oc-

curs only 4 t. without this consonant. The entire omission of it with this
the two following nouns may be due to the poetical character of the

and

^'=5- ^ un ^^- KoJ^^'^": or this
may be another case like
passage, Ges.
the "I'^c of V. *, a chariot being equivalent to every chariot.
Cf. Ho. 3^
g>" 51 have
nn^ni; so &; but (B^*^^
nms:')] (^'^^j i^oXedpevfferai

—

=

—

H

—

=

J::^^Z'•\ 2^^^.
3i'7:r naii] (B, Kal irX^^os Kal dp-qvri
the passive.
inj-i]
One of five instances in which "^nj, when it means the Euphrates,
wants the art. The others are Is. 7^", where, according to Che., 'liya

nnj should be injn n3>3, Je.

2^^,

where Kenn.

i

Ps. 72', the last, according to Baethgen, copied

has injn, Mi. 7", and

from

this passage.

^"^°

The

were written for the Jcv.-s of the latter
prophecies of vv.
the
of
fourth
century B.C., but in their present form they serve
part
a new purpose, namely, to introduce a series of oracles of a considerably later date, the

h.

A

of

which deals with

promise offreedom and prosperity (g""^^-

Yahweh promises
meet

first

to restore the exiled Jews, inspire

them

them with

and
courage
thenceforward bestow upon them his favour and protection.
to

their oppressors, assist

in the conflict

The

prophet, having, by means of the borrowed passage
(vv. '"*°), given the reader a glimpse of Yah weh's ultimate purpose,
returns to the present and addresses Sion in her actual condition.
11.

O ilioH,

he begins,/or

prisoners from
in exile.

The

The prisoners in question are the Jews still
Persian as well as the Babylonian empire has been

overthrown, yet
other countries.
18

the blood of thy covenant I will also release thy

the pit.

many of the children of Sion remain scattered
Yahweh declares that he has released them,

in

or
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on the point of releasing them, and gives his reason for so doing.
found in the blood of a covenant w^hich is described as Sion's;

is

It is

but, since a covenant requires

second
to

my

two

parties,

and

in this case the

the speaker himself, thy covenant is clearly equivalent
covenant with thee. The blood of this covenant is naturally
is

the blood of the sacrifices with which

it

was

sealed.

When

did the

ceremony occur ? There are those who find here an allusion to the
covenant at Sinai. Cf. Ex. 24^^-.* Others deny that there is
a reference to any historical event, claiming that the sacrifice is the
daily offering of the temple. f
tion,

of the

It

seems

still

better, since the rela-

to their country is concerned, to suppose, with

Jews

Pemble, that the writer had

in

mind the

original covenant

between

^^
described in Gn. 15^^^'
^^ on which they
to Canaan and of which the one at Sinai was only

Yahweh and Abraham
based their

title

a repetition and the daily sacrifice a reminder. It was their neglect of this covenant that moved Yahweh to drive them from the
country,
ise of

and

it

is

his faithfulness to

a restoration.

it

Cf. Je. 34^^^-,

that explains the

where there

is

proman unmis-

takable allusion to the ceremony at Hebron.
On the circumstantial phrase, with no water in it, which is clearly a gloss, see
the critical notes.

—12.

The

some

writer gives the exiles, or

of

them, the credit of having an interest in their own country and
a readiness to return to it under favourable conditions. He believes that the

time

is

ripe for such a

movement, and

therefore,

according to the original reading, represents Yahweh, not as
inviting these exiles to return, but as promising that the, not
merely hopeful, but expectant, prisoners shall return. The Massoretic text, as generally rendered, directs

them

to return to the fort-

however, metrical reasons, which will be explained in the critical notes, for suspecting the correctness of this
Moreover, it is unintelligible. Sion is here personified.
reading.
ress.

It is

There

are,

therefore inconsistent, in a speech addressed to her, to repre-

sent her exiles as returning to a fortress.
best

These

be avoided by rejecting the troublesome phrase,

So AE., Ra., Rosenm., Mau.,
et al.

t So Du., TheoL; Now., Marti.

Hi.,

Ew., Burger, Hd., Koh.,

Kc,

difficulties

since,

can

whether

Brd., Wri,, Or., Kui.,

9
rightly or

wrongly translated,

nection.

At the same time

it
it
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evidently has no place in this con-

is

necessary to omit certain other

words with which the measure has been overloaded.
let

of

which the verse originally consisted
The

will

The

coup-

then read,

expectant prisoners shall return;

Twofold will I

The recompense here promised

restore to thee.

includes not merely a great increase

in population, like that predicted in Is. 54^^-, but

an abundance

produces genuine prosperity and happiness; all
according to the gloss wrongly rendered to the fortress, will be

of everything that
this,

On this
given in exchange /or trouble, the suffering of the past.
gloss and the parenthetical clause, this day also I declare, see Is.

—

This

will be the result.
There will be opposition to its
but
Yahweh
will
achievement,
triumph, using as his instrument the
he
has
chosen.
Note, now, the tone and temper of the dispeople
61^.

^13.

"
course as compared with vv. ^. / will bend me Judah, use them
as a bow, he says, and this bow will I set, lit.,///, as with an arrow,

with Ephraim.

The long-sundered

tribes

\vill

be united in a single

In the latter half of the verse, which
weapon. Cf.
should form a second couplet, the same idea is repeated with variaii^-^-.

Is.

In the

place, the speaker,

Yahweh, resumes the form
one addressed being Sion. In the Massoretic text Greece (Yawan), also, is in the vocative, but this is
Indeed, the whole clause to which the name
certainly an error.
belongs must for metrical reasons be pronounced an interpolations.

first

of direct address, the

tion.

Thus emended
I

-will

And

The mention

the second couplet reads,

arouse thy sons, Sion,

I will make thee like the sword 0/ a mighty num.

of Greece in this connection, even in a gloss,

without significance, for

it

doubtless

is

not

embodies the authorised

Jewish interpretation of an early date.
ti.Tie

the Jews interpreted

it

Jerome says that in his
as a reference "to the times of the

Maccabees, who conquered the Macedonians, and, after a space
and six months, cleansed the temple defiled by idoland
in his paraphrase n>akes Yahweh
Rashi
atry";
say, "After
of three years
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Antiochus takes the kingdom from the hand of the king of Persia,
and they ill-treat you, I will bend Judah, that they may be to me

war bow, and they shall make war against Antiochus in the
days of the Hasmoneans." It must, however, be remembered, that
this gloss is earlier than the Greek Version, and that when it was
like a

Egypt as well as Syria was a Greek kingdom.

inserted

Yahweh will appear in person.
Here, as in other places in the Old Testament, he is represented as
^29^ ^. This
coming in a storm. Cf. especially Na. i^ Ps. iS**/^
14. In the midst of the conflict

being the case,

it is

more probable

that the writer intended to say

Yahweh would appear above them than on their account, for
From his cloud chariot his arrow shall go forth as
their defence.
that

Cf.

lightning.

Hb. 3"

Ps. 18'^/" 77''/'^ 144", etc.

Meanwhile,

as earthly warriors blow the trumpet (Ju. f^^') he will send forth
dreadful blasts of thunder to terrify his and his people's enemies
(Ps. 18"/^^ 29^^-) as

original

sent

he comes in

abode of Yahweh was

him as coming from

South hence the poets repre;

that direction.

—15.

The

the tempests of the South.

in the

Cf. Ju. 5^ Dt. ;^y

Hb.

3';

3^^
of Hosts, the God of
will
and
be
not
to
battles,
frighten
destroy the ertemy,
present,
only
but to protect, as with a shield,* his people, so that missiles hurled

a' so

at

Ex.

them

I

K.

will fall

sling-stones,

19^, etc.

Yahweh

harmless at their

like leviathan turn

^j2o/28. ^Yso Is. 54^^.

feet,

them

and they

shall trample on
"stubble."
Cf. Jb.

into

Thus protected, they will

riot in slaughter, or,

in the figurative language of the (corrected) text, drink blood like

wine, and be

The

filled,

latter figure is

less of the

drenched, with

an allusion

it

to the

like the corners of

an

altar.

custom of sprinkling more or

blood of sacrifices upon the

altar.

Cf. Ex. 24^ Lv.

i^,

This was done, according to tradition, by dashing the blood
from the bowl in which it had been caught against two opposite
corners in such a way that it would spatter the adjacent sides. The
etc.

thought seems to be that, just as the altar dripped with the blood
of the sacrifices, so these warriors, with the help of

drench themselves
9^, etc.

in the

Some one who

second simile,

like

blood of their enemies.

took the term fill too

a bowl, that
* C/. Gn.

is,

is' Ps.

Yahweh,
Cf. Is.

literally

3i/30_ etc.

will

Ez.

has added a

one of the large vessels
18V2.

i^^

in

which

28i

9"-^'
the blood of slaughtered animals
art.

was caught.

Cj.

Am.

DB.,

6";

Bason.

16. This wild and bloody picture, which seems to have been
suggested by Ez. 39" ^^ warrants one in expecting a conclusion equally thrilling

and

terrible.

Cf.

Am.

traces of the recent struggle are effaced

wholly

idyllic.

2"

^•.

This expecta-

Suddenly the sun of peace bursts

tion is not realised.

The beauty

forth, the

and the scene becomes

of the picture, as the writer conceived

marred by the changes that have been made in the text, and
occidental
reader is further prevented from appreciating it by
the
The first two lines, with
his unfamiliarity with oriental scenery.

it,

is

the necessary emendations, the omission of the phrase in thai day

and the

restoration of the verb feed, read,

Thus

will

Yahwch

their

God save them,

Like a flock will he feed his people.

The remaining

and interand independent simile. Thus AV. has Ihe
stones 0/ a crown lifted up as an ensign above his land, which was so
inconsistent and unintelligible that the Revisers substituted the
simpler rendering, the stones of a crown lifted on high over his land,
lines of the verse arc usually rendered

preted as a second

at the

same time placing

in the margin, as

an alternate for

lifted

on high, the reading shimmering upon. Recent critics, failing to
find, even in the latter, anything to connect this comparison with
the preceding, and ignoring metrical considerations, incline, with

whole clause, with the exception of the
they had ever seen one of the little plains of
Palestine in the spring, dotted with sheep, white and brown, grazing under a brilliant oriental sun, they could understand why the
Wellhausen,
words on his

to reject the
soil.

If

comparing his people
have done,

writer, after
to

to a flock,

Like stones for a crown shall they
Glittering on his soil.

—17.
feels,

The prophecy
as one reads

fore, at

it,

added, as he seems

he.

One
as originally written closed with v. '".
thereThis
there.
end
that it should
verse,

once strikes the

critical

reader as superfluous.

On

exam-
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ining

it

he finds that both in form and content

it is

inconsistent with

In the first place, it contains only three Unes,
those that precede.
while all the other verses have four.
Then, too, the author of it
is of
is

a

diflterent

mind from

when grain causeth
Not that the grain

ideal condition that

maidens,

to

flourish.

To him

his predecessor.

not that of the shepherd, but that of the

tiller

of the

youths,
is for

the ideal
soil,

life

and the

and must causeth
young men and

the

when fermented,

for the young women, but that both in
abundance are required by an increasing population. On the
Ez.
fruitfulness of the Palestine of the coming age, see Is. 4^ 30^

the must,

^'

34='^

Am.
The
no

9'^

Ps. 72^^ etc.

structure of vv.

•'-" is

not so regular as that of vv. '"', but there is
has given place to the tetra-

difficulty in perceiving that the tristich

and that there are five such divisions more or less distorted by erand glosses in this prophecy, the first and the last having suffered
most severely. In ffl the section to which these verses belong begins
with V. ' and closes with 10'; but vv. ' '• are in a different measure and
11. aj] The
lo'-^ are needed to prepare the way for what follows.
person here addressed is the same as in v. '. The particle, therefore,
stich,

rors

—

applies not so much to the subject as to the thought of the entire sentence.
Hence, it is properly rendered also in connection with the vb.
Cf. Ges.

^

If the

'".

the particle

is

ing tampered with the
noun and changing the

gender; but, since
served, the writer

this point is later than vv. '">,
Rib. accuses the Jews of hav-

prophecy that begins at

doubly appropriate.
of

from the context that, as has just been obmind, and not its future king, the charge
The pronoun is an independent subject anticipat-

it is

clear

had Sion

must be dismissed.

of this verse, dropping a n from the proinn^ and T'T'DN from the masc. to the fern,

te.xt
sf.

—dn]

in

<'"
^ '"
("'.— :3t:] The
ing the just-mentioned sf.
Cf. Gn. 9'; Ges.
has
a
18^*
Dt.
causal
as
in
Gn.
24'^
Cf. BDB., art.
significance,
prep,
® follow M. The sf. is
a, iii, s.— inna] (gAQ om. the sf., (&^^ 11

»

an

obj. gen., since only

on

this interpretation

can there be found

in the

covenant in question a motive for divine action. Cf. Ges. ^"'- ' '''.
innSu'] (S U &, misled by nx, have the 2 sg. masc, but iM is sup-

—

ported by the context.

Cf. 2^t'H, v. ". On the tense, the pf. denoting the
12 D^r; ]'n] Clearly a gloss,
see Ges. ^ "'^- ' <"'.

—

imminenceof the given act,

adds a thought unnatural in this connection. (3) It is easily explained as a reminiscence of Gn. 37^^ or Je. 38",
probably, since the Jews interpreted in as meaning Egypt, the former.
12. laity]
It is merely an example of misapplied rabbinical learning.
Four Kenn. mss. have I3"w, from 2Z'^, doubtless the reading from which
(i)

Itdisturbs the measure.

(2)

It

—
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9"-^'

and § Q^Z. This reading, however, does not suit the
which requires a form of am*; not, indeed, the imv. of the text,
although it is supported by B IS, but i3ir% or better, for this requires
auh.
merely the transposition of the first two letters of the present text,
So Marti. jnxa'?] Here only. Whether the first word of this verse be
an imv. or a pf. with % it requires, to complete it, the third and the

(S got Kad-n(Te<Td€

context,

—

—

—

fourth,

and these three make a

ceding verse.

In other words,

line

corresponding to the two in the presuperfluous, at least in this con-

jni'j'? is

This being the case, there are two ways of disposing of

nection.

either to transfer

it

to the next line or to

remove

it

entirely.

But the

it,

first

method is impracticable, because the next line is already much too long.
There seems, therefore, nothing to do but pronounce it a gloss; unless it
be to find an explanation for it. The following is suggested: In Ps. 9
in the sense of trouble. It is certainly
and 10 there occurs the word n-\•i^
^
TT possible that |ni"3 is a mistake for this word, or an Aramaic form of it,
that jni-^S was first a marginal gloss to 'J1 nji;'::, and that it was inserted

—

where it now stands by a careless copyist. -im3 Dvrt Dj] These words
also must be of a secondary character,
(i) They disturb the metrical
scheme of the original author. (2) They are parenthetical and explanThe
(3) They seem to have been intended to recall Is. 6i^
atory.
Cf.
subject of TMS, the pron. of the first person, is to be supplied.

Eo.^'""-^; Ko^'^^^.—lS. rz'p] The Vrss. conSo also Theod. Mops., Lu., Hi., Ew.,
the first line.
Burger, Koh., Ke., Klie., Or., We., Now., et al. The measure and the
Ges. ^"5-

nect this

5

(o R.3;

word with

accentuation, however, require that

it

be attached to what follows. So

Jer.,

Ra., Marck, Dru., New., Rosenm., Mau., Ort., Hd., Brd., Pu., Lowe,
Marti, et al. The objection by Now., that if it were the object of ^PN'^a
it

would have the

art.,

ignores the fact that the art.

is

repeatedly omitted

prophecy where the prose idiom would require

it.
C/. -\^zr:, v. ";
the Massoretic punctuation carries with it the rejection of various interpretations for the words
that follow, for it is clear that, if it belongs to the second line, it must

in this

-\wi, V.

'^;

>^p,v.

'^;

n^t:^, v. '^

The recognition of

be the object of \-inV3 while anas can only be an ace. of that with which
^•"- •• ^- • <*).— \-i-ni;*i] This vb., in Po.,
the object is filled.
Cf. Ges.

most frequently has the meaning arouse, but it is also used in the sense of
and Wright so renders it in this instance. Now. objects, but

brandish,

his points are not well taken.

In the

first

place, the word,

when used

in

not always followed by n''jn. See Is. 10", where the
object is air, a scourge. It is therefore not necessary to supply n^jn in
this instance and thus "put into the mouth of the prophet two mutually
the latter sense,

is

exclusive figures "; but, just as in the immediately preceding couplet the
weapon which is the object of comparison in the first must be supplied
from the second line, so here as a sword may be borrowed, to complete

the thought, from the parallel clause.
While, therefore, it may be best,
as a concession to occidental taste, to render the vb. in question arouse, it
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is more than
probable that the author really thought of Yahweh as
brandishing his people against their enemies.
Cf. Ez. 32'", where it is
possible that 'SDiyi should be emended to 'niy^.
]^^ y:'^ ^•;'\ As has

—

already been intimated, the words from \~-ni;"i onward evidently contain a parallelism.
When, however, an attempt is made to arrange them

symmetrically they refuse to be so assorted. Indeed, when they are divided according to the sense, even if, with <& Aq. S, y^2''- be changed to
the

':3,

first line

has nearly twice the length of the second.

Marti

at-

tempts to correct this discrepancy by omitting both ivs and yi^"-. So
Kit.
This is only partially satisfactory,', since, by the removal of ;vy, the
sf. of i'j3' loses its antecedent and becomes less
easily intelligible.
If,
this

however,

name

to restore the

way

is

retained,

symmetry

Marti and others read
e.xpect a\-icu'i.

If the

it,

it

completes the

of the couplet

;v ^:i

^-j.

present reading

is

So van H.
is

and the only

first line,

to

drop

—

retained,

]v

y:2

-iv-^cri]

it

S;',

or, as

One would

must be explained

as a case of attraction.

The

14.

metrical form

in the third line.

many

is

here very regular, but there is one word too
'ji.ni or the nin^ follow-

Omit, therefore, either

—

15. The text of this
ing, preferably, with Marti, the former.
Cf. v. 's.
verse is not in so good condition.
In the first place, niX3X, which occurs

only once (lo^) elsewhere in chs. 9-1 1, and there as an interpolation,
should be cancelled. I'^rs ] If the line now beginning with this word
were coupled with the next one, the thought of eating would be in place,

—

and

would be worth while to attempt to emend the words that follow
them into harmony with it. Thus, e. g., for ySp ij3N ir^Di one

it

to bring

might suggest cn>:]>s -(U-;:d. Since, however, the line forms a couplet
with the one that precedes, and makes complete sense without i^dn\
there can be

doubt that, just as in Is. 21'' some one has supplied the
and drinking after a description of the preparation of a
so here a scribe with more zeal for reality than taste for poetry has
little

vbs. for eating
table,

supplied

I'^oxi

tive to this

correspond to the miri of the next line. The alternaof disposing of the word is, with Klostermann, to

—

So Kui., We., Now., Marti, GASm., Kit. 'J2n
perfectly intelligible after iu'33i, without i'^jni.
therefore unnecessary to resort to further emendation in this line.

change

it

to

i'^jm.

These words are

y^p]
It

to

method

is

= ]i> >}n, too readily accepted by We. and
must certainly be rejected if the jp ij3 S' of v. '^ is ungenuine.
This is the reading preferred by Baer and supported by 20 Kcnn.

Fliigge's suggestion, ;'^p ija

—

others,
isni]

and 16 de R. mss., but the great majority of the mss. omit the connective,
and so, apparently, did those from which (§ and B were made. If is
more than probable, however, that both are incorrect, and that the key
to the original reading is found in the t6 al/M olvtCiv of <&^'^ a. c b A(jri._

Not

that DDT

was indubitably

the

sf.

of a-1,

if it

the original reading, as

seem

Houb. and

the

have overlooked the fact that
were substituted for icn or v;ni, would have no cnte-

later critics maintain.

All these

to

28s

g"->''

cedent, unless, like that of zr\^^;, it referred to the Jews, which is hardly
If, therefore, the text, or texts, on which the Greek mss. cited
possible.

were based had aci, they should have pronounced it oci = D''m, and
it
simply al/ia, or, after the Heb. idiom, which they sometimes

rendered

This

followed, atfmra, without avTCov.

is

a bold and cruel figure, but the

next line warrants one in believing that it expresses the thought of the
The last line also is overloaded. The testimony of (B is to
author.

—

the effect that

r^iT^

the

is

word

that should be omitted, but, since the

translators evidently misunderstood the passage, their evidence is not
convincing. Moreover, the fact that, although either could be con-

strued with

nam

indicates that

it

presents a more natural and impressive picture,
and that therefore pir?:^ is an interpolation.

.n^ira
is

original

So Marti, Kit.
16.

and
it

is

The

superfluous in the present condition of the text,
Kenn. 30; but see below, cnin^Nj Here again
>^"
necessary to choose between two Greek readings, for although

is

a;*''rini]

sf. is

—

actually omitted by

The former probably represents
this word, in ^Q^ it is wanting.
It certainly completes the line more satisfactorily than
the original text.
Ninn QV3. If, however, the former is retained, the latter must be sac-

have

—

requirements of the measure. So Marti, Kit. The first
having been restored, it is necessary to find a mate for it. This is
First, if ayrini is correct, there
fortunately not a very difficult task.
must have been another vb. to correspond to it. Moreover, it must have
rificed to the

line

been one of which Yahweh was the subject and with which the simile
These requirements are
like a flock could appropriately be employed.
met by n;-i, and We. is no doubt correct in inserting the impf. of this
word, thus producing a second

He

one already discovered.

line, icy nj,n> jNi'^, corresponding to the
not so happy in his rejection of the latter
'^ is in a different
measure, there must be

is

half of this verse, for, since v.

lines to complete the closing stanza.
This can be done
by reading, with We., 'J^nd for "'jas 'j and inserting after iij the pron.

found here two

same being necessary to complete the sense and give the first line
the required length.
On the appropriateness of the simile thus produced, see the comments. Cf. the radical and unrhythmical revision,
ncn, the

icy for icy ,^xj las for nrj

who

H.,

pN and

Tic-i.s

for ircix,

—
—proposed by van

claims that the latter part of the verse, from jns^ onward, should
lo'.
17. Two reasons for regarding this verse as an

—

change places with

addition to the original text have already been given in the comments.
They cannot be met by adopting for the latter half Marti's reading,
viz,,

na mji rnini pi,

for,

would

still

proper length,

it

although

make

this line

would be of about the

discord with the context.

Moreover,

as above claimed, the preceding couplet is genuine, this verse, whether
a distich or a tristich, falls outside the scheme of the author. I3ia^ vc]
if,

We,

—

rds,naiB,

nifi'',

the antecedent of the

sf.

being nciN.
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The plan

c.

of restoration (lo^-ii^).

The prophet in a word points out the cause of past misfortunes,
then describes the means by which Yahweh purposes to restore his
people to their country.

and overcome

to resist

He

will give

them strength and courage
and finally gather them

their oppressors,

from the remotest regions to which they have been banished. The
prophecy closes with a lament for the powers that must perish in
the conflict.

1.

The discourse opens with

a

command.

This command, how-

not addressed to any particular person or persons. Like
certain questions with which the Hebrew prophets sometimes en-

ever, is

livened their utterances,

more

ing a truth
addressed.

merely a rhetorical device for bring-

it is

forcibly to the attention of those to

whom

it is

In Je. 14"^ the doctrine here taught is actually put
into the form of a rhetorical question, "Are there among the nonentities of the nations (any)

that

can cause rain"?

Cf. also

Ask of Yahweh
rain, it is as if he had said in so many words, Yahweh sendeth rain.
This he himself at once makes clear by adopting the declarative

When,

Jb. 38^ ^•.

form

therefore, the writer here says,

for the parallel clause,

lightnings are here not, as in

accompaniment
ff

Yahweh

i^^,

welcome showers.

of

causeth lightnings.
The
of the Almighty, but the

weapons

Cf. Je. 10*^ Ps. 135^ Jb.

Yn the second passage cited from Job this thought
There Yahweh is described as cleaving a
is developed poetically.
channel for the rain and a way for the lightning, "Causing rain on
2g25 ^g25

.^

g|.^_

a land where there

The

is

no man,

On

a desert with no

men

in it."

next couplet, "Satisfying waste and desolate ground,

And

causing the thirsty soil to put forth verdure," is in the same key.
This author is more prosaic, or, perhaps, has a more practical end
in view, namely, to

show from

whom

all

blessings flow.

He

there-

fore adds, yea, the rain-shower he giveth, not to you, as some, fol-

lowing the Syriac Version, would read, but to them, that is, to men,
and, as the eflfect of such abundant moisture, to each herbage in the
field,

If the

that

is,

in his field.

teaching of v.

Ms

Cf

Je. 5^ Ps. io4^3ff- 147' Jb.

a general truth,

it

was as

5'^—2.

true generations

lo-ir
before as
fact, it

it

was

was when

these

clearly taught, in

the writing prophets.
this

CJ.
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As

words were written.

a matter of

one form or another, by the

Am.

4^

^-

Ho.

2^, etc.

prophecy was perfectly acquainted with the

earliest of

The author

fact.

of

Indeed, he

now proceeds, as if v. \ like 7" ^-jWere a quotation from "the former
prophets," and he had added Ho. 2^, "Their mother played the
harlot; for she said, I will go after

and

my

water,

my

wool and

my

my lovers that give me my bread
my oil and my drink." His

flax,

next words are, hut the teraphim spake wickedness, and the diviners

saw falsehood.

The teraphim were

where Laban

This

idols.

is

clear

from Gn.

31^",
by Rachel his "gods." They
made
in
the
semblance of human beings.*
were, therefore, probably
were
at
shrines
They
kept
(Ju. 17^ i8'*^-), but they were also found

calls those stolen

Here, as in Ez. 21^"^-^ they are among the
instruments of the diviners, a class of persons who made a business of securing by various, at this time illicit, methods supposed
in private houses. f

information for those

who

consulted them. J

pudiated by the great prophets, but

some

of

They

are

all

re-

them were once con-

sidered perfectly legitimate. §
Here the diviners are represented
as clothing their falsehoods in the form of prophetic utterances.
This idea is further developed, but the change in the tenses, and

redundancy of the two clauses devoted to it, indicate that
On the other hand, the latter half of
they are from a later pen.
the

the verse, which Marti and others would omit, being a natural
conclusion to the preceding line of thought as above interpreted,
must be retained. It describes the result of turning from Yah-

weh, the real source of

all

blessings, to the devices of

mounte-

Therefore, says the prophet, recalling the overthrow, not
of Ephraim only, but of both the Hebrew kingdoms, they were

banks.

suddenly and violently dispersed, like a flock caught in
a tempest. See v. ^; also 7" and Ho. 13^, in both of which the
verb is the one that seems originally to have been used in this
scattered,

* The same inference has been drawn from i S. 19'' ^s but unfairly, for in the original the
pronouns which in EV. make the teraphim appear a single figure are conspicuous by their
absence, "at the head thereof" meaning at the head of the bed.

tC/. Gn.
t

On

3i3o

,

g.

igU

the different forms of divination, see Dt. iS'"

§ Cj. I S.

14^

ff-

19'^ etc.

'•;

EB.,

art.

Diiination.
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This, however, was but the beginning of a long tale
passage.
of sorrows.
Thereafter, in the words of Hosea (3^), they abode

"many

days without king, and without prince, and without
Indeed, when this prophecy was written, they were

sacrifice."

still without a native head, and many of them were in
voluntary
or involuntary exile. The next line, therefore, is true to the facts,
whether it be rendered, they wandered because there was, or better,

they wander because there

is,

no shepherd, that

is,

no king.

Cf.

Ez. 34^ '.

The term

shepherd is a familiar figure for a ruler in the Old
In the preceding verse it denoted a Hebrew king.
See also Je. 23^^- 50^ Ez. 34' ^^ In Is. 44^*, however, Yahweh is
'^^
and Na. 3'^
represented as applying it to Cyrus, and in Je. 25^^
3.

Testament.*

Here also, since, according to
Jews have no king of their own, foreigners must be intended.
Moreover, from what follows, it appears that they are not
it is

V.

^,

used of other foreign monarchs.
the

merely representatives of other nations, but the actual rulers of the

Chosen People.

If,

therefore, the passage belongs to the

Greek

Jews during most of that period were subject
the Ptolemies or to the Seleucids, the said shepherds must

period, since the
either to

be the kings of Egypt, or Syria, or both of these empires. The
leaders, lit., he-goats, whom Yahweh, in the next line, threatens to

—

punish are the same persons under another name. Cf. Is. 14''.
reason for this outburst of divine wrath is plain.
It is found

The

in the clause, for Yahweh will visit his flock.
The sufferings
of his people have awakened a sympathy the expression of which
means the overthrow of their oppressors. Cf. i" '• 8". The term

by an explanatory phrase, the house of JudaJi,
a
mistaken gloss, being inconsistent with vv. " ^^
clearly
where Ephraim is the object of Yahweh 's favour as well as Judah.
It is both of these, now as timid and helpless as sheep,
Cf. also 9'^.

flock is followed

which

is

that he will

make

like his lusty horse, his war-horse, as described in

The

Jb. 39*^^'.
phrase in battle, which is superfluous, seems to
have been added by some one who feared that the allusion would
not be understood. It speaks well for the insight of the author,
*
title

The

Assyrian kings called themselves shepherds.
re'um ilipeht, wiic shepherd. KB., ii, 80 ff.

Thus Sennacherib

gives himself the

lo-ii^
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Wellhausen remarks, "in the Maccabean war

that, as

ecy was remarkably
of the purpose of

fuh'iUed."

Yahweh

is

—4.

The

It

seems

of the shepherds in v.

^.

proph-

interrupted by a pronouncement, in a

different measure, which, moreover, has
this connection.

this

progress of this revelation

no particular

fitness in

have been suggested by the mention
At any rate, it has meaning on the supto

position that these shepherds were, as has been explained, foreign
rulers.
From this point of view it is a variation on Je. 30"" ^,

where Yahweh

first

promises to punish the oppressors of Jacob,

and then adds, "then shall his prince be of himself, and his ruler
The scribe who penned the gloss,
shall go forth from his midst."
not content with repeating the simple language of Jeremiah, borrows a term from Is. 19^^ and another from 22^^ and produces this
substitute,

From

him, Judah, the corner, from him the peg, the
who bears the

corner and the peg both meaning the king as the one
responsibihties of government.

Cf. Ju. 20'

i S.

14^^.

It is

the

Messiah, according to the Targum, who is meant. From him, he
This is usually interpreted as meaning
adds, is the how for war.
military strength, but
figure for the king.

it is

possible that the

Aben Ezra

bow is
bow

explains "the

here another
of Israel" in

kingdom of Zechariah." This interpretation only
the
increases
appropriateness of the final clause, /r<)w him sliall go
Ho.

i^

as "the

—

5. This verse attaches itself naturally to
forth all alike that rule.
^
V.
and continues the subject there introduced, the wonderful
effect of the

presence of

Yahweh among

his people.

There

is

some

imcertainty about the

The

stood.

text, but the general sense is easily underhitherto peaceful and submissive will be more than a

match

for their oppressors.

ling as

it

They shall be like mighty men, trampwere the mire of the streets in battle, that is, trampling their
enemies like the mire of the streets. Cf. Mi. 7'". They will not
quail even before the dreaded cavalry of the powers arrayed against

them, although they come as "a great company and a mighty
army" (Ez. 38^^); but they shall fight, because Yahweh is with
them, a.td the riders on horses, in which Egypt
as the time of Isaiah,* shall be confounded.
* Cj.

Is.

Polybius,

V,

31'.

79.

was strong

as early

In the battle of Raphia (217 b.c.) Ptolemy IV had 5,000 cavalry.

C}.
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6. Attention has already

promised

been called

to

the generosity with

Ephraim is admitted to a share of the blessings
Judah and Jerusalem. Cf. 9". Here the same dis-

which, in ch.
to

9,

itself, indicating that the prophecy as a whole is
from the author of the one preceding. In this the thought is very
nearly that of 9^^. There Judah and Ephraim are the two parts

position manifests

of a

weapon, "useless each without the other"; here Yahweh

promises by his aid to

make

the northern tribes as strong

effective in his service as the southern.

7

"will

make

and

the house

says; but he immediately adds, and the house
I
will
deliver, or, in view of the connection, make vicof Joseph

cf

Judah mighty, he

torious.

Cf

9^.

The name

Joseph, when used as a collective, has more than one significaIn Gn. 49" B. and elsewhere it includes only the tribes of Ephraim and
Manasseh. It is sometimes, however, owing to the prominence of these tribes,
used to designate any coalition or confederation to which they belonged.
tion.

in Ju. i^^ ff-, it includes only Manasseh, Ephraim, Zebulon, Asher,
Naphtali and Dan; but in 2 S. 19'^ ^- it comprehends also the tribe of Benjamin. It is not strange, therefore, to find it used, like Ephraim (v. '),
sometimes, but rarely (7 t.) by the prophets, as a synonym for Israel in the

Thus,

narrower sense, that

employed

in

is,

any larger

for the northern
signification.

kingdom.

It

is

doubtful

if it is

ever

Cf. EB., art. Joseph {Tribe).

The parallelism between the two lines is unmistakable. They
therefore belong together; nor can they be separated without vioThis
lence to the thought that the author intended to convey.
being the case, it is clear that the period which Wellhausen inserts
after the first

must be replaced by a comma. The relation belines and the next is not so close as their connection

tween these two

with each other, but the natural inference is that, when Yahweh
proceeds to say, I will even restore them, he does not mean Joseph
alone,* but those of both branches of the Hebrew family who were
wandering among the nations. Thus, there follows a revelation

mercy in its real dimensions; of its breadth in the dechave compassion on them, namely, Joseph as well as
Judah, and of its depth in the promise, they shall be as if I had not
There is nothing in the term reject to forbid such an
rejected them.
of the divine

laration, I

interpretation, for the overthrow of

Judah was

* So Mau., Hi., Koh., Brd., We., Now.,

just as complete,

et al.

lo'-ii^
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and the Jews interpreted

for the time being, as that of Israel

their

own

misfortunes precisely as they did those of the sister kingdom.*
The remaining clause, havAll this is poetical and significant.
ing neither of these characteristics,

a reminiscence of

word."

Cf. V.

°

Is.

Gn.

41'^.
49'^.

is

Marti

—7.

doubtless a scribal addition,

calls

The

it

"a

theological catch-

interpretation given to v.

"

is

favoured by the fact that the writer now gives special attention to
Israel.
Then, he says, shall Ephraim be like mighty men, men who
not only possess strength, but are conscious of
delight in

its

exercise.

Cf. Ps.

19"/''.

So

Cf. Ju. 9^^ Ps. 104^^, etc.

as from wine.

its

possession and

shall their hearts rejoice

Their children

is

some-

times interpreted as the equivalent of Ephraim ;t but this can
liardly be correct, for, although the author of this prophecy has not
the originality of his great predecessors, it is too much to suppose
that he would repeat the same thought three times in three succes-

with so slight variations. It is better, therefore, to take
its obvious sense, thus making the couplet of which it
a part express a desire natural to a Hebrev/, and perfectly appro-

sive lines

the phrase in
is

priate in this connection, that later generations

see in retro-

may

spect the great deeds that have been wrought through their fathers,
and their hearts exult in YaJiwch. Cf. Ps. 78^^- 79" 102"/'^ etc.

—8.

It

has been noted as a characteristic of the author of this

prophecy that he is apt to be carried away by his visions. The last
an example of this peculiarity. In it the result
The process, therefore, now comes
steals a march on the process.

verse furnishes

"
and makes a
goes back to his promise in v.
new start. / will shrill to them, he explains, and gather them ; summon them by a,sharp, clear signal such as shepherds use in caUing

lagging.

Yahweh

their flocks.

Cf. Ju. 5^" Is. 5^" 7^^

They

will

respond in such

numbers that they shall be as many as they ever have been.X
These two declarations are separated, in the Massoretic text, by
another "theological catch-word" for which there

is

neither

room

nor occasion.
*

K. i7'9
Ps. 43' 44'°/', etc.
t So Wc, Marti.
other renderings have been suggested: Ihey shall increase as they increased, scil., in
Egypt (Ki., et al.), and they shall increase as they increase, i. e., indefinitely but if the author
t

Cj. 2

ff-

Two

;

had intended

former thought, he would have contrived to make it clearer, and
the second, he would have put the second vb. into the irapf. to denote future time.
to express the

if
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The

9.

exact meaning of the couplet that now follows it is diffiIt is pretty plain that the text has suffered, but

cult to determine.

how

At this point the question
to
possible
might
repatriate a people on whom
the oft-repeated threat to "disperse them among the nations and
scatter them in the countries" * had been but too literally fulfilled.
not so clear
arise

it

should be emended.

whether

it

was

It will be taken for granted that it did present itself, and that
the words here found were intended to furnish an answer to it.

On

this hypothesis the first clause is

Though I

them among

scattered

be a corresponding declaration.
verse

is

most naturally rendered,

The second

the nations.

When, however,

should

the rest of the

examined, there appear to be two such clauses, even infer

countries shall they remember me,

and they

and they

shall rear their children

(the children) shall return, either of

which

will

make

sense

with the foregoing, but only one of which can well be original.

The

them must depend on their relative fitness for
This being the case, there can be little doubt that
the gloss, having apparently been added to adapt a

choice between

this connection.

the latter

is

promise intended for the prophet's contemporaries to the needs of
a later generation. 10. Thus far the restoration has been pre-

—

It remains to add the details that give to a
sented only in outhne.
It is not necessary, hov;its
and
effectiveness.
vividness
picture
to
these
Hence, in the present inever,
particulars.
multiply

stance, although the preceding verse gave the impression that the

Hebrews were

if not all nations, only two
as
contributing to the multitude of exiles
actually
to
their
The first of these is Egypt. I will
returning
country.

are

now

scattered

among many,

named

Yahweh,/row the land of Egypt. The Egypmore than once came into hostile contact with the Hebrews.
The most notable of these instances are (i) the invasion of Palestine by Shishak (I), as he is called in the Old Testament, late in the
tenth, t and the defeat of Josiah by Necho II at Megiddo, toward the
bring them back, says
tians

end of the seventh century B.C., J on both of which occasions many
Hebrews must have been carried to Egypt as prisoners. Others,
doubtless, had gone there voluntarily while the two countries were
* C/. Ez. S'2 also Lv. 2633 Dt. 4" 28" Ez.
;• I K. i4=*ff-; Petrie, HE., iii, 233 jj.
;

S'

12"

'•

20=S 22'5, etc.
J 2 IL.

232)

'•;

Pttrie,

HL.,

iii,

336.

lo^-ii'*
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and especially when they were in aUiMany from the northern part

ance against Assyria or Babylonia.

must have taken refuge in Egypt when the kingdom
was overthrown. When Nebuchadrezzar finally crushed

of the country
of Israel

Judah the conquered fled thither in great numbers, the final remnant taking the prophet Jeremiah with them.* These last found
refuge in Tahpanhes, the Greek Daphna?, now Defneh, just within
the border; but there were other colonies in various parts of the
From this time onward there was always a large and
country. t

growing Jewish element in Egypt.

It

attained

its

greatest devel-

opment and influence, as was shown in the Introduction, in the
Greek period, when the Jews not only became leaders in commerce
and the industries, but rose to the highest civil and miHtary positions.

It

has also been noted, however, that vmder Ptolemy III

the condition of the Jews, especially in Palestine, became much
less fortunate, and that this is the period to which belongs the

prophecy here recorded. It is not strange that at such a time some
one should have been moved to preach a new and completer resThe prophet
toration than his people had hitherto experienced.
not only expects to see his countrymen in Egypt brought home, but
he puts into the mouth of Yahweh the additional promise, from
Assyria will I gather them.

seems

At

to contradict the opinion

first

sight the

mention of Assyria

above expressed with reference to

the date of this prophecy; but the contradiction is only apparent.
The name "Assyria," although, of course, it generally denotes the
great empire whose latest capital was Nineveh, does not, in the Old

Testament, always have this meaning. It is repeatedly used of the
powers which one after another took Assyria's place in the history of the oriental world. Thus, in 2 K. 23^^, it must be interpreted
as denoting Babylonia; for the Assyrian empire was overthrown
So also, acbefore Necho II started on his ill-fated expedition.
the
of Ezra
La.
In
books
Mi.
to
2'*
in
Stade,
5^.
fcording
Je.

and Nehemiah not only Assyria (Ezr. 6~), but Babylonia (Ezr. 5^^
These and other less obvious exPersia.
13''), is used for

Ne.

amples show that Assyria and Babylonia were sometimes employed

by Hebrew writers
* Cj. 2 K.
2526 Je. 43^

19

ff-.

to designate the existing world-power, or its
t Cj. Je. 43'

44'.
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without reference to their original signification.* This being
is free to conclude on other evidence that this

seat,

the case, the reader

prophecy dates from the Greek period, and explain the term Assyria in this instance as meaning the empire of the Seleucids.f
There were Hebrews in great numbers in this direction, also, mostly
the descendants of those whom the Assyrians and the Babylonians

had

carried,

away

Later the Persians under Artaxerxes

captive. J

be remembered, had added their quota. § The prophet
does not try to picture the meeting between this great multitude
it

III,

will

and the one from the West.

He

might have applied

of Isaiah (7^^) with reference to another invasion

quarters,

"They

trees,
left

and

come and

shall

and

water-courses,

settle, all of

in the clefts of the cUffs,

in all the pastures."

**

He

to

it

the

words

from the same

them, in the yawning
and in all the thorn

has not done

but he has

so,

evidence of realising that such a gathering would tax the dimen-

by providing for an overflow*; for this seems
be the meaning of the added words, a reminiscence of Je. 50'^,
and to the land of Gilead will I bring them until, lit., and, it shall
sions of Palestine
to

not suffice for them.

the

Amon

Gilead

Cf. Jos. 17^".

to denote the territory

between

and the Yarmuk

larger sense including

Moab and

is

etc.

The

is,

^
(Dt.

Je. 50*^ etc.),

3**'-

Bashan, that

is,

strictly,

between

but in the

for the entire region east of

the Jordan once occupied by the Hebrews.

2o\

here used, not

Bashan, that

Cf. Jos. 22^ Ju. 10^

and Lebanon, but

Massoretic text has Gilead

for

metrical and other reasons the latter must be omitted.

The

11.

made

last verse supplied

for definiteness.

ness.

Thus,

They

the mention of

certain geographical details that

suggest others

Egypt

tha,t

recalls the

increase

its

vivid-

wonderful works

Yahweh WTOught in the sight of the fathers "in the field of
Zoan." Cf Ps. 78^^- ^. The author has no more doubt than the
one who wrote Is. 11*^ ^- that, if necessary, Yahweh will repeat
that

these, or

perform yet greater miracles, for the deliverance and resYea, he says, they shall pass through the

toration of his people.
*

The same usage appears

14S i6'9 176 i8--

ii-

"•

2

So

New Testament, where Babylon means Rome.
according to many, i Pc. 5".

in the

also,

Is. 19°
27" Ps. 83^/^, according
K. is» i7« 18" 24'^fl- as".

t See also

Id.

*.

§ See pp. 264

/.

to Stade.

* Cj.

also

Ho. 11" Mi. 7^.

C/. Rev.

lo-ii^
Egyptian

sea, that

is,

the

Red
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Sea, as did their fathers under Moses,

similar miracle will be performed for the benefit of those who
have to cross the Euphrates. This great river, when the time

A

comes, will not merely be "divided," the water being piled up on
either hand "Uke a wall," but all the depths thereof sJiall be dried
up.*

In the Massoretic text the relation between the two lines

just quoted

is

obscured by the intervention of another, which, how-

ever, is so clearly a gloss

borrowed from

9^ that it

may

unhesitat-

The nations named could not be expected to
ingly be neglected.
acquiesce in the purpose of Yahweh. Like the Pharaoh of old,
blinded by their pride, they will even presume to resist him.
restoration of the

Hebrews, therefore,

means

The

their humiUation,

The

the

if

sentence pronounced upon
famiUar utterances of earUer prophets. The explanation
that the oriental world-power through the centuries remained

not their destruction.

first

recalls
is

so true to

its

original character that arraignments of

it

in its vari-

ous manifestations naturally present the same features. This one
condenses the substance of Isaiah's vivid description of the fate

and a successor's

of Assyria (10^^)

sarcastic portrayal of the fall

The pride of AsIn
be humbled.
shall
as
in
the
preceding verse, Syria,
syria, here,
the parallel line it is predicted that the sceptre of Egypt shall depart,
of

Babylon

which

is

(Is. 14^^^-) into a single sentence.

have an
equivalent to saying that the country will cease to

independent government. Cf. (f Gn. 49^°.
12. The prophecy might have closed with

but does not,

v. ",

the same
for, as a glance at ii^'^ will show, those verses continue
has just
doom
whose
the
over
a
lament
are
powers
subject.
They

been pronounced, which, of course, should immediately follow the

announcement

of their destruction.

This

verse, therefore,

must

be an interpolation.—11*. The lament is highly figurative, but
The cedar is a
there can be little doubt about its interpretation.
familiar figure for anything lofty, while the

oak

is

a symbol of great-

^the cedar represents Assyria.
ness and strength. t In Is. 10^
Ezekiel adopts the figure and in ch. 31 applies it in a much more

* This

is

only a less direct exhortation to courage and fortitude than the words of Judas
his men just before the battle of Emmaus, "Remember how our fathers were

Maccabaeus to

aelivered in the

t Cj. Xm..

Red

Sea,

when Pharaoh pursued them with an army."

2^ Is. 213, etc.

i

Mac.

4'.
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elaborate form to

In the

Egypt*

Lebanon, thy doors,

first lines

of this lament, Open,

That the fire may devour thy

the plural for the trees permits,

if it

cedars, the use ot

does not require, the reader to

suppose that both Egypt and Assyria are included. They will
disappear, as even these gigantic trees must when fire invades the

83".—2. The next

Cf. Is. 9"/'^ Ps.

forest.

arouses suspicion with reference to

its

couplet immediately

genuineness.

The

cypress

(Ciipressus sempervirens), which is still "found in abundance in
Lebanon and an ti- Lebanon," is repeatedly mentioned in the Old
Testament with the cedar; so often that, in certain connections, its

appearance

may

be expected.

There is difference of opinion with reference to the tree here intended. It
has also been identified with a variety of the pine {pin. Jmlepensis; Tristram,
NHB.,T,$2,f-), and the juniper (Juniperus cxcelsa, DB., art. Fir). Neither of
these, however, seems so likely to have been meant as the cypress, for the following reasons: (i) The word here used is generally so rendered in B, and oftencr so than in any other way in (6.
(2) The cypress is more valuable
than any of its rivals for the purposes for which the tree here named was used

by the Hebrews; viz., for floors (i K. 6'5), wainscots (2 Ch. 3^) and doors (i
K. 6^). So Post, DB., art. Fir. The only alternative to the adoption of
this view, apparently, is to

sometimes loosely applied

suppose that the name here used, Ass. burasu, was
more than one of the trees above enumerated.

to

Here, however, it is hardly in place,
(i) The cypress, although
associated with the cedar, is never in the Old Testament rep-

it is

It is called the "choice cypress"
resented as a peer of the latter.
and admired for its foliage rather than for its grandeur. Cf. Is. 37^*
It ought not, therefore, to appear as the chief mourner
Ez. 31^.

precedence of the more stalwart
to
not
ought
appear at all. If the cedar had

for its stately neighbour, taking

oak.

(2)

been

felled

Indeed,

it

with the axe, the

bler tree, but fire

woodman might have

makes no such

distinction.

spared the

humIt is

Cf. Is. g"^^^.

open the doors of Lebanon to this destructive element, to call upon the cypress, not, be
therefore an inconsistency, after throwing

observed, the cypresses, to wail because the cedar hath fallen.
if there are any, must be sought beyond the reach
These and other considerations warrant one in
of the flames.
it

The mourners,

M

* In
Ez. 31^ has "Lo, .Assyria a cedar"; l)ut, .since the whole chapter
king of Egypt, and the figure in its entirety is applied to him, the other
a mistaken gloss. So Toy, Siegfried, Kraetzschmar.

is

addressed

name

is

to '.he

doubtless

lo'-ii^
neglecting the line quoted, and with

The

been devastated.'^
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the next, that the lordly have

it

omission of these lines

is

an improvement

both from the metrical and from the exegetical stand-point. The
^"^
fall natmeasure is improved because without these lines vv.
into

urally

two

corresponding to those of ch.

tetrastichs

10.

the light thrown on the next two lines by the
The
close connection into which they are now brought with v. ^

More important

is

oaks of Bashan, whose right

at once

it is,

come

to the front as

mourners because the lofty forest hath come down. It is taken for
granted that the fallen forest is that of the cedars of Lebanon.
This inference
that the forest

The

only alternative

is to

is

unavoidable.

is

that of Bashan; in other words, that the oaks of

that region are

summoned

however, the forest

is

lament

to

their

own

and the

that of Lebanon,

suppose

destruction.

trees in

If,

it

represent
the doomed kingdoms of Egypt and Syria, or their rulers, the oaks
must be other great powers destined to survive, at least for the
present, to witness the mighty act of Yahweh.f

w.

'

It seems to
is complete in itself.
have been inspired by the passage from Ezekiel just cited. There
It contains
follows another which has its parallel in Je. 25^'* ^•.

3.

The

stanza found in

^-

two pictures or parables, in the

first

of

which the kings

whom Yah-

weh has threatened to punish again appear as shepherds. Cf. 10'.
Hark! says the prophet, the wail of the shepherds, adding the reason
for their grief.

The

Massoretic text says

but, since Je. 25^" has

"pasture" and

it

touches their glory,

this is the

word

that

is re-

probable that the original was,
because their pasttire hath been devastated.
Here, as the Targum
is a figure for the countries governed by
teaches,
pasture
correctly

quired to complete the sense,

it is

In the second parable the kings

the kings pictured as shepherds.

are represented as

young

lions, because the pride

Hark!

lions.

of

tJie

Jordan

says, the roar of the

young

Jiath been devastated.

The

it

Jordan has two valleys, an outer and an inner.
much narrower than the former, and so low that
*

The

adjective lordly

Is. 10^,

where the

with

lordly ones."

its

t Cj. Ez. 3115

is

The
it is

latter is

sometimes

used of the cedar also in Ez. i7», where EV. has "goodly," and in

original reading

was

either

So Cheyne.
!; also (5, which renders the

strong realm halh been plundered.

"Lebanon

last

the lordly" or, as in

two lines, Wait,

«, "Lebanon

rulers oj the countries, jor your

zech:\riah
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flooded by the river.
This narrow, winding strip is naturally very
fertile, and therefore produces an almost impenetrable mass of
vegetation, the pride, luxuriance, of the Jordan, which is, and
always has been, a covert for wild beasts. Cf. 12^; Tristram,

NHB.,

GASm."^'

10 /.;

were

lions.

from

their lairs

^**

fire

by

Among them

^\

in ancient times

It is these beasts,

Cf. Je. 49^^ 50^^

or flood, and

left

driven in terror

without a refuge, that

furnish the author with his second illustration.

No

Cf. 25^^.

desperate shall be the case of the kings of Egypt and Syria
Yahweh takes in hand to punish them.

less

when

point this as a pf., but v. shows that the perthen be the subjects of the vb., instead of appealing
to Yahweh, consulted the diviners.
u'lp'^a n>3] A mistaken gloss, unThe author wished to
naturally restricting the original thought.
1. iSNr] Bla., el al.,

'^

who would

sons

—

teach his people where to look for rain, not when it was most needed.
seems to have been suggested by Dt. 11", which (& copies verbatim.

It

The measure

—

permits no addition. anirn] Van H. ingeniously sugannn, the beasts. tjsi] Not necessary, cuu alone satisfying
the requirements both of the sense and the measure.
Marti, there-

—

gests

omits it. See, however, Jb. 37*, where both words are used in
the reverse order, also a similar expression in Is. 3'^.
^^^] Marti, following g", rds. sd'^, overlooking the fact that the second line is not a

fore,

—

promise, but the statement of a truth, and the third a continuation of
the same thought, the construction being changed by substituting the

impf for the
.

nn>,

its

on account

prtc.

Cf. Ges.

subject.

—
—

^

of the distance of the second vb.

ns.

5.

r. 7.-2.

>•]

Adversative.

from

Cf. Mi. 6^

Here, if nowhere else, a numerical plural.
Accented on the penult to prevent the conpr;nj>
Junction of two accented syllables.
nirSni] Two reasons for
suspecting the genuineness of these two lines have been given in the
comments. Another is that they have no place in the metrical scheme

Ges.''"^'"Cf. Ges.

'•

etc.;

'

^^

<'^'.

aiflinn]

irn]

—

—

—

of the author, a system of tetrastichs.
moSni] There is difference of
opinion with reference to the relation of this word to those that fol-

low.

Many make

it

the subj.,

and

xiu'n

the obj., of n3-i\

Dru., Rosenm., Hi., Ew., Pres., Sta., Kui., Now.,

GASm.,

So

et al.

"B J5,

It

is

however, for several reasons, to make it the object of the vb.
and Niu'n the gen. dependent on it: (i) This is the more natural conbetter,

struction.
nic'i'ni

(2) It is

has none.

favoured by the fact that Nirnhas the

(3)

The

vbs.

n^T and

icnji

art.,

while

naturally take a per-

sonal subj.
The majority of the authorities, therefore, have adopted
this construction.
So (S #, New., Mau., Burger, Koh., Klie., Ke.,

lo'-Il'

2Q9

—

Pu., Dr., Reu., Rub., We., Marti, et al.
innj'] Kenn. 4 T:Nr,
according to We. "perhaps correctly." The vb. asj, however, occurs
only in Je. 23'', and there as a denominative apparently coined for
Jtid.,

tne occasion.

We. himself thinks

that the present reading
Marti, recognising the division into
tetrastichs and accepting icnj>
nis'^ni as genuine, is obliged to omit
the rest of the verse as an accretion; mistakenly, for there are as

Besides,

also suits the connection.

spond

p'^i?]

—

for retaining these two lines as for omitting those he
are metrically correct.
(2) The tenses used corre-

good reasons
omits,

—

They

(i)

two

to those of the first

lines of the verse.

(3)

They complete

the thought with which the writer began and furnish him with a basis
for the rest of his discourse.
Note especially p *?>' and the catch-

word

The

rectness.

first

is

i;"Dj.

is

room

for

doubt as

to their cor-

It excites suspicion because, while

words generally used

closely resembles

whole, are genuine, there

last lines, as a

Although these

n;'n.

are two words about which there

in

such connections,

it

it is itself

not perfectly appropriate. It denotes a deliberate departure from
one place for another as on a march or journey. C/. Nu. 33^^-. The
word required is one that implies danger or violence. We. suggests
So also Now. This is an improveU'J or r;y, from >i), "wander.

ment, but i"i;"Dj, from ">;d, scatter (y'O, not only suits the connection,
but furnishes a key to the origin of the present reading. ij;*'] We.
would om. the word, but the measure favours its retention. Marti

—

rds.

citing

i:>;,

This

The same
word

is

is

but Kal iKaKibd-qaav

(§,

without the connective,

last, or,

true,

=

y;y,

GASm.

i:i;M.

would

rds.

however, of iH, which, so far as the meaning of the

supported by the Vrss. It is interesting also
54" the vbs. "i>D and rty; are associated. 3. m-]
with the force of a present tense. Cf. Ges. ^ 'os. 2 (<j). ipsa]
is

concerned,

—
—

to note that in Is.

The
This

pf.

i;']m.

suit the connection.

vb.,

with

'-";,

denotes hostility, without

— npo

it,

See the

friendliness.

—

Perhaps an error for ipoi ^3. At
this point van H., ignoring the indications from form and content that
have been noted in the Introduction, inserts ii'-" and 13'^ nN2i]
Om. with Kenn. 17, although its equivalent appears in all the Vrss. So
next clause; also Je. 23%

13]

—

Marti, Kit.

— mim n'j

rx]

An

intrepretative gloss, as prosaic as

—

it is

unnecessary. C/. i' Is. 7" 8". So We., Now., Marti., Kit. nnnSr^]
Perhaps, as Marti conjectures, a loan from v. '. 4. The reasons for
Marti makes
rejecting this verse have been given in the comments.

—

v.r:::]

—

but only by disregarding the length of the lines.
is Judah.
& has the pi. of the pron. here as
clause of v. ^.
nn^] After a sg., which, however, has a col-

a tetrastich of

it,

The antecedent

in the last

—

Cp. Marti, who would transfer this word to
Marti's idea is
V.5 in place of rm.
vni] &l oms."', but not &'^".
that the insertion of this word was rendered necessary by a mistake in
lective signification.

—
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made nn'' a part of v. «; but (i) "H' tvouIc' not
take the place of vni, which, moreover (2), is precisely in the style of
«
'.
the original author.
Cf. vv.
2>-\3j;] For '3 We. rds. '3, render-

punctuation which

—

ing the whole clause, and they shall tread on heroes. Similarly, Now.,
(The last has by mistake 'ja for 'jo'). This,
Marti, GASm., Kit.

however,

is

inadmissible.

author had intended to say what

If the

is

attributed to him, he would either have placed O'Do before anajj or
c^-133 before the proper form of n^n.
Moreover, he would probably
have made the noun a direct obj., this being the construction else-

where used after on.
the critics

were mire.

M. makes sense
Cf.
just cited, for i:^a3 one reads

—D'Dn]

Cf. Ges.^"6.

Cf. Is. 636 Ps. 64", etc.

BDB.

locative.

is

'•

a^'Hiarini]

R-

For

Cf.

i6«-

a^'as

and

translates

K.

16',

and

a^D3, like D'Oip, 2

'.— ironi].

It is a

if,

In Ez.

" the

3

with 6 Kenn. mss. and

ai*?,

it

as

Is.

it

25^

gK

Jewish conceit that this is a composite form
and au'' in Hiph., as used in Je. 32", and mean-

representing both 2rz'
So AE., Abar., Ki.,
ing both return to, and reinstate in, Palestine.
The truth probably is that there were
Dru., Rosenm., Pu., et al.

two readings and that the Massoretic text resulted from the inability of
The great majority of
the scribes to decide which was the correct one.
the mss. collated by Kenn. have this mongrel form, but 6 have DTarn^,
which is ambiguous, and 25 O'naB'ini, Hiph. from 2V\ This latter is
the one preferred by (&, Ra., Bla., Mau., Klie., Ke., Hd., Ols., Pres.,
Pu., et al.; but, as Koh. observes, if the writer had intended to use the
Hiph. of 2t'\ he would naturally have added a phrase telling how or

where they were

to dwell.

Cf. Je.

32" Ez. 28".

The omission of any

such phrase makes it probable that here, as in v. >", it was the Hiph. of
3ir that he intended to use. So 'B ^ ®, New., Ew., Hi., Koh., Brd.,
If the
Or., Wri., Sta., We., Kui., Now., Marti., GASm., Kit., et al.
original was a\"i3rm, as it is in five of the other eight instances in which
the Hiph. of 3ir is used, this form would naturally be understood dif-

by different readers, and the zeal of the parties thus arising
would soon find expression in the text. av'^njr] The pf. in the sense

ferently

—

of a plupf. in a supposition contrary to fact. Cf. Ges. ^ loe. 4j Dr, 5 18_
'ji 'JN •'d] These remaining words constitute an entirely indepen-

—

dent sentence, like the similar clause in v. « a superfluous afterthought
by a pious reader, metrically discordant with the preceding lines. Cf.
^'"- ^
7. rni] The pi. with a collective subj.
also i2<- 8.
Cf. Ges.
c).

—

—

-\nJ3]

larly uses 3

BDB.,

art.

—

Rd., with <& 3 B ^, ani3J3. ?" icd] The Heb. reguwhere the English idiom requires as with a prep. Cf. 12';
^'"- « <''.
This word is pointed as a juss.
'I'j^]
3,^n.; Ges.

—

and interpreted as implying subjective

interest.

B&

Cf. Dr.

—

*!

5"

'"'.

It

have a connective, to rd. Sji. 8. BX3pNi] The
impf with the simple after another impf is comparatively rare, beis

better, since (S
.

1

.

lo-ii'
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as a rule, used only "when it is desired to lay some particular
on the vb." or "in order to combine synonyms." Dr. ^"*. Here

iriR,

stress

the intention seems to be to emphasise the personality of the subj.
D'nnfl

— m]

An

—

Cf. v. ^.
interpolation.
Kuiper rds. n^-^s.
9. D>nrNi] This word, as pointed, contradicts the promise of the
preceding verse. What the author wishes to say is evidently, Though
<d]

I have scattered them.
tion, a
if

the vb.

Kit.

When, however, the impf. is used of past acusually takes the form of 1 consec. Here, therefore,
So Bla., Marti,
correct, the reading should be d;'-i;ni.

preceding
is

1

But the correctness

used in the sense of

of the vb.

scatter of

is

questioned.

human

beings.

It

is

not elsewhere

The word

n^r is the

one regularly used in that signification. See esp. Ez. 20" 22'' 29'^
30^3, where it occurs in the phrase "scatter in the lands," and Ps.
44"/"', where the dispersion is described as "among the nations."
Perhaps, therefore, the original reading, as We. suggests, was 3iiNi.
So Now., GASm. 'jnan D^-inicii] Marti oms. these words. It is
not they, however, but the remaining four, that have been added. On

—

thai of nvmcai, see Ges. ''"•

—

note <*>.
Rd., with CI &, rni.
vt^-]
We., Now., Marti, Kit. 11^:3^1] One reason, the
metrical, for considering this word a gloss has been given in the comments. There are others: (2) The region of Lebanon, if it had been
in the mind of the author, being a part of western Palestine, did not
need to be mentioned.
(3) The presence of the word in the text can
be explained as a reminiscence of Dt. 3-' or Je. 22^. Ni'"']. The
subj. is a pron. referring to in><.
Cf. Jos. 17".

So Seek., New.,

Sta.,

—

—

11. ia"i] Rd., with d E, ^-\^2•;^, the subj. being the returning exiles.
So We., Now., Marti, Kit. nix b^j] <B, iv daXda-a-ri a-revy; S, per
mare angusturn. The phrase has given rise to many and various
opinions. The word mx has been treated as a proper name (Hi.); a
substantive meaning trouble or adversary, used independently (Koh.)
or as the subj. of -i:3;'(Ki.), or an appositive to z- (Ke.), or a gen.
with 0^ (RV.), or an ace. denoting limit of motion (de D.), or an
adverbial ace. (AV.); a vb. with the sense of cleave (Hd.).
Others
have attempted to emend the text. Thus Bla. rds. rnx, to Tyre; also

—

Klo., Sta.

seems

to

This reading, however, is probably older than Bla., for it
have suggested the gloss that follows.
These attempts to

emend the passage having proven unsatisfactory, modern
have returned to Seeker's conjecture, that here, as in Is. 11"
the text should read a'-txn d'3.
So We., Kui., Now., Marti, GASm.,
construe or
critics

Kit.

—

dent,

a>Sj

a''3

nom]

The secondary

It requires an awkward
lines that belong together.

character of this clause

is

evi-

change of subj. (2) It separates two
(3) It adds a fifth line to an
(4) It is easily explained as a loan from
already complete stanza.
9S suggested by n-ix, in which the scribe who inserted it found the
(i)
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—

name

of Tyre.
ironi] We., taking for granted the genuineness of
the preceding clause, rds., with Kenn. 96, (&^, r'J.ii; but it that line
be omitted there will be no need of changing this or either of the

This one

is explained as a Hiph. used in the sense of
Generally the Nile, but in the pi. sometimes
streams other than the branches of that river. Cf. 33'' Jb. 28"'.
Moreover, in Dn. 12* « it is used of the Tigris. The context, with

following vbs.

Qal.

Cf.

BDB. — -in>]

regular alternations between Egypt and Syria, makes it probable
that it here means the Euphrates, or is an error for "tnjn, the usual
its

designation for that river. C/. Gn. 31", etc. The mistake would be
a natural one after the allusion in the first line to the passage of the

Red

Sea.

— 12.

This whole verse

evidently an accretion,

is

(i)

It

breaks with the metrical scheme of the rest of the chapter. (2) It
disturbs the connection between v. " and 11'.
(3) It is clumsy and
confusing in its style compared with the preceding verses. The
holds even if, for a\'T\3Ji, one read, with We., et al., c~->;ji,
and their might. r\yr\-2] ^ ?! add their God. ir^n.-i>] Rd., with
Kenn. 150 and d &, i'?Snr\ So Bla., New., We., Now., Marti,

last point

Kit.

—

—

—

The

11'. "i^riND]

prep, denotes that the action of the vb. will

be unrestricted; the fire will devour at will among the cedars. Cf.
Ges. ^ "'• ' <*) <*>. 2. The first half of the verse, as shown in the com-

—

ments, betrays

its

ungenuineness by

content.

its

It is also metrically

two couplets that are more closely
related to each other than either of them is to it.
(2) It makes the
stanza in which it is found Just so much longer than the others. The
phraseology betrays dependence on v. '. ib'n] Causal. Cf. Ho. i4<.
Ges. '56. ju'3] Usually with the art., which is here omitted, although
the noun is a vocative.
The
iix3^] Qr., with many mss., n^s^n.
art. is sometimes found with an attributive adj. when the noun
has none. Cf. 4' i4">, etc.; Ges. '^s- '• i^- <"); Dr. ^^m.— 3. ^ip] With
inadmissible,

It separates

(i)

—

—

^^

—

^'

the force of hark.

^'n- s-

shewa, see Ges.

—

li">''n]

it

d.

The

i^-

Always with the

40") without

of

5'"Cf. Ges.

^

(«).

'•

art. in prose,

self

'.

The two shepherds

careless shepherd (11^"").

as directed by

Yahweh

On

an''>-\c,

the composite
as in

Je. 25".

(Ps. 42'/^ Jb.

(ii^-^^

and asks

to

13^-^).

two paragraphs, the

first

—The prophet represents him-

to take charge of a flock of

are being reared for the market.
his duties

nS'^']

and only twice

section naturally divides itself into

The

—

Rd.

in poetry.

which deals with
(i)

^-

—an-ns]

He

does

so,

but

sheep that

finally tires of

be dismissed; breaking one of the symbolic

when he

staves with which he has provided himself

sheep,

and the other when he receives

leaves the

wages and deposits them
more complete in its details

his

temple treasury. The story is
than that of 6^ ^, but the absence of definite persons and places
and the neglect of the author to keep his narrative throughout dis-

in the

from the ideas symbolised indicate that, whatever one may
think of the other case, one has here to do with a parable.
Cf.
tinct

Ez. 4^s- 5^^-

12^-

ff-.

The

interpretation of the story as a parable does not deprive
the introductory statement, Thus saith Yahiveh, of significance.

4.

The author would doubtless have claimed that, although Yahweh
did not actually command him to perform the acts described, the
The addition lo
teaching of the parable had the divine sanction.
me indicates that this was his conviction. Cf. Is. 8^' i8\ etc.
Yahweh instructs the prophet to feed, act in the capacity of a shepherd to, the flock for slaughter. Cf Je. i2^ Too much stress cannot be laid upon the fact that the sheep are destined for the shamThis seems to have been ignored by those who find here a
bles.
representation of a good shepherd, whether

humane high

priest (Wellhausen)

.

Yahweh

It is clear

from

v.

(Stade) or a
",

where the

a synonym for king, that the command here given
the
prophet to personate a king and illustrate the charrequires
Who the king is, the author is careful
acter of his government.

term shepherd

is

not to explain, but, as sho\\Ti in the Introduction (256), the indications point to Ptolemy III, king of Egypt from 247 to 222 B.C.
It is clear

the

from y\.

same hand.

^^

^'

that he

He must

is

the

first

and the next ten verses were written.
sage, like

Dn. 11^-12^

is

of two rulers portrayed by

therefore have ceased to rule before this

not so

In other words, this pasas history.

much prophecy

is not himself accused of destroying his own sheep.
The terms here used are
they that buy them who slay them.
best explained as applying to the method of collecting the taxes in

5. This king

It is

Palestine from the time of Ptolemy III onward.

previously

had

little

The Jews had
When,

reason to complain in this matter.

however, Joseph, a disreputable nephew of the high priest Onias
II, by cunning and bribery secured the franchise, it became an in-

strument of cruelty as well as a source of enormous profit to

its
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who

possessor and his subordinates,

literally

bought and sold the

people without mercy. They could slay uncondemned, that is,
without incurring guilt or feeling remorse for their cruelty. Cf.
It must be the same
who, moreover, are Jews; otherJe. 50® ^•.

—

—

wise they would not use the language attributed to them that sell
them, saying in their conceit and hypocrisy. Blessed be Yahweh that
I am rich! Cf. Ho. 12^ ^•.
INIeanwhile, their shepherd (not, as the
usually rendered, shepherds), the king whom the prophet
represents, hath no compassion on them, affords them no protecThis is precisely what one would expect from that "retion.
markable king" Ptolemy III, who, as Mahaffy puts it,* changed

word

is

"from a successful warrior into a good-natured, but lazy, patron of
6. This verse is treated
politicians, of priests, and of pedants."

—

as a gloss by

some

of the later critics, but that is because they have

misunderstood the context.
^

If the interpretation

above given to

be adopted, it will not be necessary to resort to excision.
The prophet has been directed to play the part of a shepherd who,
though careless and unworthy of his office, has his place in the
vv.

^-

The present purpose of Yahweh is here revealed.
/ will no longer spare the inhabitants of the earth, he says, but lo, I
will deliver men, each into the hand of his shepherd (not his neighdivine plan.

bour),

and

hand of his king. The scenes enacted in Palesbe repeated under other rulers in other parts of the

into the

tine are to

to
earth, until they, these kings, shall crush the earth, allow ruin

Yahweh

the present, perthese
/ will not, he declares, rescue from their,
mit.
kings', hands.
had
In the East as well as in the West the people
long been the

overtake their lands.

All this

will, for

and the prey of their rulers.
These were the prophet's instructions. He proceeded,
cording to his narrative, to execute them. So I fed, he says,
sport

7.

flock, the flock

destined /or slaughter.

but

rest of this clause is unintelligible,

The Massoretic
it is

clear

ac-

the

text of the

from the Greek

Version that the original reading was, /or the traders in sheep, these
traders being the heartless buyers and sellers who, as above described,

make

a business of killing the sheep.

the usual implements of a shepherd,
HE.,

iv,

The prophet had

among which was a

124.

staff

such

Il'-"

Indeed, he had two staves. To
symbohc names, calling the one Delight, and the other
symbolic use of these staves seems to have been sug-

as David carried.
these he gave

Bonds.

The
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Cf.

i S. 17^°.

In
gested by Ezekiel's parable of the two sticks, Cf. 37*^ ^•.
this case, in spite of later explanations, the meaning is not easily

In seeking it one must keep constantly in mind that
the prophet, as a shepherd, represents, not Yahweh, but an earthly
This being admitted, the two staves will naturally symbolking.

discoverable.

the duties or relations of a shepherd to his flock, and, in the
higher sphere, of a ruler to his people, or the conditions that result

ise

from the observance of such

relations.

Now

the ideal attitude of

a king toward his subjects, as of a shepherd toward his sheep, is
one of benevolent solicitude for their welfare, and every king, when
he accepts his crown, explicitly or implicitly obligates himself, so
long as his subjects remain loyal to him, to devote himself to their
best interests.

The

first staff,

therefore, is called Delight, a

which, in the light of Ps. 90" and Pr. 24^,

denoting the pleasure that accompanies well-being.
of this staff, according to v.

^^,

is

therefore

name

be interpreted as

may

fitly

The breaking
represented as

equivalent to the repudiation of a covenant guaranteeing the bestowment of the blessings by which the pleasure was induced.
Secondly, it is the duty of a ruler not only to maintain toward those
under his authority a disposition and attitude that will promote
their happiness, but also to provide that their relations with one

another shall be such as contribute to the same

result.

bind them into a harmonious whole; otherwise his
benefit

most

them may arouse discontent and jealousy

serious internal disturbances.

This seems

to

own

He must
efforts to

issuing in the

have been the

his second staff Bonds, that

thought of the prophet in

is.
naming
At any rate, this is in harmony with what he says, in v. ",
that he meant by finally breaking it.
Note, however, that the

Unity.

staves symbolise simply ideals or obligations.
of taking

them has a

restricted significance.

It

Moreover, the act
cannot mean that

the prophet, as a shepherd, fulfilled the requirements of his

The

office.

sequel shows that, although he recognised his obligations,
he neglected them; and this thought must be supplied when he
repeats that he fed, took charge

of.

thejiock.
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8. There should now at once follow an account of the prophet's
It is postponed to make room
experience as a careless shepherd.
for a statement that immediately challenges attention and examination, I destroyed the three shepherds in one month. The use of the
article often implies knowledge on the
part of the reader which will

enable him to identify the persons or objects mentioned without
further description.
Hence Wellhausen argues that these shepherds must have been introduced in a passage connecting this verse
with the one preceding which has been lost. Moreover, since there

seems to be as little connection between the statement quoted and
what follows, he supposes that there is another lacuna at this point.
This hypothesis is illogical and unnecessary. The natural inference from the fact that the statement in question has no connection with either the preceding or the following context is that

it is

an interpolation, and this inference is confirmed by other considerations.
For example, the object of the parable, as already exwas
to picture conditions as they were not long before it
plained,

was

From

^

it appears that these conditions were in
accord with the divine purpose for the time being. The author cannot, therefore, have represented Yahweh, who must be the "I" of

written.

v.

the sentence, as destroying three other shepherds presumably for
same offence that he himself was instructed to commit.* It

the

much more probable that the statement is a gloss by some one
who thought he saw mirrored in the parable a time when three
rulers one after another in rapid succession were removed.
The
opinions with reference to these rulers are many and various. The
is

them with certain high priests of
Maccabean uprising; for example,
^^- '^^^•
Jason, Lysimachus, and Menelaus.
Cf. 2 Mac. 4^®-

latest exegetes incline to identify

the period just preceding the

So Rub., Marti. This is only one of many different conjectures on the subRub. enumerates twenty-five. There are at least forty, together covering the whole field of Hebrew history from the Exodus to the conquest of
Palestine by the Romans, and including most of the men and institutions
therein of any importance.
Indeed, some have sought these three shepherds
outside of the Holy Land. The following specimens will indicate how wide is
The three are identified with Moses, Aaron,
the divergence on the subject.

ject.

«

1 his objection is valid,

after v.

'».

whether the clause be

left

where

it is or,

as Marti suggests, placed

TI*-"
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ana Miriam; Jer., etal.: with Zechariah, Shallum and another, perhaps Mentthem; Mau., Hi., Ew., el al.: with Judas Maccabaeus and his brothers Jona(.aan and Simon; Abar., el al.: with the kings, priests, and prophets of the
Hebrews; Theodoret, et al.: with the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes;
Lightfoot, etal.: with Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia; Klie., et al. Of course,
most of these conjectures would not have been proposed if their authors had
not first persuaded themselves that a month might mean any length of time
from a few days to 210 years.

Since, however, the interpolator

must have seen that throughout
would naturally use

the parable the shepherd represents a king, he

the term in the

same

The

sense.

three shepherds are therefore

doubtless three kings, and since this gloss

presumably kings of Syria.
they are the three who, according to Dn.

inal parable,

—according to

v.

^*

than the orig-

is later

If so,

it is

pro')able that

were "plucked up"
"
of the same chapter they were "put down
7*,

—

by Antiochus Epiphanes, and who are plausibly identified with
Seleucus IV, Heliodorus, a usurper, and Demetrius Soter, son of
Seleucus and rightful heir to the throne,

whom

Antiochus Epiph-

anes superseded. Perhaps, however, since Demetrius not only
was not destroyed, but finally succeeded to the throne, the three are

Antiochus

III,

Seleucus IV, and Heliodorus.

If

it

be objected that

these three were not removed within a month, one

may

reply that

although Seleucus ruled nine years, in Dn. 1 1'" his reign is reckoned at "a few days," and, if the author of the gloss took the words
literally,

he could easily persuade himself that they all died within
The removal of this. gloss clears the way for a

the given time.

—

natural and satisfactor}' interpretation of the rest of the verse.
It is a confession by the shepherd that, although he had taken
to nourish and protect the sheep committed to his
he
became
impatient with them, felt and showed a repugcharge,
nance toward them not in harmony with his calling. Here, again,

upon himself

is

unmistakable evidence that

it is

ing,

and recreant human

ruler.

—The repugnance of the shepherd

his sheep naturally begot in
souls,

9

not Yahweh, or any other person

whom

the prophet is impersonatbut some one of a very different character, namely, a fallible

or persons properly called good,

.

them a corresponding

feeling;

for

their

he says, also loathed me.

The

indifference of the shepherd

shows

itself in

neglect of his
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Indeed, he goes so far as to repudiate his duties toward
that is dying of hunger or disease, he
heartlessly

sheep.

The one

them.

declares, shall die, for

aught he cares, and the one that is being deby wild beasts or other foes shall he destroyed. These two

stroyed

clauses are a development of the last of v.

^

in the manner of Ezearraignment of the shepherds (kings) of Israel in 34- ff-.
The last is a less apparent parallel to 34'^^-;
Cf. also Je. 15I ^.
but in it the author forgets his role and uses
language that rather

kiel's

recalls Is.

j^^ -^ ^^ reality
9^V2o^
describing the bitter struggle
which, growing out of the rise of the Tobiads, rent the nobility in
twain and brought untold evil
upon the Jewish people. They Chat
are left, he says, as if the
each
struggle were still future, shall

devour,

The shepherd now brings forward the
one named Delight, symbol of the
happy con-

the flesh of its fellow.—10.
first

of his staves, the

dition of a people imder an ideal ruler.
Since he has repudiated
his obligations as a
shepherd, it is fitting that he should cut it

asunder, for nothing could better represent the abnormal relation

between him and

his charges and its
unhappy consequences than
such a severed and useless instrument. No formal
explanation

would seem to be necessary, yet he gives one, and, in so
doing, adds
a detail that deserves attention. It is found in the clause in wliich
he describes the covenant now broken. My covenant, he calls it,
again deserting his figure, which I had made with all the peoples.
usually understood as meaning a covenant by which

The words are

Jews were protected from other nations;* but this is not the
interpretation that best harmonises with the main thought of the
the

The covenant, if represented by the staff, can only be a
parable.
covenant with peoples represented by the sheep, and
surely the
Jews were among them. If, therefore, the shepherd represents
Ptolemy III, one must infer that not only the Jews, but the peoples
about them who were tributary to Egypt had just cause of comIf so, it is not strange that a little
plaint against him as a ruler.
later, when Antiochus the Great undertook the conquest of Egypt,
he met with almost no opposition until he reached Gaza, the Phoenicians and the Philistines being as ready as the Jews for a
change
of masters.
li. The words and it was broken in that
should

—

*

day

So Thcod. Mops., Rosenra., Mau.,

We..

Now

.

Marti,

et al.

Hi.,

Ew., Koh., Ke., Hd., Burger, Brd.. Pu.

Or.,

be attached to

v.

'°,

which

of

it is

reports that,

when

prophet, resuming his role,

the traders in sheep

who were

van Hoonacker ingeniously suggests, had
the staff asunder, they

knew

that

The

properly the conclusion.

The

rest of the verse is very realistic.

was

it

the

watching,

or, as

him saw him

hired,

cut

word of Yahweh; that
shame, represented ex-

the action performed correctly, and to their
This is so simple and natural a declaration that
isting conditions.

suggests the question whether the prophet did not go through a
pantomimic presentation of his message before he put it into writ-

it

—12.

ing.

The

shepherd, although he has failed to meet the reThe usual

quirements of his office, presents a claim for wages.
interpretation makes him address himself to the flock.

It would
" were correct.
seem permissible if the Massoretic text of v.
If,
however, as has been shown, it is not the sheep, but the traders in

who are watching

the prophet, the natural inference is that it
the next speech is addressed.
This inference
is confirmed by the fact that it is these traders, according to v. ',
whom the prophet has been serving. They, then, are the persons

them,

the latter to

is

whom
be

whom

now approaches, rather hesitatingly, with the request, 7/ f/
me my hire. Then he practically confesses

he

good in your eyes, give

his

unworthiness of any remuneration by adding,

but, if not, refrain.

The

traders respond by paying him, not, apparently, according to
a previous agreement, but according to their estimate of his value

They weighed me, he

as a shepherd.
that

is,

shekels, of silver; about

money, according

£4

to Ex. 21^" the price of

meaning of these words does not
to recall

whom

says,

my

hire, thirty pieces,

2s sterling, or

$20

at first appear.

the shepherd represents,

in

American

a Hebrew slave.

and

whom

It is

The

necessary

the traders, to

But, when this is done, and one
appreciate their significance.
realises that it is the king of Egypt who is appraised and the taxgatherers of Syria who appraise him,* the passage becomes one of
the best examples of sarcasm in the

Old Testament.

13. There follows an episode which, on any interpretation of
In the first
the parable as a whole, it is difficult to understand.
place, according to the present reading,

shepherd,

who

* Kliefoth and others connect the

dependence,

20

if

it is

not Yahweh, but the

has been appraised; and, secondly, there

there is

amount of money paid with
any, must be on its side.

v.

\ but,

if v.

is

Sa 13

no

dis-

a gIos3.

"Jon
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why the money should be thrown to the potter in
the temple or elsewhere.
It is therefore
pretty generally agreed
that the text needs emendation, and, indeed, that the command

coverable reason

addressed to the shepherd should read, put it into the treasury, the
noble price at which thou hast been valued by them.
The term
noble, of course, is to

be understood as ironical.

the treasury or storehouse is not explicit
to the

modem

reader where the

money

enough

is

to

The reference to
to make it clear

be deposited.

In the

statement that follows, however, the omission is made good; for
here the shepherd says that he put the silver at the house of YaJiweh
into the treasury, or, to

house of

it

put

Yahweh and put

it

more

idiomatically, brought

into the treasury.

references to the treasury of the temple or
Jos. 6-^ I
it

K.

14^^ 2

K. 24",

was a depository

Yahweh.

it

It

commanded

is

to the

contents.

its

appears from 2 Mac.

for private as well as public funds.

therefore, the shepherd

treasury,

etc.

it

There are several

to put his

wages

^3^

Cf.

that

When,
into the

by no means follows that they are to be devoted to
more probable and the irony of the command is

—

It is

increased by this interpretation

— that they are

to

be placed there

for security.

14. In the final verse, which

is

that precede, the shepherd tells
staflf,

Botids.

It, also,

he cut asunder, thus, as he explains, sunder-

ing the brotherhood between

and

but loosely connected with those
how he disposed of his second

Judah and

Israel.

The names Judah

most frequently used of the two kingdoms into which
the time of Solomon the Hebrews were divided; but the later

Israel are

after

prophets sometimes employ them together as a comprehensive designation for the entire people.

Thus,

in

Jc. 23" they are equiv-

alent to "the seed of the house of Israel" of v.

*.

Cf. also Je.

The brotherhood of Judah and Israel
2j27fif. Ez. 37*"^-, etc.
in this sense would be the unity of purj)ose and effort among the
Hebrews
stored

after the Exile, especially those that constituted the re-

community

in Palestine.

Now,

the

most

serious rupture

of this unity occurred, as has already been observed, on the rise
of the Tobiads, when there began a partisan struggle for the control of affairs that finally
If,

therefore,

Ptolemy III

assumed the dimensions
is

of a civil war.

the shepherd of this parable, this rup-

3"

11^-"

which he was indirectly responsible, must be the one symThus the whole bebolised by cutting asunder the second staff.
comes a picture of conditions, especially in Palestine, just before
that country ceased to belong to Egypt and became a part of the
turc, for

Syrian empire.
In Mt. 27® ^- the Evangelist, referring to the purchase of the
Potter's Field, says,

"Then was

fulfilled that

And

through Jeremiah the prophet, saying.

which was spoken

they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price of him that was appraised, whom some
of the sons of Israel appraised, and gave them for the Potter's
Field as the Lord appointed me." The discussion of this quotation properly belongs in a
it is

first

commentary on the Gospel from which

taken, but two or three points
place,

refer to v.

may

here be noticed.

In the

there should be no doubt that the Evangelist meant to
" of the
from
the
above

divergence

discussed,

parable

the original being explained by the liberty he allowed himself in
The appearance of the name of
his quotations.
Cf. Mt. 2^^ 21^.

Jeremiah for that of Zechariah has received various explanations.
Among them are the following: (i) That the name is an addition
to the original text of the Gospel.

or an abbreviation of

it,

(2)

That

the

name

of Jeremiah,

has been substituted for that of Zecha-

by a careless copyist. (3) That the name of Jeremiah, whose
book once stood first among the prophets, is here a title for the
whole collection. (4) That the words of Zechariah are based on
riah

Je. 18,

and are therefore

however, are only so
less

words of Jeremiah. These
excuses for refusing to make the harm-

virtually the

many

admission that the Evangelist attributes to the greater and

known of two prophets words that belong to the other.
Mk. i^, where a passage from Malachi is attributed to Isaiah.

better

See

Finally, the incident narrated in the

Gospel

is

the fulfilment of

the words of the prophet, not in the strict sense of being the event
he had in mind as he wrote, but only in the loose sense of being an

event by which the words of the prophet are recalled.
2"'-

Cf.

Mt.

'\ etc.
4. ^n'^N]

(&,

TravruKpaToip

246 (now) ^^N as
pose.

Cf. Is.

in v.

's.

=

nN3X;

&'-'^

add

^*li».

Rd., with Kenn.

— njinn] A gen., the equivalent of an

53= Ps. 44", etc.;

Ges.

^'

'^s. s

c) >,.;

Ko.

inf. of

pur-

^

has

^"8t,
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pi.

Sebok an error

ace. to

llwl*^;

because jns

sf.

for ]:J!:i.8-JwD.

—

With a fem.

5. ]n>ji)]

conceived as a collection of ewes.

is

—

Cf. Je. 50'^
is the sf. of the

pin^] For pj-ii^ the reading of 25 Kenn. mss. The ]
icc'N'' ,"^00^] With daghesh orlhophonicum to call attention
3 pi. fem.
See also '^.':nx v. ^
to the silent shewa under the preceding guttural.
'3- J ('').—
So We., Now.,
-iCN^] Rd., with 05 1 §• ®, n;:N\
Cf. Ges.

—

'i

The

Marti, Kit.

loss of the pi.

ending

is

explained by the fact that in the

clause quoted each of the subjs. speaks for himself.

—
TUKpdrwp.

-11:7x1]

Cf. 'J^N1; Ges.
fensible.

Cf.

^

"

Qr., with 30 Kenn. mss.,

The

<*'.

Ho.

n^r;:Ni,

—

^a adds

nin-]

syncope for

by

Kt., however, with the pointing

129/8 jb. 1529,
"2-

is
itt'ilN'i

de-

The has a circumstantial force. Cf.
c^' ^The Vrss. have the equivalent
1

'.
Gn. i8'8 Ju. i6'5, etc.; Ges. ^
of either ir;'ji ((6 "B) or ijT'ryni (g> e).
'

irav-

-i^r;:N'i.

—

::n';-i]

Rd., with 18 mss.

We., Now., Kit. It is not probable that the auforthor, having taken pains to use the fem. sf. in ]^':?, would so soon
See also ]^'^';. A copyist, however, might carelessly write
get himself.
The noun might be either sg. or pi., but, since the
the one for the other.

S»

So

!^";"'.

(F,

vb. of which

it is

Bla.,

the subj.

3';

Ges. ^^"- ' ^-

of a

sf.

allel

v.

'«

12^;

<^>=

is sg., it

K.

93. 3.

with a

3,

must be

GASm.,

"JJ? p':']

these words a

Kit.

—

Many and
meaning

have been tortured

same number.

in

So Mich.,

i-i;'^.

Sta.,

We., Now.,

H., contrary to the context, rds.

harmony with

The

Na.

separate pron. instead
Rd., as required by the par-

made

various attempts have been

in vain.

Cf.

The

"'DJn]

sf., 13=^.

Van

o'i'c]

of the

— 6,
— ~;i]

term, his king, against the Vrss.,

Marti,

—7.

So

'

^•^2b.

to find in

the context, but both of them
in v. " should

fact that

JD

reappears

have put any one acquainted with Heb. on the right track.

Those who

consulted the Vrss. had only to turn to (B to find in its reading els rrjv XavaavTriv or ets rrji' yrjv Xavdav (L), a waymark to the original, viz., "';::.'.':^^.

So

Fliigge, Bla., Burger,

GASm.,

Gins., Kit.

—

Rub., Klo., Sta., We., Kui., Now., Marti,
Not a cstr., but a sharpened form of the abs.

TIN'r]

used nominally. Cf. 2 S. 17" Is. 2712, etc.; Da.^'s. R. j—^.L,,.] -phere
seems to be no object in insisting on the Massoretic vocalisation against

funiculum; B, U^i*.; all of
be rendered Bonds, or, more abstractly,
Union or Unity, is not of consequence. On the use of the pi. as an abstract noun, see Ges. ^'24. i. k. (A)__jxsn ns n;-isi] This, at first sight,
seems a useless repetition, but on closer examination it will be found to be
the testimony of the Vrss.;

which favour

a

a-'^^n.

(g, <rxoi;'t(r/xa; Vi

Whether

justifiable literary expedient.

,

it

The

first

time So I fed,

—

etc.

looks back-

ward to v. <; here it serves as an introduction to v. *. 8. ipdni] Rd., with
20 Kenn. mss., n>n3Ni.^—-ma] The masr. for the fem. sf., because, as the
See su'sj, and in v. ' Bra.
writer proceeds, he loses sight of the figure.

—nSna]

'Att.,

the aSnac of Pr. 20" being an error for nSnao.

n^o. citing Je.
and in 31" the

3'< 31^2;

but

original

was

n'?;'j.

has

Geiger rds.

usual sense,
Griitz sugpcsts nSyj, but, since the

in 3", ace. to Gie., ^i'3

its

Il'-"
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of ''n^ with the
Syriac has preserved a derivative
there seems to be no need of changing the text.

meaning nauseated,

9. npcn] Moritura; so also the next prtc, while the third must be rendered reliclae. Cf. Ges. ^ "«• 2.— nr.s] Comp. the rw of v. «.— 10. ^'on"-]
Better isn'^, the oriental reading, found also in 28 Kenn. mss. It has cir-

cumstantial force, like the pres. prtc. in English.
'mD] The pf. in the sense of the plupf. Cf. Ges.

—

— ^^i-rn] \an H.
The prtc,
make excellent sense. —
Rd., as in

v.

2. •<• *.

Cf. Ges.-"*c).— 11.

'»«•

'

'^y;

p]

suggests ansu'n, which would
like the tenses, here takes a sepa-

"J>J:.

',

^

\"^n]

"s.

3._i2

lan] Always milra\ except in
and the one following a monoOn the
The fern., >d-i, is also naturally milra
Cf. Ru. 3'^
syllable.
other hand r^2r^ is regularly mil' el. So at the beginning of a verse in Gn.

rate pronominal obj.

Jb. 6",

Cf. Ges.

^

where the preceding word

.

mil' el

is

.

II' Ex. i'<',and

the

first

word

I S. 14'").

when the preceding word

in

The

a speech, even

only case in which

is

probably due to

mil' el (Gn. 11'); also

it

word

is

milra'

has a disjunctive isGn.

when

it is

(Gn.

ii<

and

the

11',

Gn. 29=', where, since the conditions
and I S. 14", the position of its aces- »• R- *.
For the
the following N.
Cf. Ges.

only one in which it is itself milra'
are otherwise the same as in Gn. 1
cent

is

the preceding

if

is

1*

^

—

^s" '.
nS dni]
rules governing the accentuation in such cases, see Nrd.
^ is'. /"• R. =.—
In
for
iS-'n.—
Ges.
condition.
pause
i"-;-]
Cf.
Elliptical

an appositive of Z^^T'^' understood. Cf. Ges. ^^'^i- 2 (o:
the ordinary rendering for
i,-i3^'-j--] This word does not, as
See Gn. 21*,
it might suggest, imply contempt or any related emotion.
where it should be translated bestow. The closest parallel to the present
instance is found in 2 Ch. 24"', where the author says that, in response to
a proclamation of King Josiah, "all the princes and all the people gladly

r,D3] Strictly
131

4_

— 13.

brought in" the required sum "and put it (o-'S^m) into the chest." Cf.
-lirn] This word, as was observed in the comments,
Ju. 8^5 2 K. 4*', etc.

—

is

unintelligible in this connection.

G

2

citation in

Mt.

27'",

by Judas was given

=

-i-!;isn

Yet

it is

the reading that underlies
{statuarium); also the

H
Aq.
where the Evangelist reports that the money returned
{t6v v\6.(jti)v),

(jb x<^vfVTripiov),

ei's

rhv aypbv tov

and

Kepa/ji^ws.

n'3 (Ne. 10") or simply iviNn

(

^, however, has

I'^.

Je. 38"), the treasury, the

Iw»J3

reading

Many have adopted
actually found in Kenn. 530 at the end of the verse.
the opinion that this was what the prophet intended to say, but they are
not agreed on the origin of the present reading. Thus, Maurer claims
that it is not the text, but the interpretation of it, that has suffered, ixvn
itself

having the sense of treasury; while Eichhorn and others contend

that the original reading

was ixvn, and explain

this as

an Aramaism for

So also Hi., Ew., Bo., Sta., Eckardt, et al. The most probable view is that ixvn is simply a mistake for ixixn, a having been
of the last syllable changed
carelessly substituted for an n and the vowel
So Ort., Reu., Now., Marti,
to that of the familiar word for potter.
ijiNH.

'
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GASm.,

We. does not accuse

Kit., et al.

the scribes of tampering with

the text, but he says that "the incorrect reading may have been purposely retained that Tivn rnight be interpreted as meaning potter. If the

wage' was not worthy of the shepherd,

it certainly was too small for
the sacred treasury."
He also calls attention to traces of a
dual interpretation of this passage in Mt. 27^ ff-, where the chief priests

'rich

Yahweh and

money returned by Judas into "the treasury," but
for "the potter's field."
For another example of confusion of
N with \ see jmi for jnt in i S. 22's- ".
ip^n iinI For "^p^n -nNn the

decide not to put the

expend

it

—

gen. of a

noun being used instead

I230, etc.;

Ges.

(GASm.),

128. 2

^

rd.

(O.

r-\p\

—

of the corresponding adj.
Cf. 2 S.
Tni-i'] Since the subj. can hardly be the prophet

So We., Now., Marti,

Kit.,

van

H.— c^r'^r] A

numeral, whether before or after a definite noun with which it is in ap^'3<- 3- ^- 2.
'ji nini nia i.-n
position, wants the art.
Cf. Ges.
iiSc'ni]

—

Constructio pregnans for

The noun no,
understood.

therefore,

^

'ji T''^c\si

is

mrT>

and isinh Sx and

Rd.

idh'^ as in v.

'".

Cf. Ges.

NOvSi.

i.iN

in the ace. of the limit of

simplifies the sentence

nin^

no

(gn^ tt^v Kardcrxeffiv

Most Greek mss. have tt]v
An interesting reading which some
error.

"'•

<.

by transposing the phrases ro

inserting the prep. 3 before the former.

— mnxn]

^

motion with nos

StadT^Krjv.

—

=

'^sni;'^]

—i-ci^]

ninNn; clearly an

@^,

'IfpovaaXrifj.]

recent critics are inclined to adopt.
It can hardly be regarded as the original

So We., Now., Marti, Kit.

reading unless this passage can be shown to be by the same author as
chs. 12

A

(2)

and

14.

foolish shepherd

rected to

assume the part

(11*''"^^

13^"^)-

—The prophet

of a foolish shepherd,

Then Yahweh breaks

his fiock is briefly described.

ciation of the shepherd, followed

is

here di-

whose treatment of
into a

denun-

by intimations concerning the

process of purification by which his people

must be prepared

for

final deliverance.

15. The words with which the prophet represents Yahweh as
addressing him, Take thee again the implements of a foolish shepherd, might be interpreted as meaning that the shepherd now to be
personated is the same as the one in the preceding paragraph; but
this can hardly be the case.
The change in tone that reveals itself in

the succeeding verses

writer's idea

example,

would be more

Take

is

evidence to the contrary. The
by a paraphrase; for

clearly expressed

thee again the implements of a shepherd, this time
Among these implements were

to play the part of a foolish one.

a

and a pipe (Ju. 5^").* The epithe Old Testament generally implies moral ob-

S. 17^"),

stafif (i

thet foolish in

Thus,

liquity.

a pouch

in Pr.

"despise wisdom and
to rulers

clear

is

from

i^

the persons so described are said to

What

instruction."
Is. 19'^

Egypt who

princes of

(ibid.)

it

means when applied

^, where, singularly enough,

are so characterised.

The

it is

the

foolish ruler

is

blind to the purposes of Yahweh, and helpless in the
The one here meant is probably Ptolface of their fulfilment.

who

one

is

in 222
(Philopat :,r), who succeeded his father Euergetes
His reputation is unmatched by that of any other member
The Greek historian Polybius deof the Ptolemaic dynasty.
scribes him as a drunken debauchee who was not only worthless

emy IV
B.C.

as a ruler, but a constant
of his country. t
also of trying to

when he was

menace

to the prosperity

and

security

The Jews accused him of the worst excesses; J
force his way into the temple at Jerusalem, § and,

frustrated, planning a wholesale

massacre of their

These charges, as Mahaffy believes,
countrymen
even
he admits that the king must have
but
be
may
exaggerated,
and that fact is sufficient to acto
hate
cause
the
him,tt
Jews
given
at Alexandria.**

count for the tone of

what

is

meant by the

this passage.

The

verses that follow

show

He

tutes for

it

Yahweh

himself explains
Lo, I will raise up a shepThe
predictive only in form.

instructions given.

herd in the land.

ditions.

—16.

clause

is

that the writer

is

dealing with actual con-

does not repeat the adjective foolish, but substi-

a description of the administration of the reigning king.

marked by negligence alternating with cruelty. The language
Ez.
used, which is consistently pastoral, is largely borrowed from
It is

Here, however, only four cases are enumerated. First
comes that of the one that is being destroyed, for example, by wild
It the shepherd should, but will not, visit bringing asbeasts.
34^

^•.

sistance.

seek

it.

The second is the one that is wandering; yet he will not
The third is the one that is maimed, lit., broken, having met

with an accident, perhaps, while scrambling over a rocky pasture.

of this

Moore,

some of the commentators, ancient and modern, that the impleshepherd differed from those of the one in the other parable. So Cyr., Lowth,

a ridiculous fancy of

It is

ments

el

t Hisl.,

al.

V, 34.

** 3 Mac.

3'

fl-.

t 3

Mac.

tt HE.,

2».
iv.

145.

I 3

Mac.

i'"

«:
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It

he will not take the trouble to heal.

is

doubtful.

The

The

condition of the fourth

text reads one that standeth,

perhaps surviveth.

One would

expect either the one that starveth or the one that is
since
the prophet completes the sentence
hungry,
by adding, he
will not nourish, provide with food.
The last clause, also, in its
present form

is only
The Syriac Version
partially intelligible.
have preserved the original reading, the flesh of the fattest
will he eat, and their legs will he gnaw ; a picture which
excellently

seems

to

portrays the greedy policy Ptolemy
toward the Jews. Cf. Ez. 34^.

17.

From

The

this point

onward

IV appears

the discourse

to

have followed

is really

predictive.

form,
changed, the remaining verses constituting a
in
four
The
stanzas, each of which has three double lines.
poem
also, is

prophet begins by pronouncing a woe upon the shepherd already
On
described, who is now, however, called my foolish shepherd.
the pronoun, see 13^
His offence is that he leaveth the flock. The
instrumentality through which he, or rather the king he represents,
is to be punished is the sword, that is, war.
The verse is modelled
after Je.

50^
Chaldeans.*

^-j

where another writer invokes the sword against the
writer seems also to have had in mind an oracle

The

by Ezekiel against the ruler of Egypt in his time. "Son of man,"
that prophet represents Yahweh as saying to him, "I have broken

thearmof Pharaoh, king of Egypt." Cf. Ez.;^o'\ Here the reigning king (Ptolemy IV) is threatened with a blow upon his arm. The
interpretation of the figure is found in Ez. 30-^. The arm of the
king is smitten to "cause the sword to fall out of his hand," that is,
to render him and his country defenceless against their enemies.
Nor is this the extent of the penalty. Yahweh will smite with the

same sword

men
of

means of disabling
made a shield
be complete: his arm shall ivithcr

his right eye, this being another

for service in war, since the loss of the right eye

little

The

value.

result will

—

away, and his right eye shall he utterly darkened. 13^. The reasons for connecting this and the next two verses with the eleventh
chapter have been discussed in the Introduction. See pp. 253/.
Yahweh summons the sword,
subject is continued.

The same
* In Je.

soss

M has

reading, there can be

2-}h, a drought, but, as

little

& has the sword,

and

(8 originally

doubt that the Hebrew author wrote 3nn.

had the same

with which he has just threatened the foohsh shepherd, to awake

and perform
it is

its office.

now

incited he

Of the person against whom
Hebrew word that may be rendered, ac-

Cf. Je. 47".

uses a

cording to the vocaHsation, either my fellow or my shepherd; l)ut it
not difficult to decide in which of these two senses the author in-

is

tended
of the

it

to

be

The former

talcen.

synonymous expression,

ever, is preferred because,

question

is

in Is. 44'^

among

really the shepherd;

There

in this verse.

Yahweh

is

has in

its

favour the proximity

companion.

other reasons,

and

The

latter,

how-

the person in
(2) without doubt is so called
(i)

no objection

applies

lieved that all rulers

my

it

to

to the expression in itself, for
Cyrus, and, since the Hebrews be-

were under the control and direction of

their

God, they could apply it to a king, even if he were oppressing them
instead of relieving them from oppression.
Here the king of

Egypt

is

so called by virtue of his office, because, in spite of his unis still in a sense a shepherd, and as such an asso-

worthiness, he
ciate of the

Shepherd of

him from deserved

tect

Israel.

This

fact,

however, does not pro-

retribution, or, unfortunately, his subjects

from the consequences of his unfaithfulness. Smite the Shepherd,
says Yahweh, and the sheep shall be scattered. The sheep, of
course, are the subjects of the recreant king, especially, as will ap/ will also, Yahweh conCf. Ez. 34^ ^•.
pear, the Chosen People.
tinues,

draw back

my

hand, not, as some* have tried to show, to

spare, but, as the preposition against clearly indicates, to smite,
the little ones, the lambs of the flock, representing the lowly men
and women as well as the children slain or dragged into slavery

by a brutal

Cf. Je. 49^"

soldiery.

50'*^.

—8.

The

result to the

Jews

of this dreadful infliction will be that throughout the land two-thirds

of

them that are in

it

shall be cut off

in a brief time,

and

die.

The work might be

in a single

accomplished
perhaps
campaign. This,
however, is not the author's idea. He makes Yahweh say that,
after the greater part of the inhabitants

have been destroyed or de-

Although a third
ported, the remainder must continue to sufifer.
shall remain in the land, this third will have to pass through the
fire

;

fire

being here, as often elsewhere in the Old Testament, a
9. Thus far there has
Cf. 3^ Is. 43^, etc.

figure for affliction.

—

• So Mau., Ke., Hd., Pres., Wri.,

ei al.

zechariah

3t8

been no sign of mercy on the part of Yahwch for his suffering peoNow, however, it appears that the fire to which they are to
ple.
be exposed is not the utterly destructive element of Ez. 15' ^-y but
the purifying instrument of Ez.

za^''

^.

I will smelt them, he says,

his original figure for another, as silver is smelted,

abandoning
try them as gold
call

desired result will follow; they shall
I will answer them.f Thus, as was prom-

my name, and

upon

ised in 10", they will be as

Yahweh

will say,

if

are

Then

they had never been rejected.

my

and they shall say, YaJiweh,
come from this furnace of

people,

In other words, they will
renew the covenant Yahweh

God.

my

They

and

The

is tried.^

affliction to

made

with them

when

they escaped from Egypt. |

The shepherd

is by most exegetes idenThis interpretation is, of course, for-

of the last three verses

with the Messiah. §

tified

bidden,

if

these verses are a continuation of ch.

11.

It is

not

warranted by anything in them, even when taken by themselves,
for the expressions my shepherd and my companion must be inter
preted in the light of the context, from which it is clear that the
person so designated is the object of Yahweh's indignation. The
words quoted from v. by Jesus,** therefore, were not in a strict
''

sense

—he does not say they were—

fulfilled in his arrest

and the

dispersion of his disciples, but here again an incident suggests a

passage of which
15.

''S.]

it

serves as an illustration.

Rd., with C5

mistake for

S^ix.

— 16,

H

&,

''^2.

—

^"^in]

Here

only; probably a copyist's

Rd., with 4 Kenn. mss.

(S, mn;jn,
So We., Kui., Now., Marti, Kit.
1":] The word is certainly corrupt, but it is not so clear how it should be
emended. Oort suggests nmjn, the word used in a similar connection in
Ez. 34*, and 05 (t6 iffKopwlaiitvov) and H (dispersum) favour this read-

rmn^:.-!]

—

the sg. as in the co-ordinated cases.

So We., Now., Marti.

ing.

ciently resemble

other.

i;'j

The same

to

An

objection to

it is

that

it

does not

objection cannot be

made

to n;ijn,

which

suits the con-

and has the support of & {—fcl^?o and 01.
Less attractive is miyjn, one of the alternatives

nection as well as the other
(iSaSa^Ni),

• Cf.
: CI.
6

So

I« 48" Mai. 3= '•.
Ho. 2»'23, but especially Ez.

Jer., Cyr.,

MU

Mk.

Q-

Is.

S^

f'S"-*

Je- 29", 'tc.

16' ^y^- ^.

Thcodoret, Lu., Sanctius, ^ Lap., Drn., Marck, Dathe, Lowtb, Burger.

Hd., Wri.,

203

)

t

Is.

K.e., Klie..

•»

So van H.

suffi-

account for the substitution of the one for the

cl al.

14".

II'-- 13^The

suggested by Kit.

original, then,

the authority of ^^ mss. (6 &, n;'jm.

—

Now.

n^i'j."]

was probably
nb"i']

&

adds

n;'jn, or, better,

^lOJJ

on

^f -y^*".
a duplicate rendering for the preceding
suggests n''n:n, but the context requires na;-in,

which, ace. to Sebok,
clause.

—

319

}]

is

—

or an equivalent, with a connective.
?-\d'< p'onai] Rd., with &, ]n^>'-i^i
pi;\ 17. ^y'-^] The word is usually explained as a cstr. with i comThis explanation takes for granted that the next word is origpaginis.

—

There

inal in the text.

used in
it

v.

'^

is '''^ix

is

room

doubt on this point. The expression
Vmx n;-\. So Houb., Bla. Now, while

for

^""^ or, better,

would be natural for the writer to vary his language to some exhe would hardly abandon a thought that was the key-note of the

tent,

prophecy.

seem

Nor

did he,

if

the testimony of

S

01 is

of

any value,

for they

have had a text with Vmni. If, however, they had this reading,
they must have had nynfor '>n, as have several mss., or, if they had the
to

and ignored its form, the ending was neither i compaginis, nor, as
some mss. and edd. point it, the termination of the cstr. pL, but the sf.
of the first sg. as in it,''.
So We., Now., Marti, Kit., van H. It is possible that the original reading was n>-i, and that it was changed to ";"!
latter

—

through the influence of 13^.
the cstr. pi., as (& understood

^3Ty]

The ending

is

not the termination of

and as it is pointed in some mss. and
'<>• s c
).
§ renders the word h n, n,^ »
add., but i compaginis. Cf. Ges.
and oms. J"in, thus getting to whose arm I have left the flock. :3-in] Not
it,

^

—

3nn, drought, as Dru., Bla., Ort., Pres., Sta., Rub., Kui.,

but, as in

M,

3":^,

sword,

(i)

It

is

et al.,

point

so rendered in (S 13 ®.

(2)

it;

In

where this prophecy is continued, the sword is evidently intended.
In Je. 50^^, on which this passage is based, 2sh, as has already
been noted, must be an error for ain. After this word ':'d^ seems to
13',
(3)

have been
ki2. 7. R.

3_

lost.

—

— 13^.

>^.-,]

Add

•'^i;*]

With

the accent on the ultima.

to the reasons for retaining

—

Cf. 9'; Ges.

M given in the com-

ments that 9 Kenn. mss. have 'yn. \-i^r;"] Always elsewhere (11 t. in
Lv.) concrete, and in Lv. 19'^ clearly masc. Here, therefore, doubtle5:s
an appositive of i3J, the genus with the species. Cf. i K. 7'^, etc.; Ges.
« HI 5
Ko. 2*0 d_ 's ', oxj] An addition that disturbs the measure and,
on the restoration of this and the following verses to their original place
.

('»

^

)

;

—

becomes superfluous. So Marti. Kit. removes the clause to
where there is still less room for it. ^^] The word,
It is so rendered in Vrss.
is generally treated as an imv.
If, however, it
is an imv., it must be co-ordinate with m;* and should have the fem. endSince it has not the ending, and is followed by the pf with i, some
ing.
have claimed that the original must have been ."idn. Cf. Mt. 26". So,
after ii'^,

the end of the verse,

—

—

.

the older exegetes, New., Bla., Hd., and among the later. We..
This is not entirely satisfactory. Perhaps for
Kui., Nov,'., Marti. Kit.

among
ns

•\7\

one should read

nion, the inf. cstr. for the abs., as a substitute

for the finite vb., as in 2 K. 3".

Cf. Ges.^'^"-

«•

«• "^ '"•

*

<">.

Note
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that DM

n\ — j''iiDni] For

omitted before

is

On

njiMSdJDm,

—

the form,

on the construction, •"• i. an>>'sn] The word,
with the Massoretic vocalisation, is air., and apparently indefensible. Rd.,
see Ges. ^"-

with CS

HI,

^-

^-

^

aii"in.

f'"-;

(S^Q'"

have rov%

iroifx^vas ntKpovSj

So also the jJ-SS'-t, shepherds, of

interpretive.

—

but
S>,

iroifxivas is

and

the

merely
un-

N'J''jn,

8. Y-\Hr\ '^Dj] (S'^Qi", iv rrj rinipq. iKeivri; a mistake, since,
01.
with this reading na would have no antecedent. <&^ has both. D'':;:' ^r]
In Dt. 2i" 2 K. 2^ a double portion, here two-thirds ; construed as a collecderlings, of

—

tive.

—

art.

because the third that

is

y;^r]

^ B

Rd., with

g>,

Kit. omits.

lyui.

is left is

— n^r^'^rm] With the
— nrv] The accent

a definite portion.

thrown back before the following monosyllable. The original, howwas probably, as appears from v. 5^, n-'r. Cf. Ges. ^''"^-^ c).
0. f'lDjn nx] Note the use of pn, showing that the obj. of the inf., when

ever,

—

—

xin] The sg. for the pi. perhaps a reminiscence of
Ho. 2"/23^ where the antecedent is a". TncN] Rd., with Ho. 2"''-'^ (6 §>
imrxi. So Marti, GASm., Gins., Kit. nin'] Wanting in some mss.,
but required by the construction. On the other hand, in Ho. 2=*/"^

a noun,

where

is

an ace.

viS.s* is

a voc,

—

it is

;

—

properly omitted.

The future of Judali and Jerusalem

2.

(12^-13^ 14).

This division of the book of Zechariah has a
In the Massoretic text

The

concerning Israel.
the

name

so

to

to,

subject,

oracle of the

however,

is

title

not

This
of the

its

own.

Israel,

nor

is

name

There are two well-marked

THE JEWS IN THEIR INTERNAL RELATIONS

0.

of

word of Yahweh

this reason

suitable

Jewish world.
first deals with

(i)

An

as mentioned from this point to the end of

the

The

reads,

it is necessary to substitute for Israel
Jerusalem, or better, for concerning, to
as in Mai. i\ thus making the title introduce a message

more

read

much

For

the book.
the

it

in turn

first

A

Yahweh

may

sections.

(l2*-I3").

be subdivided into three paragraphs, the topic

being

power in Palestine

(12*"*).

—The Jews

in the strength of

triumph over their enemies, and dwell safely under hio

])rotection.

1.

The paragraph opens

with the briefest possible announceThis is followed by a

ment of a divine oracle, Saith Yahweh.

12'-'

couplet in the

same

and with

style,
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substantially the

same content,

WIio spread out heaven, etc. Cf. Am. 4^^ 5" ^. Tlie
object of such descriptions of the divine power is to impress the
hearer or reader with the ability of Yahweh to do the thing promas

Is. 42^,

On

ised or threatened.

the text, see the critical notes.

—2.

In this

a promise that has to be reinforced. / will make Jerusalem a bowl to cause reeling, says Yahweh, to all the peoples round.
case

it is

The

figure

weh

is

by which wine is made to represent the wrath of Yaha familiar one;* but in most cases nothing is made of the
instrument by which Yahweh administers the draught. In Je.
however, Babylon
In this case it

51^,

weh."

make drink

"a golden cup

in the

hand

Yah-

is

called

is

Jerusalem through which he purposes

of

to

The

of his wrath all the peoples round.

peoples the
writer has in mind are so designated, not because they are gathered
with hostile intent about the Jewish capital, but because they inhabit the regions adjacent to that which the Jews occupy.
The
Hke
here
is
that
of
Is.
where
therefore,
presented,
very
11",
picture
it is

promised that Judah and Ephraim united "shall pounce upon

the shoulders of the Philistines," "despoil the children of the East,"

"lay hands upon

Edom and Moab," and bring it

to pass that "the
obey them." If, however, this was the
thought of the author, it does not seem probable that he would immediately entertain the prospect of an extended siege of Jerusalem,

sons of

or,

if

Ammon

shall

he did, would use the remaining words of the verse as ordina-

rily translated.

Take,

for example, the rendering of RV.,

and upon

(marg. against) Judah, also, shall it he in the siege against Jerusalem,
which, so far as it is at all intelligible, contradicts the context.

Nor have
factory.

the attempts to

emend

resulted in anything

more

satis-

A defensible rendering is suggested by 9", where Yahweh

is represented as appearing over his people in battle.
If the writer
intended to express the same thought here, the clause should read,
over Judah will he (Yahweh) be in the siege against Jerusalem.

This

translation, however, is satisfactory only, as will be explained,
on the supposition that the whole clause is a gloss inserted by some
* Cj. Je.

25'^

ff

Ez.

23''

^-

Hb.

2'^

', etc.

The

last

passage has generally been misunder-

stood and employed as an argument against social drinking.

one that giveth the others

to

drink from the cup of his wrath,"

We.
etc.

translates

it,

"Woe

to the
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one

who

the

same here as

thought, as

many* have

since done, that the situation

is

in ch. 14.!

3. The expression, and it shall come to pass, occurs no tewer than
eleven times in this and the following chapters; four times J alone
and seven times § with the addition of in that day. The latter is

used alone ten times; seven times** at the beginning and three
times ft elsewhere in the sentence. The two together may therefore fairly be regarded as characteristic of these
Here
chapters.
they introduce a second figure.
Says Yahweh, I will make Jerusalem a heavy stone to all the peoples ; the peoples being presumably the

same as

The

in the preceding verse.

mediately follows: All that

which means

hands on

its

lift

that, just as one,

on

it

application of the figure im-

shall tear themselves grievously;

handling a heavy stone, tears one's

who attempt vioverb here used occurs

rugged surface, so shall they suffer

lence on Jerusalem

and

its

The

inhabitants.

elsewhere only in Leviticus, and there only of the practice, forbidden by the Hebrew law, of mutilating the body in token of

and others

This circumstance has led Nowack

Cf. Lv. 19^* 21^.

mourning.

genuineness of the clause but unjustly,
for (i) an injury resulting from a voluntary action can
surely be
said to be self-inflicted, and (2) the same word in Assyrian %% is
to question the

;

There are,
actually used to denote exposure to wounds in battle.
however, good reasons for suspecting the originality of the latter
half of the verse, chief

among which

of a parenthesis; (2) that this

made; and

(3) that, like v.^ ^, it

are: (i) that

it is

of the nature

not the place for the statement
produces a discord by anticipating

is

the leading thought of ch. 14, a discord that

is

only increased by

interpreting there shall he gathered against it all the nations of the
earth as meaning that the stone in question is a weight, and that
is derived from the
lifting contests which, when this
passage was written, had recently been introduced at Jerusalem.

the figure

So We., Marti, et al. According to 2 Mac. 4'-, the high priest Jason, by
permission of Antiochus Epiphanes, built a gymnasium and introduced Greek
* So Sta., Now., Marti, et al.
t For other glosses of like origin, see vv. ' <
t 135 14'-

**

I2J.

6.

^.

'6- 1'.

8. 11

13I

§ 123149.

20.

XX Cj. Del., Ass. Handwbrlerbiich,

.|-.|-

art.

Saldru.

9

13-

«

1^8 1^1. a.

I4=-

8.

13.

12'-"
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exercises at Jerusalem.
CJ. Josephus, Anl., xii, 5, i.
Jerome, commenting
on this verse, says that in his day there was preserved "an old custom accord-

ing to which, in the villages and towns and fortresses, round stones of great
weight arc provided on which the youths are accustomed to practice, raising

the weight according to their strength, some to their knees, others to the navel,
and the head, but some, to display the greatness of
their strength, with raised and joined hands over the head."
In Athens, too,

others to the.shouldcrs

he says, he saw in the citadel near the statue of Athene a brass globe of great
weight which he himself was not able to move.

4.

The

difficulty,

omission of the last clause of

but

it

v.

^

relieves

an exegetical

Jews and

leaves the relations between the

their

neighbours unchanged. The latter are still hostile, but the former,
with Yahweh to help them, are confident of deliverance in any
emergency. He is more than a match for any force that can be

brought against them. This is what is meant by representing him
as defying the cavalry of the surrounding peoples. The thought is
the same as that in 10^, but the terms here used are borrowed from
Dt.

28"^.

He

says,

rider with madness.

the

first

/ will smite every horse with

The

terror,

rest of the verse consists of

being in antithetic, while the second

is

in

two

and

its

clauses,

synonymous,

The omission of one of
parallelism with the one just quoted.
them, so far from weakening, would decidedly strengthen the
Marti thinks it is the latter that has been added; but,
passage.
were the case, would it not have been inserted next to the
was intended to complete? This seems a reasonable view
of the matter.
Hence it is better to omit the parenthetical clause,
hut upon the house of Judah will I open my eyes, as an accretion,
and thus bring the clauses before and after it into their natural
if

this

one

it

relation.

6. The effect of this display of Yahweh's favouring power will
be to inspire his people with renewed confidence in him. According to the Massoretic text it is the chiefs or leaders who give
"
the word so rendered
expression to this feehng; but, since in v.

should apparently be translated families,

it

is

probable that the

is, Then shall the
Judah
in
hearts.
tJieir
These
rural
families of
say
Jews, if there is
strife and bitterness between them and the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
as some have inferred from v. ^, ought to say something reflecting

proper rendering for the first clause of this verse
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nothing of the kind. The
or even disrespeech they make, so far from indicating hostility,
or sympathy.
for
admiration
spect, seems the natural expression
if the author
is
as
It
verses.
This is explained by the preceding
see
of
the
had said, When the Jews
Jerusalem spreading
coimtry

unfavourably upon the

There

latter.

confusion and misfortune

among

is

the surrounding peoples, they will

and put the thought
recognise the hand of Yahweh in these results,
is
There
to
those
similar
into words
strength for the inhabquoted.

Yahweh

of Jerusalem in

itants

see the critical notes.

make

it,

—

S.

This

and stimulate them

On

of Hosts their God.

reflection

to rivalry

^\^ll

react

upon

the text,

those

who

with their urban brethren.

then be possible for Yahweh to use them, and that effectuThis thought is presented
their nearest adversaries.
ally, against
in a double figure, I will make thefaviilies of Judah, he says, like
a pan of fire among wood, and like a torch among bundled grain.
The second of these similes is one that appealed strongly to the
Hebrews, for they knew what it meant when a fire was started durand troublesome will Jerusaing the dry season.* So destructive
There follows a reminder of
lem be to all the
roiind.-f
It will

peoples
and to the left. IMeanwhile,
they shall devour to the right
Jerusalem,— 3X\A this clause seems to have been added to prevent
Is. 9^®/^°,

the reader from suspecting the existence of any hostility between
and the country,— untouched by the fierce struggle raging
the
city

about
centre

it,

shall

abide in

still

and stronghold

of the

7/. At this point there
discourse,

which

is

its place,

is

and inviolable

the inviolate

Chosen People. J
a noticeable change in the form of

carried through the next verse.

Throughout

these two verses the writer speaks, not for, but about Yahweh.
Marti as an indication of difference of authorThis fact is taken

by

ship.

io,§

But the same thing occurs four or five times in chs. 9 and
and Marti himself says in his comments on 10^ that "the

change from the
in the case of

troduces

first

to the third person should not excite surprise
who, without hesitation, sometimes in-

our prophet,

Yahweh

* See E\. 22V0 Ju. 15*

as speaking and sometimes speaks in his
"

a S.

14*

Is.

10"

'
.

t For other figures of like import, see Mi. 5'/^
J C). 14" Jo- 4/3-».

Is. 411=' '•.

S

Q-

9'-

"

lo*- '•

own

12^-^

Nor does

person."
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the content of these verses, as

compared with

that of the preceding context, warrant one in treating them as an
addition to the original writing.
True, some prominence is given
from
in
distinction
to Judah
Jerusalem in v. ''; but that is evi-

dently due to an error in the Massoretic text, and it is neutralised
in the next verse by special mention of the house of David and the
It is not necessary, therefore, to adopt
inhabitants of the capital.
IVIarti's view of the authorship of the passage, or, if the last clause

of V.

ceded

an accretion, to suppose with him that v. originally pre®
^ 7. The omission of the last clause of v. brings this
"^

"^

is

V.

—

verse into close connection with the preceding predictions on the
same subject. The writer puts what he still has to say into a general prophecy, saying that

Yahweh

country in distinction

ivill

help the tents of Judah, the
capital, noi first, as the

from the

surrounding
Massoretic text reads, but, as the great versions have it, as at the
This is evidently a reference to the period in the history of
first.

Judah when Hebron and Bethlehem were as important as Jerusamen of Judah, under the leadership of David and his

lem, and the
lieutenants,

of

were the controlling power

Yahweh

in Palestine.

that this golden age be restored,

It is the will

and he grants the

needed help that the glory of the house of David, or the glory of the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, may not exceed that of the rest of Judah;
or, to

put

it

of rural
positively, that the glory

of the court

and the

capital.

This

Judah may equal

verse, therefore, so far

that

from

betraying any jealousy or partisanship, seems to have been in^8. Having thus
spired by the most commendable impartiality.

—

established a standard, the prophet returns to the city, that he

may

impress upon the reader how much he means by it. He begins
with In that day, the oft-repeated phrase by which, in this and the
following chapters, a new subject is usually introduced. The
inhabitants of Jerusalem are made the starting-point for the further development of his theme.

Yahweh, he

says, will protect the

This
inhabitants, not inhabitant, of Jerusalem.
Cf. Is. 31* '.
with
of
the
that
is
not
inconsistent
preceding context, for,
thought
as at once appears, the protection afforded will be of the kind that

Under the
stimulates energy rather than encourages supineness.
a
be
so
remarkable
there
will
of
the
rejuvenation,
Almighty
agis
21
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that the weakest

among them

in that day shall he as David, and the

house of David like God.^ Wellhausen and others interpret the
house 0/ David as a designation for the government at Jerusalem.

There
122^,

certainly

is

no warrant

where the poet

is

for such an interpretation in Ps.
recalling the past glory, not describing the

present condition, of Jerusalem.

On

the other hand, this reference

David does not mean that a member of the family
still ruled in Judah when this
passage was written. It does, howlike
V.
indicate
that
he
had descendants in Palestine, and
ever,
^^,
to the house of

—

cherished hopes of the restoration of the dynasty.
sight the added phrase, like the angel of Yahweh before
looks
Hke a gloss by some one "very jealous for Yahweh,"
them,
that they

At

still

first

who,

like the

Greek translators of Ps.

8,

was

ofifended that

men

should be compared to the Deity; but perhaps it is merely an allusion to the Exodus intended more clearly to define the relation
of the house of

1

.

S']

David

This prep,

to the rest of Judah.

in

Cf. 14".

such a connection as the present is usually renIn this case neither is
Cf. lo' Ju. 9', etc.

dered against or concerning.

The fornaer must be rejected because the oracle that follows
The latter is even
plainly intended, not to disturb, but to encourage.

suitable.
is

more objectionable because,

as explained in the comments, Israel

is

The incongruity would disappear
clearly not the subject of the oracle.
if SxTi'' were replaced by a'^rn', the real
subject of this and the following chapters, except 13'-'; but, as there seems to be no other warrant for
this change, it is necessary, with 10 Kenn mss., to substitute for
the
'"'•;

7N of Mai.

I'

and

translate the phrase to Israel.

An

additional reason

for adopting this reading is that the title here found was probably supplied by the author of the one in Malachi or copied from the latter.
Marti questions the genuineness of v.'' as well as the title, but he gives

—

no reason

for his doubts, except that similar ascriptions have been inbook of Amos. Here, however, if he is correct in his

serted into the

—

'^
is nothing to which to attach such an
dnj]
assumption.
Sometimes elsewhere, but not often, placed at the beginning of an oracle.
'5
2 S. 23' Ps. iiQi; K6. 5"< '•.
Cf. Nu. 243naj] These participles, all

analysis, there

—

must be construed as referring to past time. Cf. oii', v. ^;
^.-,x ,a>nu'] Without the art. as usual in poetical language.
2, no] Second ace. after cr.
51", etc.; cp. Gn. i>, etc.
Cf.
''^'.
The word more commonly means threshold; hence (S,

three of them,
Ges. ^"6.2 (<j)_

—

Cf. Is. 44'<
Ges. 5"'- '
*

On

David

the courage

to C.od,

I's.

—

and prowess

8«/^ Is.

y^A

of David, see

i S.

14".

28.

17'

iS-'

;

on the comparison

of the

house of

irp60vpa; B, superlimittare; S», X^hZ; but the meaning howl is required
by the context. aSi;'n> dji] No help in understanding this clause is to
be had from the Vrss., which read as follows: (&, Kal iv ry 'lov5al(f.
tffTot irfpioxn ^Trl 'lepoi/o-aXijju; Hf, sed et Juda crit obsidione contra

—

—

Jerusalem;

The second omits

Sj?,

The
h'^^ l^coi-Vl, ^\.
and the third ignore the prep. 3.

U^o)

&, >al^-4,jcj >aL.

does violence to Sy and both

first

it

thus bringing

its

rendering into

harmony with

21

which reads, also of the house of Judah shall the peoples bring by violence
in the siege to Jerusalem.
Geiger, following 'H ®, oms. ^•;, which, he exinserted for the purpose of

removing the objecJudah and Jerusalem. Stade and
others have adopted this view, not considering that the Jews would
hardly change the text to avoid an interpretation which they themselves
nni,n hy dji and for
accepted. Marti, who is followed by Kittel, omits
-iixca ."i"'n> rds., with (S'^Q, Houb., iiXD .Tm, ani there shall be a siege.
This is simpler than M, but it is not much more satisfactory, retaining,
as it does, the sinister and inconsistent announcement of a siege against
Jerusalem. The persistence of this disturbing element makes it necesnnn> by dji, but the whole clause, as a
sary to regard, not only Sy or
mistaken gloss suggested by 9'<. Cf.v.*- ^ In this chapter, it must be
remembered, the enemies of the Jews do not really succeed in reaching,
plains,

may have been

tionable thought of hostility between

—

much less taking, the city. nixca] Here, ace. to the accentuation, construed with r}'n\ as it is with another form of the same verb in Ez. 4'.
So Robinson, who om. S;' and explains the other prep, as a 3 essentiae,
thus getting the unintelligible statement that Judah will be besieged
The interpretation here recommended requires that
against Jerusalem.
the verb be construed with the

first,

and mxca with the second, part

of

the clause.
3. riDcj'c] (S, KaTairaTov/j.€vov,

but neither

is

so simple

g»,

=

\-*^^i

and expressive

.as

Better

Dans.

The

M.

01,

i<'''pr\;

prtc. here has

an

inceptive sense, which may be reproduced in English by would lift
The latter half of the
or, as it is rendered in the comments, lift on.

—

verse

is 14^" passively expressed.
of the D'-nyn So of v. " or the 30D

Note

ccyn

especially

Sj of

\'v. ^-

inxn ^u S3, instead
^ The only other

On the other hand,
place where dmj occurs in this chapter is v. ', q. v.
it is the characteristic term in ch. 14, where aicy occurs only once, and
then in a passage (v. ^-) in which some mss. have cmj. 4. '> dnj]

^

So S>", but Kenn. 130 oms. the whole phrase.
the use of the art. with abstract nouns, see Ges.

adds TramojKpdTwp.
Kit.
»

—

The

On

in this case,

it

'• '•

and
*.

6. 'dSvs]

Ges.

^^s.

2

(2)

—

^ i''*'

p,^ Sp]
the parallelism be-

(.-/>

(2).

'j,

not only by
by the occurrence of DTi'n. Cf.
On the intervening clause, see the comments.
Rd. ''fl'7'V. Cf. I S. 10", where n'^x occurs as a synonym of

genuineness of this clause

tween

w.

pii;'a]

on the vocalisation

<^);

So

the

first

is

attested,

of the verse, but
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—

nnsra. So We., Now., Marti, Kit. ©'- adds Trarres. hscn] Two mss.
have NSDN, from mxd, the reading represented by <& {evpriffo/xev) and S
It does not, however, suit the context.
Naturally, therefore,
(nsnu'N).
one must reject the suggestion of Brd., that nxcN is only another form for
NXCN; also of Sta., that th» original was i^^'xc^"; and of Kui., that it was
NXDN. Hi. conjectures I't'ns on for 'S nxcN; which is ingenious, but farThe same can be said of Marti's S'n ns-:. They are also unfetched.

when pointed as a
necessary, since nxcK harmonises with the context
in either of two forms, nx:pN ('dntsdh) the fem. corresponding to yr^
or nxcN, the reading
(Jb. 17'), for which de R. cites "nonnulli codices,"

noun

by Ki. and adopted by Baer. See B (confortenlur) and &
Acc. to Baer his F has nxps', pf. Qal, and his E 3 nxpN
imv. Pi.; but both are impossible, the former, because it ignores the form
of the only word that can be construed as its subj., the latter because a
preferred
(

^1

aV

)

direct appeal to

Yahweh

their

Yahweh

Cod.

correction, for the

—

is

•'Ji^'

not consistent with the final phrase through
Here, on the other hand, there is need of

iS]

words quoted are

clearly

an error for

So

•'^t'-h.

JU,

—

Dathe, Houb., Seek., Flugge, New., Ort., We., Now., van H., et al.
6. ifl^N] Rd., as in v. ^, "'dSx.
->^cy] Acc. to BDB., a swath, but more prob-

—

view of oriental methods in harvesting, grain in bundles. Cf.
Am. 2" Je. 921. 'ji n^r^i] This clause is of precisely the same character as
those in vv. 2- whose genuineness is questioned, having been dictated by
ably, in

—

••

—

a pious jealousy for the inviolability of the Holy City. dWitij] Acc.
=
"^Q indito Houb. a corruption of ai'?KO, but its omission by (6^
-

''

a superfluous gloss to nipnn. So We., Now., Mrrti,
GASm., Kit. 7. nju'sia] So S. Rd., with Kenn. 30, 180, as in Dt. 9'*,
So 0» !H &,
in Ju. 20^2, njrsiaD.
n:u'N-i3, or with Kenn. 17, 228, as

cates that

it

is

—

The idea thus conveyed is in harmony with the conmeasure of Judah's glor)', and not the date of its achievement, about which Yahweh is concerned. On the construction, see Ges.
^118. 6 (i)^
xij jj-oS] This or xS nu-s ];::S (Nu. 17*) is stronger than js.
It points, not to a result which the subject would forestall, but to an evenf

Talm.,

Jer.,

Dathe.

text, for it is the

—

which

it is

his deliberate purpose

and policy by

Mitchell, Final Constructions, 12

—

Rd., with 9 mss., (S 15

2U-^]

min'> Sy] Rd., with ^'3

^ ®j

ff.

& ©,

—

^"11]

•'ar\

min> ni3

^•;;

all

means

to prevent.

a rare construction,

being commonly used to express comparison. CJ. Gn.
Ges. 5 "3- ';Ko.^ '<•»''. 8. ^y3] In 91^ Sj?. 1^<\ Rd., with9 mss.,

than

Si"

—

—

Cf.

In 35 Kenn. mss. without'.
So Bla., New., We., Now.—

p

rather

492', etc.*,

^U&ST,

—

So New., We., Now., Marti, Kit. '?rajn]
'ar', as required by ana.
van H. suggests Srcn! Ninn or a] Not necessary, but, since it adds cer-

—

tain emphasis and improves, rather than disturbs, the rhythm. Kit. is
<
hardly warranted in omitting it. T-na] In 20 Kenn. mss. the is wantws
oTkos Aai/eiS, the first and third omitting 6 5^ oTkos
rd.
i&^'-i^'
ing,

—

Aoye/S

=

"iMT P^ai,

through the fault of a (Greek) copyist.

It is

not

12°-"
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however, to infer that the text on which these mss. are based read in
case I'n r^u, since they all have cbs ohos OeoD, although the
QI modifies D'nSxj to 1^3121^,
original cannot have had d-'hSn n''20.
safe,

the

first

like prhices.

(2)

A

great lamentation

(12^"").

—The

people of Jerusalem,

protected by Yahweh and transformed by his Spirit, will be
smitten with remorse for their misdeeds, and especially for their
cruelty toward a nameless sufiferer for

whom

they will observ^e a

period of poignant and universal mourning.

This verse at

first sight seems to
belong to the preceding
but
the
connection
between the two is not so close as
paragraph,
might be supposed. In those verses the prophet has been dealing
with the relations of the Jews to their neighbours, the Edomites,

9.

Moabites,

He now,

etc.

as

some one undertook

to

do

for

him

in

It is no longer
^, gives the reader a glimpse of a larger world.
"the peoples round," but, as in ch. 14, all the nations, whose fate
he describes. His object is to strengthen the assurance already

V.

given his people that
their

now

God

Yahweh

will protect

them.

He

has said that

them the mastery over their neighbours; he
the mouth of Yahweh the declaration, / will seek

will give

puts into

to destroy all the

nations that come against Jerusalem, that is, punany nation, near or far, small or great, that at-

ish with destruction

tempts an attack upon the Holy City.

This

There is another, and it is this
The key to
gives most prominence.

is

one side of the mat-

which the prophet
meaning is found in the

latter to

ter.

his

thought that "the goodness of God leadeth to repentance," which
a favourite with Ezekiel. Thus, in 39^® he makes Yahweh say,

is

"They

shall bear their

shame,"

realise their faithlessness,

they dwell safely in their land, with none to terrify."*
10. The bestowment of peace and security is not the only
that

Yahweh purposes

The

operation of his Spirit

to

employ
is

to

Cf. Ez. 36^"

Here, where

it is

it

and

entreaty.

Cf. Is.

1 1'.

Now,

^•,

the

poured upon the

house of David and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
the Spirit of kindness

means

change the hearts of his people.

another.

fruits of the Spirit are various.

"when

it is

called

The word

* Kraetzschmar makes the
subject in this passage the heathen, but from lO'"
is clear that it is Israel.
So Ew., Or., Toy, el al.

"

ren-

2o<-'- sfr^"-
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dered kindness
the Bible

must be

is

is

usually translated grace, and, since the grace of
God, some have inferred that it

oftenest the grace of

There is, however, a grace of men
word is here associated with entreaty,

so in this instance.

(Gn. 30-^), and, since the

which

properly predicated only of human subjects, it seems fair
to infer that the grace or kindness in question is that of the
people
is

of Jerusalem.*

duce

of attitude by

Toward whom
clause,

which they have not thus far been characterised.
?
The answer to this question is found in the next

which describes the

character.

To

The thought, therefore, is that the Spirit will pronamed a kindness of disposition and a mildness

in the persons

pierce

It
is

says,

first

act growing out of this

they shall consider

generally

to put to death.

natural, therefore, to infer that the

him whom
Cf.

one pierced

13^ Ju.
is

changed

they pierced.
It is

9^*.

here a victim of

popular displeasure on whose fate the Jews high and low will one
day be moved to reflect, and that because the dislike and harshness

once ruled have given place to their opposites. The identity
of the martyr it is difificult to determine.
The older exegetes genin
see
him
the
Messiah.
Those
who
erally
adopt this view, howthat

ever, overlook a point of great importance, namely, that while the

effusion of the spirit

and the

effect produced by it are evidently
nameless victim belongs to the past.
This means that the one pierced is not the Messiah, whose advent,

future, the act of piercing the

all will

agree,

was

still

some one who had

future

when

these words were written, but

time already suffered martyrdom.
It is
easier to establish this point than to go further in the same direcat the

tion, for, when the attempt is made to find an individual, the victim of popular passion, whose death the prophet would expect to
see universally lamented, the inquirer learns that he has raised a

Zechariah, the
question for which extant history has no answer.
son of Jehoida, put to death by order of King Joash,t Uriah, the
son of Shemaiah, the prophet who suffered under Jehoiakim,:}: and

Gedaliah, the governor treacherously murdered by Ishmael of the
seed royal after the overthrow of the Davidic dynasty § are all too
* In
Je. 31' the entreaty is not

who

by Vahweh, but by the people he

is

leading.

Cp. Bu.

for D'Jljnri reads a''Cinjn, consolation.

t CI. I Cb. 24"

0-.

:

Q.

Je.

26*

0-,

§

Q.

Je. 41I «•.
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remote; Jeremiah also, of the manner of whose death there is no
rehable information. The second objection holds in the case ot
Zerubbabel, in spite of Sellin's attempt to identify him with the
Servant of Yahweh.* Under the circumstances any plausible
suggestion

is

welcome.

One

of the

ject of consideration in the clause

individual, but a considerable

perished by violence.

most attractive

quoted

number

is

is

that the ob-

not a single unfortunate

of godly persons

This interpretation

is

who have

favoured by the

strik-

ing likeness between the situation here outlined and that portrayed
in Is. 52^^-53'^, where the loyal remnant of Israel is represented by

Yahweh. Perhaps the one here pierced represents
the end of the Persian period bore the reproaches
the reproachers of Yahweh and finally shed their blood in his

the Servant of

those
of

who toward

Perhaps, however, the author of this

cause.

Yahweh in Second
nameless, who had died a

the Servant of

otherwise

difficult

passage took

Isaiah for a historical figure,
martyr's death. This is pre-

what was done by later Jews, who call him "Messiah the
son of Joseph" and represent him as the forerunner of the greater
son of David. t Finally, and this is even more to the point, they
cisely

—

—

at the

same time the

under consideration .J

The prophet

say that he

is

now
who were

suflerer in the passage

predicts that those

responsible for the crime committed, or their descendants, will
bitterly

repent and lament

illustrate the

it,

using two very strong similes to
They shall lament for

poignancy of their sorrow.

him, he says, as one lamenteth for an only son, and they shall grieve
him as one grieveth for the first-horn. It is only necessary to

for

recall the eagerness of the

Hebrews

for offspring, especially sons,

to realise the forcefulness of these figures.

4"^-,
11.

Cf.

Gn.

There

is

a third comparison. In that day,

it

to 2

K.

runs, great shall

be the lamentation in Jerusalem; like the lamentation of

mon

15^"^' 2

etc.

Hadadrim-

in the Plain of Megiddo. The Plain of Megiddo, according
K. 28'^ ^•, was the scene of the battle between the Jews and

which King Josiah lost his life. The Chronicler
upon the story, saying that "all Judah and Jerusalem
mourned for Josiah," that, indeed, "Jeremiah lamented for
the Egyptians in

enlarges

*

Zerubbabel, 174

/.

t Weber,

APT., 346

/.

% Cj, AE., Ra., Ki.,

et al.
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and

Josiah,"

male and female singers spake of" him "in
The custom may have con-

"all the

their lamentations

to" his "day."

tinued until this passage was written.
If not, there was the tradition preserved by the Chronicler to suggest the allusion and to be

At any rate it has always
been the prevailing opinion that in the words quoted the writer was
referring to the intense and universal grief occasioned by the death
suggested by the mention of Megiddo.

This is the express teaching of the Targum* and
the Syriac Version, the latter substituting "the son of Amon" for
the name Hadadrimmon.
Jerome adopts the same interpretation,
explaining that Hadadrimmon was a place, not far from ancient
of the good king.

Jezreel,

which

in his

day was called Maximianopolis; and many
It was identified by van de

others have followed his example.
Veldef with "a small village called

Rumani about

three-quarters

hour south of Megiddo," doubtless the Rummaneh of later
maps, which is located about four miles south-east of Lejjun, that

of an

Megiddo. According to Conderf it is seven and a fourth miles
from Zerin, the site of ancient Jezreel. Some modem scholars find

is,

Hadadrimmon, not a topographical

in

for the

Babylonian god

Tammuz,

detail,

but another

name

the Greek Adonis, the anni-

Cf.
versary of whose death was observed as a day of lamentation.
Ez. 8". Thus Hitzig, Jeremias§ and others, while Cheyne maintains that the name is merely a corruption of Tammuzadon.**

The former

of these conjectures has been refuted by Baudissin,tt
It is probable
the latter is too arbitrary to require refutation.
that neither of them would have been suggested had its author

duly considered the fact that the mourning for Tammuz was not
real, but fictitious, and that therefore there would be little force

comparison in which it was recalled. There is no serious
objection to the earlier view in the form in which it is put by Bau-

in a

who interprets the expression the lamentation of Hadadrimas meaning the demonstration by which the Jews expressed

dissin,

mon

their grief, not at
*

It reads,

rimmon
of

slew,

Hadadrimmon, wherever

it

may have

been, but

"Like the mourning of Ahab, son of Omri, whom Hadadrimmon, son of Taband like the mourning of Josiah, son of Amon, whom Pharaoh slew in the Plain

Megiddo."
t Syria and Palestine,

* Cj. EB^

art.

i,

355.

Hadadrimmon.

% Tent Lije,

i,

I2q.

§ .17'.,

113.

tt Studtcn,

i,

30s

ff.

12"-"

33.1

—

over the irreparable loss they there suffered* 12. The lamentaThis thought is extion will not only be bitter, but universal.
of
method
the
enumeration, which, however, is not carpressed by
First comes the general statement
limit.
certain
ried beyond a
that the land shall
is

mourn each family by

the largest division

to the territory of

named because

themselves.

The

family

the author confines himself

Judah, He brings the families forward one
Wellhausen imagines, from a fondness for

after another, not, as

but for the purpose of reinforcing
processions and ceremonies,
the thought that he %vishes to convey.
They will all join in the
lamentation because each of them will have peculiar reason for
Indeed, in the house of David, the first in rank and imin all the others as well, their women will lament by
The second family to receive mention is the house of

mourning.

portance, and
themselves.

There

Nathan.

is

no means of identifying with

certainty the

head

of this family, but since, in the next verse, the name Levi is followed by another from the genealogy of the priestly tribe, it is not
that the Nathan of this passage is the son of David of

improbable
that

name.

Cf. 2 S. s^.f

—13.

The

priests

must have united with

the princes against the martyr, whoever he was, as they finally did
At any rate, the family of
in the case of Jeremiah.
Cf. zf^ 38\

and that in all its
means by adding
the family of the Shimites, this family being, according to Nu. f\
among the descendants of Gershom, the eldest son of Levi. Atthe house of Levi will

be

among

the mourners,

branches; for this seems to be what the author

tention has already been called to the significance of the relation
between the tribes of David and Levi as here presented. Cf.

passage belongs to a comparatively
See Je. 33"^* as compared with 23^^-. ^14. The
late date.
names enumerated represent the ruling classes, who were doubtp. 258.

It indicates that the

—

less largely responsible, as in the case of the persecution of Jere-

miah, for the outrage now lamented. The rest, however, cannot
have been guiltless. They might have been introduced according
to their families, but, if the list had been greatly lengthened, it

would have defeated the author's purpose.
* Studien, i, 319 /.
t Others identify him with Nathan the prophet.

So

He

therefore cuts

Jcr., Ra., Pres., Brd., el ai.

it
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short at this point, only adding by way of summation, all the fameach family by themselves, and their- 'cvcmen by

ilies that are left,

themselves.
9. In this chapter the enemies of the Jews have been their gentile
neighbours, and have been called o^s>n; except in v. ', where the last
clause was pronounced a gloss, because it deviated in both respects from

The

the context.

recurrence of a^jn naturally

other addition to the text, and this

may be

makes one suspect an-

the case; but

it is

also possible

14 for aMjn (v. '=), so, by a slip of
the pen of either the author or a copyist, a^jn has here taken the place of
For another alternative, see the comments. ;"'N3n] De R. 319
D'r"n,

aTyn

that, just as

is

once used

in ch.

—

marg. has avsaxn but the Mas. expressly says that the
;

only in Nu. 3i^-Is. 29^

—

'•.

C/".

Baer, notes, 84.

— 10.

^

latter

iM-i]

—

word is found

In 25 Kennmss.

nn] With two gen(5, ''2V\
wanting. ar-] Rd., with 26 mss., 05 B
a rare construction of which, however, there are three cases in Is.
Ii2.
Dijunni] The pi. as an abstract noun.
Cf. Ges. 5128. J.
Cf. Ges.

'

is

itives,

—

—

The

prep, with the sf. of the ist sg.; no doubt the
reading of the great majority of the mss. and edd. It is also the one represented by (§ Sj
g" S Aq. 2 9, and adopted by Norzi, Dathe, de R.

kr.i.

1

(*)>'-.

^':'^J]

H

Baer, Gins.,

In the

ness.

There

et at.

first

place,

it

are, however, serious objections to its genuinedoes not harmonise with the following context,

to whom it is predicted that the Jews will look is apparently referred to in the third person. One method of meeting this objection is to make the sf. of v^y refer to the act of piercing (Grot., et al.);

where the one

but this interpretation

is

arbitrary

and unnatural, and

by the comparisons by which the author
the
text

it is

disproved

illustrates the grievousness of

mourning predicted. Others, following (S 21, treat i^n pn as if the
had TiI'n S;*. This device is naturally a favourite with Jewish schol-

ars,

who

see in the relative a reference to Messiah, the son of Joseph

some other martyr or martyrs. So Ra. It must be rejected
because the language used cannot properly be so interpreted. A second
objection to iK is that, when taken in its most obvious meaning, it passes
(.\E.), or

the limits of permissible anthropomorphism.

Those who defend

it

seek

by saying, with Koh., that Yahweh here identifies
himself with the sufferer, so that he "regards a thrust through the Redeemer as a thrust that he himself has suffered." So Pres., Wri., et al.
to

meet

It

is

but,

this difficulty

very doubtful
if

he did,

why

the author of the passage would go so far as this,
i'?? instead of vSy, thus carrying the

if

did he not write

thought far enough to make
been made of but one reading.
of the mss. collated

it

unmistakable ?

guished from the occidental reading.
in

Talm.

Thus

far

mention has

There is another, v'^n. It is found in 45
by Kenn. and de R. It is the oriental, as distin-

{Suk., v, 52)

and

It appears
commentaries of AE.,

Cf. Baer, notes, 89.

in early editions of the

12"-"
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Another witness for the same reading

Ra., Ki.

is

the

NT.,

for in Jn. 19",

rendered &\povTaL eis 6v i^eK^m-na-av.
This reading is the more remarkable because it
See also Rev. i'.
the
varies, not only from the Heb., but also from <&, where, although
words 6\povTai. ds $v iieKim-qcrav are found in a series of mss. either with

where

this

is

passage

quoted,

it is

avd' Siv KaTwpxri<ya-vTo, they
{<&^) or without ((S^) the alternate reading,
The following Fathers follow
•'Ss.
are always preceded by ttpba fik
the NT. in omitdng irpbs jxk and thus practically accepting the reading

=

vSn:

Clement, Alexandrine, Barnabas, Theodoret, Ignatius,

Justin,

Objection was made to the present reading that it
did not harmonise with the following context or present an idea that
could safely be attributed to the author of the passage. No such ob-

Irenacus, Tertullian.

The point may, however, be made,
made by de R., that v'^n is the easier reading;

v'^n.
jection can be urged against

and, in

hence

has been

fact,

it is

more probable that

it

is

an error for

^'^x

than vice versa.

Indeed, it so weakens the case
great force in this objection.
for v'?N that those who feel the incongruity of the Massoretic text will
have to resort to emendation. The NT. points the way. Following it

There

is

Bla., om. nx, and, for •''r-s, rd., either with Bla., >';n, as in
or the prosal form Sx, thus obtaining the result aimed at in changirs Sx, see Ez. 42"; Ges. ^ '^s (2).
ing •'Sx to vSn. On the construction
nx
of
a
fuller
relic
a
see
in
el
reading; but a more probable
We.,
al.,

one may, with
Jb.

322,

a variant for Sx or the result of an attempt to
Mention should here be
"'^x.
of the ingenious emendation proposed by van H., who puts a
pause after ^Sx and for nDDi rds. nDD\ •\cr^^] The inf. abs. continuing
the discourse after a finite vb. Cf. Ges. ^ '". 4 («>.
Perhaps the original
was n::ni. So (S 11 & 01, Houb. Some such word as S^x is to be sup11, ]iD-nin] This name has various
Cf. Am. s's.
plied as an object.

explanation

mend
made

is

that

the text after

it

'^x

is

or "Sx had become

—

—

but they can all be explained as the results of the
Ace. to Che. it has gone through the followcarelessness of copyists.
jnjs jn:: pan jis-mn! Van H., following modifications: jnxi::n
12. ninarD
ing (& {powvos), rds. pan. |njc] ^, with 13 mss., rds. njc.

forms

in the mss.,

—
—

nini3C'D]Rd.,
this

— — —

withCS^Qr^nnorD nncrn.

C/.

Gn.32'^

—

and the following verses with -^, even with the

Add., with (& S, ^3S on^rji.

—th]

In 27 mss.

>

is

—

Throughout

laS]

lesser distinctives.

wanting.

—

la'^^]

jer.,

in his translation of (g, inserts here, Tribus domus Judce seorsum, ct
13. •jjnun] Kenn. 155, vc^^n no; i, 102, no
mulieres eorum seorsum.
So®. (&, Tou 'Zvp.idjv; S, otKov Sy/xewi'; so &. nnoi^D nnsc'c]
^ycu'.

—

—

In 26 Kenn. mss., ninou'D mnsrs; yet

(3)

A

great purification (is*'")-

rd.,

with

(S,

nniJiTD

nnorD.

—A general announcement

is fol-

lowed by a more detailed prediction concerning the suppression oi
idolatry and false prophecy.
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paragraph th-; author brought his revelawhich his people, by divine aid, realised and
lamented their blindness and cruelty. The change makes it posThis parsible for Yahweh to introduce a better state of things.
1. In the preceding

tions to a point at

there shall he a
agraph, therefore, begins with a promise, In that day
inhabitants
and
the
David
house
of Jeruof
fountain opened for the

salem, the whole community.
is to

The

fountain, as at once appears,

be taken figuratively, being provided, not for external

soilure,

but for sin and impurity. The reference to sin recalls the great
crime of the preceding paragraph, and suggests that the announcement here made is virtually a decree of absolution for the same but
;

were, the language used would be differthis verse would have to be attached to the twelfth chapter.

this is not the case.
ent,

and

The key

If it

to the writer's

meaning

is

found

in the

word

impurity,"^

a technical term for ceremonial defilement, especially that caused
^
by menstruation. Cf. Lv. 12^- 15^^^-, etc. Ezekiel uses it fre-

quently of the corrupting effect of idolatry.

Thus,

in

36" he makes

before him has
say that the way of the house of Israel
been "like the uncleanness of (menstrual) impurity"; which in

Yahweh
V.

'*

is

"with
explained as meaning that they have defiled the land

their idols."

ecy

is

from

But the most

significant feature of Ezekiel's

the promise (v."), "I will sprinkle

all

your uncleanness and from

for

it is

all

proph-

upon you clean water;

your images will

I

cleanse

the original
pretty clear that this passage is

you";
which the one now under consideration was
this first verse looks

freely copied.

from
If so,

forward rather than backward, being, not a

decree of absolution for past offences, which seems to be taken for
future contamination by
granted, but a promise of security from

unclean associations. In Is. 12^ the same fountain supplies the
redeemed people with unstinted draughts of salvation. 2. This
view of the passage is confirmed by the context, for here, as in Ezeat once explained by a referkiel, the figurative term impurity is
ence to idolatry. Cf. Ez. 36^ 3 7^. / will cut off, says Yahweh, the
names of the idols, cause all mention of them to cesLse,from the land,^

—

and they
half
•

shall he

no more reme^nbered.

Cf.

of the verse contains an announcement,

mj.

t Not

Ho.

2"*.

The

latter

at first sight rather

earth, witli Bla., Hd., et al.
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startling, but it is not so new and radical as it has been represented.
The author does not mean to make Yahweh say without quali-

fication that

he will remove the prophets from the land.

Here, as

above, he is evidently following Ezekiel, trying, however, to say in
a sentence what the earlier writer took much more space to express.

The

teaching of Ezekiel is found in the fourteenth chapter of his
prophecies, where Yahweh first instructs him with reference to the
lay member of the house of Israel who, taking "his images to his
heart,"

comes

to the prophet, that the letter

Then he adds

for him.

may

consult

Yahweh

"and, if the prophet be deceived
and speak a word, I, Yahweh, have deceived that prophet, and I
will stretch out my hand against him and destroy him from the
midst of

my

people Israel;

(v. ^),

.

.

.

as the punishment of the one that

consulteth him, so shall the pimishment of the prophet be."
In
other words, the prophet, when, and because, he encourages, or
neglects to rebuke, evil tendencies
stroyed with them. Cf. Dt. 13^/^ ^•.

among
If,

his people, will be de-

therefore, the prophets here

include the whole guild,

it is not because
they are prophets, but
because they have individually proven themselves unworthy of their

high calling. Cf. Je. 23^^-. This is clear from what follows.
sentence reads. The prophets, also, and the spirit oj
undeanness will I remove from the land. Here, again, the writer

The whole

is

simply summarising Ezekiel.

"A new

That prophet makes Yahweh say
and a new spirit will I put
:

heart, also, will I give you,

and I vdll save you from all your undeanness;
and ye shall loathe yourselves in your own sight for your inThe spirit of undeanness, then,
iquities and your abominations."
must be the disposition to neglect the precepts of Yahweh, or even
within you;
.

.

.

.

.

.

worship the abominations of other peoples and the reference to
the prophets in this connection may be taken to indicate that, when
;

it

was made, they were prominent exponents of a widespread disword prophet was then almost synonymous

loyalty, that, in fact, the

with false prophet.
3.

The

suppression of these false prophets will require time and,

most unflinching severity. If necessary, however,
the Deuteronomic law requiring one to put one's relatives to death

in the end, the

for

attempted seduction from

Yahweh

will

be applied.

Cf. Dt.
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//a man still prophesy, persist in posing as a prophet,
and his mother who begot him will be his judges and
executioners.
The sentence, Thou shall not live, is based on a
Thou
hast
charge,
spoken falsehood in the name of Yahweh, which,
j^Vsff.^

his father

at first sight,

seems

to conflict with the interpretation thus far

must, however, be remembered that the gods of the
nations did not require the exclusive devotion of their
worshippers,
followed.

and

It

was no

that, therefore, there

Jews who

reason, so far as they were con-

them should not at the same time
serve Yahweh.
Indeed, this is precisely what Ezekiel, in a passage
already quoted (13''), accuses them of doing.
Cf Je. 7^ ^•. There

why

cerned,

is

the

served

therefore nothing incongruous in the fact that prophets

been condemned
the

name

who have

for idolatry are here represented as speaking in

of the true

God.

Neither

Yahweh nor one

of his loyal

worshippers, however, can tolerate such a form of syncretism. Th e
parents of the offender, therefore, if he persists in his course, shall

him through when he

pierce

prophesieth.

—

4.

The prophets gener-

name

not continue their unwarranted utterances in the

ally will

of

Yahweh.

They shall be ashamed, each of his vision; shall shrink
from making public, as they are accustomed to do, their fictitious
revelations.
They will cease to desire to be recognised as prophets.

Therefore they shall not longer, like wolves in sheep's cloth-

ing,

wear a hairy mantle, apparently a customary badge of the

office, /or the purpose of deceiving, making the false impression that they are genuine men of God.* 5. Not that they

prophetic

—

have any scruples against deception: far from

it;

when

for,

it

when

they are threatened with
retribution by their outraged dupes, they will not hesitate to lie,
saying, one and all, I am not a prophet.
They will even, so great
will be their demoralisation, seek a refuge among the humblest of
suits their interests, as, for

the community, each of
session

6.

declaring,

The

The

soil

hath been

scene here described

is

my

pos-

one that

taken place more than once in the streets of Jerusalem.

some difference of opinion about the garment in question. Rosenmiiller and
was of cloth woven from goats' or camels' hair, like that of John the Baptist.
It is more probable, however, to judge from Gn. 25^ and 2 K. i', tliat it was made

is

others think

it

Mt. 3^.
from skins and intended
Cj.

them

from my youth. —

may have
There

example,

to retail the simplicity of primitive times.

Rechabites and the Nazirites.

See the customs of the
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13"'

now drawang to a close. It should have a dramatic character.
Otherwise it might as well not have been portrayed. The proper
A cowering wretch has
effect can be produced in only one way.
It is

mob

been accused by an indignant
denies

it

and

Since his defence

The

unmasked.

a falsehood, justice requires that he should be
question, therefore, with which he is now assailed
is

must be interpreted as an attempt
words, when

to reach this result.

In other

What are these wounds between thy
they mean that the wounds proclaim

his accusers ask.

is, on thy back,
same time a prophet and a liar. On the text, see the
notes; on the subject of flogging among the Hebrews,

sides ? that

him

He

of being a false prophet.

points to his rustic dress as proof of his innocence.

at the

critical

Dt. 25^ Pr.

19'^, etc.;

DB.,

art.

Crimes

ajid

Punishments.

The

The last words of it have
reply has been variously understood.
sometimes been rendered in the house of my lovers. This, however, though literal, is not correct, for my lovers, as usage abundantly shows, could only

mean

false gods,

and

that in the

mouth

Jewish people under the figure of an imfaithful wife. Cf.
Ho. 2^ Je. 22^°^- Ez. 16^ ^-j etc. What the suspected prophet
of the

actually says
friends.

By

is,

Those with which I was smitten in the house of my

his friends he doubtless

means

his parents.

If so,

the wounds, or rather the scars, he bears are the traces of punishment which he has received under the paternal roof. This may
that the wounds were inflicted by his parents either in the
ordinary course of rigorous discipline,* or for the offence of attempting the role of a prophet.f Perhaps the ambiguity is in-

mean

tentional.

If so, the

words must be regarded as a clever attempt

of the accused to throw his inquisitors off the scent without telling

So

another absolute falsehood.
1. "^ip"]

(5,

ported by Aq.

Tras t6tvos
{<t>\i^)

—

ISIaurer,

cip:; *":.

and 2

A

Q{jT]-^y])

palpable
as well as

error,

B^

S.

SX

— being supRd.
nNan*?]

and that a doubtful one, oi the use
of the cstr. before a 1. So Sta., Now., Marti, Kit. Cp. Ges. "o <2).
mj'^1— ^au-''?i] (gQ" g>" om.— 2. PiNas] Om., with (§^0 — -,i;-] Kenn. 4, 112.
150 add acra from Ho. 21^. S'sajn] ^, toi)s ^euSoTr/jo^iJras. SoB&®.
rs'^n*?,

there being but one instance,

^

—

* So Theod. Mops.. Ki., Dru., Koh., Klie., Prcs.,
t So Jer., Thcodc.ct, Cal., Hi., Brd., el al.

el al.

—
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—3

^

.

2i'S

jl

etc.

If and as often as, a frequent usage in legal language. Cf. Ex.
iHNi raNi] Twice questioned by Kit., but without reason

—m^''

given.

Cf. Dt. 13 '"^s.

22^; but

Aq. S 9 have

—impm]

as

(6, (rv/xwodioOaiv,

eVKei^'^(rou(ru'.

—

if

from

inipyi,

Gn.

A case, the only one in

4. inxajna]

Niph., of confusion between an inf. from a final N, with one from a final
n vb. Cf. Ges. 5'<- '• ^- '. Rd. either iNajnj or Bxajna; or, since the

word

is

but incongruous, omit

really not only useless,

it

altogether.

—

oms. the negative owing to a mistaken interpretation of lU-aS' |PD7
which it renders dud' dv ifeiaavro. iraS''] Twenty Kenn. mss. add 11J?.
nS:] (g

So ®.
^jjN

—

—

—

5.

b^'n]

Kenn. 112 adds, from Am.

•'3JX]

An

7'^,

noj

"'JJN

p

—

t<S^.

explanatory marginal gloss, omitted by OS^Q'^", which

should have been inserted, if at all, at the end of the
would have retained its original adversative meaning.

Then
Am. 7".

verse.

Cf.

'•3

—

The vb. ^ip means get in a broad
•"jjpn ms] The text is unintelligible.
sense, including the acquisition of the products of one's own efforts and
It may therefore be rendered create and
the possessions of others.
rescue of

God, and acquire and purchase

of

men.

The

derivative npiio

possession, or, since the wealth of the early Hebrews consisted
The Hiph., the form here used, naturally
principally of animals, cattle.

means

Some
me (husbandry); AE.,
made me a landowner; Ra., made me a cattleowner; Ges., sold me as a
The last is the most widely accepted;
slave; Houb., bought me as a slave.
has the sense of a causative, and has generally been so rendered.
of the renderings are: (i, iy^vvrja-ev; Dru., taught

but the thought that
nection.

A

it

expresses

far better reading

is

is

hardly one to be expected in this consecured by the emendation suggested

by Wellhausen, viz., ij^Jp nms, the soil hath been my possession, which
is so simple and plausible that it has been generally adopted.
If, however, this is the original form of the final clause, here is another reason
for regarding the

one preceding as a

sonal, but indefinite.

Cf

Ges.

—6.
—

gloss.

^i<<- ^

(").

^sni]

The

subj.

is

per-

-[n^] If the text is correct,

the word -\% hand, is here, as elsewhere, used in the sense of Jjni, arm,
and between tlie hands has the meaning that "between the arms" has
in 2 K. g-\ namely, between the shoulders or on the back.
Perhaps,
however, nni is an error feu: nns, thy sides, this being the word required
by the context and the one favoured by ^'-, which has «3^ioj here as well
as in

Is. 60' 66'2,

where M, has is. So also Aq. 2 0.
adds yi^v '^V'^. "^^'x] For ]r\2

—

reading of the text, but
n^3]
at

For n^32.

Cf.

Gn. 38"

home by my friends.

etc.;

GesJ

»'8- * <*'.

—

Sta. retains the
iu-n.

Burger

Cf.

i2<.—
nu.

rds. 'jn^a

Id'-'

THE JEWS AND THE NATIONS

b.

The

thought of the chapter

course of

its

The

(i)

341

recovery of the

is

one, but

The

development.

first

Holy City

it

(CH. I4).

takes four phases in the

has to do with

(i^"^).

—The

city is destined

be taken and plundered, but Yahweh will appear and by a stupendous miracle throw the nations into confusion and rescue the
to

remaining inhabitants.
1. The general announcement with which the
chapter opens is
addressed to Jerusalem. Lo, it says, there cometh a day for Yahweh, a day appointed by him for the fulfilment of his purpose,

when thy spoil shall he divided within thee. Note the difference in
tone and content between this statement and the opening verses of
In the latter passage the writer does not admit that Jerudanger. He represents it as rather a menace to the sur-

ch. 12.

salem

is in

Here he is obliged to face the prospect, if not
the reality, of a successful invasion of the country.
This, however,
is only one side of his vision.
There is a brighter one to be revealed.
rounding peoples.

—

The above

interpretation takes for granted that the fuller deof
the
fate
of the city which follows is by the same author.
scription
2.

This

is

denied by Marti and others, chiefly because here for a

space Yahweh speaks and Jerusalem is in the third person. But
this, as has been shown, is not a sufficient reason for denying the
genuineness of a passage, since such changes occur in cases in which
the hand of the original author is generally recognised.
See the

comments on

12^

^•.

Note

also that throughout the rest of this

chapter Jerusalem is in the third person.
required by "the nations" of v. ^. The
all the

nations

to

Jerusalem for

Finally, its retention is
first

clause, / will gather

Ezekiel's great prophsome of the more striking

battle, recalls

ecy (38/.) concerning Gog, from which

features of the chapter were evidently borrowed.*

Here, howno attempt to create interest or sympathy by dwelling
and character of the invading army. The author is

ever, there is

on the

size

more concerned with the modifications of Ezekiel's predictions
which time and events have made necessary. The prophet of the
* C/. Ez.

22

38'9fl- 39IO; also Is. 132

ff-.
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Gog and his hordes actually to attack Jerusa"
sooner
the mountains of Israel" than
no
appear on
They
the jealousy of Yahweh is excited and he empties the vials of his

Exile does not allow
lem.

The

wrath upon them.

author of this passage does not

on

insist

the inviolability of the city, but goes so far as to teach that it will
again be overcome and treated as captured cities in his day were

usually treated.
plundered, and

TJie city shall be taken, he says,
the

women

ravished.

Cf.

Am.

and

the houses

Is.

7'^

^^

13*-

^•.

He

even foresees another deportation, in which half of the city shall
go forth into captivity. Then, as explained in the next verse, Yah-

weh

will interfere, so that the rest of the people shall not he cut

If this

passage were by the same author as 13®

would now be only a

the

^•,

off.

remnant

sixth of the original population.

The rest of the paragraph has a decidedly apocalyptic charThus there is here no hint that the Jews will do anything
acter.
Nor will Yahin their ov^m defence when their capital is attacked.
weh attempt to avert the catastrophe, but, after the city has been
3.

taken, he will come forth and fight with those nations, the nations
that he himself, according to v.

^,

has brought thither to display his

"
power upon them. C/. Ez. 39^^-. In 9" Yahweh comes in the
tempests of the South"; here he seems to descend from heaven.
At any rate, the next clause, as when hefighteth in the
Cf. Mi. i^.
to Jb. 38^^ ^•, whose "stores
against the day of conflict" must be
The author cannot, like Joel
located in the sky.
Cf. Jos. 10".
him as issuing from Sion, since the city is
(4/3'"), have thought of

day of conflict,
of hail

.

.

.

is

an apparent allusion

reserved

.

.

.

The day of conflict is
some
as
a
general expression,* by others as an alluinterpreted by
a
sion to particular event, like the Exodus ;f but it were better, perhaps, to combine the two views, for, even if the writer intended a
general reference, he must have had an event like the Exodus in
to

supposed

mind.

—

4.

be in the hands of the enemy.

When Yahweh

his feet shall stand on the

descends to meet his people's enemies,
of Olives. There follows a de-

Mount

scription of the situation of this eminence,

which Marti pronounces

He

to tell the

an interpolation.
So
t So

Bla., Hi.,

thinks

it

was not necessary

Koh., Pres., Rcu.,

Jcr., Grot.,

ct al.

a Lap., Rosenm., Mau., Ew., Burger, Hd.,

et ai.

people
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14*"'

of the city that the mountain was over against Jerusalem eastward.
This, however, is not the only reason that can be given for his opin-

The clause is not important. The omission of it, therefore,
causes no embarrassment, for there can be no doubt that the Mount
of Olives, as it is here called for the first time in the Old Testament,
ion.

is

"the mountain that

is

on the east of the

city," over which, ac-

Yahweh hovered when he took
This mountain, the modem name

cording to Ez. 11-^, the glory of

his

for
departure from the temple.
which is Jehel et-Tur, is not a single peak, but a ridge, with three
or four more or less prominent summits, the highest rising 2,723

The part of it over against the city
level of the sea.
It therefore
of the city itself.
than
any
part
higher
everywhere
furnishes an
but
the
view
in
that
obstructs
direction,
completely
feet

above the

is

excellent pedestal for such structures as the Russian Belvedere.
When Yahweh makes his descent upon it, it shall be cleft through
its

middle, eastward and westward, by a very great, that

is,

a very

wide, as well as a very deep, transverse gorge; for, under
half of the mountain, rent from its foundation, shall recede northward, and the other half of it, in Uke manner, southward. Cf. Ez.
his feet,

38"
5.

^-

Mi.

The

i^

Na.

i^

Ju. 5^

Hb.

K. 19" ^.
seems to have been to present

3" Ps. 18'/^ I

object of the author in v.

*

an impressive picture of the power of Yahweh.

He now completes

it by the addition of another realistic touch; as a result of the violent change in the contour of the Mount of Olives, Gihon, the inter-

mittent spring in the Valley of Kidron, now called "The Spring of
St. Mary" or "The Spring of the Steps," shall be stopped, as it had

been by other means more than once in the history of Jerusalem.
In explanation of this result he says, secondly,
Cf. 2 Ch. 32^- ^°.
that the gorge of the mountains, the great cleft already described,
shall reach to the side of

Kidron

to the hill

are simple

it

(Gihon), that

is,

across the Valley of

on which the City of David was

and natural

situated.

details perfectly intelligible to

one

These

who

is

acquainted with the Mount of Olives, but, by a curious error, they
have been so distorted in the Massoretic text that the stoppage of

become a flight by the gorge through the mountain
escape of the fathers from the Egyptians by the miraculous
passage through the Red Sea. Later some one added a comparithe spring has
like the
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son with the

flight before the

earthquake in the days of Uzziah king

no doubt the earthquake mentioned in Am i\
to
which, according
Josephus, occurred while Uzziah was trying to
This

of Judah.

force his

is

into the temple, against the protests of the priests,

way

to offer incense

on the golden altar.* This scene, with which, as a
one was famiHar, the glossator says, will be

historical event, every

when Yahweh

repeated

There
by

is little

Mount

cleaves the

comfort in such a prospect.

the latter half of the verse,

of Olives asunder f

that presented
original author, continu-

Compare

where the

ing his description, says, Then shall Yahweh thy God come, and all
his holy ones with him; the holy ones being the angels who serve as
his attendants and messengers. J Here the description of the deliverance of Jerusalem is for the time being discontinued. For the
fate of the nations, see
1, N3 Dv]

—pSm]

The

When,

w.

*^

^•.

sg. indefinite,

etc.

Ges.

^'«<-

'

here only.
'">.

The

" Mai.
3'V4'.
Cf. Je. 50"rhythmical character of this

verse favours the idea expressed in the comments, that it is the theme of
which the more prosaic part that follows is the development. 2. ^noDsi]

—

Marti, as remarked in the comments, rejects this verse, for one reason
because Yahweh speaks here in his own person. He is then obliged
to omit onn onja in v.

be

to rd. here

governed by

'^on'^,

2 or S,

—

A

way

of

this difficulty

would

meeting
—ncnSna]
This noun, when
—
has the
almost always (103
H, vasta'.

and he

simpler

will gather.

it is

:

art.

6)

lorji]

= inrji. njSjrn] Qr., nj^orn, a less objectionable word which
Kenn. mss. has taken the place of the original reading. On the
'•^- ».
3. Qr\T\ d"iij3] These words
change in the tense, see Ges. ^"''
presuppose v. and are therefore omitted by Marti. CJ. v. 2. oro] Rd.,
with B, inj. 4. Ninn Qv:i\ Om., with oriental mss. and &. mpD •\vn'\
On the genuineness of this clause, see the comments. D^nnn -\n]
buntur
in 15

—

—
— —
—

—

The
The

reasons for omitting this phrase are: (i) It is unnecessarily explicit.
(2) It is
original author would have used inn, as he does below.

easily explained

by the

insertion of aipc

—

nc's

and

—

the consequent sepa-

ration of the subj. of ypi: from its antecedent.
n'j] The abs. without
the art., like the cstr., has _, except in Is. 40'' (xv.). ^'-1 in i S. 17" being
an error for pj. See also S"';;?, Is. 15', and S-'S?, Is. 16^. On the construction, the ace. of condition

see Ges.^"*-

*

(^>.

It

is

here fem.

—

* Cj. Ant., ix, 10, 4; 2 Ch. 26>« ff-.
t This, of course, is what is meant by as ye fled, for the most careless scribe would hardly,
as Marti imagines, represent those of his own time as the contemporaries of Uzziah. For 3
precisely similar case, see

: C;.

DL

33^ Ps. 895

8'^.

fjb.

1 5I6.
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T4'-^'

—Vini]

n*;'1

ijfiKrv

avTOu

(S^, t6 ijniav
irpbs

avrov

dvaroXas

/cai

irpbs

t6

dfaroXas Kal di\a<Taav, (^'"^^^^ rh
ovroO irpbs ddXacrffav; clearly
,

tj/jlio-v

— —

vxn::] Marti
mistaken, because contradictory of what follows. inc
would omit all these words, but, if the verse must be further shortened
to make it conform to his metrical scheme, the clause that follows, which
simply enlarges on the thought here expressed, might better be sacrificed,
5. onpji] The pf 2d pi. Qal from Du. This is the occidental reading,
.

all the mss. that have been collated.
It is supported by B &, and it has naturally been adopted in the printed texts and
by a majority of the commentators. So Jer., Ki., Dru., New., Rosenm.,

and

it is

found

almost

in

Mau., Hi., Ew., Burger, Hd., Koh., Ke., Klie., Pres., Pu., Or., Wri.,
G.\Sm., et al. The oriental reading, however, is onpji, the pf. 3d sg.
Niph. from zro, stop. It is found in only 4 of the mss. cited by de R., but
it has the support of <S JT S" Aq. S 9, and it is the one preferred by Jose-

among Christian scholars, IMarck, Dathe, Fliigge, Bla.,
We., Now., Marti, Kit., et al. The latter reading, it will be noticed, is the
one adopted by the latest authorities. These scholars, however, have
strangely overlooked one point, and thus failed to seize the writer's prephus, Ra., and,

meaning. This point is the peculiar force of the word a.~D. It occurs elsewhere in a literal sense eight times, viz., Gn. 26'5- is 2 K. 3"- ^
In the last case it is used of closing the breaches
2 Ch. 32'- ^- 3" Ne. 4'.
cise

of the wall of Jerusalem, but in all the rest the thing closed is a well or a
If, therefore, the oriental
spring, and this is the usage also in Aram.
is the correct reading, it is more than probable that the subject is not this
or that valley, but one of the springs in the vicinity of Jerusalem; and
since there are only two, it ought not to be impossible to discover which

them is meant. Josephus, in his description of the earthquake in the
This name is, no doubt,
reign of Uzziah, mentions a place called Eroge.
a corruption of En-rogel, and, since the historian evidently had this passage in mind, one might infer that the spring stopped by the con%'ulsion

of

here described

is

the one just below the junction of the valleys of Kidron
called "the well of Job."
closer examination of the

A

and Hinnom now

language used by Josephus, however, shows that he, like some modern
writers, confounded En-rogel with Gihon, and that the place to which he

now called "The Spring of St. Mary."
See further on the question of the identity of Gihon and En-rogel, JBL.,
xxii, 103 ff.
If, then, it is a spring that is to be stopped, that spring is
refers is the site of the spring

probably Gihon, and
less

phrase

•'"^n

N'J.

its name should be substituted for the meaningThe origin of the error can easily be traced. The

copying the text, after writing the first two letters of pn^j, looking up, caught, not the word that he had been writing, but ann n'';, and
nearly finished it before he saw his mistake. Then, instead of correctscribe, in

ing ihe error, he proceeded with his task. This is a simpler emendation
than that proposed by We. (aijn n'j) which, moreover, carries with it the
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mistaken assumption that the Valley of Hinnom was on the east of
Jerusalem. The emendation suggested at first sight seems to find no

—

support in the following clause, but

only necessary, for

it is

'^xx, to

read

produce the entirely satisfactory statement that the gorge of the
mountains shall reach to the side of it, i. e., the side of Gihon. On the
iSxN, to

looked.

—

—

—

2'-.
m] Rd., with 48 Kenn. mss., nv.
being followed by another 1, was easily overarD:i2] Here clearly a derivative from Dij, as both the occi-

construction with
Sxn] See above.

and the

"::,

see

The

sf.,

Hg.

—

S

orientals point it.
So also II
JF.
^JC"] C5, iv rats
except L. "ti'^n] Rd. T'^'^x, the final l having been lost by hapSo Marti. Kit.—^3] Rd., with 83 mss., (g B §> 3, S::i. So We.,
log.
So New.,
Now., Marti, Kit. D^u'ip] So (S U. Rd., with
(T, Vl7^p.

dentals

i]fi^pai$,

Reu.,

We.— i-v]

—
—

&

Rd., with 45 mss., (S

B ^

JT

^",

ir;.

Houb., New., Bla., Hd., Reu., We., Now., Marti, G.\Sm.,

So Dathc,
van H.,

Kit.,

et al.

—

The author interrupts
(2) The transformation ofJudah (14®"").
himself at this point to describe another miracle by which the
country about Jerusalem will become a Paradise.
6. With the coming of Yahweh will begin a new era for Jerusalem and Judah, the most peaceful, blissful and glorious in their
The description of it should begin with this verse. It is
history.
clear, therefore, that the text,

be no

light, is

corrupt, and

which now says that there shall then
must have been,

that the original reading

There shall no longer be cold and frost, such as sometimes add

to the

discomforts of a Syrian winter.* In other words, the climate of
the country will be so modified that it will never be too cold for the

comfort of the fortunate inhabitants.

—

7.

The

abolition of cold

be accompanied by a still more miraculous transformation in existing conditions; for thenceforward there shall he con-

and

frost will

At this point the description of the coming
a
interrupted by
pathetic outburst from a pious scribe who
day
seems to have thought the day here promised to be "the day of

tinuous,

lit.,

one, day.

is

Yahweh."
so

much

It is

known

to

Yahweh, he

the event as the date of

says,

meaning thereby not
There follows an

its arrival.

—

explanation of the rather ambiguous expression with which the
verse began.
The day in question is first defined negatively as not
alternating day
*

The temperature

and

night.

Then,

winds that sweep over the country
inhabitants extreme sufferinK.

in

to

make

his

meaning unmis-

below the freezing-point, but the
the winter often cause the poorly fed and scantily clothed

in the hills of Palestine

seldom

falls

14*""
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shall

come

picture is not yet complete.

An

takal^lc, tlie writer adds, yea,

it

to

pass that at eventide

there shall he light.^

The

8.

oriental Paradise

must

have what Jerusalem and Judah always lacked, plenty of water.
"
Thus, "a river went out of Eden to water the garden of Gn. 2, and
in Ezekiel's description of the Palestine of the future a stream issues
from under the threshold of the sanctuary and flows eastward with

growing volume, carrying health and fertility to that entire region.
The picture here presented, like Jo. 4/3", is an adapCf. 4f ^.
tation of that of Ezekiel. The modifications are interesting. Thus,
there shall go forth, not from the sanctuary, hut from Jerusalem,

from an imfailing source, flowing, half of
it toward the eastern sea, and half of it toward the western sea, the
same being the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean. Finally, an

living ivater, fresh water

inference from Ez. 47'-

here put into the form of a statement to
most of those wdth which the

is

the effect that these streams, imlike

familiar, would be perennial; in summer and in winter
the water, be, continue to flow.
Rain, therefore, would

Jews were
shall

it,

be as imnecessary as in Egypt.
9.

Thus

Cf. v.

far the writer's vision

^^.

has been restricted to Palestine,

and, indeed, apparently to that part of it known by the name of
Judea. The scope of this verse is universal. It asserts that Yah-

weh

shall be

earth; and

weh

king over, not merely the whole of Palestine, but all the
by the declaration that in that day Yah-

this is followed

shall be one,

shall then

and

Yahweh, revealed
claim that
chapter.

his

name one;

to

all this is

In vv.

^° ^-

in other words, that

Yahewh

men, and that under the one name,
the Chosen People.
Now, one can hardly

be worshipped by

all

foreign to the thought of the author of the
he expresses himself in a similar fashion.

In view, however, of the lack of relation with the following as well
as the preceding context, it is safe to conclude that he did not so
on the other
express himself in this connection. 10. This verse,

—

v. ^
It continues the
precisely in line with the thought of
for the condescription of Jerusalem and its future surroundings,

hand,

is

figuration of the country,

it

seems,

is to

meteorological and other conditions.
» Cj.

Is. 2^

30M Rev.

be changed as well as the
city will be the centre,

The

21=5 225 Is. 6oI9f.,
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and

the whole land, hitherto in places considerably higher, and in
others considerably lower, shall stretch round it like a plain.
The
limits of the plain in two directions are given.
It will extend/row

Geba

to

The former

Rimmon.

of these places

is

the

modern Jeba

on Wadi Suweinit, opposite Mikhmas (Michmash), about
north of Jerusalem.

Cf.

i

six miles

In the reign of Asa it was fortiand from that time onward was re-

S. 14^.

fied by this king (i K. 15^"),
garded as the northern limit of the kingdom of Judah. Hence the
expression in 2 K. 23^ "from Geba to Beersheba." The place of

the latter
"

is

here supplied by

En-rimmon"

of Ne.

ii''',

Rimmon.

for

which

This

without doubt the

is

Jos. 15^^ has

'Mm and i?fm-

mon," and Jos. 19^ and i Ch. 4^" have "Ain, Rimmon." It has
been identified with Umm er-Rammamin, a site about ten miles
north-east of Beersheba with a fine spring and the ruins of a conIt was among the places reoccupied by the Jews
siderable town.
on their return from exile. Cf. Ne. ii"^^-. Beersheba was an-

when this passage was written it had been lost
The significance of these geographical details has

other; but perhaps

or abandoned.

been discussed

in the Introduction,

where

it

was showTi

that a

whose vision was bounded by the places here named cannot have been the author of chs. 9-1 1. In the midst of the plain
just described, which, as appears from v. ^, will be bounded on the
writer

by the Dead Sea, and on the west by the Mediterranean,
Jerusalem sJiall sit aloft in its place, on account of the depression

east

more prominent than ever.
There follows what looks like an outline of the

of the surrounding country
4^ Is. 2^.

Cf.

Mi.

limits of

the city corresponding to the description already given of the extent of the country belonging to it.
At first sight it is a little conthe Gate of

Benjamin be identified with the Sheep
and located north of the temple in the wall connecting the Tower of Hananel with the north-east comer of the
sacred enclosure in its original dimensions,* and the phrase, to the
fusing, but,

Gate

site

will

of

if

Ne.

12^^,

of the First Gate, omitted as a gloss, the meaning of the author
become apparent. He gives first the width of the city from

east to west

though

it

:

it

shall

was not

extend from the Gate of Benjamin, which alwas farther east than the Tower of

so far north,

C7. Jc. 37'' 38'; Guthe,

ZDPV^

v.

aSa.
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14'"''

Hananel,

to the

This

Corner Gate.

at the north-west

comer

gate, as its

of the city,*

name

and therefore

was

indicates,

in the so-called

"Second Wall." The length from north to south is marked by
two objects familiar to those for whom the passage was written,
the Tower of Hananel at the north-west comer of the present
Haram,f and the king's wine-press, which must have been in or
near the Valley of Hinnom. Jerusalem as thus described would
be about as large as that part of the city now within the walls, but

would not occupy the same ground, the southem limit being now
some distance outside the walls. The language here used implies
11. The
that it was not so large when the passage was written.

it

—

city having been restored in these generous proportions, they, the
people whose right it is by the favour of Yahweh, shall dwell in
it undisturbed; for there shall not again be a curse, bringing de-

struction, hut

Ez. 34"

Jerusalem shall he a safe habitation.

Cf. Je. 33^'

^

6. n>ni] S-^Qi" g> om., but since the expression Ninn era

and without

chs. 12-14, both with

seems impossible

on

12^.

—

'ji

lis]

to

and

S" regularly

determine the original reading.

The

is frequent in
omits the vb., it

See the comments

evidently corrupt, because, as explained in
does not say what the author must have intended.
text

the comments, it
Most of the attempts to

The

htii,

is

emend must be

rejected on the same ground.
some other reason. Ew. renders, there
and (alternating with it) cold and ice. This is unsatis-

rest are objectionable for

shall not be light

factory, because the terms of the hypothetical comparison are not oppoThe attempt of We. to remedy this defect is exposed to criticism
sites.

from another point

The

and

much

substitutes Din for niN, thus getting

and frost.

cold

objection to this proposal

the text,

so

He

of view.

there shall not be heat

is

So Oort, Now., Marti, Kit.

that 3in,

if

would hardly have been mistaken
less suitable in this

connection.

it

had ever had a place in
word so different and

for a

Neither of these objections can

be brought against the sim.pler expedient of replacing nis by "n>, and
reading, as proposed in the comments, there shall no longer be cold

The

and frost.

The

iin of

next two words, as

M

is

now

easily explained

shall dwindle,

but there can be no doubt

one should

1^N2|"71

The

rd.

nnp

by

its

appearance

in v.

i.e.,

that, with CS

as above, cold and frost.

§

13

— 7.

nin>

(T

—

Q.

2

2
sin]

incongruousness of these words is proof that they are an interMarti would read yn; but with this prtc. the pronoun would

polation.
•

'.

pointed, are usually rendered jewels (stars)

K. i4«

Je. 3i38;

JBL.,

xxii,

136

fj.

t Cj. Je. 31=8 Nc.

3I

12".
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^ '<'
772 i:
n<,^
'; Nrd. ^5
probably have taken the second place- CJ. Ges.
01 connects this clause with the words that follow, thus, it is known
•

Yahweh, not
Wanting in <& §•.

before

as light by day, nor the-opposite*by night.
Cf. v. ^

—

a-c] In

Hebrew water

8. nvni]

but

is pi.;

this is

not the English idiom. In the EV., therefore, the*sg. should be substituted for the pL, not only of the noun, but of the pronouns of which
the antecedent.

it

is

it

into the pi. with

is

unwarranted

—

^ om. We. retains the word, but puts
So Now., Marti, Kit. The change, however,

^^'r\-'\

H.

The

thought of the author

is

correctly reproduced in

by iffrai ovtus. If he had meant to make the subj. of this vb. C'C,
he would have repeated NS'', as S does in rpsj |in\ 9. On the genuineness of this verse, see the comments.
10. 3'.D-] The absence of the
connective can hardly be intentional.
Read, therefore, with 13 &, aoi.
(^

—

—

So Houb., New. On the gender, see Ges. ^ '"• ' <"'. The word never
elsewhere means change, a fact that should have made Ko., et al., think
twice before rendering it so in this connection.
naiyDJ The absence of

—

the art. seems to have been intended to prevent the reader from supposing, as do Ko., et al., that the author had the valley of the Jordan in mind.
Cf. Ges.

5

35. 2

ib)

if

but,

thorities;

(./)

j\(-c.

(2)_

means

3D

lie

Ges.

^

"8-

2

c*).

is

omitted by some au-

necessary to the complete exWith the force of S 3j:c. Cf. Jos.
it is

—
—ncNn] Not, as one would gather from Ges.

pression of the author's idea.
15';

word

to Kit. this

about,

the prtc, but the pf.

3Jj]

sg. fern., to agree with

n3r\

The n

^

is

"•

'•

^',

therefore

3d
here a vowel letter, and the correct vocalisation that of Ben Naphtali,
ncNn. Similar forms occur elsewhere in the prtc. as well as in the pf.

On

Ho. io» Ju. 4^', etc. Van H. rds. ann, with aSiT'iT" for its subj.
the (adverbial) relation of this vb. to the next, see Ges. ^ '="• ^
Cf.

jirxin

—v']

(.>).

—

not only superfluous but unintelligible. The
to save it by repesenting the author as taking his

This phrase

is

attempt by Ko., et al.,
stand at the middle of the northern boundary and pointing out the limits
It is doubtless a
east and west of that position ignores all precedents.
gloss to

B"|J3

'\yv

"ly,

or, as

one who

identified the

3« i2'«.

On

it

should read, nja

-lyir i>' (2

Corner Gate with the so-called

the omission of the art., see Ges.

K.

14"),

nj-j->n

5'2«- s. R.

1

by some
Ne.

•\yv of
(«).

Marti

would om. much more of the verse, viz., as far as Ssjjn inclusive; but this
seems too much to sacrifice to his metrical theory. See also Kit. Sijci]
Rd., with
mss., U S>, ''iJDD\ So Dathe, New. Ace. to Bo. it is a case
So Hi., Ke., Ko., Wri., et al. 11. na idu-m] Marti
of breviloquence.
cms. these words, and they do seem superfluous. If they are retained,
they should be attached to the preceding verse.

—

—

T,T,

The

—

In this paragraph the
fate of the nations (14*'"^'^).
of Jerusalem.
The
of
the
reHef
his
resumes
description
prophet
nations and their cattle will be smitten by a swift and deadly
(3)

14""'
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and when, in their desperation, tliey turn their arms
against one another, Judah will take advantage of the opportunity to attack and destroy them.
plague,

12.

The Jews

believed that

Yahweh

controlled

all

the calam-

which mankind were subject, and that he employed them
In 38^^ ^- Ezekicl
correct or destroy those who offended him.*

ities to

to

a variety of such inflictions, the first three being
earthquake, panic and pestilence. The author of this passage
introduces the same three, but in a different order. The earththreatens

Gog with

quake he has already described.

Yahweh

service, against
tail.

Now comes a plague with which

will smite all the peoples that have served, taken mihtary

Jerusalem.^ The effects of it are described in deare attacked by it, their flesh shall rot away while

When men

much
; as if from leprosy, only, of course,
The mere mention of such a mode of death makes
how much more a detailed description Yet the

they stand on their feet

more rapidly.J
one's flesh creep

!

;

writer seems to dwell with satisfaction

how

as he recites

tongues shall rot

their eyes shall rot

away in

on the horrible

away

their mouths.

particulars,

in their sockets, and their

The

passage belongs to a

which Ps. 137^ is the most frequently cited example. The
of
which they are the expression is revolting, but it is hardly
cruelty
surprising in view of what the Jews suffered at various times from
class of

—13.

The effects of this plague will not be measured by the number of persons who actually die of it. In such
cases there is apt to supervene a demoralisation more destructive
their oppressors.

than the original epidemic. Cf. 12^ The writer predicts that
will be true in the case of this plague, that the havoc made by

it

disease will

unman

the bravest of the hostile soldiery, and, in their

frenzy to escape, they will fall upon one another with the weapons
There shall be a great panic, he says, addintended for the Jews.
of the
ing, with the disregard for secondary causes characteristic

In a few words he gives a vivid descripThey shall seize, each his fellow, with one

Hebrews, from Yahweh.
:ion of the struggle:

hand, and his other hand shall rise, be uplifted, against the hand
It will be a fight to the death at close quarters.§
of his fellow.
* C/.

Am.

4^

ff-

Lv. 26"

% Cf. Lv. 26I6 Dt. 28a

f

•.

ff-

Dt. 2816

5.

t Cf. Ez. 38=
§

Q.

Ju.

>.

K.

igSS.

722 I S. 14'^ "••
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The

14.

first

clause of this verse

equal propriety, so far as

is

It

ambiguous.

Hebrew usage

is

may

with

concerned, be rendered,

also, shall fight in Jerusalem or Judah, also, shall fight
but the latter is probably what the writer inJerusalem;
agnnst
tended to say. So the Vulgate. It is not, however, probable that

Judah,

in so saying he

meant

to assert or

imply that on

Jews outside the city would be arrayed against

this occasion the

its

rightful inhabi-

an interpretation. The
nations, according to v. ^, have captured the city, but Yahweh has
appeared to rescue his people. The conquerors, thrown into con-

The

tants.

and consternation, are engaged in destroying one another.
would be ridiculous, under these circumstances, to repre-

fusion

Now,

situation does not require such

it

Jews as taking the part of the gentiles. If, theregenuine, and against is the proper rendering
for the preposition, it must be Jerusalem, wholly or partly occupied by the gentiles and attacked by Yahweh, against which he
sent the rural

fore, the clause is

This position can be mainto say that Judah will fight.
tained without reference to the following context. When that is

means

taken into account, especially if, as in the Greek, early Latin and
Syriac versions, the verb of the next clause is rendered actively,

one

may be

even more positive.

In fact,

it

may be

claimed that

the above is the only consistent interpretation, since, unless Judah
were to fight against the gentiles, there would be no sense in saying
that

it

(they) should collect the wealth of all the nations, gold,

and

silver, and garments, the spoils gathered during the invasion which
^must now be abandoned, in great abundance. Cf. Ez. 38^" 39" ^•.
15. The text now returns to the subject of the plague, and con-

tinues

it,

as

if

this verse

immediately followed

there shall be a plague, not only
selves,

among

v.

^',

by adding that

the offending nations them-

but also on the horse, the mule, the camel, and the

ass, even

in those armies, and it will prove as destructive to them as this plague, namely, the one described in v. ". v/ill
all the cattle that are

be to the gentiles themselves.

The

Cf. Ez.

38^*'.

takes the place of the second, internal, obj.
Cf.
exception, as already (12') noted, to the usage of
this chapter, which requires aiun, just as in 12^ a^'un is an exception to
In this case there are 5 Kenn mss. in which the
the rule in that chapter.
12. ntyN']

Ges.

^

"'•

2.

—

rel.

D^':>'.-i]

An
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14"-'^
has

the usage

recognised
copyist
—
This word, as pointed,
puri]

and changed the
is

make

text to

the Hiph. inf. abs.

it

uniform.

and an appositive

'" <"). The other forms of
Cf. Gn. 17'" Lv. 6^ Dt. 15=; Ges.
same vb. found in this verse, however, are from Niph.; nor is the vb.
elsewhere used in any other stem. It is therefore probable that the origThe inf. abs. is precisely adapted to
inal reading in this case was pgr\.
portray the suddenness of the infliction described and the rapiditj' with

of TNT,

'

5

the

which

will

it

do

is

^"d

(«).— i^u-a] The sf. is
Cf. Ges.
therefore properly rendered in TS by caro uniuscu-

work.

its

It

distributive.

^

"3-

<*-'

••

(«)

^ '^s. 5. R._'ji
and in
Nini] A
by ^ooij-CLO, their flesh. Cf. Ges.
'^s'.
Ges.
circumstantial clause, while he, etc.
an^e^] Rd., in
Cf.
harmony with the analogous cases, iniB3, C/". Mai. 2" t.. So Bla., We.,

^

jusque,

—

'f

—

13. This verse and the one following are rejected
as secondary by the later critics, but, if the interpretation given to them
in the comments is correct, it is clear that they have a place in the auNote DMjn (v. '<), one of the characteristic words of this
thor's picture.

Now., Marti, Kit.

—

—

—

^

t] The
oms., exc. a few curss.
^^^T^}
n^ni] Om. "S S>.
chapter.
ace. construction is very rare, except in the cases of sfs.
Rd., therefore,
with 53 mss., n^a, or, with &, i.-i>-i3. ^rh';^] This makes tolerable sense,

—

how (S

got from it Kal ffv/jiirXaKT^creTai, E,
&, v«a£?Zo, and ul, c^nni; for all of
which npa-n would seem to be a more probable original. 14. mm'] The
word is here used of the countrj', and is therefore fem. Cf. Ges. 122. 3 («),
a'?K'n'3] The preposition S;* is used with the place against which

but
et

difficult to

it is

implicabitur H,
,

understand

el

coyiserelur,

—

^

—

war

is

urged 16

t.,

I S. 23' 2 S. 1226-

—
—
ncpNi.

and

a

HDNi] Rd., with (&

62/.

3^30]

Om.

Cf. Jos. 10" Ju. i'

almost as often.

27. 29 I iv.

20' Is. 20'
{kolI

Ne.

42 2

a-vvrd^ei), 21

52

9*5.

n

12

Cp. Robinson,

3520.

{colliget),

as inconsistent with the

—

Ch.

and

meaning

&

(«

4

l

^ o).

of D'un in this

15. Dion] The sg. with the art.
chapter. It was borrowed from 122- «.
Hence it may properly be translated by the pi.,
is here used of the class.
as

it

is

by

(&.

Cf. Ges.

5

'26- '

C''.

—nicnni]

Ordinarily each noun after

Sometimes, however, as in English,
Here it marks the end of the
the connective is used only with the last.
series, and the one with the next word introduces a collective including
the

first

hasi.

Cf.

Gn.

I2i« 24^.

the four classes enumerated.

Cf. Ges.

^1^4. note (a) and

(*)._n,n^] In 28

mss. ninr, the more frequent construction; but the masc. of the vb. after
a fem. subj. is also allowable. Cf. Gn. 5^ Ex. 12 1^; Ges. U4«. 1. R. 2. The
In 15 Kenn. mss.
presence of '^•2 has no influence. Cf. 9" ii'. hdj-;]
Marti sacrifices the whole
So (S IS
S.
DDJsa but IH is preferable.

—

&

;

phrase to metrical considerations.
(4)

will

A

tmiversal sanctuary

{14.^^'^).

be disposed to recognise

refuse so to

—The nations, thus chastened,

Yahweh

as the true

do by presenting themselves

God,

but,

if

any

at the feast of tabernacles
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Jerusalem, they will receive further punishment. To accommodate them the sanctity of the temple and its furniture will be ex-

in

tended, not only to the city, but the whole of Judah.
16. The natural effect of the inflictions above described will be
to exalt

Yahweh

Ezekiel, at the end of

in the eyes of the nations.

the parallel passage, makes him say, "I will make myself known in
the eyes of many nations, and they shall know that I am Yahweh."

The author

of this paragraph puts

it

even more strongly. He says
not only recognise Yah-

that, after these plagues, the gentiles will

weh, but that all that are left of all the nations that came against
Jerusalem shall come up from year to year to worship the King, Yahweh of Hosts, at the very shrine that they would have destroyed.
not be required, as are the Jews by the Law, to appear
thrice every year, but they will be expected to keep
the feast of tabernacles, the last and most important of the annual

They

will

before

Yahweh

festivals,

and the only one

originally celebrated at the central

A

imiversal pilgrimage to the Holy City every year
would, of course, be impossible, yet the terms used are such that

sanctuary.*

the prophet

seems to have believed that

could be realised.

it

—

A failure to observe this requirement will be severely punished.
Moreover, the punishment will fit the offence. The feast of tabernacles, or, as it was sometimes called, the feast of ingathering, was
17.

a festival of thanksgiving for the harvest just completed.
Cf Ps.
A refusal to celebrate it would argue an ingratitude
g^io/ufF.^

which could not be more appropriately punished than by withholding rain, which began to fall soon after the feast of tabernacles,

and thus preventing a normal harvest

in the following year.

Hence

decreed that, if any of the families of the earth come not up to
Jerusalem to worship the King, Yahweh of Hosts, on them, these
it is

ingrates, or, strictly, their soil, shall there be

quently, no

18.
is

The

evident.

no

rain, and, conse-

crops.
case of

Egypt receives special treatment. The reason
That country is, and always has been, watered, not

from the clouds, but by the

river Nile.

Cf

Dt.

ii'".

This being

* CI. Ju. 2i'9 I K. 8= 12^^, etc. In Is. 66^3 the
extravagant prediction is made that "from one
to another and from one week to another, all tlcsh shall come to worship" before Yah-

month

weh, hut in this case "all llcsh" includes only the Jews within reach of the temple.

CI. Jo. 3'.
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would have been

ridiculous.

therefore, that, if the family of Egypt

come not up

the case, a threat to withhold rain

The prophet says,

and present themselves, then on them

Yahweh
V.

shall smite all the nations,

shall be the plague with which
namely, the plague described in

In the Massoretic text the nations are defined as those that

*".

come not up

to keep the feast of tabernacles; but, although this clause
properly used in v. ^^, in this one, if translated according to the
punctuation, it makes the writer say that the Egyptians will be
is

punished in the same way as the other nations; which, as appears
from V. ^^ is precisely what he did not intend to say. If, on the
other hand, the punctuation be so changed that the latter half of
the verse will read, then on them shall not be the plague, etc., he is

how the Egyptians will be punished. These
show that Marti is correct in not only changing the
punctuation and omitting the third negative, but in pronouncing
the relative clause with which the verse now closes a gloss borrowed
prevented from saying
considerations

from
^*

V. ^^

—19.

The

correctness of the above reconstruction of

shown by the harmony between the verse as emended and
the statement which now follows.
This, says the prophet, re-

V.

is

ferring to vv.

^^ ^-

Egypt, and the

as a whole, shall be the special punishment of
of all the rest of the nations

common punishment

come not up to keep the feast of tabernacles. It is clear that
Egypt would not here have received special mention unless in the
preceding verses there had been described two distinct methods

that

who neglected
The prophet in thought

the annual pilgrimage.
follows the pilgrims to Jerusalem.
He seems to have pictured them to himself as journeying thither
on horses. Now, the Hebrews did not at first look with favour
of treating those

20.

the horse.
The prophets, in this, as in many other matters,
preserved the attitude of the fathers. They regarded the animal
as a symbol of foreign pomp and power.
Cf. Is. 2^ Dt. 17'° Ez.
Therefore in portraying the peaceful future to which
38"*, etc.

upon

they taught their people to look forward, they naturally represented
without horses. See 9^° and Mi. 5'°/", but especially Zc. 9^

it

where the future king is represented as making
into Jerusalem, not on a horse, but on an ass.

his triumphal entry

In the present instance the prophet does not banish the horse from the Holy Land,—

ZECHARIAH

35^
it

would have been cruel

gives the animal a
the hells,

to the pilgrims

from remote regions,

—but

new meaning.

In the good time coming shall
or tinkling ornaments, of the horses, and, of course, the

horses themselves, he holy to Yahweh. The horse is
holy because
he brings, not a warrior, to kill and waste, but a pilgrim to
worship

Yahweh. The writer saw that the participation
of the gentiles in the celebration of the feast of tabernacles would
at the temple of

tax the resources of the temple, and made provision for it. He begins by saying that tlie pots in the house of Yahweh shall he as the
howls before the altar. These words are capable of more than one
interpretation.
will

One

is

become as holy as

fices is

To

sprinkled.*

tion that there is

that the vessels used for inferior purposes
the bowls from which the blood of sacrithis,

however, there

no apparent ground

classes of vessels to

is

the serious objecone of these

for supposing

have been regarded as holier than the other.

Wcllhausen and others, therefore, prefer to think that it is their size
with reference to which the vessels are compared; but if, as the

name

given to them warrants one in inferring, the pots are the ves-

used in cooking the flesh of the sacrifices (v. ^^ Ex. i6^), they
must already have been larger than the bowls for the blood of the
sels

These objections can be avoided by supposing the writer
have meant that the supply of bowls in the temple would be so
scanty that the pots would have to be used for the same purpose.

victims.
to

The

increase in the

house of

number

of worshippers will

create

in

the

Yahweh a

deficiency in cook-pots, which will be the
because
some
or all of the vessels of this class already
greater

provided have been taken to meet the need of bowls. This deficiency will be supplied from year to year, by the resident Jews,
for every pot in Jerusalem

and Jtidah,

like those in the temple,

and the people have
be so generous that all that

shall then he holy because at length the land

been

sanctified. f

sacrifice shall

The

supply

will

come and take of them and cook

custom, the flesh allotted

them

therein, according to

for the sacrificial meal. J

Most

of

the sacrificers will have to obtain animals for sacrifice at Jerusalem,
but they will not be able to buy them within the sacred precincts,
* So Marck, Mau., Hi., Kiih., Klie., Brd., Hd., Pu., Or., Rub.,
Wri., et al.
t Cj. Is. ii9 62'2 Ez. 2o^". etc.
X CI. i S. 2'^ Dt. 12^ '• 2 Ch. 35".

etc.

14"-"

357

as they seem to have done when this passage was written and as
they continued to do until the time of Jesus (Mt. 21*" ^), for there
shall no longer be a trader'^ in the house of Yahweh of Hosts in that
C/. Jo.4/3'^

day.

16.

-irrijn

Hence

S:;]

—
— ninnrnS]

72 has y^y\
1^-

'.

The

sg. prtc.

n'^i]

the

The

nju-3 njr]

On

i,

see

later

^

iKeipoii TrfO(7Te6T^crovTai

—nxa

'"

^'

".

r.

e.

has the force of a

art.

k.

(rf)

idiom for njr

See

Dn>S3J.

—

'^2.

=

^^

—hnd]

is.

1:

us

7\:t\

— 17.

(</)

k.

2.

Cf. Ges.
-i-^x]

pi.

Kenn.
^

'" («)

Kenn

154,

—

Rd., with (& ^,''^2 n,sc.
'^; on the position of the negative, before the
2. k.
3.
por v. most mss. of (& have Kal ovtoi

'r^.

iSpi, v.

emphatic word, Ges.

So also Aq. 2 0.

and the

S:>

Cf. Ges.

theform, see Ges.

perhaps correctly, irx

On

with

the next clause.

^>-i in

i'

arjj vn^ aniSy hSni (Koh.); but (6^ follows

M.

Corrupt. Rd. either N3n n"?!, or nxai without
the negative. Cf. Ex. 28" Lv. 1912, etc.; Ges. »2. 3.
an-'Sy nSi] Rd., with
Kenn. 624, (5 §, an^iSyi, the nS having been imported from v. ". So Houb.,
nSi]

—

^

Sta., We., Kui., Now., Marti, GASm., Kit., van H., etal.
punctuation must also be changed so that this word will become a
part of v. b. DMjn hn] Rd., with83 mss.,05 B, OMjn So pn. The oriental

Ew., Burger,

The

—

Ss nx, as in v. '2, to which the threat here made has referSo also II mss. On the rel. clause with which the verse closes, see
the comments.
19. In 11 Kenn. mss. this verse is wanting; but the Vrss.
have it, and, when properly interpreted, it has a place in the discourse.

reading

is DiDjjn

ence.

20.
V.

—

—

—

Rd., with 5 Kenn. mss. and Talm.^J, Sd; which is also required by
niVxc] This is the reading preferred by Jerome's Jewish teachers,

?j?]

—

-'.

but the text of his day had mSxn here as well as
the pvdSv of Aq. O.
•^•^D^

ri'i'^XD,

Van H.

suggests for this

which he renders poeles

^"5.
Cf. Ges.

—21.

et

marmite.

in i'

and

10".

Hence

and

—

the following word
nini] The sg. for the pi.

two words Ninn ova, and
Marti, without sufficient warrant, questions the genuineness of the whole
clause from n^i onward.
7

(.0.

Kit. rejects the last

* Literally, CanaaniU, but such cannot be the meaning in this
connection, since the nations as
will be free to visit the temple.

such

23

INDEXES.

I.

Adversary,

SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

the, only in Zechariah,

103; his character, 150/.

En-rogel, location, 345.

Alexander

in Palestine, 253, 269.
Altar at Jerusalem, restoration, 9/.

Angel; see Messenger of Yahweh.
Angels in Zechariah, 103.
Apocalyptic, characteristics, 239/.
Artaxerxes III (Ochus), in Palestine,

253

n.; at

Sidon, 264/.

Ephah,

size, 172.

Ethics,

of

105;

of

location, 343;

corruption of

name, 345.
Gilead, extent, 294.
Gomates, the Magian, as

death, 17.
Chariots among the Hebrews, 177.

Bardes,

17; overthrow, 18; length of reign,

of Egypt, 14/.;

treatment of Egyptians, 15 /.; relations with Jews, 16; manner of

19 n.

Grotius on Zc. 9-14, 250.
Griitzmacher on Zc. 9-14, 248.
location, 262.

Convulsions of nature, 61.

Hadrak,

Cypress, 296.

Haggai the prophet, name,

Cyrus, conquests, 3, 13; deliverer of
Jews, 4/., 6/.; treatment of Babylon, 5;

Darius

Gomates,

7

/.;

36/.; style, 37/.
High -priesthood, origin,

44;

suppression of
date of accession,

Hinnom, Valley

of, location,

Horses

the

ff.;

/.

first

growth of impor-

tance, 188.

expedition to Egypt, 23; pacification of Judea, 23 /.; confusion

"Darius the Mede," 41.
"Darius the Persian," 41.

27;

31^.; criticism,

mention, 44;

19/.; action on the temple, 20

with others, 41

genuineness,

overthrow of

I (Hystaspes),

satraps, 18, 21;

book,

Haggai's

unity, 28^.; text,

of Ahasuerus," 41.

25, 42;

vocation, 26; age, 27.

date of death, 13.

"Darius, son

9-14,

False prophets, 247.
Flugge on Zc. 9-14, 245.

GiHON,

Inscription, 17/., 22.

Cambyses, conquest

Zc. 1-8,

241/.

Assyria, name, 246, 293/.

Behistun

12 n.

Elephantine, temple,

among

345 /.
Hebrews, 274,

355/
Idolatry

after the Exile, 247.

Interpreter, the, in Zechariah's visions, 103.

359

INDEX

360
Introduction,

and

to

historical,

Zechariali, 3

Haggai

Jerusalem, date of destruction, 196.

Jordan, valley of the, 297/.
"Joseph" as a collective, 290.

152/.; his great ofBce, 156

et,

61;

Zc. 9-14, 251.

/.

;

the, of

Israel,

186.

application, 126;

im-

Storks in Palestine, 174.
Suffixes,
singular, with

meaning, 271

collective

/.

124; 148

Temple,

relation to Michael, 150 n.

Messiah, son of David, identified
with Zerubbabel, 77/., 158, 185/.;
in Zc. 9-14, 241 /., 249;

absence

the second, date of foun-

dation, 10 jf., 20, 71;
of the work, 20
ity of

ff.;

interruption
instrumental-

Haggai, 20, 22

/.

;

of Zech-

ariah, 145; date of completion, 23.

from Zc. 7/., 250, 273.
Messiah, son of Joseph, origin
conception, 273; found

"Shoot" as a Messianic term,
proper, 177 n.
Stade on Zc. 9-14, 250, 252.
Stonard's style, 160.

foreigners, 247.

champion of

Sheshbazzar, governor of Judea, 6;
confusion with Zerubbabel, 8; re-

Sion, proper

Yahweh, a prophmanifestation of Yahweh,

55;

seven

eyes," 158.

storer of the great altar, 22.

ff.

Measuring lines, 136/.
Mede on Zc. 9-14, 244.
Messenger,

Samaritans, attitude toward Jews,
Satan; see Adversary.
Sellin on "The stone with

Joseph, son of Tobias, 303/., 310/.
Joshua, the high priest, name, 44;
genealogy, 44; a symbolic figure,

Marriages with

Chronicler's

a probable theory,

12 n.

Egypt, 292 /.

KuENEN on

jf.;

49/.

the

the,

8/.; bearing of Hg. i'^, 54.
Rob'nson on Zc. 9-14, 242 ff.

Jachin and Boaz, 178.
Jealousy of Yahweh, 125/.
in

in Palestine,

account, 6

"Israel" in Zc. 1-8, 135, 214.

Jews

Rainfall

Restoration,

ff.

of

in Zc. 12 5,

Teraphim, nature, 287; an actual
plural, 298.

Tyre, sieges

of,

265.

Michael, the archangel, 152.

Visions of Zechariah, nature, 116/.;

Months, names, 116.
Myrtle, 118.

Neumann's

interpretation, 122/., 181/.

Zc. 9-14, 244.

Prophets, the former,
101/., 105, in.
Ptolemy

I

Wine-presses

style, 174.

Newcome on

in Zc, 1-8,

(Soter), 255.

Ptolemy II (Philadelphus), 255.
Ptolemy III (Euergetes), 255, 303^.
Ptolemy IV (Philopator), 256, 315.

Winter

in

in Palestine, 70.

Judea, 346 n.

Zechariah
/.;

the prophet, name, 107
a priest, 81; genealogy, 81 /.;

age, 82/.; influence, 145.
Zechariah's book, structure, 84; text,

84 /.;

style,

98 /.;

dates,

98;

visions, 98/., 102/., 116/., 123,

INDEX
forms of expres-

favourite

233;

indebtedness to

sion, 100/., 236;

predecessors, loi/.

teaching, 102

;

127/,

to

earlier

ff.;

ear-

the

pre-

/.

;

exilian theory,

ff.;

alogy, 43; confusion with Shesh-

in-

bazzar, 78; identification with the

theories,

Messiah, 77

prophets,

237/.; apocalyptic element, 239/.;

185 /.

156,

/.,

dis-

;

appearance, 24.

PASSAGES INCIDENTALLY DISCUSSED.

II.

Genesis 9^ 204;

29^ 82;

204;

15'",

42", 204.

Malachi

Psalms

Exodus 14-°, 139.
1 Samuel 17", 344; 19131.
287
2 Samuel 2120 = i Chronicles
^

n.

Daniel i"-, 125;

2

Kings

92",

269

Jt.

6'2,

45'". 4; 52''-53".

44"", 4/.;

2,3^'

«.;

147",

78-

^\

307;

ii'",

6;

7/.;

2iff-,

3'S 9/;

3'.

47;

38>=, 10/., 7i;4«-"', 13; 5'-6>2, 21/.;

261.

Isaiah 11", 208; 42', 55;

149

257. 307-

20*^,

Ezra I'S

Kings 8«f-, 166;

55.

2'',

104^, 170; 109',

113-

166.
1

92'',

244

criticism,

jf.;

135-

debtedness

Robinson's defence, 242
lier

245^.; postexilian
250 ^.; a constructive
argument, 251/.
Zerubbabel, name, 43, 187 w.; gene-

/.; angels, 103; sobriety, 103 /.,

Zechariah 9-14, structure, 218
text, 220 ff.; authorship, 232
comparison with 1-8, 233 ff.;

361

SS'\

22;

7>,

Nehemiah

82.
12;

22",

Jeremiah 23", 261; 29", 63 /.; 31',
330 n.; 47', 246; 49'S 178; 50-^8,

8;

12"'",

Chronicles 3", 43 3'8, 8 m., 18, 42
21', 149 n.
2 Chronicles i'", 63; 34'^ 11 n.; 36",
1

639-'S 61; 66", 354.

7«ff-,

41; 13''. 41-

"3;

;

;

6.

316.

Ezekiel

98, 108;

i^'-,

118; 29"«-,

8^,

266; 31', 296; 32i», 284; 38=, 142.

Amos i3ff-,
Habbakuk

234; 46", 70;
2'5f-,

Haggai i\ 38;
38/.;

2'2,

321

i'»,

n.;

38;

5'2,
2'^",

i>',

73.

144.

38;

2=-».

38; 2", 38; 220-", 30.

Zechariah

i^'-, 99; I'^tis^ 100; i'?^
99; 2'V8, 99; 2'V10-17/13_ 100; 4«-l'',

97;

III.

6'2i'-",

100; 82 f-, 99.

I

Esdras

2"-',

Matthew
2335,

6

w.; 5'2-, 8.

43; 216, 274 n., 276;
Mark 14", 318;
83; 26'
i'^,

=

27'"-, 314; 27'°, 311, 313.

Mark

i',

Luke

178,

John

i2'2,

311.

156

274

n.;

3", 43;

w.; 12'^,

ii^', 84.

274

«.,

276.

Acts lo'^ 65.
Revelation ii'«-, 165.

HEBREW WORDS AND FORMS REQUIRING SPECIAL
ATTENTION.

N as a vowel

letter,

350.

Sn, in a

Siw, foolish, 315.

47;

nnx, after {post), 146.

72.

VHN

"Lr'^N,

one another, 204/.

"^t^.

pregnant construction,

confusion with

^^, io

him whom,

io, 50, 64,

335.

INDEX

362

ncN, for on:, in interpolations, 52,
114.

65,
i''pN,

Ncr, rule, power, 77 n.
n?,

/(a/w

IpS

and

as a prisoner, 43.
55; essentia, 76; of in-

2, partitive,

50, 64, 72.

n,
n.

74-

=7-7?'

an interpolation,

position, 53.

for DiJ^no, 160.

D'p'^'nn

^NHia, for '?N~ni3, 197.
'U'U'a,

its

nc;
hit,

extremes, 75/.

of hostility,

353-

io and

i>:i

50/e, 50.

after a negative, 328.

li'o';'

timate address, 129;

and

57.

nin Di»n-jp, 70/., 73/., 75/.

n^'i-pi

the article, with a predicate, 203.
the interrogative: its omis:ion,

EV.

n?ix?,

wnVre, 152

burden and

NU'D,

oracle, 261.

209.
^an,
nan,
T T
T
•

their

-lan;
T '

accentuation,'

DNJ, 299.

see ncx.

CNJ,

3^3anDj;

the exiles, 183/.
n'^ijn,
Nin connective, 190.

aPD,

OTiiac'in, conflate

form, 300.

""!•.

and

with and without

>jn; derivation, 42.

5/m30<,

nin^, 130.

ins: purse or pebble? 46/.

men, 329/.
^J'"^.

an appellative, 302.

=

313/.

^«^ 340-

piir, chestnut, 119, 129.

t;;:',

iu'n,

56.

1133, glory; of a
jni),

icles

for

299.

160.

in Zechariah, 132, 135.

'^??'7V'''.

B'Nin

frequency with

riiN3i';

np.x,

irN?

"?>?.,

HTp, engrave, 157.

^^^ly, etymology, 43.

i.?>\ for TiiN

276.

nnis, wine-press, 74/.
I,"]!

in a series, 353.

ns^ as

^p>;,

n.

of Judea, 207.

^p^, kindness; of

129/.

tion,
ir:

demonstrative, 72 /.

in, highlands, 47

at the beginning of a conversa-

nr:^

nin, before preps., 52.

1

345.

153-

^">:

nnn, anticipatory subj., 129.

s^'lli^'T

^/o/*,

from rn, 271.

U'''2in,

|n

derivation, 345.

ai'^u',

theophany, 141.

Snjn

and Ezra, 44

in':;n,

n.

in

tear o«e'5

je//',

322.

prosperity, 63/.

'^NNn'^u'

for Sn\7'-'nu', 56.

ChronNIT for

N"^.ri,

271.
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INTRODUCTION TO MALACHI.
I.

§

THE BOOK OF MALACHI.
Its Contents.

I.

The theme

of the

section of the

book

is

prophecy
viz.

(i^"^),

stated clearly in the opening
Yahweh still loves Israel,

that

notwithstanding the fact that appearances seem to tell against
a belief in such love. The second and main section (i*'-3^")
points out in detail some of the obstacles that stand in the way
of the full and free exercise of Yahweh's love toward his people.

These obstacles are found

in the failure of the people in general

and the priests in particular to manifest that respect and reverence toward Yahweh that are due from a people to its God
in the fact that native Jewish wives have been divorced
(i*'-2^)
;

be cleared for new marriages with
both inhumanity and

in order that the

foreign

women

apostacy

might
—away
proceeding exhibiting

{2^^-'^^);

of the times,

in the general materialism

which

eousness and will

and

faithlessness

question the value of faith and rightnecessary the coming of a day of judg-

call in

make

ment (2^ ^-3") and in the failure to render to Yahweh generously
and willingly the tithes and offerings that are his due (3""'-).
The last section (3^^-4*') takes up again the note with which the
prophecy opens, and it assures the pious that their labours have
;

not been in vain;

hand

for in the

day

of

Yahweh which

is

near at

Yahweh's
The book is evi-

Israel's saints will experience the protection of

fatherly love, whereas the wicked will perish.
dently well planned, being knit together into a well-developed

and harmonious whole.
2.

The

essential unity of the

called in question.

Its Unity.

Book

of

Malachi has never been

Editorial additions are few
3

and

slight.

The

MALACHI

4

only passages that have been attacked as not belonging to the
" ^^ and 4^-^. In the case of 2^- " ^^^
original prophecy are 2'the attack can hardly be deemed successful (v. com. in loc).
But the editorial origin of 4*'-^ must be granted {v. com. in loc).
The recent attempt of Riessler to demonstrate the presence of
three strata in Malachi, viz. (i) fundamental prophecies, (2)
parallels to the foregoing, and (3) notes, all three of which go

back

^

in the last analysis, nearly in toto, to the original writer

himself, can be regarded only as a curiosum.

cedure upon which this assignment rests
trary in the highest degree.
It

is

is

The

critical pro-

subj^ectiy^joid -arbi-

probable that Malachi once circulated as one of a small
which also included Zechariah, chs. 9-1 1

collection of prophecies

and 12-14, and perhaps

chs. 1-8.

The

three superscriptions, Zc.

Mai. i\ are apparently either from the same hand, or Zc.
and Mai. i^ were modelled after Zc. 9^ In either case, they

9* 12^

12^

testify to the close relationship of this

some point

group of prophecies at

in the history of their transmission prior to their in-

clusion within the

Book

of the

Twelve, where Malachi now stands

as an independent book.

3,

The
direct

style of

and

Malachi

forceful.

clear and simple. It is at the same time
makes but little demand upon the im-

is

It

agination of the reader.

Its Style.

The element

of

beauty

is

almost wholly

lacking, there being but slight attempt at ornamentation of

kind.

as are

The

figurative element

is

any

very limited; but such figures

employed are fresh and suggestive.

A

marked character-

the frequent use of the catechetical method, in accordance
with which general statements are met by questions calling for

istic is

nearer definition or for citations of fact.

This gives a certain

appearance of vivacity to the discourse which tends to maintain
interest. This method was carried to extremes in the later rabbinical dialectics.

^

In distinction from most of the prophetic books, Malachi
Neither in spirit, thought, nor
classified as prose.

must be

THE TIMES OF MALACHI
form, has

the characteristics of poetry.

it

5

Certainly, there

is

an occasional flash of poetic insight and imagination, or a few
But only by the loosest
lines which move to a poetic rhythm.
use of terms could we call the prophecy as a whole poetry. All
it as poetry have involved much pruning of
the text in order to bring the lines within the necessary limits
of a poetic measure.* If Malachi is to be regarded as poetical,

attempts to treat

either in

form or content, distinctions between poetry and prose

must be abandoned.

§

The Book
time of

of

date.

its

THE TIMES.

Malachi furnishes no statement regarding the

its origin.

termining

2.

Nor does external testimony aid much in deThe citation from 4" which occurs in BS.

put practically out of the question the Maccabaean date proposed by some.f The mere fact of the presence
of Malachi in the prophetic canon would seem to preclude the

48^° does, indeed,

a Maccabaean date; for BS.
Twelve was already organised

possibility of

Book

of the

shows that the

49'°

in the

days of Ben

Sirach.
likely that as late as the Maccabaean
have been incorporated among the
new
book
could
a
period
would
either the omission of a book preas
it
Twelve, involving
It is

not at

all

viously admitted, or the consolidation into one book of
two of the books already in the Book of the Twelve. |

some

For further information regarding the time in which Malachi
was written, we must depend upon the more or less indirect
testimony of the contents of the book itself. The reference to

Edom

in

i^-*

raises

quite recently some
Israel's

ward

is

telling

Edom

has evidently received
left her prostrate.

blow which has

Edom

This attitude tois thereby gratified.
one which characterised Israel continuously from

hatred of

Edom

our hopes.

*

Witness the arrangements of Marti, Siev., Now.^, and Riessler.
Viz. Wkl. and Spoer. The reply made by Spoer to the objection here urged is that Malachi
may have quoted from BS.. But this is unconvincing, because the whole context in BS. is
t

made up

and quotations from the OT., the very next
whereas Mai. 46 bears the stamp of
Essays in Modern Theology and Related Subjects

of allusions to

tion being a citation of Is. 498;
t Cf.
A..

F.

Brown,

in

Briggs (1911), pp. 68, 77; G. B. Grsiy, Isaiah

line to

—A

(ICC,

the one in ques-

originality.

igi2), xliii/..

Testimonial

to CItas.
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the time of the

fall

of Jerusalem,

when Edom had taken advan-

tage of Judah's helplessness to seize a part of

Judah for herself
and
3510-12 363-5;
Ob.). Any great disaster to
(.f.
63
Edom after this time would meet the requirements of this
oracle.* Unfortunately, the history of Edom from the time of
the exile to the outbreak of the Maccabaean revolt is almost
wholly unknown. We do know that Southern Judah was called
Idumaea as early as 312 B.c.f and that about that time the
Nabataeans had already pressed in from the South and dislodged the Edomites from their ancient fastnesses. But the
exact period at which the expulsion of the Edomites by the
Nabataeans took place is as yet unknown. J It is not at
Is.

(Ez.

all improbable that this overrunning of Edom
by the Nabataeans was the disaster to which our prophet refers. If so,

the origin of Malachi

and 312

must

fall

somewhere between 586

B.C.

B.C..

A nearer approximation to the period of Malachi has been
sought by some through the use of the word "governor" (nnS)
in I^ The only "governors" of Judah who could be identified
were Zerubbabel and Nehemiah. But upon the basis of the Elephantine papyri,

we can now add Bagoas. These

three,

however,

y represent the entire period from 536 B.C. to 407 b.c. Moreover,
it is clear from Ne. 5^* that Zerubbabel was not the
only "governor" prior to Nehemiah. Furthermore, the use of the word
"
"governor" was so general (c/. Je. ^i^- Ez. 23^ Est. 3'^) ^^at
there is no reason to suppose that it ceased even with the passing of the Persian Empire. The Persians took over the title
from the Babylonians and doubtless passed it on to the Seleucid

dynasty.

In later times, indeed,

chief priests in Judaea. §

^

Hence,

it

was actually applied to the
term conveys no specific

this

information regarding the date of the Book of Malachi.
One definite date is furnished us by the contents of the prophIt is quite evident that the temple was already rebuilt
ecy.
•

Cf. the kindly feeling

toward

Edom

attested

by Dt.

23' '.

XLX,

94-100, where the contemporary record of Hieronymus of Kardia
as authority for this statement.
'I
I Ez. 2S<may reflect the invading movements of the Nabataeans.
t Diodorus,

§ V.

Bikkurim, cited by Schiirer, Geschichle, 4th

ed., vol. II., p.

322.

is

cited
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Not only so, but the enthusiasm engendered by
(i" 31- ^°).
Haggai and Zechariah, which had carried the temple to completion, had passed away. The community had had sufficient time
since that event to realise that the high hopes entertained

by

those prophets had not materialised.
The conditions of life
after the building of the temple were as hard and barren as they
had been before and there was no visible sign of relief. This

terminus a quo at about 510 B.C.. "^
terminus ad quem seems to be set by the reforms of Nehemiah, for the abuses attacked by Malachi are exactly those
fixes the

The

against which the reform was directed.
and offerings had fallen into disrepute (i"-

had grown

selves

careless,

The temple-services
"). The priests them-

contemptuous and skeptical in the
1^- 13
2^- *).
Tithes and offer(i^-*-

discharge of their official duties

had been allowed to lapse, through the feeling that godliwas not profitable for all things and that the service of Yahweh was a one-sided contract, in accordance with which Israel
gave everything and received nothing (2^^ 2'"^°-^* cf. Ne. lo^'^-^'
In addition to these evils, the Jews had especially sigj^io-is).
ings
ness

;

nalised their descent from spiritual heights
their Jewish wives

non-Jewish

women

by having divorced
and having entered into new marriages with
belonging to the influential, but mongrel

families of the vicinity

Even

j223-3i)^

wrongs

(210-1^;

cf.

Ezr., chs. 9-10;

the few words devoted

by Malachi

Ne.

lo^-^"

to the social

of the times (3^) find their justification in the conditions

recorded in Nehemiah's memoirs (Ne. 5^"^^). The Book of Malachi fits the situation amid which Nehemiah worked as snugly
as a bone

fits its

socket.

Yet the precise point at which the writer of Malachi appeared
still eludes us.
The conditions found by Nehemiah did not, of

outcome of a long social
There may, indeed, have been no appreciable change
in the situation for a quarter of a century or more before the
course, develop suddenly, but were the

process.

Nehemiah. Malachi would be intelligible as coming
from any portion of such a period. Some would place it before
the coming of Ezra;* others, contemporary with Ezra and Nearrival of

•

So

e. g.

We.(?), GASm.(?), Now.. Cor., Bu.»'^"'>

,

Sta-Ti""'-,

Marti, van H..

Du.*''"-.

^
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Nehemiah's absence at the Persian
court t while a few would place it during or after Nehemiah's
second visit to Jerusalem. | It is difficult to regard Malachi as

hemiah;*

still

others, during

;

coming from any time when Nehemiah was actually

in Jerusa-

was aclem; because i^ implies the presence of a governor who
Nehemiah
while
the
from
customed to receive gifts
citizens,
distinctly says that

he did not avail himself of

I

this privilege

best to interpret the author of
(Ne. 51^- 1^). On
the
as
one
who
Malachi
way for the reforms of Neheprepared
of
no
He
miah.
knowledge
any contemporary or recent
betrays
reform movement whereas if he had participated in the reform,

the whole,

it is

;

he would almost certainly have reinforced his words by referhad recently
ring to the solemn covenant to which his hearers
subscribed, while they were now violating it daily at every point.
The choice of the period immediately preceding the reform is
the code of
supported by the hints given in the prophecy as to

laws in force at the time
for example,

it

between the

was

written.

priests

No

distinction

and the Levites;

is

made,

in 2^-^ the

terms "priest" and "Levi" are apparently coterminous; and
in 3^ the "sons of Levi" as a class are represented as qualified
to offer sacrifice, whereas in the legislation introduced in connection with the reform the right of sacrifice was confined to the
"
sons of Aaron." The Priestly Code provides that the sacrificial

may be either male or female, but Mai. i^^ mentions
male. The regulations regarding the tithes (38-'") are
the
only
nearer to the law of the Priestly Code, indeed, than to that of
in that they contemplate the payment of all the

animal

Deuteronomy,

tithes at Jerusalem,

whereas Deuteronomy requires a triennial

be paid over to the Levites and the poor in their city
where
they are to eat it. This departure from Deuterongates,
In the first place,
in
Malachi
is explicable on two grounds.
omy
it is quite probable that in the time of Malachi all the Levites
tithe to

were living in Jerusalem itself or in its immediate vicinity; in
the second place, the Priestly Code was not created wholly ex
nihilo.

There were preparatory stages of development;
•

So

e. g.

tSoe.

g.

So

K-

t

e.

Hd., Pres., Schegg.
Stei.; Ko.^""

Or.; Vo\ck,m PRE.^; Dr.'"' 357Rosenm., Ew., Ke., Hengstenberg, Reinke, Kue..

K6h.;

;

,

for
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example, the Holiness Code and Ez., chs. 40-48. Consequently,
with customs and rites continually undergoing modification, it
is more than probable that the Priestly Code, in the matter of
tithes as in

many

other respects, did but recognise officially
Malachi thus represents a

what custom had already approved.

stage in the history of tithing midway between Lhat of Deuteronomy on the one hand and the Priestly Code on the other. The
tithing called for

by Malachi seems less elaborate and complicated

in Ne. lo^^- ^^ Likewise, Malachi joins
the heave-ofi'ering (hDIIJI) with the tithe as in Deuteronomy,

than that arranged for

while the Priestly Code separates the two, assigning the former
to the priests, as distinguished from the Levites in general.

Even

4^,

the later addition, uses Deuteronomic terminology, viz.
Horeb, rather than Sinai, and in

in locating the law-giving at

employing the phrase "statutes and judgments." It seems safe
and just, therefore, to give to Malachi some credit for aid in pre-

way for the reform. The book voices the thought of
one who remained true to the old ideals and customs, at a time
when those around him were rapidly losing faith and becoming

paring the

desperate. The attempt of Spoer to interpret the utterances of
Malachi as a protest against the reform, at least in so far as it
deals with priests

and Levites and with divorce, can hardly be

considered as other than fantastic.

§ 3.

The Book
"

Malachi"
It owes its

"

my

of

Malachi

THE PROPHET.
is

an anonymous writing.

messenger."

parent to bestow

This

is

a very unlikely appellation for a
It might, however, be an abbre-

upon a child.

viated form of Malachiah (n^2S^C;
n''2S, of 2

The name

apparently one attached to the book by an editor.
origin to 31. As the name stands, it can only mean
is

Ch.

cf.

''2S, of 2

K.

iS'^

with

which

case, the translation best sup291);
"
Yahweh
the analogy of similar formations would be

in

ported by
is a messenger."
This is clearly an improbable meaning. Thus
"
the meaning the messenger of Yahweh" is necessitated for the
supposititious longer form.

This, too,

is

hardly a probable

name

MALACHI
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but suggests an allusion to 3* {cf. 2'). For further
"
considerations opposed to the treatment of Malachi" as a verfor a child,

itable

name,

v.

pp. 18/..

The book being anonymous, nothing can be known
author beyond what the book

itself

may

of the

reveal as to his char-

and temperament. Jerome testifies that the Jews of his
"Malachi" with Ezra,* as does the Targum.
The book has been assigned by tradition to various other
Pseudoauthors; for example, Zerubbabel and Nehemiah.
Epiphanius declares Malachi to have been a man of Sopha in
Zebulun and to have been characterised by an angelic form and
appearance.f Not content with this, tradition has made him
"
a Levite and a member of the Great Synagogue" and has declared him to have died while still young. But these and similar
traditions are all of late origin, fanciful and contradictory in
acter

identified

day

character,

and without any

historical value as witnesses to the

of our prophet.
His prophecy shows him to have been a patriotic Jew, loving
his country and his people passionately and hating the enemies
life

of Israel fervently.
of

Yahweh's love

He

can think of no more convincing proof
than the fact that Edom has recently

for Israel

been stricken down

in accordance with Yahweh's will.
Jeruthe city and Israel the people that Yahweh loves and
intends to make the one envied by all the beholding nations. He
is also evidently a man of vigorous personality and strong con-

salem

is

While others tremble and doubt, he stands brave and
He
is equal to the removal of any mountain.

victions.

His faith

firm.

Yahweh failing his people at
side. The trials and dison
Israel's
the
failure
is
all
any point;
others do but cause him
of
that
overturn
the
faith
couragements
never entertains the possibility of

to strike root deeper into the love and power of God. He remains loyal to the old ways and the ancestral religion when others

up

give

in despair

and would exchange old faiths for new. He
and dignified observance of the outer
deprecating severely the neglect and indiffer-

pleads earnestly for diligent

forms of
*

V

.

t Vilae

theus,

religion,

Praefalio in duodecim Prophetas.

prophelarum, cited in Ntstle's Marginalien. 28/..

Ephraem

Syrus, Hesychius, and Tsidorus Hisp..

Cf. similar statements

by Doro-

H

THE PROPHET

ence with which they are being conducted. Yet he is no mere
formalist or ritualist, but a man ethically and spiritually minded
in a high degree.

He

does not regard ritual as an end in

itself

or as an opus operatum, but as the outer and visible sign of an
inward and spiritual grace, the expression of faith in and devoIts neglect indicates a lack of true retion toward Yahweh.

The very vigour

ligion.

of our prophet's faith shows that his
upon the surface of his soul and that it canwith externalities, but is of the very essence of

religion does not

not be satisfied
his

of

life

lie

and can be content with nothing
In this respect he

God.

is

less than the presence
a true successor of the great

prophets.

§4.

The
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task of this

unknown prophet was

to rekindle the fires

of faith in the hearts of a discouraged people.

author of

Is. chs.

40-55 had kept

Ezekiel and the

alive the faith of the exiles

by

assurances of the speedy approach of deliverance and by promises
of the establishment of the coming kingdom of God.
Ezekiel

had been

so sure of this as to prepare a set of regulations for the

guidance of the citizens of the coming kingdom. Deliverance
came in some measure; but the dawn of the Messianic age was
delayed. Fading hopes were revived by the preaching of Haggai
and Zechariah. Under the spur of their enthusiasm, the temple

was

rebuilt

and

faith

was quickened.

All obstacles to the

coming

now removed,

the prophets and the people
kingdom being
looked confidently for the appearance of the longed-for Golden

of the

They went so far, indeed, as to identify Zerubbabel with
the expected Messiah and to crown him in recognition of his
right (Zc. 6^1^). But the Messianic age still delayed its coming.

Age.

The hopes centred in Zerubbabel were dissipated and shattered.
The glowing pictures of Haggai and Zechariah were not realised.
The first zeal for the new temple rapidly cooled. Israel was apparently as far from exaltation to influence and power now as she
had ever been.
hope?

Why
24

What ground was

there for encouragement or

continue denying oneself in order that the temple-
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apparently

interest in his people or in the vindication of justice

righteousness.
it

Yahweh

might be properly maintained?

services

had no

Was

yield tangible

the service of

and

Yahweh worth

while?

and
Did

satisfactory returns to its adherents?

In the midst of such conditions and amid such sentiments,
the writer of Malachi prepared his apologia in behalf of Yahweh.
accomplish two things at least, viz. furnish a satisfac-

He must
--•'

tory explanation of the delay in the fulfilment of Israel's expectations and re-establish confidence in Yahweh and in the speedy

coming

The

of his Messiah,

first of

these he seeks to achieve

the genuinely prophetic method of transferring the responsibility for the delay from the shoulders of Yahweh to those of

by

The sins of Israel render it inconceivable
Yahweh should rest upon her as she now is.

Israel herself.

blessing of

Just as
the
rebuilding of the
upon
to the favour of Yahweh, so our prophet

Haggai and Zechariah had
temple as the only

demands

way

that the

insisted

and tangible action as a prerequisite
The corrupt and careless
coming
must
and
return
to the ideal condition
mend
its
ways
priesthood
that prevailed in ancient times when true teaching was in the
priest's mouth, unrighteousness was not found upon his lips,
and by his blameless life he turned many away from iniquity.
His conduct now is an insult to his God, The sacrifices and offerings must be kept up to proper form and quality. The neglect
of these is an unpardonable offence. No gifts will be forthcoming from Yahweh so long as the tithes and offerings due him are
to the

withheld.

certain definite

of the desired good.

If Israel will

but discharge

Yahweh may be counted upon

to

its

obligations to the full,
his promises made

fulfil all

through the prophets.

Notwithstanding the emphasis and insistence of the prophet
upon these external phases of the religious life, he is not on that
account to be accused of a shallow conception of religion. He
y deplores the neglect and contempt of these things, not on the
score that they themselves are essential to the well-being of God,
or of themselves have

any value whatever

in his eyes;

but on

the ground that the neglect is a symptom of a state of mind and
heart that is anything but pleasing to God, It reveals a lack

THE MESSAGE OF MALACHI
of reverence, faith

and love that

is

13

a prime defect in Israel's

The people and

the priests care so little for
religious
Yahweh that they do not observe his requirements regarding
ritual.
The truly pious must do the whole will of God with
life.

his

whole heart.

The genuinely inward element in the religion of Malachi is
also shown in the further demands for reform which it urges.
The old prophetic protest against social injustice sounds forth
again in
of earlier

3^,

showing that the ethical interests so characteristic

prophecy lay near to the heart of

this

prophet

also.

A

special phase of this protest is the denunciation of the common
practice in accordance with which Jewish husbands divorce their

Jewish wives and take wives from the surrounding non-Jewish
families in their place. The cruelty toward the divorced wife
is clearly realised and keenly resented
by the
does not hesitate to characterise the procedure as
treachery on the part of the offender toward his own people.

that

involved

is

prophet.

He

But, more than this, it is treachery to Yahweh. It brings into
the heart of the Jewish family those who have no interest in or
care for the things of Yahweh. It involves the birth of halfbreed children,

who

be under the dominating influence of
It means the contamination

will

mothers who serve not Yahweh.
of Jewish religious

heathen

rites

tinue in Israel,

life

at its source,

by the introduction

of

worship of Yahweh is to conor the favour of Yahweh to be poured out upon

and

beliefs.

Israel, the intermarriage of

If the

Jews and non- Jews must

cease.

Is-

rael, as the people of the holy God, must keep herself holy. No
contact with unholy people or things can be endured. But the

adherents of other gods are at the farthest possible remove from
being holy to Yahweh. Hence, Israel must break off completely
all

such idolatrous connections.

The

prophet's

and attitude on

demands involve a complete change
This

of heart

the indispensable condition
for the coming of the Messianic age. The lack of this requisite
attitude of obedience and trust is the all-sufficient explanation for
Israel's part.

is

the withholding of Yahweh's favour and for the delay in the coming of the Messianic kingdom. But the further task remained
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for the prophet, \dz. that of rekindling such faith and hope as
would furnish the motive-power for the institution and execu-

tion of the desired reforms

by Yahweh

and so render possible the granting
Our prophet makes

of the longings of the pious.

effort to demonstrate the validity of his hope for the future
Faith
or to point out signs of the coming of the kingdom.
comes not by reason. He contents himself wuth the ardent affir-

no

He would
his own firm conviction.
warm their hearts by the contagious enthusiasm of his own spirit.
mation and reiteration of

his hopes were kindled by the course of contemporary history, we do not know. The author of Is., chs. 40-55,
was aroused by the tidings of the triumphant career of Cyrus.
The appearance of Haggai and Zechariah was coincident with

Whether or not

the revolts throughout the Persian Empire upon the death of
Cambyses and the accession of Darius. The defeat of Persia

by Greece at Marathon (490 B.C.), Thermopylae and Salamis
(480 B.C.), and Plataea (479 B.C.), with the revolt of Egypt aided
by the Greeks (460 B.C.), may have awakened expectations in
the soul of our prophet. But such external stimuli and supports
were not indispensable to the prophets. They continually made
the sheer venture of faith. Our author shows himself capable
of such venture in his prediction of the forerunner

who

is

to pre-

pare the way for the coming of Yahweh. That his thought moves
in the realm of spiritual agencies rather than in that of political
forces

is

also seen in his conception of the

as sudden

and as overwhelming

coming of Yahweh
and purificatory

in its destructive

In keeping with the trend of post-exilic thought, he sets
whole mind upon the coming of the Messiah and his kingdom. This kingdom, which is to be above all the kingdoms of
the world, needs not the assistance of any earthly power to es-

effect.

his

tablish itself in its rightful place.

Yahweh

himself will bring

it

into its own.

The problem

that confronted the author of Malachi and his

contemporaries was not new
question as to

why

in Israel.

It

was the

ever- recurring

the fortunes of Israel were not commensurate

with her position as the people of God. How could the justice
of God be demonstrated and vindicated in view of the disasters
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that continually befell his people? Why should other nations
constantly triumph at the expense of the people of God? The
prophets all agree with the people that Yahweh's nation ought
to prosper to

an extent

far surpassing all other nations.

The

prophets part company with the people in accounting for the
discrepancy between Israel's lot and Israel's due as caused by
the enormity of Israel's sins. Let these be removed and the
desired harmony between external fortune and spiritual birthright will be at once established.
in this

with

The author

of

Malachi agrees

Like them, he conceives of

all his

predecessors.
He is sure that, if
piety as entitled to its material rewards.
those rewards are not bestowed in the existing dispensation, they
will

be forthcoming

gift,

in full

measure

in the

Messianic age.

The

reward, that God is his own best
finds no expression from him. But, at a time when faith

thought that piety

own

is its

was wavering, he met his contemporaries on their own ground,
and thrilled their hearts with the assurance that the dawn of
the Golden Age was at hand. Not only so, but he also made
mighty eschatological hope operative in the betterment of
the moral and religious conditions of his own day.

this

§ 5.
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Commentaries.
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Reinke (1S56), Kohler (1865), Ewald (1868),
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1898),

Nowack

3d

(1897;

(1903), Driver (1906),

ed.

are

those

of

Hitzig-Steiner

1908), Wellhausen (1892;

3d

ed.

2d ed. 1903), G. A. Smith (1898), Marti
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A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK
OF MALACHI.
THE SUPERSCRIPTION

§ I.

(lO-

The superscription states the ultimate source of the prophecy,
the people to whom it is addressed, and the agent of its transThe

mission.

The

editorial origin of this superscription

This opinion

ceded.

between

same hand;

The

is

and those

which are likewise

too unusual to

make

it

likely that they

were of

(v. /.).

Yahweh

note on Na.

v.

in Zc. 9' 12',

probable that all three were written by the
that two of them were modelled after the third

Oracle of the word of

word "oracle,"

quite generally con-

is

or, at least,

structure

independent origin
1.

It

now

is

supported by the close resemblance in form

is

this superscription

of editorial origin.

one.

book offers less
Obadiah and Habakkuk are

superscription of no prophetic

of genuine information; those of
its only rivals in this respect.

i^

to Israel]

in

ICC.

For the use of the
This and Zc.

9^ 12^

are the only passages in which "oracle" is followed by "word,"
though "oracle of Yahweh" and "word of Yahweh" are com-

mon

phrases.

"Israel" here represents the Jewish community
God for whom all the ancient promises and

as the people of

expectations are to be realised.

— Through Malachi]

The

source

not a
evidently 3^, where "Malachi"
or
"my
proper name, but the equivalent of "my messenger"
© likewise
(5 renders here "through his messenger."
angel."
treats it as a common noun, rather than as a proper name.
of this statement

is

is

—

For the personality and character of the prophet, v. Introduction, § 3; and for the time of his activity, v. Introduction, § 2.
1.

Svs]

(g iirl

=

Sj;,

asinZc.

12I;

so&QI.

—

•'Ds'^r]

<& A-yyfKov avTov

=

JF renders my angel whose name is called Ezra, the scribe.
ijN^!:; so J5u..
Against the treatment of 'd as a bona-fide name may be urged (i) the

fact that the

name

is

not found elsewhere, though 1n'7C
18

is

a

commoa

I^

word;

19

the lack of any definite information concerning such a man;

(2)

the improbabiUty that any parent would bestow such a name upon
an infant; (4) the absence of any early tradition treating it as a proper
(3)

name

{cf.

^ S).

If it

an abbreviation of

n>,

were a proper name, the
or an adjectival ending.

affix

Cf.

might be either
and rriiN; '3s

^

""^in

The
n-aN; 'bSs and Sn>bVo, etc.; v. No., art. "Names," § 52, EB..
anonymous author has been variously identified; e. g. as Ezra (01, Jer.,
Calvin); as Mordecai (Rabbi Nachman); as Haggai (various rabbis;

and

perhaps also the view of the editor who added a citation from Hg. in
as Joshua, son of Jozedek (Clement of Alexandria) and as an angel
<S)
;

;

The earliest witnesses to the inter(Origen, Tertullian, Chrysostom).
and the title of the book
's
name
are
a
as
of
&, 0, S,
proper
pretation

B

in<g.
(6

adds here:

dicrde Stj iirl

ras KapSias

iifj-Qv.

&"

has

it

under obelus.

Hebraico non habetur, sed puto de Aggaeo additum
This supin quo legimus: et nunc ponite super corda vestra, etc.".
=
^Q^ have the same rendering in
position is probably correct, for <^^
Hg. 2" as d here. (^^ substitute- e/s for iirl in Hg.; cf. (6 on Mai. 2=.
of Hg. 2'5 = D023'? NJ -ic^r; hence Or. would restore 3332"? "7-; a: ic^c

Jer. says,

"Hoc

in

•>•

M

here.

Bach, finds in this gloss from

(S

the otherwise

unknown name

of

by supposing <S to represent 3^3 iD'tM, the original of
which was 3^3 icri. But 3S3 ist is not good Hebrew, which would
the prophet,

'^y 3S ^r:^^' as in Hg. 2'=.
Cf. Matthes, ZAW.
from another
citation
For
a
similar
marginal
(1903), 126/..
book, V. the quotation from Mi. i^ in i K. 22=^

require either 3S

h-; 'z',

or

XXHI

§2.

A PROOF OF YAHWEH'S LOVE

(i^'S).

In this opening section the prophet meets the lament of his
people that Yahweh has ceased to love Judah, by reminding

them

of the recent

overthrow of Edom, their hated

foe, as

an

they are calling in question. This refwould seem to fix the date of this
of
Edom
fate
to
the
erence
but unfortunately the information here is too vague
evidence of the love that

prophecy;
and our knowledge of the later history of Edom too incomplete
to render any degree of certainty as to this question possible;

of the
Introduction, § 2. These verses really state the theme
whole book; for the writer's task is that of showing Israel, on
the one hand, that Yahweh loves her and, on the other, that her
own sinful conduct prevents her from enjoying the full fruitage

V.

of that love.
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2. / have loved you, says Yahweh] The tense of the verb indicates a love that has not only operated in the past, but is also

This

in effect at the present.

is

the proposition that the prophet

was not a new idea in any sense, but had
been the accepted teaching regarding Yahweh's attitude toward his own people for centuries; cj. Ho. ii^ Dt. f lo^^ Ez. i6.
The trouble was that at this time the people had lost faith in
Yahweh's love. They had become skeptical. But you say,
Wherein hast thou loved us?] Under the form of question and

seeks to establish.

It

—

answer, a characteristic feature of the style of this prophecy,
the prophet carries on an argument with his readers. Cf. i^-

''

217 ^7.

8.

13.

i-ijg

same usage appears in germ in Je. 13^-^' 15^ ',
1-8, makes much use of the question and answer

while Zc, chs.
as a means to secure vividness.

part

calls for

a

bill of

The

question here on Israel's

What

particulars from the prophet.

evi-

loves his people? Do not the
facts indicate that he has ceased to care for their interests?

dence has he that

Yahweh

This state of mind

in

still

Judah was due

largely to their long-

continued sufferings and to their repeated disappointments. The
the
people had returned from exile with the full expectation of
immediate coming of the Messianic kingdom. They had been
spurred on to the rebuilding of the temple by similar promises
from Haggai and Zechariah. But the kingdom had not come;
the power of Persia was

still

unbroken.

The

lot of

Judah was

one of hardship and oppression. Since the responsibility for
this condition must be borne by Yahweh, the only conclusion
to which the discouraged people could come was that Yahweh

The prophet's reply to their demand for
evidence to the contrary was immediate and direct. Is not
Esau a brother of Jacob ? It is the oracle of Yahweh] Esau here
no longer loved them.

—

of
represents Edom, as is shown clearly by v. *. For other cases
i"
Ob. ^ Similarly Jacob
the same usage, cf. Gn. 36^- «• '^ Je. 498'^
represents the people of Judah, as also in 2^- Is. 41^ 42-^ Je. 30^"

Ps. 2o\

and often elsewhere.

Of the various members

of the

Hebraic family, Edom is the only one that is ever recognised
in the Old Testament as sustaining the close relationship of
brother to Israel;

cf.

Am. i" Dt. 23^

The very

closeness of

21

[2-3

the

seems to have made the hostility that developed all the
^°'
^^.
As brothers, Edom and Judah were
cf. Ob.

tie

more

bitter;

on the same footing before Yahweh. Yet he had chosen Judah
rather than Edom as the object of his love. Earlier commentators
it is

saw here evidence

of the doctrine of predestination.*

had no such thought

clear that the writer

in

mind.

But

He was

merely concerned to indicate clearly that the choice of Judah
was an act of free grace on the part of Yahweh; he had been
under no constraint to choose as he had done. On the conclud-

^

ing phrase, with which the divine authority of the statement is
But I have loved Jacob (3) and hated
asserted, v. H.^
p. 59.

—

,

Esau] The

love for Jacob is demonstrated by the hatred toward Esau, convincing evidence of which is forthcoming. This
reflection of the feelings of Judah toward Edom is a clear indication of the post-exilic origin of the prophecy. The bitterness
Judah toward Edom grew increasingly intense in the postThe insults and injuries inflicted by Edom at
exilic period.

^

of

the time of the Babylonian captivity rankled in the memory of
Judah and constituted a source whence increased significance
was drawn and attached to every fresh injury, fancied or real.

The constant encroachment of Edom upon Jewish territory,
made necessary by the unceasing advance of the Nabataeans,
kept the hostility continually alive. A love for Judah that did
not involve corresponding hatred for Edom was unthinkable.

The

humiliation and downfall of

accompaniment

of the

coming

The
^^.
make the prophet ascribe such
make "hate" mean "love less."
Is. 34^-

^

Edom was

an indispensable
'^'-^
cj. Ob.

of the Messianic age;

i^-

63^'^ Je. 49^^-

to

older interpreters,! hesitating
Yahweh, sought to

feelings to

But

degrees of love, but of love or no love.

it is

a question, not of

Hebrew prophets had

no scruples about ascribing their own deepest convictions and
And I have made his mountains a desolation
feelings to Yahweh.

—

and

his inheritance pastures in the wilderness]

occurs also in Je.

9^*^

23^" Jo.

i^^-

-''

2^^

Ps. 651-.

The last phrase
iH has here in its

place "to jackals of the wilderness"; but this does not form a
satisfactory completion of "I have made his inheritance." iH
"
and I have
requires either the insertion of a second verb, e. g.
*

E.

g.

Calvin.

t

E.

g. J.

H. Michaelis, Dathe, Rosenm..

•

•
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given his inheritance to,"

two

in

or the use of the verb

etc.;

"

different senses, viz.

I

have made

his

"made"

mountains a deso-

and I have put (or placed) his inheritance for the jackals,"
But the oldest witnesses to the original rendering of (^,
The prophet
including ^, support the reading here adopted.
here in all probability refers to some calamity that has recently
befallen Edom and cites it as indisputable evidence of Yahweh's
love for Judah. As to the historical event he may have had in
lation
etc..

\

mind,

we

but

v.

Introduction,

§

2.-4. If Edom says,

will rebuild the ruins]

tion that the overthrow of

moment.

We

are beaten down,

The prophet now meets

Edom

is

not

final,

the objec-

but only for the

"She has fallen before," says Judah, "but only to
rise again."
Thus says Yahweh of hosts] The word of Yahweh
is set over against the word of Edom, in
paralysing contrast.
This title is the most frequent designation of Yahweh in this

—

prophecy, occurring no

and
tear

significance,

cf.

less

On

than twenty-one times.

H.^^, pp. 83/..

— They may

its

build, but

usage
I shall

down] The futility of their efforts as opposed to Yahweh's
thus clearly brought into view. The destruction already

will is

accomplished
it.

—And

is fatal.

men

Edom

There can be no permanent recovery from
^^

will call them,

wicked country'']

The smitten

be convincing proof to all that she was preeminently wicked. This is the view of the old theology, shared
state of

by

all

will

the prophets, viz. that disaster

and

caused by sin and that the greater the
must have been the sin that caused it.

suffering are always

aflliction,

the greater

The term "wicked"

here probably includes much of the bitterness and contempt
associated with its use in the mind of the members of the later

Jewish community.
*

Among

these,

it

came

to be a technical

epithet opposed to the term "pious" (T'DH) which was applied
to those loyal to Yahweh and faithful in their adherence to all

The "wicked," however, were those who
from
Yahwism
or persecuted the followers of Yahapostatised
weh. Such were the Edomites in very fact. And "the people
the tenets of the law.

—

against whom Yahweh is angry perpetually'^] This is another epithet which men will apply to Edom. Its ruins will be a standing
witness to the abiding wrath of God. Some scholars, striving
to make this material conform to metrical standards, would omit

the last phrase "for ever" or "perpetually." But this is the
essential element in the sentence. The prophet's purpose is to

convince Judah that Edom's overthrow is final, not a mere temporary disaster due to a passing fit of anger on the part of Yah-

—

And your eyes will see and you yourselves will say] The
proof of Yahweh's love and power is not to be indefinitely postponed, but will come with crushing force within the lifetime of
weh.

5.

the prophet's contemporaries. As each successive attempt of
the Edomites to re-establish themselves is thwarted by Yahweh,
will

they

come

pose and the

them

Yahweh has

IsraeV] Judah

to say

—

^^

Yahweh's pur-

of

What

of his love.

working

selves shall see will lead
the territory of

and scope

to realise the range

effectual

Yahweh

they them-

is great

above

be at length convinced that

will

The

not forsaken his people.

"

now

rendering of this sen-

Yahweh is great begenerally adopted
the border of Israel";* that is, Yahweh's power is recog-

tence which

yond

is

is

But

nised as extending to nations other than Israel.

when

this

Judah
was as

prophecy was

written, there

was

little

at the time

question in

Yahweh's power. The question rather
and interest in Israel. Hence, what is

as to the extent of
to his love for

is a statement expressing the thought that Yahweh
has con\dncingly demonstrated his love for Israel. Further, the
prepositional phrase rendered "beyond" nowhere else has that

needed here

It occurs in

sense.

Ch. 13^

2

i^ i S. 17^^

and

The prophet

upon."
rael in

24^^ 26'',

Gn.

Ez.

Jon. 4® Ne.

i'^^

12^^-

^^- ^^

always means "over," "above," or
Yahweh as enthroned over Is-

it

pictures

majesty and power and attracting the wonder and rever-

ence of the world at large. The Messianic age for which Israel
has so long looked in vain is thus to come within the lifetime of
the prophet's audience.
2.

T^ns] Present

pf.;

Ges. ^^x^e.

—an-N-]

with the preceding present
currence of this phrase in Mai.. Marti adds
tive, co-ordinate

Kent.

But

'>

i::.n

in

^^

lacks

'i",

and

Pf.

pf..

—

with
''

nsj]

waw
The

conjunc-

only oc-

.~iN3i mtr. cs.;

so Now.*^,
metrical considerations have no

as a gloss; so Siev., Bu.. But in a
writing which cites divine authority as frequently as Mai. does, the
force in prose.

*

So

Boh. drops

Rosenm., Mau., Hi.,
van H., Hal.. Du.^"-

e. g.

Dr., Or.,

"Above"

"

.

is

preferred

E\v.,

'>

':

Umbreit, Reinke, Schegg, We., Now., GASm., Marti,
"Let V. be magnified from the border of Israel."

Cf. Hd..

by Ke., Koh., Pu., Bulmerincq.
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closeness of

'•

i8-

3-

text;

cj.

to the foregoing

':
lo-

11.

— 2PT

r^x

'^

i-s

no reason for suspecting the
In (S and in
Kijpios.

is

^^^A <&^ adds \iyei

the quotation of this and the following phrase in Rom. 9", the vbs. are
rendered by the aorist. 3. run'"] Rd. pij (= r^ay, cf. Zp. 2« Je. 9'
Ez. 25' Ps. 65"), dropping nS as dittog. from the preceding word; so

—

The

Torrey, SS., Now.(?), van H., Kent.

proposed by Capellus {Com.
Sta.'^'^''-

Gr., Du.''™-.

"^

nij is

(=

reading p^:^

not. crit. [1698], p. 183);

et

niNj'^)

supported by the reading ds

the oldest witnesses to the text of

g""

(B; viz.

and

(£,^°-,

was

so also Boh.,
dibixara in

also

&

by

which renders it by "dwellings." The Comp. and Sixtine edd. also
have dib/xara. (gABs^ jjp_ g^, 185, 310, A, Arm. have eU 56;uara, certainly an error for SJifiara.
Aq. etj (reipyjvas. "B dracones. S, 9, d%

S

aveiri^ara.

Che.

Oort

tinto desolation.

Marti treats

nn^L^'7.

r^^r'-'

nur

del.

as dittog., reading 13";"^.

as a corruption of S

so Siev.,

^7175;

Bu.; so apparently Eth., which certainly does not recognise the presence of nij.n. Bulmerincq, jmt V'>":^, with 131:: as an explanatory gloss.

For
is

note on Zp.

ni^, V.

iiTT.,

treat

it

2' in

7CC..

who

Scholars

retain nun, which

either as a fem. pi. corresponding to w::} (so AE., Koh.,

=

Ke.) or as connected with Ar. tana'a and so contracted from niNJ^

"dwellings" (so Ges. in Thesaurus); but neither the noun nor the
root appears elsewhere in OT..
4. >3] With conditional force, as in
Dt. 14=^ I S. 2012- " Pr.
so g" SB.—
PI. in ^ iS. Bu.

—

30^;

The form

and

regularly take the fem.
of here;

cJ.

it is

Dnns.

"be needy."

g 51 =

we

than as 2d masc.

But names

arc

— U-'^n]

made

Its only other occurrence

is

spoken

(^ KaTiaTpairrai;

poor, as a Polal

(?).

sg.,

of countries

the country personified that

also Je. 35'^ 36' Ez. 32".

ra(XTpi\}/o} for

i^n'

-i::Nr]

better taken as a 3d fem. sg.
though DiiN is usually treated as a masc.
is

cf.

from

Ka-

•z'\-\

=

as Poel in Je. 5'' (where
=
text is doubtful) ; hence Now. would point as Poal here.
Syr. ral
"strike with the hammer" and Ar. ralla
"be beaten" are related
is

=

roots, as likewise

Heb.

V^"»

and DDi.

The

fact that

it is

used of build-

5" does not prevent its use here, in a figurative sense, of a
country or people; contra We.. aiirj] 'v is often used to express the
idea of re-doing a thing as here.— ixipi] The 3d p. pi. act. used inings in Je.

—

definitely, as the equivalent of a pass.;

cf.

—

It

(& iwLKkrjd-ffaeTaL.

is

un-

necessary to change to xy?, with Marti. ^•;z"A A noun in gen. with
a cstr. to express an adjectival idea; Ges. ^^ '" p. aSiy-ny] Omitted mtr.

—

—

Now.^, Kent; but v. s.. 5, h-\r] 05 i/ieyaXiiveT]. H
magnificeiur ; so §>. Hal. ^'^^^ = "has done great things." 'J here is =
"is glorified" or "has shown his greatness"; cf. Ps. 35" 40" 70'.
Syc] The rendering of (5 virepdvu and It super is better than that of &
cs.

by

Siev., Marti.,

—

21

= beyond;

i'«

I

v. s..

S. 9= 1613

^M «

pi.

The

regular idioms for

Ex. 3o'0,

ri?;rS

"beyond"

(Ezr. 9"),

and

are

-\t;2

n':';'m

.

.

.

p

(Ju.

(Dt. passim).—

I®-2^

i 3.

YAHWEH HONOURS THEM THAT HONOUR
HIM

Ha\ang shown
to

25

(i«-29).

in § 2 that there

doubt the love

of

was no warrant

Yahweh toward

for continuing

his people, the

prophet now

proceeds to indicate the causes that make it impossible for Yahweh to let this love have full sway. Starting with the general
principle that a people

must show honour toward

its

God, he

charges Israel with heaping dishonour upon Yahweh by indifference, carelessness, and deception in the bringing of its sacrificial
gifts

(i''"^).

No

were better than

sacrifice at all

the heathen world, due reverence
his

own

city

and temple he

is

is

shown

Hence

alone are suitable for sacrifice.

must be the

lot of

this (i^").

Yahweh; but

treated with contempt.

ished animals are substituted for sound

ings

to

In
in

For blem-

and healthy ones which
curses rather than bless-

such worshippers (i"-").

It

is

especially

incumbent upon the priests, the ministers of Yahweh, to see to
it that he is
fitly honoured in the proper conduct of the ritual.
Failure to secure this will bring
their unfaithfulness to the

upon them a

terrible curse for

covenant between them and Yahweh.

In days gone by, the priesthood lived up to the full measure of its
responsibility; but now, they are leaders in wickedness rather

than in righteousness.

Consequently, the low esteem in which
held
is the due reward of their conduct
generally
as perverters of the law (2^-^).
6. A son honours his
father] Reverence for parents was an

they are

now

outstanding Semitic virtue;

Hammurabi,

cf.

Dt.

§§ 1S6, 192, 193, 195.

and the Code of
The term "fatherhood,"

5'^ 21^^-'^^

according to Semitic usage, connotes authority rather than love,
though the latter is by no means excluded.* And a servant fears

—

his master] The word "fears" is suppUed upon the basis of (^.
The verbs "honour" and "fear" express their customary mean-

These are the relations that usually obtain and should
obtain between fathers and sons, masters and servants. The
"
word servant" may denote either a free servant or a slave. The
ings.

•

Cf.

GASm..

MALACHI
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had good reason to fear his master; cf. Ex. 21^ *•
and the Code of Hammurabi, §§ 197-199, 205, 210, 214, 217,
etc..
But if I be a father, where is my honour ? A nd if I be a master,
where is my reverence?] The honour and reverence due to Yahweh
from his people have not been rendered to him. The idea of the
worshipper as the "slave" or "servant" of Yahweh was one of
long standing in Israel; cf. 3!'' Zp. 3^ i S. 3^ i K. 8^^ Ex. 3^^ 9^
latter certainly
^^

'•

—

The conception
new with

Ezr. 5".

was

ple

also not

Is. 436.

Cf. Is. 9«

an object of

of

Yahweh

as the "father" of his peo-

this prophet;

v..

Ho.

ii^

63" 648 Ps. 68^ 8928 103".

fear, cf.

Gn.

31^'''.

—Says

Yahweh

Ex.

On

f.

4^^

je_ ^^

the deity

of hosts to you,

r.s

O

who

priests,
despise my name] This is the favourite title of God
in this prophecy v. on v. ^ hence there is no sufficient reason for
dropping "of hosts" here as some do for the sake of a suppositi;

;

tious metre. The priests, who of all men should have held Yahweh in honour, are charged with holding his name in contempt.
The "name" and the personality were so closely associated in
Hebrew thought as to be almost identical.* To despise the
name," therefore, was to despise Yahweh himself. But you

—

How

have we despised thy name?] This question opens the
say.
for
bill
a
of particulars cf. v. -. Concrete facts are now called
way

—

;

In bringing upon my altar polluted food] In Ez. 44^,
the fat and the blood are called the food of Yahweh; cf. Lv.
16
216-8. 17. 21. 22 2225 Nu. 282.
-phe same idea holds here as
311.
is clear from v. ^.
That the show-bread is not meant is clear
from the fact that the "food" is presented upon the "altar,"
whereas the show-bread was laid upon a special table. The nature of the pollution or defilement also is indicated in v.
The
for.

7.

**.

solicitude of this writer in behalf of the proper observance of the
sacrificial ritual is in striking

contrast with the attitude of the

e. g. Am. 4^ 5-'-'^ Ho. 6^ Is.
prophets of the eighth century B.C.
11-16
J
Yet, it must be borne in mind that this prophet's indigna;

tion

was aroused, not because

of the neglect of sacrifice per se,

but because of the indifference toward

The

Yahweh

that

it

reflected.

day was a hollow form; there was no deep
conviction or uplifting devotion in it. But you say. How have
*

religion of the

Cf. F. Giesebrecht,

—

Die altUslamenlliche Schdlzung des Gollesnamens (1901), 17/., 67/., 88/..
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M

reads "thee" for "it"; but this is virtually
polluted it?]
to repeat the question of v. ^ and it presupposes the charge of
having polluted Yahweh himself, which is hardly thinkable.

we

Hence, it is better to read "it" with (I QI. This is better than to
omit the phrase,* or to drop merely "and you say" and transpose the question to the end of v. ^f In that you say, The table
of Yahweh is contemptible] This is rather a sentiment which the

—

prophet ascribes to them than a statement which they have actually

made.

Interpreting their attitude

the state of

is

of

"say"

by

which he finds them.

their actions, this

For other instances

"say to oneself" i. e. "think," v. Ex. 2^*
5^1.
priests had evidently come to regard it
consequence whether the sacrifices were properly

in the sense

2 S. 2 lis 2

as of

mind

in

The

K.

little

conducted or not. The term

"

table of

Yahweh "

occurs only here

and in v. ^-. It may apply to the table of show-bread (Ex. 253"
I K. 7*^ Nu. 4O, but it is more probably a general term here, including that table and the altar (Ez. 41^2 44I6). The use of such
a term is a survival from the time when the sacrifice was thought
of as a meal of which the Deity partook along with his wor8. And when you bring the blind to sacrifice, is there
shippers.
no harm? And when you bring the lame and the sick, is there no
harm?] Law and custom required that every sacrificial victim
should be free from spot or blemish, sound in every particular;
22ff.
Ex. 12^ 29I Nu. 61* 19^ Ez. 45^3.
V. Dt. 1521 171 Lv. 22i«ffEven the ministering official himself must possess the same per-

—

fection;

V.

Lv.

2ii^

of this kind, it is probable,

Requirements

f-.

originated in the earlier days when disease and deformity were
looked upon as due to the malevolent activity of demons, and

persons and animals so afflicted were naturally regarded as tabu
or unclean in the sight of Yahweh. But here, as the following
questions show, the sacrifice is thought of as a gift to Yahweh,
and the blemishes as imperfections in the gift which reflect slight
regard on the part of the donor for the one to whom the gift is

The

exact force of the last phrase is uncertain. It is
most easily understood as a rhetorical question, J the answer to
which is patent to all. But it may also be regarded as the stateoffered.

*

Contra We., Now..

25

t

Contra Bu..

{

So

01

B;

(6

is

as

ambiguous as

M-
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ment

of a sentiment attributed to the accused priests,* the

—

words

"you say" or "you think" being understood. Offer it now to thy
be exgovernor, will he accept it?] How much less can Yahweh
it!
HI reads "accept thee"; but the
seems preferable and is supported by i^"". The
same confusion of suffixes has occurred in i^. The word rendered

pected to be pleased with
text of

(i>

If

"governor" furnishes a

slight indication as to the date of the

and post-exilic writings (viz.
the Elephantine papyri),
and
Je., Ez., K., Hg., Ezr., Ne., Est.,
is probably borrowed from Assyrian, and is used only of governors
appointed by foreign rulers, except in i K. lo^^, a very late addiprophecy.

tion,t

It occurs only in exilic

where

it is
2.

Introduction, §
"
up your face i.

—applied
Or

e.

to the subordinates of Solomon.

will he receive

make you

to look

you graciously?]

up

and

in gladness

The same idiom

dence because of his kindness.

is

Cf.

Lit. "lift

confi-

used in

2^,

and often elsewhere, to express the idea of showing partiality.
Here, however, the meaning "show favour" contains no implication of injustice.
Says Yahweh of hosts] There is no sufficient

—

reason for the omission of this phrase as a gloss; |
11.

i3_

—9.

jifid ^iQ^^ seek the

favour of God that he

cf.

may

vv.

^- ^- '"•

be gracious

an ironical suggestion,§ as the
of the
sequel shows. The prophet includes himself as one in need
divine favour even as those whom he addresses. The innocent
to us]

Cf. Zc. 72

Dn.

g^K

This

is

are involved with the guilty in the sufferings occasioned by the
sins of the latter and are consequently in equal need of the mercy

God.

of

—From your hand has

this been]

This

is

a gloss,** occa-

at the close of the preceding sentence.
Some reader, fearful lest the prophet by including himself among
those in need of mercy might seem to be acknowledging that he

sioned

by the pronoun

himself was one of those responsible for the miseries of Judah,
inserted this disclaimer in order that the responsibility might

be placed squarely upon the shoulders of those to whom it bein the
longed. The interruption between the implied protasis
*
1

\

So

e. g.

Rosenm..

I, 233), Benzinger, Kittel, Sta. and Schwally, Karaphausen,
Contra Marti, Now.", Siev., et al..

So Gie. (ZAW.

§ It is

**

taken as a genuine

So Marti, Now.*^,

call to

Siev..

repentance by Hi., We., Now.,

el al..

el al.,

ad loc.

I9-l°
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previous sentence and the apodosis in the succeeding question
makes its glossarial origin clear. Will he be gracious toward you?]

—

Lit. "will he

where

from you?", a form

of the phrase noThis rhetorical question calls for a negative
The conduct of the priests effectually hinders Yahweh
lift

up

faces

else found.

answer.

—

from showing them any favour. Says Yahweh of hosts] This is
omitted by some as a gloss,* but without due cause; v. on v. ^.
With V. ^°, the prophet takes a new start and represents Yah-

weh
rites

as entreating the priests to discontinue their sacrificial
10. O, that there were some

which are so distasteful to him.

—

one among you to close the doors, so that you might not kindle mine
altar in vain] The double doors of the temple court are the ones

meant;

cf.

Ez.

to the altar.

The

4123- 2^

The

sacrifices

closing of these

would cut

which bulk so large

off

access

in the ritual are

worse than useless in Yahweh 's sight as they are now performed.
These words have been differently interpreted by reason of the
fact that the last word has a twofold meaning, viz. "in vain"

and "gratis." Hence some have seen here evidence that the
had become too lazy and indifferent even to close the

priests

temple doors at the proper time.f Others interpret to the effect
that the meanest attendant of the temple now demands a reward
/ have
for the simplest action, even the closing of the doors. |

—

no pleasure in you, says Yahweh of
of the sacrifices

affording

him

was

to

pleasure.

hosts]

Yet the very purpose

make sure of the favour of Yahweh by
Nor will I accept an offering from your

—

hand] This language recalls the sentiments of previous proph'•
Ho. 6^ S^^ Is. i^i "•. Though the particular
ecy; e. g. Am. 521
thing to which this prophet takes exception is different from that
objected to by the former prophets, yet the central interest of
all is the same.
They insist upon a right conception of Yahweh

and a proper attitude of mind and heart toward him. Amos
and his immediate successors opposed the cultus because of the
superstitious and overzealous devotion of their contemporaries

who

failed to

understand that the chief interests of

Yahweh

centred in other things; this prophet resents an indifference on
11. For
the part of the priests which is an insult to Yahweh.

—

*

So Marti, Now.s,

Siev..

t

So

e. g.

Hesselberg, Hd..

t

So

Jer., Grotius, Pu..
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from

sun even to its setting, my name is great among
The connection between this verse and the prenot obvious. But probably the thought is that Yahweh

the rising of the

the nations]

ceding is
is not dependent upon the worshippers in Jerusalem for a right
recognition of his place and power. He can refuse to receive

them for he has other worshippers scattered throughout the world.
is freely accorded him in

The honour denied him in his own city
foreign cities. The exact significance of
the nations"

open to question.

is

"
the phrase great among
It may mean that Yahweh is

as God by the nations at large, who have become convinced of his superiority to other gods; or that here
and there among the nations may be found groups of people
who turn their backs upon idolatry and give themselves to the
worship of the true God; or that, even if the Jews at home insult
Yahweh, the Jews of the Dispersion are doing him honour among

now acknowledged

the nations of the earth where they have been so widely scattered.
first of these alternatives is improbable, because it is so far

The

from accordance with the
life

facts of history.

At no time

in the

be said with any shadow of verisimilitude
was universally acknowledged as God. Nor is

of Israel could it

that

Yahweh

there any evidence that Judaism ever had any appreciable success among the nations at large in the propagation of its faith,

even

serious attempt at the conversion of the nations could
be proven. Aside from a few idealists, like the author of Jonah,
the followers of Judaism seem to have lacked any aggressive
if

any

missionary spirit. What religious approach was made to the
nations was apologetic rather than missionary. It was merely
the response of Judaism to the necessity of justifying its own
right and fitness to live alongside of the religions of the conquerors.
lytes

Consequently,

was ever

large

it is

not likely that the number of prose-

enough or widely enough distributed to

serve as a basis for the statement of the text.

But

at the time

of this prophecy, the Dispersion extended from Babylonia and
Persia in the East to Southern Egypt in the West. It is not at

unlikely that the standard of Yahwism was on the whole
This was
higher among the exiles than it was in Jerusalem.
all

certainly true of the Babylonian exiles at least;

cf.

Je.

24V*-

I"
Ez. 6^

"•.

The impetus
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and progress in Jerusalem
within, according to all Jewish trathe allusion to the widely scattered

to reform

came from without, not from
These facts make

dition.

Jewish community to be the most probable interpretation of
the prophet's words. The view that this statement reflects the
author's conviction that the gods of the heathen were only so
many different names for the one great God and that the nations

were therefore

in reality

worshipping

Yahweh

finds

many

sup-

But
is offered to Yahweh's name.
Moreover, the emphasis in Malachi
toward mixed marriages militate
and
its
attitude
ritualism
upon
against this is the following

porters.*

statement that incense

strongly against the hypothesis that its author could have taken
so charitable and sympathetic a view of paganism. Still another

view commonly heldf

is

that the author refers to the Messianic

when the nations will all have been brought to acknowlas Lord. But the contrast between the Jews and
Yahweh
edge
the nations is more natural when applied to the pagan world that
now is than as between Judaism in the present and paganism
future

in the future.

and

V.

^2

There

is

no differentiation in form between

v.

"

we should expect did they refer to different disThe presumption of the grammar is that they both

such as

pensations.
refer to the

unmistakably the present.
my name, and a
every place,
the
sacrifices are
the
heathen
world,
Throughout
pure ofering]
with
all the requirements
in
accordance
Yahweh
to
being brought

—And in

same age and,

in v.

smoke

of the ritual.

The

is

^',

it is

made

to arise to

usual interpretation of this has been to the

prophet refers to the worship of Yahweh by the
heathen peoples, whose sacrifices were "pure" because not subeffect that the

requirements as those in Jerusalem; or
that he uses the word "offering" in a figurative sense, meaning
the nonthereby the prayer and praise offered to Yahweh by
the
as
to
meaning,
Jewish world. Others, holding similar views
have made the statement apply to the coming Messianic age,t

ject to the

same

rigid

not to actually existing conditions.
*

Sacrifices,

on the part of

Hi., We., Torrey, Now., Marti.
van H., Isop..
Justin. Irenaeus, Theodoret, Augustine, Reinke, AV., Schegg. Pu.,
Eucharist of the
especially the view of Isop. that the prophet had in mind the Holy

So

e. g.

t

So

e. g.

t

Note

Catholic Church.
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Jews at least, anywhere except at the temple in Jerusalem have
been until recently regarded as placed under the ban by the Deu"
teronomic law and therefore not to be designated as a pure offer-

But the discovery of the Elephantine papyri has changed
The colonists in Egypt evidently were conscious of no

ing."

all this.

irregularity in the erection of a shrine to Yahweh on Egyptian
soil and in the offering of sacrifices to Yahweh therein.* Nor is
it

altogether certain that the Jerusalem hierarchy condemned
the failure of the priests to respond to the request

their action

;

of the colonists for aid

may

well

have been due to other reasons

than disapproval of the enterprise upon ritualistic grounds. Inability to render aid, or fear of arousing the hostility of the Persian ofl&cials

may have

caused the disappointment to their

dis-

tant fellow-countrymen. In any case, it is quite evident that
the writer of this prophecy may have shared the views of the
colonists as to the legitimacy of sacrificial worship

upon foreign
and may have had such shrines as that at Elephantine in
mind when he wrote. f It is by no means clear that the Deuteronomic legislators intended to condemn sanctuaries on foreign soil. Their purpose was to eliminate impurity from the
soil

worship of Judah by centralising it in Jerusalem under rigid
supervision. They were not legislating for exiles, if indeed they
so much as contemplated the possibility of a general Diaspora.

The Babylonian

exile

introduced a new set of conditions into

the political and the religious world of Judaism. As a matter of
fact, the further development of the ritual was along narrow and
it was not carried through without a fierce
devout
struggle. Many
Jews aligned themselves with the more
liberal tendencies of the times, as evidenced by the books of

exclusive lines;

but

Jonah and Ruth.

Probably Malachi

is

to be placed in the

same

class in so far, at least, as the localisation of the ritual is con•
There
on foreign

is

no necessity for supposing that the action of these colonists in erecting a temple
was unique. It is altogether probable that similar shrines were erected m other
The later temple at Heliopolis is a case in point. The same longings and

soil

Jewish centres.

needs that caused the building of the temple at Elephantine existed

and may

have resulted

in

many

other regions

31$ Jjf.. Fcr
a contrary view, v. W. R. Arnold, JBL., XXXI (igi;-), 51 f..
t So also O. C. Whitehouse, in Transactions of Third International Congress for the Uistory
of Religions, I (1908), 284; J. W. Rothstein, Jiiden und Samaritaner (1908), 77/.; Du. ZAW.

XXXI

easily

(1911), 179/..

in similar action.

So a\so Toney, Ezra

Sliidies,

1.1.13
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my name among

the nations, says Yahwch
aside
from the question of
justification,
metre, for holding this to be a gloss,* since it but repeats what

cerned.

There

of hosts]

is

some

is

Yet this is not a necessary conclusion;
does, immediately before v. ^^, it furnishes an
antecedent near at hand for the pronoun "it" in the latter, behas already been said.

for coming, as

it

Yahweh among

sides bringing the magnification of

the nations

—

into immediate contrast with the contrary conduct of Israel.
12. But you are profaning it] i. e. treating the name of Yahweh,

which

is

practically identical wuth

— When you
— The
say by your actions.

it

were not holy.

say]

Yahweh
i. e.

table of the

despicable] Cf. v.

The

^

himself, as

though

think in your hearts, or

Lord

and

is defiled

where the same language

is

its

food

employed in part.f

basis for the prophet's interpretation of their attitude tovv. ^'^ 2^"^ It seems
sacrifices is furnished

ward Yahweh's

by

wholly unjustifiable to interpret this as a lament on the part of
the priests to the effect that their work is hea\y and their pay
light, J the "food" being the portion of the sacrifice which fell
to the priest.
Had this been the thought, the priests would

hardly have been represented as careless and indifferent regarding
the quality of the sacrificial animals. It would have been a

matter of personal interest to them that these should be sound
13. And when you say, Behold, what a weariness/]
perfect.

—

and

The care of the ritual and the bringing of the offerings have become a burden to them. They no longer do it out of gratitude
and devotion, but as a matter of hard necessity from which they
would escape if they could. They have allowed it to become dull
routine

upon

their hands,

—a danger to which the ministers of
—And you
always peculiarly

highly ritualistic cults are

me

liable.

"You

me." fll reads
lightly]
"at it"; but this is a scribal correction made for the purpose of
removing an expression thought to reflect dishonour upon Yahesteem

weh

(z;.

i.).

Lit.,

—Says

Yahweh

tion of the authority of

utterance;
*

t

snort (or

sniff)

of hosts] This

Yahweh

is

at

the ninth affirma-

support of the prophet's
but the frequency of the phrase is not a sufficient

A, Marti, Siev., Now.k.
Hence Marti eliminates "b as a

in

Cf.

the "poetic" structure.
t So e. g. Rosemn., Reinke.

gloss.

But

this needs stronger support

than the need of
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—

ground for rejecting it.* Atid you bring the salvage and the lame
and the sick] Repeated from v, ^, with a change in the first word.

Some would

correct this word
The "salvage" is

to agree with v.

but this is un«;
"that
snatched
literally,
away,"
scil. from the jaws of wild beasts ;t hence
mangled and unfit for
sacrifice, or even for use as food; cf. Ex. 2221 Lv, 17^^
Yea, you
bring it as an offering] The verb is resumed after an exceptionally
necessary.

—

long object
—
Can I

has intervened;
it

accept

at

"of hosts"; but it
read here by (i» #.§

it is,

therefore,

an error to omit

your hand ? says Yahweh of
is

the customary

The

hosts]

Malachi and

title in

it. J

M omits
it is

question carries its answer with it; they
are acting unreasonably.
14. But cursed be the cheat, in whose
flock there is a male, yet he vows, and then sacrifices a damaged thing
to the

Lord] This

is

—

a specific example of the conduct of those

who

despise the altar of Yahweh.** The nature of the offender's
deceit is indicated by the act ascribed to him.
Though having
in his possession

for sacrifice,

ished

an animal that

fully

he nevertheless pays

and therefore

less

ness and deceit toward

meets

all

his sacrificial

the requirements

vows with a blem-

valuable animal, thus exhibiting stingiin one and the same act. Some

Yahweh

interpreters would omit the phrase "yet he vows";tt but this
leaves the charge weaker. There might be some excuse for such

conduct on the part of the offender if his sacrifice were obligatory;
this is a case where he has himself voluntarily promised

but

Yahweh

a sacrifice and then grudges the fulfilment of his promSuch an attitude is inexcusable.JJ For a great king am I,
says Yahweh of hosts] If such conduct toward an earthly king
be reprehensible and certain to arouse his anger, how much more
so in the case of the king of kings! For the same line of reasonFor the conception of Yahweh as a king, which is
ing, cf. V. ^.

—

ise.

exceedingly frequent in post-exilic writings in general and in
the Psalms in particular, cf. i S. 12^2 je. gi^ iqio Is. 33^2 4315 446
•

Contra Marti, Siev.,

et al..

t

So BDB., van H.,

el al..

% Contra
•* The

Now., Marti, el al.
5 So also Marti, Siev., Bu., Isop..
connection with v. » is somewhat loose; hence Du. makes v. " a gloss.
tt So Siev., Now."^.
XX For a Babylonian judgment upon similar conduct, cf. the following citation from the
Shurpu series of texts containing exorcisms: "Has he promised with heart and mouth but
not kept it, by a (retained) gift despised the name of his god, consecrated something but held
it back, presented something
Ancient East, I, 226.

... but

eaten it?"

V. Jeremias, Tlw OT. in the Light of the

ii4_22
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—And

my name is held in awe
a reiteration of the thought of v. "
but it forms a fitting close to the paragraph.
With 2^, the thought changes again, being addressed specifi3'^ Ps.

Zp.

among

10'® 24^'° 84' 95'.

This

the nations]

is

;

—2^

And now, unto you is this command, O
here referred to is not at once
command
special
priests]
"
discoverable. There is no express command in the immediate
cally to the priests.

The

''

On

context.

the other hand, the arraignment in the preceding

verses charges that the accused have failed to honour Yahweh
Likewise, in
fittingly, which is their just and lawful service.

the following verses stress is laid upon the necessity of glorifying
Hence, the "command" is most easily explained as
the behest to honour Yahweh, which lies behind the whole con-

Yahweh.

On

text.

in the

account of the absence of any explicit

"command"

immediate context, other renderings have been

offered,

such as "admonition," "decision," "message," and "warning."

But neither

of these affords any appreciable advantage, since
the context does not contain any one of them explicitly. 2. //
you do not hearken, and if you do not lay it to heart] Cf. Is. 57^

Dn.
the

—

This repetition of the idea in different terms

I*.

manner

of poetic parallelism

—

and serves

importance of the utterance. To give honour to
Yahweh of hosts] This is the main function of a
here

is

The preceding

to fail lamentably.

clear that the kind of

honour meant

is

*

will send the curse

among

my

Light of the

verses have

I,

228:

As though no

Or

at

My

—

my

by Jeremias,

in

cf.

had I brought to my god,
goddess had not been called upon,
my footfall had not become visible;

(Like one) in whose mouth stayed prayer and supplication,
(With whom) the day of god ceased, the festival fell out;

Who

was careless, who attended not to (the god's) decrees(?),
Fear and reverence (for god) taught not his people;
called not

Forsook

He

upon

his god, ate of his food.

his goddess, a writing(?)

brought her not;

who was honoured, his lord forgot.
The name of his mighty god pronounced disparagingly
Thus did I appear.
then,

—

the following

The OT. in

face not downcast,

Who

it

and offerings.*
4^ This is a kind

libation

mealtime

to fail

made

sacrifices

you] Cf. 3^

series of incantations, as translated

Shurpu

Ancient East,

name, says

priest;

For the Babylonian feeling concerning the necessity of honouring the gods,

citation from the

after

a due regard for the proper

forms and other requirements regarding

— Then I

is

to emphasise the

the
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of thought that

is

very

common

in the

Old Testament.

Failure

to conform to the requirements of Yahweh brings down his
wrath upon the offender. Misfortune and suffering are in them-

For representations
as due to the curse of God, cf. Gn. 3"- 1^ 5^9 8^1 Dt.
Aiid I will turn your blessing into a curse] Lit. "I
"
your blessing, i. e. send a curse upon and blast that
selves evidences of that wrath.

count your blessing.

"goods" as

in 310 Is.

of disaster
2820

30^—

will curse

which you

In Ethiopic, "blessings" often means
'•
Ps. 21^ 84« Pr. 282°;
65^ Jo. 2^^ Gn. 49"

This is better than to interpret the threat as applying to the priestly benedictions,* or specifically to the priestly
revenues,! or in general to the priestly privileges. J For the recf.

Lk.

12^.

—

verse of this action on Yahweh's part, v. Dt. 23^ Ne. 13^.
Yea,
indeed, I have cursed it, because you are not laying it to heart] Cf.

The verb might also be rendered as a prophetic perfect,
"I will curse it." But whether so taken, or taken as referring
to the past, the whole sentence seems superfluous. As referring

V. ^.

to the past

interrupts the connection between the preceding
v. ^, both of which look to the future. Furthermore,

it

sentence and

blunts the edge of the threat, since it reveals the fact that instead of some new and awful calamity, which the preceding
verses seem to announce, there will be nothing but a continua-

it

tion of the present distress, which they have learned to endure.
Not only so, but it also seems to take for granted the failure of

the priests to respond to Yahweh's demands, notwithstanding his
threats. In connection with this interpretation, it is possible to
give the latter part of the sentence the rendering "though you
are not laying it to heart." That is, the curse has already fallen,
but you have failed to realise the significance of the afflictions

that have befallen you. As referring to the future, it unnecessarily repeats the substance of the preceding protasis and apodoIt is, therefore, probably due to marginal annotation. §
sis.

—

am

arm for you] Cf. i S. 2^^. JK
going
for
"rebuke
the
seed
reads,
you." But this would be primarily
a punishment upon the farmers, and only through them would
3. Behold, I

•
X

to

hew

off the

So Ew., Ke., Schegg, Knabenbauer, Or..

t Hi..

Now., van H..

§

So Marti, Now."^,

Siev.,

Kent.
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the priests suffer.* The reference to "faces" immediately following makes the reading "arm" more probable. Besides this,
The figure is a bold one and
it has the support of the versions.

used to express forcefully the idea that the priestly arm hereupon the people will lose its

is

tofore stretched out in blessing

—

power and fail to bring the desired results. t And I will strew
dung upon your faces] Thus rendering the priests unclean and
wholly unfit for the discharge of the priestly function cf. Ez. 412-15.
—The dung of your feasts] This is probably an interpreter's gloss.t
;

The

festal sacrifices in

honour

of

Yahweh

will

be made by him

the means of discrediting and disgracing the faithless priesthood.

—And

M

reads, "And
you away from beside me]
of person is
But
the
it."
unto
§
change
carry you away
too abrupt and the "it" is too indefinite. Hence the reading of
As
S', with the first person, must be considered as the original.

he

I

will carry

will

corrected, the text threatens the priests with removal from the
presence of Yahweh, i. e. exile from the holy city and the tem-

which

ple with

their

whole

life is

bound up.

—

4.

And you

will

know that I sent forth this law unto you] Their knowledge will
come through their realisation that the fact of their exile means
that Yahweh's anger has been aroused against them on account
of their laxness and indifference regarding the cultus for which
they are held responsible. The "law" referred to is evidently
the same as in v. ^. Seeing that my covenant was with Levi, says
Yahweh of hosts] This indicates the reason for Yahweh's having

—

laid this responsibility

upon the priesthood. The language used

also permits a translation of the clause as expressive of purpose,

covenant might be with Levi."** But
it is difi&cult to discover any meaning for such a purpose-clause
The common method of explanation on this
in this context.
"in order that

viz.

basis

is

my

to say that the prophet refers to the decree of punishforth from Yahweh and is to take the place

ment which has gone
*

Yet Or. interprets "seed" of posterity; the priests are thus threatened with childlessness.
So Ew., Reinke, d al.. Others interpret "arm" of the shoulder of the sacrificial victim,
which portion belonged to the priest; so Reuss, Isop., Nestle (ZAW. XXIX, is*/-)i So We., Now., Wkl., Marti, Siev..
a gloss (so Siev., Now.^, Kent).
§ Cf. Am. 4', from which Marti would derive this as
t

Now.
*•

ei al.

So

abandon the attempt to interpret
&, Jer., Hi., Mau., van H..

e. g.

this phrase.
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But a decree is not a covenant, nor is
reason
to
any
suppose, in the nature of the language used,
that V. * refers to a different time from that alluded to in v. s,
of the old covenant.*

there

which is evidently not in the future, but in the past. The character of the covenant with Levi to which reference is made is
"
indicated in v. ^ "Levi is here best accounted for as representative of the priestly class, rather than as the name of the son
Thus it appears that the writer thinks of the priests

of Jacob.

as "sons of Levi"

{cf.

accordance with the standard of

3^) in

Deuteronomy, rather than as "sons of Zadok" (Ez. 44^^), or as
"sons of Aaron," the designation of P (Lv. 8, 21I). This points
to the origin of Malachi as lying in the period before the adop-

—

A

My

5.
tion of the Priestly Code.
covenant was with him]
reaffirmation for the sake of emphasis. As usually rendered, these
words are connected directly with the two following in some

way;

covenant was with him (regarding) life and peace,"
or ''my covenant was with him (a covenant of) life and
peace."
But the syntax of such renderings is very difficult and the accene. g.

"my

tuation of

him]

M

against them.

is

Yahweh

fulfilled

his

—Life and welfare—/ gave them

side

of the covenant.

"welfare" represents a complex of ideas,

to

The word

viz. peace, quiet, pro-

and health. Yahweh's gift included life and all that
makes life worth living. The thought and phraseology of this
tection,

verse thus far at once recall Nu.

13

(=P), where the covehave been established with Phinehaz,
the son of Aaron. But that is a more specialised and advanced
form of the tradition than this which extends the blessings of
the covenant in question to the whole family of Levi. Fear,
and he feared me] "Fear" is co-ordinate with "life and welfare,"
nant of Yahweh

is

2512-

said to

—

three being in reality objects of "gave."
dently not terror, but rather reverence and
all

"Fear" here is eviawe such as kept the

priesthood in faithful obedience to the will of God as expressed
and the To rah. And before my name he was over-

—

in the ritual

whelmed with awe] The phrase
lent to

"me";

cf.

i'^-

"•

"

2^.

"my name" is practically equivaThe

hood that was and that which now
•

So

e. g.

contrast between the priest-

is is

being brought out sharply

Luther, Cal., Umbreit, Ke., Koh., Pres..

2^-'

by the prophet.

whether he

It is doubtful

especial period of the past.

39
is

referring to

any

probably but another case of
indiscriminate glorification of the past as compared with the present. The prophet recalls with melancholy regret "the good old
times."

—

6.

It

is

True instruction was in his mouth

arui perversity

was

he was proof against bribery and
Dt.
He
corruption; cf.
33^".
gave the oracle of Yahweh as he
received it, giving justice to the oppressed and meting out pennot

found upon

his lips]

i. e.

the oppressor. But now the judgments of the priestly
courts are bought and sold; c/. Mi. 3". The rendering " law of
truth" fails to represent aright the Hebrew idiom (v. i.). The
alties to

word "instruction" here refers neither to the Mosaic law nor
to any such abstract and indefinite thing as the principle of
truth.

It

is

rather the specific decision of the priest, given in
him to Yahweh, the final ar-

cases that were appealed through
biter;

cf.

with me]

Dt. 17*

"•

To "walk

I9l^

with

—In peace and uprightness, he walked
God"

is

to worship God.

It implies

and denotes a more intimate fellowship with God than that expressed by the more
common phrase "walk after"; cf. Dt. S'^ 13-' Je. 7^ 2 K. 23^
Ho. iiio. It is used of Enoch (Gn. 522- 24) and Noah (Gn. 6^),
and of no others. The term "peace" indicates the tranquiUity
and harmony existing between God and his obedient and loyal
"
"
"
priesthood. The uprightness meant is the reverse of the perliving in full accord with the divine will

—

versity" just mentioned; it is an unswerving moral integrity.
And many did he turn from iniquity] Cf. Dn. 12^, where great
reward is promised those who "turn many to righteousness."

In this statement, the priesthood is conceived of as much more
than a body of men set for the exact performance of the ritual,
or as

men through whom

the will of

God

is

made known

as mes-

It is rather an
sages are transmitted through a telephone.
agency endowed with great possibilities as a positive force for
7. For the lips of a
instruction and reproof in righteousness.

—

Having stated the nature of
by the former priesthood, the
writer before taking up directly the contrast afforded by the
priesthood of his own times stops for a moment to say that what
priest should treasure knowledge]
the priestly service once rendered
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had once been done was but the proper function

of a priest.

There was nothing abnormal or extraordinary in the performance;
"
the priesthood had but done its duty.
Knowledge" is nowhere
else

mentioned

in Malachi.

Evidently

it

connotes something

more than mere learning, or the possession of a mass of facts,
however great. It is here practically identical with that wisdom
the beginning of which

Ho.

similar sense in

is
^

4^-

the "fear of the Lord."
6^.

On

It is

used in a

the basis of the occurrence of

Smith entitles the whole section "the priestand writes forceful words concerning the
necessity of an intellectual type of ministers. True as all this
Intellectualism and
is, it is hardly the thought of this prophet.
this word, G. A.

hood

of knowledge,"

search for truth in the abstract were outside the pale of his
His concern was wholly within the field of practical

interest.

—

and morality. And instruction should they seek at his
mouth] The word "instruction" includes the oracle of Yahweh
as in V. ^, and also the teaching as to the correct discharge of
ritualistic obligations.
For the messenger of Yahweh of hosts is
he] As the spokesman of Yahweh, people have a right to expect
truth and justice from the priest. Unfaithfulness to such a responsibility is a most heinous offence. This is the only case in
which this title is applied to the priest. In earher writings it
designates the angel sent by Yahweh to communicate his will
to men; e. g. Gn. 16^ ^- Nu. 22^2 « Ju. s"^ 13^^ ^'' Apparently,
religion

—

is that Yahweh who once spoke to his people through
a specially appointed angel now has chosen the priesthood to
perform that function. This is a conception of the importance
and dignity of the priesthood that is unsurpassed, if it be even

the claim

equalled, elsewhere in the Old Testament. It renders the
The priestly Torah leaves no
of the prophet superfluous.

work
room

or need even for angelic teachers. Cf. Hg. i", where the title
"angel of Yahweh" is applied to a prophet, viz. Haggai himself.
The writer now proceeds to show how far the priesthood has
fallen
the

from

way]
Ju. 2" I

i. e.

this high ideal.

the

S. 122"^-.

the instruction]

way

of

—

8.

But you have turned

Yahweh;

cf.

Ex. 32* Dt.

— You have caused many

The

to

aside
^«

g^^-

from
31"

11-**

stumble on account of

priests have perverted the oracle

of

Yahweh

28-9

^I

and so caused offence to those who have been thus wronged.
The priestly Torah which should guide men in the way of Yahweh
has been so used as to turn them away from Yahweh. If the
priest of

God be

unfaithful,

it is

inevitable that the

common

not only in the priest, but also in his God.

people lose faith

—

have violated the covenant of Levi, says Yahweh of hosts] Cf.
w, ^ The priests have failed to fulfil their part of the covenant
they have broken their promise; they have been false to their

You

•*•

;

vows.

—9.

Afid so I have made you despised and low before all the
is Yahweh's punishment of the priesthood for its

people] This

The

faithlessness.

but

versions read "peoples";

making the prophet address the nation and

this involves

refer to the fallen

fortunes of Judah. The entire context requires that the address
be to the priesthood and the reference to the loss of prestige
with the people which it has already suffered. Inasmuch as you

—

are not keeping
oracle]

my

Yahweh

fear or favour;

is

cf. 2

ways, but are showing partiality through the
a righteous God, dispensing justice without
Ch. 19^. The priests, in that they allow their

decisions to be influenced

or even
cf.

by

and

gifts

Ho. 14^ Ps.

by considerations

Besides

145^^.

this,

with the kind of deceit exposed
the charge here.

in

and power,
Yahweh's ways;

of place

bribes, are not walking in

the connivance of the priests
" is doubtless included in
i^-

The integrity of 1^2' has been seriously called in question at only
one point. Boh., followed by Marti, Siev. and Now.*^, would omit 2' as
an interpolation. The grounds alleged in support of this contention are
between v. and v. by separating
superfluous after v. «; (3) that Yahweh is here
«« he is himself the
speaker; and (4) that the
spoken of, whereas in vv.
''
"in'^2 is different here from that represented elseconception of the
where in the book, e. g. 3'. But v. ' is in close connection with the
(i)

that V.

them;

''

(2)

dulls the sharp contrast

that

it

«

«

is

and the contrast between v. ^ and v. ^ suffers relatively
^
by comparison with that between v. and v. 8. Moreover, there
'
and v. ', the latter pointing out that
is a direct connection between v.
the priests do just the opposite of that which has been stated as their
duty in the former. It is no uncommon thing for a prophet to interthought of

V.

5

little

mingle statements in the third person with those in the first person,
when he is speaking in the name of Yahweh; v. i^- " 3'- * ". It is quite
true that the representation of the priesthood as

itself

the

'•>

jn':'^ is
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not found elsewhere in Mai.; but neither is it found anywhere else in
the OT.. It is a conception of the priesthood which is, to say the least,
as easily explicable upon the lips of the author of Mai. as it would be

coming from any other source. His high regard for the priesthood as
an invaluable institution is sufficiently well attested by the indignation
that stirs him as he contemplates the indifference and disloyalty of
the priesthood of his own day. Hence, the case against 2' seems too

weak

to carry conviction.

=" should
"^^t] Impf. expressing customary action; not a jussive
honour" (conlra Ko., et a/.).— 3vs] Rd. v3n, with §•
([I^°- Eth.; so Bu.,
» HP.
22, 36, 51, 62, 68, 86 mg.,
Hal., Now.'^.— i2;i] Add s<i^% with <&^
1'.

A

<=•

so Jer., Oort, Smend, We., Now., Marti, Siev., Bu., Dr.,
van H., Hal., Du.^"™ .— vjin] Cf. foil. a>jiN; pi. of majesty; cf.
Ges. ^^'"i; cf. also Gn. 39= 42'" Dt. 10" 2 S. 11' Is. ig' Ho. i2'5 Ps.

Ul,

Eth., Arm.;

Or.,

—

—

foil,

Pausal form; Ges. ^^"o. 3dS] (6 vfjLels, in apposition with
amoNi] Does not continue "'D'.:' vn, in the sense "you
"priests."

who

despise

136'.

'js]

—

my name

"yet ye say,"

etc..

—

and say"; but introduces the priests' question,
^^ "^
% on omission of subject.

7. a-'ir^jD] Cf. Ges.

Equivalent to an explanatory clause with is'N
•^xji] Vnj

=

in the later writings,

'-'•;i

O^Bmtr. Kal dirare, originally
ifKLffyfjffaixev

Du.P™-, Kent.

—

under obelus.

and S;

avTois
'-iJ^j]

(S^a

=

—

nu'^xj]

Rd.

so Gr., Torrey, Marti,
05^"2y Hdd.

ij\iffy^fjiivt}.

so

1C,

2j

benedida.

Arm..

(^^

^-

^

—

2^^.

inij';'Nj,

etc..

with (S

van H., Now.*^,

^^ouSevwju^vTj; so

HP.

and»"

(!I"°-

22, 36, 42, 49, 51, 95, 130, 185, 198, 233, 238, 240,

Arm..

—
—amcNi]

"in that ye,"
59' Ezr.

g. Is.

e.

311

sin] (^^"^ adds, Kal to. iivLTidineva i^ovdevwa-arei

QJ^Q

Ppdifiara i^ovS^vuvrai.

79, 86 mg., io6, 198, 233 and
the addition with an obelus.

(S[^°-,

Heid.^

JJP. 26, 36, 40, 49,

&"

Ppufiara i^ovSevd/xeva.

Jer. explains

it

as borrowed from

marks
i'-.

—

wholly indefinite, viz. "any
,iiy] Anarthrous, because
inno':'] This official probably was a Jew, though it is by
blind," etc..
no means certain. The only persons by whom we know the title
8. nSni

nDQ

—

'*
"governor of Judah" to have been borne are Zerubbabel (Hg. i'Nehemiah
(]S[e. s^ms i2^-'^),a.nd Bagoas (Sachau's Elephantine
22-21),
Papyri, I, i; cf. I, 29). That Nehemiah had had several predecessors
He himself seems to have held a somewhat
is made certain by Ne. 5'^
'•.

exceptional position, being designated as "governor in

Judah" and

having been appointed for a definite period (Ne. 2^). It would seem
that at his time Judah was normally under the jurisdiction of the governor of Samaria, which so far as Judah was concerned was set aside
in favour of Nehemiah while the latter was in Jerusalem. In the time

Bagoas (411-407 B.C.), Judah and Samaria were small districts, each
under its own 'fl, who was probably under the jurisdiction of the ruler
of

of the great trans-Euphrates province

Rd.

i^p;.:;,

with

(6*< <^-^^Q,

HP.

{cf.

86, 233,

Ezr. s' S^^Ne.

A,

CC'^"-,

2^-

»

3')-— l^"*'^]

and H; so We., Now.,

—

Marti, Dr., Bu., Siev., van H., Isop., Du.^™-. (S'^ om. sf.. 9. Ss] (S
ToO deoD vfj.Qv.
^::n>^] (^'^ Kai SeriOtjre avrov; to which (S"^'*^-*^ adds J'i'a

—

HP.

vnds (so also

iXe-qcry

Hal. 03:n\n.

D'JD.

«AY

tiZ'-r<]

=

22, 36, 51,

Siev. imjnai.

<S.^°-,

—

Ufnrni.
Arm.. But (&^*

xB'Nn; so

— ofxai). —a;c]

Bu. UjnM, and tr. to foil.
33-i>-] Bu. 'd ^;.

B).

Isop.

A, Eth., OI^"-,
Treated by Hi. ei al.

—

<:•

\-f)ixfovT€ {(&><

=

as a partitive |3

^

<=•

»>

"from among

= "on your account"; while
you"; by Ke., Koh. et al. as causal
Hd., We., Now., et al. regard d^:o dsd as a slightly stronger expression
"
"
This latter view
than D3'JD, viz. will he accept faces of any of you?
seems the best. a-:;:] OS B = aj^jD. 10. 'z] (5 = 13, confusing c and
For other cases of a
clause expressing
:; V. note on Mi. i* in ICC.
an optative idea, even with 'o separated from its impf. by intervening
words, V. Is. 42^3 Ps. 107" Je. 9" Ho. 141" Ps. 89" Jb. 13" 41=; cf.
Ges. ^^1"^. aoa] (5 = against you, connecting it with -(jd\ -\jdm] (6

—

—

•>::

—

<TvvKKei(TdriffovTai.

—
—

—

a\'^'^i]

form,:". Ges. ^^"°.

86, 147, dpdfeTai;

Bom.

n'^i]

but

On

Dual, for the two leaves of the door.

(§"«'<'•

n^.

— n>Nr]

B

incendat.

A C°-, Arm., HP.

S>"

HP.

CS'^''*'\

62,

22, 26, 36, 40, 42,

49, 51, 68, 95, 106, 130, 185, 228, 233, 238, 310, 311, dvdi/'aTe.— riN3x]
21

om.;

so Now."^, Siev..

—

11. Si-u]

^

8e56^a<TTai.

—

aipn]

GASm.

in-

=

"sanctuary"; cf. Zp. 2» and Ar. makdm. But the context here seems to militate somewhat against so restricted a sense.—
terprets as

B

i2|-ic]

(& Ovfilafxa.

sacrificatur .

Lagrange (RB.

'06, p. 80),

"iO|-ic;

so

van H., Hal, Bu.(?). Now. nciic. Du''™- reads this and the
word as uun nnpi^. It is better taken as a prtc. Hophal = "smoke

Siev. (?),
foil,

—

to arise," than as a dir. noun; cf. Ges. ^'"b.
:^>Jc] Qm. as a
on the rare form lap!;; so We., Now., Marti. (^ TrpoffdytTai. (B'^

made

is

gloss

^

irpocraydyeTe.

mina

—

t'jci;

so

A

—

DHM., Isop..
so DHM.. We.

om.;
nn:::i]
with ^, 13 mss. of Kenn. and 2 of de R.; so Now., Isop.. hinds]
om., but adds et sacrificium acceptiim non habeho ex manihus veslris.

om.
1C

B, with 11 mss. of Kenn.,
my holy name."

Eth. adds "to

12.

Marti,

"ijin]

T^)i^\

ia>:

12.

Du.P'°-

&

GASm., Now., Marti,
i^ovd^vuvrai

((g>"<c.a

io>'v

"^njc]

Torrey questions the right

of 's to a

Bu.

—

—

as dittog., with

Hal. nraj

—

and suspects considerable confusion between vv. '
nraj U'-ji] Rd. ntaji, omitting
v*<i?.
><i^] Siev. om..

place in this verse

and

—

1

and apparently

21;

WRS.

so

Oort, Siev., Isop., Kent.

= evurat). B
niaj nnajci.

et

(c^-"^- *"),

(& xal

rd

We.,

iiriTidiixeva

quod superponitur contemptibile est.
a^j occurs only here

Du.''™- nraj 2>iv

where Kt. reads 2ij and the text is by no means certain.
"
"
in
fruit
(scil. of the lips) and that is
required there is
But any such
vb.
of
the
with
the
3ii, "to grow."
keeping
meaning
meaning is inappropriate here, since the gifts laid upon the table of

and

in Is. 57'^,

The meaning

'•'

can hardly be spoken of as the

fruit or

product of that table.

—

Hence

B

the probability of the origin of the word here through error.
i'^'onJ
cum igne qui illud devorat, a free rendering of the form pointed as a

prtc, viz.

26

i'?3s.

Van H. om.

as a gloss

on

la^j.

—

13.

amoNi]

Pf. with
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waw

consecutive continuing the

inf. cstr. ao-irsa.

—

hn^-ie]

=

'n-nn;

c/.

Ch. 15"; ht!?, Ex. 4'; ai^r, Is. 3'=; ^i'?';-, 2 Ch. 30'; r."i?; and
'nacS,
one Ez. 8^ Cf. Ges. ^^ '" " ". C5 ^k KaKOiraOias icrrlv^ HN^nc; so & 11 ®.
on the ground that n.:n (® g> = njn) cannot preto
We.
I

<=•

objects

cede

.1^,

Ps. 1S3K

&

with

";nc

which must hold
Hal. nx'?n

CH''"-

N-in;

first
c/.

place in the sentence; but cf. avj no 7\:rt^
Ez. 24''. n- 1^.— inix onnsm] Rd. ^?^s 'm,

so also Jer., Ra., Rosenm., Gr., Ginsburg,
(5 Kal i^€<p6(n]<Ta avrd
is o^npiD ]^p:^.
'n
The Hiph. of nsj ocBu.
i^ecpva-T^aare.

A, Arm., Eth.;

Now., Marti,

Siev., Isop..

onis

(§><

>,-ini3ni.

=

It

D3-7.3np.

and in Jb. 31^^. In the Qal, it means "to blow into"
Here it evidently denotes some act expressive of con(or "upon").
to "oppress"
tempt and scorn, and in Jb. 31" something equivalent
curs only here

or "crush," with i^-dj as object. It is hardly possible to interpret the
same way. Nor is anyHiph. here and the Qal in Hg. i' in precisely the
it with 1/ nis, in which
thing gained by Now.'s proposal to connect
'^mj] Rd. with van H.
case the form would be somewhat irregular.
and Isop., 'jn -nx. These three additional letters are called for by

—

the fact

that the

Their disap-

two co-ordinate words have them.

to the last letters of the
pearance was caused by their close similarity
v. «, corrects to n.i."n tn; so also
preceding word. We., on the basis of
d. Socida
Marti, Siev., Hal., Bu., Kent. Chajes, in Giornale

Now.,

Asiatica ltd.,

178, suggests

"-nj

=

"the young

of birds"

(Dt.

usual word for a thing torn

by beasts
HflTj (Ex. 223» Lv. ly'O- 'J has therefore been interpreted by some
Rosenm.) of things stolen from their rightful owner. But the two

32'i).
is

XIX,

Gr. and

Du.''™-, ha^r:.

The

(e. g.

words co-ordinate with

it

militate against

any such sense

Van H.

here, as does

support of the
= "was injured"
meaning here adopted the analogy of the Ar. gazila
and 'agzal = injured (one), used in speaking of an animal. But these
also the corresponding series in v.

».

cites in

terms are applied specifically to a camel whose withers have been galled
"torn
by the saddle; hence they furnish little support for the meaning
is
by wild beasts" or "snatched away from wild beasts." The context
the strongest argument in its behalf.— nnj-n nx oiNani] Rd. nns 'm
Hal.. Siev. and Kent
nn)C, with We.; so DHM., Bu., Isop., van H.,
om. the whole phrase. Now. om. n pn a.-iN^ni, as due to dittog.; while
it as a misplaced marginal correction of the first a-vX^-n,
intended to show that n pn should be inserted after it.— 14. 'rju] (& 6s

Marti explains

Elsewhere found only in Gn. 37'* Nu. 25'8 Ps.
"B dolosus.
of the same
but
these
passages with the Assy, and Aram, usage
1052=;
"deroot, make certain the general meaning "cunning," "skilful,"
ceitful."— b-m] Bu. om. 1.— -^iJi] 05 Kal eix'h ^^vtov iv' ai/rqi; hence
GASm., n-<iii (so Bu., Isop.(?)); but (S may easily be a rendering accord-

^v SvvarSs.

Now.*^ suggests the omission of this word. But it is
for as a part of the original text. The words 'ui !:"1
define ^^n and are themselves in the nature of a conditional clause, of

ing to sense.
easily

accounted

i'='-2''

which

i"'Ji

•

CM

.

.

=

nnra

Many

(e.

and found here a contrast with

the fem. form does not occur;
sacrifice in general,

offerings;

so Hd., Marti, Siev..

—

—

'x

i^

nn'>

niscn,

and

and

much

fits

-\';n]

better where

agreement with the

in

—

n\-ii-i>i
H., Isop., Du.*"™-.
ins; so Now.. <&^^^ C°-

yiav

Kal ovk f(TTai iv

ufjiQv

i:",

'j-in'^]

horribile.

is

it is

But

for certain specific

Many

mss.

nin^'^;

by Marti,

1133 nr'^] Siev.

''C^'?

hardly suitable as a definition of
in iH.
33\-ii3i3] Rd. d.:^-:-)3, with

—

Marti, Now.*^, Bu., van
om.; so Eth., A. We. suggests 3Ji

^

DJi]

A,

"a male."

later addition

foil. sf.

Eth.,

in sg.; so

Arm. add

Kal Siaa-Kedda-o} rrjv evXo-

&"

v/xTv.

obelises Kal ovk icrrai ev

—
Omitted as
—2^
U

31 4=8 56 xt^-^.

Niij] (& eiTKpavh.
Now.*^, Siev..
tr. to follow D''j-i3n in v. '; but it

(&

—

nor were female animals excluded from

though they were not acceptable

Ex. 12= Lv.

cf.

the apodosis.

nati

Lv. 22") by Baer, Ginsburg, and
g. Hi., Mau.) pointed as a fern., viz.

(c/.

earlier scholars

n^^'f?,

and

constitutes the protasis,

pnu-r] Pointed thus as masc.

Kittel.
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v/j-iv.

puts this addition before 'ui DJi and
<&^ obelises the entire addition and

notes in the margin its absence from the Heb.. It seems to be a clear
case of verbose expansion in <S.
3. li'j] Rd. ';pj, with We.; so Now.,

—

=

Oort, Marti, Dr., Bu., Siev., van H., Du.^™-, Kent. Cf. (S a.(popi^w
yij.
projiciam. Aq., 2. iTriTiixQ. Wkl. >.ij; so Isop.. i"j is usually

H

followed

by

it

is

yields

a;

but lacks

it

The meaning

here and in Ps. 9^ 68" 119='.

not satisfactory in this context;

—

v. s..

Nor

is

any material

—

advantage gained by changing to i'lJ. 33'"] Dat. inconitnodi. i'lrn] Rd.
jnn, with (& rbv dfiov, H hrachitim, and Aq.; so Houb., Mich., Eichhorn,

New., Ew., Schegg, Reinke, Koh., Ke., We., Now., Oort, Marti, Dr.,
Bu., Siev.,

same

van H.,
Hi.

figure.

Isop.,

Du.'''^°-,

Wkl.

>:":.in.

Kent,

—

i>;b'.':i.

et

c-id]

al..

H

Cf.

om..

i S.

(S

2", for the

iwcrrpov

=

Kbnpov. Wkl. yiD = "long hair"; cf. Lv. 10'
Aq., S
cn^ occurs also in Ex. 29" Lv. 4" 8" 16" Nu. 19^ In these

"stomach."
21'°.

passages,

it

is

always

listed as

a part of the sacrificial animal which

must be burned outside of the camp, along with the "skin and flesh," or
"skin, flesh and blood," or "skin, flesh, thigh-bones, and inwards."
It seems to have been the faecal matter in the intestines, or possibly
the intestines themselves.

Isop., adopting the latter

meaning, inter-

prets the passage as a threat to withdraw the shoulder, which has
hitherto been the priest's due, and to give in exchange that portion
of the animal which, being

therefore, of

no value.

{ZAW. XXIX,

154

/.),

who

calls

"stomach," in Dt. 18' is rendered byCS
with exactly tht same words as are used for -•"'d here, and so inter-

attention to the fact that

&

unclean, might not be eaten and was,

Cf. Nestle
na;^.,

prets this as a threat to deprive the priests of the sacrificial shoulder
and stomach which were assigned to them by the Deuteronomic law
(18').

But the language employed does not convey any suggestion

an exchange, nor
"spread upon

of

the idea of withdrawal very clear in the expression
your faces." Then, too, if the shoulder and stomach
is
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were withdrawn, why should the "two cheeks" (Dt. i8') not have
gone with them? 'a dj^js Sy] (U^ om.; v. s.. aD^'jn] g> prefixes S;?..
Bu. D'';'-! DDinat. vSn ddhn ns'ji] Rd. "'S^JO DD\nNi:'Ji; c/. B I will take

—

—
—

you away with

The

CS

it.

ical

M

H

eh rb avrb.

X-qfifoixai v/xas

et

assumet vos

due to wrong distribution of letters, dittog.,
haplography, and confusion between n and y which is common. For
the usage of Sys here involved, cf. Je. 2^32^" Ho. 9'. Bu. 'riND D^inNS'ji,
secum.

coming

is

Now.

iVxr;.

through

Hal. proposes

a.Tnst'Di.

add

error of

aD"'nNB'ji(?);

so

Oort.

"curse" for vSk.

4.

TinS!:']

—

Du.'''^°- 'n h]i;

of the fact that" occurs in Ex. 12"

Now.^

so

Kal tt)s

Hb.

(cf.

3^^).

H

so

eip-fjvqr,

—

5.

B

om.

Du.^^(B^

"^id.

®.

Nu. 11"

i

—

Siev. ni«nS;

S. 12' 14".

om. sf.. aiSiyni C'-nn] (g rijs fw^j
The two nouns are most easily handled as
mx]

21

—

prefixed objects, which are taken
(5

—

nrn'^] Bu. nioip; and
apposition with the subject.
but such changes seem superfluous, since S = "in view

in

Kvpios,

pSn

n'^s,

up again in the foil. sf. d_.. DjnNi]
and 226 (de R.). Hence, Ew.

so also mss. 129 (Kenn.)

sf.;

—

and Reinke, njnNj. snin] The third object of 'pni. It might possibly
be construed as taking the place of an inf. absolute, with intensive
(B^^ om.

(& if (pd^cf).

force.
1N-11C.

but

(po^dadai;

(g^ab

p-e.

Bu. and Now.*',

S.

Siev. prefixes

x^ini.

naqy ^dd

(vid)

Oort prefixes

^i*.

Du.^^°-

Isop. !<-iion(?).

Bu.

^jni^m;

'•nnji.

so

—

"ijniim] <S

Now,", Du.^^-;

but the context requires that this verb state a fact of history, rather
than a purpose or a hope. Furthermore, Bu.'s change here involves a
change also
21

ject.

a form

'i is

nnr..

in the following verb.

B

proficisci.

with the root nnj.

—

an adjective; Ges.
in Ez. 28'',

in

Niph.

6.

ncx]

^^i28p_

d ffreWiadai,

nnj]

§

with xin as ob-

Bu. and Now.''

®.

nn.i.,

or

from nnn and must not be confused

pf.

A

—

so

pavebat;

genitive after a cstr., with the force of

— nhv]

Usually treated as fem.; but here and
masc. Albrecht {ZAW. XVI,

text be correct, taken as

if

117) proposes to obviate the difficulty
a^LKia for

both nSiy and

p>*

here.

by reading jij-n, since 05 uses
But there are too many cases of

similar irregularity for suspicion of the text to be justifiable here;

K6.

d

11^

^^ 345

d

for a list of

KarevOvpojv.

Ges.

^^

"" ^

—

8.

—

7.

them.

—

aiS-i'a]

ncs"] A potential
Now.'' suggests

annr]

21 in

pace linguae.

—

cf.

nitt"D3i]

impf. expressing obligation;
or that some word has

'ch,

'w'.
But this is a gratuitous suggestion, since
the asyndetic structure is established by the foregoing an'^::'Dn. 9. "jsS
S here denotes
SI pi.; so 12 mss. of Kenn. and 14 of de R..
ayn] (5

been omitted from before

—

H

the agent, after the pass,
'sw'

adjusts itself easily.

a-raj,

—

a''JD]

a construction to which the adjective

Torrey

""Jd;

so Marti,

Dr.(?),

Siev.,

Now.", Kent. This yields the sense, "nor respecting me" (scil.
Yahweh). But a^jo 'j is always used of the act or attitude of one in
authority toward an inferior or suppliant. It is never = "bestow
honour upon" (a superior) as this reading would require.

I

'-'''

§
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4- YAHWEH'S PROTEST AGAINST DIVORCE AND
REMARRIAGE WITH IDOLATROUS WOMEN (2io-i«).

This has been rightly called the most difficult section of the
of Malachi. Its difficulties do not, however, obscure the

Book

general course of the thought.
another obstacle in the way of the
love for Judah.

He

The prophet
full

brings to light
manifestation of Yahweh's

reminds the people of their

common

origin,

and charges them with disloyalty to one another and to Yahweh
in the fact that they have divorced their faithful Jewish wives
and contracted new marriages with foreign women. In view of
this sin, they need not wonder that Yahweh refuses to hear their
prayers. He desires the propagation of a pure and godly race.
Therefore his people must be loyal to their marriage relationships; for divorce

is

Have we not

10.

a deadly evil.
one father ?]

all

The address now

is

to the

people, rather than the priests.
They are reminded of their
common fellowship, as members of the same spiritual family.

"Father" here

refers to

Yahweh

{cf.

i^),

and the question

is

one in meaning as well as in form. Some
interpreters have seen here an allusion to the human progenitors
of the Hebrews, viz. Abraham,* or Jacob, f or even Adam.f
parallel to the following

But human parentage would

scarcely be assigned the place of
the sentence, with Yahweh taking second
not one God created us ?] This, of course, is a propo-

honour, coming
place.

—Has

first in

would apply equally well to all mankind in the mind
and the more thoughtful of his contemporaries.
this and the preceding question, he is evidently thinking

sition that

of this writer

But

in

of the spiritual unity that should prevail in his nation, because

between them and the great
a
basis for his protest against
laying
the introduction of schismatic elements into the community's
of the especially close relationship

God

life.

of the world.

— Why

He

is

do we deceive each his brother] Certain conduct is
among brethren and wholly in-

characterised here as treachery
*

So

t

So

e. g.

e. g.

Jer., Sanctius, Theiner, Knabenbauer, Hal..
AE., Ki., Grotius, Pococke.

t

So Abar.,

et al..
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—

common family unity. In proour fathers ?] It is not likely that any speintended. It is rather figuratively used, denot-

consistent with the fact of their
the covenant of

faning
cific

covenant

is

ing the general obligation of loyalty one to another that has been
inherited from the past. For a similar use of the word "cove-

nant," V. Am. i^* A covenant was regularly confirmed by an
oath and thus given religious sanction; hence its violation is
properly characterised as prof anation c/. Ps. 55^1 Sq^'^- ^. There
no reason for segregating this verse from vv. "• ^^ on the ground
that it is an introduction to a discussion of the evils of divorce,
;

is

while the following verses are concerned with mixed marriages. f
practice of mixed marriage was fraught with such serious

The

consequences for the religious and social unity of the community
that those of the stricter sort
those

felt perfectly justified in

branding

who

contracted such unions as disloyal to their brethren.
This accounts too for the use of the term "brother"; whereas,
1"
if V.
had only divorce in view, we should have expected some

—

word designating the wronged women. 11. Judah has played
traitor and abomination has been wrought in Jerusalem]
reads
"in Israel and in Jerusalem." But this is due to expansion by a

M

Israel, as distinguished from Judah, is not elseMalachi the occasion of protest or promise and lies
outside of the circle of interest; while, if it be identical with

later editor.J

where

in

Judah

here,

it

has been rendered unnecessary by the immediately

preceding mention of Judah. The conduct of individuals, or of
a group, within Judah has involved the whole community in reproach. As the ensuing sentence shows, the prophet here turns
to the aspect of the people's sin which directly concerns Yahweh
"
"
himself. The term
abomination is prevailingly used of things
or acts that are abhorrent to Yahweh, e. g. idolatry, uncleanness, irregularities of ritual,

Judah has profaned

—

and violations of ethical law. For
Yahweh which he loved] The

the sanctuary of

prophet's attitude toward the temple is of a piece with his denunciation of the criminal carelessness of the priests in i ^ ^
The
.

*

For the wide range of meaning acquired by
in EB..
t

Contra

\

So

GASm.,

Pres.,

n''"(3. <"/

el al..

We., Now., Marti, Bu., Dr., Isop., Du.P'"-.

art.

"Covenant," by N. Schmidt,

2-
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temple and all the rites connected therewith were dear to him.
This is the only place where Yahweh is explicitly said to love
the temple; but it is impHed in his love for Mt. Zion (Ps. 78^^ 87^)

and

whole attitude of Judaism toward the

in the

demned

ritual

and the

The

temple.

is

exact nature of the act of profanation here conindicated in the succeeding sentence. The view that

the sin of the people brings profanation upon the sanctuary is
one that is characteristic of Ezekiel and of the Holiness Code

The presence

(Lv. 17-26).

of sinful people within the sacred

precincts contaminates the whole place. Some would interpret
"
"
the holiness of Yahweh here as indicative not of the sanctuary,

But then we should have expected "holy
{e. g. Lv. 21") when applied to

but of Israel

itself.*

to

as always elsewhere

Yahweh,"

Furthermore, "profaned" is always applied to things
that were "holy" prior to the profanation, and Israel was hardly
Israel.

The

by our prophet.

so classified

holiness of Israel

is always
not
she
has ever
destined,
something
something
or
He
attained
has
married
the
actually
daughter of a
possessed.
The
use
of
the
number
seems
to render it
strange god]
singular

for

difficult to

which she

is

—

understand this as referring primarily to

literal

mar-

riages between the men of Judah and idolatrous women, though
such marriages undoubtedly took place; cf. Ezr. g^*- lo^* ^•

Ne.

10^1 15^3 "•. It is more natural to interpret the statement as
meaning that an alliance has practically been made between
Judah and some people that does not worship Yahweh through
the common celebration of such marriages. The alliance of Yahweh's nation with foreign nations was always opposed by the
prophets, on the ground that it involved disloyalty to and lack

Yahweh, as well as because of its tendency to introduce idolatry into Judah; cf. Ho. 7" 8* "• Is. 18^ * 20. The contest of Yahwism with idolatry was by no means brought to an
end by the exile. It was a constant menace to Yahwism even
of trust in

up

to the time of the

repeated attacks
(Is.

653"-

11

Je. 44150-

ish colony in

revolt. This is shown by the
by exilic and post-exilic prophets
xc. 1320) and by the fact that the Jew-

Maccabaean

made upon

it

Southern Egypt shared
•

So

e. g.

Or., Dr.,

its offerings,

et al..

as late as 420
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B.C. or thereabouts,

among three deities, viz. Yahu, Ism-Bethel,
and Anath-Bethel.* The admission of idolatrous women into
the community and the recognition of foreign gods, which was
involved in these mixed marriages, are the facts that constitute
the basis of the charge that Judah has defiled the temple of Yahweh. 12. May Yahweh cut oj" for the man who does this awaker
and answerer from the tents of Jacob] The individualistic form of
this malediction shows that the sin of Judah referred to in v. "
was one arising out of the acts of various individuals and that
the only way to bring it to an end is by dealing with the individuals involved. Unfortunately the text and meaning of the
words rendered "awaker and answerer" are obscure. In general, it seems as though they must include or characterise the

—

whole of the transgressor's family. The destruction of the sinner
and all his kin is apparently asked for. The use of the word
"tents" suggests the possibility that the terms "awaker and
may have had some connection with camp-life. Or

answerer"
they

may refer

to the arousing of the family in the morning.

An

interesting parallel from the Arabic is afforded by the phrase,
"there is not in the city a caller, nor is there a responder," mean-

ing that none have been left alive. f

This general meaning has

been marvellously handled by some interpreters; e. g. man is
here indicated as distinguished from animals, which wake indeed, but do not answer; J or, with the following clause included,
the prophet refers to the child so young that it only awakens,

the child slightly older who awakes and answers, and the adults
worship, i. e. the whole of the man's family. § But the in-

who

fant of the

first

few weeks would hardly be called an "awaker."

The

correct element in this latter interpretation is the feeling
that the language must be limited in its scope to the family of

the offender. Other meanings proposed, without change of text,
have been "teacher and scholar";** "son and grandson ";tt
"master and servant"; H "stranger and kinsman." §§ Efforts at
*

V. Papyrus i8, col. VII, lines 4-6, published in Sachau's Aramatsche Papyrus

und Ostraka

(iQii)t Cited by Ges. (Thesaurus, p. 1004); and also Woolf, Zeilschrift der Deutschen Morgcit'
landischen Gesellschafl, for igoo, p. 11. Cf. also Torrey, JBL.
(1905), 176-178.
t

Umbreit.

ii Cal..

Kdh..

§

§§

Yahuda,

"

XXIV

B,

Jer., Hi..

in Zeilschrift jiir Assyriologie,

ft S- SI,

XVI,

264.

Ew-

212.13

^j

emendation have been made, to wit, "root and branch";*
"lad and lass"; f "witness and respondent," J to which Marti
rightly objects that in such case we should have expected,
not "tents of Jacob," but "gates of his city," or some tribunal
Moreover, not every one was engaged in lawsuits;
hence the expression is not sufficiently comprehensive. Still
others abandon the two words as unintelligible. § And one
hringing an offering to Yahweh of hosts] This is a comprehensive
of justice.

—

summary,

since

to do.

of adult age, man or woman,
Yahweh and was under obligation so

any individual

could bring an offering to

This means, therefore, practically the extermination of
13. And this again ye do

—

the entire family of the guilty man.
ye cover the altar of Yahweh with

—

A

tears]
strong figure expressive of the intensity of zeal with which they seek Yahweh 's
favour. Cf. i K. iS^^-^'. "Again" is logical rather than chrono-

though some would make it mean "the second time"
Ne. 13^^ "•), the first time being that related in Ezr. 9 and

logical,
(\az.

— With weeping

10.**

the original

by some

awkwardly placed

in

and groaning] Probably an expansion of
It adds nothing essential and is
the sentence. Because there is no more any
reader. ff

—

turning unto the offering or any receiving of favour at your hands]
This is the cause for the weeping of the people. Yahweh refuses
to recognise their gifts and prayers because of their sins; and
so they redouble their efforts to propitiate him, but do not for-

sake their

sins.

This interpretation seems more natural than

that which refers the weeping to the divorced wives who come
to Yahweh's altar with their grief and constitute an effectual
obstacle to the bestowal of

Yahweh's favour.JI

As a matter

of

women were

not allowed to approach the altar; yet the
fact,
with tears is figurative in any case and the
of
the
altar
covering
of
the
figure does not depend upon the proximity of
legitimacy
the

women

to the altar

displeasure, however,

Hb. 2^0 The real cause of Yahweh's
not the weeping of the women, but the

{cf.

is

•

materialism, sensuousness and cruelty of their husbands
*

Torrey (but abandoned by him

t Bachmann.
**

JBL. XXIV),

X We., et al..
tt So Marti,
g. Hesselberg, Mau., Hd..
Contra Rosenm., Hi., Mau., Hd., Schegg, Reinke, Koh., Ke., Hal.,

So

II

in

Marti.

e.

§

Wkl.,

Siev.,
et al..

el al..

Now.^.

who
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make them weep. The view that the prophet is denouncing the
women's custom of weeping for Tammuz or Adonis* is a curi-

—14.

And you say, Wherefore ?]
currence to the question and answer method of i^- ^- ^
osity of interpretation.

A

re-

The

question calls for an explanation of Yahweh's refusal to look
upon the questioners with favour. Because Yahweh witnesses between thee and the wife of thy youth, against whom thou hast acted

—

treacherously]

men

of

The only

Judah

in large

natural interpretation of this is that the
numbers have in mature life divorced

{cf. 2") the wives whom they had married in the heyday of their
youth. The occasion of these divorces, as appears from 2", was
the desire to marry foreign women. It is true that the possession

of a wife was no obstacle in the way of the contraction of a second marriage. Polygamy was the law of the land even down to
the end of the Jewish state. The Talmud distinctly recognises
it, in its prohibition of a larger number of wives than four to the
ordinary Jewish citizen and eighteen for the king himself.f But
in the post-exilic age it is quite clear that monogamy was looked
°Pr. s^^"- 31103upon as the ideal state of marriage (Gn. 2^^
BS. 9^ 26^"^) and was the actual condition in most families. Furthermore, the dismissal of the first wife may well have been a
prerequisite to the new marriage laid down by the relatives of
the coveted bride, since the marriage is most easily accounted
for as a means of securing influence with and favour from powerful foreigners.
In a polygamous family, the first wives would
hold
the
naturally
place of honour and power. Torrey would

make

the term "wife of thy youth" designate the Yahweh religion, which was being abandoned by the Jews in favour of the

worship of other gods.J But this would be the only case of such
a figurative use of the word "wife" and it is without any true
analogy.

and

Hosea's designation of the relation between Yahweh
husband and wife was but the special appli-

Israel as that of

cation to a particular case of a terminology that was common
in Semitic religion, where the conception of a deity as husband

In any
husband and that

constantly recurs.

case, the designation of a

nation's

of a religion as the nation's wife are

»

So Wkl..

t

Tract Sanhedrin, ch.

II, ^ 21.

X

god as the
So also Wkl..

2^'
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two totally different things; and the latter figure is certainly a
somewhat unnatural one. The ordinary view has been objected
to on the ground that "daughter of a strange god" would mean
a goddess* and not an idolatrous woman. But the point is not
well taken. By the same reasoning, "sons of Yahweh" (Dt. 14*
Ho. i'° Is. I") would be gods, though the term is indisputably
applied to the Israelites.

In accordance with an idiomatic usage

"son" and "daughter," illustrated by the phrases "son of
strength," i. e. a strong man, and "daughter of Belial," i. e. a
"
"
wicked woman, the phrase daughter of a strange god is equivaIn view of such passages as
lent to "an idolatrous woman."
Nu. 21^^ Dt. 32^^ and Je. 2^^, there can be no reasonable doubt
but that this is the sense. The first marriage of a Hebrew was
of

ordinarily contracted at a very early age. The Talmud declares
the boy accursed who is not married by the time he is twenty

years of age.f In Palestine, Russia and Poland at the present
time, the boys frequently marry at the age of thirteen or fourteen and the girls even younger; cf. Is. 54^ Every contract of

whatever sort was concluded "before God" as a witness; i. e.
God was called upon to wreak vengeance upon either of the parties that should break the contract; cf. Gn. 31^'^-.
Hence, the
wrath of God must inevitably rest upon these men faithless to
their marital contracts.
Though she is Ihy comrade and the wife

—

of thy covenant] The
"one bound to thee."
significance.

word rendered "comrade" is, literally,
No English noun exactly reproduces its

In the masculine form,

it is

Yahweh
The "wife

applied to

in

of
3^ as "the comrade of my youth"; cf.
hast
whom
thou
wife
to
"the
thy covenant" is equivalent to
pledged loyalty and support." For "covenant" in the sense of
Pr. 2".

Je.

"pact" or "agreement,"

cf. 2

K.

11^

Ho.

10* Jb.

unnecessary to read into "covenant" so much as
make it mean "thy true Israelite compatriot." %

31^
is

It

seems

required to

The word

is

not always confined to strictly religious contracts; § and, as a
matter of fact, it is applied once, at least, to a figurative marriage
has no
(Ez. 16*). The proposal to drop this clause as a gloss**
•
t

§

t Tract Qiddusin, I, § 29.
Contra Kraetzschmar [Bundesvorsldlung im A. T. 240/.), Now., Isop., Du. '''"•.
*•
Marti, Siev., Now.^,
Cf. Valeton in ZAW., XIII, 262.

Wkl.
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real force, considerations

warrant in

most

based upon poetical form having no

The

this context.

clause clinches the

effectively.

15.

The beginning

obscure.

although
sought a
there is

of this verse as

found

in

M

is

accusation

hopelessly

And did he not make one,
he had the residue of the Spirit ? A nd wherefore one ? He
godly seed.] This is a possible translation of M, though
As rendered

in

RV.

it

no indication that the

runs,

first

clause

the "wherefore" of the second clause

is

is

interrogative

and

regularly represented

Hebrew word. But as so translated, what does
mean? To whom does the pronoun "he" refer?
Does "he" indicate the same person in all three cases? If so,
and if God be the person in mind, what is meant by his having
the "residue" or "remnant of the Spirit"? In any case, "remnant of the Spirit" is scarcely a Hebrew point of view, and it
by a

different

the passage

lacks

all

analogy.

If the Spirit of

Yahweh be thought

of as a

personal manifestation, as this translation seems to suggest, how
can it at the same time be presented as an abstract quality or

Could the Hebrews think

be spoken of quantitatively?
Spirit as limited in amount?
passage, as thus conceived,

regarding divorce

is

of the

Furthermore, the bearing of this
upon the argument of the writer

hard to discover.

RVm.

one hath done so who had a residue of the

"And

not

Or what?

Is

offers,

spirit.

there one that seeketh a godly seed?" This is better, in that it
carries on the preceding thought without any hiatus. But "so"

missing from iU, the "spirit" referred to is wholly undefined,
the phrase "residue of the spirit" is without analogy or parallel,

is

and the

The

transition to the latter half of the passage is too abrupt.
passage has been subjected to many widely differing inter-

pretations, of

which only a few

the subject and treat
interpreting thus,

"one"

may

be

cited.

as equivalent to

Some make God

"one flesh" (Gn.

"God made Adam and Eve one

flesh;

2),

he

might have given Adam many wives, for he had plenty of spiritual essence wherewith to furnish them souls; but he sought a
*
Others make "one" the subject and identify it
godly race."
with Abraham, interpreting thus, "Did not Abraham put away
•

Ra., Hd..

215-16

Hagar and yet

The prophet

^^

So the people inquire.

retain the divine spirit?

replies,

Yes; but he did

from an entirely

it

you, the gratification of your

own

different

He

motive from that which actuates you.

sought godly seed;
*
lust or ambition."
Another

interpretation is "Abraham did not do so {i. e. send away Sarah,
though she was old and childless), and yet an heir (ISC') was his
desire.

And what was
made

done

divorced his wife)

it (i. e.

more general

it

A

he seeking?

others have

godly seed." t Still
"No one has

in scope, viz.

who had

a remnant of the

spirit.

Why should any one do it, who sought seed of God?" J Owing
to the obscurity of M, many attempts have been made to emend
the text {v. i.). The reading proposed by Wellhausen has met
with more approval than any other, viz. "Has not the same God
given us breath and sustained us? And what does he desire?

Seed of God!"

Hebrew

But

original suggested for

conjectures yields,

has done
seed." §

it.

hard to obtain from the

this translation is
it {v. i.).

"Not one who had

One

of the

most recent

a remnant of moral sense

How is it with that one? He it is who seeks a godly

The change

of text involved in this

is slight,

but the

pronounced and sudden shift of standpoint in the word "one"
is most remarkable and unnatural.
No satisfactory solution of
the problem of this verse has yet been found. For further suggestions,

V. i..

— Then take heed

to

your spirit and

let

no one

act

treacherously toward the wife of his youth] Cf. v. ". "Spirit" is
here apparently equivalent to "character," "purpose" or "will,"

as e. g.iaje. 51^ Hg. i" i K. 21^ Ps. 51^^ This is an admonition
^^
growing out of v. *, whatever that passage may mean. 16.
For one who hates and sends away covers his clothing with violence,

—

says

Yahweh

M

inserts after "sends away" the phrase
of hosts]
God of Israel." This is probably a gloss;** for it

"says Yahweh,

separates the protasis from the apodosis, constitutes the only
occurrence of this title of Yahweh in Malachi, and is superfluous
alongside of the immediately following affirmation of divine
authority. The figure "cover the clothing with violence" occurs nowhere else in the Old Testament. The basis of the figure
*

De

Wette, Koh., Ke..

§ Du.P'»-.

f Hal..

*•

1 1-

So We., Now., Bu.,

de Dieu, Rosenm..

Siev..
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seems to

lie

in

an ancient custom whereby the casting

of one's

garment over a woman was tantamount to claiming her as a
wife (c/. Ez. i6* Dt. 22'° Ru. 3^),* The first two words of this

M

verse as found in HI are unintelligible in this context.
can
be
"he"
must
"He
hates
But
rendered,
only
putting away."
refer to

Yahweh who

is

RV.'s rendering,

himself the speaker.

"I hate," involves a change

of text,

which

is

on the whole

less

Other references to wives as
likely than that followed here.
hated by their husbands are Gn. 29^^ Dt. 21^^-^''. So take heed

—

to

V.

your spirit and act not treacherously] This is a repetition of
and may be but a variant. f The section would end im-

^^ "

pressively without

it.

^""1^

present the strongest and most outspoken condemnation of the divorce evil that the Old Testament offers.
They

Vv,

furnish an illustration of the fact that the laws of a land are

never up to the moral standards of its best citizens. In early
Israel, divorce seems to have been the exclusive privilege of the

man and

to

have been permissible on the

The Deuteronomic law took a forward

slightest grounds.

step in requiring the hus-

band to give the divorced wife a bill of divorcement (Dt. 24^ ^)
and in prohibiting the remarriage of the two in case the woman
should marry another husband and be again made a widow,
either by the death of her second husband or by divorce. These
restrictions were both for the purpose of compelling some consideration on the part of the man before he divorces his wife, by
his action more formal and public on the one hand and,

making

on the other, irrevocable. Furthermore, the right of divorce
was denied to the man in two cases, viz. when he had been forced
to marry a virgin whom he had seduced (Dt. 22^9) and when he

had slandered

his

newly married wife

(22^').

These laws and

the protest of our prophet show that the marital rights of women
v/ere slowly emerging in Israel as elsewhere. Mohammed sought
to check the frequency of divorce by exactly the opposite method,
by prohibiting the husband from taking back his divorced

viz.

wife until after she

had

first

This law of the Koran gave
*

V.

WRS.

Kinship

atui

lived with another

rise to gross

Marriage in Early Arabia,

man

as wife.

abuse of the marriage

ist ed., p. 87.

t

So

Siev..

210-16

rite.

much

^y

Neither the Jewish nor the Mohammedan law brought
Divorce continued to be the right of the man

real relief.

alone in Israel, was checked

by but few

legal obstacles,

and was

indulged in liberally.

The general interpretation of vv. '"-" presented above has been attacked in recent times from three different directions. GASm., followed
by Marti,

Siev.

and Kent, would

set aside vv. "•

^-

as an intrusion into

the original prophecy. The grounds urged in support of this are (i)
that they break the connection between v. '" and v. " ; (2) that their
is not in ethics as in v. '", but in cultus;
(3) that they deal
with the subject of mixed marriages, whereas vv. '"• "-'^ are concerned
with divorce; and (4) that their attitude toward foreigners is contrary

interest

to that of IMalachi (c/. i")- In reply to these considerations, it may
be said (i) that i" probably has no reference to foreigners {v. the note
on that passage); (2) that it is difficult to see why the same writer
may not have both ethical and religious interests and may not present
both of them in treating different aspects of one and the same subject;

the two are certainly not mutually exclusive in vv. '"-'S; (3) the questions of divorce and mixed marriages were so inextricably intermingled
in actual practice that in discussing either the other was involved.

They

are not two separate and distinct subjects, but two phases of one
Jew to be loyal to his people and his

subject, viz. the obligation of the

Read from this point of view, there
the progress of the thought.
God.

Wkl.

sees in this passage

is

no lack of continuity

an evidence that the prophecy

of

in

Mai.

originated in the days of Antiochus Epiphanes. The community is
split into two parties, the pious who keep in the old paths and the apostates who are forsaking Yahwism and going over to Greek ways and

thoughts.
cult.

But

.this

movement, and records the

MeSammem-el and

the observance of the Adonis

This passage denounces

erection of an altar to

in order to obtain

a wholesale corruption of the

such surprising results, Wkl. has to posit
he is unable to

text, so great, indeed, that

suggest the necessary corrections, though he is quite sure as to the general sense of the passage. Methods of this kind can hardly be deemed
scientific.

The

third attempt to displace the traditional interpretation

is

that of

Torrey (1898). He was the first after (S to suggest that the prophet's
attack was not upon mixed marriages or divorce, but upon apostacy
to a foreign cult. On this basis, "daughter of a foreign god" becomes
"cult of a foreign god," and "wife of thy youth" becomes the religion
Yahweh to which Israel had formerly been true. But, as has been

of

pointed out above, the language will not bear this figurative interpretation.

Furthermore, the only satisfactory interpretation of

v.

'-

makes
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it threaten the destruction of the guilty individual with his family and
strongly supports the literal treatment of the whole passage.
10. The first two clauses of this v. are transposed by (B^^^^ "^'<i- 51 A,

Eth.,HP.

22, 23, 26, 36, 51, 62, 68, 86, 95, 106, 114, 147, 185, 198, 233,

and Theodore

238, Ignatius, Origen, Chrysostom, Athanasius,

of

Mop-

probably due to a desire to give God the first place,
the word "father" being interpreted of Abraham, or some other man.
This

suestia.

is

(gNc.b g,H agree with the order of M.
(Sl^°- om. v. '»».
(S puts all
the suffixes in the 2d p. pi., probably to avoid including the prophet

himself with the guilty ones.

—

Rd.

^^3;]

iJ3j,

with 4 codd. of Kenn.,

^ lH

and most interpreters. The Niphal of iJ3 does not occur, nor
would it be fitting here. The impf. and inf. cstr. elsewhere always
have o. 11. nija] Probably an error for iJ^, in view of SSn in the

—

next sentence, where niini

is

of course, permissible

i*,

{cf.

again the subject.

where anvv

have been chosen here because
occurs.

is

The

of the series of fem.

The common explanation

use of the fem.

treated as fem.), and

is,

may

forms in which

it

Mau., Hd., Koh., Ke.,
Isop.) is that in the fem. form the land is thought of, and in the
masc, the people; but this is a bit artificial. h•;2^ anx] Rd. "^ya "iJ^x,
(so

e. g.

—

with Bu.; H'2i yields a poor sequence of tenses. Moreover, '1JI Spa
does not add a new fact, but merely defines the content of the preced13J ha ra Syai] (B xal iireri^devjev eU Oeoiis
ing phrase more explicitly.

—

dWoTpiovs, paraphrasing freely, perhaps to avoid the mention of marom. ds; cf. 21 et affectavit deos alienos.
riages with aliens. (B^
and worshipped strange gods. Wkl. "\3J '?i<-n"'a h^SB^, "and has built an
"=•

&

•>

idolatrous baityl," i. e. a shrine. Che. 'i '?x-n''3 '?3S''i, "and has eaten
in the house of a foreign god." H. Isaacs {JQR. XI, 526), no-Sx Nai
'j

Sn.

— 12.

common

tt'^xS]

his son's son.

omitting

(S

H

treat h as introducing the object of the verb,

usage in Aram, and Syr..

i>';

IB magistrtim
so also Eth..

et

(5

—

njiyi n;?]

&

QI

=

and

his son

a

and

discipulum. 21 et humilis, apparently
?ws Kal TaTreivud^ = nj;)i nj;; hence

We. njip Ti {cf. 35 Jb. 13" BS. 42^); so GASm., Now., BDB., Oort,
Kenn. 99 also has ij?. But it would be a strange social
Bu., van H..
order in which every man was provided with a "Klager und Verteidiger" and would look upon the loss of these as a terrible calamity.
ir;i vyy {cf. ^^^, where (S renders exactly as it does here); so
Marti, Kent. But this is too wide a variation from M, and Torrey

Torrey

himself has since abandoned
irNi;

cf.

Gn.

382.

-\-;__

it

{v. s.).

Bachmann

occurs again in Ct. 5= and

is

'^IP.]

"^i'J.

Gr.

iy.p

the regular form for

the prtc. of the stative verb; cf. pc. Whatever its precise meaning
{v. s.), the phrase is an example of the idiom in which everything is
subsumed under two opposite categories, e. g. yni ai!3; aci nay, Zc. 9';

The scope of the phrase is here clearly confined
aiTjJi -iix>', Dt. 32'^
to the family or friends of the offender,
13. nijB'l <S & i/xiffovv

—

=

210-15

Marti om.

so Wkl., Che., Bu..

'nsju';

between

store the connection

the insertion of vv.

"•
'2;

Q

so Aq.,

^KaXi/Trrere;

U.

^g

v.

'"

and

v.

Kent.

so Now.'^,

Some

it as a gloss intended to re" after it had been broken
by

—moj]

prefer dp^'D?;

Rd.

105:1,

(6

foil.

Bachmann, vanH.,

e. g.

but the impf. is better as an explanation of the preceding impf.
Marti, lEDri, which yields a poor consecution of tenses. I''Nc] (6
k6wwv = jiNn. Wkl. fNi. Bu. jxn. Many interpreters make this

Isop.;

—

v^'j:.-.

iK

same
and stronger if 'd
be given causal signiiicance; v. s.. aj-\^c] (& ^ Q = from your hands;
but this does not call for a different text, for the Heb. often uses the sg.
where we should use a pi.; contra Isop.. omnNi] (5 ® = and if thou
'O Sy] QS'^^^ and HP. 40, 49, 106 apparently om.; but this is
sayest.
probably due to an inner-Greek error of 6 for Uti.. iij?n] Bu. li'..
a result clause,
force as in Zp.

"so that there

viz.

But the

2^.

line of

is

—

is

giving 'd the

etc.,

clearer

—

—

—

15. This

nonne
Vn\— ins

unquestionably the most difficult v. in Mai.;

is

=

H

K0X6s.

no,"

thought

H^-\]

&

so

sSn;
(gB

OSAQI-Heid.

HP.
HP.

and We., Oort, Now., van H.,

48, 233, Kal

oil

v. s..

Isop..

KaUv; (gt^cb HP.

86,

—

x*^!]

Siev.
kolI

01)

22, 26, 36, 42, 49, 51, 62, 9I, 95, 97, I30, I47,

185, 228, 233, 240, ouKaXXos, probably to be read as ovk dWos, with
(B^ HP. 23, 40, 106, ovk &\\ws or oi KdXXws,
(jjBo. ^^ -Eth., Arm..

g,H

^

The proper
problem

disposition of this indefinite

in the interpretation of v. "j

"one"

d. s..

It

tion for the subject of a verbal sentence, imless

emphatic; and

it is

just as

abnormal a position

is
is

the most difficult

in

an unusual posiintended to be

it is

for the object.

^

—

n;:-;']

was there not one man ? either omitting 'j7 or else reading it as it'-n.
Van H. at-;. Du.^™- ini;-;', taking 1 from the foil. word. inc-i] Van H.

—

iNB?!.

We.

ixu'^j;

so Oort, Now., Isop..

the sense given to it
nn could only mean,

is

by We.,

But the

resulting idiom, in

without any parallel in Heb..

iN-j'n

"and left (or kept) spirit (or breath) over"; it
could never mean "and maintained breath (or spirit)." Further, the
idiom m-\ n-^'j? is harsh; we should expect jnj, ncj, or the like. It is
possible that
3'.

If, in

is^ should be

addition,

ic'x;

we accept

g>'s

cf.

the opposite transposition in Mi.
na';- and read ^in in its

treatment of

from the succeeding inxn, we get
man who has moral sense
(= spirit)." This suits the preceding context well, and disposes of the
difficult "remnant of spirit." But the connection with what follows is
not sufficiently close. &, however, furnishes a way of escape here also,
in that it omits nni. Thus the whole sentence becomes, "there is not

place, also dropping ^^N as a dittog.
fairly

good

sense, viz.

"there

is

not a

one who has moral sense, viz. one seeking a godly seed." nci is easily
accounted for as a marginal query by some puzzled reader, and n of
inKD may well be due to dittog. from nci. Cf. my presentation of this
reconstruction in American Journal of Semitic Langjiages and Literann] Van H. nni. Bu. n^'jn; cf. 2 S. 16". iS] We.

tures, April, 1912.

27

—

—
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so Oort,

i]'7;

tL fiXXo

^

®

d^'hSn]

Now.,

(Tiripixa.

semen Dei.

nisi

words thus,

—inxn

B

nci]

cm.

nci.

05

H d

/cat

—

etirart

quid unus . . . tiisi. Bu. an nci. yit !;'|-t3D
owe sought seed from God. IS quaerit
frjre? 6 ^eis.
Riessler, on the basis of ^, restores the preceding five

T. X.

K.

Siev., Isop..

&

cpan yijD

a''n'7!<

mnN

no omcNi.

But

(6's Koi

etware

is

almost certainly due to interpretation, and not to the presence of a
Heb. equivalent for it; and the same thing will account for the position
of CTTipixa. in

The

(I.

—

with

injjj r\v<n2^\ Rd.,

Isop.(?),

Du.P™-.— ^J3']

so We., Oort,

nj3.n;

dWflt iav

sense secured

—asnna

these textual changes.

g*,

(S 01

is

ddidb'ji]

not sufficiently strong to carry
Bu. inna ncu'ji; so Now.'^(?).

vy^} ncNa
H, 9 codd.

Now., Dr.,

Or., Siev.,

&

fiiff-^a-as i^airocTTeiXrii.

so Gr., Now., Marti,
Kenn. and 6 of de R. =
van H.. 16. rhv N.rf"T] <8

v^nv,

om..

of

H

—

cz^OT

oJzo habueris dimille;

so ®, changing what is otherwise a denimciation of divorce into an ex'v N:rN. Van H. treats NJ'f as equivplicit authorisation thereof. We.

alent to

makes

it

Du.''^"- in

with

it.

^p

(but everywhere else the form of the prtc.

the subject of

'-',

read as

nSu*.

It

is Njt')

and

seems better to follow

keeping Nr^' as a pf and reading n'^-f in asyndetic construction
This involves no further change in the sentence, as does the
.

,

—

= nD3> nS;
opericl atilem.
reading of We.. noDi] (5 Kal KaXi5i/'«.
so®. Oort, niDD\ We. nnDi; so Now., Marti, Siev., Isop.. imV] 01

=

(6 TO, ivdvix-fi/xard ffov

lifia'?.

185, 238, y/xw");

&

U

(^^ jjp

—

22, 36, 51, 62, 86, 95, 147,

probably an error for ivSv/iara, which was restored

by Cappellus and also by Grabe (1720), with the support of the
daughter versions of (I, viz. §» A, Eth., and the Georgian. Some commentators (e. g. Hi., Mau.) have interpreted 'S as "wife," after the
analogy of the Ar. libasiin; cf. Koran, Sura II, 183, where speaking of

here

wives

it is

(Tvv9i]K7}v^

§

5.

"they are your garment and you are theirs." But
without support in OT. usage. njan] (&,^ adds tt/v

said,

this is totally

—

and HP.

95, 185, tt]v

diad-J^Krjv.

THE NEAR APPROACH OF THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (2i7-3«).

The prophet
Israel, viz. his

cites

another cause for Yahweh's failure to bless

people have lost

all

faith in their

God.

Therefore,

send his messenger to prepare for the coming of the day
of judgment. Then wall there be a purification of the priestly
he

will

order and a
kind.

full

exposure and condemnation of sinners of every

For Yahweh

in Israel

must

is

perish.

unalterably opposed to

sin,

and the sinners

6i

2i^-3®
2''.

You have made Yahweh weary by your

statements]

i. e.

the

patience of Yahweh is exhausted; cf. Is. 43'^ The prophet addresses the people in general, not the pious in Israel,* nor the
glaringly wicked in particular, as is shown by the nature of
the charges in v.^. Their attitude of mind Yahweh can no longer
endure. The truly pious are, of course, exempted from this accusation; but their numbers are so few as to make any careful
discrimination in statement unnecessary in a general proposition
such as this. Yet you say, How have we made him weary ?] The

—

question and answer style is here resorted to for the opening of
a new phase of the discourse, just as in ^'^^- ". In that you say,
Every one that does evil is good in the eyes of Yahweh and he takes
The experiences of Israel had
pleasure in them] CJ. Zp. i^^
been so hard and sad during the exilic and early post-exilic years
that faith in Yahweh and his goodness was at a low ebb. Many
were ready to take the position here stated, viz. that Yahweh's
influence was exerted in behalf of the wicked as over against the
righteous. The favour of Yahweh was looked for in the form of
material prosperity of every sort. But very little of this had come
in Israel's way of recent years.
Hence arose the skepticism regarding Yahweh's interest in the righteous; "the earth is given
into the hands of the wicked" (Jb. g^"). The structure of the
sentence lays emphasis upon "them." Yahweh's delight is evidently not in the good, as would be expected, but in the bad.
Or, Where is the God of justice ?] This is another expression of the
same attitude of mind. The moral government of the world is

—

—

prophet's contemporaries were for the most
part imable to see the hand of God in the movements of their
times. It seemed to them that he had departed from the scene,

out of

joint.

The

leaving the interests of his people uncared for.
the righteous? Why did the wicked prosper?

Were not they
It

is

not at

all

a note of sarcasm in the people's question.
had
prophets
constantly emphasised the insistence of Yah-

unlikely that there

is

The
weh upon justice as the indispensable prerequisite to his favour.
What now has become of his much-vaunted sense of justice? Is
it

not time that he exercised a
*

little of it

Contra van H..

himself?

—3^

Behold, I
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am

about

to

me] This

is

send

my messenger ajid he will prepare the way before
the answer to the skeptical question of the people.

The wrongs
person,
runner.

From

of the present age are to be righted

by Yahweh

in

even now on the point of sending out his foreThe long-looked-for day of Yahweh is about to dawn.

and he

is

earliest times, this

day had been reckoned upon

as the

panacea for all ills; cf. Am. 5^*.* Our prophet is but reiterating
a promise that had been made and remade in every time of dis-

and crisis. He gives to it, however, not the significance that
had had in the popular mythical-religious thought, but the
deeply ethical value that had been ineffaceably stamped upon it
by Amos and succeeding prophets who had developed and entress

it

riched the idea prior to the exile. The representation that a preliminary work is to be carried through by Yahweh's agent before

the coming of the great day itself is found only here and in 4^- ^,
though the thought of preparing the way of Yahweh appears in

a somewhat similar connection, f This representation
was not original with this prophet, nor confined to him, as is
clear from the last phrase of the announcement in this verse.
Is. 40^, in

The

identity of the messenger is not revealed. It seems to be
taken for granted as known by the prophet's contemporaries.
Interpreters have sought to find here a prediction of the coming
^•

John the Baptist;| or of the prophet promised in Is. 40^
and identified with Elijah in Mai. 4^;^ or of the death-angel;**
or of the mythical Messiah ben Joseph of the rabbis, who was
to precede the Messiah ben David.ft Others have seen in it a
figurative embodiment of the whole line of the prophets; JJ or
an ideal figure ;§§ or a play upon the name of our prophet.*** It
seems, on the face of it, most natural to interpret the statement in the light of 4^, which declares that Elijah will return
before the coming of the day of Yahweh and will perform the
of

•

V. J.

The

M. Powis

Smith,

"The Day

of

Yahweh," AJTL, V, 505/..

borrowed from the oriental custom of sending out messengers to the various
towns and villages through which a king was about to journey, who should notify the inhabitants of his approach and thus enable them to prepare for a proper reception to him.
t So Theodore of Mopsuestia, Ephraem Syrus, Jer., Theodoret, Cyril of Alexandria, Origen,
t

figure is

Rosenm., Mau., Hd., Reinke, Ke.,

Isop., et al..

Ki, Pres., Schegg, Now., van H., e/o/..
XX Eichhom, Theiner, Hengstenberg.

§

•• Ra..
§§ Dr..

tt AE..
***
Dr.-
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3*

very same sort of work that is assigned to "my messenger" here.
But it must be borne in mind that 4* '• is a later addition
(v. i.)

and, consequently,

;

of our prophet

messenger"

upon

is

not a reliable index to the thought

No sure identification

this question.

of

"my

It is not at all unlikely that

therefore possible.

is

the prophet had no specific personality in mind.

—And suddenly

will the Lord whom you are seeking come to his temple] The title
"Lord" evidently indicates Yahweh as is shown by the additional
is the one for whose appearance the people are
His coming, notwithstanding the preparation made
seem sudden and unexpected. For the same attitude

statement that he
longing.*
for

it,

will

of longing for the

And

coming

of the

day

the messenger of the covenant in

comes, says Yahweh

of hosts]

Am.

cf.

ye delight

—

5'*.

—

behold, he

at the open-

"my messenger,"

made simultaneous with
coming
"the Lord," who can hardly be other than Yahweh him-

ing of the verse ;t for his

self,

Yahweh,

This "messenger" can hardly be

identical with the forerunner, viz.

that of

of

whom

and the coming

of

is

"my

here

is

messenger"

explicitly

announced

as preceding that of Yahweh. It is not at all unlikely, indeed,
that "the messenger of the covenant" is here confused with Yah-

weh,f as elsewhere the "messenger of

Yahweh;

e. g.

in the latter

Ju. 6"-

1^- 1^. is. le.

two passages

Consequently
term is.

it is

13 s.

j^s.

is

confused with

^ S. 241s 2

K.

title

impossible to

"messenger of the covenant."

tell

Some would make

ig^^;

This

his function is punitive as here.

the only occurrence of the

is

Yahweh"

20

what the exact

significance

messenger to be the guardian angel of the Jewish community.§ Others look upon him
as the original Baal-berith worshipped by the Shechemites

of the

(Ju. 8^^ 9*-

^^),

this

but now subordinated to Yahweh as one

The specific function
Yahweh himself, is not

angels.**

of the angel here,

that of

indicated.

Nor

if

of his

distinct

from

stated

what

is it

Du.'s hypothesis of a special "lord of the temple" distinct from Yahweh himself is gratu"
Du. would also make my messenger," "the Lord" and "the messenger of the covenant"
itous.
to be all one and the same person. But this is to postpone the appearance of Yahweh himself
that already
upon the scene until v. ' and requires him to do over again the very same work as
*

done by his supposed forerunner in v. '.
^Contra Hi., Mau., Marti, Du.P'°
van H.. HaL.
t So Koh., Ke., We., Sm. 124, Marti, Dr., Isop.,
§ Kraetzschmar, Bundesvorstellung im A. T., 237 _ff..
•*
Gressmann, Eschatologie, 202.
.
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"covenant" is meant. It may be the long-established covenant
between Yahweh and Israel; or it may be a new covenant marking the opening of a new age.* Grammatically, the antecedent of
"
the relative pronoun might be either "
of the covenant

messenger
view of the parallel phrase "whom
you seek" attached to "Lord," it is probable that "in whom you
or "covenant"

But

itself.

in

And who can endure the
Yahweh was said by Amos to be

delight" describes the messenger.— 2.
of his coming?]

The day

day
a day of "darkness and not

of

light; even very dark and no bright"
and
(520)
by Zephaniah to be a day of wrath, a day
of trouble and distress, a
day of wasteness and desolation" (i^s).
Malachi presents a similar view. And who can stand when he

ness in

it

"

;

—

appears?] Lit. "who will be the one standing when,"
body will be able to hold his ground before the dread

etc..

judge;

Noall

and powerless before him.—For he will be like
and like fuller's soap] The processes of smelting

will lie prostrate

a

refiner's fire

and washing

at once suggest the thought of
purification, rather
than total destruction. The day of Yahweh is to be a
day of

—

M

judgment. 3. Aitd he will sit as a refiner and cleanser]
adds
"of silver." But this is probably due to
from
a
foldittography
lowing line or to a gloss; since the word "cleanse" is hardly applied appropriately to the purification of metals and is nowhere
else so used.
And he will cleanse the sons of Levi] This is the

—

first direct

mention of the people over

whom

the judgment will

be held.

Contrary to the general expectation, the chastisement
and purification are to begin with that section of the
community

most ostensibly

religious.

The

necessity for such a cleansing

among the Levites has been clearly indicated in the charges
The purifying work
preferred against the priesthood in i«-2
will begin at the fountain-head of the
religious life of Judah. The
process

3.

must be pure, if the people at large
become pleasing to Yahweh. And he will refine them like

religious teachers of the land

are to

—

The refining of precious metals by the purintended to represent the most thorough-going
And they will become for Yahweh those
purification conceivable.
who bring near an offering in righteousness] i. e. in accordance with
gold and

gation of

like silver]
fire is

—

*

Gressmann, Eschalohgie, 202.

,2-5

all

the requirements of the ritual;

65
cj.

Ps. 51^'.

The Levites, who

been criminally careless in the conduct of the sacrifices,
will henceforth be a body of men devoted heart and soul to the
"• "
2^.
proper performance of the sacrificial ceremonial. Cf. i*Most Roman Catholic scholars regard this as a prediction of the
hav^e

rusalem will be pleasing

former years] The
cannot be known.

common

reflecting a

—

And

the offering of Judah and Jeas in the days of old and as in
particular period to which reference is made
It may be, indeed, that the writer is simply

offering of the Eucharist,

4.

Yahweh

to

"the good old times" were

\'iew that

all

that could be desired, whereas the present age leaves everything
to be desired. Certain it is, however, that not since the days of
the Conquest had Israel been pleasing to Yahweh, according to
the estimate of the pre-exilic prophets; cf. Ho. 11^ Am, 3^ ^•

Mi.

3'"'^ Is. 1^°

and

"

Je.

721-26.

'pj^g

emphasis placed upon

sacrifice

ritual here is in striking contrast to the depreciation of

—

hands of the earlier prophets. 5. And I will draw
unto
near
you for judgftient] The prophet, speaking in Yahweh's
person, addresses the people in general. The day of Yahweh
holds little comfort for them. And I will be a swift witness against
ritual at the

—

Sorcery and other low forms of religion were always opposed by the prophets as hated by Yahweh; cf. Ex. 7"
22^' Dt. i8^° Lv. 2o2^ I S. 15-^ Dn. 2'^ ^^
Yet such practices conthe sorcerers]

tinued in vogue

among

13^ and Josephus, Ant.
adidterers] This epithet

to

Yahweh

gods
those

{cf.

the people

XX,
may

6

down

to the end;

and Wars,

II, 12, 23.

describe those

who

cf.

Acts 8'

—And

the

are unfaithful

in that they give themselves to the

Ho.

22^- Ez. 16^^^);

who were living with
Hebrew wives;

their native

worship of other
but more probably it applies to

foreign wives, after having divorced
It is scarcely probable that
cf. 2^^.

unmitigated adultery was so prevalent as to justify its being
listed as one of the chief crimes in a charge like this.
Ajid

—

against those swearing

demned

to

falsehood] Perjury

is

frequently con-

Old Testament; cf. Lv. 19^2 Je. 292^ Ex. 20^^
Dt. 19^^ °- 231 Pr. 19^ Those who have hitherto escaped detection wiU now be pitilessly exposed and punished.
And against
in the

—

those oppressing the hireling, the

widow and

the fatherless]

These
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classes are especial objects of solicitude in the

Code;

also Ex. 22^1

Deuteronomic

Prophecy always stood upon the side
of the poor and the weak, and
represented Yahweh as their cham«•
«
"•
Am.
26
86
2^
Mi.
Is. 5*.
pion; cf.
31
By this threat, the
cf.

23.

writer puts himself in line with his great
prophetic predecessors
and shows his concern for ethical righteousness as an essential

element in

over and above ceremonial purity and perfulfilment of one's obligations to God does not release one from certain obligations to his
fellow-men, but involves
the

full

religion,

The

fection.

discharge of the latter as well as the former.

those turning aside the stranger]

i. e.

from

—And against

justice;

cf.

Je. 7« 22^

The

Ez. 22^ Zc. f^.

stranger, sojourner, or proselyte was especially subject to wrong because, as an alien in the community,

he had few friends to guard his interests or avenge his
Therefore, he was especially protected
2417 2612

f.

2719

fear me, says

Ex. 2oi°

Yahweh

2312

Lv.

by
33

1910-

f.

legislation;

2fK—And

of hosts] These are the sins

injuries.

Dt. 1429
they do not

cf.

which Yahweh

has denounced through his prophets for centuries. Yet the Israelites have acted
apparently without any realisation whatsoever of the danger of incurring Yahweh's wrath on account of
their failure to heed the word of Yahweh.—6. But
I, Yahweh,
have not changed; therefore, you,
sons of Jacob, will be consumed]
any of the guilty have thought that Yahweh has lost all his

If

and goodness {v. 2"), they are now to
be completely disabused of that error. The moral character of
Yahweh remains unchanged; hence, sinners must undergo the
interest in righteousness

punishment they so richly deserve.
abstract proposition that

This,

it is clear, is

Yahweh cannot change

in

not an

any respect

{cf. Heb. 138 James ji^), but simply a positive affirmation that he
has not changed in this specific particular. The nearest
approximation in the Old Testament to a comprehensive,
theological
statement of unchangeableness is Ps. 102" 2-; cf. Ps. 90^ ^- Dt.
7,2,'^''

Is.

57l^

M has the negative before the

"not consumed."

But

this

hardly

satisfies

last

the

verb here,

demands

viz.

of the

context, the sense being so difl5cult to attain on that basis that
several interpreters

abandon the
*

So

e. g.

effort.*

Among

We., Now., Marti, Isop..

the

many

in-

3«

M

terpretations of
called to three.
its

The
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that have been offered, attention may be
first finds here the thought that Israel owes

continued existence, notwithstanding its sins, to the fact that
Yahweh to be merciful must be ful-

the unchanging purpose of

But

kind of thought to be expected
an arraignment of Israel's sins. If Yahweh's
unchangeable purpose to be merciful has protected them from
his righteous wrath thus far, why should it not continue to do so
filled.*

this is scarcely the

at the close of such

The second view yields the sense, "You, sons of
to depart from evil." t But this calls for too
cease
not
Jacob,
much from the imagination of the reader, besides using rOD in an
indefinitely?

sons of
unusual sense. The third interpretation is, "You,
Jacob, have not come to an end," i. e. "You are still sons of
Jacob, the deceiver and trickster." | This, however, involves
making the writer say in very obscure terms what he might easily

and

have said with the greatest plainness.

safely

than a clear threat of punishment
2". anpin] 05

om.

and

riini

—Vsn

^'1^

ot

an3i]

H

H

irapo^^vovres.

reads,

'':in>:Jin.

freely,

et

—

''•

less

Nothing

will satisfy this context.
laborare fecistis.

literally,

Marti and Siev. om. as

''yj}2]

tales ei placent.

Siev.
gloss.

Marti and Siev. om. as gloss.

considerations in support of the omission of this and the foregoing phrases are (i) the obstacle they present to a poetic structure;
(2) the fact that they employ the 3d pers. with reference to Yahweh.

The only

But no

poetic measure can be legitimately recovered here

and

—

inter-

changes of person in prophetic address are very common. 3*. 'On'^;:]
The name given to our prophet in i' was probably borrowed from this
verse by an editor who identified the messenger here spoken of with this
v.

prophet;

n.

on

i'.

—

Eth. T?.^^; so Matt.

'1d^]

ii'".

—

Bu.

Jiivsn i^d\-i]

an attempt to do away with the apparent confusion
Ul^ ''?3''C'.
"
but it fails beof "the Lord" with "the messenger of the covenant
other
than Yahweh
be
none
could
cause the supposititious "judge"
This

is

;

and so the confusion remains.

himself;

—

—

'\s^r:^]

Sta.'^heoi. j^

Hi. niibn, rendering "angel of purification";

r\^-\2^]

j^^

y_^ .^^;-,_

but n'^b never

the abstract meaning "purification," but always the concrete
"soap" or "lye," which is ludicrously inept as applied to an "angel."

has

—

2. SjSjc]

H

adds

and Riessler

N'o;

—
—iisc]

poterit cogitare.

n3.

xavevTTjplov; but the parallel
here.
•

—

r''-i3Di]

So Ke., Dr.,

e< a/..

(B iroia;

cf.

"M

Nin

"

•j]

dix-iropeveTai;

Riessler, lixn

fullers"

herha.

t Pres.,

adds

(g

e< ai..

is

=

hence Bu.

"a furnace";

c/.

(6

in favour of a personal epithet

These renderings point to the
t Dr., Kent., e< a/..
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from certain alkaline plants, the ashes of which are used as
Orient even at the present day. 'a occurs again only in
= "shine." 3. as"i] #
is formed fromma;
cf. Assy, hardrii

origin of '2

in the

soap

it

Je. 2";

=

—

work, since the
of
the
molten metal,
the
colour
is
marked
of
the
by
process
perfection
which he must therefore watch at close range; cj. ^cy in Mi. 5^

The

it'\\

refiner of silver naturally sits at his

—

Om.

as dittog. from below; so We., GASm., Now., Marti, Siev.,
HDD]
Bu. emends to sp; or nc;?, depending upon :ir\ (S ws
Isop., Kent.
rh apyvpiop Kal us rb xpi^c^c; hence Riessler, ^riTsi t\p^,::. But this is

—

only free expansion. p.pj] S-ir. in
the two identical harsh radicals.

—

Bu.

nin^^S]

Bu.

•'':;

Pi'el.

Palhah instead of

05

13 colahit.

x^f'"-

sere

between

^ he will select.

—

Marti, Siev., Kent, om. as gloss. 4. nin-'S]
5. a^fl-^o::] Hal. aonc; so
Siev. om. as gloss.

so Now."^.

so

—

Now.^;
Wkl. a^'S^j:: = another class of sorcerers; but no such
class is known to have existed.
a^yar:] (& and 8 codd. of de R. with
Om. as dittog.,
16 of Kenn. add ''cra.
ip"^S] Wkl. om. as gloss.
-i:"f]
with We., Oort, Now., Marti, Bu., Siev., Isop., van H., Du., Kent, 'v
•'V;

—

Riessler.

D''SNJc]

—

—

—

cannot well be the object of P"";;, for this verb everywhere else has a
real
personal object. Mi. 2^ is no true exception to this usage, for the
t\-<2 and inSnj being of secondary
i3J
are
and
of
there
p'i'y
i:'''^,
objects
•T'SB'
importance and attached to 'y by zeugma. Riessler tr. and reads
is a good reading, but burdens "T'osi' with a limitation such
which
latj',
as is not found with the parallel objects of ';, viz. hjdSn and av-i\ Wkl.
treats '^' as dittog. of a corrupt word, the original of which was nau',

which preceded

'•Jr:,

vaffTeiovras xvp'^^]

adding another
Riessler,

and

class.

ain'' ^d-^ci.

call for

—

corrupted from na^.
hence Riessler, 'n ijici,

—

"•bu;

gloss.

Am.

cf.

—

512 Is.

nin^] (&

adds

&=

(& koI toi)$ /caroSu-

njoSsi di.im

nji,

ain^] (6 Kal toi;s Kov5v\L^ovTa% 6p4>avois;

But such renderings

no change

Kent, and Riessler, 1J

njn':'^]

of text.
tastt'C.

10' 29".
aa''nSN;

—

ij]

But

—

6.

in 05 are free translations,

(S Kplaiv irpoarfKi/Tov;

iJ itself

^:]

thus

hence,

hence Bu.,

well be the object of

may

om. as a connecting
That '' is not the predas the subj. of TT'jr, is shown by
which a.iN and apy ija must be

Now.,

Siev.

so also Riessler.

with it
•'jx, but in apposition
the structure of the parallel clause in
taken as appositives. ani^j n*-] Om. nS as dittog. from the preceding
or the following nS. The same result would be secured if we could

icate of

—

=

as an emphatic la
"you will surely be destroyed"; cf.
in Orientalislische LiUeratiir-Zeitimg, for 1907, col. 305^., on this
use of nS. 05^*-*' oCik airix^ffde, and joins the first two words of v.'

regard

n"?

Haupt,
with

it,

rendering them "from the iniquities of your fathers." (&^
^''* dTr^ecrde.
you have not refrained from your iniq-

airia-xfcdf.

uity;

&

this addition can hardly be

due

to 05, for

it

leaves a part of (S's

rendering, viz. "of your fathers," without any connection. It is probto obtain sense here. Or. a-j^S? n'^;
ably due simply to the eCfort of

&
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33-12
so

GASm.,

sense.

Bu.,

Riessler,

van H..
d::''';'?

But

this requires

Hal.

nSi.

an object

iS on'''7D n*^,

to complete the
have not lan-

= "you

guished after him" (f/. Dt. 28'=), borrowing i*^ from the h of v.'; but
the change of pers. is too violent. Siev. ah->^2, dropping nS; so No\v.'^(?)
Marti'^^"(?); but this is too tame. Marti'^-''"- also suggests drop-

ping nS and reading

o.?'7^;

cf.

Du.^™-

a?';'?

iS;

i. e.

"but you

—sons

of

Jacob are you all (to me)." In addition to the improbability of
confusion between 3 and n, this reading fails to provide a sufficiently
strong finish for the sentence.

6.

§

THE PAYMENT OF TITHES WINS THE
BLESSING OF GOD (s'-'').

The prophet

takes up

still

another obstacle in the

way

of the

Yahweh's grace toward Israel. Israel has
been unwilling to pay the price of his favour. Let the tithes and
offerings be brought in to the full and showers of blessings will
fall upon the land.
The crops will be abundant and the land of
Israel will become the envy of all the peoples.
7. Even from the days of your fathers you have revolted from my
statutes and have not kept them] The period covered by this infree

outpouring of

dictment includes at least the lifetime of the prophet's hearers
to the time of this address. It probably reaches back also

up

into the previous generation and, possibly, even further. For a
similar attitude toward the past on the part of other prophets,
V.

Ho.

io9 Je. 7"^-

25"

Ez.

2^ 20^-26 Is. 432^.

The "statutes"

include, in general, everything that has come to be regarded as
an expression of the will of Yahweh. In particular, the reference
is probably to the
provisions of the Deuteronomic Code, under

which Israel was living in this prophet's day. One outstanding
kind of conduct here resented is furnished by the

illustration of the

following verse.

says

Yahweh

Return unto me, that I may return unto you,
So also Zc. i^. Repentance and conversion

of hosts]

will forestall the destructive

punishment threatened in v. *.

Yah-

weh

waits to be gracious unto his people; but the exercise of his
grace is conditioned upon a proper attitude of mind and heart on

—

the part of the would-be recipients. And you say, How shall we
return?] As before, the people are represented as challenging the
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prophet to substantiate his charge by citing particulars. The
question is not bond fide, but a virtual declaration of innocence.
It calls for facts.

—

in the prophet's

mind,

8. Will
is

man

rob

to answer

To ask the question,
reply in the negative
reflect a text which had

God?]
it.

A

seems to him the only possible one. ® ^
"
the verb "cheat" instead of "rob in all three occurrences within

But the statement that

slight.

in

M,

Hebrew is very
much more easy as

the difference between the two in

this verse;

since one

may

follows

in a certain sense

stated Israel has done; but

it is

is

"rob" God,

as

it is

there

not possible to "deceive" or

"cheat" him, and our prophet would hardly represent it as posYet you are robbing me] That which one can scarcely

sible.

—

conceive as possible of contemplation
doing.

The

foregoing question was

by men,

Israel

is

actually

set in general terms, viz.

"man" and "God"; the accusation is direct and personal in
the highest degree, viz. "you" and "me." But you say, Wherein
have we robbed thee?] This question demands and receives a
The prophet does not content himself with
specific answer.

—

hazy and

indefinite generalisations.

—In

the tithe

and

the offer-

ing] In the midst of hard times such as those through which

community was passing, it requires much faith and
up the payment of the regular religious dues.
The common experience is that when receipts decrease, or exthe Jewish

loyalty to keep

penses increase with no accompanying increase of income, the
first thing to suffer is the cause of religion.
Its needs seem more

remote and

less pressing

than the necessities of food, raiment,
This
like, which are ever with us.

housing, education, and the

cause, together ^vith a general decline of religious fervour that
was directly due to the fact that the community as a whole was

Yahweh was yielding any returns
and influence, had brought about a serious
diminution in tithes and offerings, which the prophet does not
hesitate to brand as robbery. The Deuteronomic law regarding
tithes (1422-29 2612-15) provided for an annual tithe "of thy grain,
thy new wine and of thine oil," which was to be brought to Jerusalem along with the firstlings of the herd and the flock and to
be eaten at the temple by the givers and the Levites. It also
unable to see wherein zeal for

in terms of prosperity

arranged for a triennial tithe, which was to be stored "witliin
thy gates," in order that the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless

and the widow might draw subsistence therefrom.

Neither of

these requirements accords fully with the prophet's charge and
demand, since the former contemplates no such storage of the
tithe as is implied in v.

the tithe in the various

^"j

and the

latter calls for the storage of

while v.

^°

again evidently conceives
as stored in Jerusalem only. The prophet's presuppositions
are best met by the tithing law of the Priestly Code, viz. Lv. 273°'of

cities,

it

Nu.

1821-31,

priesthood

which requires the whole tithe to be given to the
the Levites and the priests proper) i. e. to Yah-

(viz.

weh, and apparently implies that it should all be brought to the
temple. This concord between Malachi and P does not neces-

Malachi after the adoption of the P code
days of Nehemiah and Ezra. For it is an established fact
that the code in question contains many laws and customs which
were in force long before the code itself was formulated. Thus,
sarily involve dating

in the

Malachi's demands regarding the tithe may well have been based
upon a usage that had grown up in Israel, but had not yet found
its place in a formal code of laws.
In the days of Nehemiah,
the people pledged themselves to pay the tithes exactly as Malachi here presupposes they should (Ne. lo^*'');

but the pledge

was quickly forgotten and the tithe allowed to go by default as
here (Ne. 131°°). 9. With a curse you are accursed] i. e. because of Israel's sins, the land and people lie under the curse of
Yahweh which frustrates all their efforts and brings to nought
all their hopes; cf. 2^.
For other examples of the operation of

—

the curse of

—For

Yahweh,

me you

cf.

Hg.

are robbing]

i^"- Zc. 51-*

The emphasis-

Lv. 26"-^^ Dt.
is

22>^^-'\

on me, the intent

being to impress strongly upon those addressed the fact that it
God whom they are robbing and thus arousing to wrath. It

is
is

bad

to rob

men; how much worse

to rob

God!

— This whole na-

A

phrase pointing out those included in the address. The
sins denounced are confined to no one class, but are characteristic

tion]

—

community as a whole. 10. Bring the whole tithe into the
storehouse] The form of the behest suggests, not that the tithe
had been allowed to go wholly by default, but that it had not
of the
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been paid in full. This may have been due to the fact that the
people as a whole had each kept back part of his tithe, deeming
that he needed it worse than the priests did, or to the fact that
large

numbers

them had ceased

of

tithing altogether, while the

were denying themselves in order that they might
meet their religious obligations in full. For the storehouse in
faithful pious

Ne.

v.

question,

lo^*

^-

12"^ 13^-

^^

2

Ch. 31"

^•.

— That

there

may

food for the priesthood. The more
meaning of the word rendered "food" is "prey" (c/.

be food in

my

house]

common
Am. 3* Gn.

49^

Nu.

i. e.

232-*);

but the rendering "food" is supported
And test me, I pray, herein, says

Jb. 24* Pr. 31^^ Ps. iii^

by
Yahweh

—

The thought

that Yahweh may be subjected
of hosts]
to specific tests in order that the truth of his promises may be
verified prevailed in Israel from the earliest times till the latest cf.
;

Ju.

Ex.

63e-4o

41-9 1

K.

That the prophet
Yahweh's favour upon the

i822=- Is. 7io«- Je. 28168-.

should condition the bestowal of

of the tithe alone is surprising. To be sure, this act
would in itself indicate a change of attitude toward God, without
which there could be no manifestation of his favour. Nevertheless,

payment

the prophet's conception of the nature of religion is evidently
and spiritual than that of his great predecessors, viz.
Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. It is inconceivable that
less ethical

they could have represented Yahweh as contented with the performance of any single act, least of all one in the sphere of ritual,

—Surely I

will

down abundant

open for you the sluices of the heavens] i. e. send
rains. This is the apodosis to the protasis im-

plied in the preceding imperatives. For figures representative
of exactly the opposite idea, cf. Dt. ii^^ Lv. 26^^. The heavens
open to rain down destruction in Gn. 7" Is. 24^*, but blessings in

Dt.

2812

and

2

K.

72- 1^,

in the latter of

which passages

is

the

only other occurrence of the figure "sluices" or "windows" in
the heavens. Evidently the land has been suffering from drought

and consequent

failure of crops, as implied in v. ",

which the

prophet interprets as due to the curse of Yahweh. Regular
tithes each year will bring regular and full crops. The triennial
tithe of

satisfies the requirements of this
pour out for you a blessing until there is no

Deuteronomy hardly

situation.

—And I

will

more need] There is unlimited abundance of blessings in the storehouse of Yahweh. Israel's failure to receive them is due solely
to her failure to deserve them. The last clause of this sentence
has been translated and interpreted in a variety of ways, e. g.
until there are not enough people to eat the abundance;
until

God has no more abundance

left

(i)

(2)

from which to bestow

no place, i. e.
no more room, scil. to contain the blessings; t (5) until there is no proportion to your needs,
i. e. beyond measure. §
These all, however, yield the same general sense and it is that which is clearly demanded by the con11. And I will rebuke the devourer for you, so that he will
text.
e.

i.

blessings,

for ever;* (3) until sufficiency has

more than enough;!

(4) until

there

is

—

not destroy the fruit of the gromid for you] Locusts are probably
meant. They constituted one of the most terrible pests that
beset the farmer's crops.** The "for you" is not emphatic either

time.

—Nor

weh of

will the vine in the field cast its grapes for you, says

hosts]

i. e.

by

reason of mildew or blasting;

cf.

Yah-

Jb. 15^^

The

notable thing about this entire description of the manifestation of Yahweh's favour is the fact that the only blessings mentioned are those of a material character, just as in Am. 9"-^^

The

ethical note is wholly lacking. The prophet meets the peoon
their own level. They have lost faith in Yahweh because
ple
do
not see the only kind of proof of his power and love that
they

they can appreciate,
only

in

way

and power for themselves. The
them in Yahweh's name that the

viz. riches

prophet, therefore, assures

which they can obtain these things

to the requirements of

Yahweh in

the

is

by conforming

of his dues.

payment
abundantly repay them in

—

This

12. And
kind.
being done, he will
all the nations will call you blessed] Israel will be the en\y of all
the peoples because of this outpouring of Yahweh's favour. No
blessing that failed to set Israel on high

among

the nations could

be considered complete. This is the finishing touch to the picture of happiness. For you will be a land of delight, says Yahweh

—

of hosts]
*

De

The

present lamentable conditions will give place to

Dieu, Roseam., Hesselberg, Ges. (Thesaurus, p. 334), BDB.,
t Ki., Hi., Ew.. Reinke, Koh.. el at..

t Hd., el al..
*•

V. Dr.'s excursus

on

locusts in his Joel

and Amos, 82-Qi.

et al..

§

Van

H..
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those that will leave nothing to be desired.
and Palestine are found in Is. 5412

Similar idealisations
^

of Israel
8"-

23

Dn.

Ps. 482

•

62" Ez. 2o«-

^^

Zc.

7^*

8^ 11I6.

connecting it with v. *. Hence, Bu.
both joining it to v. ^ The use of h before
jc, denoting the terminus a quo is common; e. g. Ju. 19^° 2 S. 7^' Je. 7'
is to mark the expression unmistakably
42' Mi. 7 '2. The function of
7. ^d^dS] (5

and

nij^j^^D,

Tw;'

d7r6

Riessler

dSiKiwj',

''Cic';',

'7

—
—amnu']

=

as a terminus, jd*? being practically
"back to and from." D3ini3N]
£)y Pro. D3''3N, i. e. Jacob; but this is wholly unnecessary, even though

would furnish a firmer basis for the reading of
Rd. an-\Dtr, with We., Oort, Now., Isop., Du.''™-.
it

Kenn.

also

V

Marti om.

93.

nSi as a gloss.

05 in v.

& =

*.

so

qd^vo^;

adds ^rnrc'c, as oband treating the whole

Siev.

isn] as a gloss,
Marti and Now."^ tr. the first clause to the
'
beginning of v. mtr. cs. but no other consideration favours the change
and metre cannot be demonstrated here. y^p-'n] (^ jx-qn irrepviet =

ject of 'c, omitting the

foil, 'x

'••

—

verse as a later addition.

8.

—

;

so also We.,

3pj?^i;

ders the two

foil,

Now., Marti, Siev., Isop., Du.^™-, Riessler. <& renforms of this verb in the same way, and is followed

by the same group

of

Aq. 2 0,

scholars.

B

which

6.wo(XTep-f)<Tei,

is

a

supports iH, being based
upon a Syr. root yap.
urong or defraud = 05. y^P occurs again
only in Pr. 22^3, where either "rob" or "defraud" suits the context.
suitable rendering of either text.

si affiget

&

The meaning "rob"
cific is known about
meaning

word

of a

is

rests

tradition.
Nothing more spebut the mere fact that the precise

upon Jewish

the root;

unknown

is

in itself insufficient reason for chang-

ing the text in a literature so limited as the Hebrew. The only known
cognates are Assy, qebtl, "speak"; Syr. 3?ap, "fasten," or "fix"; Ar.
These yield no aid. Not
qaba'a, "cover," "draw in the head," etc.

much
2pyi
V.

'

stress

"ija

of v.

may
';

be laid on the fact that apy would furnish a pun on
between the two verses is broken by

for close connection

and, furthermore, Mai.

onomasia.

—ncnnni nrycn]

is

not characterised by any effort after par-

Best treated as depending upon 2 carried

over from the previous question, or as an ace. of specification;
Pr.
ing

22='.

But Marti

—how about

tithe

and

treats it as

an exclamation,

them?"; and Or. takes

it

viz. "tithe

cf.

offer-

as a nominative, viz. "the

are your offences against God)." 05
the tithes and offerings are with you; hence Bu. prefitxes D3oy
offering

and

(scil.

—

=

because

13 (so

also

Now.*^ and Marti*^^"), and Riessler 033. nnnn] Associated with the
tithe also in Dt. 12" Ne. 10" 12". According to Ez. 4430, every 'n
belonged to the priests.

word denotes,
portion).

It

is

literally,

A

typical 'n

"that which

then set apart for

is
is

prescribed in Ez.

raised

Yahweh and

up"

{scil.

45'^-''.

The

from a larger

his priests.

Its earliest

.7-12
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use was of the products of the soil as offered to Yahweh. Later, it came
to cover almost any kind of materials offered specifically to Yahweh for
the use of his priesthood.

In Nu. i8", it designates the tithe itself and
which was given to the priests proper.

in 18-8", that portion of the tithe

The

tithe

and

'n together constituted a large

of the temple staff of priests
^X^TTovres vfieh airo^XiireTe,

U

vos disslmulastis.

el

—

element in the maintenance

and Levites. 9. anNj dhn ms-a] (6 ciTroderiving it from nxn. E et dissimidantes

in penuria vos maledicli

The Niph.

eslis.

D^In: sharpens the first consonant rather than the second;

—

v.

Ges.

prtc.
^'s''".

(&^'
d t6 €toj ffvvereX^ffdr]- so 01, but Joining it to v.
^ joins with v. " as a vocative. Schulte, in Theolog. Quartal-

iSs Mjn]

idvo$.

">.

schn'fl for 1895, p. 228,

om. as a gloss.

reads iSr D'c<n, and Joins it with v. '". Now."^
whole verse as a later addition. Massora

Siev. treats the

magna notes that iSr in Je., Ez., and Minor Prophets (aside from this
passage and Je. 6") is always written riS:; whereas, in the remaining
books

wjni.

iSr is

—

found, except in 2 S. 2'
Riessler,

vTi]

(gNcdY HP.
(gNcbY Heid

.

Aq.
nS dn] This

49,

23,

jjP. 95,

nin>i.

Bi

may

r\-\j2]

»" =

Is.

15'

d =

ao\i23.

x^t,, iin.<TTpi\paTij

= M. — 'x

fare.

—

—

—
—Tioa]

i6\

istj.

junai]

10. iN'-^n] Riessler,

(B^

=

Ti"'??.

(B^^*Q iinaKi^aaee.

probably an error

for iinTp^-

—

icn] Marti, Siev., Now.*^ om. as gloss.
be construed as introducing either an indirect ques''

upon "'juna; or a condition with an implied apodosis,
the strongest form of affirmation; cf. Ges. ^^""'. Owing to
the interruption wrought by 's 'i icn, the latter construction is, on the

tion depending

making

it

whole, the easier.

—

H tisqiie ad
= "until
hterally
Oijvai.

n^n::]

Riessler, 'v?";?.

ahundantiam.

—n

•'Sj

•\-;]

QJ ews toO

Uavu-

& S imtil you say, It is enough.

M

But

"sufficiency" and
"need" are closely related ideas, and in such passages as Ob. ^ Pr. 25''
Na. 2" Lv. 2528, the latter idea seems the nearer to the sense of >>.

there

is

no

sufficiency."

Thus the rendering "until there is no. need" is probable here, and it
makes no such demands upon the imagination as does any rendering
based upon the meaning "sufficiency."

—

— 11.

\-t^>j]

(S Stao-reXw

=

vyij,

commodi and in the two foil, cases, dat. incommodi.
Marti om. the 2d and 3d as glosses. It is not imlikely that one of
them may be due to dittog. or to a glossator. n^nc"] (S = ptiu^n.
Sds'p] 'jt in the Pi' el commonly means "make childless"; it is applied
12. spn] Added
to the products of the soil only here and in 2 K. 2^^.

or

TijriJ.

ddS] Dat.

—

—

for

—
emphasis. Marti om.

toward the heathen world.

—

v.

'*

as a later addition because of

its

attitude

But Mai. contains nothing elsewhere which

it unlikely that this prophet regarded his own people as
favoured above the nations at large in the eyes of Yahweh; cf. n. on i".

renders

28
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7.

THE FINAL TRIUMPH OF THE RIGHTEOUS
(313-46).

The prophet

first sets

forth the doubts that have troubled

the pious regarding the value of their piety in Yahweh's eyes.
The facts of experience seem to tell against the profitableness of

He then assures the pious that Yahweh has
(3^^"^^).
not forgotten them, but intends to treat them with a father's
love in the great day of judgment that is coming. They will
then realise fully the distinction that Yahweh makes between
godliness

the godly and the ungodly
will

be wholly consumed,

For, in that day, the wicked

(3^'^"^*).

like stubble in the flames,

whereas

the pious will rejoice exceedingly and will triumph gloriously
over their enemies (4^"^). The book closes with a note of warning

regarding the
of

Yahweh

Law and an

explanatory gloss concerning the day

{^^-^).

13. Your words have been stout against me, says Yahweh] The
address is to Yahweh-worshippers who have begun to lose faith

danger of apostacy from Yahweh, as is evident from
verb "be stout" is used, in the intensive form, in
the sense "make stubborn" or "obstinate," in Ex. 4-^ Je. 5^.

and are

in

w. "'•. The

—

But you say, Wherein have we talked against thee?] A question
not in good faith, but implying denial of the prophet's charge
and challenging him to furnish proof; cj. i^- « 2" 3^- ^. The
form of the verb indicates "talking together"; i. e. Yahweh's
ways have been the object of criticism in conversational circles.

The same usage

occurs in v.

It is useless to serve God,

^^

Ez. 33^° Ps. 119^^

and what

—14.

You

say,

we have kept his
Yahweh of hosts?]

profit is it that

charge and that we have walked in mourning before
This same attitude of mind has received direct consideration

from our prophet twice before,

viz. i^

«•

2^\

It

was evidently a

note characteristic of the thinking of the times. It is the sign of
a commercial type of piety. If Yahweh receives the gifts, obedience and worship of his people, it is incumbent upon him to
make liberal returns in the form of material prosperity, political
influence

and supremacy, and the

like.

If

such things are not.

77

313.16

forthcoming, why worship him? It is noteworthy that this prophet
apparently accepts this standard of value for religion. He makes

no attempt to substitute any other; but satisfies himself either
with pointing out that Israel has not fulfilled the necessary conditions, ha\-ing been careless of her obligations toward Yahweh,
or with asserting confidently that the time of reward has not yet
"
"
His charge is praccome, but is due in the immediate future.
tically equivalent to "his

commands"

to religious duties in general

any

and

is

specifically ritualistic obligations;

or "statutes"; it refers
not to be identified with
cj.

claims to have done her best to render

Gn. 26* Zc.

Yahweh

full

3".

Israel

obedience

any point there has been a lack, atonement has been
by a life of sorrow and penance. "In mourning"
refers
probably
primarily to the outer garb and manner {cf.
2 S. 19^^ Ps. 35"
38" Jb. 30^*), but does not exclude a genuine
inner grief. In the period to which our prophet belonged, as
Wellhausen well says, piety and sorrow were constant compan15. And now
ions.
we are deeming the arrogant fortunate] The
contrast with what ought to have been is striking; cJ. v.^-. The
people who have scorned the requirements of Yahweh are prospered; while those who have feared him look upon them with
at

if

and,

made

for

it

^-

—

—

envious eyes. CJ. Ps. 73^ ^^ The arrogant are not the heathen,*
but the godless within Israel herself,! as in Ps. 11921.51.69.78.
85.

i22_

God;

heathen would scarcely be spoken of as "testing"

-pj^g
cf. V.

^^.

— Yea,

God and

the doers of

wickedness are built up; yea,

For the

escape]
figure of building as representative of the prosperity of persons, cf. Je. i2is''- 31^ Jb. 22^3.

they

test

The "test" here

probably an allusion to the "test" proposed
According to all accepted standards, the wicked have
tried the goodness of God beyond endurance. Yet
they do not

in

is

3'°.

receive the

punishment they so well merit. The pious are sufferand want; the wicked escape all trouble and they

ing oppression

prosper on every hand. Is this not "test" enough?
16. Thus have those who feared Yahweh talked together, each
with his fellow] The prophet now lapses into the third person,
*

Contra

t

So

e. g.

Jer.. Calvin, Hi.,

Mau., Koh.,

Or.,

Reinke. Ke., Isod.,

Now., Marti, Dr..

el al..
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speaking about the pious, rather than to them. Yet in reality
thought is meant for the encouragement of the doubters to

his

whom
C5

he has just been speaking.

This rendering, based upon

^ ®, shows unmistakably that the words of vv. "•

^^

are spoken

"

those who worship

Yahweh. M, however, reads, Then spake
"
Aside from a gramtogether those who feared Yahweh, etc.

by

matical difficulty, this involves assigning the foregoing doubts to
the godless in Israel, interpreting "the arrogant" as character-

and leaving the words of the pious unrecorded.
no
definite point of attachment in time can be
Furthermore,
found for "then." And Yahweh has given heed and hearkened]
ising the heathen,

—

Nothing has escaped the attention of Yahweh. He is ever mindful of his own.
And a book of remembrance has been written before
A
him]
permanent memorandum is thus ever before Yahweh's

—

by no possibility forget to take up the case
at the appropriate time. This conception of

eyes, so that he can
of the pious

Jews

the deity as provided with books or tablets to aid his memory in
It
preserving the records of human deeds is not uncommon.

found, for example, in Dn. y^" Ps. 56^ 69^* 139^® Ez. 13' Is. 4'
65^ Ex. 32^2 ]s^g_ j^i4 ]^gy_ 2012* The idea was probably based

is

upon the corresponding custom of oriental monarchs cf. Est. 6^-2;
Herodotus' Hist. Ill, 140, V, 11, VIII, 85. An equivalent Greek
phrase was "written upon the tablets of Zeus" {iypa(t>V ^^ ^^o?
;

oeX,T0i9).

—Regarding

those

who fear Yahweh and

take refuge in

name] These are they whose names and records appear in
Yahweh's book.
describes them somewhat differently, by
his

M

"
making the latter half of the clause read, and think of his name."
But this creates a difficult and isolated Hebrew idiom and yields
a rather weak sense. The emended text describes the pious as
solicitous to obey Yahweh perfectly and as placing their whole
confidence in him under even the most trying circumstances.
To "take refuge in Yahweh's name" is to take refuge in Yahweh himself, for in the Hebrew mind the name and the personality were inextricably intermingled and practically identified.!
17. And they will be mine, says Yahweh of hosts, on the day

—
*

of Jubilees 36" 39'; Pirqe Aboth 2'; Enoch 8i< 89" 90"- »> 98''-. For the
Babylonian literature, v. KAT.', 402.
Cf. Giesebrecht, Die alUeslamentliche Schdtzung des GolUsnamens (1901), passim.

V. also

same idea
t

Book

in

am

which I

The phrase "be mine" connotes a

about to make]

most intimate

relationship, with

all

the favour and blessing in-

volved in such a relationship. The remainder of the verse, with
V. 1*, sets forth a part of the significance of the phrase. The day
of

Yahweh

of course, before the prophet's mind.

is,

an additional word, probably a
to translate,

"And

weh

on the day,

of hosts,

—And I

they

be

will

"

etc.

gloss,

which makes

M contains

it

necessary

my

But

special treasure, says Yahthis is difl&cult Hebrew {v. i.).

man spares his son who serves
him] i. e. in the terrible judgment of Yahweh's day, Israel will
be pitied and shielded by Yahweh, just as a father shields his
will spare

them even as a

own

sons and requires hired workmen or slaves to undertake the
difl&cult, dangerous, or unpleasant tasks. The prophet here
sounds again the note upon which he began his prophecy, \dz.

more

Yahweh's love

for Israel;

cf.

This

Ps. 103'^

lying thought throughout his whole book.

is

indeed the under-

— 18.

And you

shall

again distinguish between the righteous and the wicked, between him
who serves God and him who serves him not] i. e. just as in the

"good old times" prosperity attended Israel and attested her
standing as the people of God, so on the day of Yahweh the normal moral order will be reinstated. The pious, God-fearing Is-

who

are here addressed, will receive their just reward;
who are now triumphant, will then be prostrated in humiliation and branded as wicked in the sight of all.
raelites,

whereas the godless,

There

will

no longer be any excuse

such thoughts about
distinctions
cf.

Is.

between the fate

65"f- Ps. ii*"-

prefer to render,
of

God

mind) and

"You

see, etc."

f

for the pious to

as are expressed in
of the pious

ii«-7

Dn.

21^.

and that

12^

Matt.

harbour any
For similar

of the ungodly,
253-'-.

Some

from your present state
But the adverbial usage "again" is

will return
*

{i. e.

common and its adoption here avoids the necessity of leavso
much to the imagination.
ing
4\ With this verse, <j| H and many Hebrew mss. begin a new
very

or, at least, leave an extended space between 3^* and 3^^
But the best Hebrew tradition supports the continuation of ch. 3
to the end of the book. Our English translation follows (^ H in

chapter

*

So

e. g.

We., Now., Dr., van H..
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—For, behold

that day will come, burning like an oven]
representation of Yahweh's judgment upon the wicked as
a consuming lire is a common one; e. g. Is. lo^^^- 30-^ Zp. i^^ 3^

this respect.

,

The

Whatever may have been the origin
had become completely at home in prophetic thought by the time of Malachi. And all the arrogant and
every one that does wickedness will be stubble] Cf. Is. 5^* 47" Na. i^''
Ob. 1^ Zc. 12^. And the day that is coming, says Yahweh of hosts,

Am.

°-

i'

Je.

21" Ez.

2\^-^.

of this circle of ideas,*

it

—

—

will burn them so that

it

will not leave to

them

root or branch] Cf.

Jb. i8i^ The total destruction of the wicked is a favourite theme
with the prophets; e. g. Am. 91° Is. iqi-^ Je. f^^^ 10^2 Ez. 13^-1 ^
2. But, for you who fear my name, the sun of righteousness will
arise with healing in his wings] This exact figure is nowhere else

—

employed

in the

Old Testament; but

c/.

Ps. 84" 139^

apparently that the era of prosperity and peace that

It
is

means

due the

righteous will be inaugurated on Yahweh's day, and that all
the wrongs of the past will be made right for Israel. Like the
morning sun dispelling the darkness of night, so will a sudden

manifestation of Yahweh's righteousness illumine the gloom of
Israel's afflictions. Righteousness is here practically equivalent
to vindication

and

victory, as

«

66;

e. g.

god

of justice.

»

is

so often the case in

Is.,

56^ 621.

chs.

40-

In con-

41^ 45^ 46'^ 515Cf. Je. 236 33I6.
nection with "sun of righteousness," it is of interest to note that
the Babylonian Shamash, the sun-god, was conceived of as the

easily

The

have given

The phrase

''sun of righteousness" does not indicate

sonal agent, but

eousness

absolute impartiality of the sun's rays may
the association of justice with the sun.

rise to

itself {v.

any perrather a figurative representation of rightThe phrase "in its wings" at once sugi.).

is

winged solar disk of Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria, and
This representation was doubtless known in Judah at
this time, either through borrowing from without or as having
been inherited from a remote antiquity in Israel itself as in the
gests the
Persia.

rest of the oriental world.

Isolated allusions like this suggest

how little we really know of the social and aesthetic background
And you shall go forth and skip like fatted
of Hebrew literature.

—

•

CJ.

ICC. on Zp.,

p. 179;

Gressmann, Eschalologie, 49/..

8i

4^-"

calves]

joy;

A

will be ashes

—

3-

under

And you

Zp. 2^
about

am

down

and

vitality

the wicked, for they

is

your feet] The triumph of the
one of the standing features of Hebrew

assumes varying forms; cf. e. g. Ps. 149"- ^
i^"- Am.
38 Ob.
912 Is. ii'^s. 66^\— In the day

eschatology, though
413 717

shall tread

the soles of

pious over the wicked

Mi.

an exuberance of

figure representative of

Je. 50^^

cf.

it

make, says Yahweh of hosts] Cf. v.^^
law of Moses, my servant] This verse makes
connection with neither the foregoing nor the following context.

which I
4.

Remember

to

the

is an isolated
marginal note from some later legalist, who
missed any express mention of the Mosaic law in this connection

It

and proceeded to supply the deficiency. He seeks to call attention to the fact that the triumph described in the preceding
verses can be realised only through Israel's strict and loyal adherence to the law of Moses. At the time when this note was
added, the tradition of the Mosaic origin of the law was evidently
well estabUshed, though the development of that law and that
tradition may not have been complete. The only other refer-

by name in the prophets are Is. 63"- Je. 15^
Dn. 9"- 1^, the latter verses containing the only other
mention of "the law of Moses." Which I commanded him in
ences to Moses

Mi.

—

Horeb for

named
Dt.

^^

6*

all Israel]

The mount

of the giving of the law

in accord with the tradition of

i2 410 i8i« etc.),

E and D

{cf.

is

here

Ex. 3^ 17^

T)?)^

rather than Sinai as in J (Ex. 19-") and P
Perhaps, this verse was added before the

(Ex. 191-2 Nu. lOtradition and point of view had reached its full development
in the Hexateuch. The terminology of the verse is Deuteronomic,

P

"Horeb," "statutes and judgments"; hence some would
deny to the author of Malachi any knowledge of the code of P.*
e. g.

But

this addition to

stages of P.

Malachi

is

certainly later than the earlier

The Deuteronomic standpoint and phraseology

—

were not suddenly eliminated upon the appearance of P.f
Statutes and ordinances] These make up the body of the law.
The exact difference between "statutes" and "ordinances" is
not clear, though the latter seem to have been laws that arose
as the result of judicial decisions.
•

So

e. g.

We., Now., van H..

t Cf.

Marti.
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5. Behold, I will send unto you Elijah, the
prophet, before the
coming of the great and terrible day of Yahweh] Cf. Jo. 2^1. Vv. *
and 6 seem to be a gloss upon w. ^-^. They reopen a subject that

was closed with v. ^. Moreover, they apparently take a different
view of the day from that presented in w. ^'^. There, no work
of preparation seems to have been
contemplated. The conditions on earth are well defined.
Society falls into two classes
the godly and the ungodly. All that is needed is the overthrow
and the exaltation of the former. Here, all classes

of the latter

seem to be regarded
hard and
classes.

as deserving of destruction. There are no
sharply defined moral and spiritual lines between
preliminary work of purification is needed in order to

fast,

A

avert a total destruction on Yahweh's day. These verses probably reflect the conditions of a later age when Hellenising influences

Why

had wrought profound changes throughout all Israel.
was chosen as the forerunner of the day of Yahweh

Elijah

does not appear. It may well be that the tradition that Elijah
escaped death by being carried bodily to the heavens contributed
much to the choice. This is the first known reference to him in
that capacity;

chatology;

cf.

but he remained a permanent figure in later es90^1 (c/. 89^2), Matt. 11" 16" ly^of- Markers

Enoch

Luke i" 9i8f- John i^i.* Earlier hints of the expectation
some such forerunner are offered by Dt. iS^^^- and Is. 40^
Interpreters here have differed as to whether Elijah was expected
to return in person, or another was to come in the
spirit and power
of Elijah, or the prophetic order in general was to be restored, or
the coming of John the Baptist was specifically foretold. Those
828 911

of

who

see here a prediction of the coming of another than
Elijah
himself remind us that the expected Messiah is in like manner

named David, although

there

is

no thought of the return

of the

fThe ciroriginal David;
g.
Je. 30^ Ez. 34^3
3724*-.
cumstances of the two cases, however, are not alike. David did
not ascend to heaven and escape death on the one hand; and,

Ho. 3^

e.

on the other, there

is

Elijah's house as
Messiah is to be.

There

*

is

no strong tradition of the perpetuation of
the case with David, whose descendant the
is

no warrant here

For Jewish tradition regarding the coming

of Elijah,

cf.

for going

beyond

Schurer, Jew. Hist., § 29, III,

2.

I

what

is

value.

and

—

5-6
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written and refusing to accept the language at its face
And he will turn the hearts of fathers toward their sons

6.

This state of estrange-

the hearts of sons toward their fathers]

ment within families is the mark of a period of rapid transition
in thought and customs. Apparently, the younger generation
has taken up with some new philosophy or cult or political
course and irreconcilable conflict has arisen between them and
This condition best accords with the situation in

their elders.

Israel after the

incoming of Greek thought and influence.

similar state of society

is

reflected in

Nu.

A

It is possible to

7^"®.

render the preposition "toward" here by "with" and to interpret to the effect that fathers and sons together will be urged
to repent.* But this yields an intolerable tautology
within the sentence and adds no element of strength to the

by Elijah

—

thought. Lest I come and smite the land with a han] The ban
involved the total destruction of those upon whom it fell; cf.
I S.

The land

6" 7^

15'"- Jos.

and not the earth as a whole.
cf.

referred to

is

probably Judah

For the opposite

of this threat,

Zc. 14".

At the end of Mai., the Massora says that in the case of the books of Is.,
Twelve Prophets, La. and Ec, the next to the last verse of each is to be
repeated after the last verse when these books are read in the synagogue,
seek to accomplish
because the last verse sounds too harsh. <$-'^^Q'^

A

v. ". But (!l^'<=- ^^
For the part played in the arrangement of
unwillingness to end a book or a passage with a harsh say-

the same end in Mai.

&"

OT. by
3".
Siev.

this

Grimm,

ing, cf.

14.

the order of

foil,

ipTn] (&

v.

"

to

(4*)

foil.

iffl.

Liturgical Appendixes,

etc..

with DanaT as obj.; hence Riessler, Dni;'Tn^
om. mtr. cs.. nin^] (g^ ^^jg TravTOKparup; so 21.

i^ap^vare,

and Now.^

(g
13]?]

by transposing

H =

—

&

13V.

have we feared.

—

—

>'x?]

Ordinarily

=

"gain

or extortion," and so "unjust gain." But here
rather "gain to ourselves," as in Gn. 2,1''^ Jb. 22' Ps. so'".
t.-iisr::]
"
nijmp] Hit.. (^iKirai. "B tristes. -np = be black,
Riessler, vnnnc'D.

made by plunder

—

—

dark";

cf.

—

Eth. om.

'x;

\oTplovs,

=

Ar. qadira

Qes, ^Uoog,

's

'1

>j£)c]

so Siev..

having

D''->r

"be

dirty."

On

—

formation,

cf.

niphs, and

so Now.'^(?), Riessler.
15. anr Oi-MPND unjN] <S rj/xeTs fiaKapl^o/xev d\-

Marti, vjon, omitting

as in Kenn. 180, 92(?).

—
—

'x

'•>;

Siev., Now.'^(?)

—

om.

'n

and

= 'i'V Ssj
point ontyNip. Hal. 'i D>-)rvsa m^::N. uaj] Hal. 1:3:. >v;] (6
roCra
and
with
CS
16.
Rd.
so Riessler.
tn]
nr,
una] <S avria-Trjaav.

—

•

So

e. g.

Ki.,

Rosenm..
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We., GASm., Oort, Now., van H.. The same confusion occurs
Gn. 4^, where
has ?n, while ($ IS represent ht. Bu. ni or nxi.-;

S* 01; so

in

M

so Now."^, Marti'^^"-.

M

too unlike
IN

as in jH,

an^ii] <&

§ =

Ges.

v.

=

ejpafev

^^

""°.

—

'^

On

These, however, are

the force of the pf. with

naij] Bu.

'n^

so S"

a'n3\i;

so Siev., Now.'^.

rN-\'S;

Hal. hSn.

Riessler, hni.

win general approval.

to

and Now..

—

iss*

— o^y]}Now. n???.—
omitting,

'i\—

'•'

'>

-i£3D]

i^s^-nSi]

Rd. ^cra

'DnSi,

"iNn>':']

as sug-

290) on the basis of <&'s Kal evXa^ovso also Margolis {ZAW. XXVII, 233, 266) and Martina"-,
(g
uses eiXapeiaOai to render non also in Pr. 24^8 Na. i' Zp. 3'-; cf.

gested

by Nestle (ZAW. XXVI,

ix^vois;

Margolis,

# tJiose praising =

c.

I.

Hal.

so Now.^(?).

mean "hold dear"
places where
53', it is

M

^?.u'^.

is

''n^u-h.

We.(?)

or "esteem," but "think" or "plan."

approximates the meaning desired here,
used without a preposition, whereas here it

Gn. 8» 17"

{ZAW. XXII,

i8'< 2i2 Is. io3.

—

305),

n-y; >:n T.rN] ityx

{scil.

For

a day for a special purpose),

thus used, viz. in an absolute sense,

H

20'- "• ".

—

is foil,

by

3.

of time when,

may

be taken as a

day which

I

—
c/.

rel-

am

this use of '; in the sense

Ps. iiS^^

cf.

as introducing a temporal clause, viz.

Ez.

In the only

^

For

d;;'-.

ative particle representing the object of ^^7, viz. "the

about to make."

''?9n'^'';

viz. Is. 13'' 2i3^

it

17. Dvh] Nestle

Bu.

"'anx.

difhcult, since airn does not ordinarily-

"

when I am about to
21

v.

cf.

"fix" or "appoint"
Or n-'S may be treated

^ eis ir€pnro[r]<nv,
§ an assembly, 'd =

Aq.

hSjd]

act."

For

'>?

44" 48"

Je. 14' Ps. 22'237'

irepLoOa-iov.

Vliii possessione.

Is.

"

a special treasure," and it is applied to Israel six times {e. g. Ex. 19^) and to gold and silver twice (viz.
Ec. 2' I Ch. 290- It is best treated here as a gloss on ''S vr^-^ so Siev.,
Now.'^. Its distance from ^h v^, with which it must be taken, is
in pcculium.

Nestle, ZAW. XXII, 305. Furthermore, we should exSome would connect it with na'j-, rendering "day which
so e. g. Ra., Rosenm..
But
I will make my own special treasure";
'd rc>', as Isop. notes, would naturally mean "acquire property"; cf.
Gn. 12° 31' Dt. 8"'- Is. 19'".— -i3>n] Hal. ansn.— 18. pj an^x-ii] C/. >-T'
in 2 S. i95«.
The original substantive character of J''3 shines
]''2,

abnormal;
pect

cf.

nSjp'7.

through such usage.

H

quid sil itilcr ; 51 quantum sit inter. Siev.
p3 mtr. cs.. 19. lunj] 05 adds kolI <p\i^ei.
avTO'us, which is lacking in HP. 62, 86 and 51, and is under obelus in
0". S> adds my wrath. ant] (S AWoyeveh = anr. ntr;*] (&, with

and Now.'^(?) om.

Cf.

—

'-h 's

—

several codd. of

pression
\ei(p9T}

sler.

=

and may
ajvp.;

=

''i?J7;

—

so Isop..

well be continued

But nry

by a

pi.,

pers. sg. active

French "on dit,"

similar treatment of

nj;;i -ip

is

etc..

in

Sd

is

a collective ex-

as in ans.

so We., Now., Marti, Bu., Siev.,

But the 3d

pass., like the
cf. its

Kenn.

—

van H.,

3Ty>] (5

^to-

Du.''™-, Ries-

often used as equivalent to a
f]y;y tin;;'] ul freely na 131 13;

—
—

2^-.

20. B'Dtf ] Usually

masc, but

,16-24

8S

fem. here and in Gn. 15" Je. 15' Na. 3'' Is. 45', as in Ar.. The choice
may be due to the influence of the genitive 'i. ipix]

of the fem. here

Epexegetical genitive;

Ges.

cf.

^^'-'p.

—

—

h^dj^j]

&

his tongue.

upon

B

which he renders "in parentheses" and
-nu-pi] (g Kal aKipT-firegards as a lote indicating that N£3i:; is a gloss.
o-ere.
Gratz, a.nu'fl-Ji. Hal. D-7fF]. The "i" of 'a is probably due to
in pennis ejus.

Riessler," d:djd3,

—

—

attenuation from the usual a; for other cases, cf. Ges. ^^**i. pair]
iK deafiQv aveifiiva.
de annefilo.
'c is
of the ox = ipac.

&

H

OJ

always associated with hr;, viz. Am. 6* i S. 28^^ Je. 46^'. It denotes
the stall in which cattle were tied for feeding purposes, pans ';• thus
= "well fed, or fattened cattle." 21. DniD;i] dir.; cf. D''p;'.^ = "wine

—

=

"to trample upon," as
newly trodden out." 'y
(5 om.; so Bu. as dittog. of nn.-i.
"-24

Vv.

ZAW.

(Eng.

4*-«)

JBL. XVU,
Ko. Gesch.

are a later appendage to this section;

Schwally, Lchen nach

VII, 2io_^.;

Marti;

7;

also in Ar..

Bu.^^^^^'^''-

Siev.;

dem

alttestamentlichen Religion (1912), 414/..

d.

Torrey,

335.

i,

."123]

so Boh.,

Tode, 117;

Sta.Theoi.

'";

—

Du.^'°-,

Now. would

The linguistic usage of these verses is not
adds weight to the general considerations
'^
zv,
urged above in support of their late origin. Mal.'s term is not
nor Niijni Snjn Dv, but xan ovn or '; 'n is'n ovn. Mai. speaks of
retain only v.

conclusive in

^^

as genuine.

but

itself,

it

mipn, but not of n^-n min.

Mai. constantly cites
nsN; these verses
stands here as against ''Jn elsewhere in INIal..
i"'^;] Massora writes here t majuscula, not to emphasise the importance of the
never,

'1

—

''djn

maxim, but to note the fact that this is the only place in the Book of
the Twelve where this pointing of these consonants is found (Ho. 12*
145

=

"'"lat);

while outside of the

ception of Jb. 18"

(=

11?.'),

-i"^??

is

Book

of the

Twelve, with the ex-

the only pointing of this group that

XXXI

Von Gall, ZAW.
occurs.
(1911), 75, suggests that the large i
here marks the beginning of an addition, as the beginnings of books are
so marked in certain cases, viz. Gn. i' Pr. i' Ct. i' Ec. i' i Ch. i';
cf. Is.

C5

=

from

40'.

<B^

^2Z'r\n

(cf.

HN-i.

—24.

=

fj-v^ffd-nri

BS.

nuN]

48'");
(I

=

as frequently in later Heb..
(g

=

]3.

—zms ^"

rendering.

But

3':3]

Riessler

(B

-13T.

A, Eth. and Arm.

so Riessler.
as.

—

Riessler,

x-iijn] (g

nnas

=

iH.

—23.

N^ajn]

iwitpav^^, deriving it

ma';'.

—

^a'ja-'^y]

Rd. on\p, with Bu., Now.'^(?)

*?>•

=

Sn,

Marti'^''"-.

dvdpunrov irpbs rbv wXrjcrlov airroO, a free

would restore

after <B, VVy'^S. h^nu'j nu'?).
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INTRODUCTION TO JONAH.
§

I.

THE CHARACTER OF THE STORY OF JONAH.

The story of the wilful prophet is one of the best known and most
misunderstood in the Old Testament: an occasion for jest to the
mocker, a cause of bewilderment to the literalist believer but a
reason for joy to the critic. The Old Testament reaches here one
of

its

highest points, for the doctrine of God receives in it one of
and most beautiful expressions and the spirit of pro-

its clearest

It is sad that
phetic religion is revealed at its truest and best.
men have so often missed the spirit by fastening their attention

on the form of the

story.

The form

is

indeed fantastic enough

and, unless rightly understood, it is likely to create difficulties.
At almost every step the reader who takes the story as a record

must ask questions. How
that a true prophet should disobey a direct divine

of actual happenings

was

it

possible

command ?

Is

God

should send a storm simply in order to pursue
a single person and thus cause many others to suffer too? Do
such things happen in a world like ours? Is it not curious that
it

likely that

the lot should

fall

upon Jonah

at once,

and evidently without

manipulation on the part of the sailors, and that the sea should
become calm directly after he had been thrown overboard? That
the great fish was at once ready to swallow Jonah may be passed,
but that Jonah should have remained in the fish for three days and
three nights and should have prayed a beautiful psalm of thanksto mention the
giving inside, exceeds the limits of credibility, not
but
him up on
him
threw
point that the fish did not simply eject
of
Nineveh
the
idea
of
the shore. What an exaggerated
greatness

What language did Jonah speak in Nineveh?
could the people understand him? And what a wonderful
The greatest prophets in Israel
result followed his preaching!
the author had!

How

had not been able
29

to accomplish anything like

3

it.

It is

so un-

JONAH

4

precedented that Jesus regarded it as the most astounding wonder
Is it not strange that absolutely no trace

of the story (Lk. ii**).

has been

left of

the universal, whole-hearted repentance of the

who prophesied
And what shall we say of

Ninevites and that the later prophets

Assyria

knew nothing

of

it ?

against
the ex-

traordinarily speedy growth of the plant?
are in wonderland!
It is all passing strange.

We

is

not the record of actual historical events nor was

as such.

It is

it

Surely this
ever intended

a sin against the author to treat as literal prose what
This story is poetry not prose. It is a

he intended as poetry.

poem not history. That is the reason why it is so vague
many points where it should have been precise, if it had been
intended as a historical record. The author is not interested in
prose
at

things which a historian

would not have omitted.

So he says

nothing about the place where Jonah was ejected or about his
journey to Nineveh. He gives no name of the king, but he calls
of Nineveh," a designation which was never
used as long as the Assyrian empire stood. He does not speak
of the time of his reign or of the later fate of Nineveh nor does

him simply "King

he specify the sins which were responsible for Jonah's mission.
He is so little interested in the personal history of Jonah that he
does not

tell

us what became of him after he had received his well-

merited rebuke.

As soon

as he has finished his story

and driven

home

the truth he intended to teach he stops, for he is interested
only in that. His story is thus a story with a moral, a parable, a
prose poem like the story of the Good Samaritan, or Lessing's

Ring story

in

Nathan

the Wise, or

Oscar Wilde's poem

in prose,

The Teacher of Truth. Thejyery style of it_wit h_its_jgpetition_
and stereotyped form s ofsp eeclishows its character, for these
or's limited stor e
^tylisti^dmTacteristics are not due to the
;

ajith

of phrases but to his intention of giving a

uniform characterJo_

the story.
All its strangeness disappears as soon as we put the story into
Then we can give ourselves to
the category in which it belongs.
the enjoyment of its beauty and submit to its teaching of a truth
which is as vital and as much needed to-day as it was when it was
first told.

CHARACTER OF THE STORY
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It is useless to collect similar instances to prove the possibility of the
swallowing of Jonah by the huge fish. Nobody denies that a shark or
a sperm-whale can swallow a man whole and alive. But none of the

adduced prove that a man can

stories usually

live three

days and three

nights in the stomach of a large tish, even if the stories could be relied
on as truthful. An illustration of what happens when the facts of such

given by Luke A. Williams in the Expos.
where he proves by documentary evidence
that Konig's story of the whale-hunter James Bartley who had been
swallowed by a whale and taken out of its stomach alive on the follow-

a story are really investigated
T.,

XVIII, Feb., 1907,

is

p. 239,

ing day (Konig, DB., II, p. 750 b., Expos. T., XVII, Aug., 1906, pp.
521/.) is nothing but a sea yam. A similar story adduced by v. Orelli

would, I doubt not, have the same
to

if it

fate,

Another more interesting and at

first

were investigated.

sight

make

He

the historicity of the miracle probable
contended that it was most reasonable that

swallowed and
regard

him

Berosus,

later ejected

by a

fish in

more promising attempt
was made by Trumbull.
Jonah should have been

order that the Ninevites might

as an incarnation of their god Dagan, called Cannes by
is represented on the monuments as a fish-man, and that

who

they might believe his word more readily and repent.
in 1837,

(Ferd. Chr. Baur,

had already connected Jonah with Cannes, but

in

a different

manner.)

Trumbull has to assume that there were witnesses who saw how
Jonah came out of the fish, "say on the coast of Phoenicia, where the
fish-god was a favourite object of worship," and that "a multitude would
be ready to follow the seemingly new avatar of the fish-god, proclaiming
the story of his uprising from the sea, as he went on his mission to the
city where the fish-god had its very centre of worship."
But these assumptions have not only no basis in the narrative, but
removed from the mind of
Yahweh, who had
proclaimed to the sailors that Yahweh was the God of heaven who had
made the sea and the dry land, and who had been sent by Yahweh to
proclaim Yahweh's message, should have made upon the Ninevites the
impression of being an incarnation of their fish-god, and that Yahweh
should have desired "to impress upon all the people of Nineveh the
Doubtless the
authenticity of a message from himself" in this manner.
Ninevites would have thought that the message Jonah was giving was
from Dagan and not from Yahweh. It is most improbable that a Jewish author should have thought that Yahweh would accommodate him-

are opposed to its spirit.
Nothing
the author than to say that

is

Jonah,

self

so

much

superstitions

DB.,

farther

the prophet of

to the capacity of these

and

11, 752).

heathen as to minister to their

to strengthen their faith in

another god

{cf.

Kunig,

JONAH

ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE STORY.

2.

§

We

saw that as soon as we put the story

into the category in
strangeness disappears. This holds good
It has been regarded by
especially in regard to the fish episode.
most as a singular, unparalleled adventure, and the mythical

which

it

all

belongs

which were told by the Greeks concerning Hercules and
Hesione, Perseus and Andromeda, Arion or Jason have usually not
been considered by most critics as sufficiently parallel to be connected with Jonah. But the situation is different now. This part
stories

from being unique and unparalleled, turns out to
be a common story the world over. Frobenius especially, and
afterTiim H. Schmidt, have shown that a narrative according to
which a man was swallowed by a monster, remained a long time

of the story, far

inside of

many

it

and came out

later safe

and sound, was

told

among

Maritime peoples naturally spoke of a large

peoples.

fisli

or another sea-monster, inland peoples of a wolf or bear or
dragon or some other animal. The mode of deliverance varied,

though sometimes

it

was the same as in the story of Jonah. The
same with all. Our story of Jonah

essential point, however, is the

therefore but one of a large

is

"Jonah-stories."

Such

tales of

number, which Frobenius

calls

*

miraculous deliverances must have been told along
It is not without significance that the

the coast of Palestine.
story of Perseus
at

and Andromeda

which Jonah embarked.

mon

and used it in
from those

localised at Joppa, the port

his

man by

this rather

com-

and his subseown manner. But his story
a

fish

They are mostly mytha prophetic story, pervaded by
To our author the mythical
of Israel's religion.

altogether different

ical

is

our author took

feature of the swallowing of a

cjucnt deliverance,
is

And

others.

stories al^out the sun, his is

the truest spirit

element has entirely disappeared. He uses the fish episode merely
If he had not known
in order to bring Jonah back to the land.

any of those
* Such
sata
oj

ill

stories,

he might perhaps have thought of a different

not the special Jonah-story of the OT., were caricatured by Lucian of SamoVera Hisloria (Engl, transl. by H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler, The Works oj Lucian

stories,

his

Samosata,

11,

pp. 130-173).
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means of delivering Jonah. But this feature lay ready at hand
and was most impressive, and there was no reason why he should
not use

it.

The ancient Jews, just as other oriental peoples, loved romance.
And a story effectively told would carry home its own lesson where
a simple straightforward address would have been useless.
Our
author knew this well. Other prophets had told parables and
had gained a hearing when otherwise it would have been impossible.
The great teachers of postexilic Judaism made frequent
use of stories as a means of teaching, compare only the stirring
tales in Daniel, to mention no others.
Our author had a great
lesson to teach, a lesson which

must not

ears.
AadThe great prophets
God but tlie GoJof.
God that exists. From this
fall

on deaf

the_situaiiQaJiKal^caafronled WnL_was.this.
had taught that Yabweh is not only Israel's
the whole world, for
follo}ved that

He

is

He

is

the only

interested not only in Israel

butTiTairthe

nations of th£.:w-orld, and that His love goes out to them all._ He
pumsEes sin wherever He finds it, among the nations as well as

JnJsraeL

But

He

does not desire the death of the sinner but that

and live. And so He warns them all of
^jTejrepent
punishment that must come, if they continue in sin,
that they will turn in true repentance and be saved.
This truth is a universal truth, it is for the nations
Israel.

doctrine!

It

the inevitable

and

it

hopes
iS^"*^.

as well as for

was a wonderful prophetic conception and
But

He

See Je.

a glorious-

did not control the thoughts and the lives of the_

Jews. They had become narrow and embittered.__TJie great
world powers had dealt cruelly with them, and they had come to_j
feel that the nations deserved nothing but swift and terrible pun-_j

But the punishment was delayed, and the passion in^
those hot Jewish hearts grew stronger and the hatred of the heathen^
fiercer.
They hoped for Yahweh's interference on their behalf.

isHment.

God ol righteousness, would vindicate HimBut they hoped in vain. ]\Ieanwhile the spirit of the great,
prophets was-workmg gently in some hearts, softening and illuminating them; and the wonderful passion of Deutero-Isaiah with
his glorious idea of Yahweh as the one and only God and his
ardent hope of the triumph of His religion all over the wide world
Surely Yahweh, the
self^

—

8

JONAH

and of the salvation of

And
all, was living on in a few great souls.
the ideal of Israel's mediatory service for mankind in bringing the knowledge of the true religion to the ends of the earth.
An ideal like this, once given, could not die. It lived on in the

with

it

heart of our author,

from

this ideal.

of a prophet.

who

felt

keenly

how

far

removed

Israel

was

To summon them toil wouW4>e-worthy the task
And so, seeing the great vision of the oneness of~~

"ijod and of His character, and conceiving the universal implications of those truths,

he went

to his people

and

told

them

this

which the problem of the delay of the punishment of the nations was solved and by which the heart of Israel
story, in the light of

was summoned

He

used

to its high task.

folk-loristic

elements for his story, as

we saw

above,

why he should have taken Jonah as the hero of his story is
difficult to tell.
There had been a prophet Jonah of Gath-Hepher
but

in Zebulon, identified

most probably with Meshed in Galilee, three
He had predicted victory to Jero-

miles north-east from Nazareth.

boam

II in the ninth century B.C. according to 2 K. 14^.

known

Noth-

Neither the Book of Kings nor the
Chronicles tell anything else about him.
It seems that his name
attracted our author as especially appropriate for his purpose,
ing else is

for

of him.

Jonah = Dove had become a symbolic name for Israel.* Our
name and " Jonah " suited his pur-

author needed a representative
pose.

Perhaps his father's name Amittai,

Emcth (= truth),

attracted

him

also

the truth of God, the true religion,

:

connected with

the son of truth, having

—

which indeed Israel did
have, but which it did not wish to share with others.
Thia,,
Jonah^was a nationalistic prophet and therefore a good representative of this narrow, exclusive tendency he lived at the

—

:

time of the Assyrian empire.
representative of the nations,
in existence.

was no longer

nection with Nineveh

is

Our author chose Nineveh as the
although in his own time Nineveir_
That he antedated

a minor point, since

Israel's con-

he wrote no

historical treatise.
It

has sometimes been assumed even by scholars
to a dove

who do

not

Ephraira
compared
by Ho. 7II ii", and is called a turtle-dove in Ps. 74'».
In later times Jonah or Dove became a standing title for Israel." Che. ,EB., II, 2367, n.
4, with references.
is

'

'

'
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literal facts that traditions

concern-

ing Jonah had been handed down, e. g., of a trip abroad attended
by great dangers, or even of a mission to Nineveh and of his wonIn the light of the silence of the Books of
derful success there.
and
of
Chronicles, this is most unlikely and, besides, it is
Kings
altogether unnecessary, because the story is the work of poetic imagination, pure

and simple.

Bu. has made a most interesting suggestion

Book

in this connection.

He

Jonah (except the psalm) as a part of the Midrash
of the Book of Kings to which the Chronicler refers as his source (II, 24-").
A Midrash is "an imaginative development of a thought or theme suggested by Scripture, especially a didactive or homiletic exposition, or an
Bu. beheves that the
edifying religious stor}'" (Driver, Intr., p. 529).
Book of Jonah is a Midrash on 2 K. 14" and that its place in the midrashic work was after 2 K. 14-', tfre' words of the canonical Book of
regards the

of

lungs^tmig, of course, included in it. Yahweh's grace to Israel taught
The beginning, and it came
there, is extended here also to the nations.

and the abrupt ending of the story point according to him to its
having once been part of a larger whole.
That the book has the character of a ^lidrash Bu. has rightly seen,

to pass,

Book of Kings has been conMidrashim given by the Chronicler
and in view of the poor connection between 2 K. 14-^ and Jon. i'.
Winckler suggested therefore that it was taken from the Book of the
Seers (quoted in 2 Ch. ;^;^^^ (B) which was a [Midrash on an old prophetic code and which contained originally also the Books of Isaiah
to Malachi.
The original place of the Book of Jonah was not after
2 K. 14", for the mention of Nineveh would be premature there.
And
really the Jonah of 2 K. 14-% Wkl. argues, is not the same as the Jonah
of Jon. I', their identification is due to a glossator.
The Book of Jonah
belongs, not under Jeroboam II but under Manasse with the Book of
Nahum, which Wkl. dates from this time. "There the downfall of
Nineveh had been predicted, but directly after it had to be told that
Manasse had been obliged to go to Babylon to the King of Assyria to
This
justify himself, or at least that he had remained Assyrian vassal.
harmonised but ill with the predictions of Nahum and thus a commentator felt the need of explaining the matter and the Book of Jonah
was there" (pp. 262/.). It cannot be claimed that Wkl.'s theor\' is
It does not do justice to the spirit of the story and
preferable to Bu.'s.
but that

it

was part

of the ^lidrash of the

tested in view of the character of the

—

—

argument against the originality of the identification of our Jonah
with the one of 2 K. 14" is untenable (see on i'). And even if the

its

mention of Nineveh under Jeroboam II were premature (but see Gn.

lO

JONAH
lo'* ]) we should have to credit the author with this historical error.
According to Bu. {JE., VII, p. 226), "Winckler retracted his opinion in

'Allgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchenzeitung,' 1903, p. 1224."

—

The Allegorical or Symbolical Interpretation: Some scholars, among
them Bloch, Kleinert, Cheyne, G. A. Smith, regard the storj' as an allegory not as a parable. To them it is an allegory of Israel's history.
Israel (= Jonah), as God's servant and prophet, was to bring His truth
But it evaded its duty and was in consequence "swalto the nations.
lowed up" by the world power Babylon (= the great tish). In the
Babylonian exile it turned and prayed to Yahweh and was disgorged or
liberated.

After the restoration

it

was

dissatisfied with

Yahweh's long-

suffering with the nations and waited for their punishment.
The combination of the Babylonian empire with the great fish seems
to be fortified

by

Je. 5i'«- ".

in the text, while in

of the fish.

The

But there

Jonah nothing

it is

calls for

a comparison which

an

untenableness of the theory

is

made

allegorical interpretation
is

at once manifest

when

by Wright, who thinks that
But even the moderate
the wonderful plant symbolises Zerubbabel.
The heatnen
interpretation of G. A. Smith does not sound natural.
powers are represented by the sea, by the fish, and by Nineveh. Cheyne
confines himself to the salient points and thus gives the theory its most
The elements of truth contained in
plausible and attractive character.
it have been recognised and done justice to above, but the symbolic
it is

carried through consistently, as,

interpretation of the fish

is

e. g.,

uncalled for.

Sometimes, though not usually, the allegorical interpretation is combined with the typical which sees in Jonah the type of Christ. This is

due to the explanation by the evangelist (Mt. 12*")* oi the sign of Jonah
of which Jesus spoke in Mt. 12'' i6^ The evangelist interpreted the sign
0/ Jonah as meaning the three days and three nights which Jonah spent

and the same period which Jesus was "in the heart of the
That Jesus Himself meant by the sign of Jonah something
else is plain from Lk. 11'°, For even as Jonah became a sign unto the
Ninevites [by his preaching of repentance], so shall also the Son of man
he [with His gospel] to this generation.
^'^The men of Nineveh shall stand

in the fish

earth."

up

in the judgment with this generation,

repented at the preaching of

Jonah ; and

and

shall

condemn

it:

behold, a greater than

for they

Jonah

is

here.

Often

this reference of Jesus to tJie sign of Jonah

has been used as an

for the historicity of the story of Jonah.
Jesus believed in it,
But Jesus
reasoned, consequently His followers must do so also.

argument
so

it is

had no intention of afiirming or denying its historicity. He was using
an illustration, and an illustration may be drawn from fiction as well as
from actual history. Paul refers to the legend of the rock that followed
* Almost

all

NT.

critics

regard Mt. 12*" as a gloss or interpretatior by the evangelist

CANON AND DATE
the Israelites on their exodus

from Egypt,

i

Cor.

IT
lo*,

and Jude

refers to

the Jewish legend concerning the contention of the archangel Michael
Does that stamp these legends as
with Satan for the body of Moses.

We

constantly use references to literature as illustraa moment that this implies a belief in the
historicity of the stories or persons referred to.
Notiiing can therefore
be inferred i; regard to its historicity from the use which Jesus makes of
historical facts?

tions \\ithout thinking for

the story.
Even v. Orelli who believes in the genuineness of Mt. 12'"
in the historicity of the Book of Jonah agrees that the historicity of
the resurrection does not prove the historicity of the Jonah miracle.*

and

INSERTION OF THE BOOK IN THE
PROPHETIC CANON.

§ 3.

When the parabolic character of the Book of Jonah is clearly
understood, the surprise that it should have been included among
the prophetic books, from which it differs so much in form, disappears, for it is then recogn is ed as be long ing there by_Yirlu£_Df.
its teaching and of its spirit which are those of the greatest proph.;

TFwas

ets.

therefore a true instinct that led the collectors to

place the book in the canon of the prophetic books.
Budde thinks it was included among the Twelve to round out

number

But that seems a most inadequate reason.
Konig
special place in the canon after Obadiah
for
be
accounted
may
by the theory that the words a messenger
was sent among the nations in Ob. i "found a clear illustration i:i
the story of Jonah" and "that the question why the threats pronounced against Edom had remained unfulfilled was intended to
the

twelve.

suggests that

its

be answered in the Book of Jonah" {BD.,

§ 4.

II,

748b).

THE DATE OF THE BOOK.

Jonah himself were the author the date would at once be
settled, for Jonah the son of Amittai, of Gath-Hepher in Zebulon,
lived under Jeroboam II, to whom he prophesied victory over the
If

Aramaeans,
written

On
pp. 144

2

K. 14^.

by Jonah.

It

But the book nowhere claims to have been
is a story about him not by him.
And

the use of the fish symbol in the early Christian church, see esp.
fi-

H. Schmidt, Jona,

JONAH
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every argument is against so early a date. The language of the
book is such that it cannot belong to the ninth century B.C.

A number

words are used which occur elsewhere only in late
2 4"- '• ", a favourite word of our author for the ear«
Dn. i=^- '»• •« and
lier nn, is found elsewhere only in i Ch. 92' Ps. 61
224- ", etc. 131 4" is used in late
frequently in Aramaic, Ezr. 7-5 Dn.
the earlier ri33->.
literature, Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles, Daniel, for
In Ho. 8'2 u-i was already suspected by the Masorites who read
pn"^ occurs elsewhere only Ps. 107'" Pr. 2621), and
•>5n instead of it.
literature.

h

of late

Thus

.~ij-d

yyn (= fxiWu)

1*

and nx^v

32 are not

found

in the earlier Hteraturc.

Again, there are some decisive Aramaisms in the book,

ncjj.in i^ for

Elephantine Papyri and the Targums. DJJ 3' in
cf.
the sense of command, edict occurs elsewhere only in Aram., cf. Ezr. 6" Dn.

Dn.

the Heb. 3rn,

3'", etc., in

6',

Heb. the root means to taste, cf. 2'^- The use of for n-'N (in
common in later Heb. under Aram, influii', \2-z' 4">) became
:;•

'eSb'3 i',''S'^3

in early northern Israelitish writings {cf Ju.

Sr had been used

ence.

but elsewhere only in late passages (Psalms, Ecclesiastes). Since
the other linguistic evidence points to a late date, the use of ^' for i-'X
5)

becomes also an indication of the period when it was so freely employed.
nSs i5, which is not found before Ezekiel (27'- ='• ") and nj^cD which
occurs only here in the OT., have both been regarded as Aramaisms. But
nj^DD means here evidently the lower deck, and is derived from the good
Heb. root JSD, and rh:: may not have been used accidentally, since the

OT.

has so few sea-stories.

In accord with the linguistic evidence is the familiarity with OT,
He knew the story of Eliwritings which our author displays.
jah's flight to

with

I

K.

Horeb

ig^^.

iS''-

is

K.

19), for

He knew

tional character of

story

(i

he modelled

ch. 4

on

'^^

it, cf.

4^"-

the teaching of Je. i8'-^^ of the condito the nations, and his

Yahweh's predictions

a beautiful illustration of the principle expressed in Jc.
instant I shall speak concerning a nation and con-

^ A what
I

cerning a kingdom,

to

up and to break down and to destroy it,
which I have spoken, turn from their evil,

pluck

if that nation, concerning

I will repent of the evil that I thought to do them. Cp. also Jon.
with Je. 18'' 26^ He also knew Deutero-Isaiah's teaching
3^''
of monotheism in its universal applications and is intent on inculit by his story.
This brings us down

cating

esting to note that

to exilic or postexilic times

Yahweh

is

called

God

and

of heaven, a

it is

title

inter-

which

UNITY OF THE BOOK
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in postexilic l)ut so rare in pre-exilic times, that

He

one early story, Gn. 24^- '.* With this late
date agrees the manner in which Nineveh is spoken of as a city
of the past (3''') and in which it is described as so fabulously great.
is

called thus only in

Moreover the
given to

him

Monuments,

title

"King

of

Nineveh"

(3")

could not have been

as long as the Assyrian empire

still

existed (Saycc,

p. 487).

Everything points thus to the postexilic period, and the book is
quite generally dated thus by scholars. To fix the date more defbecause the indications are too

initely is difficult

lower limit can be determined.

The book

Still

slight.

the

cannot be later than

the third century B.C., because Jonah is included among the twelve
by Jesus Sirach (49^") and referred to by 3 Mac. 6^ and Tob. 14''.

The

fact that

our author quotes the ancient characterisation of
34®) in the form which Joel (2^^'^) uses,

Yahweh's nature (Ex.
adding and relenting of

the eznl,

may

indicate that this form

was

prevalent at the time when Joel and the author of Jonah wrote,
or that the author of Jonah knew Joel's book. The use of another

phrase of Joel (2"^) in 3^* would favour the latter. In that case
the book was written between 400 and 200 B.C., and this is as

much

as

we can

§

say.

THE UNITY OF THE BOOK-

5.

Though the story makes the impression of literary unity, it is
not without certain unevennesses and apparent incongruities which
tend to give a semblance of truth to the hypothesis of composite
authorship which has been repeatedly put forward.
J. G. A. Miiller, in 1794, seems to have been the

first

to

deny

He

believed that the psalm in ch. 2 was
but the story by an exilic author.
himself,
composed by Jonah
In 1799 Nachtigal, in his desire to account for the miraculous

the unity of the book.

i, 2, assumed three sources, which are, as he thought,
distinguished by differences in language, spirit and manner of
(i) The prayer, composed by the prophet himself
presentation,

story of chs.

*

The phrase

tion of texts.

D''n'^N

rnn> 4'

See below.

is

not to be explained by dependence on Gn.

2

but by confla-

JONAH
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from mortal danger, 2'"^"; (2) the poetical
of
a
apology
Jewish sage of the exile directed against particularistic fanatics of his people, chs. 3, 4; (3) a prosaic introduction,
after his deliverance

ji-16 2I.

2. 11

written by a scribe of the time of Ezra and Nehemiah
a connection between the first two originally indepen-

^1^

to serve as

dent pieces. The mention of Tarshish in 4^ suggested a trip to
Tarshish and the phrase from the bowels of Sheol, 2^ (Engl. 2'),
Jonah's stay in the fish. The untenableness of this theory is at
once apparent. But it is noteworthy that the belief that Jonah

composed the psalm himself and that the story was a later invenon the basis of the psalm was entertained also by others, e. g.,
by Bunsen {Gott in der Geschichte, I, pp. 349 ff., see Kue.).

tion

These early attempts had no influence on later criticism. And
the next one by K. Kohler {Der Prophetismus der Hebrder) seems
to

have remained unnoticed by everybody except Dean Farrar,

who mentions

his theory in Tlie
ing to which Kohler regarded i^
lations.

Kohler's article

he seems

to

is

Minor Prophets,
2^""

(Heb.

^"^'')

p. 236, accord-

3^ 4'"* as interpo-

unfortunately inaccessible to me, but

have discerned the

difficulties in chs. 3, 4,

which

later

pointed out, and he apparently tried to remove the

critics also

chronological difficulty of y"^- 4^-^ by omitting 4^"* as secondary.
It is interesting to notice that this drastic excision of 4^'* was ac-

cepted later by Kaufmann Kohler and Riessler,
The next suggestion was made by Kleinert in 1868.

He

ac-

counted for the incongruities in chs. 3, 4 by assuming that there
were "obviously in chapters iii and iv two accounts, which state
essentially the

more minute

same

detail

with one another.
account,

iii.

thing, the
.

.

.

First

1-4, 6-10;

iv.

so obvious that he gives

But the assumption
tified

if

one in laconic touches, the other in

and which agree verbally and intimately
account, ch. iii. 1-5, lo; iv. 1-5. Second
1-3, 6-1 1."

no argument

This seems

to Kleinert

in support of his theory.

of the interweaving of

two accounts

there are evidences of real differences.

is

jus-

Here where

only
the accounts agree so closely that it is impossible to
separate
them, the difficulties must be solved in some other way.

In 1879 the Jewish scholar, K. Kohler, subjected the book to the
literary criticism it had as yet received and con-

most searching

UNITY OF TITE BOOK
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number of interpolations, glosses and redactional
transpositions were responsible for the book as we now have it.
eluded that a

Kohler regards as postexilic interpolations
6. s.^b
(from what is thy country on) 't^-

j5b.

the

in
lo.

»

22-10

pre-exilic

(Engl.

book:

i-«)

'•

3«-

S'"

9.
sb. sa
Qg jg y^^ 3 shade
^1-4.
(he reads narrative tenses in s^Pb)
over his head; Kohler reads with (5 to give him shade, and omits /row his
'">.

displeasure)

— He inserts

will be overthrown

!

in

i^,

He

from 3^

Yet three

(C6)

days more and Nineveh

substitutes this also in 3"^ ioxthe mes-

sage which I will speak to thee. He inserts in 3^ and so he did on the
"
But at the
second day and so he did on the third day.^He emends 4'- ',

morning Yahweh ordered a hot wind, and it smote the
and it withered. And as the sun arose, the sun struck
he became faint, etc.* Kohler transposes i'^ after i*,
head
and
Jonah's
and i'= after i'. "The interpolation of vers. 5c and 6 accounts for the
removal [from its right place] of the former, and v. 10 presents itself as a

dawn

of the

castor-oil plant

—

late substitute of

a very problematic nature in place of

The elements of truth in
W. Bohme followed Kohler

He

of his predecessors.
besides.

7.

v.

16."

we proceed.
knew nothing

the theory will appear as
in 1887, but evidently

distinguished four sources and glosses

'
A, the principal, Yahwistic narrator, i'-'» (with omissions in
")
9. loaa. n. i2att. ij. u
2'- » 3i-3»- <•>. 5 (^ lacuua due to R exists after 3'

8aa.

which the sparing of Nineveh was

in

told)

4'-

'*

(contents)

^

(except

him from his displeasure) v»ab. sb. 9. loa (mostly), "^. B, the
Elohistic author, worked over a part of the same material, ^^^- *" ^•"'
'"»
{and thou didst not cause it to grow) •">
(except some additions) ^^^(except and much cattle) and probably some material in the preceding
verses also.
R, the Elohistic Redactor, worked A and B together into
to deliver

C, the Yahwistic supplementer,

a whole.

To

these four

Bohme adds

4"

'.

I'

(the first Tarshish,

4.1.3.

^-

'

5b.
'

6.

sa^. b^

{into

not feed)
8a. lob.

ub

^

{what

Thy

much

'

^""P^-

'-''^-

"•

minor

'«

2=-"

glosses,

and

the second from the presence of Yahweh)
thy country, etc.) 2*" {into the midst of the sea)

holy temple)

{man and

(^and

is

!="'•

the author or authors of

'

beast) 4*-

and the
him from

3'»^'> {the cattle
^^

{to

deliver

sheep, and sliall
his displeasure)

cattle).

Bohme's theory is so complicated and artificial that it appears
once as most improbable. He magnifies little unevennesses,
and requires a logical exactness which is out of the question in a
at

*

Pj^Vin due to a copyist's change of niSyj, ace. to Kohler.
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The linguistic differences with which he
story like that of Jonah.
seeks to strengthen his thesis are imaginary; the difference especially in the use of
his hypothesis.

so keen, that

Yahweh and Elohim cannot be

on

—Yet Bohme's perception of the unevenexplained
places was

Kuenen gave

out, in addition to the

it

He

serious consideration.

above points, that

it

pointed

was highly improbable

that a story with such a tendency could have been so popular in
Bohme's theory of four writers, besides glos-

postexilic times as
sators, assumes.

in chs. 3,

If

Bohme had

4 (A and B) and

to various distinct writers,

not insisted on parallel narrators

he had not apportioned the additions
his criticism would not have looked like
if

"a mere curiosity" (Cornill). For in spite of the untenableness
of his theory, his article contained many acute suggestions which
later criticism

as

it

has found valuable, e. g., on i^ 2^ 3^ 4*^; and strange
it has strongly influenced the recent criticism of

may seem

H. Schmidt and
in

Riessler.

Winckler (1899) tried to solve the literary problem of the book
a much simpler manner. He transposed i^^ after i* (cf. Kohler)

1^°

;

after

and

i'^;

over his head,
the hut.

but

and

in 4^

4*^

he omitted thai shade should he

he supplied after east wind: and it tore down
i" is plausible, and adopted by Bu.,

even better in
See com.

There

is

its

The

but that of 4^ seems at
Marti.

In

3''.

The transposition of

i^^ fits

nificant.

4^ after

present context, where it is quite sigi^° is not so plausible,

transposition of

first irresistible,

a real

and

is

difficulty at this point,

e.

accepted,

but

it is

g.,

by

not to be

solved by a transposition.
See below. On 4*^ and 4^ see com.
The next attempt was made by H. Schmidt, who believed that

Bohme had

pointed out in the main correctly where literary criticism must begin, but had barred himself from a true solution oy
his hypothesis of

two

to this reader that
3''®.

from wrath

to

mercy

to a later reader too abrupt.

God was

Similarly in ch.

i

it

2^"^*'

(Engl.

^'^)

was

in the actions of

In ch. 3

far too easily reconciled, so

it

Yahweh

seemed

he added

seemed strange that heathen

should be permitted to throw a prophet of

tries

Thus he

by a religious motive.

thinks that the prayer of thanksgiving in ch.
inserted because the change

Yahweh appeared

Schmidt

parallel narratives in chs. 3, 4.

to account for various insertions

sailors

into the sea

UNITY OF THE BOOK
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without being punished for it, so he inserted i"- ''. In each case
there is a trait in the narrative which is expanded by the interpo-

Jonah prayed

lator: in 2^ a)id

of the nobles in

were added

in i^^ there

is

made

f is expanded by 3""";
i'^-

"

definite

by

2^"^°;

the fasting

to the question of the sailors

to bring out that they

had done

their

utmost to evade the necessity of killing a prophet of Yahweh.

In

addition to these interpolations Schmidt, heedless of his own crit^""^ ^- "• ^-^*'''"
as an independent naricism of Bohme, regards i^-'"-

which was woven together with the other. A lacuna before
he fills out by something like, and Jonah cried to his God and

rative
V.

*

the sea

"The

became calm, and then reconstructs the following outline:
sailors have treated their passenger in a hostile manner;

perhaps they are leading him away against his will, or have robbed
him of his possessions. Yahweh hurls a storm upon the sea as
In vain the robbers cry to their gods; in the
a punishment.
need
the
captain requests also his prisoner, who, certain
greatest
of the mighty protection of his God, had lain down to sleep un-

concerned about the storm, to participate in their prayer. He
complies with the request and the storm abates immediately. By
the effect of his words the sailors recognise with terror how mighty

man they have treated with hostility, and so they are very much
This story spoke of a trip not of a flight to
afraid" (p. 297).

a

But the reasons

Tarshish.
tions

and

i'*^"-

^''"^- '' ^'^°'^*

for regarding f'^ i"-

"

as interpola-

as a part of a different narrative are

not strong enough for these assertions.

It

may appear worth

in detail.

In 3^

it

while to examine Schmidt's arguments somewhat
to Schmidt that the King should pro-

seems strange

claim the fast again when the subjects are already keeping it
Besides, he adds, in 3^ the terms 3^"'.:' c::'? and Nip are used, but in

—

(3^).
'

3^-

and in 36 pyr. But is the scene presented in 3^ ^- not quite consistent?
Did the author himself not feel any interest in describing the
penitence of everybody, high and low? And does it not often happen
u^P'y .iDD

issued after the people have already taken measures?
author always use the same phrases ? In 3" he could not
the Hiph'il of Nip, so he used a synonym.
The reason that Yah-

that a decree

is

And must our
tise

weh's grace came too quickly after the sincere repentance of the people
seems singularly at fault in view of the teaching of the OT.
In regard to i'^ " Schmidt thinks it strange that the sailors should
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to the will of
try to gain the shore in direct contradiction

God as revealed

when they surrender
by Jonah; that they should ask Yahweh's pardon
" tells
Jonah and that they should speak of him as innocent. Since v.
" which would be the
of their conversion, the prayer to Yahweh in v.

—

does not fit. But nothing
beginning of their adoration of Yahweh,
whatever is said of their conversion to Yahweh! And the other difficulties

are not real either.

reasons for removing i*"«- '"«''• «• ""''"' and regarding them as a
folfragment of another narrative are not convincing either. They are as

The

pray.

sleep of Jonah is difficult to explain, and strangely
not said what Jonah did after the captain had told him to
Moreover, the strange questions of the sailors instead of the

simple

What

The deep

lows.

enough

it is

hast thou done ?

the contradiction of his

own

and the

still

stranger answer of Jonah with

from Yahweh seem

flight

to

Schmidt

to

So he removes
that they are extraneous elements in the story.
V. 5"'* also belongs with them because v. ' presupposes
yv_ 5b. e. 8-ioaa,

show

<
the unavailing prayer of the sailors; and one of the doublets in v. goes
with them too: v. •'"» because Yahweh is the author of the storm accordSo vv. ^'"^ 5="* are taken with the other insertions. Again
inw to V. '.

Schmidt

these arguments by linguistic differences, thus
butv. "»nr3D; v. ''"^ uses i;"3 but v. '»« nn. In

tries to fortify

—

vv, 3>-5''^ use

n^'jx

regard to

note that the verb

Besides,

-i;'D

nn

is

the wind, while

is

used in

-i;d

is

v.

"

by the other narrative!

used here of the raging of the

waves caused by the wind, hj^dd Ls not the same as n^js, but means
So the linguistic arguthe lower deck and is used most appropriately.

ment

is futile.

It

is

true,

however, that Jonah did probably not pray at

But why this should bring an element of inconthe captain's request.
and surely Schmidt's recongruity into the narrative is difScult to see,
struction of the other narrative at this point

is

fanciful.

Again

it

is

true that the questions of the sailors are not the questions we should
have asked, but they are not so incongruous to the narrative that they

cannot be part of
original form, but

it.

it

Jonah's answer is probably not preserved in its
forms so integral a part of the story that we miss

by Schmidt. He omits (with
had told them in v. '". But then how could the sailors
knov/ that he was fleeing from Yahweh ? The lot could not tell them
that it was Yahweh who was pursuing Jonah, and he himself had not
Does Schmidt think that the sailors were
told them anything at all.
Hebrews? or that they had recognised Jonah as a Hebrew? And even

something

in the story as constructed

others) Jar he

then,

Budde

might he not have offended another deity?
refers to Schmidt's essay rather favourably,

and appears

approve the excision of passages which he regards, with Schmidt,
as additions due to the desire to emphasise the edifying element of
to
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He

the story.

says,

"You

will

19

find that the story runs

more

smoothly and fluently; whether all stumbling blocks are removed
by it also in ch. 4 remains an open question." Unfortunately, Bu.
gives

no

to ch.

In his earlier article in JE. he suggested in regard
^^
and Yaliweh ordered a scorchomit vv. * ^ and in v.

details.

to

4

ing east wind. He also transposed there i" (with Wkl.) after i^
"'^
and read in i^''" (with Kohler) "and from the
omitted i**^7 aw /eem^," or he would insert after
presence of Yahweh.
.

and I

v.®

3' also.
4*^

.

.

am fleeing from His
On the transposition

seems

to

He was

presence.

of

i^^

inclined to omit

Bu.'s omission of

see above.

be due to his understanding of the wind as the agent
But this is not the author's intention. See

of withering the plant.

The omission of 4'' is plausible, but not absolutely necesof the whole of 4^ as well as of 3^ is, however, uncalled
that
sary;
i^^^ had already generally been recognised as
See com.
for.
com.

of
secondary, and the emendation in i'-'^'^ as well as the omission
Whether Bu.
i"'' which is involved in it are most probable.
would omit now more than in JE. is not certain, though his general statements in his Geschichte der althebrdischen Litteratur

in his Prophetisches Sclirifttiim lead

one

to suspect

and

it.

Two interesting, though unconvincing attempts to disentangle
the knots by means of metrical criticism were made by Sievers and
Erbt.
Sievers (1905) regards the story as a unity (except the
psalm in ch. 2), and removes only a few glosses which were added,
as he thinks, to emphasise the religious element of the story:
God of heaven, who has made the sea and tlie dry land;

in i®^ the
3^^

and

God

let

them turn each

(after believed); 4-

one, etc.; in 4-^ for I

and he prayed

to

know,

Yahweh,

etc.; in

similarly

editorial transition verse for the interpolated psalm.

also

4"''

Why
ligious

He

f in

2',

an

omits

but for other and more satisfactory reasons.
the author himself should not be responsible for this re-

element

is difficult

to see.

with the rest of the book!

For surely

it

is

not out of line

Schmidt omits entirely

different pas-

The

metrical argument can hardly
suffice in a story like Jonah, which was certainly not intentionally
Neither Miiller (1794) and Eichwritten in strict metrical form.

sages from the same motive.

horn (18 19) who printed the book as poetry, nor
30

Siev.

and Erbt

20
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appear to

have proved that we have anything else but beaubook (the psalm of course excepted). And

to

prose in the

tiful

though there

may be

measured cadences

certain

in

its

sentences,

they are unintentional, and deviations from the metric regularity
It is not without signifiare to be expected in rhythmic prose.
cance that Siev. and Erbt differ in their metric arrangement. Siev.

book

believes that the

is

composed

of

smooth

lines of seven beats

each throughout. Erbt thinks it was written partly in lines of
seven beats each, partly in lines of alternately three and six beats
each.

Erbt (1907) accepts Wkl.'s rearrangement of the order of the
and his insertion in 4^, but he distinguishes two different

text

sources (exclusive of the psalm in ch.
ji-'iaa. 5aa. b.

(i).

8

[Jonah's unavailing prayer or refusal to pray has
[Jonah is then thrown overboard and

been omitted] '">»*"«'>•' "a
the storm abates] '^ 2'"- ^ jsu ^saa
•

^

head)

'" ".

said]
iaa

.

[add: but

.

•

•

e

^e-io ^i-sa.

(except (o be a shade over his
at beginning: and Yahweh

Jonah was very angry] ^ [add
Ila^b-

(2).

'3-

5a^

...

II.

12.

2 ">

16

•

•

•

•33b.4

^SajSb

tS

.

.

.

aS.

.

Besides, there are glosses in
<

2).

wind)

great (before

«

i'

(son ofAmiltai)

{the god)

Yahweh, etc.) " {to Yahweh) 3'and beast) ' {that we perish not) ^{Yahweh)

^^

{for

{that great city)

it

is better, etc.)

{and much

'"'

^

{the
'

God

{and beast,

{that

{away front Yahweh)

cattle

{long-suffering
^

^^

of heaven)

'"'

{for thou,

and sheep)

*

and of great goodness)

was

'

shade might be over his head) "»

cattle).

Erbt believes that both sources were written in metre: the
source, as

O

{man

first

said before, in lines of seven beats each, the second

in lines of alternately three

and

six beats each.

He

regards the

two sources as parts of a so-called ZweipropJteienbuch and a Dreiprophetenbuch which contained the stories of Elijah and Jonah
and Elijah, Elisha and Jonah respectively. He adduces no argu-

;

ments except the metre.
untenable.

His method

Siev. arrives at

is

arbitrary

use of the metre as a literary criterion.
The most recent contribution is by the
Riessler (1911),
pecially

who

by Bohme,

and

his division

an entirely different conclusion by the

Roman

Catholic scholar

greatly influenced by his predecessors, eswhose curiosities, however, he does not reprois
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2

book was worked over several times,
added explanatory material, another glosses.

believes that the

of the revisers

''

These additions are i^ {the son of Amittai) ^'^^- *''^(from
^^
"^
he reads with (g I am a
whence doest than come on)
(in
'• ''
^°- "''• ''• "
vant of Yahweh)
*^ 2^ (except and he said)
"

from

"''

^''*•
4^-*(from they must not feed on)
*
his displeasure)
{on account of the ricinus)

''^

3^^-

Ries. gives, as a rule,

no reasons

(to deliver

ayia
ser'-^°;

him

^'"\

for his omissions,

perhaps be-

cause most of them had been proposed by others. His most noteworthy points are perhaps his view of ch. 2, on which see below,

and

his omission of i^^ with its graphic, interesting detail.

But

both are exceedingly improbable.
These manifold different attempts, not a single one of which

show

convincing,

our book which must be accounted

There are

magnified.

remedies needed are

for.

real difficulties,

slight,

and

all

But they must not be

e. g.,

in

theories that

°

i^-

f

4^ but the

work with

several

transpositions, are too artificial to be true.
result of our survey of these proposals and of our detailed

sources, or with

The

is

that there are certain difficulties in the text of

many

commentary is that the book is a unity, with the
the psalm (2^-^" Engl. ^'®), and that there are several

exegesis in the

exception of
glosses, in

i'^ {TarsJiish),

^*

{on whose account has this come to

^"^

(due to a mistaken reading in i" which is to be emended),
which is to be
3^ {and beasts) 4^^ (due to a mistaken reading in 3*

us),

corrected according to (i).

§ 6.

THE PSALM

IN

CHAPTER

2.

It is a psalm of thanksgiving for help received in great danger,
not a prayer for help in the midst of danger. The danger is past,
So this cannot be the prayer which Jonah
the psalmist is safe.

prayed, or which the author of the story would have put into Jonah's mouth, while he was inside the fish, for it does not fit into

Even though the fish was from the very first Yahweh's instrument of deliverance to the narrator, so that from his
the situation.

point of view Jonah was safe as soon as he had been swallowed,
he nowhere indicates that his hero thought so too, and this is cer-
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tainly not self-evident.

the

same

omit a point like

be swallowed by a

Our author

as to be saved!

is

fish is usually not
too good a narrator to

this.

The psalm would

fit

better

thanksgiving and praise

is

if it

There a prayer of

followed 2".

in place.

In view of the

many

trans-

positions, accidental or otherwise, which have occurred in the
text, it is not improbable that the psalm has been displaced.

OT.
And

^

and v. ^^ go well together, and the psalm follows naturally, And Jonah prayed to Yahweh his God out of the belly of
the fish.
And Yahweh spoke to the fish and it threw up Jonah
on the dry land. Then Jonah [Jonah must be supplied] said,
Out of my anguish I called to Yahweh, etc.
indeed

v.

not difficult, and the displacement may
But even then it cannot be maintained
If it had
that the psalm was composed by the author of the story.
been composed by him, he would have fitted it more closely into
the situation. As it is, it does not fit very well.
It does not men-

Such a transposition

is

be simply accidental.

tion the fish, nor speak of Jonah's penitence, but quite generally of
the experiences of a drowning man, who seemed doomed to death

and was yet wonderfully saved by Yahweh upon
called for help.
fish

by the

One might

try to explain the

whom

singer's ignoring of the instrument in his

And one might

author of his deliverance.

he had

non-mention of the
thanks to the

say that the fish did

not seem so important to the writer as it does to us. But why does
he describe so minutely the sinking down to the roots of the moun-

and the wrapping of sea-weeds around the

singer's head, and
miraculous
deliverance
say nothing
by the fish ? Did
the latter experience impress him so little?
Was it not most ex-

tains

at all of the

traordinary?
after v.

"

One might

(Engl. v.

^*')

,

also, especially if the

psalm

is

placed

try to explain the lack of reference to Jonah's

repentance by assuming that his penitence was voiced in the prayer
which he made according to v. * and as a result of which Yahweh
saved him, and that his promise to obey Yahweh 's command, if
saved,

was expressed

in v.

^''.

for the fitness of the psalm,

But

it still

after all is said that

psalm which our author would have composed for
situation.

can be said

does not seem to be the kind of
this particular

THE PSALM IN CHAPTER
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themselves at this point.

possibilities present

Either the

author selected this psalm, which seemed to him the most appro"
(sic/) or a reader
priate he could find, and inserted it after v.
inserted

the latter view

If

it.

is

adopted,

we may

either

assume

^

that the interpolator missed the prayer referred to in v. and put
To him the fish was the agent of deliverit purposely after v. ^.

ance from the very beginning, and he believed that Jonah could
pray this psalm of thanksgiving even in the belly of the fish.* Or

we may assume

that a reader missed an expression of gratitude on
the part of Jonah after he had been so miraculously delivered and
thrown up on the shore (v. "), and so he inserted this psalm in
'

Thence it was put after v. instead of after v. ", as
the margin.
he had intended. This latter view appears to me on the whole
more probable.
In any case there can be no doubt that he who placed the psalm
here interpreted the phrases connected with drowning literally.
the

view of the frequent use in poetry, cf., e. g., Ps. 69^- ^- ^', of
figures of drowning for mortal danger and illness it is not certain
He may
that the original poet intended them to be taken literally.

But

in

have used them

The

figuratively.

literary connection with various postexilic

But how

for a postexilic date of the psalm.
in the postexilic period

it

belongs

pure and no Aram, influence
It has long

is

we cannot

psalms argues

how late
The Heb. is

early or

tell.

apparent.

been noticed that the psalm contains a number of parallels

to other psalms.

Ps. 18' 120' use the

same phraseology

as v.

2";

Ps.

*^
{all Ihy breakers and thy billows have passed
42"' reads exactly like v.
aver me), but in Ps. 42 this is figurative. Ps. 31'" is almost the same
'
(except one synonym) as v. (,/ said, I am driven out of the sight of Thy

eyes).

The

connection of Ps. 18* 69^ with

weh, Thou hast brought up

my

v. ^» is slight.

soul from Sheol)

is

Ps. 30^ {Yah-

quite similar to

v.

'.

With

V.' cp. Ps. 142^ 143' {when my spirit [Jonah: soul] fainted within
hear my voice from His holy teinple and may my
me); 18^ {may

He
Him

prayer come before

{may

my

to

His

ears); 5' {into

prayer come before Thee).

Thy

holy temple); Ps. 88'

Ps. 31' has the

same phrase

{they

* The similar example of the prayer of Azariah and of the three men in the furnace (Dn. 323)
as well as of the inserted prayer of Hannah (i S. 2'-'°) or of the song of Hezekiah (Is. aS'-'")
may be cited in support of this.
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who

care for idols) as

V.

v. '».

'"

=

Ps. 42' {with loud singing

and

thanksgiving).

These literary connections, with the exception oi\. *^ = Ps. 42 ^^ are
not striking enough to prove more than that the author was steeped in
That he should
the religious language of the postexilic community.
have worked these ''quotations" together into a psalm, taking them
from these various other psalms, does not seem likely, for the psalm has
«•
The phrases it
').
unity and a certain amount of originality (c/. vv.
has in common with other psalms were the common property of the
religious language of the author's day.

Interpretation of the Psalm.

—The main

lines that

have been followed

in the course of the history of interpretation are these:

According to the literal interpretation Jonah is regarded as actually
praying this psalm while inside of the fish. Others who do not believe
that the story was intended as actual history, believe that the author of

Jonah himself) composed the psalm and meant it to be
expression of gratitude on the part of his hero for
Still others believe that it was inserted
deliverance from drowning.

the story (not

taken
his

literally as the

(not composed)

by the author of the story who interpreted

accordance with the story, or by a later reader,
referred to in v.

'

and supplied

it

from some

it

literally in

who missed

the prayer

collection as the

one most

suitable for Jonah's condition.
According to the figurative interpretation the expressions for

ing are

all

metaphors

for deliverance

from disaster or mortal

drown-

illness.

^5~~ y^

y^

According to the allegorical interpretation the psalm refers to the
Babylonian exile. Jonah is the symbol of Israel, the fish of the Babylonian world power. Israel is singing in exile this psalm of thanksHpt. varies the allegorical
giving, which is really "a national liturgy."

3)

\

interpretation somewhat by taking the psalm as a "song of thanks by
Israel for deliverance from the Syrian persecution under Antiochus

"^

-- ^

\

Epiphanes."
In regard to the composition of the psalm, Bohme, who considers the
' '• ' and the
phrases in the
psalm as a later addition, takes vv.

entire

and into Thy holy temple (v. *) as interpolations.
as the original prayer of Jonah, the rest as later
additions.
He singles out the most striking and original lines of the
psalm. But even then they do not fit the situation and cannot be by
heart of the sea (v.
Ries. regards vv.

'•

<)

'

the author of the story, even

"^

is translated with 01 as a prayer,
if v.
bring up, etc. Ries. has perceived this and tries to ac'
it by the theory that the description of v.
was suggested by
another form of the Jonah story which was similar to that of Paul's

O

mayest
count for

Thou

shipwreck and

But

this is

to the

Buddhist story of Mittavindaka

pure assumption.

(see

com. on

i').
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COMMENTARY ON JONAH.
AND FLIGHT

JONAH'S DISOBEDIENCE
Jonah
Nineveh

is

commanded by Yahweh to go on a prophetic mission to
and tries to escape from this obligation by flee-

but refuses,

ing on a ship

The

1.

(i^-^').

to

Tarshish.

tale begins with

the son of Amittai, as
originally

if it

And

the

word of Yahweh came

one of a cycle of

to

Jonah,

had been
But the phrase and it came

were a continuation, or as
stories.

if it

pass had in course of time become so much used in narratives
that it could stand at the beginning of a story without requiring

to

an antecedent.

Thus

i

miah, Ezekiel begin with

Gath-Hepher

in

came

Samuel, Ruth, Judges, Esther, NeheOn Jonah, the son of Amittai, from

it.

Zebulon see

2

K.

14"^

and pp. 8/.

How the divine

Jonah not specified. Whether it was accoma
vision
or an audition, or whether it was the voice in
panied by
his soul that Jonah recognised as Yahweh's command, the author
revelation

to

is

does not say. If the story were history, we would wish to know
how such a striking revelation could have come to Jonah, what the
historical situation was,

and what

his

own moral and

preparation for this kind of a

message consisted

account for

is

in.

prophetic

To

try to

however gratuitous, since the
psychologically
2. Nineveh,
story is a poetic and not a historical account.
Nind
and
bank of the
was
on
the
eastern
situated
Ninud,
Assy.
it

—

It
Tigris opposite the modern Mosul, north of the greater Zab.
was a very ancient city founded most probably by the Babylonians,

Gn.

10^^

tal of

in

^'.

Sennacherib strongly fortified it and made it the capiBut its time of splendour lasted only a century, for

Assyria.

B.C. it was destroyed by the Medes.
It was never rebuilt.
It was
narrator calls Nineveh that great city also in 3^ 4".

606

Our

it was such a great
was no longer in exist-

important for his purpose to emphasise that
city, full of

human

beings,

cf.

4".

28

But

it

*

l'-

29

he speaks of it in 3^ as a city of the past. The
Nineveh as the place to which Jonah was to
he
chose
why
clear
as
the
becomes
story proceeds. Nineveh was the capital
go,
of the Assyrians, the bitterest enemies of Israel in pre-exilic times,

ence in his

clay, for

reason

and as such the best

illustration for the author's teaching.

E ven

Even to
these cr u eKA^yrian sjy ere _objectj of Yahweh's_ care.
them He gives an opportunity to repent, and thus to avert the pun-

What Jonah was

ishment due to them.
not specified here, but
is

cf. 3*,

to proclaim or preach is

for the clause because their wickedness

me gives the cause of Yahweh's message not its conYahweh dwells in heaven and so the writer in naive but

€ome up

tent.

to

graphic fashion says, the complaint {cf. ^'s interpretation) over
Nineveh's awful wickedness had come up and appealed to Him,
accusing and demanding justice, cf. Gn. 4^° i8'^ i S. 5'" La. i".
In what the wickedness consisted is not specified, but we know
Assyria's cruelties from her own inscriptions as well as from Na.
gU.

12

^1. i9_

God

Yahweh

is

no longer a

local or national deity« but the

whole earth, who punishes wickedness wherever He
The emphasis on Yahweh's sense of
Cf. Am. i /.

of the

finds

it.

justice is necessary for the further

development of the

story.

—

—

3.

Jonah refused to obey the command. He did rise, but to flee
from the presence of God and to escape from his duty. That he

made up his mind to flee to Tarshish is unBut when he arrived at Joppa and found the ship about to

should at once have
likely.
sail for

Tarshish he quickly decided to take passage.

mention of Tarshish in our
or,

more

likely, it is

most probably

SW.
otus,

text is therefore either

due

Tarshish

{cf.

a later insertion.

The

first

to prolepsis

Gn.

10^) is

be identified with the Greek Tartessos in the

to

mouth of the Guadalquivir River (HerodIt was most probably an ancient Semitic
is men^^), whose mineral trade with Tyre

of Spain, near the
I,

163, IV, 152).
^-

colony {cf. Is. 23^tioned in Ez. 27^^ {cf. also Je. 10®).* It appears to have been the
farthest point W. to which the Phoenician merchants went on their
* Other identifications of Tarshish, e. g., with Tarsus in Cilicia ( Josephus) or Tunis (AE.)
or Carthage (CS in Ez. 27 and Is. 23) are now generally given up. C}. EB., IV, 4897 ff., DB.,
The identification with the land of the Tyrseni, Etruscans (Knobel, Frz. Del.,
IV, 683 a

W. M.

Miiller) does not

ing an araendation, that

commend
it

itself either.

And

still

was the north Arabian Asshur.

less

does Che.'s suggestion, involv-

JONAH

3©

sometimes called Tarshish-sJiips, not be-

large, sea-going vessels,

cause they all went to Tarshish, but because they belonged to the
class that could make such extended tours.
Cf. East India-men.

In going to Tarshish the author represents Jonah as going not
only exactly in the opposite direction of Nineveh but also as try-

The
ing to flee as far as possible away from Yahweh's presence.
Yahweh
is
or
the
presence, of
equivalent to
face,
phrase away from
away from Yahweh's

land.

Cf.

Gn.

4^^ i S. 26^®

^-

2

K.

5'^ 13"^

23

jg_ 23^''.
Jonah was trying to flee from Palestine in order
to escape a second command of Yahweh.
Just as a modern believer sometimes thinks of special places where God is more likely
J ^20.

to reveal himself

than at others, because he has experienced there

communion with Him,

so

Jonah contrariwise

God

in spite of his

more

thinks he can escape from
by fleeing as far as possible away from the

advanced conception of
the presence of
place where the

God
command

He would most

likely,

of

{cf. v. ®)

Yahweh had reached him and where

reveal Himself again to him.

Even

in

still

days Palestine was regarded as the place of Yahweh's special
manifestation and presence, though the belief in His omnipresence
later

had long been taught by prophets and psalmists. The reason of
Jonah's disobedience and flight is not given here, but it is explicitly
stated

by him

to divine that

Else

He

in

4^

It

required no special prophetic endowment
a redemptive purpose in this mission.

Yahweh had

might have instructed Jonah

to give the prediction of

Jonah would gladly have done
But to^o jo Nineveh and give^the messngf- th.eie could imonly one thing, that he sh ould warn the Ninevites and try to.

Nineveh's downfall in Palestine.
this.

_ply

bring about their repentance.*
Yapho, the nearest seaport of Jerusalem, is the modern Jaffa,
It has retained its location
ar. Ydfd, the Greek 'Io'ttttt;, Acts 9^®.

and name

all

through the centuries.

In Egyptian inscriptions

it

* The rabbis tried to find a high motive In this wholly unparalleled behaviour of a Heb.
prophet and so declared that Jonah fled because he knew that the Ninevites would readily
avail themselves of the means of averting the coming disaster, and repent, and thus make Israel's
disobedience to Yahweh's warning by His prophets and her perseverance in sin appear all the

more heinous and worthy
disobeyed and
life

fled.

of

He was

willing to perish

/.,

(c/.

v. '2)

about the destruction
where the Jewish sources are quoted.

for his people rather than bring

mer, pp. 14

Rather than do this, he
Moses (Ex. 32^) give his
by his obedience. See Rah-

punishment, and her ruin inevitable.

and

like

of Israel

is

Amama letters Yapu, in Assyrian inscripSeeEB.,
II, 2573^., DB., II, 755/. Already
Yapu, Yappil.
not
Israelitish till captured by Jonait
was
a
seaport,
early days

called Yepti, in the

tions
in

Mac. 10'®), though cargo destined for Jerusalem
Joppa and unloaded there in early postexilic times
and indeed as early as the time of Solomon, if we

than in 148 B.C.

was shipped
(r/.

(i

to

Ezr. 3^),
trust the Chronicler, 2 Ch. 2^^

i K. 5^ (Heb. 5^).
cf.
In Joppa Jonah found a ship which was about to sail for TarWith quick determination he paid his fare and went aboard
shish.

may

to sail with iJiem,

i.

with the sailors of the ship, to Tarshish to

e.,

Yahweh. There is
get as far as possible from the awful presence of
a fine touch of irony in the repetition of this little phrase. Such
where Jonah got the money for his fare do not trouble
who differs here from his Jewish commentators to
the use of the fem. suffix {her fare) seemed to indicate that

details as

the narrator,

whom

Jonah paid the price of the whole
"Jonah was rich."
1.

The name Jonah means dme,
'HDN

\iD.

is

a.

derivation of nrs,

cf.

cf.

p. 8.

^jn

.''I'^ri.

that the

I

(g

B

Amathi

K.

&

To

safeguard the proThere was a Heb. tradition
called her

p =

son 'nrx

garded

'•nrN

number of mss. read vn^CK,
widow of Sarepta who was regarded as Jonah's mother

nunciation a

cf.

Yalkut naively remarks,

ship.

17=^,

son of truth because Elijah had spoken the truth to her,
Siev. rethe word of Yahweh in thy mouth is truth, Prs.

v^r:x ]3 as

K. 14", Wkl., on the other hand,
K. 14" from Jon. i'. But Siev.
"Wkl.'s argument from Heb.
assertion.

aa insertion from

followed by Ries., as interpolated in

and Wkl. have withdrawn

their

2

2

thinks that invariably either the father's name
See however i K. 19'%
or the birthplace are mentioned but never both.
2. Nn,-i ® explains correctly
Elisha, the son of She p hat of Abelmeholah.

usage

He

untenable.

is

—

^ajnx.
is

=

r\-h';

n^Sx

32.

before

S;? is

a local prep.

=

upon, in Nineveh,

are frequently confused and later on
almost the same, esp. to the copyists. <& adds Kpavy-q = rp>r

most improbable.

meant

That

cf Gn.

D."i>;i,

Sy

and

'?x

We., van H. translate

18=".

—

^2

by

that, as

if it

gave

3. The first n-^-3>in is omitted by Bohme
the contents of the message.
and Siev., not only mtr. cs. but also for the reasons stated above. Je-

rome had already noted
first

Tarshish.

Tarshish

=

He

its

used

x^i, sea,

it

which

is

only rarely

S

gives,

nin''

ijdSd 31 paraphrases both

imminent fut., Ges. ^ "". The
used of going away from the speaker, but when

times '"I N-'3 '3jnNT aip p.

verb S13

strangeness but did, of course, not omit the
in justification of the general meaning of

nsa

prtc. of

JONAH

32

so used the limit of the motion
Is.
i.

47=
e.,

Nu.

32«, cf.

the sailors,

before nin> >jdSs,

BDB.

who belong
^-l^;^'

correct interpretation.
ship,

we say went on

'
given, Is. 22'5 Ez. 3<-

is

Gn.

Siev, inserts njr after jnM,
to the ship.

At the end

(g transl. t6 vaOXov auroO, as
3.

tim

board,

is

&

wzV/j //lew,

repeats

if it

were

Heb. idiom, went down

the

German,

45'^ i S. 22s

nnry

m^S

'>i3tr'.

a

into the

bestieg es.

THE STORM ON THE SEA

(1'-^.

Yahweh pursues Jonah in a terrible storm. The sailors try to
save the ship first by prayer then by lightening it as much as possible.
Jonah, who had fallen asleep in a corner of the lower deck, is
also ordered by the captain to

pray

to his

God.

Jonah cannot escape God. Yahweh hurls suddenly a terstorm upon the Mediterranean Sea, evidently not long after

4.
rible

the ship had left Joppa.
With a few strokes the author pictures
the terrible danger.
The ship threatened to break in pieces, whether

by the force of the waves or by being driven upon the

reefs

which

make
It is

the Palestinian coast so dangerous, the author does not say.
a vivid word he uses, for it represents the ship as an animate

being, agitated, full of fear,

lit.,

it

thought

it

would be broken in

Whether the writer was conscious of this force when he
pieces.
wrote the word we cannot tell. Cf. Mk. 4^^
5. The storm was
so fierce that the seamen became frightened.
They were no Hebut
either
natives
or colonists; some
brews,
probably Phoenicians,

—

may have been

of other nationalities.

their various deities, each

one crying

They invoked the help
own god, "ignorant

to his

of
of

the truth, but not ignorant of the rule of providence" (Jerome).
After the instinctive yielding to the impulse to pray they at once
set to work to do all they could to save the ship.
They threw over-

board the tackle and utensils, whether also the cargo is not altogether certain (though the Heb. term may include it), in order to
We
get relief from the burden of an.xiety which lay upon them.
speak of lightening the ship, so that it may more easily respond to
the rudders and the oars.
The Heb. thinks of the weight as resting as a burden on the mind.

For a similar use of the phrase, cf.
Meanwhile Jonah was unconscious of it all. He had
gone down to the lower deck, and there he had laid himself down
Ex. i8^^

33

comer and had fallen into a deep sleep. Whether his sleep
was due to his extreme exhaustion produced by his hasty flight
His commentators
or to some other cause the writer does not say.

in a

have thought

it

worth while

was doing
tener's

to disagree

about

it.

For the narra-

explains what Jonah
hour of danger. It satisfies the reader's or liscuriosity and prepares for the graphic and interesting in-

tive itself this sleep is

important because

it

in this

—

terview of the captain with Jonah.
6. The captain in going all
over the ship came upon the sleeping Jonah in his corner on the

In his astonishment he shouts, uuhat do you mean by
sleep in such a storm! get tip and pray

lower deck.
sleeping/

how can you

thy God!

io

Astonishment

also harshness

and

threat

is

certainly in his tone, but whether

we cannot

He

tell.

does not recognise

Hebrew nor does he mention the name of Jonah's God.
Still less does he recognise him as a prophet whose prayer would
be especially efficacious. He wants him to do something and not
lie around and sleep.
Perhaps the God (here not equivalent to
him

as a

God, the one absolute ruler of the world, but rather =///}' God) will
The atgive a thought to us and help us so that we do not perish.
by his prayer. He
There
is no hint that the
may
refrained
that
had
from praycaptain thought
Jonah
intentionally
and
that
he
was
that
defiance
of
God
ominous.
feared
ing
Jonah's
In such fearful danger every one must do his share, no one must
tention of the deity

is

called to the suppliant

have forgotten or overlooked him.

be

idle.

Since the sailors were doing

all

they could to save the

What a
ship, the only thing that Jonah Could do was to pray.
scene! The heathen sailor admonishes the Heb. prophet to pray!
The narrator does not tell whether Jonah obeyed the command
and we may therefore think that

this

was

self-evident

and

for that

reason omitted, or preferably that he simply rose and followed the
captain to the upper deck. That he should have stayed where he
was, and proceeded to sleep again after the captain had left him,
is

excluded by the following. Thoughts such as, e. g., how could he
Yahweh in his disobedience, did not trouble the narrator.

pray to

The

story

moves quickly and passes over

these details.

esting to note the assumption that the stranger's

willing to help

them

all, if

only his attention

is

God

It is interis

perhaps

directed to their need.

JONAH
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Note the emphatic

position of nin>i, hut Yahweh on his part.-~
one of the author's favourite words, cf. i^- "• '^ (g om. rhvM, so
also GASm., Now.^ (but not Now.'^).
a>n-SN = OTt-Sy.
GASm. om.
4.

"j^an is

H

® Nnanx'? N;i*3, sought to
5.
(3
penser is used in the same way.
adds after and they cried each one to his God: r]nx pna P'^ nx i?ni,
and when they saw that it was of no use. D^Sjn cf. CKeit), Acts 27". njv^
c^.

nac-nS nau'n,

break in pieces.

is

periditabatur conleri.

—

The French

a circumstantial clause, and as such to be translated by the plupf., else
get the unjustifiable meaning that he went down at the time of the

we

storm when the others were doing all they could to save the ship. This
is most improbable.
nj^DOn in3n\ the innermost parts of the lower deck,

The unusual word hj^dd which occurs only here in the
frequent in Aram., but this does not necessarily mean that it is
an Aram, loan-word. On the contrary from the root joD we get the idea
that it means properly the covered ship, the vessel with a deck, and thereSI

vS-ic'

OT.

'T'ip.N'^,

is

fore here,

than

.

where the lower deck

n'':N.

It so

the

OT., but

Du.

transl.

happens that

is

also the only passage

correctly,

is more properly used
occurrence of the word in

referred to, nj^'oD

this is the only

where the lower deck is referred to.
Winkel des Verdtcks. D^nM

in den dussersten

pausal form with pathah, Ges. ^'"". The vb. is used of deep, heavy
6. Since San is a denominative from San, rope, it means ropesleep.

—

puller, sailor,

yard.

Ez. 27«- "•

"s.

For the use of the

29_

Qr_

g-^jj^

vineyard-keeper from D^.r, vineconnection cf. D^-jD an, chief

coll. sg. in this

eunuch, 2 K. 18". The prtc. am: is not vocative (O sleeper, AV., RV.),
in which case it should have the art., but it is used here as onai'D
in I S. 2^' or as the inf. in Ps. 50'^ with iS nc, cf. Ges.

5

think, 33 recogitet.

uS for

us,

for our

Che. emends to arnn'; (or arn-), EB.,
similarly: will be gracious, (6 diaffuijT)

M

is

benefit.

II,

=

2566

=

what

used

else-

'zob^

you doing asleep ? what do you mean by sleeping ? ns'yrr'
where only in Dn. 6* (n^u'j;', and is clearly an Aramaism.

are

is

It

means

to

Cf. S arn, Ps. 40'*.

n. 2.

®

];>\:-^\will save,

a''n^-i«,

GASm.

so also &.

But

correct.

THE DISCOVERY OF JONAH AS THE GUILTY
ONE (i^-'»).
was sent by a deity in pursuit of a
own vessel, the sailors throw lots to
discover him.
The lot falls on Jonah. The men ask him for particulars about himself and he confesses to their horror that he is a
Hebrew who is fleeing from Yahweh, the God of heaven, the creator
of the dry land and of the sea.
Believing that the storm

guilty offender on hoard their

35
7. A^ter v.

"

there

is

a brief pause in the narrative.

that something has been lost, but that

is

Some

hardly necessary.

think

The

storm shows no sign of abating, and the sailors now fear that an
oflFended god has sent the storm on account of some one on the

whom

ship
^-

he wants to punish.

This

an old

is

belief, cj. Jos.

14" ^-j shared by many peoples of antiquity. Of course,
not every storm was interpreted as a sign of wrath on the part of
the deity.
It was not until the sailors had exhausted
every other
7'°

I

means

S.

that they thought of this last possibility.

But how could

the guilty one be discovered?
Where man's wisdom is not suffithe
divine
decision
is
The narrator uses here a
cient,
sought.
device that is common all through antiquity, the casting of lots,
i^®.
Even the Urim and Tummim were sacred
which
Yahweh
announced His will. The decision of
through
the lot was authoritative and final, because it was regarded as
God's own decision. And they said one to another, come let us

cf.

Pr. 16^ Acts

lots

cast lots, that

upon us.
lots were

we may know for whose sake

this disaster

has come

here physical evil, misfortune, disaster. The
either stones or other articles.
When the lot fell upon
Evil

is

Jonah there was no doubt

in the

minds of the men that he was the

cause of the deity's anger, and they would, of course, not ask him
after the decision to tell them /or whose sake this disaster had come

upon them, as

M intimates in a gloss on

parallel to this episode in the

v.

^.

—There

is

an exact

Buddhist story of Mittavindaka from

who had gone to sea in disobedience to the command of
The ship suddenly came to a stop on the sea and
not be made to proceed. The sailors cast lots in order to

Benares,
his

mother.

could

discover on .whose account this calamity had happened.
Three
lot marked Mittavindaka as the guilty one.
Whereupon

times the

the sailors set

him

adrift

on a

float

that the sailors use as they throw

not perish on account of this one."
trip.

(E.

—

Hardy, Jona

c.

i

und

with virtually the same words

Jonah overboard, "many must

The

boat then continued

Jdt. 439, in

ZDMG.,

its

1896, p.

8. The strange passenger may have excited the suspicion
153).
of the sailors before, they knew nothing of him, he was none of
their

man

number.
he

is

31

So they naturally want

and ask him, What

is

to find out

thy business ?

sc.

what kind

of

here on this ship,

JONAH
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are you taking this trip ? This is the meaning of the queswere the reason
tion, rather than wlial is thy occupation, as if that
Tell us, where dost thou come from? What is
for God's anger.

why

And what

thy {native) country?

is

thy nationality?

—9.

Jonah's

and remarkable. He only replies to the quesThis is the name which
tion of his nationality, I am a Hebrew.
Israelites use with foreigners, cf. Gn. 40^^ Ex. 2^ 3*^ etc. Naanswer

and

tionality

God

brief

is

religion

on

insist

go together:

who made

of heaven

the sea

And

and

I worship Yahweh, the
He does not

the dry land.

his special piety, but simply

on

his religious connec-

worshipper. And quite in prophetic style
he proceeds to describe Yahweh as the God of heaven. This was
a common title of Yahweh in postexilic times, as not only the docu-

He

tion.

is

a

Yahweh

book of Ezra but also the Jewish Aramaic papyri of
Elephantine show. Yahweh's omnipotence and transcendence

ments

in the

It is interesting to note that
are expressed in this appellation.
before the Phoenician sailors,
once
to
this
confession
Jonah adds at

whom

worshipped as their chief god Ba'al Shdmen=the
Lord of heaven, that Yahweh had made the sea and the dry land.

some

of

By proclaiming himself a servant of Yahweh, the God of heaven,
who had made and who controlled the sea and the dry land, he
made clear that Yahweh had sent this storm upon the sea. And
since the lot had pointed him out as the culprit, that Yahweh was
pursuing him. The narrator does not represent Jonah as becoming conscious of the incongruity of his flight and of his belief,
though Jonah realises that he cannot escape Yahweh anywhere on

Such contradictions in religious belief and practice
Note the incongruity of believing
are frequent enough in life.
in monotheism and at the same time denying God's relation of

land or sea.

grace and love to the nations, which our author combats. Now
it cannot be denied that the simple and beautiful dignity of Jois most surprising and altogether unexpected at this
claimed that Jonah in giving this answer
sometimes
point.
had become Yahweh's missionary to the heathen in spite of him-

nah's answer
It is

self.

But

that

much more
rative to

was surely not in the author's mind. And it seems
and much more in keeping with the entire nar-

likely

assume that

originally the text read here slightly

dififer-

u

,10.

ently,

I

am

the God of heaven, etc.
This
or
to
/
Yahlater, accidentally
purposely,
worship
10. Jonah's confession produced great
of heaven.
the sailors. They did not know the reason of his flight,

fleeing

from Yahweh,

was changed
weh, the God
fear

among

3^

—

had not said anything about it to them. They thought him
a criminal, perhaps a murderer fleeing from justice, whom the
angry god (who was in control of the sea as well as of the dry land)

for he

was pursuing

in the

storm on the

And

sea.

They do

exclaimed, WJiat hast thou done!

full of horror they
not ask for information

about the nature of his crime, but are horrified at his bold attempt
to flee from the Almighty God.
The author of the alteration in
V.

®

added

sailors,

in v.

And

Yahweh.

^°,

as an explanation of the exclamation of the
that he was fleeing from the presence of

men knew

for the

v. ^, wondering how
and interpreting their
the margin, /or he had told

a reader of the altered text of

know why he had

the sailors could

fled,

knowledge in line with vv. ^"^, wrote in
them. This was introduced into the text
ariness

is

later on.

But

apparent from the awkward construction

in

its

second-

which the

two causal sentences follow each other without connection.

7.

occasionally in early
ingly in

+

consists of 2

's'^S'3,

NH.

S

N.

So here

to

See

v.

«.

Cf.

id.

The rel. part, c =

Aram.

B*, cf.

^-St:'.

interrogative, on account of

whom?

+S+

•\Z'ii,

is

used

Israelitish, frequently in later writings, prevail-

was joined

•h;c, etc., cf. v. '-.

c

By

S'l,

always before pron. sfs.,
>!? the whole becomes

the addition of

whom? Vii.

BDB., Ges.

^

on account of that which concerns
8. >r:h nt:'N3 is
jjj na Sia.

—

^^ok^

the Heb. equivalent of tS:;'3, but is so singular and clumsy that it can
only be regarded as an explanation of ':d^w'3, and since the whole sentence uS PNiH n>nn -isS n;:'N3 is merely a repetition of v. '"^j we may be

we have to do with a marg. n. which found its way into the
The question is, moreover, meaningless here, since the men had
discovered by lot who the guilty one was. It is not found in severai
Heb. mss. or in ^^'^ and is omitted by many scholars. Orelli, who defends its genuineness, thinks that the men wanted to find out whether
sure that
text.

Jonah was willing to acknowledge his guilt and thus confirm the correctness of the lot.
Ehr. correctly,
T'dn'^o no what is thy business ?

was ist der Zweck deiner Reise? Pu. "this particular business in which
he was engaged, and for which he was come on board." Siev. takes it
as meaning, what hast thou done?
9. "'>3", (§ SoOXos Kvplov = mn^ i3".

—

0» took the

•>

for

an abbreviated nin\

jSl is

preferable.

0!

nsTin^^.

Siev,

JONAH
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om. the Cod of heaven and regards
and the dry land as a gloss intended
the text.

He

and

explains

v. '*

/

am

also the rel.

cl.

who has made

a/raid of

Yahweh

that

the sea

element of

to heighten the religious
is

why

I

hid

finds that with this confession the

proud assertion of belief
in Yahweh as the Lord of heaven and earth and the sea is not comHis main argument is however metrical, the words do not fit
patible.
into the hexameter scheme in which, ace. to Siev., the Book of Jonah is
myself,

composed.
In our exposition we have assumed as the

— 10.

orig. text

''Jn

'r\yn>

^jdSdi

denotes present continuance
of the action.
We., Now., Marti, Siev. omit onS T'jn •'3 as a gloss.
The rest of v. ""• must also be omitted as secondary (with Bohme, Bu.,

n^h (with Kohler, Bu.).

ma,

prtc.

'"
""' and in v. *" the
after v.
Wkl.). Wkl. transposes v.
regards v.
phrases, afid they said to him and on whose account has this evil come
But this is not necessary, n''!:'^ nsr ns is not a
to us? as secondary.
'',

question for information, but an exclamation of horror.

Cf.

Gn. 3".

THE STILLING OF THE STORM BY THROWING
JONAH INTO THE SEA (i^-^").
sailors ask

Anxiously the

him
him

in order that the storm
into the sea, for he

count and that
the

angry

it

would

deity.

Jonah what they should do with

may

was sure
cease, if

cease.

And

that the storm

tells them to cast
had come on his ac-

he

he were thrown overboard

The men follow

to placate

his advice, but not before vainly

trying once more to reach the shore and addressing a passionate

prayer
self

to

had

Yahweh

not

them guilty of murder, since

to Jiold

so plainly indicated

into the sea, the storm ceases

His

and

will.

the sea

As

He Him-

soon as Jonah

grows calm.

is

cast

Overawed by

Yahweh' s might, and full of gratitudefor His deliverance, the sailors
offer sacrifices and make vows to Yahweh.
11. Meanwhile the sea was becoming more and more angry.
It seemed that Yahweh demanded the surrender of Jonah.
But
since the sailors did not

were afraid

to offend

What

we do

know Him,

Him.

Cf. 2

they could not be sure. They
So they ask Jonah,
17'".

K.

grow calm and cease from
knew
how to allay the anger
he
Perhaps
The clause at the end, for the sea was raging more and

shall

to thee that the sea

{raging) against us?
of

God.

more,

may

be a part of the narrative or a part of the words of

In

the sailors.

here also.
realise,

— 12.

he

"

it is

Jonah

a part of the narrative and so probably
them to throw him overboard, jor I

tells

it is for my sake that this great tempest is upon
not gained this knowledge by the decision of the

says, tliat

He had

you.

v.

but by the voice of his conscience. And he knew that the
storm would be calmed by his sacrifice, for then the reason for

lot,

the storm would be removed.

It

was an ancient

custom

sailor's

to quiet the stormy sea by turning the guilty person adrift or
throwing him overboard when it had become evident that the god

demanded it. Cf. the story of Mittavindaka given above
But the sailors hesitated to follow Jonah's advice.
in
were
doubt whether Yahweh would be pleased with it.
They
did
not
know what Jonah had done, and could not be
They
of the sea
at v.

''.

— 13.

sure that

all

that

turn to the land.

The

Yahweh wanted might
So they

tried their

not simply be his reutmost to reach the shore.

narrator had said nothing of any previous attempt on their
and this is quite in line with what we know

part to reach the shore

about the custom of
coast.

sailors

during storms along the Palestinian
open sea rather than risk

Usually they prefer to seek the

being wrecked upon the reefs of the dangerous coast line. But
In
they rowed with all their might to get back to the shore.

now

vain!

When

they saw that

it

was impossible and

that the sea

instead of becoming calmer began to rage still more, they perceived that Yahweh's will was in accord with Jonah's suggestion.

— 14.

So they decided to throw Jonah overboard, but before doing so, they cried to Yahweh and implored Him not to look upon
this act as if it were the shedding of innocent blood, and not to
hold them guilty of the death of this man. Yahweh might side
after all with his worshipper and avenge his death upon them.

So they told Yahweh in their prayer that they were doing nothing
but His will, for He had sent the storm, had indicated by the decision of the lot that

Jonah was the

had not aided them

in their attempt to get

guilty cause of

back

it,

and

He

to the coast

Jonah off the ship. They did not regard Jonah as
words and do not lay upon us innocent blood expound
the words do not let us perish for the life of this man.
They merely

in order to put

innocent, their

express that the sailors did not

commit the crime

of wilful murder.
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himself had pointed him out as guilty and Jonah himhad acknowledged that he was the cause of the storm and
Yahweh as well as Jonah had demanded that they throw him

Yahweh
self

O

Thou

into the sea.

— 15. Thyself,
Directly

Yaliweh, hast caused this accord-

after they had cast Jonah overboard,
ing to Thy will.
The term used here
the sea grew calm and ceased from its fury.

makes the sea animate, it had been angry, full of wrath, now it
was calm, appeased. 16. The sailors, profoundly impressed by
the sudden calm and overawed by this manifestation of Yahweh 's
At once they offered sacpov^er, feared Yahweh with a great fear.
to
Him after reaching their
their
to
and
rifices
vowed
homage
pay
What they vowed the narrator does not say. He
destination.
did not feel the difficulty of the older exegetes whence the sailors

—

He does not say that they were
sacrificial animals.
converted and became henceforth true Yahweh-worshippers, but
rather describes a scene which harmonises with ancient religion

took the

and

its

recognition of the existence of

pnrM, in order that

11.

it

many

be cal;n, for

clause after an interrogative sentence

waw

gods.

conj. with impf. in a final

Ges.

'"».
ir'^jJO pregnant
iSn in combination with another vb. denotes progressive action, Ges. ^ "'".
"i>bi ^l^in, was rag12. •^^t;'^ = •'J^aS, see note on v. '. Siev. om.
ing more and more.

constr., cease

cf.

'i

{raging) against us.

from

—

CDiSi'r:

=

mtr.

row,

SI

cs.

— 13.

r?^t:i,

means

i.-^n

(&

irape^La^ovTo

Gr. thinks that ^'s Heb.

the oars).

nnnM, but more

likely

it

was the same as

made

efforts

was perhaps

te.xt

3^tt'nS, to

JH.

on account

of the rhythm.

entreaty, ah,

now! I

(or

NJPV^, accept our petition/
SI ">;! dt nam.
for N\i:

bring back,

om. mni

— 14.

B

after

N^pj

nnx mtr.

cs.

is

BDB.

con,

quasumus.

Qt

beautifully So|T

cf. 2 S. 14', 51

t:'o.:

|d

na'na;

written here with x as in Jo. 4'»

& transl.

Thou

art

Yahweh

— 16. iny the German abstehen von,
here of the raging of the
used
29"
—16.only {Metrik) regarded
pn and
both
strong emotions.
wrong.

30'.

sc.

by reading n^'a^n-Ss 2^vrh iS^i nSi
njK from ns -f nj, "a strong part, of

we) beseech thee/"

m

this is

(with

ipinn^, Vol.

Siev. rearranges the order

the ship.

Siev.

dig, here dig {oars) into the water

lit.

TS remigabant.

like

sea, else

1>'' is

Siev.

and, but

cease, cf.

nini

it is

Gn.

used of
nin-'S

as

but Marti insisted rightly that the characteristic element would
then be taken away. Siev. now {Miscellen) regards only one, preferably r\^n•> pn, as secondary. (S^ om. nin>S. 51 n2T Nn^i"? nrsi, and

glosses,

they promised to offer sacrifices (after they

had reached the

shore).

"
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'")

(Engl,

i'"

2*-

*^.

5^ YahweWs co77iniand Jonah was at once swallowed alive by
a huge fish and remaijied in its stomach tJirce days and three
Then he prayed to Yahweh, who commanded the fish to
nights.
throw him up on the shore.
2^

(Engl.

nah.

The

fish

i^').

Then Yahweh

was not created

His bidding which

at that instant

fish,

it

this fish

Yahweh
The

Cf. also v. ".

to

do

later

on the day of creation and

The Heb.

speaks simply of a great
Commentators have thought of a large shark

in readiness for

not of a whale.

but ordered by

instantly did.

it

Jews believed that God created
held

ordered a great fish to swallow JoRV.) is misleading, for the

translation prepared (AV.,

Jonah.

Quandt and more recently P. Haupt of a
But the author did not specify the kind
cachalot or sperm-whale.
not
interested in this or did not know
of fish; whether he was
{squalus carcharias),

enough about

it,

we cannot

tell.

He had

probably heard stories

Df huge sea-monsters which had swallowed men whole and alive.
The fish has no other purpose in the story than to swallow Jonah

and thus
him back

to save

him from drowning and eventually to bring
Haupt believes that it was brought into

to the shore.

the story "in order to transport the disobedient prophet as speedily
as possible from Joppa, the seaport of Jerusalem, to Alexandretta,

the terminus of the shortest route from the Mediterranean to Nin-

But our author does not say where Jonah was ejected, cf.
and others have therefore guessed that he was brought back
The three days and three nights which Joto the coast of Joppa.
nah was in the fish must not be cut down to but little more than
eveh."
V. ",

twenty-four hours in order to minimise the miraculous element.
For this is of little avail, even if it were possible to interpret three
it does not do away with the exNor is it necessary, since the story is not a
Of course, the phrase three days and three
need not be pressed to mean exactly seventy-two hours. To

days and three nights thus, since
traordinary miracle.
historical account.
nights

collect stories, as

miracle

is

has often been done, in order to corroborate the
if they were well authenticated,

beside the mark, even

JONAH
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^

and even

if it

could be proved that a

man

can

live three

days and

three nights in the stomach of a huge fish without being suffocated.
For the story belongs in the same class with the many stories of

men swallowed and
over.

They

saved by large fishes which are told the world
Our author lets Jonah stay in the
are folk tales.

all

fish three days and three nights in order to make a stronger impression on the reader as well as on the prophet who is to be taught

—

obedience by it. 2 (Engl. v. *). And Jonah prayed to YaJiweh his
^'^'^
God. This refers now, as the text stands, to the psalm in vv.

But

(Engl. vv. "").

this

is

psalm

interpolated, see pp. 22 /.,

and

our author meant here not the psalm but a prayer for deliver^
V. speaks of a prayer
ance, the words of which are not given.
which was prayed in the stomach of the fish, not after the deliver-

ance from the

fish, while the psalm is not a prayer for deliverance
^
but a thanksgiving after deliverance. V. is sometimes regarded
as the introductory part of the interpolation.
Marti, e. g., thinks
that our author would not have repeated the subject, Jonah, or the

Besides, the repetition in the light of

^ But it is easier to account
was already in the narrative.
ch. i becomes even significant.

For we are not

usually assumed) that Jonah

p\a.ce, from the belly

of the fish, from

for the insertion of the

prayed
It is

to

psalm

told (though

Yahweh

more

if v.

God

his

it

v.
^

is

had told him to do so.
But now Jonah, who had fled

after the captain

likely that he did not.

out of the sight of his God, prayed out of the stomach of the great
The terrible experience
fish in the deep sea to Yahweh his God!

had made him

— 11

Then

pliable.

followed in the original story

the fish.

Heb. speech:
are not told.

the following as so often in
the dry land.
tinian coast,

1.

we

\A^here,

we may

suppose.

see

on

pM,

(6 irpoff^Ta^ev,

is futile,

'•

cf.

v. ".

And Yahweh heard his prayer and spake unto
The words of the command are not given but implied in

(Engl. V. ").

4«-

'.

v.

It

meaning only
where

it is

means

—

used

attempt to determine the place

\

in late

three days and.

To

vomited out Jonah upon
Somewhere on the Palesit

2.

E

pracepit

is

a favourite word of our author,

number, assign, appoint, order, in the latter
books {cf. BDB.). VD here = stomach. IE omits
to

njin the fern,

collectively.

is used only here of a single fish, elseSince the masc. Jin occurs three times ia

"

2^-

this ch.

for

J-'.i

'»'•

(w.

")

we

are justified in regarding nj-\n as a scribal error
Others think the use of the fem. is a sign of late

(so also Kue.).

date.

The

article

Jonah
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2^- ')

(ENGL.

grotesque explanations of the rabbis

11 (Engl.

in

v.'").

form

of n:c,

niH',

perhaps

rf.

its

<&'s transl.

irpoffha^ev for

]r:'^

M

is

A PRAYER OF THANKSGIVING,
[=J

Out

of

to

*

p]

in 2' 4'-

had an abbreviation which

orig.

also reads ipai, apparently a free transl.

'

be found in the

may

quotation in Mt. 12" is taken literally from (g.
For i::s'i C5 reads irpo(7eTdyrj, as if it had read a

The

JE.

my

anguish

superior to (S

2^-''

It

'.

omitted

&

<& overlooked.
S>.

(Engl.

2^»).

I called

Yahweh and He answered me,

Out of the midst of Sheol I cried,
Thou heardest my voice.
Thou didst cast me into the heart

of the seas,

and the floods surrounded me.
All Thy breakers and billows
passed over me.
»
[']

And

thought, I

I, I

from Thy

How

[5]

The

cast out

shall I ever again look

toward
«

am

sight:

Thy

holy temple?

waters encompassed

me

to sufifocation,

the deep surrounded me.
•

["]

Sea-weeds were wrapped about my head
at the bottom of the mountains.
I had gone down to the land whose bars
are everlasting bolts,

But Thou broughtest my
Yahweh, my God.
«

[]

When my

life

up from

the pit,

soul fainted within me,

remembered Yahweh,
And my prayer came unto Thee
1

into
'
["]

Thy

holy temple.

Those who pay regard

to vain idols

forsake their (true) refuge.
'«
l'J

But

I

with loud thanksgiving

will sacrifice to

What

I

Thee,
have vowed I will perform,

for help belongs to

The psalm

is

composed

Yahweh.

of pentameters, so-called kinah-Vmes.

Usu-

two together are regarded as forming strophes of four half-lines
The only exception to this is v. ' where we have a single kinaheach.
Reuss and Marti think that the other line has been accidentally
line.
ally
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The latter suggests that it was something like But I trust in
'
Thee, O Yahweh my Saviour I cf. Ps. 31'. Bohme and Du. regard v.
as interpolated.
Dr. Briggs regards the psalm as consisting of "two
^-s and vv.
^-^j concluding each with a refrain
complete strophes [vv.

omitted.

and

.

unto

.

half a strophe [vv.

.

Thy

'•

holy temple in vv.

'•

'

ment

without a refrain." If the phrase
indeed a refrain, Dr. Briggs' arrangeBut we cannot be quite sure that the
'"]

is

is undoubtedly correct.
author intended it as a refrain, though occurring, as it does, twice at the
end of six lines it is very likely that he did. We would be surer, if it

Dr. Briggs assumes that it did originally, for he con"This shows that the prayer is only part of a longer piece which
must have been complete and symmetrical as we see from the parts
{to
given to us." The metre demands that the first two words of v.
occurred again.
tinues,

">

the ends of the mountains) be taken with v.

as the second part of the
kinah-lme. This necessitates a slight change in the preposition. Kau.
and Siev. retain the masoretic division of v. ' and believe that the second
'

«
is missing.
But this spoils the
part of the second kinah-Vme in v.
kinah rhythm in v. ' also. On the authenticity of the psalm, see pp. 2i_^.

—

3 (Engl.

V. ^).

In the

first

two

lines the

theme of the psalm

is

In mortal anguish the author had called on Yahweh and
had heard his cry. He had been so near death when he cried

stated.

He
to

Yahweh

that he

the midst of Sheol.

seemed

to

be (as he says hyperbolically) in

But now the danger

is

past, as the tenses

show, cf. v. ^. The mortal peril is not specified, but
there can be no doubt that the one who inserted the psalm interclearly

preted the distress in accordance with the story. The original
author may have used these expressions figuratively of mortal illBut here in Jonah
ness, as, e. g., the author of Ps. 69 had done.
the description of drowning is consistent all through, not as in Ps.
69, where the phrases are figurative and soon abandoned for other

terms descriptive of the distress of the singer. Sheol, the nether
world, is personified here as a monster with a belly, in Is. 5" its
large
called

mouth

is

seemed

spoken

of.

The

phrase out of the

belly of

Sheol I

to the inserter to refer to the belly of the fish, but
^

has in reality nothing to do with it. V. is similar to Ps. 18^
For the same hyperbolic expression of threatened death
30' i2o\
it

cf.

Ps.

18^

30'.—4 (Engl.

V.').

The

scription of the psalmist's distress.

third line begins the de-

It is

grammatically closely
connected with the preceding, and Thou didst cast me. We should

2^-'
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Thou didst cast me, and we may translate thus, for
how the psalmist got into the belly ofSheol. As so often,

expect (for)
it

explains

Yahweh

is

regarded as the author of the calamity, and secondary
The metre which is quite regular in

causes are not mentioned.

psalm demands the omission of one word in the first line, and
most probably the deep (cf. Mi. 7^^ Ps. 68^^) should be omitted,
this

for

it is

synonymous with

the heart of the seas.

Cf. Ez. 27^- ^.

The

streams (for pi. v. i.) which surround him are the floods and currents of the sea, cf. Ps. 24^ where the floods are parallel to the seas.
All

Thy

breakers

and Thy billows passed over me seems to have
There the terms are used figuratively.
42^.

been taken from Ps.

—5

In despair I thought (lit. I said), I am driven
(Engl. V. *).
out of the sight of Thine eyes, i. e., out of the land of the living,
where Yahweh rules and sees everything. Cf. Is. 38", / said, I
shall not see

Yahweh

in the land of the living, nor shall I see

men

any more with the inhabitants of the world. Ace. to the old idea
Yahweh had nothing to do with the nether woHd^ He was a God
of the living andnot of the dead. This conception persisted even
after others

had been introduced.

The

inserter of the

well have seen here a point of connection with

i^.

psalm may
There Jonah

away from the presence of Yahweh, here he realises that he
has been banished from Him, out of His sight. In the continuafled

iH introduces an element of hope. Surely I shall yet again look
upon Thy holy temple, but this is so manifesdy premature and so
out of keeping with the context that the reading of 0, which intion

volves the change of a single vowel,
ever again look
is

impossible!

must be followed,

How shall I

A

upon Thy holy temple?
To
Cf. Gn. 39® Ps. 13 7^

question of despair, it
the Hebrew the temple

Jerusalem was the seat where Yahweh dwelt. Surprising as
it here may seem to us who would have thought
rather of the light of heaven in such a connection and therefore

at

the reference to

which Yahweh dwelt, to the devout Jew
For he thought of Yahweh as living among His
when he prayed and into
people, toward the temple he looked
the temple the prayer would come to Yahweh who heard it, cf.

of the heavenly temple in
this

V.

*.

was

natural.

Thither he would go to worship, sacrifice, render thanks
The psalminto communion with his God, cf. v. ^^.

and enter
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that this will henceforth be impossible for him, for he is
to death.
V. ^^ is almost exactly like Ps. 31^. 6 (Engl.
The Heb. idiom, The waters closed in upon me, cj. Ps. 18',

ist feels

—

doomed
V. ^).

unto the soul, means either until I could not breathe, to suffocation,
or unto {my) life, German: gingen mir ans Leben, cf. Ps. 69' (figuHe had sunk deep down to the ends
ratively), threatened my life.
or roots of the mountains, down to the foundations of the earth;
in Ecclus. 16"^ both the roots of the mountains and the foundations

mentioned together. The Hebrews believed that
was founded upon the subterranean ocean, Ps. 24^, and

of the earth are

the earth

that the ends of the mountains, the pillars of the earth, went deep

down

to

its

foundations,

cf.

Ps.

18^^.

Down

there sea-weeds

were wound around the psalmist's head, a gruesome turban, with
which he was about to enter the land from which no wanderer returns.

—7

The

(y. s.).

The

(Engl. v.").
singer

two words of

first

v.

"^

go with v.'

had sunk down lower and lower and had

ar-

rived at the gates of the land whose gate-bars are eternal bolts, which
are never opened again after the wanderer has once been admitted.
It is

the gate of the land of the dead through which the dead soul
which lay, as the ancient Hebrews believed, below

enters: Sheol,

Here the drowning man had

the subterranean ocean.

the gates of death, when Yahweh suddenly saved him.
lonian ideas of the nether world were so similar that
to

out the fragmentary notices of the

fill

arrived, at

The Babyit is

possible

OT. by Babylonian

paral-

Zimmern, KAT?, pp. 637, 642, Friedr. Delitzsch, Das
Land ohne Heimkehr (191 1). Sheol is protected by walls and
lels,

'f.

which are also mentioned in

9" Jb. 38^^ Ps. Sol.
in Jb. 17'^
are
mentioned
16^^;
gate-bars
but the text there is not certain. Usually the thought seems to be
gates,
16^

Wisd.

16^'

Mt.

of a fortified city, here

lonian

it is

above

differs

it

irsitum, land,

from

Is.

38^" Ps.

its

M

is
cf.

of a land,
Dl.,

/.

cf.

Ex. 15^^ also in Baby-

c, p. 37.

only in the omission of

The text adopted
one consonant.

M

reads the land whose bars [were closed] behind me forever. The
words in brackets are not in the original. The pit from which
''^

Yahweh brought up
also
is

I S. 2^

and

With v.
the psalmist is Sheol.
cf. Ps. 30*,
the prayer of Asurbanipal (K. 2487), where Ninib

praised as the one

who

brings back the body of the one that had

2^-'"
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(E'NGL. 2'-')

been brought into the nether world (Dl., /. c, p. 40). We should
have expected a reference to the fish at this point, if the psalm had
been written by the author of the story of Jonah for this particular
place.

—8

(Engl. v.

remembered Yahweh,
used (except

When my

^).

cf.

spirit for

my

soul

was fainting within me, I

142"* 143* where the same phrase is
my soul, some mss. have this also here).

Ps.

And my prayer came to Thee into Thy holy
The inserter of the psalm interpreted
88^.

temple,

Ps. 5^

cf.

18''

this, of course, as the

in the belly of the fish, acprayer for help which Jonah uttered
^
Yahweh's
V.
V.
to
holy temple is here also the
^).
(Engl.
cording
This
is an interesting verse for the belief in
at
Jerusalem.
temple

the necessity and efficacy of prayer.
lieves_that Yahweh would
And
prayed, cf. also
to
of
Yahweh
help
ability
i*'.

his

who pray
idolaters,

and
him to

of the readiness

conviction

those

remark about

utter the following

The_authqr evidently beif
Jonah had not

not have interposed,
to

Him

leads

which seems

at first so

out of keeping with the whole tenor of the psalm, that one might be
inclined to regard it as

—9

an interpolation, as

Bohme and Duhm

do.

with idols, for they are
(Engl.
vain and cannot help, and by doing so one forsakes the only true
source of help, Yahweh, who will not help then. For He hears
v. *).

only those

It is folly to ally oneself

who pray to Him.

If original,

the writer used the phrase

they forsake their loving-kindness in the same
loving-kindness,
144^ speaks <A Yahweh as

way

My

in

which Ps.

they forsake
their only true love, their grace, their gracious God, who alone can
save them. But it is probable that the original read, they forsake
their refuge (Marti).

Cf. Ps.

31''

i. e.,

for the phrase tliey

who pay

re-

gard to vain idols. This strophe is shorter than the others and is
regarded as incomplete by Reuss and Briggs, and is filled out by
a question whether our poet wrote strophes of four
half-lines throughout or (with Dr. Briggs) strophes of six lines
each concluding with a refrain. Nothing is missing in the thought,

Marti.

It is

either

between

v.

^

and

v.

"

or between

v.

*

and

v. ^°.

— 10

(Engl.

In contrast to these idolaters our singer to whom Yahweh
his Love or Refuge declares fervently, that he will cling to Yah-

V. *).
is

weh.

of thanksgiving will he sacrifice to Him.
sacrifices {cf. Heb. word slaughter
material
evidently

With loud songs

He means

=
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he mentions also

sacrifice), for

made

he had

hour of

in the

pay the vows which
need and which, accord-

his willingness to

his desperate

ing to ancient belief, ^vere efficacious in eliciting God's aid, cf.
i^°.
There were many different kind of vows, vows of a material

and of a
case

Which were prominent

spiritual nature.

One might

we do not know.

in this psalmist's

ask whether the inserter of the

psalm interpreted this as referring to a vow of strict and unqualified obedience which Jonah made in the fish.
But we cannot tell,

The whole psalm culminates
it.
and gratitude that help belongs to Yahweh and

since he says nothing about

the shout of joy

no one

else, cj. Ps. 3^

He

(Engl. 3^).

alone can give

psalmist himself had experienced to his great joy.
Ps. 42' 50"-

Cf. v.

to

as the
^"

with

==".

add rhv

3. (5 51

OeSv fiov after mn', this

=

(6 Kpavyrji fiov

^ni;vy'

it,

in

\7;^V4S

iH

is

correct.

is

—

probably due to
Du. omits ^'h^p

v.

in

^

—

his

Du. omits
4. Evidently something
new begins here, but the gram, constr. of ''JDiS;rni connects it with the
We should expect pf. without waw consec. So We., folpreceding.
transl.

nisD

'•S

Ps. 18' 120'.

cf.

'''7.

lowed by Now., thinks that something has dropped out. Since the metre
demands the omission of one word in v. ^"j Schmidt om. 'j3''Si'Pi, but
cannot be missed, Marti, Now."^, Kau., Hpt. omit nS^xa which
if orig., be nSix:;^, while Siev., Now.^, Gunk, omit aT^ aaSa
The second is the most probable. Du. reas an explanatory gloss.
this

should,

synonyms but regards

tains both

the phrase
51,

and

a^::'>

33^3

Ez.

cf.

most probably

this is

am

cut

Gr.,

off.

Ps. 31=' to v^anjj,

Bohme

e. g.,

—

as a quotation and gloss.
For
Hpt., Du. read snnj (pi.) with (6
Ps. 24'; the vb. •'J23D'' must then,

^''

right, cf.

of course, also be pointed as pi.

/

v.

27^- ".

5. ^nmjj, in the parall. Ps. 31-' "'Pr-uj,
read this here also. But others change

For ix read with 6

Du., Briggs.

"i??

=

i^N, Stei.,

Note the mistake in (&^ Xaov for vaov.
6, Ilpt. om. V. ^^ as a gloss and transposes v. ^"^ after v. '».
coi ty
N?i3 i;. (6 & 51 read T^d for 1iD. SI and Aq. thought of the Red

We., Now., Marti.

®

Sea:

iS ^'\o-\ n?;%

unnecessar}',
7.

^•''^7^

cf.

Aq. ipidpa.
Ges.

^

'«'•

'

and

Du.'s correction
also the

to the extremities of the

•'•i'^p^

Bohme, Now., Marti

(?) read

\1X|']'7,

the sense of extremity in the OT.
nx.i in Ecclus. 16", where it

onn

correctness here also,

yiNn for

ai-\n,

cf.

BDB.

It

for impf., is
'J-7?3p, pf.

same use

of ^J33D> in v.

mountains.

since

2'ip is

01

'.

N'p.vj »^;^^^.

Gr.,

not elsewhere used in

But the occurrence

of the phrase
San mOM, proves its
obviates Now.'^'s suggestion to read
is

parall.

to

or that of Ehr., Hpt. D>n or that of

Du. annj nspV.

—

49

2^-3'

H.'s conjecture of nnn Hades is highly improbable,
n-nnj yiNn
The ancient and modern Vrss.,
''-lya does not seem quite in order.
except (& m, supply a vb., tlie earth with its bars closed upon me for-

Van

d'^ij?'?

But even then the dilEculty

ever.

the statement

is

is

not true to the facts.

not altogether removed, because
The bars had not closed upon

Of course, we might explain that this is hyperthe psalmist forever.
and that he only thought so. But this does not seem right. Van H.
seems to me to have suggested the right solution at this point by followbolic

®

ing

6ts

7^^ ^s

ol

continentes aterna.

whose

He

reads

for

"'71

{gate) bars are everlasting bolts.

Ges.

cf.

p-ox^ol avrrii /cdroxot alJivioi, 21 cuius vecles sunt

^

This

""='.

fits

'i>3

and

For the

translates,

the

land,

before a prep.
the nether world,

cstr. st.

in with the context, for "tN-i is

Ecclus. 51°, Bab. irsitum, and is preferable to Marti's ingenious reconstruction a'^iy d;?.-S!« ni'.^nri V?.^'? ''O"''^;, J had gone down into

Ex.

cf.

i5'2,

the lowest part of the earth, to the dead people of antiquity, and also to the
emendations of Now., Siev., Hpt., Du. or Ries. Hpt. omits v. ''^. The

metr. division differs from HI,
vnTi> with the foil. yiNn.
QI (g

goes with the preceding str.,
pit, with nnr, destruc-

D''in ^j-ip'?

& U connect nnr,

tion, corruption.

Some mss. read inn for ^VDi. (Sffill point Ninrn with waw conj.
Instead of the prtc. Pi. anas'D which is found only here many
read with the parall. Ps. 31' anc'.i'n. In Dt. 32'' Nia' "h^n is parall. to

—

8.
9.

The

7X"S<7.

by

Ps.

(Hi.,

144''.

use of o^on in this verse

it is

unusual and paralleled only

their mercy, their fortune
(We.), their providence (van H.), their piety (Du.).
best to interpret it, as in Ps. 144^, as meaning the author

Gunk.), their

If orig.,

is

It is variously translated

by

best

cf their true good, they forsake tJteir own true grace. But it seems preferable to emend the text slightly with Marti, Now.'^ a;ipn-; their refuge.
21

already

V'^.y,

felt

a difficulty here and so paraphrased pnS ao^nxT nptjn
wenn jemand zu nichtigen Gotzen sich ver-

]^^^ ri^S, similarly Ehr.,

sieht,

halten diese mit ihrer

favour

Gnade

zurilck.

&

But the

constr. does

—

not

evades the difficulty by reading -\^^ur\. 10 (Engl. v.').
Now."^ suggests Sn;^? for S^pa. Gr., Che. read hidtn for nnarx. But
this meaning can be gotten without emendation,
cf. We.'s translation,
this.

Thee songs of praise. For rnm (5 E have a
which does not presuppose a different orig. On the
There is difpoetic ending in npjnc'i see Ges. ^'"^ and cf. Ps. 3' 80'.
ference of opinion in regard to the last line.
HJ does not connect aScN
hut I will sacrifice to

double

transl.

with niniS, the Vrss. as a rule do.
erable,

cf.

need, for

enced

this

also

Ps. 3'.

He

Yahweh

But iH
alone

is

is

and prefthe true helper in time of

in line with v.

»

'•

alone has the power to help. The psalmist has experiand ends therefore his prayer with this jubilant expression of

assured conviction.
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YAHWEH'S RENEWED COMMAND AND JONAH'S
PREACHING IN NINEVEH (3'-^).
Jonah promptly obeyed the renewed command, went to Nineveh
and delivered Yahweh's message that Nineveh would be destroyed
in three days.
1. Cf. i^

There

is

no reproach

of the prophet's former dis-

command which
Yahweh's
kindness.
It had
gracious
brings out most beautifully
sometimes been thought that Jonah went first to Jerusalem after
his deliverance to perform his vows in the temple, but our author
says nothing about this and we cannot assume that "it goes without saying" (Halevy); on the contrary, the impression his story

obedience but simply the quiet reiteration of the

makes

that the

command came

to Jonah immediately after his
was promptly obeyed. 2. The content of
the command is the same as before, cf. v.
But again it is not
I am about to speak
unto
her
the
which
specified, proclaim
message
to thee.
That it would be the same message as before goes without
And that Jonah knew what it was is clear from v. ^. 3.
saying.
This time Jonah obeys without delay. His refractory spirit had
been subdued by his terrible experience. The author says nothing about Jonah's thoughts and feelings with which he set out to
do his duty. And we need not speculate on them either. He knew
is

deliverance and that

—

it

—

that the du ty could not be evaded.

Now Nineveh,

the writer ex-

was an enormously large city, lit. a city great {even) for God,
who has a different measure of greatness. It required a three
At first it seems as if the cirdays' journey to travel through it.
cumference of the city were meant, so that it would take three days
to travel around it.
This would agree with the statement of Diodorus (2^) based on Ktesias that Nineveh's circumference was 480
stadia, which would be equivalent to a three days' journey, for
Herodotus (5^) estimates 150 stadia for a day's march and the
plains,

present-day estimate of about 20 to 25 miles for it agrees with this.
But that our author meant the diameter of the city is clear from
*
v.
which implies that one day's march was only the beginning of

Jonah's journey.

When

he wrote the

city

belonged to the

dis-

*

3"
tajit past,

him than
istic
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as the Heb. verb shows, and
it

actually

had been.

it

appeared much larger to

Such exaggerations are character-

of stories like this.

Diodorus

(2')

Each

lengths.

writes about

Nineveh "it was well-walled, of unequal
was 150 stadia; each of the shorter

of the longer sides

The whole circuit then being 480 stadia the hope of the founder
was not disappointed. For no one afterward built a city of such compass, and with walls so magnificent."
F. Jones who surveyed the ruins of Nineveh gives the following
measurements: "In more general language the enceinte of Nineveh may
be said to form an irregular triangle, having its apex abruptly cut off

90.

The

to the south.

sides of this figure

have a length respectively

in the

order described as follows:
FT.

The East Wall
The North Wall
The West Wall, including space occupied by
mounds of Koiyunjik and Nebbi Yunus
The South Wall

16,000
7,°°°
the great

....

Making a

13,600
3,000

total circuit of

39,600

or 13,200 yards, equal to seven miles four furlongs of English statute
measure; just one-eighth of the dimensions assigned to the city by Dio-

—

Topography of Nineveh, JRAS., XV (1855), p. 324.
These measurements of Jones tally with the authentic records of SenIn an inscripnacherib, who fortified Nineveh and made it his capital.
and pubtion, recently acquired by the British Museum, No. 103,000,

dorus Siculus."

W. King

in Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets,
Museum, Part XXVI, 1909, Sennacherib describes Nineveh's improvements made by him, its system of fortification and its fifteen gates whose names are given; and in the course of the description he

lished

by L.

.

.

.

in the British

supplies valuable information concerning the measurements of the walls.
Col. VII: ssXineveh, the area of whose circuit in former days "had been

nine thousand three hundred cubits, «»and for which the princes who
went before me had not built «'an inner and an outer wall, "twelve

—

thousand five himdred and fifteen cubits, from the unoccupied land of
the city's enclosure, ^'I added to the former measurement, «<and twentyone thousand eight hundred and fifteen great suklum I made its extent (?)*

Col. VIII: "I enlarged the area of Nineveh,

my

lordly city,

open spaces I broadened, and I made it bright like the day, '^I constructed an outer wall and made it high like a mountain."
Nothing could more effectively demolish the various theories which
'^its

* "

32

The word dearly

refers to the circumference of the walls."
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attempt to prove the author's exactness in his estimate of Nineveh's
The most interesting one of them suggests that the author meant
size.
Greater Nineveh, i. e., the whole complex of cities between the Tigris
and the Zab including Kalah and Khorsabad (Schrader, KA T.-, pp. 99/ ).
But that this complex of cities was ever one large whole is contradicted
by the inscriptions and the survey of the ruins (cf. also Wkl., KA T.'^, p. 75,
The glossator of Gn. lo'^, however,
n. 4, Johns, EB., Ill, col. 3420).
explained the great city as consisting of the tetrapolis, Nineveh, RehoAnd Ktesias and Diodorus seem to have
both-Ir, Kalah and Resen.

had some similar notion, for the entire circuit of the four seats of the
Nineveh district is 61^ miles (Jones, /. c, p. 303). If our author shared
this view of the greater Nineveh, it would merely show that he lived long
after the fall of Nineveh, at a time when its greatness was greatly exagIt does not prove his historical accuracy.
gerated.
shows that he exaggerated even more than Ktesias.

The

text

mdeed

And Jonah

began his journey into the city and after he had
a day's journey he began to preach. The narrator places
him in the heart of the city before he begins his proclamation.
4.

made

The

explanation that Jonah began to preach at once and that he
all the way that first day is not in accordance with the

preached

text.
The Heb. would have expressed this diflfersubstance of the message was, Yet forty days, and
Nineveh shall be overthrown ! The same word is used of the over-

words of the

The

ently.

throw of Sodom,
it

cf.

Gn.

=«

19-*-

Dt. 29^

Am. 4"

Je. 20^«

expresses the completeness of the destruction not

No

reason for the destruction

is

given, though

it is

its

La.

4",

manner.

suggested in

i^,

nor are any particulars furnished about the agents of the destruction.
Nothing but the bare statement of the coming disaster, without any call to repentance! And yet the author knew that his
hearers would understand that Yahweh was giving this warning to
the Ninevites in the hope that they might repent and thus avert

For this was always implied and understood,
has only three days inhimself
also, as ch. 4^ shows.
by Jonah
stead of forty, and this is in all likelihood the original reading, for
the certain doom.

^

moves rapidly and three days are much more in accord
After Jonah had traversed the city from west to east he
could expect the judgment. So he sat down and waited, but not
See further on 4^. What language Jonah spoke, the
forty days!
the story

with

it.

narrator does not say.

How

the people could understand him,

unless he spoke Assyrian, has sometimes troubled the
tors.
It has been suggested that the author prol)ably

commentameant that

Jonah spoke Aramaic, which was the diplomatic language in the
But is it likely that the people of Nineveh under-

Persian period.
stood Aramaic?

To

our author the language

made

as httle

diffi-

culty as the similar question in

what language Yahweh spoke

Adam made

It

This

to

simply did not occur to him.

another sign of the folk-tale character of the story.

is

2.

rh

to the Yahwist.

(& Kara,
nsn.T sermon, message, prophecy, only here in the OT.
t6 tfxirpoadev 5 iyia i\a.\-i}(ja,
secundum prccdicationem

C

K-^pvyfj.a

ego palam locutus sum ad tc, i.e., ^OiX '\'yii njv^'xin nNnpo
Bu. is alone in thinking that this is "probably correct" "since

quam

priorem
\-nji.

only absolute obedience to the first command would agree with the conBut i3J does not imply that the command would be different
text."

from the
reads

131 prtc. of imminent

first.

'JS for "'DJX.

—

3.

On

Nineveh

cf.

Siev.

fut.

also

om.

H'iSn

Hpt, JBL.,

mtr.

XXVI

cs.,

and

(1907),

dmSs'? nSnJ, great {even) for God, i. e., extraordinarily great.
ff.
Kau., unmenschlich gross, cf. Gn. 10'' where 'JdS is used for '^, with the

pp. 4

same meaning.
to the narrator.

The

pf.

^,-^^^

Siev. inserts

shows that Nineveh

num

is

a thing of the past

after I'^M mtr. cs.

Hpt., /. c, p. 16,
regards a'D> n-yhv iSna as a gloss (without giving his reason for it). Ries.
"> as a
He thinks that the glossator deduced the greatregards v.
gloss.

from the three days of grace and from the fact that
Jonah made one day's journey on the first day. 4. a^y^is, (^ rpeis, E
The latter is rightly accepted by Kohler, Du., Ries. {v. 5.).
triduum.
iH changed three io forty, because forty would go better with the period
njjnj prtc. of imminent fut. Siev. om.
of fasting {cf. Kohler, Ries.).
ness of the city

T>2 mtr.

—

cs.

THE RESULT OF JONAH'S PREACHING
The Ninevites
5.

The

repent,

Yahweh

Ninevites believed that

relents

(3^-^°).

and spares Nineveh.

God would carry out His

threat.

repented immediately, proclaimed a fast and clothed
themselves in sackcloth, all of them without exception, earnestly

So they

all

God would see their self-abasement and penitence,
take pity on them, pardon their sins and avert the disaster.
Cf.
^2^"^-.
Jo. i'^
Fasting and putting on of sackcloth are the outhoping that

ward

signs of the sincere

vites, cf. V.

^'^.

and whole-hearted penitence

It is interesting to

of the Nine-

note that the author uses the

JONAH
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term God here and not YaJiweh.

Yahweh

It

was the divine message

they believed.
"God" and not the proper
verses.

even

if

that

So the author uses

they did not know.

name Yahweh also in the following
The quick^ffecLQf4Qiiahls_^riadiirLg^
we take into account the emotional nature of the orientals.

iTstands in striking contrast to the unbelief and indifference with
And it is this
Israel treated the prophetic announcements.

which

point that

is

of

most value

to

our author

who wants

to

throw the

So he works it out in
repentance of Nineveh into sharp relief.
some detail, evidently desirous of bringing out the universal char-

—

6. The
acter as well as the sincerity of Nineveh's repentance.
his
of
and
of
the
message
awe-inspiring
strange prophet
report
comes even into the royal palace before the king himself, who in

true folk-lore fashion
his splendid robes.

ply the

is

is customary in such stories, for it adds
king also believes at once, he rose from
his (royal) mantle and covered himself with

King of Nineveh,

nothing to the tale.
his throne
sackcloth

and put

and

clad in
pictured as sitting on his throne,
author gives no name, he calls him sim-

The

as

The
off

sat in ashes, a sign of humiliation

and

grief, cf. Jb. 2*.

—

Even the king himself! Mark the profound impression! 7, 8.
Not satisfied with setting a personal example, the king sends out
an edict and has it proclaimed all over Nineveh. Cf. Dn. 3^ where
mentioned who proclaims the decree. Official edicts
done or begun
appear too frequently after the people have already
to do what is ordered in them, to permit us to overemphasise this
on that account. The
point and regard these verses as secondary
introduction of the edict. By decree of the king and of his nobles,
the herald

is

formula or (though the author in his chara hasty conbrevity says nothing about it) it presupposes

either a

acteristic

is

mere

official

ference of the royal council. The decree commands that everya
body in Nineveh, including the domestic animals, shall observe
strict fast,

put on sackcloth, earnestly pray to

and abandon

his sins.

The

God

with

all

might

some commentators
was intensely serious,

edict impresses

somewhat humorous. To the narrator it
Even if he were humorous in other places, here
cf. Judith 4®"^^
his
own end by a humorous touch. The humour
defeat
would
he

as

is

due

to a copyift.

The

domestic animals are to

joiji

in the gen-

3'-4'

abasement and so are

eral

to
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be deprived of food and drink.

Though the parallel in Judith 4^° shows that the custom which
Herodotus (9"*) reports of the Persians when the animals participated in the ceremonies of mourning for Masistius, was also Jewish, it is apparent that a copyist repeated somewhat carelessly and
'

after men in v. ^, so that the text now says that
the animals were not only to be clothed in sackcloth but should
also cry to Yahweh and repent of their evil ways.
This was evi-

aninuils

from

v.

The outward signs
dently not intended by the original author.
matched by true repentance and reformation.

of penitence are to be

The prayer

is

sincere, the

abandonment

not to be perfunctory but intense, the conversion
of sin genuine.

A

high spiritual and

moral conception underlies this edict. Cf. Is. 58^"^. The sins of
the Ninevites are moral and social; of idolatry the author does not
Their evil way is general. The violence that is in their
speak.
social oppression practised by them, cf. Am.
rather than to Nineveh's cruelty to other nations.
9. The
hope, not the certainty, that God may perhaps pardon them is

hands refers to the

—

3'",

expressed in the humble words, who knows, God may once more
have pity (or may turn and repent) and turn away from His hot
anger,

tliat

we do

not perish.

C/. Jo. 2".

With

v.

^'^
f/".

Ex.

32^"**.

recognised that their penitence does not put God under any
10. Their hope was not disappointed.
obligation to spare them.
It is

—

And God saw what

they were doing,

deeds count, not words.

lit.

their deeds.

That they had turned from

Him

With

their evil

way

and had therefore genuinely repented. The narrator emphasises
this.
So God relented of the evil which He said He would do to
them and decided not to do it (lit. did it not). Cf. Am. 7^- ^ Ex. 32".
The divine mercy was quickly aroused and the pardon of such
sincerely penitent sinners speedily determined upon.

The

verse

does not create the impression that Yahweh waited until the time
of grace was ended to make up His mind not to punish them, but
rather that

He decided to spare them as soon as He saw their whole-

hearted penitence.
5,

believing henceforth in

a theological gloss,

a prsn believe in, in
word spoken was true, not in the sense of
Yahweh as the only God. (5 correctly ^19^9^

Siev. regards D'H^^n^ as

the sense of believing that the
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For

<;i.

o"^nj3

aj::p njJi

following a suggestion
insert 3= after 3*,
this.

—

but

cf.

Ges.

^

cix

i^np^ in

crown instead of the robe.

statement of

recital of the brief

—

Hpt., JBL.,
not adopted by

v.

'

(1907), p. 16,

GASm., proposes

after the royal edict

is

opposed

to
to

§

thinks of the royal
Kleinert thinks that vv.^ " are only a fuller

Siev. inserts l^cn after

6.

XX\T

'"e.

made but

sp^ mtr.

v.

'

cs.

and renders

therefore the vbs. in

by plupfs. 7. -i-NM p;;?'i (S jC & take it as indireci. constr. a^J
an Aramaism, only here in the Heb. OT. in sense of decision, decree, but
often in the Aram, sections of Ezra and Daniel.
Cf. Assy .-Bab. iemu,
command. Siev. would omit either n::^^ and nrNS or jNiTii ~\^2n. ayja
Du. regards
to n"N'? belongs to the edict, whose intro. formula it is.
vv.

« ff-

Gr. puts
nu^ja also as part of the edict, Gegeben zu Ninivc.
But this is not necessary. It is true, 2;"J
nciN:; after cisn.

human

only with

beings, never with animals; n;n

is

ir;'-''

is

Vx

used

used with animals.

For that reason i>n> Ss is added. A certain awkwardness both in v. '
and v. 8 must be recognised, but this may be removed by omitting ncnai
in

V.

reads

Bohme

8.

(wapa)

c;":^

omits
for

^n.

i;-ii

cjjt.

—

8.

Ries.

omits

n-n^ni cixn

iru"'
is

Sn

C'ri

r;-\^

'rx.

05

omitted by Bohme,
not solved thus, for

We., Kau., Now., van H. But the difficulty is
Omit only
these words would hold over as subject from the preceding.
Siev. omits v. ^^ as an addition intended to heighten the relign:;n3ni.
ious impression. His main reason however is metr.
CS iC wrongly read
10. Siev.
9. Bu. omits with (§ iC 1 2rz'\
the impfs. with waw consec.

—

omits n>->n a^-no
penitence
—
From

'

'O,

cf.

—

v. ^^,

mtr.

cs.,

and because he thinks their
is due to dogmatic scruples.

purely external. (T's transl.
avi'^x is used for rn.-i', again in

is

V.

'^au'

on

transl. for 'i3i t-'X,

4'-

' ^

&

has a free

corresponding to v-'.

JONAH'S DISPLEASURE

(4^-^).

Jonah, much vexed

Yahweh.

Had

at the sparing of Nineroeh, remonstrates unth
he not anticipated just this, when he was still
had he not fled when the divine summons came to

home? And
him the first time, simply in order to prevent just this ? Did he not
know that Nineveh was to be spared after all ? Ah, if he were only
dead! Quietly Yahweh asks him whether he thinks that his anger
is justified, but he makes no reply.
He leaves the city and sits down
at

in sullen silence

to the east

of

it.

Jonah recognises that Yahweh has forgiven Nineveh and that
will not destroy it.
He needed no special divine revelation for

1.

He

this, for it

was

in accord with

Yahweh's character and prophetic

4"^
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Nor did he need to wait till the time of grace was over
know Yahweh's change of attitude. He knew it as soon as he

doctrine.
to

saw the repentance of the people. But instead of rejoicing over
Yahweh's kindness, he was displeased exceedingly and very angry.
2. That was exactly what he had feared when he was still at
home. It was for this reason, he tells Yahweh, in an indignant
prayer, that he had fled when the divine command came to him
He knew Yahweh's wonderful grace, His patience
the first time.
and readiness to relent, too well, not to foresee that He would forgive the Ninevites if they repented. And he had no desire to be
the messenger who was to warn theiti of the^doom to come and
He hoped and wished that
Jjiu s be th e means of saving them.

—

Nineveh go down

to its

doom unwarned.

His remonstrance

is

put

by the author in the form of a prayer in order to mitigate its bitter"It is noteworthy," says Wellhausen, "that the unfulfilled
ness.

—

prophecy does not awaken in Jonah any doubt whatever, whether
he was really sent by God." 3ut this.is not surprising^ for he

was warning the Ninevites,
would not be fulfilled, if they
For Yahweh was a God gracious and compassionate,
repented.
fnU of patience and of great kindness, and relenting of the evil which
He hadlhreatened, if men would but turn from their sins in true
That this condition is implied is plain from the entire
penitence.

knew
and

that in uttering the prediction he

fee~says Tnmself that he knew

it

—

OT. Jonah was not angry because his
own personal prestige would be lost by the non-occurrence of the
doom which he had announced, but because Nineveh had been
prophetic teaching of the

spared and because he himself had brought this about by his

That

warning.
despair.

—3.

is

And

the tantalising part of

to take his life 'from him.

were far better
scene in

i

K.

if

ip**

it,

which drives him

to

were dead and prays Yahweh
Of what use is life for him now, it

so he wishes he

he were dead.

One

is

where Elijah, thwarted

reminded of the similar

in his desire, also begs to

The

reason is not offended prophetic vanity in Elijah either.
Jonah's anger is most unreasonable, but of course he does
not see it. The author wants to lay stress on this, so Yahweh says
die.

—4.

to the prophet.

Dost thou think thou

This involves a reproof.

art justified in being so

But Yahweh

is

angry?

dealing gently with him.

JONAH
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He is in no

haste to insist on swift repentance, but wants to develop

Jonah the thought of the impropriety of his anger. Strangely
enough no answer to Yahweh's question is recorded. If it has
not been omitted accidentally, we must understand that Jonah
in

sullen silence to Yahweh's quesnot
original here (Bu., Marti) or we
perhaps
must perhaps supply the answer from v. ^, I am rightly angry unto
death (Du.).
5. The recognition that Nineveh would be spared

Did he return a

did not answer.

But

tion?

*

V.

is

—

had come

to

Jonah while

in the city, as

he witnessed the

traversed

now he

it

from west

leaves

it

and

ment and dismay.
all

through the

to east.

down on

sits

And

Three days

it

had taken.

the east of

in

angry disappoint-

it

Jonah had gone
he had finished his commission, he knows its

It is

city,

effect of

He had

his preaching in the sincere repentance of the people.

a situation true to

life.

and now he sits down to rest in his dejected mood. An ancient reader wondered why he should stay there, and so put in the
explanatory statement until he might see what would happen to the
But Jonah knew this already, and the author of the story
city.
could hardly put this in, for he gives no hint that Jonah had any
hope whatever that Yahweh would destroy the city after all, and
result

thus there would be no reason for him to

We

saw

three days

changed

make

such a statement.

in connection ^vith 3^ that the original text read, in yet

Nineveh

to forty.

will be destroyed!

The

The

three days

glossator read forty in his text

had been

and he con-

cluded that if Jonah had to stay so long he would need a hut as a
So he inserted, and he made himself
protection from the hot sun.
a hut and set down under it in the shade. This was a natural re-

and yet unwittingly he spoiled by it the point of the followJonah could sit in the shade of the hut, the shade of the
^
^
plant was not so necessary as v. assumes. According to v. Jonah had no other shelter from the rays of the sun than the plant.
flection

ing, for

This

if

difficulty

cannot be evaded by pointing to the refreshing shade

of the green leaves of the tree

the hut.

If

and

the true character of

to the unsatisfactory shelter of
v.

^'^

as an explanatory gloss

is

recognised, the difficulties connected with this verse disappear.
According to the original story Jonah needed neither to wait until

he would see what would happen to the

city, for

he knew

it

already.
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4"-'

make a

nor to

hut, for the time allowed

The

was not long enough.

Jonah stay there not because Jonah was uncertain
about the result of the repentance of Nineveh but in order to
author

teach

lets

him

the great lesson he so

nhij nyi ruv-Vs
/'iM in Ne. 2'°.

1.

to learn.

adverbial ace, see GesJ""i, same constr.
'rx S'^on-i as a
gloss intended

yn^i

—

with

much needed

Siev. omits nin»

2.

njN cf. i'*.
to soften the effect of Jonah's ill-temper.
omatic for our did I not say so? or did I not know it?

forestall

of V.

Sn.

me

to

^^

3. Siev.

—

4.

=

idi-

ni"3

—

Sy

just as,

verbially,

seems

nt-NSn
^?

upon my own ground, in my own country, at home.
^nD^|"' two translations are possible, (i) / sought to prevent, or
The second takes inmp ad{it) by fleeing; (2) I fled before.

\"iD"iN

''T\vr\.

For ma*?

nji
'r^vr^

e.

air,

g.,

as an insertion

=

omits nini mtr.
inserts

C5

translations

are used, Ges.

p\0^

^

'"""• '-"».

The

Jo.

2"

cs.

irpds 'luvav,

are possible,

(i)

E.x. 34".

His main reason

(5 21 insert "'jnx before rnn\
21

ad lonam.

dost thou well

For
to

"i"?

is

first

whole

Siev. omits here as in i' nu^un.-, also the

preferable.

metr.

<& 21

—

omit

nin aa^nn two

be angry, dost

thou

think thou art justly angry, or (2) art thou very angry? The first is to
be preferred as suiting the context better. In v. ' indeed the answer

which Jonah gives

to the question yes, unto death

cate that the author

the transl., yes, I

had the degree

am

rightly

might seem to indi-

of anger in mind.

But even

in v.

'

better fitting in view of
difficulties of v. ^ cannot be evaded

angry unto death,

—

is

5. The
foil, speech of Yahweh.
by translating the vbs. as plupfs., for that would have been expressed
by a circumstantial clause, as in i'. Wkl.'s ingenious transposition of
45 after y is accepted by Marti, Hpt., and for 4^^ by Kau., but it is not

the

accounted for. Kohler, Kau., et al., omit the reference to the
In spite of Now.'s protest it continues to be said, on We.'s authority, that (& omits Sx3 or that it is not well supported by <&, when
(gBANQ have it. We. does not omit it, others do. Marti thinks, if
easily

hut.

orig., it

would have

to

immediately preceding

be nSxa, but

this is

not necessary because of the

rrrin."!.

YAHWEH'S REBUKE OF JONAH
Yahweh

undertakes

object lesson

and

to

cure

Jonah of

(4"-'').

his refractoriness by

so causes a ricinus tree to spring

an

up very rapidly

to provide shade for Jonah, wJio is much delighted over it.
But his joy was dootned to be brief. For Yahweh orders a worm to
attack and kill the tree on the next morning.
At dawn the tree had

in order

already withered away.

When now

by God's special ordering a

6o

JONAH

sirocco springs

up

at sunrise

and

later the

sun

heats

down on Jonah's

head, which is no longer protected by the shade of the

tree,

he

is so

and mental misery that he wishes again to die, and
passionately asserts in response to Yahweh's question that he is quite

full of physical

justified in being so exceedingly

angry over the death of the

tree.

Jonah is to be shown the unreasonableness of his own attitude and the justice of Yahweh's by an object lesson, Yahweh
6.

orders a plant with large leaves to grow up rapidly and high enough
above Jonah to be a shade over his head in order to deliver him from
his vexation.

The

plant, called in

ably the ricinus or castor-oil tree

Heb. ktkayon, was most prob-

(AVm.

palm-christ,

RVm. Palma

which has large leaves supplying welcome shade, and

Christi)

whose growth

is

rapid.

Of

course,

its

growth

is

here miraculously

springs up and grows during a single night {cf.
V. ") to such height that it shades Jonah's head all through the
next day. Jonah rejoiced exceedingly over the ricinus tree, esp.
accelerated, for

over

its

^"^

it

shade, but also over the tree

"

indicate that he

itself

which grew so rapidly.

showed not merely

selfish joy but real
thus by turning his attention away from the
city to this miraculous plant Yahweh freed Jonah from his bad

Vv.

interest in

it.

And

humour and filled hisheartwith delight. The author pictures here,
psychologically correctly, how such a little thing can reconcile Jonah and then also how quickly he despairs again when the shade
of the plant is taken away.
One is again reminded of the scene
of Elijah under the juniper tree, in spite of the diflference of the

—

On the following
7. Jonah's joy was but brief.
morning, quite early, when dawn began to break, Yahweh ordered
a worm to attack and kill the tree. Soon it had withered away.
It has often been noted that the ricinus tree withers very quickly.
two

stories.

—8.

When now

the sun rose,

Yahweh ordered a

scorching east

wind, the much-dreaded sirocco with its oppressive and exhausting
heat and dust. The east wind is introduced not for the purpose
of drying

up the plant

(Bu.), or of tearing

of intensifying the physical

and mental

down the hut

(Wkl.), but

distress of the prophet.

It

aggravates the discomfort of a hot summer-day manifold as every
one who has experienced it can testify. And so it did with Jonah.
When the hot sun beat fiercely on his head, he missed the protec-

''

6i

4"-

shady ricinus leaves, and (we may supply from v. ^)
its sudden decay.
Exhausted and enervated by

tion of the

was sorry over

became

and

and again wished
asks him
19*.
whether he thinks that his anger is really justified. But this time
In v. ^ he was angry_b.ecause
the reason for his anger is different.
Nineveh was not destroyed, here he is very angry because the tree
the terrible heat, he

to die,

^

cf. V.

and

i

fretful

—9.

K.

Cf. v.

This inconsistency

^rclestroyed.

is

irritable

Then Yahweh

*.

vividly brought out

when Yah-'

weh asks him. Art thou

The

justly angry on account of tJic ricinus tree?
destruction of a whole cjtvjwith_thousaDdc; of pen pip hp Hp-

and when

sired,

it

didnot come about he was angry^J^iyt

w_heri_the_

worthless plant is destroyed he is angry and. sorry, and answers
with great veheme nce y es^eyen un to death, ex pressing the great
excess of his anger.

On

the use D^'nSs nini see pp. 64/.
It
represents a conflated text.
Etymologically
6.

nected with the Egyptian Kiki
of the

Greeks (Herod.,

been definitely

=

2^2 Pliny,

identified.

It

is

not due to Gn.

v^\i'^\>

to

appears

2*

" but

be con-

ricinus (Talmudic P^p), the Kpbrwv

The

15').

was a kind

Assy. kilkdiiUu has not

of garden plant.

kikdydn with the bottle gourd by (6 &
justification and seems to have been guessed by
fication of

probable plant in connection with a hut.

And

IE

The

identi-

has no philological

(S as

being the most

this is true.

"Speak-

ing of Mosul, Kazwini describes the custom of making tents of reeds
(on the shores of the Tigris), in which the inhabitants pass the summer
nights,

when

is becoming low.
As soon as the earth where
become dry enough, they sow gourds, which quickly

the water

the tents are, has

spring up and climb round the tents" (G. Jacob, Altarabische Parallelen,
pp. 17/.). But we saw that the hut is not an orig. part of the text. And
the identification has thus no

—

iS ':'''sns

is

an old

a&rQ

=

inyiD

iS

latter

because he believes the

iS SxnS),

due

more foundation than that with ivy (S H).
Heb. text of <& {rod ffKid^av

error, already in the

Bohme, We., et at., omit
Wkl. prefers to omit the
hut gave Jonah shade, and that he needed

to dittog. for

SixnS as a doublet of

v.T'ni

'>'7"'xnS.

hy Ss nvnS.

Now." marks in his transl. both clauses as secondary, but
As an alternative Now.'^ suggests iS SxnS without
'S^snS.
But then the doublet character appears at once and one of the
injnc.
two clauses must be omitted. If we are right in omitting v. ^^ as secondary, both clauses are orig. and there is no need of deleting either.
incn niSyj <g
7. Siev. reads D^'n'^N nin% so also &, but cf. pp. 64/.
8. Siev. reads here again o^nSx mni mtr. cs.
freely ewOiv^ as in Am. 7'.
diversion.

Now.'^ only

—
&

—

also.

The

exact meaning of

n'''i'nn is

disputed.

(S

E&

translate
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JONAH
= sultry, sweltering. Hi. thought
burning, scorching; W n^J^TV' ^"^^^
it was derived from cnn, to plough, and defined it as an autumnal
a cutting east wind. Kohler
east wind.
SS. took it from t:nn, to cut
it

that

=

connected

with

it

D->n,

sun,

We. does not attempt an
lations

and

sun

Kohler)

{cf.

explanation.

=

hot,

with these trans-

n^D>-\n,

as

if

from

Dt. 28";

D-in,

to

Che. proposes incb in the morning, but

glow.

cf.

at the beginning of the verse.

na-^n-i,

Bohme,
I

Perhaps

may

was omitted by haplog. and 3 was
(&
the older form of writing was qtiite easy.

scorching, c

Vol. thinks (& read 3-1H or a-inns.

ninS it:'3:-nN hny^,

49'° Ps. 121'.

while

ty^n, dried clay,

satisfied

Gr. proposed n-^rnn,

mistaken for t\ which in
may still have read n.27.n?.
Is.

with

glowing.

had been expressed

venture to suggest

it

Not

emends, reading

derivations, Stei.

Hal. nni-in from iin,
this

and compared

ini

and he begged his soul

lit.

cf.

that

it

might die, i. e., wished for himself that he might die. Marti thinks it was
an old phrase originally meaning to curse oneself, cf. Jb. 31^° "i^no Ssr'7
irpj.

up

1060 D:

oTroX. rbv ^lov.

#

inserts,

and

dried

it

also feels that the purpose of the wind
so suggests that there stood originally, and

Wkl.

the gourd, at the end.

should be expressed and
it

Vol. compares for

(& transl. freely airiKiyeTo rrjv xpvxv" clvtou.

this Plutarch, Moral., p.

down the hut. But nothing is said in the foil, about the collapse
and Jonah's anger over it, only the ricinus is mentioned.
would also have weakened Yahweh's argument, for Jonah had la-

tore

of the hut
It

Now."^ suggests the transposition of

boured for the hut.

v.

'

before

v.

',

nothing gained by this but the situation is better in the
inV. ^ presupposes v. ^ immediately before.
traditional order.

but not only

is

^

which one
canst lake

is

my

"no

words of Elijah from i K. ig% of
indeed involuntarily reminded in this connection. Thou

troduces instead of

life

>nia avj the

from me,

O

Lord, for I

am

not better than

APPLICATION OF THE OBJECT LESSON

my fathers.

(4'°- '').

YaJiweh draws the unanswerable lesson for Jonah. If Jonah
interest in a wild, epJiemeral plant, which

has taken such a deep

cost him no labour or thought, and
how much more is Yahweh justified

had

thinks himself justified in

it,

in taking a deep

Nineveh with

and com-

thousands of
inhabitants and tens of thousands of innocent children and animals!
10. Jonah's violence forms a beautiful background to Yahweh's
passionate interest in the great city of

its

wonderful interpretation and application of the object lesson, by
which lie shows to Jonah the inconsistency of his position. The
petty narrowness

and blind prejudice

of

Jonah

set off

God's pa-

r-

"

63

and mercy and love for all mankind most effectively. Yahweh compares Jonah's attitude toward the ricinus with His own
tience

the ricinus because

for

it

it

Thou

And yet it was only a wild
couldst not possibly have

the interest and the attachment of one

tended

it,

for thou hadst

was but ephemeral,

it

done nothing

grew up

on account of

full of pity

perished so soon.

did not belong to thee.

it

plant,

Thou wast

toward Nineveh.

attitude

who had

at all for

in a night

planted and

it.

Besides,

and perished

it

in a night

(Heb. son of a night), it was therefore not of much value nor
could thy attachment to it be so very deep because it lived such
a short time. And yet thou didst pity it when it died! 11. And

—

I should nol have pity on Nineveh, that great city? Will Jonah
deny this same natural affection to Yahweh? Nineveh is of far

Yahweh
more importance and value than a wild ephemeral plant
had laboured for it, for He, the only God, was the creator of all the
inhabitants as well as of the animals, and He had made the city
!

grow

to such

trast to V.

ish

it

^''.

wonderful greatness. All this is implied in the conIn His righteousness Yahweh had intended to pun-

for its wickedness, the complaint over

to

His heavenly throne, for

it,

in Israel or elsewhere, as

cf.

Am.

And

1,2.

so

of the wrath to come,

ago

He had

He

which had come up

ever punishes sin where

He had

sent a prophet to

and they had

them

to

to

break

said through Jeremiah (i8^^-), yl/

down and

to

finds

destroy

warn them

And

sincerely repented.

what

to

pluck up

if that nation, concerning

it;

long

instant I shall

speak concerning a nation and concerning a kingdom,

and

He

His prophets had proclaimed long ago,

which

I have spoken, turn from their evil, I will repent of the evil that I
thought to do unto them! What can He do but forgive? There
were besides the penitent sinners in that vast city 120,000 little
innocent children

who were

tinguish between right and

not old enough to know how to disleft, and who could therefore not be

punished for their sins, and also a great number of morally irresponsible animals for which Yahweh in His mercy also cares {cf.
Dt.

25^).

which

Should I not have pity on Nineveh, that great city, in
more than 120,000 human beings who do not know

there are

the difference between right

argument

is

and

left,

absolutely irresistible.

and

(so)

much

cattle?

The

There was but one answer

JONAH

6-1

But the author wisely

possible.

about Jonah.

minds

He

wants

of his hearers

and

refrains

from adding anything

to let the question sink

readers.

He w ants

deep into the

to teach the narrow,

Jews of which Jonah is but the type
wider than the measures of man's mind,

blind, prejudiced, fanatic

God

that "the love of

is

And the heart of the Eternal is most wonderfully kind: But we_
make His love too narrow by false limits of our own." It embraces

men

all men, not
only Israel, even Israel's enemies! For all
are God's creatures.
He is the God of all and just as full

and care

for heathen as for the Jews and just as ready to
if
them,
pardon
they abandon their sins and resort to Him. Should
we not share His love and His purposes?
of love

10. jaa'
it

= ]3

had grown

-irs, cf.

in

i^ The phrase nS^S-p son of a night

one night and

in another night

=

is

idiomatic,

perished, cf. Ges.
On the form I? cf.

it

one year old.
Following Bohme, Ries. omits 'rh-h \zz\ He thinks it was
inserted by a reader who misunderstood v. «, which should be transSimilarly son of a year

^'28v_

Ges.

^

lated

'^

by

plupf.,

when he went out
of the miracle.

Yahweh had ordered
there and sat down in

the
its

Jonah found

ricinus.

shade.

—

it

Ries. gets thus rid

11. Dins nS 'jni is an inSimilarly already Michaelis.
^
cf. Ges. i'"'*, indicated as such only by the tone.

—

terrogative sentence,

without reduplication cf. Ges. ^^w". Schmidt, Siev. suspect n::n:3i
as secondary, but it is safeguarded by 3' '•.
For nj-j-' (g J] read

c^-^:^•^
r\:i-\

wrongly nr'.

From

the

number

of

little

children, 120,000, a total

That Nineveh
population of about 600,000 has been estimated.
proper could never have contained so many inhabitants is clear. F.
Jones estimated that the population may have been about 174,000,
allowing fifty square yards to each person. If only children under two
years are meant, the total number of inhabitants would have been over
a million.

—On

*•

the genuineness of Je. 18'

Modern Theology and Related

Subjects

.

.

.

see Bewer, in Essays in

A

Testimonial

to

Charles

Augustus Briggs (19 11), pp. 31/.

NOTE ON THE USE OF
AND
BOOK OF JONAH.
r,^:^>

D'hSn

IN

THE

In chs. 1-3 the divine name used by the heathen is o^hSn or D'nSxn, by
Hebrew it is nin\ Only in 3'" we might perhaps have expected
The real difEculty is in
nin-', but •'hSxh is in line with the preceding.
the

ch. 4, for here

mni and d^hSn or D'hSxh are used promiscuously, withE. g., the same question is introduced

out any reason for the variation.

USE or THE DIVINE NAME

TICE
in V.

•

duced

by mn> isn^i, in
in V. ' by c^nSsn

—Now
147.233

in V.

'

v.

by

a\n':'N

p'l, in v.

«

by

^CNM.

dominus.

In

Luc. Hes.

&"

v.

«

(S'"3-

»fi/ptoj

6

{= nin'), E
Luc, Hes. 6 Oeds.

"s- ^s. iss

i e^i^^ (g

^

de6s.

the

same action

reads

is

intro-

by avn':'N nn^ ]-:^\
dominus; ^aq. 2$. as. 49. 6mo«.
In v. » (gAQ. jb. 153 Kvptos, "B

ovi'^x jrrM, in v.

05^* reads wv

'

Kijptos 6 ^£6$, <S«

Or

65

153. 233

all

«

k6plos, Si

U

through vv.

dominus, 05^

'-'

d\i'^s ni:T>.

These variants are significant. They show in regard to the reading
D'hSx mni in 4^ that it is a conflation pure and simple.
Note, e. g.,
the similar process in 4' where some Ok. mss. have Kupios, others
6 6€6s, still others Kvpios 6 ^e6s.
The process was the same in Heb.
In view of

mss.

this, it is

remarkable that the view that our author

dependent on On. 2 for the combination a^in^x nin> should still be
Our author did not write that combination, he wrote
entertained.
is

simply nin\

A

wrote

through ch.

copyist, or reader, under the influence of ch. 3 wrote
D'hSn probably all through ch. 4, but in some instances the orig. readThere can be no doubt that the author
ings reasserted themselves.

chs.

nin^ all

I, 3,

4, for

here there was no reason for

a\i'?N,

as in

Mitchell, H. G. T.
^
Malachi
Haggai, Zechariah,
and Jonah.
,

.

/.qt

^W
v. 25

